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 “CONNECT” project's main goal is to combat human trafficking, gathering origin, transit and 
destination countries, and sharing their best practices, profiting from their experience in different 
areas. The project aims to exchange strategies, techniques and instrument between Italy, 
Portugal, and Romania and enhance their cooperation against human trafficking. General 
purpose of the proposed action is contributing to fight against and prevent trafficking in human 
beings in Europe.  

The phenomenon of trafficking in women has a significant dimension in the selected countries. 
The interconnections among the target countries are consistent. Thanks to the exchange of good 
practices the project will contribute to address several gaps identified in the national referral 
systems. The project will establish a networking mechanism to facilitate the exchange of 
procedures and methodologies in these fields.  

The project is addressed to national /territorial networks composed by civil society actors and 
public institutions, actively committed to contrast the human trafficking phenomena, with a 
special attention to sexual exploitation. 

The project is being implemented in two phases.  

A cycle of transnational – itinerant workshops are proposed to allow each country-stakeholder 
with the final aim to account good practices so far developed and filling the existent gaps.  

A first workshop was organized in Lisbon (Portugal), the 23rd and 24th of July. It enabled the 
participants to focus the attention on the identification and monitoring system in trafficking in 
human beings field, thanks to the best practices developed in Portugal. With the support of the 
Portuguese Observatory against human trafficking, the participants had the opportunity to enter 
in contact with the Portuguese National Referral Mechanism, with specific attention on the 
monitoring system on trafficking of Human Beings the collection, treatment, analysis and 
sharing of information. 

The workshop was attended by a total of 72 participants from Portugal, Italy and Romania, 
involving 44 among institutions and civil society organizations. 

A second workshop has been organized in Timisoara (Romania), the 23rd and 24th September 
2014.  

The workshop was organized with the purpose of developing and improving consistent practices 
designed to reduce the number of trafficked persons and to develop the prevention and assistance 
methods used by the practitioners against human trafficking and for the victims of this crime. 

The workshop was attended by 86 representatives from  6 countries - Romania, Hungary, Serbia, 
England, Italy and Portugal within 61 public institutions and NGOs.  

A third workshop and a conference opened to a larger public, was hosted in Palermo (Italy) 
from the 8th to the 11th of September 2015. The third workshop represented an opportunity to 
address the issue of Trafficking in Human Beings from different perspectives.  

The participants learned about the experiences developed in Italy in the field of confiscation of 
goods to criminal groups and on the opportunity and constraints to apply the measures foreseen 
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by Art. 7 (seizures and confiscations) and Art. 17 (compensation to victims) of DIRECTIVE 
2011/36/EU. The interconnections between trafficking in human beings and smuggling of 
migrants have been analyzed in a place where the Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish 
trafficking in persons especially women and children was originally conceived as supplementing 
document of the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. The link between 
trafficking and asylum was be also debated among the participants together with a focus on 
gender approaches and education as THB prevention tools.  

The workshop gave also the opportunity to the participants to exchange of best practices in 
prevention measures. Working group activities facilitated the formulation of useful 
recommendation to foster transnational cooperation tools and to enhance the scope of  
confiscations and compensation to victims of crimes in the field of THB.  

The workshop participation was open to any person as member of the following private and 
public stakeholders:  

• NGOs and Coalition of NGOs specialized in the sector; 

• Prosecutors, layers, police forces;  

• Public administrators, policy makers;  

• Social workers, educators;  

• Journalists.  

The following criteria have been taken in consideration in the selection process:  

• Previous work, contact or voluntary experience in the field of Trafficking in Human 
Beings;  

• Knowledge of English language (Level B1);  

• Interest in human rights / human trafficking field.  

• Interest and commitment to take part in the three itinerary workshops and in follow – up 
activities.  

 

The proposed action is a transnational project implemented across three countries by CISS - 
Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud  (NGO, Italy), UMAR- União de Mulheres Alternativa e 
Resposta (NGO, Portugal), Fundatia Pro Prietania Arad (Foundation, Romania).  

CISS – Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud (Project coordinator): www.cissong.org 

CISS is an Italian non-profit association founded in 1985 active in the field of solidarity and 
development of international co-operation; recognised NGO from 1989 by the Italian Ministry 
for Foreign Affairs and in contact with the EU since 1988. In consideration of his presence in a 
territorial area characterised by strong and specific development problems - CISS develops also 
local activities/projects, particularly in Southern Italy. The main intervention areas are: projects 
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of solidarity, development and international co-operation in developing countries; projects and 
activities of intercultural education and development education; development projects in Italy; 
cooperation and networking in Europe. Currently CISS is implementing transnational projects on 
migration and the protection of minors. CISS concluded a transnational project dedicated to 
prevent Trafficking in Human Beings in Western Balkan in 2011. CISS works and has worked 
with projects aimed at fighting violence against women in Brazil, El Salvador, Guatemala and 
Albania.  

UMAR - União de Mulheres Alternativa e Resposta (Partner): www.umarfeminismos.org 

UMAR is a feminist/women’s association, formally constituted on the 12th of September of 
1976. It is, since 2010, an institution of public utility. UMAR is a member of the Consultant 
Council from the Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG). Throughout the years 
UMAR’s philosophy of intervention has been the defence and promotion of women’s rights in 
the law and in life and the combat against all discrimination forms (classicism, racism, 
homophobia and other oppression forms) which end up putting women in social disadvantage. 
Since the decade of 1990 that UMAR has been highlighting its work in the field of violence 
against women and especially in gender violence in intimate relationships. In Portugal, UMAR is 
currently member of the RAPVT - Portuguese Network for Supporting and Protection of Victims 
of Trafficking and of the North Regional Network of Support and Protection of Victims of 
Trafficking; UMAR integrates the working group (composed of representatives from several 
ministries and three NGO forming the RAPVT) that supports the CIG in the 
coordination/monitoring of the III National Plan to Prevent and Combat Trafficking in Human 
Beings 2014-2017. UMAR is also member of the EU Civil Society Platform on THB. 

FUNDATIA PRO PRIETENIA ARAD: http://www.proprieteni a.ro/ 

The Pro Friendship Foundation Arad came to life in 2001, as an answer to the needs founded in 
the Romanian society after 1985. In 1996 the Foundation started their job without proper 
knowledge or special training, however until today there was a significant impact on the social 
life in Arad. 

Their mission is carried out especially in the prevention of human trafficking, helping victims of 
drug use and crime. They also support youth development projects, especially on the 
consolidation of democracy. 



 

  

The ISEC Programme responds to the necessity of contrasting organized crime in a 
transnational way. For this reason, the programme has marked as a main aim: to prevent a fight 
organized crime, especially regarding to terrorism, trafficking in persons, offences against 
children, drug and arms trafficking, corruption and fraud.  
 
This programme replaces the (AGIS) Police and Judicial cooperation in criminal matters and it 
comes under the framework programme "Security and Safeguarding Liberties" which has a 
budget of EUR 745 million for the period 2007 to 2013. 
 
The programme encourages NGOs and Public institutions, legally established at least on one 
member state to expand their practices into an European dimension, sharing information and best 
practices in fighting crime among the member states, like preventing crime, enhance law 
enforcement and promoting best practices in victims and witnesses protections.  
However, the programme also foresees projects at a national level, as a starting point to be 
expanded for other member states. 
 
Priorities 
1. Projects on measures concerning the threat posed by possible use by terrorists of Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear materials, as well as Explosives; 

2. Projects on radicalisation leading to terrorism and the protection of victims of terrorism; 

3. Projects on trafficking in human beings: Prevention (demand and supply reduction), protection 
of, support and assistance to victims, prosecution and investigation of offenders; 

4. Projects on sexual exploitation of children, illegal use of Internet and cybercrime: 

5. Projects on Financial and economic crime; 

6. Projects on activities to enhance the communication with Europol and to increase the 
exchange of information via the Europol's Secured Information Exchange Network Application 
(SIENA); 

7. Projects on the exchange of information for law enforcement purposes; 

8. Projects on operational Law Enforcement cooperation; 

9. Projects on cross border law enforcement cooperation in the field of drug supply reduction. 

 

The ISEC Programme - Prevention of and Fight against Crime 
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Presentation of the Stakeholders of the Project  

"Combat Organized crime’s Networks aNd Expand Countries’ Ties”: 
Enhancing horizontal cooperation among Italy, Portugal and Romania in 

Human Trafficking 

 

Italy: 
• Associazione ADDUMA Onlus 
• Caritas 
• CISS - Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud 
• Le Onde 
• Pool Antimafia – Prosecutor’s Office 
• Unida di Strada – Cultural mediator 
• Redattore Sociale 
• Pellegrino Della Terra 
• Scuola Secondaria “Finocchiaro Aprile” 
• Scuola Secondaria “Alessandro Volta” 
• Palermo Municipality – Social Services 
• Palermo Municipality – Services for Migrants and Roma 
• Questura di Palermo 

 

Portugal: 
• UMAR - Uniao de Mulheres Alternativa e Resposa  
• Oikos 
• Judiciary Police 
• Camara de Lisaboa 
• APAV 
• CIG – National Raporteur  
• ComuniDaria 
• PGR – Prosecutor’s Office 
• SEFS 
• Saude em Portugues 
• APF 
• Ninho 



 

  

• IAC – Instituto de Apoio a Crianca 
 
Romania: 
• Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany 
• National Police of Romania – Department of Information and Internal Protection   
• Arad County Police Inspectorate  
• Pointman Leadership Institute – Romania 
• Western University of Timisoara – Faculty of Social Assistance 
• Western University of Timisoara – Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences 
•  National Agency against Trafficking in Persons - Regional Centre Timisoara 
• National Agency against Trafficking in Persons - Regional Centre Cluj – Napoca 
• National Agency against Trafficking in Persons - Regional Centre Craiova 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism 

– Prosecutor’s Office – Arad 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism                                                                   

- Prosecutor’s Office – Oradea 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism                                                                   

- Prosecutor’s Office – Timisoara 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism                                                                   

- Prosecutor’s Office – Craiova 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism                                                                   

- Prosecutor’s Office – Bistrita Nasaud 
• Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism                                                                   

- Prosecutor’s Office – Satu Mare 
• Prosecutor’s office of the Court of Justice Arad 
• Prosecutor’s office of the Court of Appeal Timisoara 
• Organised Crime Squad Arad 
•  Organised Crime Squad Timisoara 
• Organised Crime Squad Cluj Napoca 
• Organised Crime Squad Bistrita Nasaud 
•  Organised Crime Squad Craiova 
• Dolj County Police Inspectorate 
• General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection Arad 
• General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection Timisoara 
• General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection Cluj 
• Save the Children Association 
• The Society For Parents and Children 
• The Philanthropy Association 
•  AIDROM Association 
• Lawyers 
• Social Assistants 
• Bunul Samaritean Association 
• Pro Prietenia Arad Foundation 

 



 

 
1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System on 

Trafficking in Human Beings 
 

 
Welcoming	  Speech	  	  
Presentation	  of	  CISS	  
INTERNATIONAL	  SOUTH	  SOUTH	  COOPERATION	  	  
	  
MS.	  Margherita	  Maniscalco	  
CONNECT	  Project	  manager	  
	  
I	   am	   very	   glad	   to	   have	   the	   pleasure	   to	   introduce	   this	   workshop,	   an	   event	   that	   I	   hope	   will	   be	   interesting	   and	  
especially	  useful	  for	  your	  daily	  work	  in	  your	  countries.	   I	  am	  speaking	  on	  behalf	  of	  CISS	  as	  well	  as	  on	  behalf	  of	  the	  
team	  of	  CISS,	  UMAR	  and	  Proprietania	  working	   in	   the	  project	  CONNECT.	   Later	  on	   I	  will	  present	   the	  details	  of	   this	  
project.	  	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  have	  the	  opportunity	  in	  the	  next	  few	  minutes	  to	  explain	  how	  we	  arrived	  here	  today	  and	  what	  we	  
expect	  to	  build	  together	  for	  the	  future.	  	  
But	  first	  of	  all	  I	  would	  like	  to	  greetings	  and	  thank	  you	  all	  the	  Portuguese	  participants	  and	  speakers	  to	  being	  host	  us	  
in	   this	   wonderful	   city	   and	   to	   bring	   at	   our	   disposal	   your	   important	   experience	   in	   the	   field	   of	   human	   trafficking	  
prevention	  and	  protection	  of	  the	  victims.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  thank	  you	  the	  Municipality	  of	  Lisbon	  for	  being	  hosting	  the	  
event;	  I	  consider	  very	  important	  that	  a	  public	  local	  authority	  formally	  representing	  the	  citizens	  	  hosts	  a	  conference	  
of	  this	  kind,	  supporting	  this	  common	  struggle	  for	  human	  rights.	  	  
It	   is	   important	   to	   me	   express	  my	   gratitude	   for	   UMAR	   and	   the	   National	   Observatory,	   for	   the	   large	   efforts	   in	  
organizing	  the	  agenda	  and	  the	  event.	  Thank	  you	  to	  the	  Romanian	  and	  Italian	  group	  for	  the	  time	  dedicated	  to	  the	  
project.	  I	  am	  aware	  about	  the	  important	  tasks	  you	  left	  in	  your	  association	  and	  institutions	  to	  be	  here….and	  for	  your	  
patience	  waiting	  almost	  ten	  hours	  at	  the	  airports.	  I	  hope	  you	  took	  the	  opportunity	  to	  strengthen	  your	  networks.	  	  	  
	  
For	  us	  it	  is	  really	  important	  to	  be	  here	  since	  really	  believe	  the	  exchange	  of	  good	  practices	  can	  produce	  a	  tangible	  
change	  in	  our	  societies.	  The	  NGO	  I	  am	  representing	  believe	  in	  this	  exchange	  since	  almost	  more	  than	  30	  years.	  We	  
work	   in	   international	   development	   cooperation	   field.	   We	   consider	  migration	   and	   the	   protection	   of	   migrants’	  
rights	  integrant	  part	  of	  our	  work	  in	  international	  cooperation,	  and	  we	  particularly	  believe	  that	  the	  exchange	  of	  good	  
practices	  can	  arise	  by	  establishing	  synergies	  with	  countries	  and	  regions	  facing	  similar	  problems	  and	  constraints.	  Our	  
name	  means	  International	  South	  South	  Cooperation	  (Cooperazione	  Internazionale	  Sud	  Sud).	  We	  work	  in	  the	  south	  
of	   the	  world	  a	   s	  well	   as	   in	   the	   south	  of	  Europe	   to	   share	   ideas,	  practices	  and	  methodologies,	   as	  we	  are	  doing	  on	  
human	  trafficking	  today.	  	  
	  
CISS	  is	  a	  no	  profit	  association,	  created	  by	  a	  group	  of	  volunteers	  and	  activist	  from	  our	  cities	  in	  1985,	  having	  a	  special	  
attention	   for	   the	  processes	  of	  social	  change	  occurring	  at	   that	   time	   in	  Latin	  America.	  We	  were	  recognized	  by	   the	  
Italian	  Ministry	   of	   Foreign	  Affairs	   as	   non	   governmental	   organization.	   This	   doesn’t	  mean	  we	   don’t	   search	   for	   a	  
dialogue	  with	  public	  authorities	  (indeed	  I	  can	  say	  that	  in	  at	  least	  the	  50%	  of	  our	  projects	  ì	  we	  have	  public	  sector	  as	  
partner).	   	   But	   it	  means	  we	   are	   a	   civil	   society	   actor,	   and	  we	   should	   play	   an	   active	   role	   in	   propose	  positive	   and	  
participatory	  transformations	  of	  our	  societies,	  and	  many	  times,	  to	  achieve	  this	  aim,	  we	  feel	  the	  need	  and	  urgency	  
to	  criticize	  the	  public	  policies	  and	  to	  stand	  for	  the	  achievements	  of	  government	  commitments	  to	  lead	  to	  inclusive	  
societies.	  	  
CISS	  over	  the	  years	  has	  been	  present	  in	  many	  countries	  and	  vulnerable	  areas	  in	  Latin	  America,	  North	  Africa,	  Sub-‐
Saharan	  Africa,	  Middle	  East,	  Western	  Balkans.	  We	  worked	  in	  different	  fields	  related	  to	  development	  issues,	  since	  
we	  are	  convinced	  that	  development	  should	  be	  promoted	  by	  working	  at	  economic,	  social,	  cultural	  and	  institutional	  
level.	  In	  our	  work,	  we	  give	  particular	  attention	  to	  children	  rights,	  women	  rights,	  minorities,	  self-‐determination	  of	  
local	  populations.	  	  
In	  our	   territory	   (Sicily,	  Campania,	  Apulia	   regions)	   since	   the	  beginning	  has	  been	  active	   in	  enhancing	  awareness	  of	  
Italian	   citizens	   on	   the	   inequalities	   existing	   and	   persisting	   between	   the	   north	   and	   the	   south	   of	   the	   world,	  
addressing	  global	  justice	  issues	   in	  schools,	  at	  the	  universities,	  teachers,	  administrator,	  and	  the	  general	  public.	  We	  
had	   actively	   promoted	   intercultural	   dialogue	   in	   our	   cities,	   because	   we	   really	   think	   can	   positively	   affect	   our	  



multicultural	  societies.	  In	  doing	  so,	  CISS	  	  started	  to	  integrate	  international	  cooperation	  with	  an	  active	  intervention	  
at	  support	  of	  migrant	  communities.	  During	  the	  90th	  we	  worked	  especially	  in	  the	  field	  of	  socio-‐economic	  integration;	  
nowadays,	   still	   recognizing	   the	   importance	   of	   investing	   in	   integration,	   we	   need	   to	   commit	   ourselves	   for	   the	  
protection	  of	  migrant’s	  fundamental	  rights.	  	  Most	  of	  you	  know	  already	  what	  is	  happening	  in	  Mediterranean	  sea,	  in	  
our	  region	  –	  Sicily	  we	  are	  witnessing	  dramatic	  tragedies	  and	  the	  events	  of	  last	  October	  (the	  3rd	  October)	  when	  in	  a	  
single	  day	  350	  persons	  died	  in	  front	  of	  Lampedusa	  are	  not	  just	  an	  emergency,	  while	  is	  the	  terrible	  reality	  in	  which	  
we	   live.	   	   Is	   a	   constant	   process,	   however	  we	   deal	   as	  would	   be	   an	  extraordinary	   emergency.	   	  We	   stand	   for	   the	  
fulfilment	  of	  asylum	  rights,	  for	  the	  rights	  of	  migrant	  workers	  to	  have	  the	  opportunity	  to	  try	  to	  improve	  their	  life.	  	  	  
Definitively,	   we	   work	   at	   support	   of	   the	   defence	   of	   fundamental	   rights	   of	   migrants,	   and	   among	   migrants,	   we	  
recognize	   there	   are	   some	   (children,	   women,	   man)	   more	   vulnerable	   because	   they	   are	   exploited	   by	   other	  
individuals	   in	   the	   framework	  of	  structured	  and	  functioning	  chains	  of	  exploitation.	  We	  are	  today	  here	   indeed	  to	  
discuss	  how	  to	   indentify	   them,	  recognize	  who	  are	  victims	  of	   trafficking,	  discuss	  how	  to	   improve	  our	  protection	  
networks	  and	  prevent	  the	  victimization	  and	  re-‐victimization.	  And	  as	  NGO	  we	  think	  that	  trafficking	  in	  human	  beings	  
should	   not	   be	   addressed	   just	   from	   the	   perspective	   of	   security	   polices;	   it’s	   not	   a	   simple	   question	   of	   borders’	  
controls.	   I	   know	   today,	   we	   are	   different	   stakeholders	   sharing	   this	   perspective,	   but	   we	   need	   still	   to	   build	  
consciousness	   about	   the	   idea	   that	   trafficking	   in	   persons	   is	   a	  multidimensional	   issue.	  We	   visited	   in	   Nigeria	   few	  
weeks	  ago,	  where	  we	  had	  the	  opportunities	  to	  meet	  a	  functionaries	  of	  the	  Italian	  Consulate.	  We	  were	  presenting	  
our	  activities	  at	  support	  of	  the	  recovery	  of	  Nigerian	  girls	  victims	  of	  trafficking	  in	  Palermo;	  and	  the	  person	  asked	  to	  us	  
why	  exactly	  we	  where	   doing	   so,	   since	   according	   to	   their	   perspective	  where	   girls	  without	   hope,	   arriving	   at	   the	  
consulate	  with	  false	  documents.	  And	  we	  are	  here	  to	  say	  that	  there	  is	  hope	  for	  these	  girls,	   if	  we	  work	  together	  to	  
address	  the	  several	  factors	  leading	  to	  trafficking.	  	  
	  
We	  are	  working	  in	  the	  field	  of	  trafficking	  in	  human	  beings	  prevention	  through	  different	  projects.	  	  
	  

-‐ from	  2009	  to	  2011	  we	  developed	  a	  transnational	  project	  for	  trafficking	  prevention	  in	  Western	  Balkans,	  in	  
Macedonian	   Republic,	   Albania,	   involving	   partners	   from	   Bosnia	   and	   Herzegovina.	   In	   these	   project	   we	  
worked	   especially	   with	   the	   local	   communities	   of	   two	   small	   cities	   at	   the	   border	   between	   Albania	   and	  
Macedonia	  communities.	  We	  promoted	  the	  establishment	  of	  two	  local	  multistakeholders	  groups,	  working	  
in	  partnership	  across	  the	  border.	  The	  most	  challenging	  result	  of	  this	  project	  was	  the	  formal	  approval	  by	  
the	  council	  of	  the	  Macedonian	  municipalities	  of	  Bitola	  of	  a	  local	  action	  plan	  for	  THB	  prevention.	  	  

-‐ In	  Guatemala,	  we	  are	  supporting	  a	   local	  association	   in	  protecting	  unaccompanied	  children	  moving	  from	  
central	  America	  to	  United	  States,	  passing	  through	  Guatemala	  and	  Mexico	  border.	  	  

-‐ In	  Morocco	  we	  completed	  a	  project	  supported	  by	  UNDP,	  to	  prevent	  discrimination	  and	  violence	  against	  
sub	  Saharan	  communities	  transiting	  in	  the	  country	  to	  reach	  Europe.	  

-‐ In	   Italy	  we	  are	  partner	  of	  a	  project	  of	  Palermo	  Municipality,	  directed	  to	  train	  the	  public	  servants	  of	   the	  
metropolitan	  area	  of	  Palermo	  to	  properly	  address	  more	  in	  general	  migration	  issues.	  	  

-‐ In	  Nigeria	  we	  are	  working	  in	  a	  small	  city	  located	  at	  2	  hours	  from	  Benin	  City	  (you	  know	  already	  that	  around	  
the	  90%	  of	   the	   trafficking	  victims	   from	  Nigeria	  exploited	   in	   the	   sexual	   field	   in	  Europe	  come	   from	   these	  
areas)	  to	  prevent	  and	  reintegrate	  the	  victims.	  	  

-‐ In	  Italy	  we	  are	  currently	  carry	  on	  a	  project	  named	  “ROOT”,	  directed	  to	  achieve	  a	  better	  understanding	  of	  
trafficking	   of	   girls	   and	   their	   sexual	   exploitation	   and	   the	   complex	   dynamics	   in	   our	   territory.	   We	   are	  
stimulating	  round	  tables	  with	  different	  groups	  of	  stakeholders.	  We	  are	  running	  an	  educational	  and	  raising	  
awareness	  campaign	  –	  named	  “Io	  non	  Tratto”	   	   -‐	  recalling	  the	  individual	  responsibility	  of	  each	  citizen	  on	  
the	  issue.	  	  

-‐ We	   are	   coordinating	   the	   CONNECT	   PROJECT,	   with	   the	   contribution	   of	   the	   PROGRAMME	   OF	   THE	  
EUROPEAN	  COMMISSION	  ISEC.	  	  

	  
The	  project	  is	  a	  first	  experience	  of	  structured	  cooperation	  between	  CISS,	  UMAR	  and	  Proprietania.	  Our	  associations	  
are	  in	  contact	  since	  almost	  two	  years.	  	  
	  
This	  project	   represent	  a	  big	  opportunity	   for	  u;	   the	  opportunity	   is	  given	  by	  the	   ISEC	  programme.	   Just	   few	  words	   I	  
would	   like	   to	   spend	  about	   the	  programme	   financed	  by	   the	  European	  Commission	  and	  managed	  b	   the	  DG	  Home	  
Affairs.	   Started	   in	   2007,	   the	   ISEC	   programme	   is	   directed	   to	   fight	   and	   prevent	   organized	   crime.	   The	   EU	   system	  
recognize	   that	   human	   trafficking	   is	   the	   result	   of	   structured	   criminal	   organizations,	   and	   for	   this	   reason	   include	  
human	  trafficking	  among	  the	  priority	  topics	  to	  be	  addressed	  by	  the	  programme.	  	  
The	  programme	  will	  expire	  this	  year,	  when	  it	  will	  be	  replaced	  by	  the	  Internal	  Security	  Fund,	  integrating	  different	  
programme.	  
	  
Our	  project	  specifically	  aims	  at:	  	  

-‐ the	  exchange	  of	  good	  practices	  
-‐ the	  enhancement	  of	  networking	  

	  
When	  we	  shaped	  the	  project	  we	  had	  some	  concepts	  in	  our	  mind:	  	  

1) There	  is	  a	  need	  for	  harmonization	  between	  EU	  countries	  in	  THB	  field.	  For	  this	  reason	  I	  expect	  during	  the	  
workshops	   we	   will	   make	   continuo’s	   reference	   to	   the	   2011	   N.	   36	   Directive	   establishing	   a	   common	  
framework	  for	  THB	  actions	  at	  EU	  level;	  	  



2) In	  our	  countries,	  there	  are	  some	  good	  practices	  to	  be	  explored,	  analysed	  and	  shared.	  We	  identify	  some	  of	  
them	  when	  conceiving	  the	  project,	  but	  I	  expect	  that	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  project	  we	  will	  come	  out	  with	  more	  
of	  them.	  	  
Specifically	  we	  consider	  that:	  	  

-‐ PORTUGAL	  has	  a	  system	  in	  place	  to	  monitor	  trafficking	  victims	  where	  civil	  society	  and	  institutions	  strongly	  
cooperate	   each	   other.	   Portugal	   has	   also	   a	   national	   referral	   mechanism	   being	   formalized	   across	   3	  
generations	  of	  national	  action	  plans.	  	  

-‐ ROMANIA	   has	   a	   comparative	   advantage	   in	   prosecution	   and	   conviction	   of	   traffickers,	   as	   the	   national	  
statistic	  suggests;	  	  

-‐ ITALY,	  in	  the	  field	  of	  organized	  crime,	  has	  developed	  over	  the	  year	  a	  system	  leading	  to	  confiscation	  of	  the	  
criminal	  networks	  properties	  and	  assets,	  and	  that	  could	  be	  useful	  reference	  for	  the	  application	  of	  Art.	  7	  of	  
EU	  directive.	  	  

With	  all	  this,	  I	  am	  not	  saying	  that	  Portugal	  has	  so	  far	  identified	  all	  the	  trafficking	  victims,	  or	  that	  Romania	  police	  
and	  prosecutors	  have	  lead	  in	  jail	  all	  the	  traffickers,	  or	  that	  Italian	  authorities	  have	  confiscated	  all	  the	  properties	  
of	  Italian	  mafias.	  	  	  
We	  want	  just	  say	  that	  the	  good	  practices	  we	  selected	  can	  represent	  useful	  tools	  for	  comparison.	  	  
	  
The	   good	   practices	   we	   selected	   are	   covering	   the	   three	   fields	   of	   PROTECTING,	   PROSECUTING	   AND	  
PREVENTING.	  But	  when	  dealing	  with	  prevention	  we	  need	  to	  introduce	  another	  important	  element:	  the	  raising	  
awareness	  and	  educational	  actions	  leading	  to	  a	  wider	  cultural	  change	  in	  our	  societies.	  This	  is	  the	  3)	  component	  
of	  the	  project.	  	  
During	  a	  second	  phase	  of	  the	  project	  ,	  we	  will	  give	  the	  possibility	  to	  educators	  active	  in	  formal	  and	  non	  formal	  
educational	   systems	   as	   well	   as	   communicators,	   to	   exchange	   through	   an	   online	   platform	   practical	   tools	   to	  
produce	  this	  cultural	  change.	  	  While	  at	  the	  same	  time	  an	  awareness	  campaign	  will	  support	  us	  in	  disseminating	  
the	  results	  achieved	  through	  the	  cycle	  of	  workshops	   in	  Lisbon,	  Arad	  and	  Palermo.,	  helping	  us	  to	   involve	  also	  
our	  colleagues.	  	  
Summarising,	  what	  we	  expect	  from	  this	  workshop	  is:	  	  
-‐ Enhanced	  cooperation	  between	  3	   countries	  who	  are	  origin,	   transit	   and	  destination	  of	  many	   trafficking	  

victims.	  	  
-‐ Mobilization	  of	  local	  communities	  to	  achieve	  more	  effective	  and	  impacting	  programs	  in	  THB	  field	  
-‐ Horizontal	  networking	  between	  different	  actors	  active	  in	  different	  fields	  	  

	  
I	  would	  like	  to	  conclude	  saying	  that	  personally	  I	  am	  very	  happy	  because	  in	  the	  next	  hours	  I	  am	  sure	  I	  am	  
going	  to	  learn	  a	  lot	  from	  all	  of	  you;	  I	  will	  be	  more	  than	  happy	  also	  to	  gather	  all	  your	  suggestions	  you	  have	  
for	  this	  common	  experience.	  	  
	  

Lisbon,	  23	  July	  2014	  
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“Project “Connect” TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS” 

Lisboa, 23 de Julho 2014 

Let me start, by thanking for the invitation to be present at this so 

important workshop. 

It is with pleasure that I will present some of the measures that Portugal 

as being conducting in the field of Protection and assistance to VoT. 

In the field of trafficking in human beings, recent reports from different 

sources have shown a tendency for solid growth associated to new 

factors of complexity and permanent reconfiguration. Within this issue 

are combined characteristics that identify it as a real existing problem, 

but at the same time, an opacity that hinders the measurement of the 

quantity and nature of the problem, this has serious consequences when 

it comes to its civic and political acknowledgement. 

Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation is just one of the 

branches of trafficking in human beings, in which women and children 

are “privileged” targets; these groups are estimated to represent about 

80% of all people traded every year. 

A new visibility for trafficking for labour purposes, has shown that we 

must find new way’s of dealing with this reality. 

The growing social and political visibility of the issue has raised 

initiatives, namely of experimental nature, based on which, one searches 

for adjustments and exactitude of interventions aimed at it. Similarly to 

other countries, Portugal had a weak experience in this area, both 

regarding detailed knowledge as well as in the field of specific 

instruments and references. 
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Fortunately, in good timing and with a great sense of purpose, we 

currently benefit from the construction resulting from a project developed 

in Portugal, which includes as useful dimensions: the indispensable 

Cooperation, the urgent as well as the long term Actions, the multiple 

voice Research and a vision of the World that does not tolerate the 

horrendous discrimination of Trafficking in Human Beings (The CAIM 

project, that as been started and developed from 2004 tio 2008). 

The experimental activities developed by CAIM, established 

Development Partnerships in the sense of thinking and working the 

capacity of consolidation (and eventual generalisation) of the experience. 

To pursue such logic, acquisitions (products) were tested and are now 

presented as hopefully useful, not just in the specific field of Trafficking in 

Human Beings, but also for issues of extreme exclusion and exploitation. 

In the framework of this projet we developed an intregate system of 

intervention that is composed by: 

1. Monitoring system 

2. The Model of Signalling, Identification and Integration of 

VoT 

3. Training Toolkit for Victim Prevention and Assistance. 

 

Within each instrument there is a specific and central field of attention, 

namely: 

In the Monitoring System –The Observatory on Traffic in Human 

Beings, as the mission of production, collection, analysis and 

dissemination of information related to trafficking in people and other 

kinds of gender violence. 

The Dynamic Application was designed in order to collect and analyze 

quantitative and qualitative data from the different entities/stakeholders 
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with activities in the field of THB, not only related to criminal and judicial 

nature but also to victim support and reintegration. 

Building on previous data collection efforts (both national and 

international), developed in cooperation with other European partners 

and ICMPD, the Portuguese Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings 

updated a system of common criteria to collect data and information and 

a dataset on 

 1) victims of trafficking and  

2) alleged/convicted traffickers and the criminal justice process;  

The Dynamic Application, is the upgrade from a project partially 

funded by the European Commission, and can be made available to 

other countries. The more countries participate in this platform, the 

better we will understand and be prepared to fight this 

phenomenon. 

In Signalling, Identification and Integration – one works with the 

justifications and features of services to victims of trafficking, forming an 

inclusive accommodation governed by Human Rights requirements. 

In the Training Support Kit – contents and modalities of training 

considered as appropriate and required for all agents involved with the 

issue of trafficking are produced and described. 

Such instruments comprehensively cover intervention areas that i)  

starting by acknowledging the need for updated and territorialized 

knowledge, ii) were developed through detailing initiatives of support to 

victims and, finally, iii) foresee investing in appropriate (and permanent) 

training concerning the issue and the professional and institutional 

agents involved. 

The issue of trafficking in human beings is best considered as a process, 

and not as a single offence problem. It has a diffuse nature which 

becomes a problem for both police and support and protection 
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investigations, namely by making of each case unique, with its own 

specific features and a different combination of strategies. To be able to 

detail all the individual routes and collective trade is a challenging path, 

but with great potential of enlightenment for consistent actions. 

The increased extension and complexity of Trafficking in Human Beings 

call for actions involving a multitude of dimensions and agents that meat 

across the path, simultaneously dynamic and opaque, of the issue of 

trafficking in human beings. Thus, one of the forms of action is to 

improve all the instruments that may enable an appropriate 

understanding of the issue, namely by enabling access to analysis while 

in movement. There is no doubt that to search for accurate and updated 

knowledge on trafficking is one of the central aspects for any strategy of 

intervention, thus avoiding the confusion between concealment and 

ignorance of the problem. 

Achieving an improved understanding, and flexible enough to 

accommodate the multiple dimensions involved in human trafficking, it 

will at the same time be useful to facilitate awareness raising and training 

initiatives (thus thwarting any speculations or inaccuracies about the 

issue). The informative and training initiatives that have been tried out in 

different projects at international level have consolidated the idea that a 

better informed attention has consequences over the issue and over the 

different violations and discriminations that surround it. 

Deepening this knowledge and providing for its constant update will 

result in better and greater adaptation and adjustment of policies, 

measures and instruments for fighting trafficking and for the protection of 

victims, both at national and regional levels, and also internationally. 

The anticipating or preventing capacity is another challenge for 

Trafficking in Human Beings (an aspect that has been worked upon and 

proven as useful in many other social issues). Identifying and 

incorporating the preventive dimension benefits from the capacity to 
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develop multi-faced investments as well as from an environment 

facilitating cooperation between agents, institutions and countries. 

In spite of all the anti-trafficking initiatives developed in Europe over the 

last decade, much more still has to be done, in face of such a complex, 

multidimensional and constantly changing issue. 

In what concerns protection and support to victims, the scarcity of 

responses by both public and private entities is well known, and 

therefore it is advisable to have clear and concrete definitions on the 

priorities to consider on the issue of Trafficking in Human Beings and on 

the capacity to design sufficient and appropriate responses. 

Many interventions connected with this issue still have a strongly 

experimental nature, at random and in non-consistent, diversification and 

integrated modes, as desired. This fragmentation inhibits better 

opportunities for the agents to acquire more general and comprehensive 

knowledge on the phenomenon and on the intervention practices, with 

consequences regarding cooperation among the initiatives within the 

anti-trafficking sector. This restriction has consequences in terms of 

providing adequate support to people involved in a trafficking process 

and/or situation. Thus it justifies the design and follow-up of effective 

strategies that translate into reliable policy measures to fight crime and to 

effectively support the victims of trafficking, while accepting the 

multiplicity of aspects at stake. 

Now that the period when practical interventions by the states led to the 

adoption of repressive measures is gone, the current challenge seems to 

be part of a different paradigm consisting on a holistic vision focused on 

the human dimension of the problem (and not just as a migration issue, 

or an issue of public order, or of organised crime). Nowadays, the aim is 

to be able to outline and to generate consensus over an integrated 

approach that holds human rights as the foundation and main reference. 

This approach already has experimental contributions coming from 
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initiatives that have dared to schedule and to centre their actions in this 

field and under this orientation. 

The complexity of the issue should be served by follow-up and 

monitoring processes of intervention directed to it, so as to ensure a 

permanent environment of learning or the capacity to redirect ongoing 

actions, and to influence new measures and policies. 

One does not step up automatically from social experimentalism to the 

added and improved capacity of intervention regarding the issues at 

stake. What is learnt needs to be discussed, socialized and made visible 

so that new improvements may be achieved. 

In this line Portugal with implementation of some of the guidelines stated 

in the Instruments of Policy Measures (National Plan Against Trafficking 

in Human Beings, since 2007, we are now in the third, as well as the 

legal instruments (namely Law no. 23/2007 dated from the 4th of July, 

approving the arrival, stay, departure and deportation of foreigners from 

national territory), shall become easier with the adoption of the model 

Signalling-Identification-Integration of Trafficking in Women For Sexual 

Exploitation, by the organisations involved within the scope of trafficking 

in human beings. 

According to the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, 

adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in 2000, and in 

the Protocol against Illegal Smuggling of Migrants, trafficking of persons 

is defined as: 

“The recruitment, transportation, transfer, accommodation or 

hosting of people, by using threats or force or other forms of 

coercion, kidnap, fraud, cheating, abuse of authority or taking 

advantage of a situation of vulnerability, or the delivery or 

acceptance of payments or benefits in order to obtain the consent 

of a person that may have authority over another, for exploitation 

purposes.  Exploitation should include, at least, the exploitation of 
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another person’s prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation, 

work or forced services, slavery or other practices similar to 

slavery, servitude or removal of organs.”1 

Portugal is internationally bound by the normative and characterising 

elements resulting from that Convention.2 

The concept of trafficking in persons 

Analysing in detail the Additional Protocol Concerning Prevention, 

Suppression and Punishment of Trafficking in Persons, especially in 

Women and Children, its definition is found to contain three distinct 

aspects, nevertheless interconnected3: 

- recruitment, transportation, transfer, accommodation or hosting of 

people; 

- use of threats, of force or other forms of coercion, kidnapping, 

fraud, cheating, abuse of authority or taking advantage of 

vulnerability, or the delivery or acceptance of payments or benefits 

in order to obtain consent from a person with authority over 

another; 

- exploitation of another person’s prostitution and other forms of 

sexual exploitation. 

It is important to mention that this notion of trafficking is not associated to 

the trans-border requirements, also covering trafficking cases inside the 

internal space of each country. 

The consent issue 

                                                           
1     Paragraph a) of article 3 of the referred protocol 

2     This Convention and its Additional Protocols were approved by the Resolution of the Portuguese Parliament nr.32/2004, dated 

2nd of April and amended by the Presidential Decree nr.19/2004, dated 2nd of April. According to the Portuguese Republic 

Constitution, “the rules stated in international conventions duly ratified or approved are in force in the internal legal order, upon its 

official publication and while internationally binding the Portuguese State” – Article 8 of the Portuguese Republic Constitution. 

3
       Definition used also in the most recent Framework- Decision of the Council, of the 19

th
 July 2002, regarding the 

fight against trafficking in human beings. 
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The consent issue is determinant for the definition of the concept of 

Trafficking itself. In fact, some authors emphasise it as a structuring 

element for the existence or not of trafficking in human beings. 

With the adoption of this Protocol, the issue was clarified in an 

unequivocal way, by stating that 4 “the permission given by the victim 

of trafficking in persons (...), should be considered irrelevant if any 

of the methods mentioned in paragraph a) were used”. 

By including in the definition situations of fraud, cheating or situations of 

vulnerability, the aim was to reassure that situations of trafficking are not 

limited to the use of coercive elements: 

- even if someone agrees with the practice of prostitution, this does 

not implicitly acknowledge the absence of trafficking if they are 

eventually forced to carry out acts  of prostitution; 

- situations of special vulnerability are understood as all contexts in 

which the person does not have an effective alternative except 

being submitted to that type of abuse; 

- regarding the situations of cheating, we may include the 

conditions in which the person is forced to perform a certain 

activity or the nature of service. 

Portugal taking note of these international instruments and also 

from others international organizations, like OSCE and CoE, as 

developed the model that I’ve mentioned, and that I will briefly 

describe: 

 

1. SIGNALLING 

What is intended: To identify possible situations of trafficking. 

                                                           
4
 Article 3, paragraph b) of the mentioned Protocol 
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What to do: Sorting and comparing situations of victimisation, by filling 

out the Unified Register Form for signalling by Police Forces (OPC), or 

the Signalling Guide by NGOs, according to the entity to whom the 

situation of victimisation is brought forth to. Any suspicion may be 

communicated in person or by phone. 

By whom: Signalling may be done by any collective or individual entity, 

including the victim herself. 

To whom: to the SOS Immigrant5 support hotline, to the multidisciplinary 

team (MT) – in the case of NGOs or public entities with social 

intervention nature – or to the OPCs Focal Point – in the case of the 

different law enforcement, such as: the SEF (Foreigns and Border 

Police), PJ (Judiciary Police), PSP (Public Security Police), and GNR 

(National Guard). 

 

2. IDENTIFICATION 

What is intended: To confirm and characterise any situations of 

trafficking for further implementation of support. 

What to do: Qualified data collection by using the OPCs and NGOs 

registration guides, and analysis of such data. 

By whom: At a first stage, by the Focal Point of the OPCs and MT. At a 

second stage, in which a victim of trafficking is identified, by the judicial 

authority or the OPC, whenever there are signs of such crime, or by the 

Coordinator of the National Plan Against Trafficking in Human Beings 

(PNCTSH) whenever there are sufficient reasons to consider the person 

as a victim.6 

In case of invalidation, the most appropriate response should be 

referred.  

                                                           
5
 Telephone no. – 808 257 257 

6
 According to nr.3 of the Single article of Decree-in-Law 368/2007 
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In case of confirmation of the Signalling stage, the Integration stage will 

follow. 

 

3. Integration: Dimensions 

Reception/Sheltering – Reflection Period (minimum duration 30 days, 
and maximum duration 60 days) 

The reflection period is a legal pre-requisite and condition for the 

development of the dimensions of integration, aiming at creating 

essential conditions of stability and safety in order for the victim to take 

decisions.7 

What is intended: To provide the victims with conditions that may 

enable them to “recover and escape from the influence of the authors of 

the offences at stake”, ensuring the satisfaction of the basic necessities 

and the access to the different types of supports, such as: 

- Safety; 

- Social Support; 

- Psychological Support; 

- Legal Support; 

- Medical Support; 

- Translation and interpretation support; 

What to do: Under Temporary Sheltering regimen, available 24h/day. 

By whom: by the core technical team and then widened to the Shelter 

and Protection Centre (CAP)8, foreseeing an articulation with other 

entities, such as: the National Health Service , Judicial-Legal System; 

Institute for Employment and Vocational Training; OPCs and NGOs. 

                                                           
7 The reflection period is also considered in the above mentioned Law no. 23/2007, dated from the 4th of July, art. 111 

8
 Please refer to: Trafficking in Women For Sexual Exploitation: Shelter and Protection Centre – Implementation 

Manual. 
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For whom: Women identified or signalized as victims. 

Support / Integration within the National Territory 

What is intended: social, cultural and professional integration of who are 

victims, and that have chosen to remain on national territory. This (re) 

integration implies the promotion of skills, as well as the definition of a 

training path according to the characteristics and individual plan of each 

woman. This support foresees the development of training and social 

and occupational integration, a process monitored by the Shelter and 

Protection Centre (CAP) team. 

What to do: To care for the woman’s physical and psychological 

stabilization is a basic condition for working on projects of vocational 

training, of specific training or on programmes of occupational integration 

that may enable the appropriate valorisation of her potential and that 

may respect her will. 

By whom: By the technical team.9 

For whom: For sheltered women and, exceptionally, for former 

residents, to which contact with the CAP team is provided, outside the 

CAP facilities. 

Supported Return 

What is intended: to ensure the adoption of the necessary measures for 

sheltering, protection and safety in the country of (re) integration, in order 

to prevent the recurrence of situations of victimisation.10 

What to do: Support should be provided at all times – before departure, 

during the journey and at the arrival at the (re) integration country, 

activating the inter-institutional procedures foreseen for each specific 

situation. 

                                                           
9
 This team is formed by the core team of the referral institution (CAP) and by technical staff of other institutions involved 

in the process. The establishment of collaboration protocols with other public and private entities, such as municipalities, 
foundations, IPSS (social welfare institutions), immigration associations, among others, is desirable. 
10

 According to article 8 of the Protocol of the United Nations Convention against Trans-national Organised Crime 
regarding the Prevention, the Suppression and the punishment of trafficking in persons, especially women and children, 
that defines the conditions of the victims’ repatriation. 
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By whom: by the multidisciplinary team, in articulation with the IOM 

(International Organisation for Migration), and with public institutions (in 

which consular entities may hold a relevant role), or of civil society. 

For whom: For sheltered women. 

 Legal basis for the S-I-I Model 

 

The consolidation of this specific model of intervention has followed the 

development of legislation proposals and of policy measures, integrating 

the operational vertices for their materialisation, such as: 

In Law no. 23/2007, dated 4th of July that “Approves the regimen of 

entrance, stay, departure and deportation of foreigners from the 

national territory” there is a specific Section for crime victims, in which 

the reflection period for trafficking victims is stated. During this period no 

measure of expulsion can take place, while foreseeing support at 

different levels, such as livelihood, psychological, legal or translation 

support. 

The possibility of awarding a residence permit to the victim, for the period 
of one year, is also foreseen, with the previously mentioned resources 
being provided, as well as the possibility of accessing the existing official 
programmes and courses designed to promote professional aptitudes. It 
is worth mentioning that this authorisation may be awarded regardless of 
the victim’s collaboration in the investigation and of the probative value of 
the victim. Regarding victim’s protection SEF is in charge of issuing the 
residence permit “of foreigner citizen that is or has been victim of penal 
illicit connected to trafficking in persons. 

An aspect clearly reflecting Human Rights, as the reference framework 

for this action. 

Multidisciplinary team 

Model for Supporting, Assessment and Referral of Trafficking  
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This team formed by technical staff with different backgrounds, which 

would be able to provide responses to all requests from the different 

entities, in situations related to the trafficking. 

This team is one of the fundamental structures for the implementation of 

the Signalling-Identification-Integration Model for Victims of Trafficking. 

It is a multidisciplinary team, since it gathers different types of 

interventions, more specifically, psycho-social, legal and mediating. It is 

also inter-institutional as it is a result of joining institutions with different 

scopes of intervention on the issue. 

As to its role in the field, the intervention of this team at a national level 

was defined in two ways: 

1.  The direct approach – responding to requests at national level 

from the OPCs – whenever they consider as particularly relevant 

the intervention of the MT on site, as well as before all the 

trafficked women being sheltered. 

2. The indirect approach – providing consultancy services to 

institutions intervening on the issue, in national territory, whenever 

requested by the latter. 

Main Goals 

The MT has a main goal of promoting support to victims of trafficking, 

both psycho-social as well as legal support (while organising other types 

of support that may be relevant, such as a translator-interpreter). And a 

type of support deemed as swift, safe and that generates trustworthy 

relationships, that promotes the empowerment of victim and a 

consequent process of social (re) integration, in conditions were police 

protection and confidentiality are assured.  

The MT also has further goals of: 
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1.  Providing support and consultancy to institutions, thus making inter-

institutional communication easier. 

2. Deepening and sharing information on the issue of Trafficking.  

Operation modes 

The MT’s intervention can take place at any stage of the intervention 

model – Signalling-Identification-Integration of Trafficking in Women For 

Sexual Exploitation. 

The main guidelines of the Charter of Human Rights are implicit 

throughout all the work and functioning of the MT, at all stages of 

intervention. Following are some of the rights that should be present in 

the actions developed by this team: 11 

Non-discrimination: the victim should not be, at any moment, target of 

discrimination; 

Tailored health care: the victim has the right to adequate health care, 

personal and social protection, and considered as fundamental to her 

physical and physiological well-being; 

Right to information: the victim has the right to access all information 

related to her process, to the laws in force in the country she is in, etc. 

The victim can only make informed decisions if she is aware of her 

duties, rights and guarantees; 

Right to privacy: all processes should take place under absolute 

confidentiality; 

Right to Self-determination: the victim has the right to make her own 

decisions, assuming she is fully conscientious and aware of the 

consequences that may result from them; 

                                                           
11

 IOM, 2005, In Handbook on direct assistance for victims of trafficking 
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The victim’s higher interest: the intervention should firstly meet the 

interests and rights of the victim, notwithstanding the consideration of 

other legitimate interests within the scope of the plurality of interests to 

be considered in the case at stake; 

Minimum intervention: the intervention should be carried out exclusively 

by the entities and institutions whose actions are vital for the effective 

protection and promotion of the victims’ rights; 

Proportionality and actuality: the intervention should be the required one 

and appropriate to the situation, and should fully respect the expressed 

will of the victim, while considering the moment when the decision is 

made. Notwithstanding any other legitimate interests, within the scope of 

the plurality of interests to be considered under the case at stake. 

 

Shelters Protection Center (SPC) 

 

 Scope of response  

The SPC offers response to women and now to men also, since this 
month, signalized or identified as trafficking victims, regardless of their 
nationality, age, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disabilities, marital 
status, political orientation, and social and economic status. This 
resource shall also cover the victims’ minor children.  

 

1. Aim 
To ensure safe temporary shelter, by offering women and men and their 
children, a pleasant and cosy environment, that promotes their physical 
and emotional balance, as well as their social integration.   
 

2. Goals 
- To ensure the right conditions of safety and protection; 
- To ensure timely responses to their needs in terms of medical support, 
emotional stability, subsistence and well-being; 
- To ensure full access to information, in concerns their rights, namely in 
terms of legal rights and social protection; 
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- To encourage informed and self-determined decision making 
concerning their life path (these conditions are essential for their 
Empowerment); 
- To provide women with the means needed for their future autonomy, 

regardless of the place chosen by them for their integration. 

 

3. Period of Support 

The victims’ stay at the SPC should not last for more than one year, 

although there might exceptional situations that might justify the 

extension of such period, like for example for safety reasons, or when 

there are no social conditions to ensure the victims autonomy, training 

and professional occupation. 

 

Training  

Intervention with victims implies, first of all, a global understanding of 

trafficking in human beings and its connection with other dimensions 

such as: poverty, migrations, gender issues, sexual exploitation and 

prostitution. It also demands some knowledge on the legal frameworks of 

action and a general understanding of the contexts of victimization. It 

also implies knowledge of the grounds and benefits of networking and of 

the roles of the different intervening parties.12 

Besides this Basic training, people working with THB, should also have a 

specific training on how to intervene with victims (especially concerning 

interventions in crisis). This training should have an ongoing nature 

(practice training). This will force to supervise practice, which should 

promote the development of the professional skills of each technical 

person, having in mind all idiosyncrasies that relate to the practice itself. 

There are persons and entities specialized in the fight against THB and 
the protection of victims. On one hand there are special investigative 
units dedicated to the prevention and investigation of THB within the two 

                                                           
12 This training should be transversal to the different intervention teams that were defined. Within the scope of the CAIM Project 

some training initiatives at the level of THB were carried out, and a Toolkit for Training on Prevention and Assistance to Victims 
was produced. 
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police forces with competence for its investigation (Polícia Judiciária - PJ 
and Serviço de Estrangeiros e Fronteiras - SEF).  

In these police forces (but also in the National Guard and Public Security 
Police) on all of their initial training courses (mandatory for all new 
officers) and also on all of their promotion training courses (mandatory 
for higher ranks), there are special modules regarding special 
investigative techniques for the fight against THB including the interview 
and protection of victims. There is continuous training in trafficking in 
persons conducted at national level every year by teams of SEF in this 
area. Furthermore the new trends and tendencies are analyzed and 
transmitted in a way to prevent the crime of trafficking in persons as well 
as protecting the potential victims. 

Those training courses depend on the needs of recruitment of the police 
forces involved. Moreover, usually once a year, special trainings 
including national and international experts on the prevention and 
investigation of THB are held to exchange experiences and knowledge 
as well as to understand best practices and to develop professional 
networks. 

One example of training of law enforcement forces to participate in the 
process of flagging victims was the launching of a Flagging Card to 
Police Forces, which is a card with indicators and questions to facilitate 
the flagging of potential THB victims. The bodies involved were: the 
Observatory of THB in cooperation with the Directorate-General for 
Internal Affairs, Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality and 
Law Enforcement Agencies. 

On the other hand there are special NGOs dedicated to the protection of 
victims of THB (granting safe houses, psychological legal and social 
support). 

Within the Operational Program of Human Potential, 9 financed courses 
have been developed with the duration of 30 hour each since 2008 until 
current day to qualified agents that act in the prevention, awareness and 
fight against trafficking in human beings and support to victims. 
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The aspect of training is assumed as one of the most important areas, 

since it clearly contemplates that bet on various strategic actors as 

prosecutors, judges, social workers and members of NGOs. 

The strengthening of skills in judicial field is an issue Portugal pays 

particular attention. A protocol between the Commission for Citizenship 

and Gender Equality (CIG) and the Centre for Judicial Studies (CEJ) was 

signed in order to reinforce the training of judges and public prosecutors 

Along with this initiative, several action have been developed since 2013. 

Portugal continued to develop a training project within the framework for 

the intervention of the guiding principles of the United Nations, that was a 

result off the  translation and publication in Portuguese language of the 

Anti-Human Trafficking Manual for Criminal Justice Practitioners, 

UNODC conducted a first pilot training course that started with phase 1 

on April 2011 in Vienna, phase 2 in Lisbon and phase 3 in the capital 

City of each Portuguese speaking country: Brazil, Angola, São Tomé and 

Principe, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique and East Timor.  

This project was financed by the Portuguese Government and was 

developed by UN experts, involving 15 Portuguese representatives of all 

the criminal polices, the Attorney General's Office and the Departments 

of Investigation and Prosecution, with the coordination of the 

Observatory of THB.  

This training course was a success and will hopefully be disseminated by 

UNODC in other countries. Recognizing that capacity-building is a key 

component in combating trafficking in persons, this training has a clear 

objective for Portugal: disseminate the Manual of the UNODC in CPLP 

countries. 

In addition, consular agents have received training in order to be aware 

and able to detect potential Human Trafficking situations, during 

interviews regarding visa requests. 
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Also the Ministry of Health has made an informative document that 

contains the rights of the victims of trafficking in Human Beings, that is 

available to all the professionals of the Health System and public in 

general, through its web site (www.dgs.pt). The Ministry is also 

committed to do special training to health professionals. 

Since late 2012 all labour inspectors were trained. 

Other important issue is Raise awareness among potential victims of 
sexual or labour exploitation and public in general. Since 2008, Portugal 
as launched several campaigns to do it. 

To carry out this campaign we use the various media and outreach 
strategies, including: posters, flyers, commercials on radio, vinyl records, 
newspaper advertisements, publicity through social networks 
(Facebook), Internet, only with these initiatives we can achieve and 
better combat this global phenomenon. 

I would like, and in conclusion, say, that all of us are responsible for 
combating this horrendous crime, I to do so we need to put in practice, 
one of the most important things among us, PARTNERSHIP, and if we 
do so I real believe that we will be on step ahead of the criminals. 

Thank you very much for listening me. 

LIsboa, 23 of july 2014 

Manuel Albano 

http://www.dgs.pt/
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“Responding to transitions and new challenges in combating human 

trafficking” 

Palermo, 8-10 OF SEPTEMBER 2015 

Let me start, by thanking the invitation of to be present at this so 

important conference. 

It is with pleasure that I will present some of the measures that Portugal 

has being conducting in the field of Protection and assistance to VoT. 

In the field of trafficking in human beings, recent reports from different 

sources have shown a tendency for solid growth associated to new 

factors of complexity and permanent reconfiguration. Within this issue 

are combined characteristics that identify it as a real existing problem, 

but at the same time, an opacity that hinders the measurement of the 

quantity and nature of the problem, this has serious consequences when 

it comes to its civic and political acknowledgement. 

Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation is just one of the 

branches of trafficking in human beings, in which women and children 

are “privileged” targets; these groups are estimated to represent about 

80% of all people traded every year. 

A new visibility for trafficking for labour purposes, has shown that we 

must find new way’s of dealing with this reality. 

The growing social and political visibility of the issue has raised 

initiatives, namely of experimental nature, based on which, one searches 

for adjustments and exactitude of interventions aimed at it. Similarly to 

other countries, Portugal has had a weak experience in this area, both 

regarding detailed knowledge as well as in the field of specific 

instruments and references. 
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Regarding recent trends and transitions in the area of trafficking in 

Portugal and comparing to 2013 figures, there was a decrease of the 

overall registers (minus 36%: 308 in 2013 and 197 in 2014); 

-  This decrease is seen in registers concerning Portuguese and 

foreigner (presumed) victims flagged in Portugal (299 in 2013; 182 in 

2014), as the percentage of Portuguese (presumed) victims flagged 

abroad increase (from 9 in 2013 to 15 in 2014). 

- However, if considering that 2013 may have been an atypical year, and 

if assessing a longer statistical series (2011-2014), the annual 

distribution of the number of registers reveals a possible increase.  

- Moreover, from a brief analysis of 2011-2014, it is seen that the figures 

are influenced by the so-called ‘Great Occurrences’ that is a case of 

human trafficking with more than 20 victims associated (specially seen in 

trafficking for labour exploitation, either in Portugal or abroad). 

Consequently, in years where such occurrence(s) happen the figures 

either increase or decrease, influencing the overall annual figures.  

- 2014 also revealed the following regularities: 

• Portugal is mainly a destination country; 

• The majority of flagged victims are European, namely from 

Romania and Portugal (either internal trafficking or international – 

flagging Spain and France as presumed destination countries). 

• 2014 figures presented an increase of registers regarding 

presumed victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation. Nonetheless, this 

increase must be framed in the context of data collection - a new data 

provider (and NGO) that works in this particular field.  

• The majority of registers concerning trafficking for the purpose of 

labour exploitation maintains in 2014 the sector of agriculture as the 

most referred. As in 2013, this may present the vulnerability of seasonal 

migrant workers to trafficking situations.  
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• As in 2013, the majority of formal identified victims (by the 

competent authorities and at the time of the annual statistical report) 

refer to trafficking for labour exploitation in agriculture.  

• As in 2012 and 2013, some of the minors flagged as presumed 

victims were flagged in transit (Lisbon ad Oporto airport).  

- In 2014 there were 48 crimes of THB registered by Law Enforcement. 

The majority of alleged traffickers were male, with ages above 24 years 

old. 

- As examples of convictions, there were 2 convictions for labour 

exploitation, 1 for sexual exploitation and 1 for forced begging. 

The Coe Convention and it´s report on Portugal tackle some of the new 

issues and contribute definitely to have a more efficient combat to THB 

One of the main concerns regarding the GRETA Report on Portugal was 

to adapt anti-trafficking policy to the current trends in THB, in particular 

by focusing more attention on trafficking for the purpose of labour 

exploitation and taking greater account of male and child victim 

During the year of 2013, was implemented a new Shelter Protection 

Centre and this shelter is exclusively for man victims of trafficking.  

During the first trimester of 2014 was implemented a new Shelter 

Protection Centre, this one for women. So, during the year of 2014 

Portugal has triplicated the response to Victims of trafficking. 

In the year of 2014, RAPVT (Network for Assistance and Protection to 

THB victims) developed 5 trainings in specific districts that have more 

vulnerability to a specific form of labor trafficking (picking olive). Those 

trainings were developed for frontline agents in each region (police 

forces, social workers; health professionals; NGO…)   
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Another example of the adaptation of Portugal anti-trafficking policy to 

the current trends is the national campaign launched on 18th of October 

of 2014. 

The main target was labour exploitation, specially linked to agriculture 

(picking olives). 

This campaign was broadcast on Radio; Regional Press; Mupis; 

Television; Cable Channels; Mupis at railways stations; News and 

broadcast advertising space and molls. 

Another concern, which is one of the priorities of Portugal intervention, is 

to continue strengthening links with NGOs, to involve them as fully as 

possible in the design, implementation, co-ordination and evaluation of 

national action plans and policies, and to allocate an appropriate level of 

funding to them. This concern, as well as to ensure that all stakeholders 

in the identification of victims of trafficking adopt a more proactive 

approach and step up their outreach work so that victims are identified 

more efficiently, was express in GRETA Report, were  other concerns in 

the implementation of the Portuguese policies regarding THB. 

The III PNPCTSH particularly aims to strengthen the victim’s referral and 

protection mechanisms, to improve the cooperation and coordination 

between public entities and civil society organizations involved, and to 

adapt the national answer to the new challenges, in particular to the new 

forms of trafficking and recruitment. 

Three (3) NGO were included, as their representative, in the working 

group to the coordenation of the III National Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Trafficking in Human Beings 2014-2017 – III PNPCTSH. 

In 2013 was sign a Protocol that created the RAPVT (Network for 

Assistance and Protection to THB victims). It is a structure that brings 

together the governmental and non-governmental organizations working 

in Portugal, directly or indirectly, the issues of trafficking in human 

beings. Thus, the RAPVT (Network for Assistance and Protection to THB 
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victims) guarantee, on the one hand, a better form of intervention, 

support and articulate a more organized and sustained on the problem of 

trafficking in human beings and, secondly, a better source of information 

for criminal investigation and the repression itself. This network 

congregates both governmental and non-governmental organizations 

and aims to create a platform for the implementation of new forms of 

intervention, through the enhancement of agent’s skills, in order to 

promote a social reintegration of victims of trafficking. 

It is also important to highlight that all the member of the RAPVT 

participated actively in the update of the National Referral System. They 

have participated in the strategic planning of actions, in decision-making, 

as well as in the evaluation of the intervention carried out in relation to 

the measures and policies on this phenomenon in Portugal. 

Portugal has, since November of 2014, an update of the national referral 

system, with the dissemination of some products: 

- A “Guidelines for the first level Identification of victims of 
trafficking” and three practical tools for identification of victims:  
 

- Forced begging and illicit activities 
 
- Labour exploitation 
 
- Sexual exploitation 
 
- Flowchart  
 

 
All these practical tools, as well as the Guidelines, were published and 

distributed among all relevant stakeholders that are involved in the 

process of signaling and identification of victims of trafficking. 

It is also important to highlight( following the Portuguese GRETA Report) 

some material that was implemented in the recent past: 
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- A leaflet notification was prepared about the rights of victims 
under the immigration legislation. The leaflet notification was 
translated to English and French and is currently in preparation 
for its translation into Spanish, Mandarin and Russian. This 
leaflet includes specific information regarding the reflection 
period and the residence permit; 
 

- It was prepared a brochure on the Law of compensation for 
victims as a way to better inform their rights, this brochure is in 
5 languages, English, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian and 
French; 

 

- A leaflet was prepared in English regarding the rights of victims 
under the immigration legislation. The leaflet was translated to 
English and French and is currently in preparation for its 
translation into Spanish, Mandarin and Russian. 

 

Another concern was to building on the experience of the multi-

disciplinary team 

Since January 2014 that these four teams are financially support through 

grants from the Santa Casa da Misericórdia, under the Agreement 

signed between the Secretary of State for Parliamentary Affairs and 

Equality and the APF.  

The work in close coordination and cooperation with each other and 

directly with the mechanisms and national and international structures, 

the intervention of these 4 teams (North, Centre, Lisbon and Alentejo) 

covers virtually the entire continental territory. Its action ensures mobility 

and territorial proximity to the level of technical support responses in 

signaling / identification of potential victims and the different supports 

that underlie the integration or assisted return. 

Having engaged in the promotion of knowledge and awareness of the 

THB, these teams empower at the regional level, professionals from 
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direct and indirect activities throughout the different stages of the 

national referral model. 

To facilitate communication and closer partnerships to combat this 

phenomenon were also reinforced by the creation under the assistance 

of 4 EME, Networks victim assistance at regional level, which are part of 

governmental and non-governmental organizations with direct and 

indirect intervention on the phenomenon. 

Legal basis for the National Referral Mechanism  
 

In 2013, Portugal has modified the article 160.º (Trafficking in Persons) 
of the Penal Code due to the transposition of the Directive 2011/36/EU of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 on 
preventing and combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its 
victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2010/629/JHA. 
However, it should be noted that many of contents in that Directive had 
already been duly welcomed into our domestic law and that the 
amendment to Article 160. º of the Penal Code is in alignment with some 
of the recommendations expressed by the GRETA. 
Presently, the definition of Trafficking in Persons is: 
 

Article 160º of the Penal Code 
 

Trafficking in Persons 
 
1 - Whoever offers, delivers, entices, accepts, transports, lodges or 
shelters any person for the purpose of exploitation, including  sexual 
exploitation, labour exploitation, forced begging, slavery, removal of 
organs or the exploitation of other criminal activities; 
 
Nowadays, there is a specific and explicit stating in the article 160º 
(trafficking in persons) regarding the irrelevance of the consent of a 
victim of trafficking: 
I would like, and in conclusion, say, that all of us are responsible for 
combating this horrendous crime, and to do so we need to put in 
practice, one of the most important things among us, PARTNERSHIP, 
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and if we do so, I real believe that we will be on step ahead of the 
criminals. 

Thank you very much for listening me. 

 

Manuel Albano 
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• At the present: 
 

(Partners Involved) 

- Observatory on Trafficking in Human  | Ministry of Interior 

- Austria/Federal Ministry of the Interior | Department for International Affairs  

- Bulgarian National Commission for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings  

-Ministry of Interior of Cyprus  

 

(Project Advisory Board) 

- European Union’s Law Enforcement Agency  - Europol  

- European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External 

Borders of the Members States of the EU - Frontex 

- Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe - OSCE  

- Austrian Institute for International Affairs  - OIIP 

- International Centre for Migration Policy Development  - ICMPD 

- International Organization for Migration (Lisbon)  - IOM 

 
POINT 1: Towards a Pan-European Monitoring System of Tracking in 

Human Beings… Who are we? 
  

“The next steps of Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System” | Project CONNECT - 1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring 
System on THB  



 Assuming that… 

 The transnational nature of the crime makes it essential the establishment of 

networks between different countries and European/international organizations to 

share information and promote knowledge; 

 
 Realizing that… 

 The main obstacles to the implementation of anti-trafficking policies are:  

 - lack of common methodologies 

- lack of a system for the collection and analysis of standardized and interoperable data  

  
 That leads to… 

 Constraints for a  contextual, comprehensive, systematic and comparative analysis within 

and between countries 

 

 Arises the European Project “Towards a Pan European Monitoring 

System on Trafficking in Human Beings” conduct by the OTSH 

 
POINT 2: Project Rational 
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• Main Goal 

 To provide countries with a common monitoring system (Pan-Eu Mosy) in the framework of Best 

Practices regarding the harmonization of procedures for the collection, treatment, analysis and 

sharing of information  

 

•  To accomplish this, there are 3 secondary (operational) objectives 

 1. To deliver customized technical solutions and to improve the capacity of the partners 

capabilities to collect THB data, build up their national system and network of data providers and 

support them to analyze the data in a collaborative network environment 

 2. To develop a common system to support all the partners to analyze data at a transnational 

level, by sharing territorial data among them, using a common list of indicators based on Eurostat 

2013 – Common indicators on Trafficking in Human Beings  

 3. To extend the project to other relevant countries of origin, transit, and destination in the EU 

and neighboring countries by presenting its outputs as Good Practices to be adopted 

 

 
POINT 2: Project Summary 
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 Within the framework of Best Practices regarding the harmonization of procedures of collection, 

treatment, analysis and sharing of data, the project aims to provide countries with a ready to use 
Monitoring System (MOSY) on THB. 

 
 To implement a common platform for the collection and integration of data in the framework of 

European Union (EU) common information systems such as the European Interoperability 
Framework (EIF) and Inspire Directive for Geographical Information Systems (GIS) – Web 
Mapping. 

 
 The use of customizable multi-entity database and GIS to perceive global and detailed 

phenomena distribution, trends and patterns. 
 
 The interconnectivity of Government and Non Governmental Organizations (NGO) entities 

integrating different existing investment and infrastructures to build a fully integrated e-
European solution to gather pertinent THB information. It will allow Law Enforcement Agencies 
(LEA), Justice Officials and NGO cooperation without the need to repeat data insertion 

 

 All this is achieved by using a technological EU interoperability framework for e-governance 
Information System and GIS, using few maintenance resources. 

 
 GIS will be used to integrate and fuse information to provide a global view of routes, visualize 

phenomena distribution, and victim support resources. 

  

 
POINT 2: Project Objectives 
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 The project involves 3 levels: European, National and Local Level 
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 The project involves 3 levels: European, National and Local Level 

 1. European Level - sharing of consistent and harmonized statistics on THB between Member 

States of the European Union  

  

European Level 
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 The project involves 3 levels: European, National and Local Level 

 1. European Level - sharing of consistent and harmonized statistics on THB between Member 

States of the European Union  

 2. National Level - integration of consistent data and production of harmonized statistics on THB  

European Level 

National Level 
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 The project involves 3 levels: European, National and Local Level 

 1. European Level - sharing of consistent and harmonized statistics on THB between Member 

States of the European Union  

 2. National Level - integration of consistent data and production of harmonized statistics on THB 

 3. Local Level - collection of harmonized and coherent data on THB 

European Level 

National Level 

Local Level 
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• European Level 
 (main objectives) 

 To share consistent and comparable statistics on THB between Member States (MS) of the 

European Union, as well as European agencies (Eurostat, Europol), through a European 

repository, managed by an organization that acts as a European Focal Point (EFP) 

  

 (main responsibilities) 

 - To receive the statistical data from the National Level, provided by each MS through their 

respective National Focal Point (NFP) 

 - To control the quality of the received statistical data 

 - To process the data 

 - To provide and manage mechanisms for data sharing between MS, allowing each MS to access 

(aggregated) data from other MS 

 - To publish and disseminate European level statistics, providing access to authorised users or to 

the general public 
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• National Level 
 (main objectives) 

 Collect and compile harmonized and coherent information to ensure the comparability of the 

aggregated statistics produced at European Level 

 The responsibility for compiling data is deemed to be assigned and concentrated in the NFP of 

each MS 

  

 (main responsibilities of the NFP) 

 - To receive the data collected by the Local Level Organizations (LLOs)  

 - To control the quality of the data received from the LLOs 

 - To process the data received from the LLOs  

 - To provide data to the European Level 

 - To provide and manage mechanisms for data sharing with LLOs 

 - To publish and disseminate of nationalwide statistics, providing access to authorised users or 

the general public (in such process in within the NFP legal mandate) 
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• Local Level 
 (main objectives) 

 Support the collection of harmonized and coherent dat on victims and traffickers, to ensure the 

quality of data compiled at the National Level and, indirectly, the comparability of the statistical 

data shared at European Level. 

 The responsibility for collecting data in the field is deemed to be assigned and distributed by an 

undermined number of LLOs 

  

 (main responsibilities of the LLOs) 

 - To collect data on victims and/or traffickers 

 -To control the quality of data before making in available to the NFP 

 -To provide data to the National Level, while complying with the established legal and good 

practices requirements, such as personal data protection, or disclosure of classified data 

 - To coordinate operations with the national focal point 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POINT 3: Web Mapping 
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This tool enables spatial patterns of the (THB) phenomenon to be detected, and allows 

territorial statistics on that phenomenon. 

 

With this information it is possible to observe THB distribution at a regional, national 

and international level. 
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• Project main result 

 National Platform giving access to: 

 1. a Database  on THB victims/Traffickers to be used by each participating country 

 2. a GIS application to present integrated/fused information 

 3. a web service for database attribute migration: a Pan-European THB report centre (web 

service) to present statistical reports based on EU indicators 

  

• Project outcomes 

 1. Simple statistical reports (upon chosen variables) 

 2. Total statistical reports (from 1 to all data providers) 

 3. Time frame statistical reports (upon chosen data and variable) 

 4. Geo-statistical reports (upon chosen source of information) 

 5. Quarter updated reports (in alignment with the EU Common Key Indicators) 

  - Information on VOT (number of victims by source of information; age group; sex; sex 
and age; nationality...) 

 - Data on prosecuted traffickers (number of traffickers by gender; Types of THB...) 
 - Court data on convicted traffickers (number of convicted trafickers by gender; forms of 

exploitation)  



 

Many Thanks! 
 

 

 

Contacts: 

 

rpenedo@otsh.mai.gov.pt    

rbelchior@otsh.mai.gov.pt  

 

Visit 

www.otsh.mai.gov.pt 
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List  of common Indicators 

• 1. Information on victims by gender and age 

 1.1. Number of victims by registering organizations 
 1.2. Number of victims by form of exploitation 
 1.3. Number of victims by citizenship 
 1.4. Number of victims by country and means of recruitment 
 1.5. Number of victims by assistance and protection 
 (received assistance, given a reflection period, requested and granted residence 

permits) 

 
• 2. Police data on suspect traffickers by gender and age 
 2.1. Number of suspected traffickers by citizenship 
 2.2. Number of suspected traffickers by form of exploitation 
 

• 3. Data on prosecuted traffickers by gender and age 

 3.1. Number of prosecuted traffickers by citizenship 
 3.2. Number of prosecuted traffickers by form of exploitation 
 3.3. Number of final decisions by the prosecution service 

 

• 3. Data on prosecuted traffickers by gender and age 

 4.1. Number of court judgments and convictions and sentences 
 4.2. Number of convicted traffickers by form of exploitation 
 4.3 Total value of assets confiscated from the traffickers convicted 

back to the Project Summary 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

Data updated in January 2014.  
Quoting of data or usage of images, subject to previous consent by 

the OTSH. 
Please contact: 

otsh@otsh.mai.gov.pt  
Or  

rpenedo@otsh.mai.gov.pt  
Or 

rbelchior@otsh.mai.gov.pt  
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• Between 2008 and 2013 the data providers flagged 912 presumed VoT (n=308 only in 
2013). 

 
• Flagging – Registration in the national monitoring system by the OTSH data providers’. The 

registration follows an initial suspicion of THB and it is based upon a set of indicators as 
well as the criminal definition of THB. 

 
• The majority of the registrations came from (or transit to) Law Enforcement  Agencies (LEA) 

(n=796). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• The number of registers from NGO’s is increasing over the years. These registers are very 

important as they show us what is not being investigated criminally.   
• In recent years we see an increase of cooperation between NGO’s and LEA. 
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POINT 1: Initial Suspicion… The importance of flagging  

  

796 

116 

LEA

NGO's



 
• Observing the temporal series 2008-2013, the most common type of exploitation flagged was: 
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 From the 796 registers investigated by LEA: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 So, why  the importance of Flagging? 

 Captures the process 
 Goes beyond what is known of LEA 
 Knowing what is not THB but ‘mistaken’ with it (associated crimes) – “Non-

Confirmed” 
 Smuggling | Domestic Violence | Force Labour | Sexual Exploitation | 

Kidnapping | Inexistance of Crime | Lack of proofs of THB... 
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 From the 183 VoT Confirmed  (until January 2014) 
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POINT 2: Formal Identification… What we know so far 

• 135 in PT (Portuguese and Foreigner) • 48 Abroad (Portuguese) 
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 In PORTUGAL (N=135) 
 
 Number of VoT formally indentified by type of exploitation  
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 In PORTUGAL (N=135) 
 

 Brief sociodemographic description by type of exploitation  
 

 TRAFFICKING FOR LABOUR EXPOLITATION (n=78) 
 
 
                  Gender: 
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54 

24 

Male Female
67 

11 

49 

Foreigner (Romanian) Portuguese

Nationaliy: 

Age: 

Average age:  33 years old 
Minimum:  14 years old 
Maximun:  55 years old 



 
 

 In PORTUGAL (N=135) 
 

 Brief sociodemographic description by type of exploitation  
 

 TRAFFICKING FOR SEXUAL EXPOLITATION (n=52) 
 
 
                  Gender: 
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Nationaliy: 

Age: 

Average age:  25 years old 
Minimum:   14 years old 
Maximun:  49 years old 

51 
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Female Male Unknown
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Foreigner (Brasilian) Portuguese



 
 

 ABROAD (N=48) 
 
 Number of VoT formally indentified by type of exploitation  
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 ABROAD  (N=48) 
 

 Brief sociodemographic description 
 

 TRAFFICKING FOR LABOUR EXPOLITATION (n=45) 
 
 
                  Gender: 
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Main destination country: 
Spain (40) 

Age: 

Average age:  34 years old 
Minimum:   15 years old 
Maximun:  60 years old 

44 

1 

Male Female
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 The case of CHILDREN 

 
• Up to now, 17 Identified. 

• 15 in national territory (more registers still in investigation – PT as a transit country) 
• 2 abroad 
 

• Type of Exploitation confirmed: 
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 The case of CHILDREN 
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 Gender: Nationaliy: 
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11 

Foreigner (Romanian) Portuguese

Age: 

Average age:  14 years old 
Minimum:   less than 1 year old 
Maximun:  17 years old 
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POINT 3: In Investigation… Changes or confirmation? 

  
 

 There are 230 registers (presumed victims) under investigation.  

 • 175 in PT (Portuguese and Foreigner) • 55 Abroad (Portuguese) 
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POINT 3: In Investigation… Changes or confirmation? 

  
 

 There are 230 registers (presumed victims) under investigation.  

 • 175 in PT (Portuguese and Foreigner) • 55 Abroad (Portuguese) 

76 

42 

8 
2 4 

43 

46 

9 

Labour Exploitation Other/Unknown

• Labour Exploitation still more representative 
• If we assume that 50% of labour and sexual 

exploitation are formally identified, Portugal 
maintains its features as a destination country 
for Labour Exploitation 

• Formally identified or ‘Non-
Confirmed’ there will be no changes 
regarding the type of exploitation of 
Portuguese abroad. 
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POINT 4: To Sum up…  

• The registers (flagging): 
• Over the years: increase of registers of labour exploitation and a 

decrease of registers of sexual exploitation. 
 

• Of the formally identified victims: 
 

• 54% are Male 
• Labour Exploitation  more associate to male and older victims 
• Sexual Exploitation associated to female and minor victims 
• 36% are Portuguese and 36% are Romanian (most common 

nationalities) 
• 67% were victims of trafficking for Labour Exploitation 
• While having internal trafficking, and also being a source country 

Portugal is mainly a destination country. 
 

• The Future... 
• Only based on the registers , it can be expected that Labour Exploitation 

will maintain a statistical representation. 



 

Many Thanks! 
 

 

 

Contacts: 

 

rpenedo@otsh.mai.gov.pt    

rbelchior@otsh.mai.gov.pt  

 

Visit 

www.otsh.mai.gov.pt 
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Human Trafficking for sexual exploitation from Nigeria to 

Italy: the role of ‘Organised Crime’. 

 

Glynn Rankin 

 

Abstract: This paper questions the role of ‘organised crime’ in relation to 

human trafficking for sexual exploitation from Nigeria. It defines organised 

crime and questions whether those responsible for the human trafficking are 

organised criminal networks? Reference is made to the business models of the 

crime groups involved in human trafficking, especially those involved in human 

trafficking for sexual exploitation from Nigeria to Europe and in particular Italy. 

It seeks to identify the criminal networks involved in human trafficking and to 

determine whether there is any inter-relationship between the Nigerian and 

Italian criminal networks.  

 

Introduction 

A 2009 UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) threat assessment, 

Transnational Trafficking and the Rule of Law in West Africa, revealed that 

thousands of women are trafficked each year from West Africa to Europe in a 

multimillion-dollar criminal industry. With an estimated value of between $152 

million and $228 million annually, the market sees a yearly inflow of between 

3,800 and 5,700 women. It is estimated that West African trafficking victims, 

many of whom originate in Nigeria, comprise about 10 per cent of forced sex 

workers in Western Europe. 

Nigerian women and girls are subjected to forced prostitution throughout 

Europe. Nigerian women and children are also recruited and transported to 

destinations in North Africa, the Middle East, and Central Asia, where they are 

held captive in the sex trade or in forced labour. Nigerian gangs subject large 

numbers of Nigerian women to forced prostitution in the Czech Republic and 

Italy. Europol has identified Nigerian organized crime related to trafficking in 

persons as one of the greatest law enforcement challenges to European 
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governments. Nigerian women and girls, in Italy, are subjected to sex and 

labour trafficking through debt bondage and coercion through voodoo rituals1.  

Reports continually state that Nigerian women are trafficked to Europe and, 

Italy in particular, for the purpose of sexual exploitation. According to these 

reports, the vast majority of Nigerian sex workers in Italy originate in the 

southern Nigerian state of Edo which is a route that might be traced to the 

1980s, when thousands of Edo natives went to southern Italy to pick 

tomatoes2. A survey by the Women's Health and Action Research Center in 

Edo's capital of Benin City revealed that one in three young women in the 

region received offers to go to Europe. 

The majority of the reports also state that Nigerian women and children are 

trafficked by organised criminals or gangs. This paper seeks to define 

‘organised crime’ and to determine if those responsible for the trafficking 

between Nigeria and Europe, and within Italy, are organised criminals. It also 

provides an overview of how the human trafficking occurs, identifying those 

responsible for the trafficking and determining if there is a nexus between the 

traffickers from Nigeria and Italy. 

 

What is the definition of organised crime? 

According to Interpol the definition of what constitutes ‘organised crime’ 

differs from country to country. UNODC state that ‘organised crime’ threatens 

peace and human security, violates human rights and undermines economic, 

social, cultural, political and civil development of societies around the world 

and manifests itself in many forms. They both accept that human trafficking is 

a form of ‘organised crime’. 

Article 2 of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized 

Crime (UNTOC) states for the purposes of this Convention: 

“(a) “Organized criminal group” shall mean a structured group of three or 

more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the 

aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established in 

accordance with this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, 

a financial or other material benefit”. 

                                                           
1
 US Department of State Trafficking in Persons Report 2015 Available from 

https://www.state.gov>,,,>Trafficking in Persons Report. 
2
 Gosh, P. 2012 The Plight Of Nigerian Girls Trafficked Into Prostitution In Italy International Business Times. 
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The 2005 EU Organised Crime Report 3 stated that organised crime groups are 

more likely to be loose associations of cells held together by key individuals, 

but the traditional hierarchical structure is still present in many cases. It also 

stated that they were expanding their fields of activity across crime types and 

international borders, and continue to grow and adapt to their environment. 

They make use of expertise in specialised fields, exploit commercial structures 

to operate in the legitimate business world and employ the latest 

communication technologies to maintain and expand their national and 

international links.  

The Europol 2013 EU Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment4 

(SOCTA) stated that there are an estimated 3600 organised crime groups active 

in the European Union (EU) and these groups are becoming increasingly 

networked in their organisation and behaviour characterised by a group 

leadership approach and flexible hierarchies. Europol refers to “organised 

crime groups” and “serious and organised crime areas”. 

There are two rival notions of what is ‘organised crime’, (a) a set of stable 

organisations, illegal per se, whose members systematically engage in crime or 

(b) a set of serious criminal activities mostly carried out for monetary gain5. 

The public perception is to refer to criminal organisations such as the Sicilian 

‘Cosa Nostra’. Whatever definition is applied the consensus is that it is a 

serious criminal activity irrespective of whether it is carried out by a criminal 

network or an individual. 

Organised criminal activity has increased within the last decade and that has 

led organised crime in Europe to become highly transnational in character, 

operating cross-border criminal activities with ease constituting a problem that 

touches all societies throughout Europe6. It could be argued that the increased 

mobility of criminals and the impact of globalisation7 is responsible for both 

the increase in organised and human trafficking. 

 

                                                           
3
 Available from https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/.../eu-organisedcrimereport2005.pdf. 

4
 Available from https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/.../socta2013.pdf. 

5
 Poali, L. 2014 Oxford Handbook of Organised Crime p3. Oxford University Press. 

6
 University of Exeter Politics Department Homepage Available from https://www. 

people.exeter.ac.uk/watupman/undergrad/Neilson. 
7
 See Bales, K. 1999 Disposable People: New Slavery in the Global Economy Athabasca University Press for 

further explanation. 
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Are organised crime groups involved in human trafficking? 

Transnational criminals have been major beneficiaries of globalization. Human 

smuggling and trafficking have been among the fastest growing forms of 

transnational crime because current world conditions have created increased 

demand and supply. Trafficking involves many more small groups than does 

the drug trade, with fewer large organizations. Human trafficking is the only 

form of large-scale transnational crime in which women are significantly 

represented both as victims and perpetrators8. 

Human trafficking organisations can vary from single individuals or soloists, to 

complex networks involving numerous individuals. They can be flat with little 

division of labour, while others can be hierarchical with multiple tasks carried 

out by different individuals. Group members can be related by blood, tribal or 

clan affiliations, or can be brought together by nothing more than their 

expertise or knowledge of a particular market and interest in making money9.  

Criminal groups and networks involved in human trafficking meet most of the 

EU criteria for defining them as ‘organised crime’. Although there are some 

indications of hierarchically structured ‘organised crime’ groups, human 

trafficking networks are more likely to be organised in small groups, which 

operate both independently and in cooperation with other crime groups. The 

interaction between groups is often connected to the provision of a service 

that cannot be undertaken by another group10.   

The criminals involved in human trafficking cover a wide spectrum and can be 

linked to other types of crime. They can operate as businesses11 and this is 

reflected in the different business models of human trafficking which range 

from the “National Resource Model” to the “Traditional Slavery with Modern 

Technology” model12. Although the criminals involved may belong to organised 

crime groups it is probable that they have worked as small groups or as 

individuals. 

Human trafficking is a complex crime that can is organised and has a diverse 

set of perpetrators. It has been argued that rather than focus on specific 

criminal organisations and how they form to perpetrate the crime you should 
                                                           
8
 Shelley, L. 2010 Human Trafficking A Global Perspective p2, Cambridge. 

9
 OSCE 2010 Analysing the Business Model of Trafficking in Human Beings to Better Prevent the Crime p9. 

10
 Europol Knowledge Product 2011 Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union p6. 

11
 See OSCE 2010 Analysing the Business Model of Trafficking in Human Beings to Better Prevent the Crime 

Chapter 3 for an explanation of the criminological and business theories of human trafficking. 
12

 Shelley, L. 2010 Human Trafficking A Global Perspective p114, Cambridge. 
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deconstruct the roles that individuals or groups fulfil to conduct the crime of 

human trafficking. Human trafficking should be thought of as a transnational 

network and the nodes of the networks are the roles that need filling in order 

for trafficking to occur13.  

 

Organised Crime in Italy 

In Italy the term ‘Mafia’ is often used generically used to describe any group 

engaged in organised crime14 however, the term used to refer generically to 

organised crime in the southern Italian15. Mafia-type Italian organised crime is 

a clear and present threat to the EU. The basis of the power of the Italian 

Mafias resides in their control and exploitation of the territory and of the 

community. The contextualised concepts of family, power, respect and 

territory are fundamental to understanding the dynamics of the Mafias16. 

The four Italian Mafia-type organisations, Sicilian Mafia, Calabrian, 

Ndrangheta, Neapolitan Camorra and Apulian Organised Crime, present 

common traits but also specific individual characteristics that need to be 

appreciated. The Cosa Nostra is the oldest, most traditional and widespread 

manifestation of the Sicilian Mafia. In the EU its emissaries facilitate criminal 

operations and money laundering. Cosa Nostra’s present strategy of keeping a 

low-profile is valid both within the territories it controls and outside them. 

Cosa Nostra is increasing its involvement in cocaine trafficking, often 

cooperating with other Mafias. Other Sicilian Mafia groups not affiliated to 

Cosa Nostra include the Stidda and the Cursoti and Laudani clans17. 

Italian Organised Crime groups commit a vast array of criminal activities. 

Whilst in their territories of origin these groups enjoy a quasi-monopoly over 

the perpetration of crimes, outside Italy they tend to favour certain crime 

fields including; drug trafficking, money laundering, the use of Corruption 

which is a key enabling factor for Italian organised crime, counterfeiting of 

products, either procured by allied Chinese groups or manufactured in 

clandestine factories and trafficking of waste/toxic waste.  

                                                           
13

 Picarelli, J. 2009 Human Trafficking & Organised Crime in the US & Western Europe ed. Friesendorf, C. 
Strategies Against Human Trafficking: The Role of the Security Sector p128, SCHUTZ & HILFE. 
14

 Roberts, G.K. Hogwood, P. 2003 The Politics Today Companion to West European Politics p45. 
15

 Sullivan, L. et al 2004 Encyclopaedia of Law Enforcement p309. 
16

 Europol 2013 Threat Assessment Italian Organised Crime p2. 
17

 Europol 2013 Threat Assessment Italian Organised Crime p2. 
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Human Trafficking 

There is no direct evidence to show that Italian organised crime groups are 

involved in human trafficking, however it is accepted that they have a 

monopoly on the crimes committed within the regions of Italy in which they 

operate. The Europol 2013 Threat Assessment on Italian Organised Crime 

stated that they are involved in human trafficking but provides no supporting 

evidence to show how they are involved. There are no recorded criminal cases 

or literature to indicate how the mafia crime groups are involved in the human 

trafficking of women or children from Nigeria to Italy or within Italy18. 

 

Organised Crime in Nigeria  

Nigerian organised criminals are a prime example of organising according to a 

network model which distinguishes them from hierarchical organisational 

models common among Chinese or Italian groups. Central persons in Nigerian 

networks are persons with special skills who have nurtured important contacts 

(e.g. with public officials), or have taken the initiative to gather a small group 

of people to organize criminal activities. Although these people may have great 

influence, they rarely command a clearly structured organisation. Short-term 

alliances are formed for specific projects, and the network, as such, is in 

constant change. The loose organisational form of the Nigerian networks is 

often very efficient and makes it more difficult for law enforcement police to 

fight crime. The central persons are less visible than in other groups and this is 

reinforced when the networks for particular projects often include persons 

who are not Nigerians19. 

Nigerian organised crime has become influential in transnational illegal 

activities in recent times. It can be traced to the collapse of oil prices in the 

early 1980s and the subsequent problems that this caused for an economy that 

relied on oil exports for 95 percent of its earnings. This resulted in a number of 

well-educated Nigerians, many living in other countries, to be deprived of their 

                                                           
18

 There are a number of reports and articles stating that the mafia crime groups are involved in human 
trafficking but in each of these examples the report and/or article has been referring to the smuggling of 
migrants. The mafia are implicated in the smuggling of irregular migrants from Africa to Italy by boat and 
holding them captive until payment is made. The Chief Prosecutor for Palermo, M. Francesco Lo Voi, has also 
implicated the mafia crime organisations in the smuggling of migrants. 
19

 Carling, J. 2006 Migration, Human Smuggling and Trafficking from Nigeria to Europe p43. IOM. 
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primary source of income. This in turn created a wave of individuals turning to 

crime as a means of supplementing their income20.   

Nigerian organised crime groups have developed large scale drug trafficking 

operations that are second only to the Asian triads in their import of heroin 

into the United States. This has been facilitated by a relatively secure home 

base, characterized by lack of legislation and law enforcement capacity, as well 

as political instability, corruption and few sources to devote to fighting 

organised crime. Further, Nigerian organisations have engaged in extensive 

fraud and extortion activities, including credit card fraud, and fraudulent 

activities through commercial banks and government assistance programs. 

Nigerian crime syndicates, often considered by law enforcement officers as 

'organised crime', have gained a certain international notoriety, particularly in 

the fields of drugs and fraud. Research suggests that modern organised crime 

in Nigeria or committed by Nigerians outside the country can hardly be 

separated from the growth of such global phenomena as money-laundering 

and business and political corruption, perhaps going back to the post-1945 

period21.  

 

Human Trafficking 

Human trafficking in Nigeria follows the business model “Traditional Slavery 

with Modern Technology22” which involves trafficking young women and girls 

out of Nigeria to Western Europe for prostitution. Exploiting the vulnerability 

of uneducated women, this trade model resembles a form of traditional 

slavery modernized to the global age. Corruption is endemic in Nigeria, and 

state control of illicit activity is insignificant because government officials are 

direct beneficiaries. Nigerian traffickers exploit the corrupt and ineffective 

bureaucracy to obtain genuine passports with partial or incomplete 

information23. 

Nigerian organized crime groups are multifaceted and the trade in women is 

only one part of their criminal profile and they can have mixed drugs and 

women in the same delivery chain. Members of the Nigerian diaspora 
                                                           
20

 Global Organised Crime Available from https://www1.american.edu/ted/hpages/crime/Nigeria.htm. 
21 A History of Nigerian organized crime | African Studies Centre Available from 

https://www.ascleiden.nl/research/projects/history-nigerian-organized-crime. 
22

 Shelley, L. 2010 Human Trafficking A Global Perspective p114, Cambridge. 
23

 Ibid. pp128-129. 
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community facilitate the trade, especially in Italy, which has the largest 

Nigerian immigrant community and the greatest number of enslaved women in 

Europe of Nigerian nationality.  

The organizers of the trade are often women, sometimes former prostitutes 

themselves, who have succeeded in making money and graduating to the 

status of madams, although they depend on men for forging travel documents 

and escorting the girls to their destination. The networks through which girls 

and young women are recruited are reported to be well organized and to be 

relatively solid and durable, rather than merely ad hoc.  

A successful madam must attend to all aspects of her business. She must 

organize the recruitment of prostitutes in West Africa, often on the pretext 

that they will find jobs in agriculture or the hotel business in Europe, but must 

also procure false or forged travel documents for the girls. She will need to 

bribe immigration officials, both in Nigeria and in transit countries; she will 

need to have a network of operators of hotels or hostels; she will need to have 

guides, referred to as “trolleys”; she will need to be in touch with fetish priests, 

who administer an oath of secrecy on prospective prostitutes, and with 

lawyers who can draft agreements binding a prostitute to a madam. Typically, 

a madam may claim to have invested US$40-50,000 for the costs of travel to 

Europe that the prostitute is required to repay24. 

Nigerian trafficking groups rely heavily upon contracts with their victims that 

have been reinforced by a voodoo or Juju ritual. The ritual process is both a 

controlling element for the traffickers, pimps and madams and one which acts 

as a significant obstacle in dealing with victims who have been subjected to 

this process25.  

Many of the women who serve as recruiters were previously victims of sex 

trafficking. They use the modern transport links of present day Nigeria, and are 

very effective because they “combine the best of both modern and older 

worlds by allying sophisticated forms of modern technology to tribal customs.” 

Nigerian women trafficked to Italy replicate the exploitation to which they 

have been exposed. In other words, Nigerian trafficking is characterised not 

only by female leadership, but also by a self-reproducing organisational 

structure. Women trafficked for sexual exploitation must abide by a pact with 

                                                           
24

 UNODC 2005 Transnational Organised Crime in the West African Region p27. 
25

 Europol Knowledge Product 2011 Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union p7. 
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their trafficker. This pact determines how much she must repay and is sealed 

with Nigerian rituals or voodoo. Once the pact has ended, it is common for a 

victim to work for a madam as a supervisor of other prostitutes, and eventually 

become a madam herself. In Italy, madams are usually between 25 and 35 

years old26. 

The profits from human trafficking are either returned to criminal’s home base 

and to the community. However, much of the profits go to other illicit activities 

and are laundered with proceeds of other illicit activity27. A part of the income 

from trafficking is used to expand the business e.g. by buying new women from 

Nigeria. It is clear, however, that large sums of money are transferred to 

Nigeria to be invested there. The madams often live a plain life in Italy, but 

have big houses built in Nigeria28. 

 

Nigerian Organised Crime in Italy  

There are examples of connections between Nigerian trafficking and the drug 

crime, however, it is not common for well-organised criminal groups to be 

involved in both trafficking and the drug trade, as certain Eastern European 

groups are. In recent years, the Italian police have seen cooperation between 

Nigerian criminals and gypsies in the drug trade, but otherwise there is little 

cooperation between Nigerian and other groups of organized criminals 

(Ministero dellÊInterno, 2004)29. 

The increase in Nigerians within Italy may have changed this dynamic and 

Nigerian criminals appear to have become involved with other organised 

criminal groups. The town of Castel Volturno, just outside Naples, is the hub of 

Nigerian criminal activity where at least 15,000 Nigerians, mostly irregular 

migrants, live. According to a detective at a local police station "The new 

African mafia's activities have invaded the whole territory30." Those concerned 

in crime and are involved in drug trafficking and human trafficking.  

Alessandro Tocco, head of the special anti-Camorra unit in Casal di Principe, 

says. "Nigerian organised crime is growing and we are deeply worried. Too 

                                                           
26

 Shelley, L. 2010 Human Trafficking A Global Perspective p131, Cambridge. 
27

 Ibid. p128. 
28

 Carling, J. 2006 Migration, Human Smuggling and Trafficking from Nigeria to Europe p46. IOM. 
29

 Ibid. p43. 
30
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many interests are involved for the situation to pass. Women are trafficked to 

Italy for prostitution, but not only that. They, along with men, are also used as 

drug mules.” 

In their homeland, Nigerian criminals have managed to change their status 

from intermediates working on behalf of Mexican and Colombian cartels to 

controllers of the import-export business, even in countries such as Guinea-

Bissau, Ivory Coast and Kenya. Drugs are then sent to Europe, mainly to Spain 

and Italy, two territories of business controlled by Italian mafias and they 

mainly deal with the Casalesi clan31. The Nigerian criminals appear to be 

replicated this pattern within Italy by making agreements with other criminal 

organisations and becoming involved in drug trafficking. 

"Nigerian criminals are able to make agreements with everybody, from 

Colombians to the Chinese, but in Italy they have found two elements, a local 

mafia who controls the territory and Italian clients who are always looking for 

Nigerian women," says Giovanni Conzo, an anti-mafia prosecutor from Naples 

who has been investigating Nigerian criminal groups for years32. Conzo and his 

men discovered a huge human trafficking and drugs smuggling Nigerian ring in 

the area of Naples and Castel Volturno.  

A recent report from an Italian anti-mafia agency painted a worrying picture 

about the Nigerian “gang’s” growing reach, "Nigerian organised crime is 

growing in many Italian regions, with Umbria, Campania and Emilia Romagna 

on top." According to the report, Nigerian criminals are the only international 

“gangs” who are able to make agreements with everybody, from the Italian 

mafia to Latin America's cartels. It's a characteristic that has won them the 

business of drug smuggling between Africa and Europe. 

 

Human Trafficking from Nigeria 

Nigerian trafficking networks have tentacles all through West Africa, drawing 

women from many neighbouring countries. On-the-ground recruitment in 

Nigeria occurs on a large scale in one region, Edo, although there is 

recruitment within Delta region33. Female recruiters conclude contracts with 

                                                           
31

 Italian and Nigerian gangs: A deadly alliance Available from https://www.independent.co.uk>News>World. 
32

 The Nigerian Connection Available from 
https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/.../2011/.../201189141348631784.html. 
33

 There are also records of recruitments from other states such as Imo, Enugu, Ogun, Anambra and Akwa-
Ibom. 
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girls and women, and use voodoo to force compliance through psychological as 

well physical pressures34.  

After recruitment the victim and her family member are subjected to oaths of 

secrecy before traditional shrines. The victim’s body parts including pubic 

hairs, blood, fingernails and personal items such as pants are collected and 

used for the oath taking rituals35. In many cases, the women are forced to 

submit to the oath-swearing rituals that compel them to believe that they or 

their families with suffer “insanity” or even death if they fail to pay their debt 

in full. To further perfect the transaction, the traffickers or their agents engage 

the services of lawyers to draw up a tripartite agreement referred to as a 

“Friendly Agreement”36.  

On arrival at destinations in Europe or the Middle East, the personal 

belongings of the trafficked women and children, including travel documents, 

are confiscated and they are forced into prostitution and repayment of bonds 

of amounts ranging between $30,000-$50,000 U.S. Dollars. This repayment 

schedule sometimes necessitates engaging in unprotected sex with 10-20 

partners in a day and an average repayment lasts from 3-5 years37. 

The Madams, who are responsible for organising the criminal networks, may 

terminate the transaction prematurely to their benefit. They can alert the 

European Authorities that the victim is an illegal immigrant, if the victims fall ill 

or contracts HIV/AIDS, or if the victim has almost completed the repayment 

schedule. 

Nigerian children are also trafficked to European Countries and the Middle 

East38 for prostitution and sexual exploitation. The trend for the trafficking of 

Nigerians to European countries, especially Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, 

Germany, Spain and more recently England started manifesting in the 80s and 

reached alarming proportions towards the mid and latter part of the 90s and is 

                                                           
34

 See Investigation: Inside Nigeria’s Ruthless Human Trafficking Mafia Available from https:// 
www.premiumtimesng.com/.../153844-investigations-inside-nigeria for a journalists account of the human 
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35

 This oath taking ritual has a multi-purpose effect on the victims, some of which are “to instil fear of terrible 
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36
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37
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38
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still continuing. They are lured into trafficking for prostitution is a false promise 

of employment to earn the much valued foreign exchange, vocational training, 

or marriage39. 

 

Root Causes 

It is estimated that 80% of the children trafficked to Italy are from Africa and 

60% are Nigerians. The socio-cultural and religious practices, within Western 

Africa, facilitate the easy movement of children. Due to many factors including 

the escalating level of poverty, lack of viable opportunities, fallen family values, 

the attraction to earn foreign exchange which is more valuable than the local 

currency and the desire to get rich quick, many parents and guardians will use 

any means to force their children into the trafficking ring. They make sacrifices 

such as the sale of their properties to make N20000-N40000 (an equivalent of 

about $200-400 US dollars) deposits to traffickers on behalf of their children40. 

 

Root causes
41

: 

 

� Widespread poverty 
� Porous borders 
� Weak legal and policy implementation 
� High levels of illiteracy, unemployment and poor standard of living 
� Increased taste for materialistic values, especially amongst youth, and 

peer pressure 
� Poor reporting and monitoring by law enforcement 
� High school drop-out rates 
� Abuse of the common practice of placement and fostering along with 

weakened extended family safety net 
� Desperation of poor parents and large families 

 

 

 

Trafficking Routes  

                                                           
39

 Women’s Consortium of Nigeria Available from https://www.womenconsortiumofnigeria.org/node/17. 
40
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The routes taken to the various destinations are dynamic and are as varied as 

the different syndicated gangs of traffickers. Some of the most common routes 

are from Nigeria through the neighbouring countries of Republics of Benin and 

Togo to Ghana or Mali where orientation and change of identities are 

conducted for those to travel by air. Another route is through North African 

countries like Morocco or Libya and through the Suez Canal to Britain and 

other parts of Europe.  

The porous borders in West Africa facilitated by the ECOWAS Treaty, allows 

easy passage for the trafficking of women and children from Nigeria and 

neighbouring countries using Nigeria either as recruitment as well as transit 

country to Europe. In recent times there has been an increase in young girls 

claiming asylum in Britain but who are however lured into trafficking for 

prostitution in Europe. 

The UNODC Global Trafficking in Persons Report 2014 states that there are two 

significant outbound flows from Sub-Saharan Africa one of which is bound for 

Western and Central Europe and is largely comprised of West Africans. It 

further states that West African victims have been detected in almost all 

Eastern European countries and the flow mainly consists of women and girls 

trafficked for sexual exploitation and the flow has remained consistent over 

the last few years. 

The Nigerian trafficking route departs directly or indirectly through other 

Western African countries, mainly Ghana, usually by airplane or by boat to 

Germany, The Netherlands or Belgium. The Nigerian route is used in 40 per 

cent of the cases through a neighbouring Western African country. Whilst in 

most cases this is Ghana, in some other cases it was Benin, Ivory Coast or 

Uganda. In other cases the victim travelled directly from Nigeria to the 

Netherlands or Germany42. The victims mainly travel to Europe by plane from 

Lagos or other international airports from West Africa. Victims may also have 

been transported by land and sea across the Mediterranean43.  

Italy has become one of the most pre-eminent European States of destination 

and transit for victims of trafficking with the aim of sexual exploitation. Points 

of access into Italian territory are areas particularly vulnerable to illegal entry 

                                                           
42
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43
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by land and sea and includes the coast of Sicily. There are also reported cases 

of entry by air at both large and small airports44.  

 

Human Trafficking to Europe 

The UNODC data has stated that more than 6,000 women from Nigeria are 

trafficked to Europe every year for sexual exploitation, earning criminals more 

than $228m (£150m) annually. They are trafficked by Nigerian criminal 

networks that are headed by madams. Many of the madams in Europe are 

highly mobile, and maintain contact with madams elsewhere in Europe.  

The Nigerian women and children are often moved between cities or across 

national borders. This is done to be able to offer the customers variation, to 

complicate the work of the police and to prevent the women from developing 

ties to their customers. Such moves are either organized by the same madam 

controlling various women in different places, or by the women being 

transferred between madams. The transfers may also be in response to 

differences in legislation or practice45. 

Once Nigerian women arrive in Europe through the trafficking network, a 

madam usually takes care of them, often in collaboration with a male partner. 

This is a cohabiting partner or boyfriend who takes care of certain parts of the 

trafficking process. In those cases where the woman was not aware that she 

would be working as a prostitute, she often realizes this only a few days after 

her arrival when the madam takes her shopping for clothes. The madam is 

usually responsible for equipping the prostitutes with working clothes and 

condoms, while the fellow prostitutes do the work of training the new arrival46. 

 

“Europol - Human trafficking ring dismantled in Portugal”. 

 
On 14 July 2014, Portuguese law enforcement authorities, with the support 
of Europol, dismantled an organised criminal group of West African and 
Portuguese nationals suspected of trafficking young mostly Nigerian women 
to Portugal and other EU countries in order to exploit them through forced 
prostitution. 

                                                           
44
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Seven suspects were arrested in Portugal and seven house searches carried 
out. Mobile phones, computers and tablets and other significant evidentiary 
material relevant to the investigation were seized including a false passport. 
These results are part of the long-running 'Operation NAIRA', an 
investigation into human trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation, 
led by the Portuguese Immigration Service (SEF). The investigation has been 
focusing on an organised crime network which trafficked young African 
females, from West Africa, to Portugal, France and Spain where they were 
forced into prostitution. 
 
The victims of this particular criminal group are generally young Nigerian 
women from Benin City (Edo State) who are recruited in their places of 
origin, from where their trips are organised. Members of the criminal 
network in Portugal take care of logistics such as contacting the victims, 
providing accommodation and ID documents. The women often travel with 
forged travel documents or sometimes no documents at all. On arrival at 
their destinations, most of the women identify themselves verbally as minors 
originating in Nigeria, Guinea and Mali and claim asylum (as allegedly 
instructed by their traffickers). They are then placed in shelters from where 
they later abscond and disappear. Victims are subsequently moved to other 
EU countries by the criminal group. The trafficking process for these 
vulnerable victims is characterised by threats against the victims and often 
includes debt bondage, the use of threats against the victims and/or their 
relatives, physical and sexual violence, and the use of "voodoo" rituals.” 
 

 

 

Human Trafficking in Italy for Sexual Exploitation 

 

Trafficking in persons for the purpose of exploitation has considerably evolved 

in Italy since the 1990’s, mainly as a consequence of the economic crises that 

involved several Eastern European countries. Criminal organisations “smelt” 

the business and stepped in. The result was that the sex market underwent a 

major transformation, local prostitutes were rapidly replaced by women from 

Albania, other Eastern European countries and Nigeria47. 
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Italy had the highest number of victims of human trafficking exploitation in all 

of Europe in 2010 with 9,500 cases48. According to the semi-annual report 

(Jan/Jun 2011) of the Association “Amici di Lazzaro” about 75% of the 295 

Nigerian women met on the streets of Turin are exploited and blackmailed by 

the madam or her male partner. They victims were mainly from Benin City and 

their average age is 23/24. 

Moreover, according to the United Nations Inter-regional Crime and Justice 

Research Institute (UNICRI), there are now at least 10,000 Nigerian prostitutes, 

perhaps as many as 20,000, in Italy alone. Many of them owe so much money 

to smugglers and others who enabled them to cross into Europe that they have 

little hope of ever clearing their debt; rendering them virtually as 21st century 

“slaves.” 

Trafficking in Italy is mainly performed outdoors. This is a consequence of 

Italian prostitution policy, the so-called Legge Merlin of 1958 that while 

tolerating the exercise of prostitution, explicitly prohibits the running of 

brothels49. Another consequence is that the Nigerian women and children who 

are being exploited have to pay a “rent” for the spots on highways and roads 

where they ply their “trade”. In the Naples area, the Camorra mafia sets 

limitations on where the prostitutes can work, and often charge rent for their 

“joints”. In other areas of Southern Italy where there is the exploitation of 

Nigerian women and/or children, it is often subject to the conditions of and 

against payment to the mafia. Other Italians are involved in trafficking as 

landlords or pro forma spouses for the madams50.  

The women, who are being exploited, either live with the madam or in another 

flat where they are watched by a controller. This is often a former person who 

has been exploited and who has repaid her debt and is saving money to start 

her own business as a madam. These women (and children) work at different 

hours, but often nearly around the clock and their expenses for lodging, food, 

and payment for accommodation are deducted from their income. This often 

amounts to US$ 2,000 a month with any remainder being used to pay back the 

debt51. 
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Conclusion 

It is difficult to argue that those involved in the human trafficking of women 

and children from Nigeria into Europe and Italy are organised crime groups as 

defined unless it could be argued that the “madams” are a “loose association 

of cells held together by key individuals”. However, it has to be accepted that 

the victims are trafficked by criminals, who work in networks, that are well 

organised and are relatively solid and durable.  

There are almost 10,000 madams and each one is in control of an average of 

two or three women (or children) who are responsible for the trafficking of 

Nigerian women in Italy. They are the key, the main actors in the exploitation, 

they force women into prostitution and ask for money to repay the debt. They 

work with "brothers", men who are in charge of physically trafficking the 

"babies", as women who are forced into prostitution are called.  

Foreign ethnic organisations (primarily Albanian, Nigerian, Chinese, Russian 

and Romanian) almost have a monopoly on human trafficking in Italy, although 

they may collude with Italian groups or single individuals52. However, the 

growth of Nigerian criminal organisations and their ability to move into 

different areas of crime and make agreements with other criminal 

organisations make affect the status in Italy. Again is it debatable whether the 

growth of Nigerian organised criminal networks in Italy will impact on human 

trafficking networks from Nigeria which are reliant on madams, who are 

responsible for organising the criminal networks. 

There is no direct evidence that the organised criminal networks within Italy, 

the Mafia, are involved in an organisational capacity in human trafficking. They  

are involved in all criminal activity within their region which includes renting 

out the space in the roads were the victims of trafficking stand to be exploited. 

The is no apparent nexus between the criminal networks, let alone the 

organised criminal organisations, from Italy and Nigeria in respect og human 

trafficking into Europe and Italy. However, it is possible that this may change 

with the on-going issues of victims of human trafficking and smuggling being 

either trafficked or smuggled into Italy from Africa by sea. 
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Umberto Santino / Centro Impastato 
 
Il mercato del sesso a Palermo. Mafia e nuovi gruppi criminali 
 
Premessa: traffico  di esseri umani, crimine transnazionale e processi di 
globalizzazione  
 
Il traffico di esseri umani viene collocato al terzo posto tra i proventi dei gruppi 
criminali, con una stima di 31 miliardi di dollari l’anno, dopo il traffico di droghe (tra 
i 300 e i 1000 miliardi) e il traffico di armi (290 miliardi). Anche se le stime dei 
“fatturati” criminali sono da prendere con una certa cautela (spesso non vengono 
indicati i criteri in base ai quali sono effettuate) quel che è certo è che 
l’accumulazione illegale ha avuto negli ultimi decenni un enorme incremento e 
questo è stato tra i motivi che hanno indotto le Nazioni Unite a organizzare la 
conferenza sul crimine transnazionale svoltasi a Palermo nel dicembre del 2000.  
Da quell’incontro sono scaturite una Convenzione e due protocolli aggiuntivi, uno 
sulla tratta di persone, in particolare di donne e bambini, e l’altro sul traffico di 
migranti. Un terzo protocollo sulla produzione e il traffico di armi non è stato 
firmato. Il protocollo così definisce la tratta: 
 
Tratta di persone indica il reclutamento, trasporto, trasferimento, l’ospitare o accogliere persone, 
tramite l’impiego o la minaccia di impiego della forza o di altre forme di coercizione, di rapimento, 
frode, inganno, abuso di potere o di una posizione di vulnerabilità o tramite il dare o ricevere 
somme di danaro o vantaggi per ottenere il consenso di una persona che ha autorità su un’altra a 
scopo di sfruttamento. Lo sfruttamento comprende lo sfruttamento della prostituzione o altre forme 
di sfruttamento sessuale, il lavoro forzato o prestazioni forzate, schiavitù o pratiche analoghe, 
l’asservimento o il prelievo di organi. 
 
L’analisi alle spalle della Convenzione delle Nazioni Unite considera il crimine 
transnazionale, cioè le forme di criminalità e i soggetti criminali presenti in vari 
Paesi, il prodotto di società in cui ci sono Stati deboli e mercati senza regole. In 
contemporanea con la conferenza dell’ONU alcune associazioni, tra cui il Centro 
Impastato, hanno svolto un seminario, dal titolo “I crimini della globalizzazione”, che 
sviluppava un’analisi diversa: la diffusione del crimine è un prodotto dei processi di 
globalizzazione che hanno un forte effetto criminogeno per due aspetti fondamentali: 
l’incremento degli squilibri territoriali e dei divari sociali, per cui gran parte della 
popolazione del pianeta ha come risorsa unica o più conveniente il ricorso ad attività 
illegali, e la finanziarizzazione dell’economia, che rende sempre più difficile la 
distinzione tra capitali illegali e legali. Questa è la ragione per cui forme di 
criminalità organizzata si sviluppano sia nelle periferie che nei centri. E fino ad oggi 
l’esempio più significativo di sviluppo dell’associazionismo criminale rimangono gli 
Stati Uniti, che vengono considerati un modello di capitalismo maturo, di progresso e 
di democrazia (Santino 1997, 2000). 
All’interno dei processi di globalizzazione grandi masse di popolazione sono 
costrette all’emigrazione e ad accettare forme di sfruttamento e di vera e propria 
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schiavitù, che vanno dal lavoro nero e non tutelato alla mercificazione del corpo. E il 
sesso mercenario, a cui ricorrono milioni di persone, si può considerare come una 
forma di colonialismo contemporaneo, una esercitazione di potere su un corpo ridotto 
a merce, che perpetua e aggrava modelli comportamentali basati sull’inferiorità della 
donna e sull’oggettualità del corpo femminile, ridotto a strumento di piacere e 
apparato riproduttivo. 
Nel contesto attuale i flussi migratori e il traffico di esseri umani si configurano come 
“fatti sociali totali”, a dimensione planetaria, con “funzione specchio”, cioè disvelano 
dinamiche che interessano la comunità umana nel suo complesso (Palidda 2008). 
Sia il traffico di droghe che quello di esseri umani hanno alle spalle le legislazioni 
proibizionistiche, che vietano l’uso delle sostanze stupefacenti e impediscono la 
libera circolazione delle persone, offrendo alle organizzazioni criminali le fonti più 
consistenti dell’accumulazione illegale, con la fornitura di beni e servizi a consumo di 
massa, mentre il traffico di armi risponde alle domande innescate da conflittualità 
diffuse, si manifestino o meno in forme di guerra.  
Per quanto riguarda l’Italia e in particolare il mercato del sesso, si parla di un giro 
d’affari dell’ordine di 5 miliardi di euro l’anno, con un numero di donne vittime di 
tratta che varia a seconda delle rivelazioni delle istituzioni e degli osservatori della 
società civile. L’Organizzazione internazionale per le migrazioni dà un numero che 
va dai 19 ai 26 mila, il Gruppo Abele dà numeri più alti, comprensìvi anche delle 
donne che non sono propriamente vittime della tratta (70 mila), I clienti sarebbero 9 
milioni. Una domanda imponente, a cui cerca di rispondere un’offerta crescente. 
 
 
Mafia e gruppi criminali emergenti 
 
Com’è noto, sulla mafia siciliana esiste una letteratura pressoché sterminata eppure si 
può dire che fino ad oggi non si è affermata un’idea di mafia generalmente condivisa. 
Solo nel settembre del 1982, dieci giorni dopo l’assassinio del generale-prefetto Carlo 
Alberto Dalla Chiesa, della moglie Emanuela Setti Carraro e dell’agente Domenico 
Russo, si è approvata la cosiddetta “legge antimafia”, che all’art. 416 bis così 
definisce  l’associazione a delinquere di tipo mafioso:  
 
L’associazione è di tipo mafioso quando coloro che ne fanno parte si avvalgono della forza di 
intimidazione del vincolo associativo e delle condizioni di assoggettamento e di omertà che ne 
deriva per commettere delitti, per acquisire in modo diretto o indiretto la gestione o comunque il 
controllo di attività economiche, di concessioni, di autorizzazioni, appalti e servizi pubblici o per 
realizzare profitti o vantaggi ingiusti per sé o per altri. 
 
La definizione coglieva una realtà documentabile già nel passato, almeno un secolo e 
mezzo prima: l’esistenza cioè di un associazionismo caratterizzato dalla “forza di 
intimidazione”, cioè dal ricorso, effettuato o minacciato, alla violenza, dallo 
svolgimento di attività economiche e dall’interazione con la pubblica 
amministrazione e le istituzioni, soggetti erogatori di concessioni e autorizzazioni, 
gestori di appalti e servizi pubblici. Rimaneva fuori dal quadro l’attività finanziaria, 
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collegata con la lievitazione dell’accumulazione illegale negli ultimi decenni, che 
sarebbe stata oggetto della legislazione sul riciclaggio del denaro sporco. 
Per quanto riguarda le idee correnti (stereotipi), la mafia è stata considerata un 
fenomeno emergenziale (“la mafia esiste quando spara”, come se tra un omicidio e 
l’altro andasse in vacanza), come “antistato” (la mafia uccide rappresentanti delle 
istituzioni e delle forze dell’ordine, quindi è fuori e contro lo Stato, ma in realtà ha 
rapporti, continuativi e non episodici, con settori delle istituzioni), come Piovra 
universale (in realtà esistono varie organizzazioni che si possono definire “mafie”, 
ma non esiste una Mafia planetaria); è stata analizzata dagli studiosi attraverso 
paradigmi (idee elaborate in base a un criterio e fondate su una certa massa di dati) 
come subcultura, cioè modello comportamentale specifico di buona parte della 
popolazione, come associazione unitaria e verticistica (Cosa nostra), come impresa, 
con forti polarizzazioni che, privilegiando un solo aspetto, quello culturale o quello 
criminale o quello economico, ne ignoravano o mortificavano la complessità. Il mio 
“paradigma della complessità” mira a dare una rappresentazione del fenomeno 
mafioso fondata sull’interazione tra vari aspetti e si basa sulla seguente ipotesi 
definitoria:  
 
Mafia è un insieme di gruppi criminali, di cui la più importante, ma non l’unica, è Cosa nostra, che 
agiscono all’interno di un sistema di rapporti, svolgono attività violente e illegali o formalmente 
legali, finalizzate all’arricchimento e all’acquisizione e gestione di posizioni di potere, si avvalgono 
di un codice culturale e godono di un certo consenso sociale.  
 
Come si vede, questa rappresentazione lega insieme associazionismo criminale e 
sistema relazionale (la mafia è transclassista, cioè attraversa i vari strati della 
popolazione, ma il ruolo dominante è svolto da soggetti illegali, i capimafia, e legali: 
professionisti, imprenditori, pubblici amministratori, rappresentanti della politica e 
delle istituzioni, classificabili come “borghesia mafiosa”) e coniuga vari aspetti: 
crimine, cioè l’associazione a delinquere e le attività delittuose, accumulazione, cioè 
la finalità economica, potere, cioè la dimensione politica, codice culturale (la mafia 
considera l’uso della violenza come applicazione di sanzioni per chi non segue le sue 
regole e si muove in contrasto con i suoi interessi), consenso sociale, cioè 
l’approvazione di parte della popolazione (Santino 2006, 2008-2011). 
Per quanto riguarda l’evoluzione del fenomeno mafioso, a fronte di stereotipi come 
vecchia mafia e nuova mafia, mafia tradizionale, in competizione per l’onore, e mafia 
imprenditrice, che negli anni ’70 del secolo scorso, avrebbe scoperto la competizione 
per la ricchezza, una ricostruzione più adeguata vede lo sviluppo storico della mafia 
come intreccio di continuità e innovazione: le estorsioni, una forma di fiscalità 
parallela, sono documentare già nel XVI secolo e sopravvivono fino a oggi, 
intrecciandosi con attività come il traffico di droga intensificatosi negli ultimi 
decenni. È possibile disegnare una periodizzazione, in base alla capacità di 
adattamento al mutare del contesto sociale: a una fase di incubazione (si può parlare 
di “fenomeni premafiosi” nella transizione da una società feudale a una società 
capitalistica) seguono una fase agraria dall’unità d’Italia ai primi anni ’50 del XX 
secolo, nel senso che l’agricoltura è l’attività economica principale, ma già in quella 
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fase la mafia era presente sia nelle campagne che nelle città, una fase urbano-
imprenditoriale negli anni successivi e una fase che si può definire finanziaria negli 
anni più recenti, che vedono la lievitazione dell’accumulazione illegale connessa ai 
traffici internazionali (Santino 1988, 1995). 
 
Negli ultimi anni, a Palermo e in Sicilia, terre d’origine di una mafia storica, operano 
altri gruppi criminali, legati al traffico di droga e di esseri umani, e si pongono 
problemi relativi alla definizione di tali gruppi (come agiscono? come sono 
organizzati?) e ai rapporti che essi intrattengono, o possono intrattenere, con la mafia-
siciliana.  
Per rispondere a tali problemi questo scritto utilizza come base una rassegna stampa 
sulle più significative inchieste condotte non solo nel territorio cittadino e siciliano 
sui traffici di droga e di esseri umani, in particolare sullo sfruttamento della 
prostituzione, alcune interviste a testimoni privilegiati: magistrati e rappresentanti 
delle forze dell’ordine impegnati in attività giudiziarie e investigative aventi come 
oggetto la tratta di esseri umani e in particolare lo sfruttamento di essi nel mercato del 
sesso. E utilizza studi e ricerche svolti negli scorsi anni.  
 
 
Le inchieste degli ultimi anni su droga e sfruttamento della prostituzione 
 
Negli ultimi anni le inchieste sulla tratta degli esseri umani e sullo sfruttamento, in 
forme schiavistiche, della prostituzione, hanno interessato l’intero territorio 
nazionale. Esse spesso si sono intrecciate con quelle sul traffico di droghe che vede 
come operatori soggetti e gruppi di nazionalità straniera. 
L’operazione “Aye mi assman” ha rivelato un traffico internazionale di droga, in 
particolare cocaina, che si svolgeva nel 2006 dalla Nigeria all’Italia, nelle città di 
Ferrara, Parma e in provincia di Rovigo, e ha portato all’arresto di 34 nigeriani. 
L’inchiesta nasceva dalle rivelazioni di alcuni nigeriani che hanno collaborato con la 
giustizia. Tra gli arrestati, un nigeriano residente a Giugliano, in provincia di Napoli. 
Sempre sul traffico di droghe, cocaina ed eroina, sono alcune operazioni dei primi 
mesi del 2007, che hanno bloccato alcuni corrieri, di nazionalità nigeriana, romena, 
ghanese e polacca, negli aeroporti di Roma Fiumicino, Milano Malpensa, Bologna, 
Napoli e Firenze. Al centro dei traffici sarebbero organizzazioni criminali nigeriane. 
La droga, contenuta in ovuli ingeriti dai corrieri, passava dall’aeroporto Charles De 
Gaulle di Parigi, arrivava in Italia in aereo o in treno, attraverso i valichi di 
Ventimiglia e Domodossola. I corrieri partivano dal Sud America o dall’Africa. 
L’operazione “Blak Shoes” (la droga veniva occultata nei doppifondi delle scarpe ma 
anche in ovuli) , tra il 2007 e il 2011, ha riguardato varie città: Roma, Napoli, 
Caserta, Perugia, Macerata, e ha condotto all’arresto di cittadini nigeriani e italiani. 
La droga era destinata a gruppi camorristici e determinante sarebbe stato il ruolo delle 
donne di camorra, che mettevano in contatto i boss detenuti con l’esterno attraverso 
l’uso di “pizzini” nascosti nei vestiti e redatti con codici criptati. 
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Nel gennaio del 2008 l’operazione “Viola”, conclusasi con l’arresto di 66 persone, in 
varie regioni: Veneto, Lombardia, Piemonte, Lazio, Campania, e in Olanda, è stata 
condotta dalla polizia di Napoli in collaborazione  con le polizie di altri Paesi europei. 
Sono stati contestati vari reati: associazione di stampo mafioso, narcotraffico, 
sequestro di persona, riduzione in schiavitù, sfruttamento della prostituzione. La 
stampa, presumibilmente utilizzando indicazioni della polizia, ha parlato di 
affiliazione delle persone arrestate a “cosche nigeriane”, di “bande violente che 
agiscono alla luce del sole” e di altre “più impermeabili ed esclusive, legate al 
sistema lobbistico-criminale” nigeriano. Queste, presenti in varie città italiane, hanno 
varie denominazioni: a Brescia si chiamano “Eiye Supreme Lords”, a Torino “Blak 
Axe”, altre denominazioni: Sea Dogs”, “Pirati”, “Bucanieri”. Si entra in esse con il 
pagamento di una somma, minimo 600 euro, c’è una cerimonia di iniziazione con il 
rito woodoo. La polizia parla di sacrifici Juju: i riti magici convivono con l’uso di 
Internet e di nuove tecnologie: su Youtube e Facebook  circolano video rap dal titolo 
“Nigeria Mafia”. Questi gruppi organizzano spedizioni punitive, con mutilazioni, 
stampano documenti falsi e clonano carte di credito. Viene sottolineata la 
somiglianza dei riti iniziatici con quelli della mafia, ma si parla di cocktail di sangue 
e alcool, estranei al cerimoniale delle mafie italiane. Gli affiliati avrebbero un legame 
di tipo schiavistico con il capoclan.  
Nell’aprile del 2009 si è avviata l’operazione “Black Passengers”, in collaborazione 
tra la squadra mobile di Perugia e quelle di Padova, Rovigo, Vicenza, Venezia e 
Prato, che ha portato all’arresto di trafficanti di droga nigeriani. Si è parlato di 
un’organizzazione di tipo mafioso, con al vertice un padrino, affiancato da 
luogotenenti, con un cassiere che gestiva l’impiego delle somme di denaro, 
reinvestendole nell’acquisto di immobili e in altri traffici di stupefacenti e trasferendo 
una parte alla cupola. Come si vede la terminologia è ricavata da quella usata per 
descrivere l’organizzazione mafiosa. L’organizzazione aveva un referente a Perugia. 
Nel 2013, all’interno della stessa operazione, è stato arrestato a Londra il nigeriano 
Ejiofor Kenneth, considerato il capo dell’organizzazione, ricercato in seguito a un 
mandato di cattura internazionale. L’organizzazione aveva rapporti diretti con 
organizzazioni sudamericane per l’acquisto delle sostanze stupefacenti, in particolare 
cocaina, utilizzava corrieri nigeriani e sul territorio italiano poteva contare su una fitta 
rete di connazionali. 
Viene denominata “Hermes” un’operazione che nel settembre 2010 ha portato 
all’arresto di 28 corrieri in varie città: Trieste Venezia, Milano, Bolzano, Varese, 
Verona, Padova, Reggio Emilia, Parma, Roma e Messina, Gli arresti si debbono alla 
collaborazione di donne nigeriane, comprate per 50.000 dollari, ridotte in schiavitù e 
portate in Italia dove erano costrette a esercitare la prostituzione; sono state liberate 
dalla Squadra mobile di Trieste. Le donne hanno aiutato la polizia traducendo 130 
mila telefonate tra corrieri e spacciatori. Nella rete figuravano anche cittadini dell’est 
europeo e l’operazione è stata coordinata dall’Interpol e hanno collaborato le polizie 
spagnola e olandese.  
Rimonta al 2007 l’operazione “Bani Bani”, avviata a Messina, che nel febbraio del 
2011 ha portato a 40 ordinanze di custodia cautelare per cittadini romeni e italiani 
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coinvolti nella tratta di giovani donne romene, ridotte in schiavitù e costrette alla 
prostituzione in Italia. Si parla di un’organizzazione con una “struttura 
imprenditoriale”, composta da tre clan. 
Sempre del 2011 è l’operazione “Sahel”, condotta dai carabinieri, che ha portato 
all’arresto di 6 indagati per associazione a delinquere finalizzata alla tratta di esseri 
umani, riduzione in schiavitù e sfruttamento della prostituzione, operanti nelle 
province di Teramo e Milano. È stato individuato un sodalizio transnazionale di 
matrice nigeriana, articolato in cellule strutturate su base familiare, attivo in Abruzzo 
e in Lombardia. Le donne venivano sottoposte al rito woodoo per costringerle 
psicologicamente a far fronte al debito contratto con l’organizzazione. Le ragazze 
corrispondevano alle madame, le donne che le controllavano, oltre alla quota per 
ripianare il debito,  le spese di vitto e alloggio e per l’utilizzo del jont, cioè il tratto di 
strada dove esercitavano la prostituzione. 
L’operazione “Trolley”, ancora del 2011, riguardava l’ascolano, in Marche, e altre 
province, e ha portato all’arresto di 8 indagati per tratta, riduzione in schiavitù di 
donne nigeriane e favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione clandestina,: Una ragazza che 
voleva sottrarsi è stata picchiata dalla sua sfruttatrice  che le ha sfregiato il volto. Due 
tassisti italiani accompagnavano le donne sui luoghi dove esercitavano la 
prostituzione e in provincia di  Piacenza è stato sequestrato un immobile che ospitava 
le donne. 
Del 2011 è l’operazione “Golden Eggs” (uova d’oro), riguardante un traffico di droga 
tra la Nigeria e l’Italia, che ha portato all’arresto di 67 persone. Gli arrestati sono di 
varie nazionalità: italiani, nigeriani, tunisini, ghanesi. Sono stati individuati due 
cartelli: uno nigeriano, l’altro palermitano, che svolgevano il traffico di eroina e 
cocaina in tutta l’Italia, con centrali a Palermo, Catania e Messina. Al vertice un 
nigeriano, Francis Wiwoloku, e un palermitano, Salvatore Castigliola, che si 
sarebbero conosciuti mentre erano detenuti nel carcere dell’Ucciardone. Coinvolto 
anche un agente di polizia penitenziaria, che faceva da tramite tra i due e assicurava i 
contatti con l’esterno, con la moglie di Castigliola, Giovanna Caronia. Tra gli 
arrestati due personaggi legati a Cosa nostra. I trafficanti potevano contare sulla 
collaborazione di persone “insospettabili”: il cassiere era il proprietario di un phone 
center e faceva da assaggiatore un impiegato alle poste. Nel gennaio del 2013 il 
processo con rito abbreviato, per il patteggiamento chiesto dagli imputati, ha portato 
alla condanna  di 24 persone, con pene che vanno dai 4 mesi ai 4 anni. 
Nel dicembre del 2011 sono state arrestate  ad Aprilia (Latina) tre persone di 
nazionalità bulgara indagate per la tratta di ragazze minorenni dell’est europeo. Una 
quindicenne bulgara era stata venduta per alcune migliaia di euro (tra 5 e 7 mila). La 
tratta di ragazze provenienti dall’Europa dell’est sarebbe gestita da bande presenti in 
quei Paesi. 
Del 2012 è l’operazione “Terra promessa” svolta in Sardegna, con 17 arresti per 
associazione a delinquere finalizzata al traffico di esseri umani e riduzione in 
schiavitù. Venivano reclutate ragazze in Nigeria, per avviarle alla prostituzione in 
Europa. Le ragazze provenivano da famiglie molto povere che le vendevano 
all’organizzazione criminale per 1.500-2.000 euro. Arrivavano in Europa in aereo o 
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con i barconi che attraversavano le acque del Mediterraneo. Due diciottenni avevano 
perso la vita in un naufragio. Centrale il ruolo delle madame a cui le ragazze 
venivano affidate, che segnalavano eventuali “intemperanze” ai padroni. Arrestati 
anche italiani che combinavano matrimoni falsi per assicurare il visto alle ragazze. 
Nell’ottobre del 2012 ad Alcamo, in provincia di Trapani, è stato arrestato il cittadino 
romeno Oloeriu Ioan Cristian, indicato come il “capo della criminalità organizzata 
romena”, ricercato con mandato d’arresto per traffico di esseri umani e prostituzione 
minorile. A dire degli investigatori, l’organizzazione criminale aveva i suoi vertici ad 
Alcamo, notoria sede di una mafia storica. Non si capisce su quale base la persona 
arrestata venga indicata come il capo del crimine organizzato della Romania. 
Nel dicembre sempre del 2012, nell’ambito di un’operazione denominata “Caronte”, 
la Guardia di finanza di La Spezia ha arrestato 22 nigeriani accusati di associazione a 
delinquere dedita al traffico internazionale di esseri umani e sfruttamento della 
prostituzione.  
Nel gennaio del 2013 in Calabria sono stati arrestati cinque presunti componenti di 
un’organizzazione transnazionale, operante tra la Slovacchia e la Piana di Gioia 
Tauro, dedita al traffico di armi e alla tratta di donne dell’est europeo e al 
favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione clandestina. L’inchiesta era stata avviata dopo la 
rivolta di Rosarno del gennaio 2010, quando gli immigrati africani si ribellarono per 
le loro condizioni di vita e di sfruttamento, suscitando la reazione degli abitanti, ma 
non è collegata con quei fatti. Un’altra operazione, del febbraio dello stesso anno, ha 
portato all’arresto a Torino di 28 persone  appartenenti a un’organizzazione 
transnazionale nigeriana di trafficanti di droga, importata da corrieri che ingoiavano 
ovuli contenenti cocaina. Un’altra organizzazione transnazionale formata da 
trafficanti di droga provenienti da vari paesi è stata scoperta a Padova nell’aprile del 
2013. Sono state arrestate sette persone, tra cui una svedese, un romeno e dei 
nigeriani. La cocaina in forma liquida (cloridrato di cocaina) veniva importata dal 
Sud America, tramite corrieri non nigeriani lungo una rotta che partiva dalla Bolivia e 
dal Perù e passava attraverso la Thailandia e l’Austria. La cocaina liquida veniva 
raffinata in Olanda. Sempre dell’aprile 2013 è l’operazione “Zebra”, condotta in 
Campania e iniziata già nel 2009. Sono state individuate due associazioni: una, 
denominata “Baba Nike”, guidata da un nigeriano, con base in Olanda, importava 
eroina e cocaina da smerciare  a Castelvolturno (Caserta). In questa come in altre 
operazioni i corrieri, che ingoiavano ovuli, venivano soggetti a riti propiziatori 
woodoo. La seconda associazione, capeggiata sempre da un nigeriano, dedita sempre 
al traffico di droga, agiva nella stessa zona e aveva base in un call center. Sono state 
arrestate 22 persone, sequestrati quantitativi di droghe e somme di denaro di 
provenienza illecita. Buona parte dei proventi venivano riciclati e investiti in Nigeria, 
in alberghi e terreni. 
Nel giugno 2013 a Catanzaro, in seguito a mandato d’arresto  emesso dalla Romania, 
è stata arrestata una cittadina romena per traffico di esseri umani e costrizione alla 
prostituzione; dello stesso mese è l’operazione “Drum” con 61 arresti a Viterbo di 
cittadini italiani  incriminati per traffico di droga. Altri arresti di nigeriani a Padova. 
A luglio, a Caltanissetta è stata arrestata per traffico di esseri umani, tratta  di persona 
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e riduzione in schiavitù di giovani donne costrette a prostituirsi, una donna originaria 
della Libia, Nike Adam, ricercata da qualche anno. 
Ad agosto, a Palermo, la polizia ha liberato quattro donne costrette a prostituirsi nel 
parco della Favorita, e ha arrestato una coppia di nigeriani che avrebbero organizzato 
l’immigrazione di ragazze dalla Nigeria. Il copione è quello consueto: l’obbligo di 
prostituirsi per raccogliere il denaro necessario per pagare il debito contratto con 
l’organizzazione. L’arresto è scattato in seguito a denuncia di una ragazza nigeriana 
che doveva pagare 65.000 euro a due connazionali che avevano organizzato 
l’ingresso clandestino in Italia, arrestati con le seguenti imputazioni: istigazione e 
favoreggiamento della prostituzione, estorsione, violenza privata (botte e minacce), 
riduzione in schiavitù. Indagati sono anche due palermitani che avevano ospitato 
sfruttatori e vittime. Le ragazze hanno avuto un permesso di soggiorno e hanno 
iniziato un percorso di reinserimento sociale. 
 
 
Il “Totò Riina dei nigeriani” 
 
Il 15 novembre del 2013 sul quotidiano “la Repubblica” veniva pubblicato un 
servizio su un cittadino nigeriano, Gabriele Ugiagbe, residente a Catania, definito il 
“capo dei capi”, una “sorta di Totò Riina dei nigeriani”, che sarebbe alla guida degli 
Eye, un’organizzazione che gestisce in Italia e in Nigeria il traffico di esseri imbarcati 
per Lampedusa, il cui raggio d’azione si estenderebbe  in vari paesi europei: Austria, 
Olanda e Spagna. A dire dell’autore dell’articolo, Francesco Viviano, Ugiagbe 
sarebbe alla testa di tutte le organizzazioni straniere operanti in Italia e avrebbe 
scalzato la gang nigeriana presente a Palermo, dove domina il gruppo Black Axe 
Confraternity, denominato anche The neo black mouvement of Africa, organizzazione 
nata negli anni ’70 nell’università di Benin City. Il suo quartiere generale è a Catania, 
dove accoglie i nigeriani che in Campania hanno avuto contrasti con gruppi 
camorristici e sono oggetto di indagini. In Spagna Ugiagbe avrebbe composto 
contrasti tra criminali provenienti dall’Italia che volevano creare una cellula 
autonoma. Cosa nostra non lo contrasta: le famiglie catanesi preferiscono restare in 
attesa, dato che il nigeriano non invade i settori in cui operano i mafiosi locali. 
 
 
Le inchieste più recenti 
 
Un’inchiesta della polizia di Padova nel gennaio del 2014 ha portato all’arresto di 
cinque nigeriani componenti di un’associazione dedita al traffico di droga che 
passava attraverso la Svizzera. Sempre a gennaio a Palermo, nel mercato di Ballarò, 
c’è un’aggressione a uno spacciatore nigeriano, di cui parleremo successivamente. 
Dello stesso mese è un’operazione “Transfer” condotta dalla squadra mobile di 
Palermo, con l’arresto di quattro nigeriani, di cui tre donne, accusati di aver favorito 
l’immigrazione clandestina di donne connazionali avviate alla prostituzione con 
minacce, violenze e con il ricorso ai riti woodoo. Le ragazze si prostituivano in 
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provincia di Trapani. Qui, nel paese di Custonaci, nel dicembre del 2013, era stato 
trovato il corpo di Uwadia Bose, abitante a Palermo, che si prostituiva nelle 
campagne trapanesi. 
Dei primi di gennaio è pure un’operazione dei carabinieri di Roma, con l’arresto di 
34 nigeriani imputati di associazione di tipo mafioso e associazione finalizzata al 
traffico di droga, riduzione in schiavitù, tratta di esseri umani, sfruttamento della 
prostituzione, riciclaggio di denaro sporco. L’inchiesta si è svolta tra l’Italia e il 
Togo. Sempre a gennaio a Palermo, in seguita alla denuncia dei condomini, è stata 
scoperta una casa d’appuntamenti gestita da un palermitano e da un romeno, in cui si 
prostituivano donne locali e donne che adescavano in via Lincoln. 
In aprile a Roma un’inchiesta ha portato all’arresto di 13 persone, 12 nigeriani, tra cui 
4 donne, e un italiano, imputati di sfruttamento della prostituzione, anche minorile, 
riduzione in schiavitù, spaccio di droga. A maggio, la procura di Agrigento ha 
arrestato cinque nigeriani accusati di associazione per delinquere e sfruttamento della 
prostituzione, finalizzata al reclutamento di giovani nigeriane prelevate con l’inganno 
e costrette a prostituirsi in Italia. L’inchiesta è scaturita dalle dichiarazioni di una 
ragazza rifugiatasi in un centro di accoglienza di San Benedetto del Tronto, ed è 
proseguita nonostante la scarsa collaborazione delle vittime, terrorizzate dai riti a cui 
erano state sottoposte. Gli investigatori sottolineano che il traffico di esseri umani per 
lo sfruttamento sessuale in Europa è l’attività del crimine organizzato seconda per  
diffusione in Europa (non viene indicata qual è l’attività al primo posto, 
presumibilmente il traffico di droga) e ha un fatturato annuo di 19 miliardi di euro. Il 
traffico di origine nigeriana è ben organizzato, si concentra attorno alla figura 
femminile della maman e ricorre al ritualismo stregonesco per tenere in stato di 
dipendenza le donne e le loro famiglie. 
A maggio un’inchiesta coordinata dal procuratore  di Caltagirone (Catania) porta 
all’arresto di otto persone facenti parte di una banda specializzata in furti e nella 
gestione di un giro di prostituzione di giovani donne romene. Sono imputate di 
associazione a delinquere, violenza sessuale, favoreggiamento e sfruttamento della 
prostituzione. L’inchiesta ha riguardato anche un gruppo di palermitani che tentavano 
di operare nella zona, nell’ambito delle estorsioni e del traffico di droga. Il gruppo di 
Cosa nostra di Niscemi (Caltanissetta) avrebbe dato l’autorizzazione ma l’arresto del 
referente di Cosa nostra e del suo luogotenente avrebbe posto fine al tentativo dei 
palermitani. Un romeno è stato ucciso nel gennaio del 2013 per un debito non pagato.  
Nello stesso mese la corte d’assise di Bologna riconosceva il diritto al risarcimento 
del danno per una giovane nigeriana, condannando quattro imputati, già condannati in 
primo grado. Nel corso dell’anno sono stati scoperti a Palermo centri massaggi gestiti 
da cinesi e si è posto il problema se dietro i vari centri ci sa una regia unica. A giugno 
la squadra mobile di Perugia ha catturato una donna nigeriana operante in un gruppo 
di trafficanti di droga smantellato con l’operazione “Turnover”. Nel mese di luglio la 
squadra mobile di Palermo ha arrestato due nigeriani, un uomo e una donna, accusati 
di tratta di persone, Una ragazza  di 17 anni, che era stata rapita in Nigeria, venduta e 
costretta a prostituirsi, ha denunciato gli sfruttatori alle operatrici dell’Organizzazione 
internazionale per le migrazioni. Le indagini della squadra mobile sono state 
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coordinate da un magistrato che fa parte di un pool costituitosi presso la procura di 
Palermo per le indagini sui reati riguardanti l’immigrazione. Del pool fanno parte sei 
magistrati. 
Sempre a luglio un servizio del “Corriere della sera” forniva informazioni sui rapporti 
in Campania tra la camorra di Casal di Principe e la mafia nigeriana per il traffico di 
esseri umani e la prostituzione. I camorristi lasciano gestire ai nigeriani il mercato 
della prostituzione. Le donne sono considerate merci con un valore che va dai 10 ai 
15 mila euro. Hanno un debito con i magnaccia sui 50 mila euro. Bisogna pagare alla 
camorra locale un pizzo per l’uso degli spazi pubblici tra 200 e 300 euro al mese. 
Inoltre i nigeriani pagano una tangente ai camorristi e garantiscono che le donne non 
stazionino nei luoghi dove abitano i boss. Come si vede, tra sfruttatori nigeriani e 
clan locali c’è una perfetta convivenza. I clan locali danno in gestione ai nigeriani 
villette  sulla Domiziana, dove vivono gli sfruttatori e nei sottoscala le ragazze. Si 
parla di “connection house”, per tuguri e case abbandonate, senza servizi,  dove si 
svolge il traffico di droga e si esercita la prostituzione coatta. Si calcola che in case 
come queste vivano 25 mila persone immigrate. 
Tra le inchieste più recenti particolare attenzione merita quella della Squadra mobile 
di Caltanissetta, in collaborazione con le Squadre mobili di Milano, Bergamo, 
Mantova e Parma, che nel febbraio del 2015 ha portato all’arresto di 20 persone, 
accusate di associazione di tipo mafioso, estorsione, traffico di stupefacenti, 
sfruttamento e favoreggiamento della prostituzione. Gli arrestati sono cittadini italiani 
e rumeni. L’inchiesta ha preso le mosse dalle dichiarazioni di collaboratori di 
giustizia. È stata individuata un’associazione mafiosa presente in vari comuni della 
provincia, che gestiva varie attività, tra cui lo sfruttamento della prostituzione in  
collaborazione con cittadini rumeni, che sfruttavano ragazze provenienti da quel 
paese. 
 
 
La cosiddetta mafia nigeriana 
 
Come abbiamo visto i termini impiegati per designare i gruppi interessati ai traffici 
illegali, e in particolare alla tratta di esseri umani e allo sfruttamento della 
prostituzione, sono il più delle volte generici. Si parla di “bande criminali” o di 
“sodalizi criminali”, di “organizzazioni criminali transnazionali”, ma spesso anche di 
“mafia”, con riferimenti alla terminologia adoperata per le mafie italiane e in 
particolare per la mafia siciliana. Si parla di “padrino” e anche di “capo dei capi”, 
come nel caso del nigeriano residente a Catania e operante a livello transnazionale. 
Bisogna vedere se il termine “mafia” e altri termini ad esso correlati sono impiegati 
in base a una reale conoscenza del fenomeno mafioso come storicamente si è 
configurato e a un’attenta lettura di fenomeni in qualche modo ad esso assimilabili o 
come ulteriore dilatazione dell’uso di una terminologia ormai consolidata che registra 
sotto quella voce qualsiasi forma di delittuosità e di malcostume.  
Sui gruppi criminali nigeriani negli ultimi anni si sono accumulate informazioni in 
ambito giudiziario e giornalistico e si sono svolte ricerche in ambito accademico. 
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Ci troveremmo di fronte a un fenomeno multiforme e poliedrico, si è parlato infatti di  
“sistema composito”, in cui interagiscono gruppi strutturati, più o meno rigidamente, 
e altri soggetti che si potrebbero fare rientrare nelle categorie dell’organizing crime o 
dei non corporate groups. Quindi un insieme a grande flessibilità e con grande 
capacità di adattamento alle esigenze poste da attività transnazionali che richiedono 
competenze e soggettività plurime. Fanno parte dei gruppi strutturati le cosiddette 
confraternite. 
 
 
Le confraternite nigeriane, da associazioni studentesche a organizzazioni criminali 
 
Il 20 gennaio 2014 a Palermo, nel quartiere popolare di Ballarò, un giovane nigeriano 
viene aggredito da un gruppo di connazionali e ferito al capo. Sembra una banale lite 
fra “extracomunitari”, ma il giovane ferito è un trafficante che nascondeva una 
ventina di ovuli di droga e viene soccorso e arrestato da una volante della polizia. Si 
scopre che a Palermo opera un gruppo di affiliati a una comunità nigeriana 
denominata Eiye Cult. Si tratta di un gruppo cultista, filiazione dell’associazionismo 
segreto che si sviluppa in Nigeria all’interno delle Università a partire dagli anni ’50 
del XX secolo, sul modello delle confraternite americane e delle associazioni di culto 
tradizionali. Il primo culto segreto, la Confraternita dei Pirati, fu fondato 
all’Università di Ibadan, filiale dell’Università di Londra, nel 1953 dallo studente 
Wole Soyinka, che nel 1986 sarà premio Nobel per la letteratura. La confraternita, 
composta inizialmente da sei studenti, aveva finalità culturali e politiche: la 
formazione di una nuova classe dirigente, il rigetto della mentalità coloniale e la lotta 
al colonialismo, la contestazione del tribalismo e dell’elitarismo, con l’uso di pratiche 
non violente. Sulle orme dei Pirati ben presto i culti studenteschi si svilupparono 
nelle università del Paese. Mentre il cultismo tradizionale raccoglieva gli anziani, 
sulla base della discendenza patrilineare, i nuovi culti hanno soggetti e fini diversi ma 
il filo che li collega al cultismo tradizionale è dato dall’uso di riti iniziatici e di 
pratiche woodoo. Negli anni ’60 i culti imboccarono altre strade, in corrispondenza 
con i mutamenti sociali e politici di quegli anni. Da una scissione dalla Confraternita 
dei Pirati, sorse la Eiye Confraternity e in seguito si formarono altri gruppi: i Black 
Axe, i Vikings, i Bucaneers, i Mafia, i Black Beret. Sorsero anche confraternite 
femminili, come Temple of Eden, Barracuda e Daughters of Jezebel. 
La vera svolta del cultismo si verificò attorno agli anni Ottanta; la moltiplicazione dei 
culti sfociò in atti di rivalità violenti nei campus di tutte le università nigeriane. La 
deriva violenta dei culti sarebbe avvenuta durante le dittature militari del generale 
Muhammadu Buhari e di Sani Abacha. Decenni di dittature militari violente e 
corrotte avrebbero infettato l’intero sistema, con forti ripercussioni sulla popolazione. 
La deriva criminale del cultismo sarebbe perciò collegata alla degenerazione della 
condizione politico-sociale del Paese. Sono gli anni in cui veniva bandito 
l’associazionismo universitario e si attuava il programma di aggiustamento strutturale 
imposto dal Fondo monetario internazionale. Il potere militare portò alla proibizione 
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dell’associazionismo universitario per impedire rimostranze anti-governative da parte 
di uno degli ultimi bastioni di opposizione alla dittatura golpista (Cabras 2012-13). 
Questa ricostruzione rischia di somigliare un po’ troppo alle vulgate che circolano 
ancora oggi sulla mafia siciliana, secondo cui ci sarebbe stata una degenerazione: 
organizzazioni all’inizio benintenzionate, sorte a tutela di diritti calpestati e alla 
ricerca di una giustizia negata (miti eziologici come i Beati Paoli, stereotipi come: 
prima c’era la mafia buona, ora c’è la mafia cattiva, che uccide e traffica droghe), 
successivamente sarebbero tralignati in organizzazioni criminali. Non ci si può non 
chiedere come mai si è verificato questo processo di degenerazione e la risposta non 
può essere legata solo al contesto e ai condizionamenti esterni. Più verosimilmente 
tali condizionamenti hanno interagito con peculiarità interne e tra queste può aver 
avuto un ruolo il ricorso al magismo e a pratiche rituali tradizionali, acriticamente 
recepite, probabilmente sulla spinta della ricerca di uno statuto identitario e di un 
consenso comunitario. 
Attualmente le confraternite costituirebbero il nucleo strutturato di un complesso 
sistema criminale in larga parte poggiante su bande e cellule scarsamente strutturate 
o, come oggi si direbbe, liquide. L’ammissione alle confraternite segue un rituale in 
cui la prova di “virilità” consiste in un’aggressione di gruppo all’iniziando, sottoposto 
a una sorta di esame di resistenza fisica e psicologica. 
In questo sistema un ruolo centrale avrebbero le madame o maman. Spesso si tratta di 
ex prostitute o di prostitute anziane che sono riuscite a crearsi un ruolo, essendo 
capaci di reclutare ragazze in patria, di controllarle sui luoghi in cui le costringono ad 
esercitare la prostituzione. Sono, a pieno titolo, imprenditrici criminali e in molti casi 
un esempio da seguire per le ragazze che vogliono passare da sfruttate a sfruttatrici, 
assicurando il perpetuarsi del ciclo. Ci sono collegamenti tra le maman? Da 
un’intervista con la funzionaria presso la questura di Palermo Rosaria Maida risulta 
che non sono state trovate prove di legami organizzativi; ci sarebbero collegamenti 
informali, ma capaci di consentire lo scambio delle ragazze e il loro trasferimento in 
altre città o in altre aree. Non ci sarebbe neppure un’organizzazione sovraordinata 
alle maman, all’espressione “mafia nigeriana” non corrisponderebbe una reale 
organizzazione di tipo mafioso. 
L’uso dell’intimidazione e della violenza fa parte integrante di questo sistema. I riti 
woodoo avrebbero lo stesso ruolo che ha l’intimidazione nel sistema mafioso. Essi 
sono orientati a produrre un forte condizionamento psicologico: le vittime sono 
“convinte” che la mancata osservanza degli obblighi contratti (il pagamento del 
debito, la disobbedienza agli ordini) corrisponde a una violazione di un ordine sotto il 
controllo degli spiriti e dà luogo a punizioni divine. Le sanzioni in realtà sono molto 
concrete e vanno dalle percosse all’uccisione, mentre per le donne riottose lo stupro e 
le violenze sessuali sono abituali. E le ritorsioni spesso riguardano i familiari nella 
madrepatria, con minacce di morte e danneggiamenti. 
A dare man forte ai gruppi più o meno strutturati sarebbe  un’organizzazione legale, 
composta da avvocati e professionisti che assicurano servizi indispensabili per il 
funzionamento della macchina criminale e l’espletamento delle pratiche all’interno 
degli uffici. Si può parlare di “borghesia mafiosa”, “blocco sociale”, utilizzando 
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teorizzazioni elaborate per la mafia siciliana? Penso che si debba farlo con molte 
cautele, poiché si corre il rischio di assimilare fenomeni che nascono da società e 
culture diverse e di scadere nello stereotipo che identifica con il termine “mafia” ogni 
forma di delittuosità e di prepotenza e di avallare l’immagine mediatica della Piovra 
universale, che vorrebbe tutte le pratiche criminali unificate sotto un’unica regia e un 
unico comando. Il crimine contemporaneo è una galassia in cui operano soggetti 
diversi e diversamente strutturati e i paradigmi utili per comprendere questa pluralità 
debbono essere necessariamente elastici e aperti. E disancorati da stereotipi vecchi e 
nuovi.  
 
 
La mafia siciliana e lo sfruttamento della prostituzione 
 
Secondo un vecchio stereotipo la mafia siciliana non si è mai occupata e non si 
occupa di “queste cose”, considerandole riprovevoli e indecorose. In realtà le cose 
non stanno così. A Palermo, alla fine dell’Ottocento, c’erano più di 30 postriboli e la 
maggior parte di essi, 18, erano nel quartiere Palazzo Reale - Albergheria, cuore del 
centro storico. Lo sfruttamento della prostituzione veniva gestito dai cosiddetti 
“ricottari”. Il delegato di polizia Antonino Cutrera ha dedicato ad essi un libro, I 
ricottari, pubblicato nel 1896, e ne parla anche nel più noto La mafia e i mafiosi, del 
1900. I ricottari sono personaggi che “proclamandosi innamorati delle meretrici, 
vivono nell’ozio e di prepotenza alle spalle di quelle disgraziate donne, scroccando 
loro tutto il possibile” e sarebbero divisi in “due classi”: “quelli di infima specie, che 
provengono dalla classe operaia, e quelli di grado più elevato che provengono dagli 
studenti traviati” (Cutrera 1900, 1996, p. 48). La “classe operaia” viene identificata 
con gli strati più bassi della società. Ad avviso dell’autore, “l’innamorato della 
prostituta ed il mantenuto di essa è sempre un maffioso” (Cutrera 1896, 1987, p. 9) 
ma i ricottari “pur essendo maffiosi in certi loro atti, nulla hanno in comune con la 
maffia veramente detta, la quale ha ben altre cause ed ideali” (ivi, p. 55). Non si 
capisce bene quali sarebbero questi “ideali” se lo stesso Cutrera e il suo collega 
Giuseppe Alongi descrivono i membri delle “società di malfattori” di quegli anni 
come degli assassini, capaci di ogni nefandezza. Cutrera inoltre sostiene che “il 
mafioso palermitano fa le prime armi arruolandosi fra i ricottari” (Cutrera 1900, 
1996, p. 48). Quindi lo sfruttamento della prostituzione era una sorta di tirocinio che 
preludeva alla carriera mafiosa e veniva gestito da soggetti che avevano anche una 
sorta di tribunale per decidere in caso di controversie ed erano previste delle sanzioni 
da applicare per le violazioni di un codice comportamentale. Ci troviamo perciò di 
fronte a un’organizzazione con regole, apparati e sanzioni che somigliano da vicino 
all’organizzazione mafiosa e ne costituiscono l’anticamera, il presupposto. 
Il trapianto di mafiosi siciliani negli Stati Uniti, già nella prima metà dell’Ottocento e 
sempre di più successivamente, segna l’adattamento di prassi mafiose a contesti 
metropolitani, diversi da quelli originari, con mercati del vizio e del sesso ben più 
estesi e redditizi. E i mafiosi siciliani si inseriscono perfettamente, e con un ruolo 
crescente, in tali mercati, sviluppando sempre di più un’accumulazione illegale che 
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ne potenzia il ruolo economico e sociale, sull’onda dei proibizionismi, prima 
dell’alcol poi delle droghe, che costituiscono la fonte principale di un arricchimento 
impensabile nella madrepatria. La storia della mafia siciliana è un intreccio di 
continuità e di innovazione, di rigidità formali ed elasticità di fatto, che ne spiega la 
persistenza in contesti storici e geografici diversi da quelli originari. 
Per quanto riguarda la prostituzione gli studiosi più avvertiti sottolineano che negli 
anni ’30 del XX secolo negli Stati Uniti, e in particolare a New York, la 
centralizzazione della gestione del mercato del sesso avrebbe avuto un ruolo 
importante nella trasformazione delle attività criminali in business imprenditoriale, 
gestita da un personaggio incline a sfruttare tutte le occasioni come Lucky Luciano. 
Scrive il criminologo Alan Block: “In fact his real point is that organized prostitution 
in brothels had developed into a fairly centralized enterprise prior to 1933 and that 
Luciano and the others had then conspired to carry this centralization to an 
extreme”(Block 1980, p. 142).  
 
 
Rapporti tra organizzazioni criminali 
 
La tipologia dei rapporti possibili tra organizzazioni in generale e organizzazioni 
criminali in particolare potrebbe articolarsi nelle seguenti ipotesi: alleanza-
complicità, convivenza, conflitto. 
Le inchieste degli ultimi anni ci offrono una casistica interessante in particolare per la 
verifica della prima ipotesi. Ad esempio l’operazione Golden Eggs mostra che sono 
in atto rapporti collaborativi e interattivi tra criminali locali e stranieri. Tali rapporti 
riguardano singoli personaggi o interi gruppi? 
Da un’operazione precedente, denominata “Bianco e Nero”, che aveva portato 
all’arresto di 34 persone tra ghanesi e locali, implicati nel traffico di droga, a dire del 
sostituto procuratore Gery Ferraro, che ha condotto l’inchiesta, risulta che i ghanesi 
avevano rapporti con la famiglia di Porta Nuova degli Affaticato. Tali rapporti si 
fondano sulla capacità dei trafficanti stranieri di rifornire la sostanza stupefacente: i 
gruppi stranieri, sostiene il magistrato, hanno un business limitato, legato alla droga o 
allo sfruttamento della prostituzione, e “non c’è un timore che possano scalzare il 
controllo del territorio”, esclusiva di Cosa nostra. 
Se si guarda agli anni passati, l’inserimento della mafia nel traffico di droga rimonta 
agli anni ’50 del XX secolo (Santino-La Fiura 1990, p. 156) e si è realizzato 
attraverso la formazione di un gruppo interfamilistico (Santino 1989, pp. 256, 285), 
con la prevalenza delle famiglie Bontate, Inzerillo e Badalamenti, che nei primi anni 
’80 dovevano subire l’attacco dei corleonesi con l’eliminazione dei capi e la 
decimazione degli affiliati (sul ruolo della mafia siciliana nel traffico di droghe: 
Santino-La Fiura 1993). Per quanto risulta dal processo alla Pizza Connection, negli 
anni ’70 le famiglie mafiose siciliane, con in testa Gaetano Badalamenti, avrebbero 
avuto un ruolo egemonico nel traffico di eroina (Alexander 1988). Successivamente, 
sia per i problemi connessi alla guerra di mafia dei primi anni ’80, sia per il 
moltiplicarsi dei soggetti implicati nella produzione e commercializzazione delle 
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sostanze stupefacenti, la mafia siciliana ha visto sminuire il suo ruolo e attualmente 
pare che cerchi di riguadagnare posizioni. Così si evincerebbe dagli arresti 
dell’ottobre 2014, che hanno riguardato alcuni affiliati al clan Fascella, e dal 
sequestro di due quintali di stupefacenti. Si è parlato di “nuove rotte” del 
narcotraffico, dei rapporti con nigeriani per l’acquisto di eroina, con la camorra 
campana e con il Sudamerica per quello di cocaina. La crisi avrebbe costretto la 
mafia a tornare al traffico di stupefacenti (Giornale di Sicilia, la Repubblica Palermo, 
22 ottobre 2014). L’esempio è troppo limitato per poter parlare di grandi novità. Altri 
arresti nel novembre che hanno riguardato il clan di Brancaccio dei Graviano hanno 
confermato l’accordo con la camorra per il traffico di droga e per un aspetto che 
viene presentato come inedito: i furti nelle casse continue delle banche (la Repubblica 
Palermo, 15 novembre 2014). Quello che si può dire è che non si registrano casi di 
conflittualità tra mafia storica e altri soggetti, vecchi e nuovi, e la convivenza, anche 
con forme d’interazione e collaborazione, sarebbe la cifra dominante del panorama 
attuale.  
 
 
La mappa della prostituzione a Palermo 
 
Da un monitoraggio svolto nel corso del 2014 risulta che a Palermo la prostituzione 
di strada ha una mappa che privilegia le aree di maggior traffico, come il parco della 
Favorita, la stazione centrale e via Lincoln, Villa Giulia, piazza Borsa. 
La prostituzione in casa è diffusa un po’ dovunque: ci sono case con nigeriane a 
Ballarò, centri massaggi cinesi a via d’Amelio, anche le sudamericane si 
prostituirebbero in appartamenti. 
Cercando di dare una rappresentazione più dettagliata, la maggiore concentrazione di 
prostituzione straniera sarebbe nelle seguenti zone: Stazione, Via Lincoln, Foro 
Italico (lato Villa Giulia e lato mare), Cala, Favorita, Via Roma, Via Regione 
Siciliana (altezza negozio Trionfante), Via Gorizia e incrocio con via Garibaldi, 
adiacenze del carcere Ucciardone. La concentrazione in queste zone sono secondo i 
paesi di provenienza o il genere, come è il caso delle transgender. 
Le ragazze dell’est, in particolare quelle romene, operano davanti a Villa Giulia, un 
altro posto fisso per le ragazze romene è davanti al bar della Cala. La prostituzione 
italiana, con pochissime donne, si concentra  maggiormente su via Roma. 
La prostituzione nigeriana è quella che si espande di più nella città di Palermo; la 
possiamo trovare in vie più centrali, come è il caso di via Roma, dove si sono viste, 
più recentemente  delle ragazze nigeriane occasionalmente per strada da sole (su 
questo aspetto si possono fare due ipotesi: la prima è che siano ragazze pendolari, 
provenienti da altre città, per qualche giorno a Palermo; la seconda è che siano 
ragazze nuove, che non c’erano quando abbiamo iniziato il monitoraggio. Oltre al 
centro della città si è notato che le donne operano in zone periferiche, come nel caso 
della Favorita, vicino allo stadio ed anche più recentemente in via Regione siciliana 
(altezza del negozio Trionfante). Nelle vie secondarie un po’ più nascoste, una volta è 
stata notata la presenza di 5 ragazze in Via Garibaldi all’incrocio con via Gorizia. 
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Si è notato che il monitoraggio delle ragazze provenienti della Nigeria è più difficile 
da eseguire, visto che non c’è una presenza costante delle stesse ragazze negli stessi 
posti. Un altro aspetto interessante è che si è potuto verificare è che ogni mattina 
circa  5/6 ragazze nigeriane prendono l’autobus delle 6 di mattina per Castelvetrano, 
per prostituirsi in quella zona. Comunque la zona più costante per le nigeriane sono la 
Favorita, l’Ucciardone, Via Garibaldi/incrocio con via Gorizia, Via Regione 
Siciliana. 
Stazione centrale e traverse limitrofe sarebbero il quartier generale delle romene, 
controllate dai “fidanzati” che sono costantemente in contatto con loro tramite i 
cellulari. Molte delle ragazze provengono dalla Moldavia, dove sarebbero vendute 
dalle famiglie. Dietro i rumeni ci sarebbe un italiano. Nelle vicinanze della stazione, 
in un palazzo dove c’è un self-service gestito da una romena abitano ragazze che la 
sera scendono in strada. A gestire lo sfruttamento delle prostituzione sarebbero 
cittadini serbi abitanti al mercato del Capo. 
 
 
Le famiglie mafiose a Palermo 
 
Palermo è stata definita dagli studiosi che l’hanno analizzata una “città marginale”, la 
“capitale del clientelismo”, una “metropoli stagnante”, una “città spugna”, che 
consuma più di quanto produce (Crisantino 1990). Quel che si può dire è che essa 
presenta, emblematicamente, tutte le caratteristiche che hanno fatto parlare di 
“società mafiogena” (Santino 2006, pp. 187 s.; 2011, pp. 54 ss.). Sinteticamente, una 
società produce mafia poiché nel suo interno operano dinamiche composite: 
l’accettazione di gran parte della popolazione della violenza e dell’illegalità come 
mezzi di sopravvivenza e canali per l’acquisizione di un ruolo sociale, impossibile o 
difficile da ottenere con mezzi legali; la debolezza dell’economia legale; l’accesso 
alle istituzioni tramite la mediazione di soggetti formalmente illegali ma con un 
articolato sistema relazionale; la fragilità del tessuto di società civile; la cultura della 
sfiducia e del fatalismo, l’aggressività nei rapporti quotidiani, l’illegalità diffusa. 
Come abbiamo visto, alcune di queste caratteristiche negli ultimi anni sono presenti a 
livello mondiale, per effetto dei processi di globalizzazione, con la lievitazione degli 
squilibri territoriali e dei divari sociali che emarginano gran parte della popolazione. 
Palermo è una città di mafia perché strutture, modelli comportamentali, ragioni 
storiche e attuali la predispongono allo sviluppo di gruppi criminali organizzati e di 
un diffuso sistema relazionale che coinvolge buona parte della popolazione che, 
direttamente o indirettamente, vive di attività illegali. 
Secondo informazioni aggiornate fino a qualche anno fa, le varie famiglie che 
compongono l’organizzazione mafiosa cittadina, denominata Cosa nostra (nome che 
compare soltanto negli anni ’80, con le rivelazioni di Tommaso Buscetta; da fonti 
precedenti non risulta tale denominazione almeno per quanto riguarda la Sicilia; di 
Cosa nostra negli Stati Uniti parlava negli anni ’60 il collaboratore di giustizia Joe 
Valachi, nell’ambito dell’inchiesta del McClellan Committee), sono raggruppate in 8 
mandamenti, che ricalcherebbero la configurazione storica, documentata in atti 
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giudiziari di fine Ottocento e dei primi del Novecento, in particolare dalle relazioni 
del questore di Palermo Ermanno Sangiorgi, redatte tra il 1898 e il 1900. I 
mandamenti e le famiglie che ne fanno parte sono:  
 
1. San Lorenzo -Tommaso Natale 
Famiglie: Cardillo, Pallavicino, Partanna Mondello, San Lorenzo, Tommaso Natale, 
Zen, Capaci, Isola delle femmine, Carini, Cinisi, Terrasini. 
 
2. Resuttana 
Famiglie: Acquasanta-Arenella, Resuttana. 
 
3. Porta nuova 
Famiglie: Borgo vecchio, Palerrmo centro, Porta nuova. Kalsa. 
 
4. Noce 
Famiglie. Noce, Cruillas, Altarello. 
 
5. Passo di Rigano - Boccadifalco 
Famiglie:  Passo di Rigano - Boccadifalco, Torretta. 
 
6. Pagliarelli 
Famiglie: Borgo Molara, Corso Calatafimi, Paagliarelli, Rocca - Mezzomoinreale,  
Villaggio santa Rosalia. 
 
7. Brancaccio 
Famiglie: Brancaccio, Ciaculli, Corso dei Mille, Roccella. 
 
8. Santa Maria di Gesù 
Famiglie: Guadagna, Santa Maria di Gesù, Villagrazia di Palermo. 
 
Come si vede, la presenza mafiosa si estende su tutto il territorio della città, dal 
centro alle periferie, da tempo inglobate nel tessuto cittadino, con processi di 
urbanizzazione sviluppatisi all’insegna di una speculazione edilizia che ha portato a 
una superfetazione dell’abitato, e in cui la mafia ha avuto la sua parte, accanto a 
società immobiliari locali e nazionali. Il cosiddetto “sacco di Palermo” è stato il frutto 
di una convergenza di interessi e una fabbrica di consenso che spiega l’affermarsi e il 
perdurare di un blocco sociale che ha dominato la città, in piena consonanza con 
quanto maturava a livello nazionale (Santino-La Fiura  1990, pp. 145 ss.). 
 
 
Signoria territoriale mafiosa e nuovi soggetti criminali 
 
Com’è noto, le famiglie mafiose esercitano un controllo sulle attività che si svolgono 
nell’area di competenza. Il concetto di “signoria territoriale”, introdotto da chi scrive 
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(Santino 1989, pp. 18, 319; Santino-La Fiura 1990, pp. 145 ss.; Santino 2011, p. 40), 
va storicizzato e problematizzato. In periodi di maggior forza dell’organizzazione, 
con organici completi e attività a pieno regime, la signoria è effettivamente o 
tendenzialmente totalitaria; in periodi di forte repressione e vuoti negli organigrammi, 
causati anche dalla conflittualità interna, la signoria ha ampi strappi ed è a macchia di 
leopardo. Questa, con ogni probabilità, è la situazione attuale, conseguente agli effetti 
boomerang dei grandi delitti e delle stragi degli anni ’80 e ’90. Si dice: con un 
mercato del sesso così sviluppato e con proventi di notevole consistenza (si parla di 
circa 10 milioni di euro l’anno a Palermo) la mafia non può non avere un ruolo. 
Quello che si può dire è che finora non ci sono evidenze che possono permetterci di 
fare affermazioni documentabili. L’inchiesta del febbraio scorso in provincia di 
Caltanissetta dimostra che l’associazione mafiosa operante in quella zona è coinvolta 
nello sfruttamento della prostituzione, in collaborazione con soggetti provenienti da 
altri paesi, in quel caso dalla Romania. E tutto lascia prevedere che non si tratti di un 
caso isolato.  
Dalle interviste raccolte non sembra che il problema dei rapporti tra mafia locale e 
nuovi gruppi criminali sia stato affrontato dagli inquirenti, a parte qualche accenno 
limitato e sporadico. Dall’intervista al magistrato Piergiorgio Morosini si evince 
abbastanza nettamente che c’è un deficit di conoscenza soprattutto in Sicilia e a 
Palermo, dove solo nel corso del 2014 si sarebbe costituito un pool che si occupa dei 
reati di cui stiamo parlando. Il discorso sui cosiddetti “sistemi criminali integrati” è 
tutto da fare. Per adesso si fanno delle ipotesi molto vaghe: si parla di “protezione” 
che potrebbe essere esercitata dalla mafia locale nei confronti dei nuovi arrivati, di 
“capitale sociale”, accumulato dalla mafia storica a cui potrebbero attingere i gruppi 
stranieri, di compartecipazione agli utili, di intese. In ogni caso per affrontare questa 
problematica non ci sarebbe una polizia giudiziaria adeguata. L’antimafia, non si 
precisa se quella istituzionale o quella privato-civile, avrebbe chiavi di lettura 
vecchie. Si preannunciano per metà settembre del 2014 imprecisate misure nuove. 
Qui si pone un problema non nuovo: non c’è mai stato, se non a livello di 
dichiarazioni di solidarietà, di forme simboliche di sostegno come la “scorta civica” 
per i magistrati più esposti e minacciati, qualcosa che somigli a un “sistema antimafia 
integrato” che metta insieme, non episodicamente ed emotivamente, istituzioni come 
magistratura, forze dell’ordine, università, scuole, associazioni e centri studio 
impegnati nella ricerca e nell’azione antimafia. Manca un soggetto plurale e manca 
un progetto complessivo. La dismissione delle unità di strada, di cui parla la 
funzionaria della questura Rosaria Maida, non va certo nella direzione giusta, se si 
vuole porre mano alla costruzione di tale progetto. 
Il progetto del Ciss e di altre associazioni, nel cui ambito questa relazione viene 
elaborata, potrebbe dare l’avvio a una collaborazione non episodica tra i vari soggetti, 
strada obbligata se si vuole avere una rappresentazione adeguata dei processi in 
corso. 
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CONTRASTO DELLA TRATTA DI ESSERI UMANI E 
PROTEZIONE DELLE VITTIME. 

 

1. Introduzione 

La "Convenzione delle Nazioni Unite contro la criminalità organizzata transnazionale” del 
2000 ed i due Protocolli aggiuntivi contro la tratta di esseri umani (trafficking) ed il traffico di 
migranti (smuggling) hanno spinto progressivamente il legislatore italiano, come in altri paesi 
firmatari della Convenzione, ad un progressivo inasprimento delle pene previste a carico degli 
organizzatori e degli scafisti, in particolare nei confronti di coloro che risultavano responsabili del 
reato di tratta.  

Di converso, dopo la positiva esperienza dell’iniziale applicazione dell’art. 18 del Testo Unico 
sull’immigrazione n.286 del 1998, con l’apertura di percorsi di protezione sociale per le vittime 
della tratta o di altre forme di grave sfruttamento che volevano sottrarsi ai condizionamenti loro 
imposti, anche in assenza di specifiche denunce, i successivi strumenti legislativi adottati anche in 
attuazione della Direttiva Europea contro la Tratta 2004/81/CE hanno sempre più privilegiato 
l’adozione di misure di protezione come conseguenza di denunce da parte delle vittime, all’interno 
di una logica puramente premiale. Si è ritenuto che lo scambio tra la denuncia e la possibilità di 
accedere ad un percorso di protezione fosse un arma efficace per debellare le organizzazioni dei 
trafficanti, ma si è dimenticato che l’adozione di misure premiali risulta inefficace quando si tratta 
di vittime dei reati e non di persone che si pentono, o fingono di pentirsi, dopo la commissione di un 
grave reato. Una impostazione che è stata esasperata dalla prassi di molte questure le cui attività di 
indagine sulla base delle dichiarazioni delle vittime, piuttosto che sui nuovi mezzi di intercettazione 
offerti dalla tecnologia, hanno cementato l’omertà tra le stesse vittime e gli organizzatori del 
traffico. Altre conseguenze negative sono derivate in questi ultimi anni dalla chiusura dei canali di 
finanziamento per le associazioni impegnate nella costruzione di percorsi di protezione sociale per 
le vittime. Molti progetti sono stati chiusi e la presenza delle associazioni impegnate sul territorio 
nel difficile compito di individuare ed assistere le vittime di tratta si è progressivamente contratta. 

Una delle cause dell’esiguo numero di vittime identificate dal nostro sistema di contrasto della 
tratta di persone rispetto all’entità del fenomeno così come rilevata dai rapporti del GRETA e 
di Amnesty International, è testimoniato dal numero di permessi di soggiorno ex. art. 18 :  nel 
2013 secondo i dati del Ministero dell’Interno, erano in totale appena 361 mentre la mancanza 
di dati specifici non permetteva neppure di fare una valutazione rispetto alle tipologie di 
sfruttamento. 

Nel tempo i fenomeni della tratta (trafficking) e del traffico (smuggling) si sono combinati in vario 
modo, giungendo talora ad una parziale sovrapposizione. Fattori di condizionamento sempre più 
pesanti si sono verificati a danno dei cd. migranti economici. A livello europeo, in assenza di canali 
legali di ingresso per lavoro, o di procedure certe di regolarizzazione permanente, mentre si estende 
la ramificazione delle organizzazioni criminali nei paesi del nord africa, si nota una precisa 
tendenza a criminalizzare l’ingresso e la permanenza dei migranti in condizioni di irregolarità, 
anche con la introduzione di sanzioni penali. Questa tendenza comporta il costante aumento del 
numero di immigrati irregolari, dunque delle potenziali vittime delle organizzazioni criminali che 
gestiscono il passaggio dai paesi di transito del nord-africa verso l’Europa. Il consenso della vittima, 



costretta a ricorrere ad organizzazioni di trafficanti sempre più crudeli, se rileva al momento del 
primo contatto tra i migranti e gli intermediari, nel corso del viaggio si riduce totalmente, fino ai 
casi nei quali la partenza avviene contro la volontà degli stessi migranti, su imbarcazioni nadeguate 
o in condizioni atmosferiche impossibili. Di fatto anche per i cd. migranti economici si riscontra 
una evidente soggezione al potere di condizionamento di una organizzazione criminale, e dunque i 
criteri di distinzione tra traffico e tratta sono diventati elementi sempre più sfumati, in presenza di 
una legislazione in materia di immigrazione fortemente proibizionista e di un progressivo 
inasprimento dei sistemi di controllo delle frontiere, che hanno reso sempre più violento il 
comportamento delle organizzazioni criminali, ormai aduse al sequestro di persona ed alle 
mutilazioni come strumento normale per svolgere la loro attività di traffico ( smuggling ). I fatti più 
recenti provano questa constatazione. Il 16 luglio 2015 venivano arrestati i presunti scafisti dello 
sbarco due giorni prima al porto di Augusta: 320 migranti fra cui la famiglia di una bimba siriana 
diabetica, deceduta in mare perché gli organizzatori del viaggio le hanno gettato in mare prima di 
partire lo zainetto che conteneva l'insulina. Sono  finiti così in stato di arresto tre egiziani, ai quali 
però è stato contestato solo il reato di favoreggiamento dell' immigrazione clandestina ma non 
quello di omicidio o quello di tratta di esseri umani.. Non è stato possibile contestare altri reati 
perché, come gli stessi genitori della bimba hanno dichiarato, sono stati i trafficanti in Egitto a 
gettare in mare lo zainetto con l'insulina, decretando in questo modo la condanna a morte della 
piccola. 

La nuova dimensione della tratta di esseri umani, ed i confini sempre più labili con il traffico 
di migranti vengono chiaramente avvertiti dalla Corte Europea dei diritti dell’Uomo. Nel caso 
Rantsev c. Cipro e Russia deciso nel maggio del 2014, la Corte EDU ha stabilito che la tratta di 
esseri umani rientra nel campo di applicazione dell’articolo 4 CEDU, che proibisce la schiavitù e il 
lavoro forzato. Sugli Stati membri grava l’obbligo positivo di porre in essere adeguati 
provvedimenti a tutela delle vittime e delle potenziali vittime della tratta, oltre a misure di diritto 
penale per punire i trafficanti di esseri umani. In questo caso la Corte ha dichiarato che è importante 
che le vittime della tratta di esseri umani non siano tenute a presentare una denuncia o una richiesta 
di identificazione. Quando vi è il sospetto di un caso di tratta, spetta alle autorità l’obbligo di 
intraprendere d’ufficio le attività d’investigazion e necessarie. 

Secondo le Direttive 2004/81/CE e 2011/36/UE, in conformità con le definizioni adottate nei 
Protocolli allegati alla Convenzione di Palermo, la tratta di esseri umani (trafficking) è “[il] 
reclutamento, il trasporto, il trasferimento, l’alloggio o l’accoglienza di persone, con la minaccia 
dell’uso o con l’uso stesso della forza o di altre forme di coercizione, con il rapimento, la frode, 
l’inganno, l’abuso di potere o della posizione di vulnerabilità o con l’offerta o l’accettazione di 
somme di denaro o di vantaggi per ottenere il consenso di una persona che ha autorità su un’altra, 
a fini di sfruttamento. La tratta sarebbe dunque caratterizzata da elementi di coercizione e di 
intimidazione che il traffico di migranti non presenterebbe, ma questa considerazione è 
smentita, soprattutto negli ultimi tempi, dalle tragedie e dagli abusi che i migranti raccontano 
dopo il loro sbarco in Sicilia. 

In base all’art. 3 del Protocollo addizionale alla Convenzione di Palermo del 2000, per combattere 
il traffico di migranti via terra, via mare e via aria indica con il termine traffico di migranti  
(smuggling) si intende il procurare, al fine di ricavare, direttamente o indirettamente, un 
vantaggio finanziario o materiale, l’ingresso illegale di una persona in uno Stato di cui la persona 
non è cittadina o residente permanente e qualifica ingresso illegale il varcare i confini senza 
soddisfare i requisiti necessari per l’ingresso legale nello Stato di accoglienza.  

Il termine traffico di esseri umani viene ritenuto da alcuni comprensivo della tratta e del traffico di 
migranti, ma, secondo Spezia, “nelle due forme di manifestazione del fenomeno, il rapporto 



trafficante-emigrante viene a differenziarsi nella fase finale del rapporto, che si instaura 
successivamente nel paese di destinazione: nel caso dello smuggling, il  rapporto è limitato al 
trasferimento delle persone, sia pure attraverso forme illegali, nel caso del trafficking of human 
beings, esso prosegue anche nel paese di destinazione,mirando i trafficanti allo sfruttamento della 
persona”. Si osserva pure che “anche nello smuggling vi può essere, alla base, un rapporto di 
asservimento, che già nasce al momento dell’assunzione del debito che l’emigrato assume nei 
confronti del trafficante, affinchè questi gli assicuri l’illegale trasferimento”. 
 
Si aggiunge poi che “spesso le persone che nello smuggling si rivolgono alla organizzazione di 
trafficanti per ottenere il loro trasferimento illegale, non dispongono di un capitale proprio e quindi 
contraggono dei debiti con l'organizzazione che si occupa del loro trasferimento. Ciò comporta che 
quando terzi (familiari, conoscenti) non intervengono per il pagamento del prezzo contratto per 
l’introduzione clandestina, siano le stesse persone trafficate ad essere asservite e condizionate, in 
quanto dovranno mettersi a disposizione o dell'organizzazione criminale che ha curato il 
trasferimento, o di quella di destinazione per poter liberarsi del debito, spesso con sacrificio della 
propria persona: con il proprio corpo o attraverso l'attività di prostituzione o in altre forme illegali. 
Quindi, anche sotto questo profilo, quella che potrebbe apparire una mera operazione d’illegale 
trasferimento, può presentare dei connotati di violenza e sfruttamento della persona che consentono 
di ricondurre il caso concreto pur sempre ad un’ipotesi di tratta”. 
 

2. La repressione penale della tratta e del traffico. Tra comunicazione giornalistica ed 
accertamento in giudizio. Il caso della Sicilia. 

Dopo l’avvio della missione Mare Nostrum il 18 novembre del 2013, e la chiusura del centro di 
prima accoglienza e soccorso di Lampedusa ( che ricadeva nel territorio di competenza della 
Procura di Agrigento), la maggior parte dei processi intentati per il reato di tratta di esseri umani o 
per il reato di agevolazione dell’ingresso (art. 12 T.U. 286 del 1998), si è concentrata nei tribunali 
delle zone più interessate dagli sbarchi, dunque Siracusa ( Augusta), Ragusa (Pozzallo) e Catania, 
dove ha sede la Direzione Distrettuale antimafia che ha competenza ad indagare sui reati di tratta di 
persone, mentre le Procure distrettuali mantengono la competenza per i reati di agevolazione 
dell’ingresso dei migranti irregolari (smuggling). Sarebbero state istituite o sarebbero in corso di 
istituzione gruppi di coordinamento di queste indagini che risultano sempre più complesse per la 
grande confusione che regna nei luoghi di sbarco e di prima accoglienza, con elevati rischi di 
inquinamento delle prove e delle testimonianze. Molto spesso i mezzi di informazione hanno dato 
notizia di processi per “tratta” ma in realtà, nella maggior parte dei casi, sono stati intentati processi 
per “traffico”, meglio per “agevolazione dell’immigrazione clandestina”, in forma individuale o 
associata, reato previsto dall’art. 12 del Testo Unico sull’immigrazione n.286 del 1998. In alcuni 
casi sono stati contestati reati connessi, dalle lesioni personali fino all’omicidio, o come 
conseguenza del reato di tratta o di agevolazione dell’ingresso clandestino, in caso di morte dei 
migranti trasportati. 

Sono stati pure aperti e conclusi importanti processi per il reato di tratta a Palermo e ad 
Agrigento, in particolare a seguito della strage del 3 ottobre 2013 davanti alla costa di 
Lampedusa. Catania è oggi la sede giudiziaria nella quale si rileva il maggior numero di 
procedimenti per entrambi i reati, contestati il più delle volte in forma associata, ed in futuro 
questo dato risulta in misura crescente, perché in questo ultimo periodo aumenta il numero 
dei migranti che, dopo essere stati recuperati dalle navi della missione TRITON di Frontex, o 
da mezzi della Guardia Costiera italiana, vengono sbarcati in questa città o a Pozzallo e lì 
vengono immediatamente interrogati dalle forze di polizia.  



Le operazioni contro l’immigrazione irregolare alle frontiere sono generalmente presentate, sui 
pochi media che ancora trattano queste materie, come un necessario compromesso tra l’esigenza di 
salvaguardare la sicurezza e dunque i confini europei, e il rispetto dei diritti umani dei migranti, a 
partire dal diritto alla vita fino al diritto di chiedere asilo, un diritto fondamentale riconosciuto nelle 
Costituzioni e nella Carta dei diritti fondamentali dell’Unione Europea. Gli arresti dei sospetti 
scafisti, spesso subito dopo lo sbarco a terra, si accompagnano alla conta dei sopravvissuti.  

Con le statistiche sul numero degli scafisti arrestati, il ministro dell’interno Alfano ha difeso 
in diverse occasioni, in parlamento, la funzione di “difesa delle frontiere” e di “contrasto 
dell’immigrazione illegale”, pure attribuita alla m issione Mare Nostrum, oltre ai compiti di 
ricerca e di salvataggio dei naufraghi. Dall'inizio dell'Operazione Mare Nostrum, il 13 ottobre 
2013, fino al mese di giugno del 2014 gli scafisti consegnati alla Giustizia sono stati oltre 250, di 
cui 137 direttamente consegnati dal personale della Marina Militare. E’ bene ricordare in proposito 
che su alcune navi dell’Operazione Mare Nostrum sono stati imbarcati funzionari di polizia del 
ministero dell’interno con compiti di prima identificazione dei migranti subito dopo il salvataggio 
in mare. Anche sulle navi dell’operazione TRITON di Frontex risulta imbarcato personale di 
polizia, facente capo generalmente a quest’ultima agenzia, al fine di verificare le modalità della 
prima identificazione e di individuare i presunti “scafisti”. Alla fine del 2014 i presinti scafisti 
arrestati subito dopo lo sbarco a terra, mentre si nascondevano tra gli altri migranti, erano oltre 500.  

In molti casi si è cercato un impatto mediatico immediato. Del resto nei documenti riservati 
pubblicati da Wikileaks e dall’Espresso nel mese di giugno del 2015 era evidente che nelle 
intenzioni dell’Unione Europea ci fosse un uso strumentale della lotta contro l’immigrazione 
irregolare, con l’esaltazione dei connotati negativi degli scafisti, proprio per distogliere 
l’attenzione dell’opinione pubblica dalle vittime e dagli strumenti di protezione che non 
venivano adottati. Dopo gli sbarchi dei migranti a terra nei porti siciliani, si diffondono subito 
le immagini dei presunti scafisti, seguite quindi dalla cronaca delle prime fasi processuali, 
mentre la dinamica degli eventi che si sono verificati in acque internazionali se ne va a fondo 
con le imbarcazioni che, dopo il trasbordo dei naufraghi, generalmente sono affondate 
proprio dai militari che intervengono in soccorso.. Affondare i mezzi dei trafficanti è ritenuto 
comunque l’unico modo per impedire che quegli stessi mezzi vengano ripresi dagli scafisti e 
riutilizzati in altre traversate.  Come se gli scafisti fossero tutti organici alle organizzazioni criminali 
che gestiscono il traffico dei migranti in Libia ed in altri paesi africani. Neanche un cenno alla 
circostanza che si tratta di partenze “forzate”, come numerosi testimoni hanno riferito, al punto che 
si è infierito anche con i bastoni su chi ha rifiutato, o solo esitato, di imbarcarsi. Così come è noto, 
da tempo, che molti scafisti sono scelti tra gli stessi migranti tra coloro che sono in grado di 
condurre una imbarcazione, magari senza pagare per la traversata, o ricevendo un compenso 
assai basso, generalmente attorno ai duemila dollari. Esemplare la vicenda assai recente della 
bimba malata di diabete, morta su un barcone perché i trafficanti in Libia avevano gettato in 
acqua un suo zainetto, contenente insulina, caso nel quale i genitori non hanno accusato gli 
scafisti che risultano imputati soltanto del reato di favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione 
irregolare ( art. 12 T.U. 286 del 1998 e successive modificazioni). Un caso gravissimo, che i 
media stanno utilizzando per deviare l’attenzione dell’opinione pubblica dai processi politici 
ed economici che caratterizzano il Processo di Khartoum e in questo ambito gli accordi con 
paesi che non rispettano i diritti umani, accordi bilaterali conclusi anche dall’Italia, ad 
esempio con la Nigeria, in nome del contrasto dell’immigrazione irregolare e della lotta ai 
trafficanti.  

 Sono invece più rare le notizie sulla sorte dei processi che vengono poi effettivamente 
celebrati a carico delle persone che sulla base delle prime sommarie testimonianze sono state 
individuate,  a bordo delle navi militari, come “scafisti”. Come se i processi si fossero già 



esauriti a livello mediatico con la condanna anticipata delle persone indicate dagli altri 
migranti come timonieri o aiutanti, talora anche minori, secondo quanto riferiscono i titoli dei 
giornali. In genere si chiede, e si ottiene, la condanna per il reato di agevolazione dell’ingresso 
di immigrati irregolari, in base all’art.12 del T.U . 286 del 1998 in materia di immigrazione. In 
alcuni casi si tratta anche di equipaggi di scafisti numerosi, fino a 15 persone, addirittura 
intere famiglie, e non mancano tra loro ragazzi di 15-16 anni, successivamente rinchiusi nei 
penitenziari minorili, in qualche caso anche a Palermo.  Altre volte, quando il capo di 
imputazione evoca il reato di tratta ( art. 601 c.p.) si va verso assoluzioni certe, attesa la 
difficoltà di provare per intero tutti gli elementi  costitutivi della fattispecie di reato e la totale 
indisponibilità dei paesi di transito alla cooperazione giudiziaria con lo scambio di rogatorie 
che potrebbero permettere di scoprire i trafficanti che si trovano al sicuro malgrado il 
numero crescente di accordi di polizia stipulati dall’Unione Europea  con questi paesi 
(nell’ambito delle attività di FRONTEX, CEFPOL, EUR OSUR, EUBAM ed altre agenzie 
dell’Unione Europea). 

In base all’art. 600 c.p. “chiunque esercita su una persona poteri corrispondenti a quelli del diritto 
di proprietà ovvero chiunque riduce o mantiene una persona in uno stato di soggezione 
continuativa, costringendola a prestazioni lavorative o sessuali ovvero all'accattonaggio o 
comunque al compimento di attività illecite che ne comportino lo sfruttamento ovvero a sottoporsi 
al prelievo di organi, è punito con la reclusione da otto a venti anni. 
La riduzione o il mantenimento nello stato di soggezione ha luogo quando la condotta è attuata 
mediante violenza, minaccia, inganno, abuso di autorità o approfittamento di una situazione di 
vulnerabilità, di inferiorità fisica o psichica o di una situazione di necessità, o mediante la promessa 
o la dazione di somme di denaro o di altri vantaggi a chi ha autorità sulla persona . 
[La pena è aumentata da un terzo alla metà se i fatti di cui al primo comma sono commessi in danno 
di minore degli anni diciotto o sono diretti allo sfruttamento della prostituzione o al fine di 
sottoporre la persona offesa al prelievo di organi.](4) 

 Secondo l’art. 601 c.p. (modifcato dall'art. 3 L. 02.07.2010, n. 108 con decorrenza dal 30.07.2010, 
è stato da ultimo così sostituito dall'art. 2 D.Lgs. 04.03.2014, n. 24 con decorrenza dal 28.03.2014), 
è punito con la reclusione da otto a venti anni chiunque recluta, introduce nel territorio dello Stato, 
trasferisce anche al di fuori di esso, trasporta, cede l'autorità sulla persona, ospita una o più persone 
che si trovano nelle condizioni di cui all'articolo 600, ovvero, realizza le stesse condotte su una o 
più persone, mediante inganno, violenza, minaccia, abuso di autorità o approfittamento di una 
situazione di vulnerabilità, di inferiorità fisica, psichica o di necessità, o mediante promessa o 
dazione di denaro o di altri vantaggi alla persona che su di essa ha autorità, al fine di indurle o 
costringerle a prestazioni lavorative, sessuali ovvero all'accattonaggio o comunque al compimento 
di attività illecite che ne comportano lo sfruttamento o a sottoporsi al prelievo di organi. Alla stessa 
pena soggiace chiunque, anche al di fuori delle modalita' di cui al primo comma, realizza le 
condotte ivi previste nei confronti di persona minore di eta'.  

 

Nel mese di marzo del 2013 due “presunti scafisti” erano stati assolti dal Tribunale di Ragusa per 
insufficienza di prove, con la loro immediata scarcerazione ed espulsione dal territorio italiano entro 
trenta giorni. dopo un anno di carcerazione preventiva passato fra gli istituti penitenziari di Lucera e 
Trani.  Rasel Farouk 22 anni e Raza Mosarf 27 anni, entrambi del Bangladesh erano accusati di aver 
organizzato l’ingresso nel territorio italiano di circa mille "clandestini" provenienti dal Nord Africa 
e di averli fatti sbarcare nel porto di Pozzallo il 30 maggio del 2011.  Dagli atti del processo è 
emerso che il viaggio era stato organizzato da trafficanti libici ai quali ciascun migrante avrebbe 
dato circa 1.800 dinari, l’equivalente di mille euro. E che Farouk e Mosarf, erano due migranti tra 



gli altri ,che avevano pagato in questo modo, con oltre un anno di carcere, il loro viaggio verso le 
coste siciliane.  

Il 18 ottobre 2013 è stato assolto dal Tribunale di Agrigento Hichem Ben Chalbi, tunisino, di 21 
anni per un anno rinchiuso nel carcere di Agrigento. Era stato individuato come uno degli scafisti 
del barcone naufragato a settembre del 2012 vicino l'isolotto di Lampione, settanta le vittime di quel 
viaggio naufragato a dodici miglia da Lampedusa, e tra loro ancora una volta donne e bambine, 
quella volta quasi tutti nordafricani. Erano sei le testimonianze dei superstiti che individuavano in 
questo tunisino 21enne il motorista di quell'imbarcazione, quattro in modo incerto, due in modo 
deciso. Ma, come sempre accade in questi casi, i due testimoni principali dell'accusa non si erano 
presentati in aula a confermare le loro dichiarazioni che, per altro, erano state assunte subito dopo il 
naufragio senza la presenza di un difensore. Dunque inutilizzabili. Nei suoi confronti il pubblico 
ministero aveva chiesto la condanna a 15 anni per favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione clandestina, 
naufragio colposo e omicidio colposo plurimo, ma il Tribunale lo ha assolto.  

Sempre nel mese di ottobre 2013 si verificava un altro caso nel quale gli imputati, originariamente 
perseguiti per il reato di tratta di esseri umani venivano assolti per questo reato e condannati per il 
reato più lieve di favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione irregolare. Precisamente una persona veniva 
assolta  per il reato di tratta di essere umani e due altre invece condannate per il reato di 
favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione clandestina. Si è concluso così il processo a carico di tre 
immigrati accusati di aver gestito un giro di prostituzione con ragazze provenienti dal Niger e dalla 
Libia, sbarcate in Sicilia e poi costrette a prostituirsi. I giudici della Corte d’Assise di Agrigento 
(presidente Luisa Turco) hanno condannato per favoreggiamento Akhere Monday, 37 anni, della 
Sierra Leone, a 3 anni e 2 mesi di reclusione; Joy Odianosen, 28 anni, nigeriana, a 1 anno e 6 mesi 
di carcere, mentre hanno assolto Osas Godwin Osaigbovo, 38 anni, anch’essa nigeriana. 

Un numero consistente di testimoni ottiene intanto un permesso di soggiorno per la 
collaborazione prestata nelle indagini, in alcuni casi un permesso di soggiorno per protezione 
sociale, ex articolo 18 del testo unico 286 del 1998 in materia di immigrazione, in altri casi per 
“motivi umanitari” ai sensi dell’art. 5.6 dello stesso testo unico, una norma che consente alle 
questure una elevata discrezionalità nel rilascio di questo titolo di soggiorno. In ogni caso, chi 
collabora con le indagini ed assume la qualità di testimone non corre rischi di subire un 
respingimento, ma non viene solitamente riconosciuto uno specifico permesso di soggiorno per 
motivi di giustizia, anche se si profila generalmente un periodo di attesa, fino a tre mesi nel 
caso dei migranti trattenuti nel CPSA di Lampedusa dal 3 ottobre 2013 al 7 gennaio 2014, 
prima di potere partecipare all’incidente probatorio che rende utilizzabile la testimonianza 
nel corso del successivo processo, anche in caso di allontanamento, che spesso corrisponde alla 
definitiva irreperibilità. Molti di questi testimon i dopo l’esperimento dei primi incidenti 
probatori si rendono irreperibili. 

In qualche caso sorge il dubbio che la testimonianza possa essere utilizzata per acquisire più 
rapidamente un permesso di soggiorno, nella convinzione magari che in questo modo ci si 
possa sottrarre all’estenuante attesa ( oltre un anno e mezzo) che caratterizza in Italia le 
procedure amministrative per il riconoscimento di uno status di protezione internazionale. 
Oppure anche in casi nei quali non si avrebbe nessuna possibilità di ottenere il riconoscimento di 
uno status di protezione internazionale e si rischia il respingimento con accompagnamento forzato 
in frontiera potrebbe risultare conveniente denunciare qualcuno come scafista o trafficante,per 
potere ottenere, almeno per un brevissimo periodo, uno status legale di soggiorno. 

Non si tratta di una ipotesi meramente teorica. Come riporta il Corriere del Mezzogiorno 
dell’11 ottobre 2013, la prima sezione collegiale del Tribunale di Bari ha assolto «per non aver 



commesso il fatto» cinque cittadini di nazionalità egiziana, immediatamente scarcerati e 
subito raggiunti da decreto di espulsione (accompagnati quindi nel Cie), accusati di essere tra 
gli scafisti che il 16 luglio 2012 organizzarono e realizzarono il trasporto di 127 connazionali a 
bordo di un motopeschereccio bloccato dalla Polizia di frontiere al largo di Bari.  Gli imputati, 
di età compresa fra 28 e 38 anni, furono arrestati dopo lo sbarco perché identificati da alcuni 
connazionali. In aula, tuttavia, gli stessi accusatori, hanno dichiarato di aver collaborato 
all'identificazione soltanto per ottenere un permesso di soggiorno. Dei 127 migranti, dopo lo sbarco, 
infatti, 8 furono arrestati (tre di loro processati con rito abbreviato e condannati nei mesi scorsi), 4 
portati al Cie (Centro Identificazione ed Espulsione) ma ben presto trasferiti in un Cara (Centro di 
Accoglienza per richiedenti Asilo) come richiedenti lo stato di protezione sussidiaria perché 
avevano collaborato, i restanti 115 immediatamente rimpatriati per effetto degli accordi di 
riammissione che consentono rimpatri “con procedure semplificate” verso l’Egitto. Gli stessi 
imputati, con l’assistenza del loro difensore, hanno dichiarato di essere «semplici passeggeri», «di 
aver pagato 5mila euro a persone diverse conosciute come dedite al trasporto di migranti» e di 
essere rimasti in mare per oltre 10 giorni, mentre i veri scafisti avevano abbandonato il peschereccio 
una volta in acque territoriali. Stesso epilogo ha avuto un altro processo per un precedente sbarco di 
migranti egiziani del 19 novembre 2011. Anche in quel caso 8 presunti scafisti egiziani furono 
assolti perchè, secondo il giudice «le dichiarazioni etero-accusatorie rese dalle persone offese 
alla polizia giudiziaria (come in questo caso, ndr) sono state certamente condizionate dalla 
prospettiva fatta loro di poter facilmente ottenere il permesso di soggiorno, a condizione di 
una immediata collaborazione». 

La Corte di Assise di Appello di Bologna, il 9 aprile 2014, confermando la decisione della Corte 
di Assise di Piacenza, ha emesso una significativa condanna nei confronti di quattro imputati per i 
reati di tratta, riduzione in servitù e sfruttamento della prostituzione, commessi ai danni di 
una giovane nigeriana. Il giudice di appello, pur mitigando le pene comminate, ha ritenuto giusta 
la sentenza di primo grado, che si articola integralmente sulle dichiarazioni rese in dibattimento 
dalla persona offesa giungendo a decretare la colpevolezza dei responsabili e a quantificare un 
risarcimento del danno pari alla cifra di 100.000 €, dato sicuramente esemplare visto che non 
era mai stata riconosciuta prima una somma così alta a favore di una vittima di tratta.  
Tale risultato, sotto il profilo procedurale, non era scontato: le dichiarazioni della ragazza erano 
l'unica prova sulla quale si fondava l'intero processo e la costituzione di parte civile, imponeva – 
viste le aspettative di risarcimento che da tale posizione discendono - una particolare attenzione da 
parte del giudicante nel fondare integralmente la propria decisione sulle stesse.Tutto ciò è stato 
possibile anche grazie al corretto utilizzo degli strumenti di protezione sociale previsti dal 
nostro ordinamento – come l'art 18 D.Lgs 286/98 – e delle più recenti disposizioni internazionali – 
in particolare la Direttiva Europea 36/2011/UE, oggi trasfusa nel D. Lgs. n.24 dello scorso 4 
marzo - che danno un ruolo centrale alla vittima nel procedimento penale e riconoscono lo stato di 
vulnerabilità quale situazione soggettiva che condiziona la fattispecie penale. 
 
Degne di nota sono infine le motivazioni che hanno condotto al calcolo del risarcimento accordato, 
che secondo la Corte di Assise di Piacenza "non può che avvenire in forma equitativa, guardando 
essenzialmente alle sofferenze cagionate [...] non essendovi un valore stimabile in danaro dei beni 
di cui la vittima è stata privata". Così recita la sentenza, che di fatto accoglie tutte le richieste 
formulate dalla parte civile, la quale, evidenziando la sostanziale inquantificabilità dei danni 
cagionati, aveva chiesto un risarcimento di 100.000 Euro, che pur non potendo ripagare le 
violenze subite, può almeno testimoniare alla collettività il dolore inflitto alle vittime della tratta 
dai trafficanti di esseri umani. 

Le organizzazioni di nigeriani che trafficano le ragazze che sbarcano dai barconi o che vengono 
soccorse sulla rotta dalla Libia verso l’Italia, sono ramificate su tutto il territorio nazionale. Il 10 



marzo 2015 si è concluso il processo instaurato davanti il Tribunale a Macerata contro sette 
nigeriani imputati a vario titolo per tratta di esseri umani, riduzione in schiavitù e sfruttamento della 
prostituzione. Per alcuni reati, come la riduzione in schiavitù, sono stati assolti, per gli altri 
condannati. Alla fine questo l’esito del processo davanti alla Corte di Assise: Joe Meze, di 42 anni, 
condannato a nove anni e nove mesi di reclusione e 106 mila euro di multa, Vincent Baker Steve 
Odigie, di 45 anni, nove anni e cinque mesi di reclusione e 54 mila euro di multa, Evelyn Asile, 
nove anni e un mese e 28 mila euro di multa, Lawrence Egogo Enifome, di 40 anni, otto anni e un 
mese di reclusione e 26 mila euro di multa, Daniel Collins, di 43 anni, otto anni e un mese di 
reclusione e 26 mila euro di multa, Tripoteck Omoruyi Cynthia, di 31 anni, otto anni e sette mesi di 
reclusione e 27 mila euro di multa. Per loro è stata disposta anche l’espulsione dall’Italia. Assolto 
Dorcas Avanrenren, di 54 anni.  

Quando invece le vittime non vengono inserite in percorsi di protezione sociale, e 
successivamente si rendono irreperibili mentre l’intero processo si basa sulle loro 
dichiarazioni, gli esiti delle attività di contrasto della tratta sono assai deludenti. Nel gennaio 
del 2015 La Terza Sezione Penale della Corte di Cassazione ha annullato, con rinvio ad altra 
Sezione della Corte d'Assise di Appello di Reggio Calabria, la condanna a sei anni e mezzo inflitta 
nel mese di marzo 2014 al sig. Boka Zoltan, cittadino rumeno accusato dalla Dda di Reggio 
Calabria di gravissimi reati quali la tratta e la riduzione in schiavitù di due cittadine rumene F. T. e 
S. M., nonché induzione, favoreggiamento e sfruttamento della prostituzione delle medesime.  Boka 
Zoltan era stato tratto in arresto a Rosarno il 14 gennaio 2011 e condannato dalla Corte d'Assise di 
Palmi nel luglio 2013 alla pena di anni tredici di reclusione. La Corte d'Assise di Appello di Reggio 
Calabria, il 6 marzo 2014, accogliendo in parte l'appello proposto dal difensore di Boka Zoltan , 
riduceva la pena ad anni sei e mesi sei di reclusione e lo assolveva dai reati di tratta (il traffico di 
esseri umani) e riduzione in schiavitù delle due persone offese F.T. e S.M. Secondo la difesa di 
Boka Zoltan  nei due processi celebrati dinanzi alle Corti di Assise di primo e di secondo grado, le 
dichiarazioni che le due persone offese F.T. e S.M. (divenute successivamente irreperibili) avevano 
reso dinanzi alla polizia giudiziaria prima dell'inizio del processo, erano state acquisite e utilizzate 
contro l'imputato in violazione dei principi sanciti dagli articoli 512 e 526 del codice di procedura 
penale e dall'art. 6 della Convenzione Europea dei Diritti dell'Uomo. 

Se è del tutto normale che i procedimenti penali si possano concludere con la condanna o con 
l’assoluzione degli imputati, sempre che questi siano stati informati correttamente dei fatti 
contestati ed abbiano potuto esercitare effettivamente i diritti di difesa, oltre che essere messi a 
conoscenza, a mezzo di un interprete, degli atti rivolti nei loro confronti,viene a chiedersi a cosa 
possa giovare questa utilizzazione mediatica delle accuse rivolte ai presunti scafisti e quanto incida 
sull’attendibilità dei testimoni, e dunque sulla reale possibilità di smantellare le organizzazioni 
criminali, la possibilità di ottenere un permesso di soggiorno e dunque uno status legale, altrimenti 
impossibile da raggiungere. Le azioni di contrasto basate sulla sanzione penale dei reati di tratta e di 
favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione irregolare potranno avere una qualche prospettiva di successo e 
di maggiore diffusione se si riconoscerà alle vittime l’accesso ad un percorso di protezione sociale 
indipendentemente dalla conferma in giudizio delle dichiarazioni rese al momento dell’avvio del 
procedimento, ma sviluppando autonome capacità di indagine da parte dell’autorità e della polizia 
giudiziaria con il ricorso alle intercettazioni telefoniche ed ambientali, al monitoraggio dei centri di 
prima accoglienza, anche attraverso agenti infiltrati e mediatori culturali, allo spostamento di danaro 
tramite il sistema Western Union. Con modalità di indagine dunque che non carichino 
esclusivamente sul corpo e sulle vite delle vittime l’onere di integrare il complesso quadro 
probatorio richiesto per l’accertamento penale del reato di tratta di persone. 

 



3. I processi per traffico di migranti alla verifica della Corte di Cassazione 

Dietro questi “processi mediatici” che si celebrano sulle prime pagine dei giornali, prima che nelle 
aule giudiziarie, rimangono sullo sfondo questioni giuridiche assai complesse. Nel 2011 la Corte di 
Cassazione ha sollevato una questione di legittimità costituzionale delle norme che prevedono 
obbligatoriamente la custodia cautelare in carcere di tutti coloro che sono sospettati di essere 
scafisti, una norma contenuta nel pacchetto sicurezza del 2009, fortemente voluta dalla Lega Nord e 
da Maroni allora ministro dell’interno.  Questa norma è stata ritenuta di dubbia legittimità 
costituzionale, perché i giudici della Corte hanno ritenuto che gli scafisti non hanno tutti lo stesso 
ruolo e vi sono anche gli scafisti occasionali ( non organici ad una organizzazione ma reclutati tra 
gli stessi migranti prima della partenza). Questa sentenza della Corte di Cassazione arrivava dopo 
un'indagine condotta dalla polizia giudiziaria e la decisione del Tribunale della libertà di Roma, che 
nel 2010 aveva confermato la custodia cautelare in carcere di quattro scafisti egiziani che avevano 
sbarcato dei clandestini sulle spiagge nei pressi di Latina.  La Cassazione, in quella occasione, ha 
annullato le precedenti decisioni dei giudici di merito e ha rinviato gli atti alla Corte costituzionale 
rilevando come fosse “non manifestamente infondata la questione di legittimità costituzionale del 
D.Lgs. n. 286 del 1998, art. 12 comma 4-bis, essendo stato sottoposto il delitto di atti diretti a 
procurare illegalmente a stranieri l'ingresso nel territorio dello Stato - delitto che, pure nelle ipotesi 
aggravate, può essere compiuto anche occasionalmente, con condotte individuali che possono 
presentare forti differenze, e al di fuori di una struttura criminale organizzata - al medesimo regime 
dei delitti compiuti nell'ambito di un'organizzazione di tipo mafioso”. La questione processuale 
successivamente è stata superata, rimane però la importante considerazione che gli scafisti e le loro 
responsabilità non sono tutti uguali e non possono essere liquidati con giudizi sommari.  

Nel settembre 2010, la Corte di Cassazione aveva annullato, per difetto di giurisdizione, una 
sentenza di condanna della Corte d'Appello di Reggio Calabria, che aveva condannato a otto 
anni di reclusione due turchi colpevoli di aver procurato l'ingresso illegale di 63 clandestini. 
La Cassazione ha sostenuto che la condotta contestata agli imputati turchi era stata 
consumata in aree sottratte alla giurisdizione italiana e che, pertanto, bisognava annullare la 
sentenza di condanna della Corte d'appello di Reggio Calabria. Quest’orientamento 
giurisprudenziale solo di recente è stato sottoposto a revisione. 

La Corte di Cassazione con la sentenza del 27 marzo 2014 n. 14510  ha chiarito la competenza e la 
giurisdizione dei processi di tratta e di agevolazione dell’ingresso illecito di migranti nel territorio 
dello stato. Secondo la Corte deve affermarsi il seguente principio di diritto: la giurisdizione dello 
stato italiano va riconosciuta, laddove in ipotesi di traffico di migranti dalle coste africane alla 
Sicilia, questi siano abbandonati in mare in acque extraterritoriali su natanti del tutto 
inadeguati, onde provocare l’intervento del soccorso in mare e far sì che i trasportati siano 
accompagnati nel tratto di acque territoriali dalle navi dei soccorritori, operanti sotto la 
copertura della scriminante dello stato di necessità, poiché l’azione di messa in grave pericolo per le 
persone, integrante lo stato di necessità, è direttamente riconducibile ai trafficanti per averlo 
provocato e si lega, senza soluzione di continuità, al primo segmento della condotta commessa in 
acque extraterritoriali, venendo così a ricadere nella previsione dell’art. 6 c.p.  

Per un altro aspetto, secondo la Corte,  deve affermarsi il seguente principio: l’azione dei 
soccorritori - che di fatto consente ai migranti di giungere nel nostro territorio – è da ritenere 
scriminata ai sensi dell’art. 54 comma 3 c.p., in termini di azione dell’autore mediato, 
operante in ossequio alle leggi del mare, per lo stato di necessità provocato e strumentalizzato 
dai trafficanti  e quindi a loro del tutto riconducibile e quindi sanzionabile nel nostro Stato, 
ancorché materialmente questi abbiano operato solo in ambito extraterritoriale . 



Il 12 febbraio 2012 la Prima Sezione della Corte di Cassazione ha annullato la sentenza emessa 
dalla Corte di Appello di Palermo nei confronti di un cittadino eritreo, Rosom Abraham di anni  52. 
L’imputato era stato accusato e poi condannato dal Tribunale di Agrigento Sezione a due anni di 
reclusione con l’accusa di avere guidato un’ imbarcazione con a bordo 62 migranti fino alle coste di 
Lampedusa. I fatti si sarebbero svolti nell’agosto del 2008. Per questa accusa l’imputato aveva 
scontato quasi un anno di custodia cautelare in carcere, nonostante si fosse sempre proclamato 
innocente. Alla condanna di primo grado era seguita nel 2011 quella della Corte di Appello che 
aveva confermato la sentenza dei giudici del Tribunale di Agrigento. Dopo quasi quattro anni di 
processi la Corte di Cassazione ha accolto le tesi difensive che evidenziavano la mancanza di 
riscontri alle dichiarazioni dei testimoni sentiti nel corso delle indagini preliminari, testimonianze 
utilizzate dai Giudici, malgrado l’opposizione del difensore, al fine di condannare l’imputato nei 
due precedenti gradi di giudizio.  

Ma non tutti gli imputati per il reato di agevolazione dell’immigrazione irregolare, i cd. scafisti, 
riescono ad avere il tempo per fare valere i diritti di difesa fino ai gradi più alti della giurisdizione. 
A ridosso delle prime fasi di indagine, con il trasferimento dai centri di accoglienza, o direttamente 
dalle navi al carcere, non sono mancati episodi tragici sui quali nessuno ha fatto ancora chiarezza, 
sepolti nell’oblio della nostra burocrazia.  

Nel 2013, dopo qualche settimana dall’arresto, avvenuto il 19 agosto, si è ucciso nel carcere di 
Caltanissetta il presunto scafista Mouhamed Ahmed Mokhar, di 24 anni, arrestato dalla Squadra 
Mobile di Ragusa nel CPSA di Pozzallo. L’immigrato è stato successivamente trovato dalla Polizia 
Penitenziaria nella sua cella, con un cappio al collo. Il giovane era accusato di favoreggiamento 
dell’immigrazione clandestina e della morte di due uomini che sarebbero caduti in mare senza 
ricevere alcun soccorso, con l’aggravante di aver messo a rischio la vita di oltre 100 migranti, su un 
gommone in pessime condizioni rimasto in avaria in alto mare. Anche in questo caso erano risultate 
decisive le testimonianze raccolte tra i migranti che si trovavano a bordo del barcone.  

Di certo non mancano le condanne, e quando ci si avvale di intercettazioni sono basate su 
prove inattaccabili. Ma il reato generalmente contestato rimane il favoreggiamento e non la 
tratta di persone. Il 2 aprile 2014, dopo un processo con rito abbreviato, il Tribunale di 
Palermo in composizione monocratica ha condannato a 13 anni e 4 mesi di carcere e 4 milioni 
di multa Attour Abdalmenem, per associazione a delinquere e favoreggiamento 
dell'immigrazione clandestina, ritenuto scafista di una imbarcazione che era affondata nelle 
acque del Canale di Sicilia nel mese di ottobre dello scorso anno. In quel caso erano stati proprio 
alcuni dei sopravvissuti alla strage, trattenuti nel centro di Lampedusa, che lo avevano riconosciuto 
quando era arrivato sulla stessa isola a seguito di un altro sbarco. Come riferito dalla stampa, tutti i 
testimoni  dichiaravano  che per partire verso le coste italiane si erano rivolti a un mediatore “che 
era a capo di un organizzazione in Libia il quale aveva il controllo del traffico di clandestini 
avvalendosi di uomini libici armati di fucili e mitragliatori”.  

Alle notizie di alcune condanne seguono anche altre notizie, di segno contrario, che danno 
conto di assoluzioni, soprattutto quando le ipotesi di reato contestate consistono nel reato di 
tratta o in altri reati, come l’associazione per delinquere, l’omicidio o la violenza, perpetrati a 
danno dei migranti.   

Sempre più spesso gli scafisti arrestati appartengono alla stessa nazionalità dei migranti che 
sono trasportati. Oppure sono arrestate le persone che sono riprese al timone o vicino al 
timoniere. Nel mese di maggio del 2014 , a Catania, è stato arrestato uno scafista individuato 
anche per il possesso di un telefono satellitare, Omar Bah 28 anni, cittadino del Gambia. 
Secondo l’accusa, avrebbe pilotato il barcone soccorso dalla fregata della Marina militare 



“Scirocco”, che ha poi sbarcato 76 persone di origine sub sahariana, a Catania. Altri due degli 
immigrati sbarcati a Pozzallo (Ragusa), nello stesso periodo, sono stati arrestati dalla polizia 
con l’accusa di essere gli scafisti del gruppo. Sono stati individuati in base alle immagini 
riprese con il telefonino, durante la traversata, da un ragazzo di nazionalità siriana.  

Successivamente si sono verificati numerosi arresti di immigrati provenienti dall’Eritrea che 
avrebbero agevolato anche il transito dei migranti giunti in Sicilia verso altri stati europei. Da 
ultimo si è verificato anche l’arresto di un cittadino siriano, in data 18 luglio 2014, poi detenuto nel 
carcere di Trapani. Anche dopo le ultime stragi verificatesi nel 2014, malgrado l’aumento 
vertiginoso degli arrivi,  abbiamo assistito al consueto corollario di scafisti arrestati al momento 
dello sbarco a terra,  dopo gli interrogatori effettuati a bordo delle navi militari che li conducevano 
in porto.  

 Il 17 maggio 2014, il Gip di Catania, ha convalidato i fermi dei due presunti scafisti indagati per il 
naufragio, davanti alle piattaforme di Bouri Field, avvenuto lunedì 12 maggio. Si trattava del 
tunisino Haj Hammouda Radouan e del marocchino Hamid Bouchab, entrambi di 23 anni, ai quali 
la Procura di Catania ha contestato il favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione clandestina, il naufragio e 
l'omicidio volontario plurimo. Nei loro confronti, il Gip ha emesso un'ordinanza di custodia 
cautelare che ne disponeva la permanenza in carcere. Il Giudice per le indagini preliminari, inoltre, 
ha accolto la richiesta di incidente probatorio avanzata dalla procura, mentre non accoglieva la 
richiesta di incidente probatorio presentata dalla difesa che intendeva fare testimoniare altri quattro 
migranti in favore dell’imputato.   

 Nel mese di giugno quattro scafisti di nazionalità magrebina, un tunisino e un marocchino sono 
stati arrestati dagli agenti della Squadra Mobile della Questura di Catania. Sono indiziati del reato di 
favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione clandestina, omicidio plurimo e naufragio ''Dalle prime indagini 
-si legge in una nota- è emerso che i responsabili della tragedia avrebbero causato un'avaria 
all'imbarcazione su cui viaggiavano oltre 200 migranti, causando il naufragio e il decesso di 17 
persone, comprese due bambine e alcune donne”. Nei giorni precedenti la strategia di contrasto ai 
trafficanti di esseri umani portata avanti dall'operazione Mare Nostrum ''ha condotto all'arresto da 
parte della Squadra Mobile di Palermo di altri due scafisti di nazionalità egiziana, in relazione allo 
sbarco di migranti effettuato dal pattugliatore Sirio della Marina Militare lo scorso 2 maggio a 
Palermo''. Ne ha dato notizia la Marina militare. Per i due uomini l'accusa è quella di 
favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione clandestina. ''Entrambi avevano cercato di nascondersi tra i 
clandestini ma, in base ai racconti dei migranti, è emerso che erano proprio i due ad aver pilotato il 
barcone durante la traversata”.  

Ancora nel mese di luglio un immigrato gambiano approdato a Pozzallo è stato assolto dall’accusa 
di responsabile per la morte di un migrante, ma condannato come scafista .Assolto dal reato più 
grave, quello relativo alla morte di un migrante che aveva respirato vapori di idrocarburi forse per la 
rottura di un serbatoio del natante durante la traversata del 26 dicembre 2014, condannato poiché 
ritenuto lo scafista del gommone soccorso appena fuori le acque territoriali libiche. Con il rito 
abbreviato il Gup del Tribunale di Ragusa, il 17 luglio scorso ha assolto Bojng Kebba del Gambia, 
25 anni. Il giovane, padre di cinque figli, ha sostenuto e comprovato di essere stato costretto a 
guidare il gommone con oltre 103 migranti sotto minaccia armata. Il magistrato ha condannato 
l’imputato gambiano alla pena di due anni di reclusione, con sospensione condizionale della pena, 
per il reato relativo all’ingresso illegale nel territorio italiano di migranti. 

 



Sembra dunque che l’attenzione dei giudici penali si sia concentrata sulla repressione e 
sull’arresto delle persone che, a torto o a ragione, venivano individuate come “scafisti”, 
mentre la individuazione delle vittime di tratta in prossimità delle aree di sbarco o di ingresso 
nel territorio italiano è affidato ad uno sparuto gruppo di field officer facenti capo alle diverse 
organizzazioni che in convenzione con il Ministero dell’interno partecipano al progetto 
Praesidium, giunto ormai alla sua ottava annualità, ma con un numero di operatori tanto 
ridotto da non consentire che le attività previste dal medesimo progetto fossero garantite nei 
confronti della mole molto più consistente di tutti i migranti che giornalmente fanno ingresso 
in Italia, attraverso le frontiere dei porti sicili ani. 

In Sicilia, in questi ultimi mesi, si stanno verificando situazioni, spesso precedenti alla instaurazione 
della fase processuale, che non sono facilmente spiegabili. Secondo quanto denunciano le 
associazioni umanitarie, si assiste al trattenimento di Siriani o di Eritrei per giorni e giorni con la 
giustificazione che si tratta di  ''testimoni contro scafista'', mentre ad altri si pone l’alternativa : 
"testimoniate o prendiamo a tutti le impronte". Alcuni processi vengono istruiti così sulla base di 
incidenti probatori nei quali vengono sentiti testimoni che ottengono poi un titolo di soggiorno con 
procedure molto più rapide rispetto a quelle che sono applicate ai normali richiedenti protezione 
internazionale. 

Nella maggior parte dei casi si assiste poi ad un allontanamento volontario dei migranti dopo 
l’esperimento degli incidenti probatori, con un atteggiamento che fino al mese di dicembre del 2014 
è stato assai tollerante da parte della polizia, che non imponeva neppure il prelievo delle impronte 
digitali, in modo da consentire successivamente la proposizione di una domanda di asilo in un paese 
nordeuropeo. Del resto nel corso del 2014, su oltre 170.000 migranti sbarcati nelle regioni 
meridionali italiane, la maggior parte in Sicilia, oltre 100.000 raggiungevano altri paesi europei 
dove presentavano una istanza di protezione umanitaria senza subire in Italia il prelievo delle 
impronte digitali. Una mobilità secondaria inarrestabile, che ha però alimentato un vasto traffico di 
organizzazioni criminali e singoli passeur che hanno lucrato du una domanda di mobilità che era di 
fatto imposta dalle storture del Regolamento Dublino III ( che ingabbia i richiedenti asilo nel primo 
paese di ingresso nel quale vengano rilevate le loro impronte digitali) e dai ritardi della burocrazia 
italiana ( che ha comportato una dilatazione dei tempi di attesa sulle richieste di protezione 
internazionale, fino a superare i due anni). Sembra plausibile che in un quadro così confuso, a fronte 
di questa ingente mole di persone costrette a movimenti irregolari attraverso le frontiere interne 
dell’Europa di Schengen,  le organizzazioni dei trafficanti abbiano potuto movimentare a loro 
piacimento le persone vittime di tratta e costringere a subire il loro condizionamento anche 
numerosi potenziali richiedenti asilo, soprattutto donne e minori non accompagnati. 

Le condanne penali a carico degli scafisti hanno dunque un minimo effetto dissuasivo, anche 
perché, nella maggior parte dei casi, le condanne sono state scontate per periodi assai brevi, e 
dopo la liberazione dei condannati si sono attivate le procedure di rimpatrio mediante 
accompagnamento forzato, nei casi in cui le rappresentanze consolari o diplomatiche dei paesi 
di origine fornivano la loro collaborazione nella identificazione delle persone sottoposte alla 
procedura di espulsione. 

 
 

4. I procedimenti penali per il reato di tratta di esseri umani. 

Rispetto al numero assai elevato di procedimenti penali per l’agevolazione di immigrazione 
clandestina, i procedimenti per tratta di esseri umani sono in numero nettamente inferiore. 



Secondo il governo italiano, nel corso del 2014 sarebbero stati 1002 gli “scafisti” arrestati 
in Italia. Ma si è trattato in prevalenza di persone arrestate con l’accusa di avere commesso 
il reato di cui all’art. 12 del testo Unico sull’immigrazione, dunque agevolazione 
dell’ingresso clandestino, mentre sono molto più ridotti i casi di arresto per il reato di 
tratta. Dopo avere visitato l’Italia nel settembre 2013 l’inviato dell’Onu, Joy Ngozi 
Ezeilo, ha evidenziato come «La legge prevede pene severe per i reati connessi 
alla tratta tuttavia, i tassi di condanna sono molto bassi». Un'accusa basata sui 
dati ufficiali del ministero della Giustizia: «In Italia attualmente si contano 154 
persone condannate per il reato di tratta: 70 hanno ricevuto sentenze che 
vanno dai 5 ai 10 anni, altri 45 invece sono stati puniti con periodi di carcere 
più lunghi». E ancora «Il basso numero di individui condannati rispetto al numero di 
indagini dimostra le difficoltà che si incontrano durante la fase di accusa». Se i testimoni 
non si presentano in tribunale o non confermano le dichiarazioni, per timore di ritorsioni 
da parte delle reti internazionali dei trafficanti, allora l'imputazione viene a cadere e lo 
scafista torna libero. «Dato lo stato molto fragile delle vittime della tratta e la loro paura, 
capita che la dichiarazione iniziale di una vittima non sia più ammissibile in tribunale. 
Pertanto, l'accusa deve raccogliere prove sostanziali prima dell'udienza». Qualcosa di più 
delle parole, che possa resistere al contraddittorio del processo. Nelle ultime indagini 
svolte dagli agenti dello Sco dalla Direzione distrettuale antimafia di Palermo, nei casi nei 
quali si è arrivati a condanna per tratta, si è fatto largo uso di intercettazioni, proprio per 
arrivare al giudizio con elementi forti da contestare. 
 
Assai importante anche la valutazione del “Greta”, il gruppo di esperti del 
Consiglio d’Europa contro il traffico di esseri umani. Ha fatto il punto sui 
procedimenti penali comunicati dalla Direzione nazionale Antimafia, in 
relazione ai tre articoli del codice penale relativi al “traffico di uomini”: 214 
procedimenti sono stati avviati nel 2012 (contro 484 indagati) mentre l'anno 
prima, con il grande esodo dalle primavere penali c'erano state 228 inchieste 
contro 774 persone. Numeri simili per gli anni precedenti: il top nel 2009 con 271 
istruttorie contro 1072 sospetti. Il Consiglio di Europa evidenzia come nel 2010 ci siano 
state solo 14 condanne, nove l'anno successivo. Anche dal Consiglio d’Europa, è arrivato lo 
stesso monito lanciato dalle Nazioni Unite: l'Italia deve fare più «sforzi per garantire che i 
reati in materia di traffico di esseri umani, per tutti i tipi di sfruttamento, siano 
attivamente indagati e perseguiti prontamente ed efficacemente, portando a sanzioni 
proporzionate e dissuasive». 
 

Riportiamo adesso notizia di alcune condanne per il reato di tratta, così come sono state 
riportate dagli organi di informazione. Emerge chiaramente come il confine tra il reato di 
tratta di esseri umani e il diverso reato di agevolazione dell’ingresso clandestino diventi 
sempre più sfumata. 

13 febbraio 2015 - 16:57  
Una sentenza esemplare. E’ quella emessa oggi dalla Corte d’Assise di Agrigento nei confronti del 
cittadino somalo accusato di essere tra gli organizzatori del viaggio della morte, concluso con la 
tragedia del 3 ottobre 2013 a Lampedusa. Una strage che provocò la morte di ben 366 migranti. 
L’inchiesta è stata condotta dalla Dda di Palermo, la stessa che procede sull’ultima strage, quella 
avvenuta nei giorni scorsi.   
Trent’anni: è la pena inflitta dai giudici della corte d'assise di Agrigento a Mouhamud Elmi 
Muhidin, 34 anni, somalo, accusato di tratta di esseri umani, associazione per delinquere 
finalizzata al favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione clandestina e violenza sessuale. Venne denunciato 
da un gruppo di immigrati sopravvissuti al naufragio del 3 ottobre 2013 a Lampedusa, dove 



morirono 366 persone. Portato al Cpa, venne riconosciuto dai sopravvissuti che lo accusarono di 
essere uno degli organizzatori del viaggio per l'Italia. La corte d'assise l’ha anche condannato 
all'interdizione ai pubblici uffici e a versare 20 mila euro, a titolo di provvisionale immediatamente 
esecutiva, al Comune di Lampedusa costituito parte civile, rinviando al giudice civile la 
liquidazione del danno. Alla lettura del dispositivo ha assistito il pm della Dda di Palermo, Geri 
Ferrara, che aveva chiesto, al termine della requisitoria, lo scorso 9 gennaio, la pena a trent’anni 
di carcere. La sua inchiesta portò all'arresto, oltre che del somalo, anche del palestinese Attour 
Abdalmenem che sarebbe stato tra gli organizzatori di un'altra traversata finita in tragedia. Il 
barcone su cui viaggiava si inabissò l'11 ottobre a largo di Malta. Processato col rito abbreviato 
venne condannato a 13 anni. Non erano in aula, invece, i superstiti del naufragio del 3 ottobre del 
2013. Le loro testimonianze vennero assunte dagli inquirenti attraverso un incidente probatorio, 
prima che lo status di rifugiati consentisse loro di lasciare l'Italia per raggiungere i Paesi europei 
vera meta del loro viaggio. "E' lui, la sua faccia non la dimentico", disse uno dei testimoni 
puntando il dito contro Muhidin. I migranti scampati alla morte raccontarono di essere stati rapiti 
nel deserto da uomini armati e di essere stati portati a Seebha, al confine tra Ciad e Libia, e tenuti 
prigionieri fino a quando si fecero mandare dai familiari 3.000 dollari da pagare alla banda di 
sequestratori. Durante la prigionia furono torturati: un giovane ha raccontato di essere stato 
appeso a testa in giù e picchiato sulla punte dei piedi, altri di essere stati frustati con fili elettrici 
dopo essere stati bagnati d'acqua. Tutti hanno riferito che le donne venivano portate fuori dalla 
casa e violentate. Dopo avere pagato il riscatto, sarebbero stati portati a Tripoli su dei camion e lì 
sarebbero stati chiusi in un'altra abitazione: solo in cambio di altri 1.600 dollari sarebbero stati 
fatti salire su motoscafi con i quali avrebbero raggiunto, poi, il barcone naufragato. Anche grazie 
all'aiuto degli 007 sono stati identificati quattro componenti dell'organizzazione criminale. Per due 
c'è un mandato di cattura internazionale, due sono ricercati. Ma le difficili condizioni politiche dei 
paesi in cui i 4 sono rifugiati - Libia e Sudan - rendono difficili le procedure di estradizione. 
La Procura di Agrigento per scovare eventuali scafisti, la Direzione Distrettuale Antimafia di 
Palermo per fare luce sulla tratta dei migranti. Sono le due inchieste aperte sull’ultima strage del 
mare che, al momento, conta ufficialmente 29 morti. Un bilancio però a diventare apocalittico: si 
parla di oltre 300 morti.  E tra gli inquirenti della Dda di Palermo un sospetto: e cioè che la banda 
che ha gestito la tratta dei migranti partiti dalla Libia e giunti a Lampedusa sia la stessa che mise 
in mare i profughi naufragati a Lampedusa nell’ottobre 2013. L'inchiesta è coordinata 
dall'aggiunto Maurizio Scalia e dal pm Geri Ferrara. Dopo lo sbarco, come detto, anche la 
procura di Agrigento ha aperto un fascicolo per accertare se tra i migranti arrivati ci fossero gli 
scafisti. Al momento l'indagine ha avuto esito negativo: il sospetto è che gli extracomunitari siano 
stati imbarcati su una nave che doveva viaggiare col pilota automatico. La Dda di Palermo, la cui 
inchiesta assorbirà quella dei colleghi agrigentini, procede per associazione a delinquere 
finalizzata all'immigrazione clandestina. Diversi superstiti sono stati già interrogati. I racconti dei 
testimoni ricordano quelli dei migranti sopravvissuti al naufragio del 2013 e degli extracomunitari 
sbarcati nei mesi scorsi. Dalle modalità del viaggio, alle descrizioni degli organizzatori molti sono 
i punti in comune: cosa che fa pensare all'esistenza di un'unica associazione criminale. Per due 
componenti dell'organizzazione criminale sono già stati emessi mandati di cattura internazionale: 
uno sarebbe stato rintracciato in Libia e potrebbe essere estradato nei prossimi mesi. L'altro 
sarebbe fuggito in Sudan. Altre due persone sarebbero state identificate e sarebbero ricercate. Le 
procedure di estradizione sono rese complicate dalla difficile situazione politica che c'è in Libia. 
Per fare il punto sull'indagine i pm hanno incontrato oggi i responsabili delle squadre mobili di 
Palermo e Agrigento e gli uomini della Capitaneria di Porto. I migranti sopravvissuti hanno 
raccontato di essere stati costretti a salire sulla nave nonostante, dopo avere visto lo stato 
dell'imbarcazione e il mare agitato, si fossero rifiutati di affrontare il viaggio. Minacciati con le 
armi e picchiati sarebbero stati imbarcati su delle scialuppe e prima di arrivare alla nave derubati. 
Sempre più spesso per il viaggio verrebbero usate navi ormeggiate in Italia, destinate alla 



demolizione. Vendute illecitamente per 100-150mila euro verrebbero impiegate per le traversate 
che frutterebbero all'organizzazione un milione e mezzo di dollari ogni viaggio. 

Il 27 Aprile 2015 la Corte di Assise di Siracusa condannava per favoreggiamento numerosi 
appartenenti ad una organizzazione che non sembrava avere le caratteristiche di 
transnazionalità e di condizionamento delle vittime che potevano fare rientrare i fatti di reato 
nella definizione di tratta. Una ennesima riprova di quanto sia difficile la contestazione di questo 
reato, pure in presenza di una capillare rete di funzionari di polizia e di intercettazioni telefoniche 
sia in Italia che nei paesi di transito. La ricorrenza di un condizionamento delle vittime per opera di 
una organizzazione unitaria rende sempre più difficile la prova del reato di tratta, anche a fronte 
della segmentazione dei percorsi e dei diversi ruoli giocati dalle associazioni di trafficanti, che 
operano più sul piano dello scambio delle persone trattate dietro versamento di somme di danaro, 
magari pervenuto dai parenti attraverso sistemi di pagamento a distanza, piuttosto che sulla base di 
una organizzazione unitaria. Nel caso di specie le condanne erano comunque non in base al reato di 
tratta, ma per  associazione a delinquere, e altri numerosi delitti di favoreggiamento aggravato e di 
sfruttamento della immigrazione clandestina, nonchè di contraffazione di pubblici sigilli, di 
sostituzione di persona, di false attestazioni a pubblico ufficiale sulla propria identità e di possesso e 
fabbricazione di documenti di identificazione falsi. 

Avrebbero messo in piedi un'organizzazione con lo scopo di procurare, dietro pagamento di ingenti somme 
di denaro, l'ingresso illegale in Italia, sotto falso nome, da Grecia, Kenya e Somalia  

SIRACUSA.  La Corte d'Assise di Siracusa ha condannato venti somali, da tempo residenti in Italia con lo 
status di rifugiati politici, perché ritenuti facenti parte di un'organizzazione criminale transnazionale che 
gestiva un traffico di immigrati ai quali, una volta giunti in Italia, era in grado di fornire anche documenti di 
identificazione falsi. 

Nell'ambito della stessa inchiesta della Dda della Procura di Catania altri 22 imputati sono stati 
condannati nel novembre del 2013 con un patteggiamento dal Gup del Tribunale etneo. Dei 48 indagati 
destinatari di provvedimenti restrittivi, 42 sono già stati condannati in primo grado. Con tali sentenze è stata 
definita una complessa ed articolata indagine avviata dalla Procura di Modica e diretta e coordinata dalla 
Procura Distrettuale di Catania, cui hanno partecipato strutture investigative della Polizia di Stato 
(Squadra Mobile della Questura di Ragusa e Sco di Roma) in collaborazione con la guardia di finanza (Gico 
del Nucleo di Firenze). 

L'indagine ha preso l'avvio dall'esame del traffico telefonico di talune utenze cellulari rinvenute in 
possesso di clandestini sbarcati nel territorio costiero di Pozzallo. Con una capillare attività di 
intercettazioni telefoniche veniva accertato che gli imputati, alcuni in veste di promotori ed organizzatori, 
altri in veste di partecipi, avrebbero messo in piedi un'organizzazione criminale transnazionale con lo scopo 
di procurare, dietro pagamento di ingenti somme di denaro, l'ingresso illegale in Italia, sotto falso nome, da 
Grecia, Kenya e Somalia, di cittadini extracomunitari di nazionalità somala, consentendone 
successivamente il loro trasferimento nei paesi europei di destinazione, Olanda, Inghilterra e sopratutto 
Svezia, Norvegia e Finlandia con documenti sanitari e di identità necessaria per l'ottenimento dei visti di 
ingresso. 

L'inchiesta è sfociata, il 13 dicembre 2012, all'emissione, da parte del Gip di Catania, su richiesta della 
Dda della locale Procura, di un'ordinanza di custodia cautelare in carcere per 48 indagati. Il provvedimento 
restrittivo è stato eseguito in diverse località italiane dove, secondo l'accusa, ci sarebbero state delle 
"cellule operative della organizzazione": Firenze, Prato, Siena, Torino, Cuneo, Biella, Milano, Bergamo, 
Genova, Napoli, Padova, Roma, Palermo. Due imputati sono stati arrestati in Germania ed in Gran 
Bretagna in esecuzione di mandati di arresto europeo, grazie alla cooperazione della polizia internazionale 
offerta da Eurojust e dal comando generale della guardia di finanza. 



L'organizzazione, ha sostenuto la Dda della Procura di Catania, era in grado anche di vendere, attraverso 
il coinvolgimento dei veri titolari, di visti di ingresso già concessi per salute, visita e ricongiungimento 
familiare.. Inoltre sarebbe stata in grado di fornire ai 'clienti' ogni supporto logistico: ospitalità, 
trasferimenti, falsificazione di documenti, acquisto di biglietti, collegamento dei clandestini con altri 
associati, movimentazione delle somme legate alla realizzazione ed ai guadagni per ciascun "programma di 
viaggio", accompagnamento nei vari porti italiani per raggiungere i Paesi di destinazione, 
accompagnamento negli stessi Paesi con autovettura, e svolgendo il ruolo di passeur attraversando i valichi 
delle frontiere terrestri. 

 

 

 

 

5. Gli strumenti di protezione e la loro effettiva applicazione dopo la Direttiva 2011/36/UE. 

Secondo il gruppo di esperti del Consiglio d’Europa ( gruppo Greta) il principio fondamentale è che 
gli strumenti tesi a contrastare la tratta non solo dovrebbero essere coerenti con il rispetto per la 
protezione dei diritti umani, ma anche non dovrebbero creare o peggiorare situazioni esistenti che 
si pongono come cause o contribuiscono ad alimentare la tratta, attraverso l’istituzione di politiche 
e pratiche che producono effetti negativi sui diritti umani delle persone, in particolare i diritti delle 
persone trafficate, delle donne, dei migranti, dei profughi e dei richiedenti asilo. 

Come osserva Mancini “gli individui trafficati sono considerati soggetti e titolari di diritti, incluso 
il diritto alla protezione dallo sfruttamento criminale. Questo riconoscimento implica 
l’identificazione delle esigenze dei titolari di diritti e dei contestuali obblighi degli operatori, delle 
cause strutturali che provocano le violazioni dei diritti umani. Le corrispondenti strategie, 
parallelamente alla tutela della posizione vulnerabile delle persone trafficate, dovrebbero tendere 
all’empowerment, alla partecipazione, al sostegno delle persone e dei gruppi coinvolti”.  

Il legislatore italiano nel 1998 aveva adottato una norma che a quel tempo risultava rivoluzionaria, 
l’art. 18 del Testo Unico n.286 in quanto prevedeva la possibilità del rilascio del permesso di 
soggiorno a coloro che, indipendentemente da una denuncia, volessero sottrarsi al condizionamento 
delle organizzazioni criminali che li avevano assoggettati alla tratta. 

Lo stesso legislatore, all’interno della legge 11 agosto 2003 n. 228, sulla tratta di persone, ha poi 
riaffermato la volontà di valorizzare strumenti giuridici di assistenza e sostegno alle vittime, con la 
previsione dell’art. 13, ma all’interno di un circuito chiaramente premiale. Questa norma dispone 
che, al di fuori delle ipotesi di speciali misure di protezione dei testimoni di giustizia e fatte salve le 
disposizioni di cui all'art. 18 dlgs 286/1998, viene istituito uno speciale programma di assistenza per 
le vittime dei reati di cui agli art. 600 e 601 c.p. (anche in caso di vittima di nazionalità italiana). 
Recentemente è stato approvato il regolamento di attuazione del citato art. 13, con il d.p.r. 19 
settembre 2005 n. 237. Il programma di assistenza, realizzato da regioni, enti locali o da soggetti 
privati convenzionati, consiste in interventi che assicurino alle vittime condizioni di alloggio, vitto, 
assistenza sanitaria, assistenza ed integrazione sociale.  

L’approccio integrato rappresenta lo strumento più efficace contro la tratta, tenendo conto anche 
dell’evoluzione che tale fenomeno ha avuto negli ultimi anni, specialmente nella forma dello 
sfruttamento lavorativo, e delle dimensioni che questo ha assunto. 



La direttiva 2011/36/UE è composta da un preambolo e da 25 articoli. Lo scopo della direttiva è 
quello di stabilire norme minime relativa alla definizione dei reati e delle sanzioni nell’ambito della 
tratta di esseri umani alla quale si aggiungono disposizioni comuni volte a rafforzare la prevenzione 
della tratta e la protezione delle vittime. 
Gli articoli da 2 a 7 riguardano la prevenzione e repressione della tratta per mezzo del diritto penale. 
Per perseguire tali obiettivi in modo efficace risulta fondamentale un’armonizzazione delle 
fattispecie e delle relative sanzioni. 
All’articolo 2, la direttiva da una definizione di tratta che coincide con quella contenuta nel 
Protocollo ONU contro il trafficking e successivamente recepita dalla Convenzione di Varsavia del 
2005. 
Si tratta di una definizione onnicomprensiva, inclusiva di tutte le forme di tratta, che si discosta da 
quella precedentemente introdotta dalla decisione quadro 2002/629/GAI, la quale distingueva 
solamente tra la tratta per scopo di sfruttamento sessuale e quella per scopo di sfruttamento 
lavorativo escludendo tutte le altre forme di exploitation. La fattispecie contemplata dall’articolo 2 
consta di 3 elementi: gli atti, i mezzi e gli scopi. Tra gli atti figurano il reclutamento, il trasporto, il 
trasferimento, l’alloggio o l’accoglienza di persone, compreso il passaggio o il trasferimento 
dell’autorità su queste persone. Le suddette condotte, che costituiscono l’elemento oggettivo del 
reato, devono essere dolose. 
Dalla suddetta elencazione di atti si evince come non si faccia alcun riferimento al 
trasferimento della vittima attraverso due o più Stati. La scelta di escludere dalla fattispecie 
l’elemento della transnazionalità si spiega con la volontà di volere estendere questo strumento 
anche al contrasto della” tratta interna” all’Union e europea. Inoltre, il fatto di non 
identificare i soggetti attivi del reato con le organizzazioni criminali, mette in evidenza 
l’intento di configurare una fattispecie di reato comune e monosoggettiva, che reprima anche 
condotte occasionali poste in essere da singoli individui . 

 
Per quanto riguarda i mezzi, l’articolo 2 indica: l’uso o la minaccia d’uso della forza o di altre forme 
di coercizione, il rapimento, la frode, l’inganno, l’abuso di potere o della posizione di vulnerabilità, 
l’offerta o l’accettazione di somme di denaro o di vantaggi per ottenere il consenso di una persona 
che ha autorità su un’altra. L’abuso della «posizione di vulnerabilità», definita come «la situazione 
in cui la persona in questione non ha altra scelta effettiva ed accettabile se non cedere all’abuso di 
cui è vittima142», era già previsto dalla precedente definizione di tratta contenuta nella decisione 
quadro 2002/629/GAI ma negli anni ha accresciuto la sua importanza a causa della diffusione di 
forma di tratta caratterizzate da mezzi di coercizione più sottili. Il mezzo attualmente più diffuso 
è proprio “l’abuso di posizione di vulnerabilità”, cioè di una condizione di “debt bondage” e/o di 
dipendenza multipla a seguito della quale il lavoratore o la lavoratrice vengono indotti a credere di 
non avere nessuna alternativa se non accettare lo sfruttamento para-schiavistico143». La dipendenza 
multipla riguarda la coesistenza in capo al medesimo soggetto di una pluralità di fattori di 
vulnerabilità sui quali fa leva il trafficante ai fini dell’assoggettamento della vittima. 
L’isolamento sociale, l’analfabetismo, la mancata conoscenza della lingua e dei propri diritti, la 
precarietà legata allo status di migrante irregolare e il connesso pericolo di espulsione sono solo 
alcuni tra i fattori più diffusi. L’abuso della posizione di vulnerabilità riveste all’interno della 
definizione di tratta un ruolo centrale, in quanto permette di superare l’interpretazione tradizionale 
che restringe il reato in questione ai casi di privazione della libertà di movimento144. 
Sempre con riferimento agli atti, viene riproposto quanto previsto dalla precedente decisione quadro 
in materia di irrilevanza del consenso della vittima allo sfruttamento in presenza dei mezzi 
coercitivi e di irrilevanza assoluta del consenso se la vittima è minorenne. 

 
Terzo elemento costitutivo della fattispecie di tratta è rappresentato dallo scopo, che consiste nello 
sfruttamento. Quest’ultimo si configura come dolo specifico. Rispetto ai precedenti strumenti 



internazionali in materia di tratta, la direttiva inserisce due scopi illeciti non menzionati fino ad 
allora, ovvero lo sfruttamento dell’accattonaggio e lo sfruttamento delle attività criminali. 
Per quanto riguarda lo sfruttamento dell’accattonaggio esso deve essere inquadrato entro le forme di 
lavoro forzato, il che implica che esso può configurarsi come tratta quando tutti gli elementi della 
fattispecie vengono integrati, con esclusione dunque dei casi in cui l’accattonaggio rappresenta un 
mezzo di sopravvivenza del nucleo familiare. Lo sfruttamento di attività criminali si verifica quando 
la vittima è costretta o indotta a commettere reati quali, ad esempio, il borseggio o reati più gravi 
come il traffico o la coltivazione di stupefacenti. 
 
L’obbligo di incriminazione della tratta, così come definita dall’articolo 2, deve essere coordinato 
con la norma contenuta nell’articolo 8 della direttiva, il quale introduce una “clausola di non 
punibilità” simile a quella contenuta nella Convenzione di Varsavia del 2005. Essa obbliga gli Stati 
membri ad introdurre le misure necessarie per conferire alle autorità competenti il potere di non 
perseguire né di applicare sanzioni penali alle vittime di tratta coinvolte in attività criminali 
che sono state costrette a compiere in conseguenza dello sfruttamento cui sono state sottoposte. In 
dottrina si discute se tale clausola di non punibilità copra tutti i reati commessi dalla vittima in 
conseguenza della sua condizione di persona trafficata. Una lettura della norma secondo il criterio 
sistematico induce ad includere nel suo ambito di applicazione tutte le situazioni in cui siano stati 
impiegati i mezzi coercitivi contemplati dalla definizione di tratta per costringere la vittima a 
commettere il reato, tra cui anche l’abuso di posizione di vulnerabilità. Ciò permetterebbe di coprire 
tutte le violazioni delle norme in materia di immigrazione compreso il reato di immigrazione 
clandestina per i Paesi che lo contemplano. 
All’ articolo 3 la direttiva obbliga gli Stati a reprimere penalmente le ulteriori condotte 
dell’istigazione, del favoreggiamento, del concorso e del tentativo nel reato di tratta. 
 
L’articolo 4 disciplina il profilo sanzionatorio. Mentre nella precedente decisione quadro ci si 
limitava a prevedere in via generale che gli Stati membri sanzionassero i fatti di tratta con pene 
«efficaci, proporzionate e dissuasive», nella direttiva si specifica l’entità del trattamento 
sanzionatorio, che prevede un massimo edittale di almeno cinque anni di reclusione innalzati a dieci 
nelle ipotesi aggravate. Vengono infatti previste una serie di circostanze aggravanti, quali: la 
condizione di particolare vulnerabilità della vittima, il fatto commesso nel contesto di un 
organizzazione criminale, il fatto che abbia messo intenzionalmente o per colpa in pericolo la vita 
della vittima, il fatto commesso ricorrendo a violenze gravi o che abbia causato alla vittima un 
pregiudizio particolarmente grave, il fatto commesso da pubblici ufficiali nell’esercizio delle loro 
funzioni. L’articolo 4, sulla falsariga della decisione quadro precedente, prevede una responsabilità 
delle persone giuridiche che abbiano ottenuto un vantaggio dalla commissione dei reati di tratta, nei 
cui confronti devono essere applicate sanzioni – penali e non penali - «efficaci, proporzionate e 
dissuasive», tra le quali l’esclusione dal godimento di benefici o aiuti pubblici, l’interdizione 
temporanea o permanente dall’esercizio di un’attività commerciale, l’assoggettamento a 
sorveglianza giudiziaria, provvedimenti giudiziari di scioglimento. 
Infine, l’articolo 7 della direttiva obbliga gli Stati membri ad introdurre misure che consentano alle 
autorità competenti di sequestrare e confiscare gli strumenti e i proventi derivanti dai reati di tratta. 
 
Coerentemente all’approccio integrato fatto proprio dalla direttiva 2011/36/UE, la disciplina 
delle misure di prevenzione della tratta di esseri umani comprende anche strumenti di natura 
non penalistica. 
Il fulcro della direttiva 2011/36/UE, caratterizzata da un approccio “olistico” al fenomeno 
della tratta è rappresentato dalle norme in materia di tutela ed assistenza delle vittime – 
articoli 11-17 -. Si tratta del nucleo normativo più innovativo dell’intero testo della direttiva e 
che si distacca 



maggiormente dalla precedente normativa. È su questa parte della direttiva, inoltre, che si 
vede di più l’effetto dell’approccio basato sui diritti umani e si esercita maggiormente 
l’influenza della Carta dei diritti fondamentali dell’Unione europea, della giurisprudenza 
della Corte di Strasburgo, ma anche del principio di non-refoulement della Convenzione di 
Ginevra. 
Le misure di tutela previste dalla direttiva sono sia di carattere processuale che amministrativo. Con 
riferimento alla tutela amministrativa, l’articolo 11 prevede, al paragrafo 1, l’importante principio 
secondo cui le vittime devono ricevere assistenza non soltanto durante il procedimento penale ma 
anche prima e per un congruo periodo di tempo anche dopo la sua conclusione. Di conseguenza 
per rendere la tutela più immediata il paragrafo 2 prevede che le autorità competenti devono 
prestare assistenza e sostegno non appena sorga il ragionevole motivo di ritenere che la persona 
interessata sia vittima di tratta. 
Il paragrafo 3 introduce un ulteriore principio fondamentale secondo cui l’assistenza e il sostegno 
non potranno essere subordinati dai legislatori nazionali alla volontà delle vittime di dare un 
contributo alle indagini o di testimoniare nei procedimenti penali o comunque di collaborare 
fattivamente con le autorità di polizia e giudiziaria. 
Questo principio è il frutto del nuovo approccio garantista seguito dalla direttiva, che nel bilanciare 
le esigenze di giustizia e quelle di tutela dei diritti umani delle vittime fa prevalere queste ultime. 
Si tratta di una svolta rispetto all’approccio seguito dalla disciplina previgente, basata sulla logica 
premiale, alla quale si sostituisce quella della protezione incondizionata delle vittime. Il nuovo 
approccio rappresenta sicuramente un passo avanti per due ragioni. 
La prima risiede nella maggiore funzionalità della tutela incondizionata della vittima rispetto alle 
esigenze repressive. Le esperienze concrete dimostrano come la vittima di tratta, solo quando si 
sente protetta non solo dalle minacce dei trafficanti ma anche dal pericolo di espulsione è posta 
nelle condizioni di cooperare con le autorità inquirenti e di fornire informazioni utili. 
Tale dato empirico è confermato anche dalle buone prassi italiane. Nel nostro ordinamento, infatti, f 
l’articolo 18 del TU sull’immigrazione prevede il cosiddetto “percorso sociale” di inserimento e 
recupero dei migranti, ovvero un meccanismo di tutela e assistenza delle vittime di natura 
incondizionata che si è dimostrato nella prassi più congeniale alle esigenze del procedimento penale 
rispetto allo scambio cooperazione-assistenza. 
La seconda risiede nel fatto che la tutela incondizionata assicura uno standard di tutela dei diritti 
umani maggiore di quello offerto dalla logica premiale. Tale svolta garantista porta la normativa 
europea contro la tratta più in linea con la 
Carta dei Diritti fondamentali dell’Unione Europea, con la tendenza internazionale ad adottare un 
human rights-based approach nella lotta alla tratta così come dimostrano la Convenzione di 
Varsavia del 2005 e la giurisprudenza in materia della Corte europea dei diritti dell’uomo. 
 
Purtroppo però la direttiva non disciplina direttamente le condizioni di soggiorno delle 
vittime di tratta  facendo salve le disposizioni della precedente direttiva 2004/81/CE e le norme 
nazionali analoghe. Ma il contrasto palese tra il nuovo principio secondo cui l’assistenza e il 
sostegno della vittima non debbano essere subordinati alla volontà di quest’ultima di collaborare nel 
procedimento penale «apre la strada a una revisione radicale dell’impostazione della direttiva del 
2004/81/CE che, invece, subordina la concessione del permesso di soggiorno alla necessaria 
cooperazione della vittima nelle indagini1». Infatti, il cittadino di Paese terzo vittima di tratta, il 
quale dovrebbe essere assistito in modo incondizionato secondo la direttiva 2011/36/UE, non potrà 
ottenere il titolo di soggiorno, che rappresenta il presupposto indispensabile per qualsiasi forma di 
assistenza, se non può o non vuole cooperare nel procedimento penale. 
Il paragrafo 4 prevede che gli Stati membri adottino adeguati meccanismi di rapida identificazione 
di assistenza e di sostegno delle vittime in cooperazione con le organizzazioni di sostegno. 
Il paragrafo 5 introduce il principio secondo cui l’assistenza deve essere prestata su base 
consensuale informata. L’informazione, secondo il paragrafo 6, deve riguardare anche la possibilità 



di usufruire delle misure di tutela e del permesso di soggiorno previsto dalla direttiva 2004/81/CE 
nonché della possibilità di ottenere la protezione internazionale in conformità al principio di non 
respingimento previsto dalla Convenzione di Ginevra del 1951 relativa allo stato dei rifugiati 
menzionata espressamente nel Considerando (10). 
Per quanto riguarda le misure di assistenza la direttiva non ne fornisce un elenco chiuso ma, a titolo 
esemplificativo, indica l’obbligo di fornire un alloggio, le cure mediche, l’assistenza psicologica, 
l’informazione, la consulenza nonché, se necessario servizi di traduzione e interpretariato. 
L’ultimo paragrafo stabilisce che gli Stati membri, nel prestare assistenza, devono tenere conto 
delle particolari esigenze delle vittime. Tali esigenze possono derivare da uno stato di disabilità o di 
malattia, dalla gravidanza, da disturbi mentali o psicologici oppure dalla sottoposizione della 
vittima a gravi forme di violenza psicologica fisica o sessuale. Si tratta di una previsione importante 
perché impone, nel dare assistenza alla vittima, di tenere conto non solo della particolare situazione 
soggettiva in cui era la persona prima di essere vittimizzata, ma anche di prendere in considerazione 
l’entità del pregiudizio, sia fisico che psicologico, subito dalla vittima a causa della grave violenza 
subita. Si deve dunque tener conto della particolare vulnerabilità della vittima sia ex ante ma anche 
ex post la vittimizzazione. 
La direttiva 2011/36/UE oltre all’assistenza amministrativa rafforza anche l’assistenza processuale 

delle vittime, introducendo misure complementari a quelle previste dalla decisione quadro 
2011/220/GAI sulla posizione della vittima nel procedimento penale. All’articolo 12 è previsto 
l’obbligo di garantire l’assistenza legale alle vittime di tratta. Tale assistenza deve essere immediata 
e, se le vittima non dispone di risorse finanziarie sufficienti, gratuita. Essa deve permettere alla 
vittima di poter chiedere il risarcimento. L’articolo 17, in materia di risarcimento, aggiunge che le 
vittime devono poter accedere ai sistemi vigenti di risarcimento pubblico delle vittime di reati 
dolosi violenti, al fine di assicurare un ristoro alla vittima anche quando i proventi dei reati non 
siano stati sequestrati l’autore risulti insolvente. 
Tornando alla tutela processuale, il paragrafo 3 dell’articolo 12 prevede il diritto delle vittime di 
ricevere adeguata protezione sulla base di una valutazione individuale dei rischi e di accedere a 
programmi di protezione o misure analoghe. Al paragrafo 4, infine, sono previste disposizione 
specifiche per prevenire fenomeni di vittimizzazione secondaria e per preservare la sicurezza delle 
vittime le quali sono facilmente esposte, da un lato, al rischio di subire pregiudizi psicologici dal 
contatto con le autorità di polizia e giudiziarie, soprattutto durante le deposizioni, e dall’altro, alle 
minacce di ritorsioni da parte dei trafficanti rivolte a loro o alle loro famiglie rimaste nel paese di 
origine. 
 
La Direttiva riserva una tutela rafforzata delle vittime minorenni e in particolari ai minori 
non accompagnati. Essa è disciplinata dagli articoli 13-16, inspirati al principio del superiore 
interesse del fanciullo. 
L’articolo 13 paragrafo 2 afferma il principio dell a presunzione di minore età. Se l’età della 
vittima di tratta risulta incerta e vi sia motivo di ritenere che sia un minore le autorità 
debbono considerarla tale e permettere l’accesso immediato all’assistenza, al sostegno e alla 
protezione. 
L’articolo 14 paragrafo 1 afferma la necessità di una valutazione individuale della particolare 
situazione di ogni vittima minorenne al fine di individuare una soluzione duratura. Gli Stati membri 
devono garantire l’accesso all’istruzione alle vittime minori e ai figli minori delle vittime adulte. 
Tra le specifiche misure di assistenza da adottare a favore della vittima minorenne vi è la nomina 
del tutore in caso di conflitto di interessi tra il minore e gli esercenti la podestà genitoriale. 
La nomina del tutore è sempre obbligatoria nel caso di minori non accompagnati. 
E’ prevista anche la possibilità di estendere le misure di assistenza e sostegno alla famiglia della 
vittima minorenne qualora si trovi nel territorio di uno degli Stati membri. 
L’articolo 15 contiene disposizioni dirette a tutelare il minore nell’ambito del procedimento penale. 
Si tratta anche qui di misure addizionali rispetto a quelle previste per le vittime adulte. E’ prevista 



l’assistenza legale gratuita, audizioni senza ritardi ingiustificati che si svolgono ove necessario in 
locali appositi, l’utilizzazione di operatori adeguatamente formati, la possibilità che il minore 
venga ascoltato sempre dalla stessa persona, la limitazione al minimo del numero delle audizioni, la 
possibilità del minore di farsi accompagnare da un adulto di sua scelta, la possibilità che l’udienza 
si svolga a porte chiuse e la possibilità di utilizzare la video-conferenza per evitare di deporre in 
pubblica udienza. 
L’articolo 16, infine, introduce una serie di norme specifiche nei confronti di minori non 
accompagnati. Esso dispone che siano adottate misure per trovare una soluzione duratura caso per 
caso e comunque nell’interesse superiore del minore, che sia nominato un tutore ove necessario e 
che sia nominato un rappresentante durante il procedimento penale. 
 
In conclusione, con la direttiva 2011/36/UE l’Unione europea colma le principali lacune che 
caratterizzavano la precedente normativa in materia di lotta alla tratta. Si adotta finalmente 
un approccio olistico indispensabile alla luce della complessità del fenomeno della tratta di 
persone, adeguando l’aquis communautaire ai principali strumenti internazionali in materia 
adottati dall’ONU e dal Consiglio d’Europa (Giammarinaro).  
Si supera il tradizionale approccio repressivo contrastando la tratta non solo attraverso il 
diritto penale ma anche ricorrendo a misure di prevenzione di diversa natura. Si afferma la 
centralità della tutela delle vittime, attuali e potenziali, in conformità ad un approccio basato 
sui diritti umani. Si afferma la necessità di una cooperazione tra istituzioni e le ONG nonché 
le altre organizzazioni della società civile e della formazione adeguata di 
operatori e di agenti ai fini di migliorare l’attiv ità di identificazione delle vittime. 
Tuttavia, la direttiva presenta anche dei limiti, come l’insufficiente attenzione verso la tratta 
finalizzata allo sfruttamento lavorativo, la quale si evince, ad esempio, dalla mancata 
previsione di una collaborazione con le organizzazioni sindacali e di misure volte a rafforzare 
le ispezioni e a contrastare il lavoro nero. Dunque i passi avanti fatti dalla direttiva non 
saranno sufficienti finché 
non saranno accompagnati da politiche migratorie, di asilo e del mercato del lavoro coerenti, 
«è evidente infatti che l’insufficienza di canali legali di immigrazione accresce la vulnerabilità 
sociale dei/delle migranti, e dunque finisce con l’alimentare il circolo vizioso del traffico e 
della criminalità organizzata». Rimane tutta da verificare l’attuazione della Direttiva negli 
ordinamenti nazionali, e da questo punto di vista l’Italia, che pure aveva già una normativa 
orientata ( in parte ) ad una qualche tutela delle vittime, non ha offerto certo un buon 
esempio. 

 

6. L’attuazione della Direttiva 2011/36/UE in Italia. 

Il decreto legislativo del 4 marzo 2014 n. 24 ha dato attuazione, sebbene con circa un anno di 
ritardo alla direttiva 2011/36/UE.  
Il legislatore italiano, dopo le parziali riforme adottate con la legge n.146/06 di recepimento dei 
Protocolli addizionali alla Convenzione di Palermo del 2000 e con la legge n. 108/10 di 
recepimento della Convenzione di Varsavia del 2005 aveva l’opportunità di riformare la normativa 
anti-tratta adeguandola ai nuovi standard europei e invece anche stavolta ha recepito le previsioni 
della direttiva in modo parziale e distante dalla loro ratio e in alcuni casi mancando addirittura di 
introdurre nell’ordinamento interno intere disposizioni. La conseguenza è purtroppo che non sono 
state introdotte norme di notevole importanza sotto il profilo della tutela effettiva delle vittime e del 
consolidamento di un efficace sistema anti – tratta. 
 



Il 22 settembre 2014 è stato pubblicato il primo rapporto di valutazione del Gruppo di esperti sulla 
lotta alla tratta di esseri umani (GRETA) del Consiglio d’Europa relativo alle azioni intraprese 
dall’Italia per prevenire e combattere tale fenomeno, ai sensi della Convenzione di Varsavia del 
2005. Tale rapporto contiene le valutazioni fatte dal Rappresentante speciale e Coordinatore per la 
tratta di esseri umani in seguito alla visita in Italia del svoltasi il 17-18 giugno e il 15-19 luglio 
2013, e mette in luce oltre agli aspetti della normativa nazionale anti-tratta considerati positivi 
anche alcune carenze che sono state oggetto di specifiche raccomandazioni rivolte alle autorità 
italiane finalizzate a promuovere un adeguamento dell’ordinamento interno agli standard previsti 
dalla Convenzione. Tra le raccomandazioni vi era quella di recepire correttamente la direttiva 
2011/36/UE con particolare riferimento alla clausola di non punibilità delle vittime di tratta 
costrette a compiere attività criminali prevista dall’art.8 della direttiva. Il legislatore delegato, in 
sede di attuazione della direttiva, si è dimenticato invece di introdurre una norma che preveda la 
non punibilità per chi ha commesso il fatto per esservi stato costretto come conseguenza diretta di 
uno degli atti di cui agli artt. 600 e 601 c.p. – reati di riduzione in schiavitù o servitù e tratta di 
persone.  
 
Il  decreto legislativo del 4 marzo 2014 n. 24   enuncia l’art. 1 due principi generali: il principio per 
cui il decreto non pregiudica i diritti, gli obblighi, le responsabilità che gravano sullo Stato e sugli 
individui con particolare riferimento al principio di – non refoulement- previsto dalla Convenzione 
sullo status dei rifugiati di Ginevra del 1951 e del relativo Protocollo. 
 
Il secondo principio generale afferma la necessaria valutazione della situazione individuale della 
vittima di tratta in sede di attuazione del decreto. L’obiettivo perseguito dal legislatore italiano è 
evidentemente quello di recepire le indicazioni del legislatore europeo riguardanti il rafforzamento 
della tutela in favore alle persone vulnerabili, categoria nella quale secondo il considerando 12 della 
direttiva fa rientrare “almeno i minori” e indicando tra gli indici di vulnerabilità della vittima il 
sesso, la gravidanza, lo stato di salute, la disabilità – relativi alla condizione soggettiva della vittima 
- ma anche indici relativi alla particolare violenza della condotta subita – tortura, consumo forzato 
di droghe/medicinali, lo stupro o altri gravi forme di violenza psicologica, fisica o sessuale – o al 
grave pregiudizio subito dalla vittima.  
 
Con riferimento al reato commesso nei confronti della persona particolarmente vulnerabile, la 
direttiva prescrive pene più severe. 
Il legislatore italiano individua la particolare vulnerabilità della vittima – minori, minori non 
accompagnati, anziani, disabili, donne, in particolare se in stato di gravidanza, genitori singoli con 
figli minori, persone con disturbi psichici, persone che hanno subito torture, stupri o altre gravi 
forme di violenza psicologica, fisica, sessuale o di genere -, ma non introduce alcuna aggravante 
riferita alla particolare vulnerabilità della vittima negli articoli 600,601, 602 c.p. 
L’art.2 introduce delle modifiche al codice penale e in particolare si adopera ad una riscrittura del 
reato di riduzione o mantenimento in schiavitù o in servitù ex art. 600 c.p. e soprattutto del reato di 
tratta di persone ex art.601 c.p. 
Per quanto riguarda la prima fattispecie, la nuova formulazione prevede che: «Chiunque esercita su 
una persona poteri corrispondenti a quelli del diritto di proprietà ovvero chiunque riduce o mantiene 
una persona in uno stato di soggezione continuativa, costringendola a prestazioni lavorative o 
sessuali ovvero all'accattonaggio o comunque al compimento di attività illecite che ne comportino 
lo sfruttamento ovvero a sottoporsi al prelievo di organi, è punito con la reclusione da otto a venti 
anni. La riduzione o il mantenimento nello stato di soggezione ha luogo quando la condotta è 
attuata mediante violenza, minaccia, inganno, abuso di autorità o approfittamento di una situazione 
di vulnerabilità, di inferiorità fisica o psichica o di una situazione di necessità, o mediante la 
promessa o la dazione di somme di denaro o di altri vantaggi a chi ha autorità sulla persona».  
 



Il d.lgs. n. 24/2014 introduce il comma 3-bis all’art. 18 T.U.I. con l’obiettivo di unificare i 
programmi di assistenza e integrazione sociale pervisti dallo stesso articolo e dall’art.13 della 
l.n.22/03 in un unico “programma di emersione, assistenza e integrazione sociale” come già 
avveniva nella prassi. Tale unico programma sarebbe strutturato in due fasi, una prima che offre 
assistenza in via transitoria e una seconda di prosecuzione dell’assistenza e integrazione sociale. 
La suddetta modifica non è sufficiente a garantire quell’anticipazione della soglia di assistenza 
prevista art. 11 par.2 della direttiva, il decreto avrebbe invece dovuto inserire una ulteriore 
previsione volta a garantire l’accesso al nuovo programma unico di assistenza anche a coloro per i 
quali vi sia un ragionevole motivo di ritenere che siano stati vittime di uno dei reati di cui agli 
artt.600, 601 e 602 c.p.  Il decreto avrebbe anche dovuto modificare l’art. 18 al fine di 
introdurre espressamente la facoltatività della denuncia della vittima ai fini del rilascio del 
permesso di soggiorno al fine di trasporre in una norma di legge ciò che oggi è previsto da una 
norma regolamentare - art. 27, d.P.R n.394/99 -. Il legislatore delegato avrebbe dovuto anche 
prevedere alla luce di quanto disposto dall’art. 11 della direttiva 2011/36/UE e ancor prima dalla 
direttiva 2004/81/CE. E’ rimasta sul punto inattuata l’ introduzione del c.d. periodo di riflessione 
per impedire il respingimento o l’espulsione di persone per cui vi sia ragionevole motivo di ritenere 
che siano vittime di uno dei reati di cui agli artt. 600, 601, 602 c.p. finché non venga accertato 
l’eventuale sussistenza dei presupposti per il rilascio per permesso di soggiorno ex art. 18 T.U.I. 
 

7. Gli accordi di riammissione con i paesi terzi  e la cooperazione di polizia                                                 

A fronte delle politiche espulsive adottate negli ultimi mesi dall’Unione Europea, con i suoi più 
recenti atti come le decisioni del Consiglio Europeo del 25 e 26 giugno 2015, e in precedenza le 
proposte dalla Commissione al Coniglio e al Parlamento Europeo del 27 maggio dello stesso anno, 
in materia di lotta contro lo smuggling e sul prelievo forzato delle impronte digitali, diventa sempre 
più cruciale il tema degli accordi di riammissione e di cooperazione pratica di polizia, condizione 
per l'esecuzione effettiva delle misure di allontanamento forzato ed, in teoria, per un contrasto delle 
organizzazioni criminali che hanno base nei paesi di transito.  

Sembra del resto definitivamente fallito il tentativo di esternalizzare il diritto di asilo ed i campi di 
raccolta nei paesi di transito, come si è tentato di fare nel 2011 in Tunisia. Di fatto i migranti tutti, 
senza alcuna distinzione tra cd. migranti economici e (potenziali) richiedenti asilo, sono costretti a 
raggiungere l'Europa attraverso canali irregolari, nelle mani di trafficanti sempre più spietati, e 
seguendo rotte sempre diverse, a fronte dei muri e dei divieti che si moltiplicano ogni giorno alle 
frontiere esterne, ma anche a quelle interne, dello spazio Schengen. Qualcuno si esercita in sottili 
disquisizioni teoriche tra il concetto di tratta di persone (trafficking) e quello di traffico di esseri 
umani ( smuggling) dimenticando che molti percorsi di emigrazione cominciano con scelte forzate e 
che le organizzazioni dei trafficanti vessano allo stesso modo, ormai, tanto le vittime della tratta 
quanto le vittime del traffico, esposte ad abusi che ogni giorno diventano più efferati. 

Occorrerebbe prendere atto dei limiti della repressione penale di questi fenomeni, una repressione 
affidata ad apparati di polizia e giudiziari che non hanno certo intaccato il potere delle 
organizzazioni criminali che gestiscono la mobilità delle persone verso l'Europa, in totale assenza di 
canali legali di ingresso, nè hanno costituito quel fattore dissuasivo delle partenze, che costituisce il 
vero obiettivo delle politiche europee in materia di immigrazione. La via che si è prescelta, e che 
trova una sua immediata concretizzazione nel rilancio degli accordi di Rabat e di Cotonou e nel 
Processo di Khartoum, consiste in una nuova collaborazione con stati governati da dittature militari 
che in Italia dispongono di potenti servizi di informazione che collaborano già da tempo con le 
autorità italiane, fino al punto di trasmettere vere e proprie liste di proscrizione di propri cittadini, 
residenti da anni nel nostro paese, molti con lo stato di protezione internazionale. I nuovi rapporti di 
collaborazione e di scambio di informazione a livello di forze di polizia, che adesso vengono 



rilanciati a livello europeo da parte dell'agenzia Frontex, rischiano di bruciare le vite di molti titolari 
di status di protezione e dei loro familiari, così come non risulteranno di nessuna utilità per la tutela 
delle vittime del traffico e della tratta, come pure sarebbe doveroso garantire proprio in base alla 
normativa interna ( att. 18 Testo Unico sull'immigrazione 286 del 1998) e alle Convenzioni 
internazionali, come i Protocolli contro la tratta ed il traffico allegati alla Convenzione di Palermo 
del 2000 contro il crimine transnazionale, per non ricordare i doveri di protezione rimasti inattuati 
dopo la trasposizione parziale nel nostro ordinamento della Direttiva 2011/36/UE. 
 
Si assiste anche ad una crescente autonomia delle forze di polizia e degli agenti di Frontex nella 
gestione dei rapporti tra stati relativi al contrasto dell'immigrazione che si definisce ancora come 
"illegale" ed alle misure di allontanamento forzato dall'area Schengen. In questo senso la più 
recente evoluzione del mandati di Frontex a seguito delle decisioni assunte dalla Commissione 
Europea il 13 ed il 27 maggio scorso, e poi dal Consiglio dell'Unione Europea il 25 e 26 giugno. 
L'unico punto sul quale l'Unione Europea sembra raggiungere un qualche accordo è ormai costituito 
dagli accordi di riammissione, anche a costo di negoziare con capi di stato o di govero che sono 
criminali di guerra riconosciuti, come nel caso dell'Eritrea o del Sudan. Per non parlare dei 
rapporti di collaborazione per i rimpatri in Nigeri a, dove nessuno garantisce per la vita di chi 
viene deportato. E la Nigeria è anche uno dei principali paesi dai quali le organizzazioni 
criminali, organizzate in “confraternite” fanno par tire il numero più elevato di giovani donne 
destinato al mercato della prostituzione in Europa. 

Nei casi di tratta orientata allo sfruttamento sessuale, come nei casi altrettanto gravi di grave 
sfruttamento lavorativo o di accattonaggio forzato, occorre attivare innanzitutto strumenti di 
protezione che consentano di sottrarre le persone, senza inutili distinzioni tra migranti economici e 
potenziali richiedenti asilo, al condizionamento che subiscono per effetto degli sbarramenti di 
frontiera e della necessità di ricorrere ai trafficanti per superarli. Ma occorre riconoscere anche che 
la tratta, come il grave sfruttamento lavorativo, e la costrizione all'accattonaggio, ricorrono anche 
nei casi di persone che sono cittadini dell'Unione Europea e quindi godono, o dovrebbero godere, 
del diritto alla libera circolazione, così come pure nei confronti di coloro che hanno già avuto 
riconosciuto uno status di protezione e dunque hanno, in base ai correlati documenti di viaggio, una 
relativa libertà di circolazione ( entro tre mesi) nell'area Schengen. 
 
Dalla repressione penale occorre trasferire attenzione e risorse alla prevenzione di fenomeni che 
non possono essere accettati come connaturali alla storia dell'Uomo. Fenomeni di sfruttamento delle 
persone che assumono ogni giorno aspetti sempre più gravi per il venire meno dei percorsi di 
protezione sociale e per la esasperazione delle misure e degli apparati di controllo 

 

8. La condizione giuridica e sociale dei minori stranieri non accompagnati 

Mentre i governi e gli apparati di polizia concentrano tutta la loro attenzione, e quella dell'opinione 
pubblica, sui controlli di frontiera, allo scopo di selezionare i richiedenti asilo e di respingere o 
espellere i cd. migranti economici, si trascura completamente la rilevanza crescente che assume il 
traffico di esseri umani con particolare riferimento ai minori stranieri. E poi qualcuno si sorprende 
pure se il maggior numero dei minori stranieri non accompagnati che arrivano in Italia scompare nel 
nulla. 
 
http://m.repubblica.it/mobile/r/sezioni/solidarieta/profughi/2015/06/28/news/bambini-117867296/ 
 
A livello europeo non è un problema nuovo, i numeri dei minori non accompagnati non superano il 
10/15 per cento del numero dei migranti che entrano annualmente in Europa attraverso canali 



irregolari, dunque si tratta di poche decine di migliaia di ragazzi che l'Unione Europea dovrebbe 
accogliere agevolmente, ma anche nei loro confronti si alzano i muri della paura e della 
discriminazione. 
 
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2012/separated-asylum-seeking-children-european-union-
member-states 
 
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/default_en.asp 
 
La situazione è in rapida evoluzione. Ad ogni sbarco nei porti siciliani aumenta il numero dei 
minori stranieri non accompagnati raccolti in mare al largo delle coste libiche, in questi ultimi mesi 
si tratta soprattutto di eritrei in fuga dalla dittatura e da un servizio militare a tempo indeterminato 
che è insieme prigione e lavoro forzato, e che spesso diventa anche occasione di abusi sessuali. Il 
confine tra traffico e tratta diventa sempre più labile. Si è costretti a cercare trafficanti anche in 
Europa, per i passaggi da un paese all'altro, ma molti MSNA riescono ancora a spostarsi con i treni 
ed i bus verso i paesi di destinazione. 

L'inasprimento degli apparati repressivi, a partire dall'avallo delle pratiche violente di 
identificazione subito dopo lo sbarco, fino alla creazione di strutture di accoglienza/detenzione 
denominati "hot spot" o "hub chiusi", determinerà una tendenza ancora più forte verso la 
clandestinizzazione secondaria, dopo l'ingresso nel territorio italiano, ed una condizione ancora più 
precaria per tutti i soggetti particolarmente vulnerabili, come le vittime di tortura ed i minori non 
accompagnati. 
 
http://www.repubblica.it/politica/2015/06/26/news/i_clandestini_al_sud_e_i_rifugiati_al_nord_il_vi
minale_taglia_in_due_la_rete_dell_accoglienza-117718718/?ref=HREA-1&refresh_ce 
 
http://catania.meridionews.it/articolo/34996/frontex-a-catania-salviamo-vite-umane-al-palaspedini-
266-migranti-e-porte-chiuse/ 

 
Tra i trattenuti a rischio di espulsione o di respingimento collettivo molti minori non accompagnati 
egiziani. 
 
http://images.savethechildren.it/IT/f/img_pubblicazioni/img225_b.pdf?_ga=1.35052070.643664335
.1435598825 
 
Sempre più drammatica la condizione delle minori non accompagnate nigeriane, documentata da 
indagini che non lasciano adito ad alibi.  
 
http://www.piemonteimmigrazione.it/site/images/stories/tratta/documenti/TrattaMinorenniNigeriaIt
alia_IT.pdf 
 
L'assenza di canali legali di ingresso protetto, non meno che le difficoltà per l'espletamento dei 
ricongiungimenti familiari tramite uffici consolari che denotano livelli preoccupanti di corruzione, 
agevolerà in modo incontrovertibile le organizzazioni criminali che offrono le uniche possibilità di 
un passaggio, con modalità che, dal consenso iniziale del migrante e della sua famiglia, si 
trasformano sempre più spesso in vessazioni, ricatti, fino agli abusi ed al sequestro di persona, per 
estorcere alle vittime ed ai loro parenti somme sempre più elevate di danaro. 
 
Malgrado l’implementazione della Direttiva 2011/36/UE risulta ancora confusa la distinzione tra 
minori stranieri non accompagnati e minori stranieri non accompagnati richiedenti asilo. D'altra 



parte, tra i minori non accompagnati vittime di tratta, si ritrovano anche minori provenienti 
dall'Europa orientale, in particolare da paesi che fanno ormai a pieno titolo parte dell'Unione 
Europea, con un abuso, da parte delle organizzazioni criminali, dei principi di libera circolazione 
affermati dal Regolamento Frontiere Schengen 562 del 2006. Una parte consistente dei minori non 
accompagnati destinati allo sfruttamento sessuale, ma anche all'accattonaggio ed allo sfruttamento 
lavorativo, viene introdotto in Italia attraverso le frontiere interne dell'Unione Europea, dopo essere 
arrivati da un paese terzo. Ad esempio molte giovani nigeriane entrano in Spagna e poi da lì 
vengono trasferite in Italia ed in Germania. Per questa circostanza non ci si può concentrare 
esclusivamente sugli sbarchi, ma occorre monitorare sul territorio, all'interno dello spazio 
Schengen, tutte le diverse possibilità di movimentazione dei minori stranieri non accompagnati 
potenziali vittime di tratta. 
Anche i ritardi nella nomina dei tutori  e la scarsa collaborazione degli uffici di polizia nel 
riconoscimento tempestivo di un titolo di soggiorno ostacolano la tutela di minori che si ritrovano 
sempre più spesso in stato di abbandono e dunque sempre più esposti al rischio di ricadere nelle 
mani di trafficanti senza scrupoli o di organizzazioni criminali che li possono condizionare 
facilmente indirizzandoli verso la prostituzione o attività illecite. 
 
Le recenti proposte europee, accolte dal governo italiano, di istituire nelle località di sbarco centri di 
detenzione chiusi, denominate "hot spot" e "hub chiusi" , con la presenza di agenti dell'Agenzia 
europea Frontex che dovrebbe assistere nelle operazione di identificazione tramite 
fotosegnalamento e prelievo delle impronte digitali, e quindi provvedere al rimpatrio sommario di 
quanti dovessero venire riconosciuti come migranti economici, lascia aperta la possibilità che 
minori che non vengano riconosciuti immediatamente come tali possano essere trattenuti in 
promiscuità con adulti. E che questi stessi minori, successivamente, possano essere oggetto di 
procedure di rimpatrio collettivo, atteso che gli accordi di riammissione che prevedono forme 
semplificate di attribuzione della nazionalità da parte dei consolati dei paesi di origine, come nel 
caso dell'Egitto e della Tunisia, non prevedono una identificazione individuale con attribuzione 
certa dell'età, ma solo la generica attribuzione della nazionalità. Anche la condizione dei minori che 
arrivano dal Sudan, dalla Nigeria e dal Gambia appare sempre più a rischio, a fronte della 
presunzione di fatto che alla prima verifica dopo lo sbarco consente di attribuire loro età di 
maggiorenni e natura di migranti economici. In nome dell'esigenza di contenere il numero dei 
migranti ammessi nel territorio europeo, si ricordi infatti che i minori stranieri non possono essere 
respinti o espulsi ( art. 19 del testo unico sull'immigrazione 286 del 1998 ), da parte delle forze di 
polizia si tende ad attribuire la maggiore età sulla base di accertamenti medici come la prova delle 
dimensioni del polso che appare assolutamente arbitraria, in base alle risultanze di innumerevoli 
studi scientifici.                    
                                                     
Senza tenere conto che per tutti i minori non accompagnati che potrebbero essere vittime di tratta  il 
Decreto legislativo 4 marzo 2014, n. 24 ( che attua in Italia la Direttiva  2011/36/UE relativa alla 
prevenzione ed alla repressione della tratta di esseri umani e alla protezione delle vittime) prevede 
una procedura multidisciplinare ed  introduce all'art.4 la presunzione di minore età in tutti i casi in 
cui non sia possibile stabilire con certezza l'età. Purtroppo di questo decreto sono immediatamente 
entrati in vigore le modifiche al codice di procedura penale, ma si attendono ancora i provvedimenti 
attuativi e le correlate risorse economiche che dovrebbero garantire maggiore tutela alle vittime. Per 
farle emergere da una condizione diffusa di violenza e di sfruttamento aiuterebbe rafforzare le reti 
di protezione per i minori. Ma ormai da molto tempo l'Italia attende l'approvazione di un Piano 
nazionale di contrasto alla tratta e allo sfruttamento. 
 
Ancora una volta, da questa enorme amplificazione delle misure repressive deriverà soltanto un 
aumento della clandestinità, dei livelli di violenza nella movimentazione delle persone più 
vulnerabili come i minori non accompagnati, e quindi del potere ( e dei guadagni) delle 



organizzazioni criminali che gestiscono il traffico e la tratta. Il numero dei migranti minori che 
scomparirà dopo gli sbarchi non diminuirà certo per il prelievo forzato delle impronte digitali che 
potrebbe avere anzi esatamente l'effetto opposto a quello che si propone. 
 
Quindici anni dopo la Convenzione di Palermo contro il crimine transnazionale, ed i due protocolli 
allegati contro la tratta ed il traffico, si dovrebbe prendere atto del fallimento di una impostazione 
che nel tempo ha privilegiato le misure repressive a scapito degli interventi di protezione sociale, 
ambito introdotto dall'art. 18 del Testo Unico 286 del 1998, ormai ridotto a mera premialità per chi 
collabora nelle indagini di polizia. Le iniziative annunciate di recente riusciranno ad offrire 
maggiore tutela ai minori stranieri non accompagnati, sempre esposti al rischio di finire nelle reti 
della tratta e dello sfruttamento ? Anche in questo campo non è possibile attendere a breve termine 
una svolta nelle politiche proibizioniste adottate dall'Unione Europea o un trattamento più umano 
delle vittime del traffico e della tratta, perchè sempre di migranti "forzati" si tratta, se non fosse per 
le condizioni di estrema violenza alle quali sono sottoposte nei paesi di transito. Tocca allora alle 
associazioni, ed ai cittadini solidali attivare, qui e subito, tutte le pratiche possibili sul territorio per 
fornire l'assistenza necessaria alle vittime, dall'attivazione di canali di ascolto fino agli sportelli di 
assistenza legale, promuovendo il coinvolgimento delle strutture sanitarie, responsabilizzando le 
prefetture e le questure competenti in Protocolli d'intesa che dovrebbero permettere quel dialogo tra 
società civile ed istituzioni che è evocato nelle Direttive europee in materia di tratta e di protezione 
internazionale ma che troppo spesso rimane lettera morta. 
 
Soprattutto, rispetto al rischio di una rapida estensione della detenzione amministrativa, frutto delle 
più recenti scelte europee e delle pronte disponibilità assicurate dal governo italiano, che spera 
ancora in "rimpatri più efficaci", magari stringendo qualche altro accordo con regimi dittatoriali, 
come prevede il Processo di Khartoum, anche se è sempre più evidente la condizione miserevole di 
chi arriva sulle nostre coste, occorre intensificare il monitoraggio in tutti i centri di accoglienza, 
quale che sia la denominazione che gli verrà attribuita, per evitare che trattenimenti e confinamenti 
possano rinsaldare i vincoli tra le vittime e i trafficanti ed impedire la fuoriuscita dai circuiti dello 
sfruttamento e della violenza. 

 

9. La situazione delle vittime di tratta in Sicilia dopo gli sbarchi: criticità e proposte 

Secondo una recente inchiesta di Piero Messina e Francesca Sironi, pubblicata su L’Espresso 
nel mese di luglio del 2015, dal titolo “Fra i migranti le prostitute schiave. Così dalla Libia 
aumentano le vittime”, per le donne, spesso minori, vittime di tratta lo sbarco in Italia è l’inizio di 
un nuovo incubo: la prostituzione forzata. Al centro dell’inchiesta la condizione delle vittime della 
tratta provenienti dalla Nigeria ( ed in misura minore e con diverse modalità ) dall’Eritrea, ma molte 
considerazioni potrebbero valere per affrontare in modo diverso il nodo della prima accoglienza 
delle persone sbarcate dalle navi che li soccorrono nel Mediterraneo centrale. 

Secondo questa inchiesta “I trafficanti approfittano dell’esodo dei profughi, usando gli scafisti per portare qui 

la loro merce: le donne. Dopo lo sbarco, si insinuano nelle pieghe dell’emergenza per ottenere permessi 
temporanei e forzarle al marciapiede. Senza che le nostre istituzioni riescano a impedirlo, rassegnate a farsi 

complici degli sfruttatori.«Prima di partire siamo state istruite su come comportarci con la polizia», racconta 
Princess: «Dopo la traversata mi hanno mandato in strada a fare la prostituta. Se portavo meno di 200 

euro al giorno venivo picchiata». Come fantasmi, le africane entrano nei centri d’accoglienza 
straordinari ed escono sui sedili dei clienti 

«Queste ragazze vivono una seconda schiavitù. Prima la fame, poi lo sfruttamento sessuale», commenta 
padre Efrem Tresoldi, direttore della rivista dei missionari comboniani, “Nigrizia” : «Il governo non sta 

agendo. Forse non vede la gravità del fenomeno, oppure chiude un occhio per evitare di soffiare sulle paure, 



di dare spazio alla destra. Intanto le reti criminali ne approfittano. E lucrano sulle donne contando 

proprio sull’incuranza delle istituzioni». 

Mancano acora protocolli certi che programmino le modalità della prima 
accoglienza subito dopo gli sbarchi, sempre più numerosi, che si verificano 
nei porti siciliani. Anche se in termini assoluti l’aumento rispetto al 2014 risulta poco 
rilevante, si deve sottolineare che i centri di prima accoglienza, che lo scorso anno 
crescevano progressivamente di numero dopo il Piano nazionale adottato (solo) il 14 luglio 
2014, quest’anno, soprattutto per l’opposizione dei presidenti di alcune regioni del 
norditalia ad accogliere i profughi nei centri di seconda accoglienza, sono perennemente 
ingolfati e le Prefetture sono costantemente alla ricerca di nuove strutture di prima 
accoglienza, offerta spesso da privati che non mettono a disposizione altro che un tetto ed 
un catering scadente che neppure tiene conto delle abitudini alimentari degli “ospiti”. 
Parlare in questa situazione di consulenza psicologica, individuazione dei soggetti 
vulnerabili, mediazione culturale ed assistenza legale, per non parlare dell’assistenza 
sanitaria, sembra quasi utopico. Ed è in queste strutture che rappresentanti delle 
organizzazioni criminali che seguono i percorsi delle ragazze in arrivo dalla Libia possono 
facilmente raggiungerle e sottoporle di nuovo a pesanti condizionamenti, fino al punto di 
farle materialmente “scomparire”. 

Questa situazione è frutto anche sella spersonalizzazione che caratterizza i rapporti tra le 
persone che sbarcano a terra ed i gestori dei centri di prima accoglienza, non meno che 
molti operatori in banchina, muniti dell’immancabile mascherina che segna un preciso 
confine comunicativo, come le divise di polizia, tra chi sbarca e chi li dovrebbe “accogliere” 
a terra. Nelle prime operazioni di verifica delle identità ( e dell’età) a terra si assiste ad una 
eccessiva velocità degli accertamenti, ed alla totale mancanza di privacy nei colloqui, con la 
conseguenza che le vittime di tratta vengono identificate più sulla base di una valutazione 
di quelle associazioni che vengono accreditare ( come l’OIM) che adottano loro criteri di 
selezione, ma che non raggiungono tutte le potenziali vittime. 

Molte ragazze non evidenziano il loro effettivo stato di salute, avendo malattie 
dell’apparato uro-genitale che sfuggono ai primi controlli, fino au casi più 
gravi di sieropositività all’HIV. Però tutti si allarmano davanti a qualche caso 
di scabbia, orchestrato ad arte dai giornali e da qualche politico. Chi viene 
accompagnato nei centri di prima accoglienza non ha alcuna informazione sul 
luogo nel quale viene inviato, sul suo stato giuridico, sulla durata 
dell’accoglienza, e questo rende assai difficile modificare quel fascio di 
informazioni ricevuto prima della partenza dalla Libia dai trafficanti. Al 
punto che le prime fughe si verificano già sui pullman che fanno sosta nelle 
aree di servizio delle autostrade siciliane. Persone che fuggono, ma che 
evidentemente vengono riprese e avviate verso altre destinazioni da altri 
migranti che sono con loro in contatto, e talora con i cd. trafficanti di terra, o 
con esponenti del milieu criminale che gestisce le reti della prostituzione sul 
territorio, a Palermo particolarmente concentrato nel quartiere di Ballarò. 

I dati offerti dall’inchiesta pubblicata dall’Espresso sono di estremo interesse: nei primi cinque mesi del 2014 

erano sbarcate in Italia 218 nigeriane, 1400 in tutto l’anno. Nei primi cinque mesi del 2015 ne sono già 

arrivate 698, tre volte tante, più che in tutto il 2013. Secondo l’ Organizzazione internazionale per le 

migrazioni (Oim), infatti, il 70 per cento delle giovani che arrivano da Lagos seguendo le rotte degli scafisti è 
destinata alla prostituzione. Lo confermano le indagini: «Il collegamento fra favoreggiamento 



dell’immigrazione clandestina e sfruttamento sessuale non è occasionale», commenta il sostituto 

procuratore di Agrigento Renato Vella.  

Secondo quanto pubblicato da L’Espresso, queste ragazze “non vengono solo dalla Nigeria, ma anche dal 
Camerun e dal Bangladesh, sebbene le vittime che arrivano da questi paesi siano più difficili da intercettare.  

«Il gruppo di pick-up su cui viaggiavo nel deserto con altre dodici ragazze è stato fermato più volte. Ogni 
volta i militari hanno potuto fare di noi quello che volevano», racconta a fatica Princess, una ventenne che 

per mesi è stata obbligata a prostituirsi nel quartiere Ballarò di Palermo, prima di denunciare il suo aguzzino 
ed entrare in un percorso di protezione: «Minacciate dai fucili, siamo state violentate e offerte ai 

militari in cambio dell’immunità degli altri, per far passare indenne il convoglio. Opporsi era 
impossibile: si rischiava di essere uccise o abbandonate nel deserto».Testimonianze come queste sono 

numerose e concordanti. Tanto che Maurizio Scalia, procuratore aggiunto di Palermo, a capo del 
pool contro il traffico dei migranti, sostiene che «le donne siano diventate merce di scambio tra i 

trafficanti e le organizzazioni militari o paramilitari che si incontrano lungo il tragitto che porta dal centro 
Africa alle sponde Sud dell’Europa».  Secondo la stessa inchiesta , e secondo le rilevazioni degli operatori di 

strada, sono in forte aumento le vittime della tratta ancora minorenni.  

Malgrado queste acquisizioni nei centri di prima accoglienza manca del tutto personale con 
competenze specifiche per seguire adeguatamente queste persone, i tutori vengono 
nominati con grande ritardo, non si controllano gli ingressi delle strutture e neppure l’uso 
delle schede telefoniche internazionali che stanno soppiantando i telefoni cellulari 
tradizionali, non si attivano percorsi di informazione legale o di formazione linguistica, e 
gli operatori sembrano rassegnati ( oltre al fatto di essere pagati con mesi di ritardo) anche 
al quotidiano allontanamento di chi non trova altra prospettiva che continuare la propria 
fuga, affidandosi spesso però proprio alle persone sbagliate, perché si tratta di 
appartenenti ad organizzazioni che riprendono il pieno controllo della vita e del corpo della 
persona che abbandona il centro di prima accoglienza. Soprattutto quando si tratta di 
ragazze, e più recentemente di ragazzi, in particolare eritrei, che sono ancora minorenni. 

Ancora l’inchiesta dell’Espresso conferma quanto gli operatori umanitari riferiscono 

quotidianamente: «Le ragazze che incontriamo ultimamente provengono da regioni poverissime; molto 
spesso sono analfabete; non hanno mai frequentato una scuola», spiega Tiziana Bianchini, responsabile 

immigrazione della “ Cooperativa lotta contro l’emarginazione ” di Sesto San Giovanni: «Ma soprattutto sono 
piccole. L’età media delle prostitute nigeriane era di 20, 21 anni prima del 2011. Adesso sono 

aumentate le minorenni, le adolescenti». In Puglia è stata fermata un’africana destinata alla strada. 
Diceva di essere maggiorenne, ma aveva appena compiuto dodici anni. Una bambina. «Moltissime 

nigeriane con cui entriamo in contatto hanno 15, 16 anni. I trafficanti hanno detto loro di 

presentarsi come maggiorenni per non finire in strutture più controllate», raccontano 

operatori dell’Oim che lavorano in Sicilia e Puglia proprio per prevenire lo sfruttamento: 
«Spesso sono vergini. Destinate non solo all’Italia ma anche alla Francia e al resto d’Europa». 

Nei racconti delle ragazze, come riferite da L’Espresso, sembra facile ritrovare gli estremi costitutivi del reato 
di tratta, ma quando poi si aprono le indagini prevale l’omertà, soprattutto quando si è chiamati a 

testimoniare prima che i parenti delle vittime, ancora nei paesi di origine,possano essere messe in sicurezza 
ed al riparo delle ritorsioni dei trafficanti. Di certo, subito dopo lo sbarco in Sicilia le ragazze trafficate 

possono essere facilmente raggiunte dai trafficanti prima ch gli operatori istituzionali possano individuarle e 
trovare per loro immediati percorsi di protezione. In Sicilia, ad esempio, le organizzazioni 

umanitarie riescono a fare visite nei centri di prima accoglienza soltanto tre o quattro giorni 

dopo lo sbarco, lasciando quindi tempo alle organizzazioni criminali di contattarle e di 

prospettare loro la possibilità, o altre volte l’obbligo di lasciare la struttura per proseguire il 

viaggio verso mete nelle quali possono essere messe immediatamente sulla strada o negli altri 

luoghi ,chiusi, nei quali si esercita la prostituzione. Per molte è l’adempimento di un debito, 



alcune volte contratto con il consenso dell’intera famiglia, un obbligo morale, ammantato 

spesso da riti religiosi, al quale è davvero difficile sottrarsi. 

Come riferisce l’Espresso “Abeke è partita dal suo villaggio all’inizio del 2014. Da Tripoli è salita su un 

barcone con un uomo e altre cinque ragazze. Era agosto. Dice di non ricordare l’approdo in Italia, ricorda 
però che dal porto hanno preso diversi treni, fino a Bari. Dalla stazione sono state portate in un 

appartamento con una sola stanza da letto: lei dormiva per terra in cucina. Le è stato detto che avrebbe 
dovuto prostituirsi per restituire il debito di viaggio, stimato irrealisticamente in decine di migliaia di euro, e 

che doveva 200 euro al mese d’affitto e 100 euro alla settimana di cibo. Non basta: pagava anche 
300 euro al mese per la piazzola sul marciapiede. Ogni giorno una macchina la portava a un quadrato di 

asfalto lurido di fianco alla strada alle sei di mattina e la ritirava alle 21. Ogni sera la “maman”, la 
donna che controlla le sue connazionali, raccoglieva i soldi: se guadagnavano poco venivano picchiate. Una 

volta Abeke si è rifiutata di avere rapporti per i dolori mestruali: è finita in ospedale. La sua storia è stata 
cambiata dall’incontro con Francesca De Masi, un’operatrice della cooperativa BeFree di Roma , che l’ha 

aiutata a uscire dal racket. Ma è simile a quella di centinaia di altre giovanissime. 
Come riferisce l’inchiesta pubblicata da L’Espresso, “uno sfruttatore nigeriano intercettato dalla polizia, 

Obuh Destiny, si riferiva a loro come le “galline”. Ogni ragazza veniva fotografata e schedata dalla sua 
organizzazione criminale perché fosse riconoscibile agli uomini del clan lungo le tappe del viaggio dalla 

Nigeria al Niger, quindi alla Libia, a Lampedusa e infine alle strade di Ravenna. La burocrazia del male di 
“Brothers Happy”, com’era chiamato in codice il trafficante, univa al controllo capillare delle donne il 

vincolo del debito contratto dai familiari per il viaggio, e infine la superstizione, con maledizioni 
vudù e pratiche di stregoneria tuttora temute da chi nasce in quelle terre. I riti violenti, l’efficienza e la paura 

le incatenavano a lui. Senza scampo”. 

 
Secondo quanto riferito da l’Espresso per le organizzazioni criminali si tratta di “sfruttare gli 

ingranaggi”. Queste reti criminali, a capo di un business che l’ osservatorio Transcrime (della Cattolica di 
Milano e dell’Università di Trento) stima valere da 600 milioni a più di quattro miliardi di euro solo in Italia, 

hanno capito presto come approfittare di tutti gli ingranaggi dell’emergenza in Italia. Non solo per 
la facilità di approdo, ma anche per la possibilità di mettere in regola, almeno per un po’, le loro vittime, 

arrivando a usare i centri d’accoglienza come basi operative. «È frequente, quasi normale ormai, incontrare 
ragazze che si prostituiscono per strada con in tasca la richiesta d’asilo», conferma Vincenzo Castelli, 

presidente di On The Road, una onlus che da tempo si occupa di contrasto allo sfruttamento in Abruzzo: 
«Macchine e pulmini le aspettano fuori dalle strutture che le ospitano e le portano a vendersi lungo le 

provinciali».I trafficanti obbligano le ragazze a presentare domanda di protezione internazionale, 
sapendo che questo darà loro diritto a stare in Italia fino alla risposta. Agli ufficiali le donne ripetono tutte le 

stesse storie-copione: i familiari morti in un attentato, oppure una persecuzione, poi la partenza attraverso 
la Libia. Sanno, i papponi, che oggi il tempo medio per avere una convocazione dalla commissione territoriale 

è di sette mesi, ma in alcune città come Roma, Milano o Palermo può esserci da aspettare più di un anno. 
E che, in caso di diniego, potranno fare ricorso, accumulando così tempo prezioso per sfruttare le ragazze 

senza il rischio che vengano rinchiuse in un Cie perché irregolari. E senza il rischio, quindi, che pur di non 
essere espulse le donne-bambine si convincano a denunciarli, accedendo così ai percorsi di protezione 

previsti dalla legge. 

Si continua a verificare un legame sempre più intenso tra le mafie nigeriane e le mafie locali che 
controllano i territori soprattutto nei centri storici delle principali città siciliane, a Palermo nel 
quartiere di Ballarò. Sembra quasi che lo svolgimento della tratta interessi molto meno degli arresti 
degli immancabili scafisti dopo ogni sbarco. Come se per tranquillizzare l’opinione pubblica 
contasse più l’arresto degli scafisti che fare venire alla luce i legami tra le organizzazioni criminali 
straniere e quelle italiane nella movimentazione di ragazze e minorenni destinati alla prostituzione. 
Che peraltro trovano clienti magari proprio tra quelle persone che si scandalizzano per l’aumento 
esponenziale degli sbarchi dei cd. “clandestini”. Perché una cosa è certa, come aumentano gli 



sbarchi delle vittime della tratta e della prostituzione forzata, aumenta anche il numero dei “clienti” 
che si rivolge a queste persone, anche nella consapevolezza del percorso di violenze che hanno già 
alle spalle. 

Secondo l’Espresso si tratta di casi di abbandono da parte delle istituzioni. “Lo stesso avviene nelle 

strutture d’accoglienza: onlus molto attive, governo molto assente. Immobile davanti alla tratta delle schiave. 
«Dopo lo sbarco le ragazze vengono sparpagliate nei centri straordinari, aperti d’urgenza dalle 

prefetture in tutta Italia», riprende Tiziana Bianchini della “Cooperativa lotta contro l’emerginazione”: «Ma 
gli albergatori o le cooperative improvvisate a cui vengono affidati i migranti non sanno riconoscere i segni 

dello sfruttamento». Che può avvenire così sotto i loro occhi. A Napoli la prefettura ha stretto un accordo 
con Dedalus, un’associazione anti-tratta, per individuare le vittime nei centri d’emergenza. Ma a livello 

nazionale niente: nessun intervento a riguardo. Anzi, da due anni è fermo un piano necessario per 
adottare le normative europee. Lo Stato, in perenne emergenza, non si rende conto di essere diventato 

complice dei peggiori schiavisti del pianeta.  

 

 
 

10.  Le prospettive in Italia. Ancora in attesa del piano nazionale antitratta. 

In Italia, dopo il decreto legislativo 4 marzo 2014, n. 24 che ha dato attuazione ( incompleta ) alla 
Direttiva 2011/36/UE per la prevenzione ed il contrasto della tratta, si attende ancora l'adozione del 
"Piano di azione nazionale contro la tratta e il grave sfruttamento" per gli anni 2015-2017. 

Il ritardo nell'approvazione di un Piano nazionale antitratta, che si sarebbe dovuto adottare 
entro tre mesi dall'entrata in vigore del Decreto legislativo n. 24 del 4 marzo 2014, 
l'insabbiamento del Disegno di legge Zampa n.1658 in favore dei minori stranieri non 
accompagnati e da  ultimo il Decreto legislativo con il quale il governo sta dando attuazione in 
Italia alle direttive 2013/32/ UE in materia di accoglienza e 2013/33/UE in materia di 
procedure, per il riconoscimento di uno status di protezione, denotano un impronta di stampo 
esclusivamente repressivo, come è confermato dalla estensione dei casi di trattenimento 
amministrativo dei richiedenti asilo e dei minori non accompagnati. Così come sembra ancora 
lontana la prospettiva imposta dalla stessa Direttiva di utilizzare per le vittime di tratta gli 
strumenti previsti in favore di coloro che richiedono protezione internazionale ed in 
particolare i minori non accompagnati. 
Rimangono solo sulla carta le norme di comportamento imposte dalla Direttiva 2011/36/UE in 
materia di "prevenzione e repressione della tratta di esseri umani e protezione delle vittime", che 
richiederebbero una valutazione delle persone caso per caso, senza l'adozione di misure 
standardizzate di carattere collettivo, come il trattenimento arbitrario ai fini del prelievo delle 
impronte, magari sulla base della provenienza nazionale. Come rimangono sulla carta gli organismi 
di monitoraggio e di informazione in frontiera, che, attraverso un lavoro sinergico di psicologi, 
mediatori e consulenti legali,  dovrebbero consentire una individuazione più immediata delle 
vittime, piuttosto che il mero rinvio ad un ufficio di polizia per il rilievo delle impronte digitali.  

"Piano di azione nazionale contro la tratta e il grave sfruttamento" per gli anni 2015-2017 nella 
bozza quasi definitiva che è in circolazione da tempo, “risponde ad esigenze sistematiche di riordino e 
razionalizzazione dell’azione di Governo, principalmente per favorire sinergie tra le varie Amministrazioni 
centrali, territoriali e locali coinvolte e le relative risorse disponibili, anche alla luce della pluralità di competenze 
pubbliche coinvolte nel contrasto alla tratta, corrispondenti alle quattro direttrici su cui, a livello internazionale, si 
innesta comunemente ogni strategia organica in materia (prevention, prosecution, protection, partnership). Devono 
inoltre considerarsi i mutamenti della tratta, che da fenomeno autonomo e distinto rispetto ai movimenti 



migratori è divenuto elemento quasi inscindibile di tali flussi, tanto che i confini tra le condizioni di vulnerabilità 
presenti tra le soggettività diversamente coinvolte sono così variegate che la stessa vittima può trovare assistenza 
e canalizzazione nelle diverse forme di protezione previste dal nostro ordinamento a seconda del sistema di 
identificazione adottato. 

Obiettivo operativo del Piano è quello di definire una politica nazionale di intervento       coordinata e sistemica, 
che coinvolga le diverse amministrazioni competenti a livello      centrale e territoriale, con un approccio 
sinergico e volto all’ottimizzazione delle risorse   finanziarie. 
Nel Piano, oltre alla definizione dell’orizzonte temporale, sono riportate le priorità di intervento, le 
amministrazioni competenti, le possibili fonti di finanziamento e le  principali azioni che devono essere 
sviluppate sul territorio. 
 
Le premesse del piano mettono a nudo la modalità d’intervento nei confronti della tratta, 
definita sulla base del cd. doppio binario. 
 
Le azioni per la lotta al traffico di esseri umani a scopo di grave sfruttamento si muovono sostanzialmente 
in due canali che ripercorrono il solco del doppio binario della norma italiana: il primo di contrasto e 
repressione del crimine di sfruttamento di esseri umani, affidato alle Forze di Polizia, l’altro di protezione 
delle vittime, affidato ai servizi sociali pubblici e del privato sociale. 
Anche il Ministero del lavoro e delle politiche sociali e il Ministero della Sanità partecipano alla protezione delle 
vittime di tratta e sfruttamento. Il primo mediante l’offerta di macro-prestazioni in favore dei minori non 
accompagnati, con gli Ispettorati al lavoro (insieme al Comando generale dei Carabinieri), per le situazioni di 
grave sfruttamento lavorativo, e con Corsi di orientamento professionale/inserimento lavorativo, tramite la rete 
dei Centri per l’Impiego (in piccola parte). Il secondo, il Ministero della Salute, svolge invece una funzione 
altrettanto significativa nell’offerta di prestazioni sanitarie, giacché la presa in carico della vittima si perfeziona al 
momento della redazione del suo “stato di salute” e le eventuali cure successive avvengono, per quante non 
hanno il permesso di soggiorno, tramite la tessera attestante “Straniero temporaneamente presente”. In questi 
casi le vittime possono accedere anche ai servizi sanitari specialistici. 
Il Ministero degli affari esteri e della cooperazione internazionale, inoltre, partecipa invece alla protezione delle 
vittime tramite interventi di cooperazione allo sviluppo. Negli ultimi 10 anni ha finanziato diversi progetti e fatto 
da tramite per la sottoscrizione di diversi Protocolli di intervento con alcuni paesi origine delle vittime di 
sfruttamento, ad esempio, in modo altamente significativo la Nigeria. 
 
Si ricorda dove risiede la cabina di regia delle azioni nazionali contro la tratta di esseri umani. 
L’art. 7 del D. Lgs. n. 24 del 4 marzo 2014 di attuazione della direttiva UE 2011/36, individua nella Presidenza 
del Consiglio dei Ministri - Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità l’organismo deputato a coordinare, monitorare 
e valutare gli esiti delle politiche diprevenzione, contrasto e protezione sociale delle vittime, conferendo ad esso 
un ruolo centrale nelle politiche nazionali di settore, con particolare riferimento alle attività di        indirizzo e 
coordinamento  degli interventi di prevenzione sociale del fenomeno e di assistenza alle vittime, nonché di 
programmazione delle risorse finanziarie in ordine agli   interventi di assistenza e di integrazione sociale delle 
vittime. 
 
Gli interventi previsti dal piano dovrebbero risultare coerenti con quelli programmati a livello 
europeo, ed infatti 
Per quanto riguarda la strategia di azione del PNA, questa è definita, come anticipato, in armonia con la strategia 
dell’UE per l’eradicazione della tratta di esseri umani (2012-2016), di cui alla Comunicazione COM(2012) 286 del 
19 giugno 2012, tenuto conto delle specificità del contesto italiano e delle strategie operative sviluppate a livello 
nazionale. 
Il Piano, considerando le quattro direttrici (prevention, prosecution, protection, partnership) è quindi articolato secondo 
le 5 priorità individuate dalla Strategia UE: 

A.     Individuare, proteggere e assistere le vittime della tratta 
B.     Intensificare la prevenzione della tratta di esseri umani 
C.     Potenziare l’azione penale nei confronti dei trafficanti 
D.    Migliorare il coordinamento e la cooperazione tra i principali soggetti interessati e la coerenza delle 

politiche 
E.    Aumentare la conoscenza delle problematiche emergenti relative a tutte le forme di tratta di esseri 

umani e dare una risposta efficace. 



 
Il piano attribuisce una centralità al problema della governante degli interventi e tende a 

recuperare il ruolo delle autonomie locali rispetto alla gestione del fenomeno da parte degli 
apparati di polizia o del sistema giudiziario. 
In un'ottica quindi di reale collaborazione e cooperazione tra i soggetti che a diverso titolo entrano in contatto 
con le potenziali vittime della tratta, anche in ossequio a quanto previsto dalla direttiva europea al considerando 
6, dovrà promuoversi la creazione, sulla base di linee guida nazionali e di tavoli provinciali multiagenzia 
promossi e coordinati dalle Prefetture, di protocolli operativi volti a realizzare modalità uniformi ed 
efficaci di intervento a tutela delle vittime di tratta. Ancora, i protocolli dovranno riguardare anche e 
soprattutto lo specifico ambito della tratta a scopo di sfruttamento lavorativo, fenomeno in preoccupante 
espansione e che dunque merita prioritaria attenzione, ma al tempo stesso tutt'oggi di difficile emersione; in tal 
senso la condivisione dei diversi modus operandi dei soggetti coinvolti in tale ambito e l'individuazione dei 
rispettivi compiti nelle operazioni volti alla repressione del fenomeno ed alla contestuale tutela delle vittime, 
potrà garantire migliori risultati sotto tutti i punti di vista. 
 
Inoltre le analisi condotte per la definizione della mappatura degli interventi antitratta sul territorio 
nazionale hanno evidenziato, oltre alla dimensione complessiva delle risorse      destinate al finanziamento degli 
interventi e alla natura degli stessi, anche l’articolazione dei canali di finanziamento utilizzati, segnalando altresì 
una scarsa specializzazione dei fondi stessi in rapporto alla tipologia degli interventi che si vanno a finanziare. 
 
Per recuperare efficienza, nell’organizzazione delle azioni di contrasto e di assistenza alle  vittime della 
tratta e nella pianificazione della spesa, si deve, per quanto possibile, prevedere ambiti di intervento 
prioritari con finanziamenti ad hoc  non sovrapponibili alle diverse misure assistenziali e di inclusione 
sociale presenti nelle diverse realtà locali e regionali.  A queste devono e  possono accedere per la loro 
condizione di vulnerabilità le persone sostenute dal sistema nazionale degli interventi in aiuto alle persone vittime 
di tratta e grave sfruttamento, nonché integrare la pluralità dell'offerta dei servizi rivolti alle persone vittime di 
tratta e di grave sfruttamento all'interno di un unico programma di emersione, assistenza e di integrazione 
sociale  realizzato direttamente dai servizi sociali territoriali o da soggetti privati con loro convenzionati 
iscritti nell'apposita II sezione del registro delle Associazioni e degli Enti che svolgono attività a favore 
degli immigrati come previsto dall'articolo 52 comma 1 del Regolamento di attuazione del Testo unico 
Immigrazione D.P.R. 18 ottobre 2004,n.334. Tali programmi dovranno  essere realizzati attraverso la 
predisposizione di progetti assistenziali e educativi individualizzati fondati e governati da una presa in carico a 
responsabilità pubblica da parte dei servizi sociali degli enti locali territoriali mediante monitoraggi e verifiche 
sullo stato di attuazione  ed eventuali modifiche che lo rendano più adeguato agli obiettivi fissati 
 
Non sembra tuttavia che al di là del quadro teorico individuato, vi sia una reale disponibilità a 
mettere in gioco risorse in un settore che da anni è afflitto da una cronica mancanza di 
contributi finanziari da parte dello stato. 
Pianificazione e ottimizzazione nell’utilizzo delle risorse 
 
Il finanziamento del sistema di contrasto della tratta e di protezione sociale delle vittime   appare attualmente 
ancora troppo concentrato sui fondi previsti dalla L. 228/2003 e dall’art. 25 del DPR 31 agosto 1999, n.394 che 
alimentano annualmente gli interventi promossi dal Dipartimento per le pari opportunità.  
Una recente analisi promossa dal Dipartimento delle pari opportunità evidenzia come, negli ultimi 4 anni, siano 
stati impegnati complessivamente poco meno di 50 milioni di euro per azioni di contrasto al fenomeno della 
tratta e di protezione sociale delle vittime, con una media annua di circa 12,5 milioni. 
 
Quasi l’85% della somma è rappresentato dai finanziamenti degli interventi a valere sull’art. 18 del T.U. 
sull’immigrazione e sull’art. 13 della L. 228/2003, e, su questa quantità, l’incidenza della quota statale è di circa il 
71% (mediamente 7,5 milioni di euro l’anno).     Ancora basso, ma crescente, è l’utilizzo di fondi europei (5%). 
 
Pur non volendo attribuire a questo dato un particolare valore, considerando oltretutto che sono possibili 
significativi risparmi in ordine all’efficienza degli interventi, lo stesso dato ci permette comunque di ipotizzare 
che il fabbisogno annuo di risorse sia sensibilmente       superiore all’attuale livello di spesa, vista anche la poco 
uniforme distribuzione territoriale degli interventi e dei finanziamenti, che riflette solo parzialmente la gravità del 
fenomeno “tratta” nelle diverse aree del paese. 



 
Occorre quindi promuovere l’utilizzo combinato e in complementarità di altre risorse finanziarie per arrivare ad 
assicurare su tutti i territori interessati dal fenomeno della tratta di esseri umani la giusta erogazione di servizi, dei 
livelli minimi essenziali di assistenza, della protezione e tutela dei diritti delle persone trafficate. Si pensa in 
particolare ai Fondi strutturali della UE (FSE, ma anche FESR) utilizzabili specie da parte delle Regioni ma anche 
a livello di amministrazioni centrali attraverso i PON.  
 
In Italia vengono già realizzate attività di assistenza e supporto a favore di vittime di tratta spesso complementari 
ai programmi ex art. 13 L. 228/2003 e ex. art. 18 D.Lgs 286/98, finanziate da enti locali (Regioni, Province, 
Comuni), sovente attraverso fondi comunitari e attuate dagli stessi o da organizzazioni del terzo settore. 
Generalmente si tratta di interventi mirati a favorire la formazione professionale, l’accesso e la permanenza nel 
mercato del lavoro, la partecipazione ad attività sociali. 
 
L’ottimizzazione e l’efficacia di una governance multilivello si rivelano pertanto elementi     essenziali nel contesto 
esaminato da questo piano.  La complessità del fenomeno e la specificità di condizione del target 
considerato richiedono modelli di intervento basati su un  approccio multidimensionale che coinvolge 
diversi livelli di competenza e sulla creazione di reti collegate e meccanismi di coordinamento 
interdisciplinare. Sia a livello di definizione di strategie e politiche anti-tratta, sia a livello di 
implementazione degli interventi, è essenziale coinvolgere una vasta gamma di attori, con diversi ruoli e 
competenze e con diversi gradi di conoscenza ed esperienza in materia. 
 
Si assiste in sostanza, anche in questo campo, ad un trasferimento di responsabilità dai livelli 
centrali a quelli periferici delle amministrazioni pubbliche, senza un corrispondente aumento 
delle risorse disponibili, ma anzi nella prospettiva della cd. invarianza finanziaria e dunque di 
una progressiva riduzione delle risorse di fonte statale. 
 
La governance territoriale si attua con processi di democrazia attiva e si basa sull´integrazione di due 
ruoli distinti: quello di indirizzo programmatico (governo) e quello di gestione e fornitura di servizi 
(strutture operative ed amministrative). È necessario integrare diversi livelli programmatori ed attuativi che 
agiscono/possono agire sul contrasto al fenomeno della tratta degli esseri umani e che appaiono essere 
ancora poco integrati l’uno con l’altro: 

•       il livello nazionale rappresentato dal Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità della Presidenza del Consiglio 
attraverso i fondi ex art. 13 e ex art.18 finanzia  il sistema nazionale degli interventi in aiuto alle vittime di tratta 
e grave sfruttamento mentre attraverso un sistema centrale di coordinamento supportato da un gruppo di esperti e 
dall'operatività del N. Verde Nazionale Antitratta raccoglie i dati sul fenomeno, effettua un costante monitoraggio 
delle prese in carico e degli esiti degli interventi, attua un controllo sui costi, sorveglia rispetto a possibili processi 
di rivittimizzazione istituzionali, forma gli operatori del sistema ed elabora analisi e reportistiche. A queste risorse 
si aggiungono altre dalle Amministrazioni centrali che attraverso il Fondo europeo per l’integrazione di cittadini di 
paesi terzi – FEI gestito dal Ministero dell’Interno si finanziano progetti atti a migliorare la capacità dello Stato 
ad elaborare, attuare, monitorare e valutare tutte le strategie di integrazione, le politiche e le misure nei confronti 
dei cittadini di Paesi terzi, lo scambio di informazioni e buone prassi e la cooperazione; 

•       il livello regionale rappresentato da: 
a)        gli Assessorati preposti e competenti sul fenomeno della tratta (per lo più Assessorati al welfare e alle 

politiche sociali piuttosto che Assessorati al lavoro); 
b)       le Autorità di Gestione del FSE (solitamente incardinate negli Assessorati al lavoro e alla formazione); 
•       il livello locale che, anche mediante i Piani Sociali di zona e la presenza di specifici attori locali, diventa 

parte attiva nell’implementazione di azioni a supporto delle vittime di tratta. 
 
Per garantire una maggiore integrazione tra i vari livelli possiamo ridefinire:  
 

▪ il livello regionale rappresentato da: 

•         gli Assessorati alla sanità e al welfare che attraverso finanziamenti e  adeguamenti normativi operino affinché le 
attività di emersione di contatto delle popolazioni a rischio di tratta e grave sfruttamento (azioni di sistema 
propedeutiche al sistema degli interventi in aiuto alle persone vittime di tratta) trovino integrazione all'interno di 
politiche territoriali di prevenzione e tutela della salute, contrasto allo sfruttamento, mediazione dei conflitti di quei 



fenomeni sociali che costituiscono gli ambiti di evidenziazione del traffico di esseri umani, nonché garantiscano e 
riconoscano sul piano giuridico e burocratico amministrativo alle persone vittime di tratta e grave sfruttamento 
presenti sul proprio territorio condizioni di svantaggio temporaneo affinché possano accedere a tutte quelle misure 
sanitarie, socio-sanitarie, assistenziali e di integrazione previste per le categorie vulnerabili; 

•         Gli Assessorati al lavoro e alla formazione che attraverso la gestione del FSE provvedano affinché le misure 
formative e di sostegno all'accesso e alla permanenza al lavoro prevedano come beneficiari anche le persone 
vittime di tratta e grave sfruttamento inserite nei programmi, ovvero prevedano sul piano gestionale burocratico 
amministrativo percorsi formativi con modalità di accesso, tempi di realizzazione, metodologie e tecniche 
rispondenti alle esigenze e ai bisogni di cui sono portatrici le persone straniere con progetti migratori realizzati 
attraverso processi di vittimizzazione e sfruttamento e non alle esigenze delle agenzie e dei professionisti della 
formazione e dell'avviamento al lavoro; 

▪ il livello locale che  

•    attraverso la responsabilità della gestione della presa in carico del programma unico di emersione, assistenza e 
di integrazione sociale da parte dei Servizi Sociali territoriali, il, monitoraggio e la valutazione di tutte le 
azioni a supporto delle vittime di tratta anche mediante i Piani Sociali di zona e la presenza di specifici 
attori locali diventa parte attiva nell’implementazione sui territori locali delle politiche sanitarie socio-sanitarie e 
sociali rivolte alle categorie vulnerabili,  

•    i tavoli Provinciali Antitratta coordinati dalle Prefetture che attraverso il monitoraggio del  fenomeno a livello 
locale, nonché la predisposizione di protocolli operativi tra azione sociale, di polizia e magistratura in ambito di 
emersione, identificazione, protezione e risarcimento delle vittime nel quadro delle indicazioni e delle linee guida 
nazionali provenienti dal livello nazionale contribuiscono all’effettivo coordinamento tra gli attori territoriali 
coinvolti nella protezione ed assistenza alle vittime e nel contrasto al fenomeno, nonché a far si che gli interventi 
territoriali previsti dalle reti progettuali territoriali Antitratta siano  da una parte effettivamente rispondenti alla 
specifica realtà del fenomeno presente nei diversi contesti territoriali locali, dall'altra congruenti alle azioni e alle 
strategie previste dal PNA. 

Essenziale risulta quindi un approccio multidisciplinare e integrato/reti e partnership tra i diversi 
attori, sia istituzionali che del privato sociale.  
 
È opportuno quindi prevedere un modello integrato di intervento DPO/altre Amministrazioni 
nazionali/Regioni, in cui fondi diversi, per natura, titolarità di gestione e ambito territoriale di 
riferimento, contribuiscono al finanziamento di specifiche aree di intervento.  
 
Il sistema di governance che si prefigura non appare troppo distante da quel modello che ha 
prodotto le situazioni scandalose poi rilevate, ancora solo in parte, dall’inchiesta Mafia 
Capitale. In molte regioni, come ad esempio la Sicilia, i tavoli di coordinamento regionale e 
provinciale hanno avuto una dimensione puramente virtuale. Si corre il rischio di invischiare 
il privato sociale in un reticolo di comitati e tavoli nei quali si potrebbe stemperare l’efficacia 
residua dei pochi interventi sul campo. 
 
Appare, quindi, necessaria la costituzione di una Cabina di Regia strutturata a più livelli, fortemente 
radicata sul territorio, capace di instaurare un continuo ed efficace dialogo tra tutti i soggetti 
interessati.  
La Cabina di Regia favorirebbe l’attivazione di una serie di processi proficui tra cui appare opportuno 
evidenziare: 
 

-        il necessario passaggio da una fase di sperimentazione ad una fase di sistema integrato di politiche e di 
servizi in cui possa migliorare il complesso degli interventi di settore; 

-        la reale attivazione di tutte le progettualità che a livello di singoli ambiti territoriali possono essere messe in 
campo;  

-        il potenziamento e la messa a sistema del patrimonio di reti già create all’interno dei singoli territori 
favorendo una forte interazione tra i vari livelli di governo e tra i vari attori del territorio;  

-        un migliore e più efficace coordinamento fra i vari progetti attivi sui territori regionali favorendone anche 
l’ottimizzazione in termini di risorse e di non duplicabilità degli sforzi; 



-        l’adozione di politiche nazionali di prevenzione e contrasto alla tratta uniformi su tutti i territori regionali e 
l’adozione di un progetto/programma/azione nazionale di coordinamento delle politiche; 
 
Relativamente alle politiche e agli indirizzi, la Cabina di regia dovrà confrontarsi con la comunità scientifica 
e accademica allo scopo di ricevere, nel corso del periodo di riferimento del Piano, quelle informazioni relative 
a possibili cambiamenti del fenomeno, evoluzioni e mutazioni, inteso cioè come un sistema di early warning, 
capace quindi di incidere sulle scelte delle politiche successive. 
 
Dovrà inoltre avere un forte raccordo con tutti i Tavoli di coordinamento nazionali e regionali che a vario 
titolo e su tematiche di confine sono istituiti (p.es. Tavolo di coordinamento nazionale insediato presso il 
Ministero dell'interno con l'obiettivo di ottimizzare i sistemi di accoglienza dei richiedenti e/o titolari 
di protezione internazionale secondo gli indirizzi sanciti d'intesa con la Conferenza unificata di cui 
all'articolo 8 del decreto legislativo 28 agosto 1997, n. 281, ecc..) anche per la condivisione e confronto sulla 
programmazione di relativi fondi (p.es. il Fondo Asilo, Migrazione e Integrazione – ex FEI). 
 
La Cabina di regia deve favorire un effetto sinergico sia in termini di policy in relazione alla 
programmazione degli interventi, sia in termini di finanziamento con la possibilità di utilizzare in maniera 
integrata diversi fondi a disposizione.  
 
Si rende pertanto necessaria il raccordo in sede di Cabina di regia non solo con gli attori che sul 
territorio operano a diversi livelli (giudiziario, sanitario, sociale, etc.), ma anche fra coloro che 
all’interno delle stesse Amministrazioni regionali possono accedere a finanziamenti diversificati, in 
primis il FSE e il FESR.  
 
La specificità del fenomeno della tratta degli esseri umani richiede la capacità di contemperare strategie 
competitive con strategie cooperative, per valorizzare al meglio tutte le risorse disponibili e creare 
importanti sinergie territoriali in un’ottica di rete. 
 
Sembrano dunque destinate a restare ancora sulla carta le politiche orientate alla protezione 
delle vittime della tratta con interventi diretti su base territoriale. 
Le attività volte all’emersione, alla segnalazione e invio ai servizi di protezione delle persone vittime di tratta e 
grave sfruttamento, costituiscono la peculiarità e la forza del modello    italiano di sostegno alle vittime di tratta.  
 
Per attività proattive s’intendono tutti quegli interventi di contatto delle popolazioni a rischio con 
l’obiettivo di individuare e far emergere le persone vittime di tratta e grave sfruttamento.  
Favoriscono la fuoriuscita delle vittime da situazioni di sfruttamento e prostituzione forzata offrendo spazi di 
contatto, ascolto, accoglienza (unità di strada, sportello, altri servizi a bassa soglia). 
 
I dati confermano che pur in uno scenario di disomogeneità nelle modalità di raccolta dati e spesso di ufficiosità 
dei dati fatti circolare, l’Italia risulta essere il paese di maggior emersione di persone vittime di tratta e di 
grave sfruttamento in Europa.  
 
Ciò è sicuramente dovuto dalle ottime capacità investigative messe in campo dalle forze di polizia italiane e 
dalla fattiva cooperazione che queste hanno con i servizi di protezione e di tutela delle vittime. Ma la peculiarità 
di questo fronte operativo, riguarda il fatto che l’Italia è l’unico paese in Europa dove l’azione sociale 
mediante attività proattive proprie di emersione è fortemente presente nei luoghi laddove si manifesta il 
fenomeno dello sfruttamento.       
 
Inoltre, l’Italia è l’unica nazione con una helpline che, oltre alle attività di front office, consulenza e 
informazione, attraverso la sua organizzazione, svolge attività di interfaccia tra la segnalazione delle 
potenziali vittime e le reti territoriali d’accoglienza 13 e 18 mediante un lavoro di valutazione della 
segnalazione qualificata presa in carico e invio dell’utenza, nonché azioni proattive di emersione delle 
vittime. 
 
Tutti questi aspetti negli anni e con gradazioni diverse a seconda dei territori, da una parte hanno contribuito a 
migliorare le conoscenze dei fenomeni, dall’altra, permesso di verificare sul campo che laddove si consolidano 



fattive collaborazioni di lavoro di rete multi agenzia tra azione sociale e azione di polizia, queste sono facilitate 
nel raggiungere i propri obiettivi   specifici in quanto il sostegno alle potenziali vittime avvantaggia il lavoro 
investigativo, e  viceversa. 
 
Sulla scorta dell’attuale quadro normativo, le misure che devono essere adottate per favorire l'implementazione 
della tutela delle vittime di tratta e grave sfruttamento devono in primo luogo ricavarsi dal sistema oggi vigente in 
virtù dell'entrata in vigore del D.Lgs 24/2014 e  altresì dalla interpretazione costituzionalmente orientata delle 
norme dell'ordinamento      italiano con riferimento alle disposizioni della direttiva 2011/36 e della Convenzione 
del Consiglio d'Europa, alcune delle quali non direttamente trasposte nel nostro ordinamento interno ma 
egualmente vigenti in virtù del noto principio per cui le norme comunitarie e quelle contenute in accordi 
internazionali hanno rango pari a quelle dettate dalla Costituzione. 
In tale ottica le misure volte a favorire adeguata ed efficace tutela alle vittime di tratta       devono essere le 
seguenti: 
 

-        migliorare l’emersione del fenomeno e garantire interventi di risposta efficaci e coordinati con attività 
volte quindi all’emersione delle vittime, al monitoraggio dei fenomeni, alla costruzione di sistemi di segnalazione 
e di invio per poter essere capillarmente diffuse su tutto il territorio italiano e modulate a seconda dell’incidenza 
che tali fenomeni hanno sui diversi territori italiani; 

-        anche al fine di adempiere a quanto previsto dall'art. 11 co. 4 della direttiva europea,    sono individuati 
adeguati meccanismi di rapida identificazione delle vittime della tratta di esseri umani mediante la 
predisposizione di linee guida, da adottarsi entro tre mesi dall'adozione del presente piano, contenenti 
l'indicazione dei c.d. “indicatori” di tratta, volti alla corretta identificazione delle vittime, non senza la 
precisazione che tali  elementi devono costituire per gli operatori meri parametri di riferimento non 
tassativamente indicativi delle situazioni di tratta; particolare attenzione dovrà essere data al concetto relativo alla 
“posizione di vulnerabilità” di cui all'art. 2 co. 2 della direttiva 2011/36, non sufficientemente approfondito in 
sede di recepimento con il D.Lgs. 24/14; 

-        la costituzione di un  Meccanismo Nazionale di Referral, definendo cioè la cooperazione tramite cui gli 
attori statali  adempiono ai propri obblighi per proteggere e promuovere i diritti umani delle vittime di tratta, 
coordinando i propri sforzi in un partenariato strategico con la società civile; 

-        l’ aggiornamento delle misure di accoglienza in modo da rispondere alle mutate fenomenologie e 
caratteristiche delle vittime; 

-        la formazione secondo il metodo multi agenzia volta tra le altre cose a sensibilizzare i diversi soggetti 
suscettibili di venire a contatto con potenziali vittime di tratta ad una   corretta identificazione;  

-        l’adozione di specifiche linee guida relative all'adempimento dell'obbligo di informazione in favore 
delle vittime, così come imposto dall'art. 11 della direttiva, relativamente al diritto al rilascio del permesso di 
soggiorno ex art. 18 D.Lgs. 286/98 ed al diritto a richiedere la protezione internazionale; in tal senso sarà 
opportuno introdurre specifiche indicazioni volte a garantire tali informazioni in specifici luoghi e contesti, quali i 
centri di prima accoglienza, CIE, CARA, i presidi sanitari, gli stessi sportelli di ascolto dei progetti art. 18.    Tali 
linee guida dovranno individuare le modalità per realizzare il coordinamento dei sistemi 
rispettivamente della protezione a tutela delle vittime di tratta e quello a tutela dei richiedenti 
protezione internazionale, anche nell'ottica del recepimento della direttiva 2013/33 UE e in 
applicazione dell’art. 10 del D.Lgs 24/2014.  
 
 
In questa prospettiva la capacità di promuovere partnership pubblico-privato terzo settore assume un 
valore strategico, focalizzandosi sulla centralità della dimensione territoriale, quale ambito privilegiato di 
lettura dei bisogni, di co-progettazione delle soluzione e di ricomposizione delle risorse. 
La gestione del processo di partnership ha a che fare con il modo in cui i diversi soggetti coinvolti nella 
collaborazione si coordinano. L’efficacia di questa azione rappresenta indubbiamente la misura del successo 
futuro e della sostenibilità dei progetti realizzati.  
Sicuramente la partnership pubblico-privato è uno strumento che meglio di altri può consentire a soggetti 
diversi di condividere risorse e competenze per contribuire localmente al raggiungimento di ambiziosi obiettivi 
come quelli legati allo sviluppo di un   territorio in un’ ottica di contrasto al fenomeno della tratta degli esseri 
umani. 
 



Appare infine del tutto lacunosa la previsione di una collaborazione con i paesi terzi, 
soprattutto per la carenza di meccanismi di protezione a livello transnazionale, ed il rimpatrio 
su base volontaria sembra costituire una ipotesi che non tiene conto dei gravi condizionamenti 
che le vittime della tratta potrebbero continuare a subire nei paesi di origine. 
 
Governance transnazionale delle politiche di prevenzione e contrasto al fenomeno della tratta e del 
grave sfruttamento lavorativo. 
 
È necessario potenziare o promuovere la collaborazione dello Stato italiano con gli organismi internazionali 
competenti in materia di tratta e di grave sfruttamento lavorativo (OIM, ILO, ecc.), e con i Paesi europei o extra-
U.E. coinvolti dai suddetti fenomeni criminosi (Romania, Bulgaria, Nigeria,ecc.). L’azione deve particolarmente 
favorire lo sviluppo di politiche ed   interventi condivisi, a livello transnazionale, per la tutela e l’inclusione socio-
lavorativa delle vittime, compreso il tema del rimpatrio volontario e del reinserimento socio-lavorativo nel paese 
di origine. 
 
È necessario la costruzione di campagne di sensibilizzazione e prevenzione, condivise con paesi origine rivolte 
alla popolazione e alle amministrazioni pubbliche. 
 
In conclusione qualche osservazione sugli aspetti più legati alla repressione dei reati. Se si 
volesse davvero dare una svolta alle indagini in materia di tratta e colpire veramente i livelli 
più alti delle organizzazioni criminali che operano in diversi paesi, ma alcuni anche presenti 
in Italia, basterebbe anticipare al massimo il momento della protezione sociale rispetto alle 
indagini di polizia, assumere progressivamente informazioni dagli operatori anche da quelli 
non convenzionati con il ministero dell’interno in progetti antitratta, e sottoporre ad un 
rigoroso controllo le utenze telefoniche nell’area circostante i centri di prima accoglienza, in 
modo da scoprire chi si avvicina per proporre alle ragazze ed ai minori la prosecuzione del 
viaggio e la fuga dai centri. 
 
Occorrerebbe poi fare conoscere davvero l’esistenza di un numero nazionale antitratta, per 
evitare fenomeni di vittimizzazione successiva allo sbarco, ma non basta solo che gli operatori 
di un centralino forniscano qualche risposta, magari sulla base di format precostituiti. Il 
numero nazionale anti tratta deve diventare la spina dorsale di una serie di progetti 
territoriali di intervento rapido, progetti che van o adeguatamente finanziati per dotarsi di 
tutte le necessarie professionalità per rispondere immediatamente, sul campo, alle richieste di 
aiuto da parte delle vittime. Da queste storie, dalla costruzione di rapporti di fiducia tra le 
persone che assistono e quelle che vengono assistite, potrebbero nascere radiografie del 
sistema della prostituzione in Italia ed i suoi legami con quelli degli altri paesi, che potrebbero 
essere di maggiore efficacia rispetto ai risultati fin qui conseguiti sulla base delle indagini 
legate alla tecnica tradizionale della delazione e della testimonianza in giudizio. 
 
Infine occorrerebbe tracciare maggiormente i movimenti finanziari, in prevalenza tramite 
Western Union delle persone sospettate di fare parte delle organizzazioni di trafficanti o di 
quelle ragazze che dopo anni di sfruttamento si accingono ad assumere il ruolo di “sister” o di 
“maman”. Ma andrebbero anche create strutture di protezione in Nigeria, soprattutto, per le 
famiglie di quelle persone che come vittime della tratta intendessero depositare una denuncia 
qui in Italia, tenendo conto dello scarso livello di collaborazione e della diffusa corruzione 
delle autorità Nigeriane. Altrimenti parlare di “ri mpatrio volontario” e di “reinserimento 
lavorativo” nei paesi di origine non avrebbe davvero senso. 
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                                          Testimonianza di sr. Valeria Gandini 
 
 
 
 
            Oggi nel mondo, il volto dell’emarginazione, della povertà, della discriminazione e dello 
sfruttamento, assume sempre più il volto di donna. Le donne rappresentano l’80% delle persone 
che vivono in condizioni di povertà assoluta. 
E’ la donna che porta il peso della famiglia numerosa nei paesi in via di sviluppo; è la donna che 
soffre a causa della carestia e scarsità di acqua, dei conflitti armati e delle lotte tribali e della 
mancanza di medicine. E’ la donna che subisce violenza tra le mura domestiche, E’ ancora la 
donna, costretta a lasciare la sua terra per trovare in altri paesi sicurezza e benessere per se e per 
la famiglia. E’ la donna, soprattutto oggi, che soffre violenza in molti modi, specie quella sessuale, 
che la costringe a fare del suo corpo un oggetto di piacere e una fonte di guadagno. 
 
            Trovarsi a parlare con una donna che ha subito violenza – che si trova priva della sua 
libertà -  che è continuamente sorvegliata dai suoi padroni -  minacciata -  comprata e venduta – 
obbligata al silenzio,  e condividere con lei i sentimenti, le emozioni, è qualcosa di indescrivibile 
 
            Nella mia esperienza di vita missionaria in Africa, ho incontrato e conosciuto tante donne, e 
al mio ritorno in Italia, nei Centri di Ascolto delle Caritas ne ho conosciute ancora tante  che venute 
qui in cerca di lavoro per sostenere le loro famiglie, si sono trovate schiave della prostituzione. 
Sono giovani donne, alcune mamme di famiglia, altre minorenni,  tutte  chiedono:  ascolto,  
accoglienza un lavoro  sano... comprensione  e  preghiere.      
 
            Ricordo Lucy, costretta ad abortire otto volte… nel lavarsi le mani vedeva sangue uscire 
dal rubinetto… piangeva sempre,  ma a chi poteva dirlo?... Osagie, grave in Ospedale, era in 
dialisi, mi diceva: il freddo della notte mi è penetrato nelle ossa e in tutto il corpo, per questo mi 
sono ammalata, suora prega con me,  per  me… è  morta  a  25  anni…  Ho conosciuto donne 
impazzite, come Edith, che vedeva uomini cattivi entrare dalla finestra, dietro le porte e gridava 
aiuto… 
 
           Una delle cose  più umilianti per la donna è il sentirsi  trafficata, cioè, venduta e comperata 
come merce. Mi confidava Tina piangendo:  Suora ci hanno messo nude – in fila – e degli uomini 
ci toccavano sulle spalle…così… come fossimo animali, capisci? Come fossimo animali!...  
Penso a Gala, quando è arrivata da noi era alcolizzata, perché, per superare la vergogna e la 
paura,  prima di uscire sulla strada si ubriacava….lei ripeteva sempre:  suora, nessuno può capire 
la vergogna e la paura che si prova stando nuda sulla strada… Prima di uscire da casa faccio 
sempre il Segno della Croce, e quando rientro dico Grazie a Dio per essere tornata ancora viva…   
 
            Sulle nostre strade, purtroppo abbiamo ancora centinaia di giovani donne e bambine, sono 
lì  in  piedi, costrette a vendere il loro corpo nella prostituzione, e vivere nella paura, nell’angoscia, 
nella solitudine. 
 
 
            Una cosa mi sorprende sempre in queste sorelle, pur nella loro situazione di sofferenza e 
di confusione, portano sempre dentro di loro la volontà di vivere, la capacità di generare –  di 
proteggere e far crescere la vita in situazioni di non vita. La capacità cioè di vivere con niente, la 
tenacia nella lotta e la speranza inamovibile per un futuro migliore,  la tenerezza, l’attenzione,  la 
sopportazione, la gratuità, il donare se stesse agli altri fino a morire purchè gli altri vivano,  
 
 



 
Testimonianze:     
 
 Norah,  il suo compagno voleva farla abortire, nonostante le botte, ha salvato il suo bimbo, (Denis) 
 
 Mercy, riuscita a fuggire verso il Nord, aiutata da una ragazza con il guadagno della notte… 
  
Joy, aveva preso il foglio di via in Germania, i suoi sfruttatori l’hanno subito presa e portata in Italia, 
perché continuasse a lavorare, aveva ancora 40.000 euro da pagare, però  lei non ne poteva più, 
si sentiva  stanca, ammalata, per questo aveva chiesto aiuto alla Caritas… ma quando è arrivata la 
telefonata della mamma, che il suo bambino di 5 anni era caduto da un balcone e si trovava in 
coma, ricoverato  in Ospedale,  ha deciso: il mio bambino non deve morire per me, ma io devo 
morire prima… per questo aveva  preso i farmaci.. e stava ricoverata in Psichiatria…Meglio che  
muoia io  piuttosto del mio bambino!.. 
 
            La Tratta degli Esseri Umani ci umilia. Ferisce la dignità delle donne, di tutte le donne, 
trasfigura il volto umano di bambini, uomini e donne vittime, e lacera vite e storie di vita individuale 
e famigliare. La tratta scandalizza, stravolge la visione della dignità umana e trasfigura il volto 
umano di quanti fanno della Tratta un modo per guadagnare  soldi  e  godere i piaceri che il male 
offre  agli esseri umani in degenerazione. 
 
 
Cosa facciamo a Palermo 
 
            Presso la Caritas Diocesana  sono stati attivati alcuni Servizi come: 
Ascolto, accompagnamento psicologico, consulenza legale, collaborazione con case di 
Accoglienza attive sul territorio regionale e nazionale. 
 
            Sono attive due  “Unità di Strada” con  uscite  settimanali  per  incontrare  le  ragazze  e 
instaurare  con  loro  rapporti  di  fiducia, e  condividere  momenti  di  preghiera. 
 
            Abbiamo scritto una lettera ai Clienti per aiutarli a capire che le ragazze che stanno sulla 
strada, non sono li per loro scelta,  e  che  loro,  i  clienti,  hanno  una  grave  responsabilità  nel 
promuovere e mantenere  questo traffico.. lettera che distribuiamo ai clienti  quando è possibile, 
nelle scuole,  nelle Parrocchie, negli Incontri con gruppi giovanili. 
 
            Facciamo parte del Coordinamento Anti Tratta “Favour and Loveth”, perché crediamo  
nell’importanza del lavorare Insieme e in Rete. 
 
 
            Ma anche  noi  Oggi , presenti a questo incontro, ci chiediamo: Cosa possiamo fare di più  
per  prevenire  e  fermare   il Traffico di Esseri Umani  e  ridare ad ogni donna  e ad ogni persona  
libertà  e  dignità   e  il  diritto  di  vivere  e  continuare  a  sperare? 
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SITUAŢIA STATISTICĂ A VICTIMELOR TRAFICULUI DE PERSOANE
IDENTIFICATE ÎN ANUL 2014



Bucureşti, str. Ion Campineanu nr. 20, etaj 5, sector 1
Tel.021 311 89 81/Fax: 021.3190183; anitp@mai.gov.ro

Notă:
La publicarea în luna martie a.c. a acestui material documentar, concluzia  privind victimele traficului de persoane din mediul rural enunțată la
pagina nr. 2, a fost formulată în baza interpretării în mod eronat a datelor existente.
Din acest considerent, prezentul material a fost corectat și republicat pe această pagină de web.
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INTRODUCERE

Asociat deseori cu denumirea de „sclavie modernă”, traficul de persoane, atât prin prisma etiologiei sale, cât și a efectelor pe care le

prezintă la nivelul corpului social, se constituie în ultimul timp, din ce în ce mai mult, și într-un fenomen social, în fapt, o boală a societății a

cărei existență nu poate fi negată, ci mai degrabă conștientizată și combatută. Astfel, specialiști din diverse arii de intervenție profesională

manifestă constant preocupare pentru studierea fenomenului și a cauzelor generatoare ale acestuia.

În acest sens, prin coroborarea şi analizarea datelor statistice disponibile, urmărind indicatori de gen, vârstă, educaţie, situaţie familială,

indicatori descriptivi ai perioadei pre-exploatare (recrutare şi provenienţă) şi ai exploatării propriu-zise, prezenta analiză îşi propune să vină în

sprijinul acestei iniţiative, formulând câteva concluzii cu privire la situaţia victimelor identificate în anul 2014.

Astfel:

- la nivelul anului 2014 se constată menţinerea tendinţei descendente înregistrate în ultimii ani cu privire la numărul victimelor traficului de persoane

identificate. Astfel, în 2014 au fost identificate 757 de victime, cu 139 victime mai puţin decât anul anterior şi cu 397 mai puţine faţă de 2010.
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-victimele provenite din mediul rural continuă să reprezinte principala categorie vulnerabilă. Din totalul victimelor identificate, 440 de

persoane locuiesc la sate sau comune, 302 în mediul urban iar 5 dintre acestea provin din capitală.

-ca şi în anii precedenţi, carenţele educaţionale reprezintă unul dintre factorii principali ai intrarii victimelor în trafic. Astfel 354 de

victime au cel mult studii gimnaziale1 la momentul traficării, acest număr reprezentând 47% din totalul vctimelor identificate, în timp ce o

proporţie de 32% urmau/ aveau finalizate studiile liceale sau profesionale la momentul consumării infracţiunii de trafic de persoane. Cele

aparţinând categoriei „studii superioare” continuă să deţină ponderea cea mai mică, respectiv 1% (9 victime), urmate de cele fără studii 5% ( 37

victime) şi cele cu studii primare 14% (106 victime). Deşi nivelul scăzut de educaţie nu este un factor a cărui importanţă poate fi ignorată, acesta

nu este singurul luat în considerare atunci când este abordată problema vulnerabilităţii la trafic. Lipsa oportunităţilor de angajare în mediul de

rezidenţă (care de cele mai multe ori este unul rural), lipsa unor valori sociale, familii disfuncţionale, dorinţa de a scăpa de un mediu abuziv sau

neglijent se transformă la nivel individual în factori de împingere în trafic de persoane, determinând indivizii să accepte diversele promisiuni sau

să aibă încredere în ofertele de muncă, călătorie, tratament sau de altă natură venite atât din partea unor prieteni, cât şi din partea unor persoane

cu totul necunoscute.

- comparativ cu anii precedenţi, situaţia familială rămâne neschimbată, majoritatea victimelor (547) provenind din familii biparentale.

Trebuie reamintit însă, că, în cele mai multe dintre situaţii, vorbim despre acele familii caracterizate de relaţii tensionate, violenţă domestică,

consum de alcool sau stupefiante, per ansamblu, despre un mediu propice dezvoltării predispunerii membrilor acestora la trafic.

1 O victimă aparţinând unei categorii educaţionale este o victimă care a absolvit sau este în curs de absolvire a ciclului de clase aferente respectivei categorii la momentul
intrarii în trafic
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-referitor la distribuţia pe gen şi vârstă, se constată o creştere a numărului victimelor adulte de gen feminin comparativ cu anul 2013.

Astfel, în 2014, din totalul de 467 de victime adulte, 283 au fost femei (61%), comparativ cu anul anterior când numărul femeilor identificate era

aproximativ egal cu cel al barbaţilor. De asemenea, se constată că cea mai vulnerabilă categorie de vârstă continuă sa fie cea situată  între 18 şi

25 de ani (279 victime). Cu toate acestea, un număr semnificativ de minori cu vârstele cuprinse între 14 şi 17 ani (251) ajung victime ale

traficului de persoane şi minori.
-particularitățile contextului economic, dificultățile întâmpinate în găsirea unui loc de muncă în interiorul granițelor țării, dar şi mirajul

Occidentului, a oportunităţilor şi câştigurilor însemnate oferite de acesta, continuă să determine sensibilizarea victimelor în faţa promisiunilor

false şi ofertelor de muncă în străinătate folosite de traficanţi ca principal pretext în recrutare (44%). De asemenea, din analizarea datelor cu

privire la relaţia socială dintre recrutor şi victimă, precum şi a celor referitoare la modul de recrutare, se observă că cele mai multe dintre victime

au fost recrutate prin abordare directă de către recrutor, respectiv 89% ( 671 victime recutate direct de traficant). Pentru această perioadă 355 de

victime au fost recrutate de o persoană cunoscută, iar 256 de un necunoscut.

-exploatarea sexuală rămâne una din cele mai răspândite forme de exploatare în rândul victimelor traficului de persoane. Nicio formă de

exploatare nu poate exclude o alta, în sensul că victimele pot fi exploatate prin mai multe forme, în funcţie de nevoile şi domeniul infracţional al

traficanţilor. Victime care erau obligate la practicarea cerşetoriei sau exploatate prin muncă, au suferit şi alte abuzuri sau au fost exploatate

sexual. Şi în acest an, exploatarea sexuală şi pornografia infntilă și pe internet ocupă primul loc în rândul modalităţilor de exploatare, cu 66% din

total, urmată de exploatarea prin muncă cu 25%. Au fost înregistrate victime exploatate prin obligarea la cerşetorie sau prin obligarea la

comiterea de furturi, însă ponderea acestora a fost de doar 7%.
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DIVERSE FORME DE EXPLOATARE

Industria sexuală :

 se constată o creştere a numărului de victime exploatate sexual (499 victime), ceea ce reprezintă 66% din totalul victimelor

identificate în acest an.

 şi în acestă perioadă, exploatarea în locuinţe private a înregistrat un număr ridicat de victime identificate, respectiv 192 victime,

urmat de 139 victime exploatate în stradă şi 77 în cluburi.

Sectorul economic:

 În perioada analizată, exploatarea prin muncă deţine locul doi, cu un număr de 188 de victime, respectiv 25% din totalul de victime

identificate în anul 2014. Comparativ cu anul 2013 se constată o scădere cu 187 de victime.

 Exploatarea prin muncă se desfăşoară tot în sectoarele economice în care predomină munca”la negru”, acolo unde accesul autorităţilor

este mai dificil şi anume: sectorul agriculturii şi construcţii.

 De asemenea, se constată o scădere a numărului victimelor exploatate în agricultură, 120 victime, comparativ cu anul trecut când

numarul victimelor exploatate în acest sector ajungea la 269 şi al numărului victimelor exploatate în construcţii (27 victime), comparativ

cu 31 victime în 2013.
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Fig. 1. DINAMICA POPULAŢIEI VICTIMELOR IDENTIFICATE
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Fig. 2 DISTRIBUŢIA PE GEN ŞI VÂRSTĂ

Distribuţia pe gen a victimelor identificate în anul 2014 arată că 74% din acestea sunt de gen feminin şi 26% sunt de gen masculin. Distribuţia pe
criteriul vârstei arată că 62% din victime erau majore la intrarea în trafic.
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Fig. 3 MEDIU DE PROVENIENŢĂ2

Şi în acest an, cea mai mare parte a victimelor identificate continuă să provină din mediul rural (58%).

.

2 Datorită situațiilor de retraficare, suma victimelor pe diverși indicatori de trafic poate fi mai mare decât totalul victimel or raportat
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Fig. 4 NIVEL DE EDUCAŢIE

Cele mai multe victime în anul de referinţă aparţin categoriei  5-8 clase (ciclul gimnazial) sau 9-12 clase (ciclul liceal), totalul acestora
însemnând 76% din populaţia de victime identificate.
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Fig. 5 RELAŢIA CU RECRUTORUL

Cele mai multe victime sunt recrutate de către o cunoştinţă sau de un prieten (47%), în mod direct, fără intermediari, promisiunea unui loc de
muncă în străinătate deţinând ponderea cea mai mare în ceea ce priveşte condiţiile de recrutare( 44% din totalul victimelor identificate).
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Fig. 6 MOD DE RECRUTARE
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Fig. 7 CONDIŢII DE RECRUTARE
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Fig. 8 MODURI DE EXPLOATARE

În continuare cele mai multe victime au fost exploatate sexual, aproximativ 63%, cu 14% mai mult ca anul trecut, în timp ce 25% au fost
exploatate prin muncă în diverse sectoare economice. Au fost înregistrate victime exploatate prin obligarea la cerşetorie, reprezentări

pornografice sau prin obligarea la comiterea de furturi, însă ponderea acestora fiind mult mai mică comparativ cu primele două forme de
exploatare. În cazul a 14 persoane a existat tentativă la traficul de persoane în scopul exploatării de orice fel.
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Pentru perioada analizată, conform datelor deţinute de ANITP, judeţele din zona de centru a ţării, judeţele de graniţă şi Moldova au reprezentat
principalele surse ale traficului de persoane, aşa cum se observă în harta de mai jos:
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De asemenea, pentru perioada analizată se observă o activitate a traficului de persoane orientată mai mult în afara graniţelor ţării,

determinată în mare parte şi de o mai bună dezvoltare economică a acestor state, precum şi de reglementări diferite a unor infracţiuni relaţionate

activităţii de trafic, precum prostituţia, cerşetoria, furtul etc.

În anul 2014 se constată o modificare în topul ţărilor de destinaţie. Astfel, primele 10 ţări de destinaţie au fost Italia cu 93 de victime,

Germania cu 75 de victime, Spania 45 de victime, Austria 32, Cehia cu 29, Irlanda cu 29, Portugalia 22, Grecia cu 19 victime şi Marea Britanie

cu 18 victime. În anul anterior principala destinaţie a fost Grecia cu 120 de victime. Totodată, se observă o creştere a ponderii traficului intern

de la 38% la 45%, respectiv un număr de 339 victime au fost exploatate pe teritoriul României în anul 2014.

Concluziile cu privire la evoluţia fenomenului traficului de persoane vor fi trase în Raportul anual privind traficul de persoane în anul

2014, raport care va fi publicat în cursul anului 2015.
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Contributo di Angela Spatola – Questura di Palermo  
 
Buongiorno, 
Mi chiamo angela spatola e sono un funzionario della polizia di stato italiana. 
Da circa dieci anni mi occupo di immigrazione e oggi ho l’onore di condividere con voi la mia 
esperienza professionale, effettuata in una provincia di frontiera, da anni ormai interessata all’esodo 
di portata storica dalla coste del nord africa. 
 
Il concetto di immigrazione è spesso legato al concetto di tratta di esseri umani, in particolare 
quando parliamo di immigrazione clandestina, ma anche, per certi aspetti quando parliamo di 
immigrazione regolare nella forma, ma irregolare nella sostanza. 
 
Ed infatti, nel gergo mondiale vengono utilizzati due termini per indicare i fenomeni in esame e 
segnatamente “smuggling” per indicare il favoreggiamento dell’immigrazione clandestina, condotta 
che si configura attraverso la vendita, da parte delle organizzazioni criminali, del servizio di 
trasporto e fornitura di documenti. 
In questo caso, una volta giunti a destinazione, il rapporto tra il migrante e l’organizzazione si 
conclude. 
 
Il secondo termine è traffcking e indica la condotta criminale che negli ordinamenti giuridici interni 
viene indicata come reato di tratta e consiste nel reclutamento delle vittime attraverso la violenza, 
l’inganno, la minaccia. In questo caso, giunte a destinazione, le vittime vengono private dei loro 
documenti, ridotte in stato di schiavitù  e sfruttate nei mercati della prostituzione, 
dell’accattonaggio, del lavoro nero e del traffico di organi. 
 
La comunità internazionale da anni si impegna nel contrasto al fenomeno criminale, ma nonostante 
la promulgazione di leggi, la stesura di protocolli, la sottoscrizione di accordi internazionali, il 
fenomeno risulta ancora oggi imponente sia per il numero delle vittime, sia per l’espansione 
territoriale che oggi coinvolge continenti un tempo immuni come l’europa. 
 
Nel 2000, la citta in cui lavoro, palermo, ha ospitato la conferenza delle nazioni unite dedicata alla 
presentazione della convenzione contro la criminalità organizzata transnazionale. 
 
Nell’occasione sono anche stati presentati due protocolli addizionali alla convenzione, dedicati 
rispettivamente l’uno alla prevenzione, repressione e punizione della tratta di persone, in particolare 
di donne e bambini, l’altro per combattere il traffico di migranti via terra, via mare e via aria. 
 
Il parlamento italiano ha ratificato sia la convenzione che i protocolli, dando impulso ad un’attività 
di produzione normativa che ha innovato la materia penale, ferma fino ad allora, alle disposizioni 
del codice rocco. 
 
Attualmente le principali norme dell’ordinamento italiano che disciplinano la materia sia dal punto 
di vista penale che amministrativo sono: 
 
Decreto lgs n. 286/98, “testo unico delle disposizioni concernenti la disciplina dell’immigrazione e 
norme sulla condizione dello straniero” art. 18; 
 
Legge n. 228/03 “misure contro la tratta di persone”; 
 
Decreto lgs n. 24/14 “attuazione della direttiva 2011/36/ue relativa alla prevenzione e alla 
repressione della tratta di esseri umani e alla protezione delle vittime”; 



 
Codice penale 
Art. 600(riduzione e mantenimento in schiavitù o       servitù) 
Art. 601 (tratta di persone) 
Art. 602 (acquisto o alienazione di schiavi) 
 
 
Ma al di là delle citazioni normative, la tratta di esseri umani è oggi un fenomeno sociale ancor 
prima che criminale, per questo preferisco, in questo mio intervento, dopo un breve ma necessario 
escursus normativo, trattare l’argomento più da operatore sociale che da giurista, ritenendo che il 
rappresentante delle forze dell’ordine sia poi in fondo, una sintesi delle due figure. 
 
Il profilo strettamente giuridico del fenomeno, così come emerge dalla lettura delle norme penali 
del nostro ordinamento che nel 2003, hanno finalmente riformato la disciplina precedente ormai 
storicamente inadeguata, è limitato ai casi previsti dagli artt. 600 e seguenti del codice penale, nei 
quali vengono individuate le condotte che integrano i reati di riduzione in schiavitù e di tratta di 
esseri umani. 
 
Le due fattispecie criminose, strettamente legate tra loro poiché l’una è il presupposto dell’altra, e la 
prima costituisce l’elemento soggettivo ovvero il dolo specifico della seconda, descrivono in 
maniera particolarmente minuziosa la condotta dell’autore del delitto che deve esercitare sulla 
vittima “poteri corrispondenti al diritto di proprietà” mediante violenza, minaccia, inganno, abuso di 
autorità o approfittamento di una situazione di inferiorità fisica o psichica o di uno stato di 
necessità. 
 
Sulla base di questo presupposto, l’indurre una persona a fare ingresso soggiornare o uscire dallo 
stato, integra il reato di tratta. 

La citata  legge 11 agosto 2003 n. 228 sulla tratta,ha previsto dunque un reato specifico sia, come 
già detto, per adeguare la nostra legislazione alla convenzione onu sulla criminalità organizzata e al 
protocollo addizionale sul traffico di persone, sia per adeguare l’intervento penale alla gravità 
sempre crescente del fenomeno criminale.  

L’italia è uno dei pochi paesi europei dove si sono  conseguiti  risultati significativi nell’azione di 
contrasto, dove molte vittime sono state inserite nei programmi di assistenza e integrazione sociale 
e molte di loro hanno ottenuto il permesso di soggiorno al termine di un proficuo percorso di 
integrazione sociale. 

  

Si tratta tuttavia di risultati ancora insufficienti, se si pensa all’enormità del "business" che la tratta 
rappresenta oggi per le organizzazioni criminali a livello internazionale, paragonabile solo al 
traffico di droga e di armi.  

Ma di diverso ed enormemente tragico, qui, c’è che le merci sono le persone stesse, e lo scopo del 
crimine non si esaurisce nell’immigrazione illegale, ma consiste principalmente nello sfruttamento 
selvaggio e illimitato delle prestazioni sessuali o lavorative delle vittime. 

 di fatto però i problemi interpretativi esistono e, come sempre nei casi di applicazione di una nuova 
norma, la giurisprudenza va man mano colmando le lacune interpretative inevitabili in un primo 
periodo di applicazione della nuova normativa anche perché il reato di riduzione in schiavitù, 



sebbene sia tradizionalmente a forma libera, ovvero un reato in cui il disvalore penale è attribuito 
soltanto per la mera condizione di privazione di libertà della persona assoggettata, nel nostro 
ordinamento richiede  lo scopo di sfruttamento e l’indicazione dei mezzi utilizzati per assoggettare 
la persona.  

 l’art. 601 che introduce il reato di "tratta di persone" individua la condotta  alternativamente o nella 
"tratta di persona che si trova nelle condizioni di cui all’articolo 600",  ovvero, nella condotta di chi 
"al fine di commettere i delitti di cui al primo comma del medesimo articolo, la induce mediante 
inganno o la costringe mediante violenza, minaccia, abuso di autorità o approfittamento di una 
situazione di inferiorità fisica o psichica o di una situazione di necessità, o mediante la promessa o 
dazione di somme di denaro o di altri vantaggi a chi ha autorità sulla persona, a fare ingresso o 
soggiornare o uscire dal territorio dello stato o a trasferirsi al suo interno". 

 la pena è identica a quella prevista per la riduzione in schiavitù, da otto a venti anni. Nella seconda 
ipotesi, dal punto di vista dell’elemento materiale ciò che differenzia la tratta dalla riduzione in 
schiavitù è l’elemento aggiuntivo del trasferimento della persona 

In quest’ottica appare opportuno evidenziare che di recente l’italia ha recepito la direttiva europea 
2011/36/ue relativa alla prevenzione e repressione della tratta di esseri umani e alla protezione delle 
vittime, con il decreto legislativo n.24/14, con il, quale il legislatore pone un’attenzione individuale 
alle vittime della tratta, avendo un particolare riguardo a coloro i quali appartengono alle cosiddette 
categorie vulnerabili, riguardo alle quali il nostro ordinamento ha armonizzato le direttive 
dell’unione europea, sia in materia di vittime di tratta, sia recependo e codificando il principio di 
“non refoulment”, caposaldo della direttiva n. 115/08. 

Il decreto legislativo n. 24 del 2014 dedica un intero paragrafo ai minori non accompagnati vittime 
della tratta, prescrivendo l’obbligo di informazione nei loro confronti sia in ordine alla loro 
condizione di vittime sia anche in ordine alla possibilità di accedere alla procedura per il 
riconoscimento della protezione internazionale. 

È fondamentale però sottolineare che la tutela delle vittime non può prescindere dalla loro 
collaborazione, né dalla loro identificazione, tanto che la direttiva di cui il decreto n. 24 è 
attuazione, richiede anche l’accertamento dell’età reale del sedicente minore, attraverso l’approccio 
multidisciplinare, tradotto nella prassi con i vari protocolli di intesa tra tutte le professionalità 
coinvolte. 

Terminato l’escursus sulla normativa europea ed interna in materia di tratta e di protezione delle 
vittime, appare evidente che al di là dei protocolli internazionali e degli aspetti squisitamente 
tecnico-giuridici, dal punto di vista dell’uomo della strada e dei non addetti ai lavori, non è 
pensabile che il concetto di tratta di esseri umani sia riconducibile solo ed esclusivamente alle 
condotte specifiche descritte dalle norme del codice penale in cui le vittime vengono assolutamente 
private dell’autodeterminazione. 

Nell’immaginario collettivo infatti la tratta è un fenomeno dai confini meno nitidi di quelli previsti 
dal legislatore, ed è per questa ragione che ho premesso che in questa sede avrei preferito affrontare 
il fenomeno da un punto di vista atecnico, consapevole, da operatore del settore, che il concetto 
sociale di tratta non è perfettamente sovrapponibile a quello tecnico-giuridico. 
 
E non si può parlare di tratta senza partire dalle vittime del fenomeno, che sono sempre persone di 
grande fragilità o fisica, o psichica o emotiva o anche economico-sociale.. 
 



Vittime prescelte della tratta, come di ogni altra forma di violenza, sono prevalentemente le donne, 
più sfruttabili sotto il profilo sessuale, ma spesso anche sotto il profilo del lavoro nero. 
 
E non dimentichiamo i minori, i cosiddetti “minori non accompagnati” che invece spesso 
accompagnati lo sono, purtroppo dal loro aguzzino, dal loro sfruttatore, da organizzazioni senza 
scrupoli che individuano nella grande fragilità del fanciullo una cospicua fonte di guadagno, nello 
sfruttamento da lavoro nero, ma spesso nell’introduzione dei minori nei circuiti criminali in ragione 
della loro non imputabilità o della loro imputabilità affievolita, se non anche il loro abuso e 
sfruttamento nell’accattonaggio e nel mercato del sesso. 
 
Devo però aggiungere che l’esperienza nel settore della migrazione, maturata in dieci anni di 
servizio all’ufficio immigrazione della questura di palermo, mi ha insegnato che vittime della tratta  
in senso lato e non squisitamente giuridico, sono spesso anche giovani uomini fuggiti dai paesi 
d’origine, alla ricerca di un futuro negato da poverta’ e guerre, illusi da promesse disattese e 
propinate dietro dazione di somme di denaro spesso frutto dei risparmi di una vita e di un’intera 
famiglia. 

  

L’ordinamento giurico italiano ha comunque il pregio di costuituire uno dei sistemi più avanzati 
nella tutela delle vittime della tratta, attraverso una norma non penale che si inserisce nel più ampio 
contesto normativo del testo unico sull’immigrazione, ma che ne rispetta la ratio legis ponendosi 
come norma di raccordo tra gli obiettivi di tutela, di integrazione e indirettamente di mantenimento 
dell’ordine pubblico.  
 
All’atto della sua entrata in vigore la norma che prevede il rilascio del permesso di soggiorno per 
protezione sociale, si manifesta come elemento di grande novità nel panorama giuridico italiano ed 
europeo. 
 
Gli accordi internazioinale già citati, relativi al protocollo di palermo e alla convenzione del 
consiglio d’europa di varsavia, sono rispettivamente del 2000 e del 2005, mentre l’art. 18 del 
decreto legislativo n. 286 è del 1998 e quindi si inserisce con largo anticipo rispetto ai successivi 
obblighi internazionali. 
Il dato fondamentale e centrale della norma  è la tutela rivolta alla vittima e finalizzata a spezzare il 
vincolo innaturale che la lega al proprio sfruttatore, permettendole anche l’inserimento nel contesto 
sociale di accoglienza, cosicchè, anche in quelle situazioni in cui sia improponibile o inopportuno il 
ritorno in patria, in tutti i casi di non ritorno, la vittima abbia comunque una progettualità di vita 
futura libera dal contesto criminale dal quale è stata introdotta nel nostro paese. 
 
La ratio della norma ha inoltre superato in modo decisivo il concetto di protezione legata 
indissolubilmente ad una collaborazione processuale, atteso che, indipendentemente dalle 
dichiarazioni in un procedimento penale, la stessa situazione di grave sfruttamento segnalata dai 
servizi sociali, può tributare alla vittima, che decida di sottrarsi ai coindizionamenti 
dell’organizzazione criminale, il rilascio di un permesso di soggiorno per protezione sociale e per 
una futura integrazione nella nostra società. 
 
La drammaticità del fenomeno del traffico degli esseri umani è stata dunque individuata per tempo 
dal nostro legislatore che, ancor prima di inserire nell’ordinamento le norme penali che individuano 
le specifiche condotte criminose, ha ritenuto urgente e necessario intervenire a favore delle vittime, 
con una norma che ha prodotto comunque risultati eccezionali anche in materia penale. 
 



La lettura dell’art. 18 del testo unico sull’immigrazione evidenzia tra l’altro la atecnicità del 
linguiaggio usato dal legislatore che opportunamente ha voluto svincolare la protezione delle 
vittime dall’accertamento di specifici reati, commessi anche in forma associativa, proprio per 
consentire a tutti gli operatori del settore, sia sociali che di polizia giudiziaria, di intraprendere 
iniziative di protezione e tutela delle vittime, indipendentemente dall’esito dell’attività info-
investigativa e giudiziaria. 
 
La proposta per il rilascio del permesso di soggiorno per protezione sociale può dunque essere 
inoltrata al questore in relazione ad un duplice percorso: quello giudiziario, nel caso in cui la vittima 
renda dichiarazioni in procedimenti penali per gravissimi reati, e corra concreti pericoli per la sua 
incolumità per effetto delle dichiarazioni rese nel corso delle indagini preliminari o del giudizio ed 
il percorso sociale nel caso in cui, nel corso di interventi assistenziali dei servizi sociali degli enti 
locali o di organismi privati aciò preposti siano accertate situazioni di violenza e di grave 
sfruttamento ed emergano concreti pericoli per l’incolumità della vittima, a causa del tentativo di 
sottrarsi ai condizionamenti delle organizzazioni criminali. 
 
La proposta di rilascio del permesso di soggiorno può essere pertanto inoltrata al questore o dal 
procuratore, o dagli uffici investigativi con richiesta di parere del procuratore o ancora, 
indipendentemente dalla collaborazione investigatoiva o giudiziaria, dai servizi sociali. 
 
Il periodo temporale di applicazione della norma, ovvero 16 anni circa dal momento della sua 
emanazione, consentono adesso i primi bilanci senz’altro positivi. 
 
Innanzi tutto l’elasticità con la quale viene valutata la situazione di pericolo, anche questo 
considerato ormai in un’ottica transnazionale, con eventuale valutazione dei pericoli corsi anche dai 
familiari rimasti in patria. 
 
In secondo luogo con una interpretazione estensiva che ha incluso a pieno titolo anche i lavoratori 
sfruttati che decidono di emergere dalla clandestinità denunciando la propria situazione di grave 
sfruttamento ed il proprio datore di lavoro. 
 
Quest’ultima evoluzione interpretativa è stata oggetto dapprima di una circolare ministeriale e 
ultimamente, del decreto legislativo del 16 luglio 2012 n. 109, meglio conosciuto come legge 
sull’emersione, in cui è prevista la concessione di un permesso di soggiorno al lavoratore straniero, 
vittima di grave sfruttamento, che denunci il datore di lavoro o cooperi nel procedimento penale. 
 
L’evoluzione interpretativa ha dunque aperto nuovi orizzonti di pensiero in merito al concetto 
stesso di sfruttamento, di vittime e di traffico di esseri umani, non in senso stretto ma in senso lato. 
 
Perché come dicevamo, l’esperienza insegna che le vittime possono essere tali anche per fragilità 
socio-economica o culturale, e per questa ragione lo sfruttamento riguarda spesso, e oggi più che 
mai, giovani vittime emigrate in europa con un progetto illusorio e disatteso, costato però spesso 
migliaia di euro alla vittima ed alla sua famiglia.  
 
 lo strumento normativo dell’art. 18 è importante e fondamentale per colpire le organizzazioni 
criminali sia dal punto di vista penale, con le eventuali dichiarazioni e testimonianze delle vittime, 
ma anche per minare dall’interno la loro stabilità e la loro forza basata fondalmente 
sull’assoggettamento delle vittime.  
 



Togliere le donne dalla strada, per esempio, indipendentemente da un percorso processuale penale, 
è già un buon inizio per mettere in crisi l’organizzazione,  per sottrarle “la merce” indispensabile 
per lo svolgimento delle attività criminose. 
 
Le esperienze maturate nell’applicazione della norma hanno dato in questi anni ottimi risultati sia 
riguardo alla sinergia tra questure , procure e servizi sociali, sia riguardo al raggiungimento degli 
obiettivi di recupero ed integrazione sociale. 
 
Per questo motivo l’adesione al programma da parte della vittima è di fondamentale importanza, 
indipendentemente dal fatto che la proposta sia stata avanzata nell’ambito del percorso sociale o del 
percorso giudiziario. 
 
L’adesione al programma comporta un’assunzione di responsabilità anche per la vittima che decide, 
riscattando la sua autonomia, di assumere un impegno nei confronti delle istituzioni, determinandosi 
ad uscire dal circuito perverso dell’assoggettamento all’organizzazione criminale. Perché il punto di 
partenza è la consapevolezza che la perdita della propria capacità di autodeterminarsi è insita 
nell’obbedienza cieca dovuta spesso al timore di ritorsioni, ma a volte purtroppo anche alla 
convinzione che il proiprio sfruttatore sia di fatto il proprio benefattore. 
 
Occorre insomma che la vittima si affranchi consapevolmente dal motto orwelliano “guerra è pace, 
libertà è schiavitù, ignoranza è forza” perché spesso la spirale più perniciosa e più difficile da 
sradicare non è quella del metus, della paura, bensì quella della fiducia e della riconoscenza mal 
riposta. 
 
Concludo il mio intervento con un auspicio, un auspicio che riguarda tutti noi rappresentanti delle 
istituzioni: la collaborazione, la sinergia, la comunicazione sono gli strumenti più preziosi di cui 
disponiamo per fronteggiare ed arginare un fenomeno che, è bene dirselo, sta assumendo 
proporzioni enormi, come ogni affare fortemente redditizio per la criminalità.  
 
Ma qui la posta in gioco è più alta, perché il recupero sociale anche di una sola vittima può, , 
riscattare e compensare anche se soltanto dal punto di vista etico, una indagine non conclusa, un 
colpevole non assicurato alla giustizia. 
 
Auguriamoci pertanto che la collaborazione fin’ora sperimentata e collaudata prosegua 
incessantemente, costituendo il supporto operativo su cui poggiano gli strumenti normativi, man 
mano sempre più efficaci, incisivi e adeguati e che, nella fase storica attuale devono esser tali da 
tener conto che anche il crimine organizzato va fronteggiato in un’ottica territoriale non più 
preminentemente statale, perché anche il mondo criminale si è oggi trasformato in un “villaggio 
globale”.  



Presentation from the Lawyer Giorgio Bisagna 

 

On Italy, the system for the protection of human trafficking victims is mainly funded by 
the Equality Gender Department through which attributes an amount of money to social 
institution that have the programs for art. 13º and art. 18º, described under. Furthermore, this 
funding is only given to organizations that have a shelter to host the victims. However, at the 
moment, and with the current crisis, there is no available money to this funding. 

• Art. 13 “Institutional special program to assist the victims of crimes previewed 
on the article 600 and 601 from the Penal Code” of the law 228/2003 (“Measures against human 
trafficking”); 

• Art. 18 Program for assistance and social integration. Where it is foreseen a 
“residence permit for social protection” previewed on the law 286/98  “Testo unico delle 
disposizioni concernenti la disciplina dell’immigrazione e norme sulla condizione dello 
straniero”. 

On art. 18 it is previewed, besides accommodation and subsistence, psychological, legal 
and sanitary support, as well as linguistic interpreter, Italian courses, school or work training for 
future integration.  

Art. 13 foresees that the victim is not obligated to collaborate with the investigations 
and has access to a residence permit that can go from 6 months at a first phase until one year, 
where the victims is already enrolled in a study or labour program. Thus, it also foresees 
accommodation, as well a feeding and sanitary assistance to the victim until a social integration. 
However, this is not what happens in reality; it often occurs that many of the victims only have 
the residence permit if they collaborate with the authorities.  

As for art. 18 is not being very efficient in Italy, since many victims are not willing to 
cooperate with the authorities and also because the program is not adapted to the real needs of 
the victims. I.e. this program does not have the resources to protect the family in the origin 
countries, as well as give trust to the victim and protect them from the voodoo threats of the 
Madams.  

Besides the lack of confidence of the victims, it was also observed that the victims are 
not willing to stay in a closed space, and also tend to see their protector as a friend. 
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At a Glance 

 156 Member States + Observers (States and IIOO and NGOs)  

 Over 2,200 programmes with a total budget close to USD 1,6 billion 

 over 480 offices in more than 120 countries 

IOM is … 

 A staff of 8,400 

The Migration Agency 

The global, inter-governmental organization dealing 
with the entire range of migration issues 

*including 70 global and regional IGOs and NGOs 



IOM and THB –guiding principles 
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IOM works in the area of THB since 1994 – providing assistance to 
more than 25.000 trafficking persons. 

 

 

Guiding principles: 

   - Respect for human rights; 

   - Physical, mental and social well-being of the individual and his or her 

community 

- Sustainability through institutional capacity building of governments 

and civil society 



IOM and THB: approach 
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Research and data 

Prevention 
Technical 

cooperation 

Protection and Direct Assistance 

….is part of the broader context of  

managing migration 
 

…..work in partnership with Govern’t and non 
govern’t organizations 

 

…..trans-national outreach (CoO, CoT, and CoD) 

CTM – Counter 
Trafficking Module 

Database 
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IOM data (2012) – Globally 

- Migrant Assistance Report – 2012 (IOM) 

- Global database on THB:  primary data from more than 25.000 victims 
assisted 
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IOM Data (2012)– Globally 



 

• 23.632 VoTs identified or presumed victims between 2008 and 2010 ( 

EUROSTAT 2013) 

 

• 9528 identified victims in EU MS in 2010 (Eurostat 2013) 

 

• Main Coutries of Origin (2013):  

• EU MS (60%+) = Romania and Bulgaria 

• Non EU = Nigeria and China 

 

• IOM regional data (2012 and 2013): top countries of origin of victims assisted 

by IOM (73%): Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria but also Slovakia, Polonia 

 

1-Setting the scene : Trafficking in 

human beings in Europe  



Rights of VoTs and Basic Principles for  

Protection and Direct Assistance 

What’s behind a human right-based and victim-centred 
approach? 

 

• To be treated with dignity and respect for and protection of human 
rights  

• To receive services based on full and informed consent 

• Self-determination and participation in identifying and setting service goals 
and plans;  

• Individualized treatment and care 

• Comprehensive continuum of care and holistic approach 

• Best interests of the child 

• Non-discrimination 

• Confidentiality and right to privacy 

• Reasonable access to personal records 



Victim Safety  

Security Issues and Risk Assessment 

 

Security issues and risks are there for the victims assisted 
and for those who provide assistance: 

 
• Risks must be assessed and managed 
 

• Applicable to existing and potential victims and other third parties 
(organization) 

 

• Conducted as soon as possible: immediate and continuous throughout 
assistance 

 

• Generic risks assessment 
 

• Specific risks assessment 

 



Specific Risks 

 

Examples of specific risk events: 
 

• Admission to a Shelter 

• Cooperation with the law enforcement (statements, identification, etc) 

• Movements outside the Shelter for medical or social assistance appointments 

• Attendance at court buildings, esp. when providing testimony at the trial of the 
traffickers 

• Anonymous and threatening phone calls 

• Repeated and prolonged appearance outside of shelters of unknown persons, 
vehicles or overt following 

• Return to the country of origin 



Security Risk Assessment  
(Voluntary Return) 

• What security risks affect the safe return? 

– Collect data/information on the country/community of origin and 

trafficking experience 

• What the extend and impact of trafficking? Existimated capacity of organized 

criminal groups for repraisals? 

• Capacity of local low enforcement agencies to protect? Exist adequate 

support/protection structures? 

• Trafficking is tolerated or part of cultural practices (forced marriages)? 

• Family involved? Experience linked to trafficking is an offence to family honour? 
 

• In some cases return is not in the best interest 
 

• How do we mitigate risks and ensure the highest possible 

degree of safety? 
• Close cooperation with receiving organization and gov’t authorities 

• Return to a different area/resettlement to 3rd contry; escort; what support is 

offered in the community of origin? 
12 



3 - AVRR and VoTs 

     Sphere of Protection:   

Victim Safety and Security 

Victim 
Identification 

Direct 

Assistance & 

rehabilitation 

Poss. for 
Vol. Return 

 

Re/Integration 

& Recovery 

 



Victim’s Rights  

(Return) 

- Repatriation = voluntary  

- Competent authorities responsible and involved 

- No unjustified delays 

- Documents free of charge 

- Right to be informed about her/his rights  

- In case of children – compliance with their best interest 

- Rule out repatriation when safety would be at risk 
      

                              
 

                  



Rescue, Return, Reintegration 

Internal Trafficking - exchange of 

information between national partners 

Rehabilitation and/or Reintegration Assistance 

IOM, NGOs, State Agencies, Faith Based Organizations, etc. 

Reception, Rehabilitation, Reintegration Assistance 

IOM, NGOs, Social Services, Law Enforcement, etc. 

Return 

IOM, NGOs, State Agencies, Clients, Embassy/Consulate, Faith Based Organizations, etc. 

Rescue 

IOM, Hotline, Law Enforcement, NGOs, Client, Self Rescue (escape), etc. 

Referral to Partners 

IOM, Hotline, Law Enforcement, State Agencies, NGOs, Faith Based Organizations, etc. 

SOS Call 
FROM: family, relatives, friends, clients of the VoT, VoT 

TO: Hotlines, Law enforcement, Social assistants, Embassies/Consulates, IOM, NGOs, Faith Based Organizations, etc. 

International Trafficking - exchange of 

information between partners in country of origin 

and destination 
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   Rehabilitation, Return, Reintegration 

Reintegration (when feasible) 
Vocational training, Job mediation 

Temporary/Permanent residence 

 

Monitoring 

Return Assistance: 
Travel Documents, Transportation, Departure 

Escorts (children, disabled persons, etc.) 

Rehabilitation Assistance: 
Temporary shelter, Medical, Psychological 

Social, Legal, Educational Programs, 

 Specialized Services to Children 

Country of Destination 

Transit Assistance: 
                                Shelter, Social, Transportation, Escorts 

                           

Country of Transit 

Reintegration Assistance: 
                           Re/insertion into School, Vocational training, 

  

                          Job mediation, Family and Housing support, 

 

                             Business training and support, Monitoring 

 

 

 

Rehabilitation Assistance: 
Temporary Shelter, Medical, Psychological 

Social, Legal, Recreational and Educational Activities, 

Specialized Services to Children 

Reception Assistance: 
Reception, Overnight at Shelter, 

Transportation to final destination 

Country of Origin 



AVRR of VoTs (contd.) 

The Assistance Process 
 

1) Victim Identification/Determination 

 

2) Provision of protective services – immediate needs 

 

3) Return 

 

4) Reintegration 
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Re/Integration and Recovery 

• Pre-departure Re-integration Phase: 
- Basic individual assessment – focusing on basic needs and wants 

- Full-fledged reintegration plan only upon return 

 - Avoid unrealistic expectations 

 - Try to understand the victim’s motivation and possibilities 

 - Coordinate post-arrival assistance with receiving organization 
 

•  Post-arrival Re-integration Plan: 

 - Individual assistance combining:  shelter/accomodation, social, psychological, legal and 

medical assistance,  reintegration grants,  school reinsertion, access to employment, 

vocational training/education, family support,..... 

 - What matters: assess individual and situational factors (socio-economic situation; 

infrastructure and services available; 

 

• Monitoring: reintegration progress + security review 
 

AVRR and VoTs (contd.) 



Return and issue of Re-trafficking 

Causes of re-trafficking: 

• Result of prior trafficking experiences 

• Interacting economic, social, cultural and psychosocial factors 

• Structural level: wider socio-economic circumstances in countries of origin 

• Impossibility to access help and assistance in CoD 

• Deportation by law enforcement without necessary support 

• Voluntary return without appropriate risk assessment 

• Unwillingness to accept direct assistance 

• Links with duration and appropriateness of reintegration support. 

• Lack of family support or family rejection upon return; 

• Stigmatization upon return and the inability to (re-)integrate back into host 

society/ community/ family; 

• Threats (personal and/or family) from traffickers upon return. 

 

 
 

 



Transnational Cooperation 

• Interstate cooperation should continuously be developed in 

accordance with the new trends and challenges that arise; 
 

• Cooperation should not be limited only to the state institutions;  
 

• Cooperation should not be limited only to law enforcement and 

investigation domains, but also include protection and assistance to 

VoTs at every stage;  
 

• Need to adapt assistance programs to the VoTs needs; 
 

• Develop cooperation on risk assessment and family assessment 
 

• Return should be an available option but should be taken up only if 

safe 
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Return and Reintegration Support to Victims of Traffic  
 

- Set up a coordinated approach for reintegration support 

in CoO; 

- Provision of tailored reintegration assistance and 

monitoring; 

-   Exchange of lessons learnt and recommendations. 

 
 

- Partners: France, Portugal, UK, Austria and Spain 
 

- Implementation period: 24 months (Nov. 2013- Nov 2015) 
 

- Funded by RF and co-funded by France, UK and Austria 
 

- In Portugal:  CIG is the national partner 

Project CARE  
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Project CARE cont.  

 

 

 

What does the CARE Project adds up to regular AVRR assistance? 

 

• A coordinated approach for reintegration assistance for all   

     missions involved vs existing assistance under each AVRR programmes in 

 participating countries; 

 

• Enhanced reintegration assistance; 

 

• Long term monitoring: up to one year (rather than short/medium used  

     in general AVRR schemes). 
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Project CARE cont.  

 

 

How it works? 

- Pre-departure phase: 

   - Screening interview for data validation/verification, risk and security                                    

assessment; 

   - Coordination of assistance with IOM Missions in CoO; 

   - Support provided according to specific vulnerability cases. 

 

- Post-arrival phase: 

   - Reception and assistance by IOM Missions in CoO. 

 

Support provided: 

   - Reintegration support in a case-by-case; 

   - 2000 EUR; 

   - Tailored assistance according to victims main needs; 

   - Longer-term monitoring (up to 12 months) 

 



• CARE can notably support for the following 

needs: 
 

•  Health care 

•  Business set-up 

•  Education 

•  Vocational training 

•  Job placement 

•  Family / Child care 

•  Temporary housing 

24 

Project CARE cont.  
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Project CARE cont.  

Where do we stand? 

 

- SOPs developed (screening form, Reintegration Individual Plan, etc) 

-  Information material produced and disseminated; 

-  Information sessions and meetings in all participating  countries; 

-   Number of persons assisted (16 requests and 10 returns) 

 

In Portugal: 

- Information material disseminted; 

- Information sessions organized with i) partners from the Return and counseling 

network; (Porto and Lisbon);  partners from National network for protection 

and support to VoTs (RAPVT). 
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Project CARE cont.  

Some general figures: 

 

 
16 beneficiaries have been 

registered: 

 

 

11 in France, 4 in Spain and 1 

in UK 

10 beneficiaries have been 

supported: 

 

 

 

7 to Nigeria and 3 to China 

- All beneficiaires are women; 

- Project covered reintegration needs; 

- All beneficiaires choose the business set-up component. 
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- Dissemination and outreach:  reach out to potential victims; identify 

most adequate and effective outreach channels 

 

- Eligibility restrictions:  only thrid country nationals are eligible  

 

- Return is considered as an option? Victims have access to information 

on assisted voluntary return? Do they consider it as an option? What are the 

determinants for a decision to return 

 

- Factor return into the NRPM: better define procedures, coordination, 

referral, etc. 

 

Challenges in Portugal 

Project CARE cont.  
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…to conclude……  

 Voluntary return should be part of the protection and referral 

mechanism 

 Assess Security Risks  

 Involved the person in every step of assistance 

 Broad coordination with all actors within CoD and with CoO 

 Long-term assistance and monitoring  

 



Marta Bronzin 

Head of Office 

 

IOM Lisbon 

  

E-Mail: mbronzin@iom.int  

Thank you for your attention ! 
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Contributions 

"Combat Organized crime’s Networks aNd Expand Countries’ Ties”: 

Enhancing horizontal cooperation among Italy, Portugal and Romania 

Institutional and civil society stakeholders playing a role in THB 

policies at national, regional and local level in the thee countries 
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Project "Combat Organized Crime's Networks and expend Countries 
Ties: Enhancing Horizontal Cooperation Among Italy, Portugal and 

Romania in Human Trafficking" | International Symposium Best 
practices on assistance and protection of victims of human 

trafficking | 24 – 26.09.2014 | Arad, Romania 
 

 

THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE IN INVESTIGATING HUMAN 

TRAFFICKING CASES  

 

Summary  
1. Short description of the tasks the public prosecutor's office performs under the Portuguese 

penal process.  
1.1 Managing the investigation. 
1.2 Articulating with the criminal police bodies who are responsible for investigating human 

trafficking. 
2. Special sensitivity in interpreting the criminal side of the phenomenon and the repercussions 

on judicial authority decisions. 
3. The importance of the crime of human trafficking being considered as «highly organised 

criminality» (article 1 point 1 paragraph m) of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 
4. Public prosecutor's office activity: legal resources and the means of obtaining the most 

important proof. 
4.1 The safety and protection of the victim - special system for granting residence authorisation 

(DL368/2007 of 5 November), the use of the strengthened protection measures introduced by 
Law 61/91 of 13 August (female victims) and the possibility of compensation for the victim 
(article 82-A of the Code of Criminal Procedure). 

4.2 The declarations for future memory (article 271 of the Code of Criminal Procedure). 
4.3 Recourse to the law of witness protection: particularly the protection of the witness' identity 

(see article 16 of Law 93/99 in the rewording introduced by Law 29/2008 of 4 July). 
4.4 The interception of phone calls or conversations or communications transmitted by any other 

technical means (e-mail), as well as face-to-face communication. 
4.5 The recourse to the possibility of using undercover agents both for preventive purposes and 

for criminal investigation (Law 101/2011, of 25 August in the rewording introduced by Law 
60/2013 of 23 August). 

4.6 The use of special systems to breach professional secrecy (including banking) for getting proof 
and the loss of assets in favour of the state (Law 5/2002 in the rewording introduced by Law 
60/2013). 

4.7 Judicial cooperation between EU member states is conducted under the principle of mutual 
recognition - dispensing with the control of double criminality of the act (Laws 25 and 
88/2009) 

Miguel Ângelo Carmo 
State Prosecutor 

Advisor to the office of the Portuguese Attorney General 
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As an autonomous judiciary service, and among the various jobs it is legally responsible 

for under Portuguese law, the public prosecutor's office is responsible for penal action. 

In short, and within the understanding of the principle of accusation, the public 

prosecutor's office brings the prosecution and oversees the criminal investigation, assisted by 

criminal police bodies (OPC). 

As far as human trafficking is concerned, the public prosecutor's office manages the 

investigation, which can in terms of the law either be conducted by the Criminal Police (PJ) or 

the Foreigner and Border Service (SEF). 

This division of responsibilities between two police bodies was not common in 

attributing criminal investigation tasks - and could even be criticised - but it can, and should, be 

used to set up joint investigation teams under the special oversight of the public prosecutor's 

office. 

In other words, as human trafficking is a highly mobile crime that crosses national 

borders and is always almost impossible to track, there will never be enough of us to combat 

it.  

This leads us to another point. 

The criminal police bodies and the public prosecutor's office have to have different 

ways of assessing the human trafficking facts. In short, investigating thefts, fraud, forgery, etc. 

is not the same thing as investigating human trafficking. 

What we are talking about is human dignity in a situation of high risk for protecting 

essential judicial rights. 

The action of the police forces and the public prosecutor's office, along with the 

criminal investigation judge's role in controlling freedoms and citizens' guarantees, has to pro-

actively ensure the protection of the victims' interests and rights. 

One second too long can mean a right is lost for ever! 

This macro framework leads us to another point that has to do with the fact that our 

laws offer answers which, in our point of view, are seen to be adequate to effectively combat 

the criminal phenomenon behind human trafficking. 

The crime of human trafficking is expressly included in the concept of “highly 

organised criminality”, with repercussions in the process in terms of coercive measures and 

how evidence is gathered (see in particular, articles 1 point 1, paragraph n), 174 point 5, 

paragraph a), 177 point 2, paragraph a), 187 point 2, paragraph a) and 202 point 1, paragraph 

b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure in the rewording introduced by Law 48/2007, of 29 

August). 

In other words, the criminal process attributes special rules regarding searches, 

telephone taps and the application and length of the maximum periods of time for the most 

severe coercive measure (remand prison time) to combat this phenomenon, which means the 

investigation period can also be extended. 

In order to provide the victim with safety and to ensure their contribution to the 

criminal process, a special residency authorisation system was set up and which stays in force 

while there is a risk that the victim, or their family or close friends, can be threatened or 

attacked by the traffickers (Decree Law 368/2007, of 5 November). 
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If the victims of human trafficking are women, they can also benefit from 

strengthened legal protection mechanisms under Law 61/91, of 13 August, which establishes 

a prevention and support system and created an SOS office with a phone line, with direct lines 

to criminal police bodies, which creates incentives to set up women's defence and protection 

associations and which establishes a proper system of guarantees that stop any violence and 

repair damages. 

In such crimes, it authorises the use of “declarations for future memory”, provided 

under article 271 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. This kind of procedure is highly advisable 

as a rule, because of the extreme mobility of the victims (who, after the process, want to move 

away in the hope of being free of the traffickers) and their customary fickleness under 

pressure. 

The Law of Criminal Process Witness Protection (article 16 of Law 93/99, in the 

rewording introduced by Law 29/2008 of 4 July) expressly states that a witness' identity can be 

kept secret (article 16) at any or all phases of the process (including, therefore, the 

declarations for future memory given during the investigation), which can be ensured through 

giving statements with a distorted image or voice, by teleconference or any other adequate 

means (article 19). 

The human trafficking investigations can use special investigation techniques, such as 

listening to telephone conversations or conversations or communications transmitted by any 

other technical means (such as email, for instance), as well as face-to-face communications. 

Intrusive means can also be used, such as undercover agents, for preventive and for criminal 

investigation purposes (Law 101/2001, of 25 August). 

Furthermore, the special systems to breach professional secrecy (including banking) 

for getting proof and the loss of assets in favour of the state, including the so-called 

"amplified loss", outlined in Law 5/2002 of 11 January in the rewording introduced by Law 

60/2013 can also be used to combat this kind of crime. 

Finally, in these cases, the judicial cooperation between European Union member 

states is made under the principle of mutual recognition, thus dispensing with the control of 

the double criminality of the act. 



 
Portuguese Victims of  

Trafficking for  

Labour Exploitation in Spain 

 
Lisbon, 23rd/24th July 2014 

 

Ministry of Justice – Judiciary Police 
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Judiciary Police   

     Structure and organization
  

Created in 1945 with a civil nature, depending on the Ministry of Justice. Until 1996 

it was the only Police force in Portugal competent for all criminal investigation 

cases. But since that date, specially due to the massification of small crimes, the 

Polícia Judiciária became responsible for the prevention and investigation of only the 

most serious and complex forms of crime. Nowadays it is a modern and highly 

competent Police Force, with its presence spread throughout the entire Portuguese 

territory, and only candidates with a University Degree, or members of other Police 

forces, can be admitted to its ranks.  2 

tsh.wmv
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Judiciary Police   

     Structure and organization
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U.N.C.T. 

S.R.C.T.B. – North 

S.R.C.T.B. – Center 

S.R.C.T.B. – South 

 

Judiciary Police   

     Structure and organization
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INVESTIGATION 

 

• Victims 

 
     Victim profile: 

 

 Portuguese citizen  

 

 Men 

 

 Single 

 

 Advanced age 



 Victim profile: 

 

–  “Especially vulnerable”  

 

–  Poorly skilled 

 

–  Poverty 

 

–  Unemployed 

 

–  Dysfunctional families 

 

–  Uprooted 

 

–  Unknown foreign language and territory 

7 
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 Victim profile: 

 

–  “Especially vulnerable”  

 

–  Poorly skilled 

 

–  Poverty 

 

–  Unemployed 

 

–  Dysfunctional families 

 

–  Uprooted 

 

–  Unknown foreign language and territory 
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•   Modus Operandi 

    Recruitment 

 

 Direct / by intermediate 

 

 Timing 

 

 The lure of money 

 Transport 

 

 By van 



 

 

 

 

 Destination 

 

  Poor housing conditions 

  Wages withheld 

  Identity documents confiscated 

  Long working hours 

  Subjected to a permanent monitoring 

  Isolation 

  Subjected to abuse, coercion and threat 

 10 
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      Return 

 

 

  No longer profitable 

 

  End of the agricultural campaign 

 

  Escape 

   



 Methodology 

 

 

12 

 Investigation centered in the criminal 

structure 

  

 Phone Tapping 

 

 Surveillance 

 

 Personal Evidence 

 

 Material Evidence  



 Traffickers 

 

  Logic of a clan / family cluster  

 

  Traffickers profile: 

 

  Portuguese citizen  

 

  Roma 

 

  Married 

 

  Poorly skilled  

 

  Domain of Spanish language and territory 

 

  Socially integrated in the country of origin and  

 

  destination 
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•  Operational Phase 

 

     Operação Liberdade I 

 

  Portugal 

 

  25 April 2005 

 

  40 Traffickers arrested  

 

  44 home searches  
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 Joint investigation coordinated by 

EUROJUST 
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 Operação Liberdade II 

 

  Portugal and Spain  

 

  19 Traffickers arrested in Spain 

   

  8 Traffickers arrested in Portugal 

 

  12 home searches in Spain 

   

  7 home searches in Portugal 
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•  Results 

 

     Seizures 

 

  €600,000.00 in bank accounts 

 

  Personal documentation of victims 

 

  Relevant documentation – work notes 

 

  21 firearms 
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 Coercive Measures 

 

  4 Traffickers in custody  

 

  Bail 

20 



 Prosecution 

 

  Criminal Association  

 

  Slavery 

   

  Trafficking in Human Beings 

 

  Money Laundering 

   

  Kidnapping 

 

  Firearm Illegal Possession 

21 



 CONCLUSIONS 

 

•  Low risk, high profit? 

 

•  Joint Investigation  

 

•  Investigation as Prevention 

 

•  Re-victimisation 

 

•  Recurrence 

 

•  Trial 
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Thank you for your attention… 
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Specialized	  Mul-disciplinary	  Teams	  (SMTs)	  
Project	  Connect	  ///	  Workshop	  

Lisbon,	  23rd	  July	  2014	  Sónia	  Duarte	  Lopes	  ///	  



•  The	  Portuguese	  Family	  Planning	  Associa-on	  was	  established	  in	  1967	  and	  is	  
the	  Portuguese	  member	  of	  IPPF	  (Interna-onal	  Planed	  Parenthood).	  	  

•  APF	  is	  organised	  in	  six	  regional	  branches	  covering	  the	  whole	  country	  and	  it	  is	  
one	  of	  the	  few	  Portuguese	  NGO’s	  with	  a	  na-onal	  structure.	  	  

•  One	  hundred	  and	  fiWy	  volunteers	  and	  fiWy	  staff	  members	  are	  actually	  involved	  
in	  APF	  project	  and	  ac-vi-es.	  	  

•  It	  is	  APF’s	  mission	  to	  help	  people	  to	  make	  free	  and	  responsible	  choices	  in	  their	  
sexual	  and	  reproduc-ve	  lives	  and	  to	  ensure	  that	  they	  have	  access	  to	  high	  
quality	  services	  and	  informa-on	  in	  order	  to	  exert	  those	  rights.	  

APF	  –	  Portuguese	  Family	  Plannig	  Associa;on	  



What	  we	  do?	  

•  APF	  provides	  training,	  educa-on	  campaigns	  and	  
materials,	  school	  sexual	  educa-on,	  counselling	  
services	  and	  community	  based	  projects	  through	  its	  
branch	  network.	  	  

•  APF	  is	  also	  involved	  in	  na-onal	  and	  interna-onal	  
advocacy	  ac-vi-es.	  

•  The	  member	  associa-on	  does	  not	  have	  its	  own	  clinics	  
but	  is	  collabora-ng	  with	  youth	  friendly	  services	  and	  
has	  two	  mobile	  units.	  



APF’s	  Branches	  

•  6	  Branches:	  North,	  Centre,	  Lisbon,	  Alentejo,	  Algarve	  
and	  Madeira	  

•  APF’s	  branches	  are	  involved	  throughout	  projects,	  
especially	  in	  the	  dissemina-on	  of	  Informa-on,	  
Educa-on	  and	  Communica-on	  (IEC)	  and	  materials,	  as	  
local	  resources	  for	  counselling	  and	  informa-on	  on	  
Sexual	  and	  Reproduc-ve	  Health,	  iden-fica-on	  of	  
par-cipants	  (service	  providers)	  for	  Training.	  



SMTs	  Main	  Strategies	  

Network	  -‐	  Cons-tu-on	  and	  interven-on	  carried	  out	  by	  a	  Specialized	  
Mul-disciplinary	  Team	  (SMT),	  integra-ng	  a	  Na-onal	  ar-cula-on	  in	  comba-ng	  
THB.	  	  

Technical	  Support	  -‐	  Coordinate	  and	  provide	  technical	  support	  to	  staff	  directly	  
involved	  in	  the	  detec-on,	  signaliza-on,	  and	  inves-ga-on	  of	  this	  crime,	  
developing	  informa-on,	  educa-on	  and	  awareness	  of	  professionals	  from	  Criminal	  
Police	  Forces	  (CPF)	  and	  NGOs.	  

Vic;m	  Support	  -‐	  Care	  support	  and	  guidance	  to	  vic-ms	  of	  Trafficking	  in	  Human	  
Beings	  (THB)	  by	  suppor-ng	  their	  choices	  and	  the	  reorganiza-on	  of	  life	  projects,	  in	  
ar-cula-on	  with	  different	  services.	  



SMTs	  

Specialized	  Mul-disciplinary	  Teams	  	  
	  
•  Respond	  on	  flagging	  of	  poten-al	  

vic-ms	  of	  THB.	  	  
•  Ar-culate	  and	  support	  staff	  directly	  

involved	  in	  the	  detec-on,	  signaliza-on,	  
and	  inves-ga-on	  of	  this	  crime.	  	  

•  Intervenes	  with	  different	  formal	  
support	  structures	  and	  /	  or	  host	  
vic-ms.	  



SII	  Model	  

1. S	  ignaliza-on	  /	  Flagging	  
2.  I	  	  den-fica-on	  
3.  I	  	  ntegra-on	  



1.	  Signaliza;on	  /	  Flagging	  
Trafficking	  in	  Human	  Being	  

	  -‐	  Possible	  situa;on	  -‐	  

How?	   By	  whom?	   To	  whom?	  

Fill	  registra-on	  documents	  
with	  standardize	  data	  or	  
through	  complaint	  
	  
Single	  registra-on	  guide	  
(GRU	  for	  CPF)	  and	  flagging	  
guide	  (GS	  for	  NGO’s)	  
	  

The	  complaint	  can	  and	  
should	  be	  made	  by	  any	  
ci-zen	  
	  
Criminal	  Police	  Forces	  (CPF):	  
GNR,	  PSP,	  PJ,	  SEF	  
	  
NGO's	  /	  Public	  or	  private	  
organiza-ons	  
	  
SMTs	  –	  Specialize	  
Mul-disciplinary	  Teams	  
	  

Criminal	  Police	  Forces	  
	  
Ministry	  of	  Home	  Affairs	  
	  
CAP	  (Shelter	  and	  Protec-on	  
Centre)	  cap.apf@gmail.com	  
+351	  964	  608	  288	  (24	  hours)	  
	  
Helpline	  SOS	  Immigrant	  
808	  257	  257	  



2.	  Iden;fica;on	  
Confirm	  the	  flagging	  situa;ons	  

How?	   By	  whom?	   To	  whom?	  

Collec-on,	  analysis	  and	  
informa-on	  processing	  of	  
the	  registra-on	  documents	  
based	  	  interna-onal	  
defini-on	  of	  THB	  

•  CPF	  
•  Judiciary	  authority	  
•  Na-onal	  Ac-on	  Plan	  

against	  THB	  -‐	  Na-onal	  
Rapporteur	  

Referral	  to	  support	  
structures,	  such	  as	  CAPs,	  by	  
CPF	  and	  Specialized	  
Mul-disciplinary	  Teams	  
(SMTs)	  

(If	  it’s	  not	  a	  confirmed	  flagging	  situa-on,	  CAP	  and	  SMTs	  referral	  to	  other	  NGO)	  



3.	  Integra;on	  

Recep;on	   Monitoring	  /	  	  Integra;on	  
in	  Portugal	  

Assisted	  Referral	  

What's	  the	  goal?	   Ensure	  the	  sa-sfac-on	  of	  
basic	  needs	  and	  access	  to	  
resources.	  

Person	  iden-fied	  as	  vic-ms	   Ensuring	  recep-on,	  
protec-on	  and	  security	  in	  
the	  referral	  to	  the	  country	  
of	  (re)integra-on.	  

How?	  
	  

Providing	  Shelter.	  	  
Valida-ng	  academic	  and	  
professional	  skills.	  

Socio-‐professional	  
integra-on	  Project;	  
valida-ng	  academic	  and	  
professional	  skills.	  

Through	  interagency	  
procedures.	  

By	  whom?	  
	  

CAP's	  technical	  team,	  in	  
ar-cula-on	  with	  other	  
en--es	  

CAP's	  technical	  team	   CAP's	  technical	  team,	  in	  
conjunc-on	  with	  IOM	  
(Interna-onal	  Organiza-on	  
for	  Migra-on)	  and	  
governmental	  and/or	  non	  
governmental	  
organiza-ons	  

To	  whom?	  
	  

Person	  iden-fied	  as	  vic-ms	   Sheltered	  person	  and/or	  
former	  residents	  

Sheltered	  person	  



Na;onal	  reference	  mechanism	  

•  Specialized	  Mul-disciplinary	  Teams	  (SMTs)	  
•  CAPs	  (Shelter	  and	  Protec-on	  Centres)	  
•  THB	  Observatory	  
•  Signaliza-on,	  Iden-fica-on,	  and	  Integra-on	  (SII)	  

Model	  
•  Single	  registra-on	  guide	  (GRU	  for	  CPF)	  and	  flagging	  

guide	  (GS	  for	  NGO’s)	  



SMT’s	  interven;on	  loca;on	  

•  Loca-ons	  designated	  by	  Criminal	  Police	  
Forces	  (e.g.	  deten-on	  facili-es,	  
interroga-on	  facili-es...)	  	  

•  NGOs	  facili-es	  
•  CAPs	  (Shelter	  and	  Protec-on	  Centres)	  



SMT	  



RESERVADO	  Campaign	  
Book	  a	  place	  on	  behalf	  of	  a	  missing	  vic-m	  of	  Traffickin	  in	  Human	  

Being	  

It	  is	  intended	  to	  raise	  awareness	  of	  the	  phenomenon	  of	  trafficking	  vic-ms	  
through	  signaliza-on.	  	  

	  www.facebook.com	  /	  campanhareservado	  

	  	  Na-onal	  distribu-on,	  in	  public	  and	  private	  services,	  a	  brochure	  that	  explains	  
step-‐by-‐step	  procedures	  to	  follow	  which	  in	  case	  of	  iden-fica-on	  of	  vic-ms	  of	  
TSH,	  useful	  informa-on	  about	  exis-ng	  services	  and	  direct	  contact	  numbers	  for	  
the	  signaliza-on	  of	  suspected	  cases.	  	  

	  	  Through	  a	  video	  (online).	  





THE MINISTRY OF ADMINISTRATION AND INTERIOR 

THE DIRECTORATE OF COMBATING ORGANIZED CRIME 

THE CLUJ- NAPOCA BRIGADE OF COMBATING ORGANIZED CRIME  

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMBATING HUMAN TRAFFICKING 

OOPPEERRAATTIIOONN        BBEENNEELLUUXX   

 

 

SINCE 2009, 9 MEMBERS OF THE UNDERWORLD IN CLUJ NAPOCE 
MUNICIPLE FORMED A CRIMINAL ORGANIZED GROUP, COORDINATED BY  
BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL, ALSO KNOWN AS “VANILA”. THE MEMBERS OF 
THE GROUP ACTED IN VIEW OF RECRUITING, TRANSPORTING, HOUSING 
SEVERAL YOUNG WOMEN, SO AS TO PLACE THEM AS PROSTITUTES AND 
OBTAIN MATERIAL BENEFITS. THE YOUNG WOMEN WERE RECRUITED 
FROM CLUJ AND BISTRITA COUNTY AND WERE TRANSPORTED BY THE 
MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL GROUP, FIRST TO AUSTRIA, SPAIN, 
GERMANY AND FRANCE, AND IN THE PAST 2 YEARS,IN HOLLAND, WHERE 
THEY WERE EXPLOITED BY BEING FORCED TO PRACTICE PROSTITUTION, 
EITHER ″SHOWCASE″ PROSTITUTION, OR IN CLUBS, ON THE STREETS OR 
OTHER PLACES.  

RECRUITMENT: 

SEVERAL YOUNG WOMEN FROM CLUJ AND BISTRITA-NASAUD COUNTY 
WERE RECRUITED BY THE CRIMINAL GROUP’S MEMBERS, THROUGH THE 
PROMISE OF A PLACE TO WORK EITHER WITH LEGAL FORMS, OR AS SHOW 
GIRLS IN CLUBS, ONLY TO SUBSEQUENTLY BE FORCED TO PRACTICE 
″SHOWCASE″ PROSTITUTION IN HOLLAND (Amsterdam, Alkmaar and 
Leeuwarden),  TO BENEFIT THE MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL GROUP.  

 

TRANSPORTATION: 

THE YOUNG WOMEN WERE TRANSPORTED TO HOLLAND (Amsterdam, 
Alkmaar and Leeuwarden),AUSTRIA, SPAIN, GERMANY AND FRANCE, FOR 
THIS THE MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL GROUP USING THEIR OWN CARS.  

 

 

 

 



 

HOUSING AND ACCOMODATION 

THE MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP HOUSED THE YOUNG 
WOMEN IN DIFFERENT APARTMENTS RENTED BY THE HEAD OF THE 
GROUP, BUDAI RAZVAN DOREL, ALSO KNOWN AS “VANILA”. AT LEAST 
ONE MEMBER OF THE GROUP LIVED IN THE SAME APARTMENT WITH THE 
WOMEN, IN ORDER TO MONITOR THEM.  

 

USING THE DIFFERENT CRIMINAL CONNECTIONS EXISTING IN HOLLAND, 
THE MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL GROUP PLACED THE WOMEN AT 
″SHOWCASES″ .   

 

BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL, “VANILA”,  THE HEAD OF THE GROUP, WAS IN 
CONNECTION WITH A BODYGUARD FROM HOLLAND WHO FACILITATED 
THIS FOR ALL GROUP MEMBERS.  

 

BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL RECEIVED THE SUM OF 75 EURO A DAY FOR EACH 
GIRL PLACED AT SUCH ″SHOWCASES″,  FROM EACH MEMBER. THE MONEY 
RECEIVED BY THE WOME WAS ENOUGH ONLY TO ENSURE THEIR 
SURVIVAL.  

 

BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL, VANILA        

-   the criminal organizat ion’s leader 

- recruiter ;  

- ensures accommodation ;  

- mediates placing the women at ″showcases″ ;  

 - receives money from the other members of the criminal group; 

MOCAN VASILE-GABRIEL, or VOSIC 
 
- recruiter ;  
- transporter; 
- monitors and supervises the women;  
POP NELU, or  GOPO     

-  recruiter;  

-  monitors and supervises the women;  



 

OLTEAN TUDOR, or OLTEANU or THE BOXER             

-  recruiter ;  

-  monitors and supervises the women; 

ARIE�AN CLAUDIU-FLORIN, or THE FROG 

-  recruiter ;  

- transporter; 

- monitors and supervises the women;  

 CRI�AN IOAN, or PUIU 

-  recruiter ;  

-  transporter; 

-  cr iminal ly involved with    

MOCAN VASILE-GABRIEL, or "VOSICU";  

SEPSI PETRU-DANIEL, also known as THE FRENCH 

- recruiter;  

- monitors and supervises the women; 

GALL ALBERT-FLORIN, or GUTA 

-  offered housing ; 

-  made avai lable his personal residence to the members of the criminal group, in 
order to house the women that were to be transported into Hol land; 

        ZAGOR ARPAD, or ARPI 

- recruiter ;  

PROBATION MEANS 

PROCESSUAL AND PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTS PREPARED BY THE 
D.I. I.C.O.T- S.T. CLUJ DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND THE B.C.C.O. CLUJ-
NAPOCA POLICE OFFICERS.  

 

INJURED PARTY STATEMENTS 

 

WITNESS STATEMENTS 



 

INTERCEPTIONS 

   SEVERAL TELEPHONES WERE INTERCEPTED BASED ON PHONE AND IMEI 
NUMBER. 

 

SURVEILLANCE 

THE SUSPECTS WERE PLACED UNDER SURVEILLANCE WITH THE 
OCCASION OF THE OPERATIVE MOMENTS THAT TOOK PLACE DURING THE 
EVIDENCE GATHERING PERIOD.  

COMPLEX VERIFICATIONS OF THE SUSPECTS 

WESTERN UNION AND MONEY GRAM TRANZACTION VERIFICATION; 

VERIFICATIONS AT FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATIONS; 

VERIFICATIONS CARRIED OUT AT WORK INSPECTORATES AND CITY 
HALLS; 

 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION 

D.I. I.C.O.T- S.T. CLUJ AND B.C.C.O. CLUJ-NAPOCA COLLABORATED WITH 
AUTHORITIES FROM HOLLAND, AUSTRIA, SPAIN AND FRANCE.  

 

STARTING THE OPERATION 

ON MAY 18T H  2011, THE BENELUX OPERATION WAS SET INTO MOTION;  

10 HOUSE SEARHES WERE CARRIED OUT IN CLUJ COUNTY;  

3 CAR SEARCHES WERE CARRIED OUT;  

2285 EURO AND 2300 LEI WERE FOUND AND CONFISCATED; 

5 MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION WERE DETAINED AND 
THEN ARRESTED, A EUROPEAN ARREST WARRANT BEING ISSUED FOR 
THE HEAD OF THE GROUP, BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL (THE SUSPECT WAS IN 
HOLLAND); 

INDICTMENT ISSUANCE 

ON AUGUST 1S T 2011, AN INDICTMENT WAS ISSUED IN THE CRIMINAL FILE 
207D/P/2010, BY WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE CRIMINAL ORGANIZED 
GROUP WERE SENT TO TRIAL, AS FOLLOWS:  



  BUDAI RĂZVAN-DOREL, or VANILA       
         

ORGANIZATION OF THE GROUP 

THE CLUJ TRIBUNAL ISSUED A EUROPEAN ARREST WARRANT ON HIS 
NAME  

  

THE PROSECUTOR DISPOSED DISJUNCTION FOR THE OFFENCES:  
  

- ini t iat ion or establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 
1 and 3 of Law no. 39/2003,  

   -  human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, a l ign. 2 letter. a 
of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   - pandering provided by art. 329 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with 
the enforcement of  art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

MOCAN GABRIEL VASILE ARRESTED 

TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES:  

- ini t iat ion or establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 
1 and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

- pandering provided by art.  329 al ign. 1,  al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with the 
enforcement of art .  41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

POP NELU, or GOPO ARRESTED 

TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES:  

- ini t iat ion or establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 
1 and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code, --  



- pandering provided by art.  329 al ign. 1,  al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with the 
enforcement of art .  41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

 OLTEAN TUDOR, also known as OLTEANU or THE BOXER ARRESTED 

TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES:  

- ini t iat ion or establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 
1 and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code, --  

- pandering provided by art.  329 al ign. 1,  al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with the 
enforcement of art .  41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

ARIE�AN CLAUDIU-FLORIN, or THE FROG ARRESTED 

TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES:  

- ini t iat ion or establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 
1 and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

- pandering provided by art.  329 al ign. 1,  al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with the 
enforcement of art .  41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

 CRI�AN IOAN, or PUIU ARRESTED 

TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES:  

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  

- pandering provided by art.  329 al ign. 1,  al ign. 2 thesis I,  Criminal Code, with the 
enforcement of art .  41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code,  



   -  al l  with the enforcement of art  37 letter. a Criminal Code and art. 33 letter. a 
Criminal Code. 

 

SEPSI PETRU-DANIEL, also known as FRANCEZU     

TRIED WITHOUT BEING DETAINED 

 TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES : 

- adhering to an organized criminal group, provided by art. 7 al ign. 1 and 3 of Law 
no. 39/2003,  

- human traff icking provided and punished by art.  12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 letter. a of 
Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal Code, 

 

GALL ALBERT-FLORIN, also known as GU�Ă 

 TRIED WITHOUT BEING DETAINED 

 TRIED FOR THE OFFENCES: 

 - traff icking in minors, provided by art. 13 al ign. 1, al ign.2, al ign. 3 reported 
to art. 12 al ign. 2 letter. a of Law 678/2001 

 

THE TOTAL PREJUDICE IN THIS CASE EXCEEDS 85.000 € 

PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS 

D.I. I.C.O.T. (Directorate for the Investigat ion of Organized Crime and Terrorism)– 
Cluj  Terri tor ial  Service; 

B.C.C.O. (Brigade for Combating Organized Crime)  Cluj -Napoca; 

D.C.C.O. (Directorate for Combating Organized Crime); 

S.O.S. Cluj -Napoca ; 

C.C.P.I. ( International  Pol ice Cooperat ion Center) – P.N.F; 

I.J.P.F  (Border Pol ice County Inspectorate) Bihor; 

I.J.J. (Gendarmerie County Inspectorate)Cluj ;  

I.P.J.(Pol ice County Inspectorate) Cluj ;  

S.R.I.  (Romanian Intel l igence Service) Cluj ;  

Judicial  authori t ies of Hol land, Spain, Austr ia and France;  

 



 

MOONBEAM 

 

Status quo 

-  on 23.06.2004, workers of the Cluj  Regional Center, Bureau for Combating 
Organized Crime, were informed that a network of human traff ickers and panders 
which operates on the Romania-Cyprus relat ion have traff icked several young gir ls, 
some of them being situated at no. 19 Magaziei street Cluj -Napoca, on the premises 
of the bui lding where SC Terri tor ial  Impex SRL has i ts headquarters  

 
- the information received were veri f ied direct ly by the workers of the Cluj  
Regional Center and of S.I. I.P.I.  ( Internal Protection and Information Service) Cluj   

- on 28.06.2004, the prosecutors from the Publ ic Prosecutor 's Off ice attached to the 
Cluj  Courts of Appeal  were informed  

- a task force was formed, composed of workers from the Cluj  Regional Center and 
S.I. I.P.I.  Cluj , under the str ict supervision of the prosecutors from the Publ ic 
Prosecutor 's Off ice attached to the Cluj  Courts of Appeal   

- i t  was establ ished that in 2003-2004, SC Impress 98 Exim LLC, an art ist ic 
management company based in Bucharest, represented by Hotamis Aurel ia, 
recruited several young women and sent them to Japan, Switzerland, Austr ia, 
Egypt, Cyprus and Turkey, to perform as dancers and escorts 

- in fact,  the gir ls recruited and transported were sexual ly exploited for the benefi t  
of the owners of clubs and bars in the mentioned countr ies and that of the said 
Qassam Alin Gabriel , son of Hotamis Aurel ia, who was an associate in the f i rm 
from Bucharest 

 - the gir ls who refused to pract ice prost i tut ion in the condit ions mentioned above 
were sent back to Romania, where Qassam Alin and his mother claimed amounts of 
money comprised between 400 and 2,000 EUR, representing travel expenses and the 
intermediat ion of the women’s departure abroad 

- not  having the required amounts, the women were then taken their passports and 
other personal documents, after which they were sent to the Moonlight nightclub in 
Cluj -Napoca, belonging to Fulop Istvan Csaba and Viorica Fulop 

- in the venue located in Cluj -Napoca, no. 19 Magaziei street, the gir ls were 
supposed to dance and to keep the cl ients company, but were forced by theire 
employers to have sexual relat ions with the customers who requested i t ,  the 
winnings being col lected by the Fulops 

- i t  was also establ ished that inside the Moonlight club young gir ls and minors were 
also sexual ly exploited, being sent  there through the same method, by Capraru 
Petre, administrator of  SC Salomeea International Trading LLC, based in Bucharest 



 - a total of 27 gir ls,  including minors, were identi f ied, vict ims of human 
traff icking and sexual exploitat ion 

 

Special means of investigat ion 

- issuance by the Cluj  Tribunal of a number of 21 authorizat ions for the 
interception of the telephone cal ls of the network’s members, for a period of four 
months 

- the supervision of money transfers between defendants 

- the identi f icat ion of movable and immovable goods belonging to them 

- the hearing of witness injured part ies with protected identi ty  

- deploying undercover investigators 

- result  of the act ivi t ies carr ied out, in col laborat ion with D.G.I.P.I (General 
Directorate for Internal Protect ion and Information) Bucharest, D.S.O.I.  Bucharest, 
S.I. I.P.I.  ( Internal Protect ion and Information Service) Cluj , D.G.C.C.O.A.,  Reflex 
compartment, two segments of cr iminal act ivi ty were identi f ied: 

  1. one segment act ing in Bucharest, consist ing of Qassam Alin 
Gabriel , Hotamis Aurel ia and Capraru Petre  

  2. one segment carrying out act ivi t ies in Cluj -Napoca, consist ing of  
Istvan Csaba Fulop cal led (said Fane) and Viorica Fulop 

 

- fol lowing the common demarches taken by the representat ives of  the above 
mentioned authori t ies, the idea of start ing a large-scale, simultaneous act ion across 
the two municipal i t ies was advanced and approved  

- the contact persons and the teams of workers from the units involved in 
instrumenting the case were establ ished, as was the start of the operat ion coded 
"Moonbeam" 

- on the occasion of the debut of Moonbeam, on 05.11.2004, the workers of IGPR 
(Romanian Pol ice General Inspectorate) - D.G.C.O.A. – Regional Center Cluj  - 
D.G.I.P. and the S.I. I.P.I.( Internal Protect ion and Information Service) Cluj  were 
supported by the GSPIA Eagle f ighters,  who actuated in mixed teams, both in the 
Bucharest and the Cluj -Napoca municipal i ty  

- 6 simultaneous searches were conducted in the two municipal i t ies, during which 
seven people were detained, those previously identif ied as network members and 
their accomplices 

- over 50.000 euro were found and confiscated  

- i t  was ordered that the Moonlight club be closed 



 - a transportat ion hel icopter belonging to the Ministry of Administrat ion and 
Interior was used to transport those arrested to Bucharest, before the prosecutors 
from the Prosecutor 's Off ice attached to the Cluj  Court of Appeal   

- Qassam Alin Gabriel , Fulop Istvan Csaba and Viorica Fulop were placed under 
preventive arrest,  and for the others, the measure of "obl igat ion not  to leave the 
country" was issued, solut ions were accepted by the judges of the Cluj  Tribunal  

- in late 2004, after the entry into force of Law 508 on the powers of the 
Directorate for Investigat ing Organized Crime and Terrorism, the case was decl ined 
in favor of the central structure, DIICOT (Directorate for the Investigat ion of 
Organized Crime and Terrorism), for the continuation and complet ion of 
investigat ions, workers of the DGCCOA - D.C.C.O. (Directorate for Combating 
Organized Crime) being delegated  

- Capraru Petre was also placed under preventive arrest by the Bucharest Tribunal 
judges  

- the National Supervisory Authori ty - the Financial Guard, Regional Commissariat 
Cluj , through the f inding note drafted on 31.01.2005, determined that the presumed 
injury caused by SC Terri tor ial  Impex LLC to the state budget is in the total 
amount of  590 630 239 lei  and found responsible for this state of affairs Istvan 
Csaba Fulop, as administrator 

- on 24.03.2005, the DIICOT (Directorate for the Investigat ion of Organized Crime 
and Terrorism) prosecutors resolved the indictment through which the fol lowing 
were prosecuted: 

QASSAM ALIN GABRIEL 

 

    - human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 
letter. a of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal 
Code, 

 

    - establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 1 
and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, al l  with the enforcement of art . 33 letter. A Criminal 
Code 

                                 CAPRARU PETRE 

 

    - human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 
letter. a of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal 
Code, 

 



    - establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 1 
and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

 

    - traff icking in minors, provided by art. 13 align. 1, al ign.2, al ign. 3 
reported to art. 12 al ign. 2 letter. a of Law 678/2001, al l  with the enforcement of 
art . 33 letter. a Criminal Code 

FULOP ISTVAN CSABA 

 

    - human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 
letter. a of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal 
Code, 

 

    - establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 1 
and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

 

    -traff icking in minors, provided by art. 13 al ign. 1, al ign.2, al ign. 3 
reported to art. 12 al ign. 2 letter. a of Law 678/2001, al l  with the enforcement of 
art . 33 letter. a Criminal Code FULOP VIORICA 

 

    - human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 
letter. a of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal 
Code, 

 

    - establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art. 7 al ign. 1 
and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

 

    - traff icking in minors, provided by art. 13 align. 1, al ign.2, al ign. 3 
reported to art. 12 al ign. 2 letter. a of Law 678/2001, al l  with the enforcement of 
art . 33 letter. a Criminal Code 

 

HOTAMIS AURELIA 

    Investigated without  being detained for: 

 



  - human traff icking provided and punished by art. 12 al ign. 1, al ign. 2 
letter. a of Law no. 678/2001, with the enforcement of art . 41 al ign. 2 Criminal 
Code, 

 

        - establ ishment of a cr iminal organized group provided by art.  7 al ign. 1 
and 3 of Law no. 39/2003, 

                          - during the veri f icat ions and investigat ions carr ied out, i t  was 
establ ished that the members, especial ly the Ful lops, were in close connection with 
pol ice off icers from IPJ (County Pol ice Inspectorate) Cluj          

 
     - upon conclusion of this case, some of the pol ice off icers from the Ful lops 
entourage ″ret ired upon request″  

  



Infezioni sessualmente trasmesse
osservate in una coorte di prostitute straniere a Palermo
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liambulatorio di Palermo.

Pervenuto il 13 ottobre 2013.

Riassunto. Obiettivo. Valutare la prevalenza di infezioni
sessualmente trasmissibili (HIV, HBV, HCV, Treponema palli-
dum) in una coorte di prostitute straniere osservate a Pa-
lermo dal 1999 al 2008. Materiali e metodi. Studio osser-
vazionale prospettico condotto su 239 prostitute straniere
di età compresa tra 18 e 36 anni, provenienti da Nigeria,
Ucraina, Romania e Bulgaria. Risultati. Complessivamente,
la diagnosi di IST è stata posta in 17 donne, pari al 7,1% del-
la popolazione oggetto dello studio. In 14 casi è stata posta
diagnosi di infezione isolata: HIV in 5 casi, HBV e LUE in 4 ca-
si, HCV in 1 caso. Nelle rimanenti 3 donne è stata posta dia-
gnosi di co-infezione da HIV/HBV, HIV/HCV, HIV/LUE. È sta-
ta osservata una correlazione statisticamente significativa
(p<0,0001) tra l’uso non costante del condom e una mag-
giore frequenza di infezione da HIV, HCV e LUE. Tale corre-
lazione non è stata osservata nelle donne con infezione da
HBV che riferivano di usare costantemente il preservativo
in 3 dei 5 casi di infezione attiva osservati. Conclusioni. I ri-
sultati di questo studio mettono in forte evidenza una si-
gnificativa morbilità di questa specifica popolazione e, di
conseguenza, la necessità di avviare al più presto specifici
programmi di intervento che possano garantire la salute di
queste donne e abbattere le barriere linguistiche e cultura-
li che rendono difficile l’accesso e la fruibilità delle struttu-
re sanitarie.

Parole chiave. Infezioni sessualmente trasmesse, prostitu-
te, qualità della vita.

Sexually transmitted infections in a cohort of female sex work-
ers in Palermo.

Summary. Aim. To evaluate the prevalence of sexually
transmitted infections (HIV, HBV, HCV, Treponema pallidum)
in a cohort of foreign female sex workers observed in Paler-
mo from 1999 to 2008. Materials and methods. Authors
conducted a prospective observational study on 239 foreign
female sex workers aged between 18 and 36 years old. The
nation of origin was Nigeria, Romania, Ucraina, Bulgaria. Re-
sults.Overall, the diagnosis of IST was placed in 17 women,
7.1% of the population under study. In 14 cases we observed
a single infection: HIV in 5 cases; syphilis and HBV in 4 cases;
HCV in only one case. In the remaining three women were
diagnosed a co-infection with HIV and HBV, HIV and HCV,
HIV and syphilis LUE. In our study, a statistically significant
correlation (p<0.0001) was observed between the non-con-
stant condom use and a higher frequency of HIV, HCV and
syphilis infection. This correlation was not statistically sig-
nificant in the women with HBV infection. Conclusions.The
results of this study show a higher morbidity of this specific
population, and, consequently, the need to start as soon as
possible specific programs of intervention which can ensure
the health of these women. Language and cultural barriers,
as well as immigration concern among all vulnerable popu-
lations, form barriers to healthcare access.

Key words. Female sex workers, quality of life, sexually
transmitted infections.

venienza più rappresentati sono: Albania, Roma-
nia, Moldavia e Nigeria. Le minorenni, più fre-
quentemente della maggiorenni, vengono trasferi-
te da una città all’altra o, al contrario, sono co-
strette a prostituirsi in luoghi chiusi sotto control-
li particolarmente severi.

Le difficili e insopportabili condizioni di vita cui
vengono sottoposte queste giovanissime donne con-
dizionano pesantemente il loro stato di salute an-
che attraverso comportamenti a rischio per il con-
tagio di infezioni sessualmente trasmissibili (IST)2,7. 

Scopi dello studio sono stati: a) rivalutare la
prevalenza delle principali IST (infezione da HIV,
HBV, HCV, LUE) nelle prostitute straniere pre-
senti nel territorio metropolitano di Palermo e os-

Introduzione

In Italia, il fenomeno della prostituzione sem-
bra essere in costante e continuo incremento1-4.

Le persone vittima di tratta sarebbero, secondo
i dati della Caritas Italiana, più di 30.000. Una sti-
ma del Gruppo Abele indica un range di popola-
zione femminile dedita alla prostituzione compre-
so tra 28 e 39 mila5.

Una recente indagine condotta da Anna Pozzi6
mette in evidenza che per il 90% circa si tratta di
donne straniere di età compresa tra i 20 e i 30 an-
ni, anche se negli ultimi tempi si è osservato un
sensibile abbassamento dell’età, con una stima di
minorenni che raggiunge il 7-10%. I Paesi di pro-
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servate presso l’Ambulatorio dell’Unità Operativa
Complessa di Malattie Infettive dell’Ospedale Ci-
vico-Benfratelli di Palermo o presso il Poliambula-
torio Emergency di Palermo tra il 1999 e il 2008; b)
evidenziare la difficile fruizione delle strutture sa-
nitarie presenti sul territorio a causa di una du-
plice e ormai consolidata realtà: da una parte, la
difficoltà delle persone straniere all’accesso alle
strutture sanitarie per la presenza di barriere lin-
guistiche e culturali, come già ben documentato,
soprattutto dal National Focal Point Italiano8,9;
dall’altra, la difficile condizione delle giovani pro-
stitute straniere che, nella quasi totalità dei casi,
presentano una forte limitazione della libertà di
autodeterminarsi anche a causa di continui tra-
sferimenti da parte dei loro sfruttatori6.

Materiali e metodi

Nel periodo compreso tra ottobre 1999 e dicembre
2008 è stato offerto un programma di screening per le
principali IST (infezione da HIV, HBV, HCV, Treponema
pallidum) a 275 prostitute straniere, mai sottoposte a
precedenti controlli clinici e bio-umorali, provenienti da
Nigeria, Romania, Ucraina e Bulgaria. Delle 275 donne
contattate attraverso una rete cittadina di supporto, 239
(86,9%) hanno accettato di partecipare allo studio. 

Il gruppo più numeroso è stato quello delle donne ni-
geriane, che hanno rappresentato il 63,2% (151) di tut-
te le donne sottoposte a screening. I Paesi di provenien-
za di tutte le donne che hanno partecipato allo studio so-
no indicati nella figura 1. Si segnala una netta preva-
lenza di donne nigeriane fino al 2005; successivamente,
si è registrato un progressivo e costante incremento di
donne provenienti dal Nord-Est europeo. 

L’età media è stata di 24 anni con un range compre-
so tra 18 e 36 anni. A questo proposito, è necessario sot-
tolineare che molte giovanissime donne che dichiarava-
no la maggiore età erano, con ogni probabilità, mino-
renni. 

Un altro dato che giova evidenziare è quello relativo
alla breve storia di prostituzione; infatti, si segnala che

in circa il 60% dei casi la storia di prostituzione riferita
era inferiore o uguale a 18 mesi. Per contro, solo il 5,8%
delle donne intervistate, riferiva una storia di prostitu-
zione di oltre 8 anni. 

Il numero di donne osservato per anno è stato varia-
bile: da un minimo di 10, negli anni 1999 e 2004, a un
massimo di 35 nel 2007. 

Alla prima presentazione è stato offerto il program-
ma completo di screening e un intervento di counselling
pre-test. A tutte le donne oggetto dello studio è stato
somministrato un questionario per raccogliere informa-
zioni sulle principali caratteristiche demografiche, sulle
abitudini di vita, sulla storia di prostituzione e sull’uso
del condom. Per quanto riguarda quest’ultimo specifico
item, per rendere più omogeneo il dato complessivo, so-
no state proposte tre tipologie di risposte: sempre (uso
del condom nel 100% dei rapporti sessuali con il cliente);
quasi sempre (mancato uso del condom nel 10% dei rap-
porti sessuali con il cliente); talvolta no (mancato uso del
condom in più del 10% dei rapporti sessuali con il clien-
te). 

Successivamente, tutte le donne sono state sottopo-
ste a esame fisico generale e, quindi, avviate a un pro-
gramma di assistenza ostetrico-ginecologica presso
l’Unità Operativa Complessa di ginecologia e ostetricia
del nostro nosocomio o, su richiesta delle utenti, presso
il Poliambulatorio Emergency di Palermo.

La consegna dei risultati e l’intervento di counselling
post-test sono sempre stati effettuati dallo stesso opera-
tore che aveva accolto e preso in carico l’utente. A ogni
donna che presentava una o più IST è stato offerto uno
specifico programma di follow-up infettivologico. 

I test treponemici utilizzati sono stati: VDRL (Vene-
real Disease Resear Laboratories), TPHA (Treponema
Pallidum Hemagglutination Assay); FTA-ABS (Fluore-
scence Treponemal Antibody Absorption Test). 

Per lo screening delle infezioni da HIV e HCV sono
stati utilizzati i test sierologici per la ricerca degli anti-
corpi anti-HIV e HCV, ELISA test; ove richiesto, test di
conferma RIBA in Immunoblotting Assay. La ricerca dei
marcatori sierologici di infezione da HBV è stata effet-
tuata attraverso la determinazione dell’antigene di su-
perficie (HBsAg) e degli anticorpi anti-core (HBcAb) e
anti-antigene di superficie (HBsAb).

È stata effettuata un’analisi statistica attraverso il
test esatto di Fisher. La variabile presa in esame è sta-
ta la correlazione tra uso di condom e presenza di infe-
zioni sessualmente trasmissibili (HIV, HBV, HCV, LUE).

Risultati

Nelle tabelle 1 e 2 sono riassunti i dati relativi alla
storia di prostituzione, alle principali abitudini volut-
tuarie (consumo alcolico, fumo di tabacco e consumo di
stupefacenti). Sembra non irrilevante ribadire che la co-
orte in esame era costituita da giovani donne che, nel
75% dei casi, riferiva una storia di prostituzione di du-
rata inferiore a 3 anni. 

Un ulteriore dato da mettere in evidenza è relativo
all’iperconsumo alcolico e al consumo di eroina, cocaina
e droghe sintetiche, registrato, complessivamente, in cir-
ca il 50% delle donne intervistate. 

Per quanto riguarda l’uso del condom (tabella 3), si
segnala che in oltre l’87% delle donne intervistate veni-
va riferito un uso costante. 

Una infezione da HIV è stata diagnosticata in 8 ca-
si, pari al 3,3% della popolazione osservata. Infezione da
virus dell’epatite B (HBV) è stata riscontrata, comples-
sivamente, in 148 donne. In particolare, in 5 casi (2,1%),
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è risultata positiva la ricerca dell’antigene di superficie
(HBsAg). Nei rimanenti 143 casi, la positività degli an-
ticorpi anti-HBs ha evidenziato un’infezione pregressa.
Presenza di anticorpi anti-HCV è stata riscontrata in 2
donne (0,8%); infine, è stata posta diagnosi di sifilide in
5 donne (2,1%).

Complessivamente, la diagnosi di IST è stata posta
in 17 donne, pari al 7,1% della popolazione oggetto del-
lo studio. In 14 casi è stata posta diagnosi di infezione
isolata: HIV in 5 casi, HBV e LUE in 4 casi, HCV in un
solo caso. Nelle rimanenti 3 donne è stata posta diagno-
si di co-infezione da HIV/HBV, HIV/HCV, HIV/LUE.

Si segnala una correlazione statisticamente signifi-
cativa (p<0,0001) tra l’uso non costante del condom e
una maggiore frequenza di infezione da HIV, HCV e
LUE. Tale correlazione non è stata osservata nelle don-
ne con infezione da HBV che riferivano di usare costan-
temente il preservativo in 3 dei 5 casi di infezione atti-
va osservati. 

INFEZIONE DA HIV

È stata diagnosticata in 5 donne nigeriane di età com-
presa tra 19 e 27 anni (età media: 23 anni) con storia di
prostituzione compresa tra 18 mesi e 8 anni. Tutte rife-
rivano di aver utilizzato il condom “quasi sempre”. Nei 3
casi rimanenti, la diagnosi è stata posta in donne dell’Est
europeo; in particolare, in 2 donne rumene di 26 anni,
prostitute da 8, che riferivano un uso non costante del
preservativo. Nell’ultimo caso diagnosticato, si è tratta-
to di una ucraina di 28 anni, prostituta da 10, che riferi-
va di utilizzare il condom “quasi sempre”. In ogni caso,
nessuna delle donne in cui è stata posta diagnosi di infe-
zione da HIV riferiva di usare con regolarità il condom.

INFEZIONE DA HCV

La diagnosi è stata posta in 2 donne ucraine, una del-
le quali con infezione da HIV. Entrambe riferivano una
storia di dipendenza patologica attiva. Le 2 donne ave-
vano 26 e 28 anni e riferivano una storia di prostituzio-
ne di almeno 5 anni e un uso non costante del condom.

INFEZIONE ATTIVA DA HBV

È stata diagnosticata in 4 donne provenienti dall’Est
europeo, con età media di 26 anni e una storia di prostitu-
zione compresa tra 3 e 8 anni. 3 su 4 riferivano un uso co-
stante del condom, a differenza della quarta donna che ri-
feriva di usare il preservativo “quasi sempre”. La quinta
diagnosi di infezione attiva da HBV è stata posta in una
giovane donna nigeriana di 25 anni, prostituta da 6, co-in-
fetta con HIV e con riferito uso del condom “quasi sempre”.

SIFILIDE

È stata diagnosticata in 4 donne provenienti dall’Est
europeo e in una donna nigeriana, risultata co-infetta
con HIV. Tutte riferivano di utilizzare il preservativo
“quasi sempre” e avevano una storia di prostituzione di
durata superiore a 5 anni.

FOLLOW-UP/DROP-OUT

Tutte le pazienti sono state invitate a seguire un pro-
gramma di follow-up specifico per le IST diagnosticate e
per l’assistenza ostetrico-ginecologica. Pertanto, subito
dopo la diagnosi, è stato offerto un supporto psicologico
e sono stati effettuati tutti i controlli clinici, bio-umora-
li e microbiologici necessari per una corretta definizione
del quadro clinico e per la valutazione dell’eventuale pro-
gramma terapeutico. A questo proposito, sembra indi-
spensabile segnalare che quasi tutte le pazienti hanno
avuto un breve follow-up, registrando una percentuale di
drop-out al terzo mese del 50%, nonostante gli interven-
ti degli operatori che hanno tentato di contattare telefo-
nicamente tutte le pazienti che non si presentavano ai
controlli programmati. Al 6° mese, solo 2 pazienti erano
ancora in follow-up. Una sola paziente è tutt’ora in fol-
low-up attivo dopo 4 anni. 

Dai colloqui telefonici intercorsi, le donne perse al
follow-up riferivano di essere state costrette al trasferi-
mento in altre città o di non poter fruire dell’assistenza
sanitaria a causa del divieto assoluto dei protettori che
impedivano loro qualsiasi tipo di relazione sociale. 
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Tabella 1. Storia di prostituzione.

Sottopopolazioni n° (%)

<6 mesi 90 (37,6)

6-18 mesi 53 (22,1)

18-36 mesi 36 (15,1)

3-5 anni 23 (9,6)

5-8 anni 23 (9,6)

8-12 anni 14 (5,8)

Tabella 2. Abitudini voluttuarie.

Tipologia No Sì (%)

Fumo di tabacco 42 197 (82,4)

Consumo di hashish e/o marijuana 171 68 (28,4)

Consumo di eroina/cocaina 170 69 (28,8)

Consumo di droghe sintetiche 184 55 (23,1)

Consumo alcolico moderato* 178 (74,4)

Iperconsumo alcolico** 55 (23,1)

*nella donna: fino a 20 gr di alcol/die; **consumo abituale superiore a
quello definito moderato

Tabella 3. Uso del condom con il cliente.

Quante volte n° (%)

Sempre (100%) 209 (87,4)

Quasi sempre* 20 (8,3)

Talvolta no** 10 (4,2)

*nell’ultimo mese: no in 1 rapporto/10; **nell’ultimo mese: no in al-
meno 2 rapporti/10
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Discussione e conclusioni

La popolazione migrante/straniera presente in
Italia rappresenta, soprattutto quando non in
possesso del regolare permesso di soggiorno, una
popolazione marginale e con elevata fragilità so-
cio-sanitaria. In questo scenario già complesso e
difficile, le donne sembrano “dover” pagare il
prezzo più costoso, sia in termini di qualità della
vita sia in quelli di rischio di compromissione del-
la salute dal momento che il ruolo di queste don-
ne è relegato, sostanzialmente, alla cura delle
persone anziane, le cosiddette “badanti”, che vi-
vono una condizione di estrema solitudine esi-
stenziale10,11, o all’arricchimento di protettori che
arruolano queste giovani donne con l’esclusivo
obiettivo di procurare il massimo soddisfacimen-
to del cliente.

Insomma, in entrambi i casi, si tratta di colma-
re un vuoto che, nel caso dell’esercito delle luccio-
le, alimenta, in Italia, un giro d’affari che oscilla
tra 3 e 5 miliardi di euro all’anno12. 

Gli effetti della perdita dei determinanti di sa-
lute in questa popolazione, ben espressi dall’Orga-
nizzazione Mondiale della Sanità (OMS)13, risul-
tano evidenti dai risultati di questo studio e di al-
tri, recentemente pubblicati in letteratura1-4,7,14: le
prostitute straniere presentano, rispetto alla po-
polazione generale, una maggiore prevalenza di
IST. Il fenomeno, certamente correlato alla loro
storia di prostituzione, è da ricondurre alla richie-
sta dei clienti di non usare il preservativo, pratica
presente, nella nostra casistica, nel 12,5%. 

Acclarato, quindi, che si tratta di una “profes-
sione” a rischio per la salute e, pertanto, a eleva-
to impatto sulla morbilità, lo studio mette in for-
te evidenza un altro elemento di riflessione: la dif-
ficile possibilità di accesso e fruibilità delle strut-
ture sanitarie. Il fenomeno, già ampiamente stu-
diato8,9, sembra essere ulteriormente aggravato
da almeno tre condizioni: scarso livello di cono-
scenza e informazione; paura di essere denuncia-
te e, quindi, espulse6; disumane condizioni di gra-
ve limitazione delle libertà cui vengono sottopo-
ste queste donne o per ragioni di “sicurezza” del
protettore (vedi, soprattutto, nel caso delle mino-
renni) o per questioni relative all’organizzazione
e alla necessità di spostare queste donne da una
città all’altra.

Per le ragioni fin qui esposte, considerato il
vantaggioso rapporto costo/efficacia di interven-
ti di promozione della salute e di prevenzione del-
le principali IST osservato nelle prostitute in un
recente studio condotto a Buenos Aires14 e in ac-
cordo con quanto enunciato nel corso dell’ottava
sessione plenaria della 61^ Assemblea Generale
della Salute dell’OMS, si vuole rappresentare la
necessità di avviare al più presto specifici pro-
grammi di intervento che possano garantire lo
stato di salute di queste donne e, più estesamen-
te, della collettività, ricordando che il numero di
clienti italiani supera, ampiamente, 9 milioni per
anno12.
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CONFISCA DEI PROVENTI DEL REATO DI TRATTA, ASSOCIAZ IONE PER 
DELINQUERE/ASSOCIAZIONE MAFIOSA DEDITA ALLA TRATTA  E RISARCIMENTO 

DEL DANNO ALLE VITTIME  

 

Premessa 

 

Nonostante ogni stato condanni il traffico di esseri umani e sia dotato di appositi strumenti legislativi di 
contrasto, il fenomeno della tratta non accenna a diminuire. Persino nei casi in cui gli autori dell'odioso 
crimine vengono individuati e perseguiti penalmente, la vittima è spesso lasciata senza alcuna forma di 
ristoro.  

A fronte delle difficoltà e degli ostacoli che si incontrano sul versante della repressione del traffico di 
esseri umani, la normativa sulla confisca dei beni si presenta come uno strumento normativo capace di 
incidere tre importanti obiettivi: la prevenzione del reato, la sua repressione e il risarcimento delle 
vittime. Tale normativa prevede il sequestro e la successiva confisca delle proprietà che sono state il 
prodotto del crimine o sono servite per la sua commissione. Utilizzare la legislazione sulla confisca dei 
beni per colpire le proprietà che sono il frutto del reato di tratta degli esseri umani, o che sono state 
strumentali alla sua realizzazione, è uno dei modi più efficaci per dissuadere dalla commissione di tale 
reato, per smantellare la rete del traffico il cui operato si fonda sulla disponibilità di beni di varia 
natura, e  al contempo, per offrire alla vittima di tratta i mezzi economici per poter ricostruire la propria 
vita.  

La confisca dei beni  è infatti uno strumento che colpisce i trafficanti al cuore del percorso criminale, 
dove più fa male: tale istituto annulla il profitto del reato di tratta e, a seconda della legislazione 
nazionale di riferimento, lo indirizza verso la riparazione del danno subito dalla vittima, verso un fondo 
istituito per le vittime oppure verso organi statali predisposti alle indagini o all'azione giudiziaria.  

 

 

PARTE I  

 

Il quadro normativo di riferimento in materia di co nfisca a livello internazionale, europeo e 
nazionale 

 

1. La confisca nel panorama normativo internazionale:  la centralità dell'articolo 12 della 
Convenzione delle Nazioni Unite contro la Criminalità Organizzata Transnazionale 

Secondo quanto previsto dalla Convenzione delle Nazioni Unite contro la Criminalità Organizzata 
Transnazionale, sottoscritta nel corso della conferenza di Palermo tenutasi nel 2000 (da qui in avanti 
Convenzione ONU di Palermo), per "congelamento o sequestro" si intende “l'interdizione temporanea 
del trasferimento, della conversione, cessione o movimento dei beni, o la custodia o il controllo 
temporanei dei beni conformemente ad un provvedimento emesso da un tribunale o altra autorità 
competente”; mentre il passaggio successivo costituito dalla confisca, consiste nella ipotesi di  
“definitiva ablazione di beni a seguito di decisione del tribunale o di altra autorità competente”1. 

� L'articolo 12 della Convenzione ONU di Palermo disciplina gli istituti del sequestro e della confisca 



di beni che siano il frutto o che siano stati funzionali alla commissione di reati transnazionali 
che coinvolgono un gruppo criminale organizzato e che siano indicati dalla Convenzione stessa. 
A tal proposito, tra i reati  che rientrano nell'ambito di applicazione della Convenzione vi sono i 
reati di cui agli articoli 5, 6, 6 3 23 della Convenzione (si tratta, rispettivamente, del reato di 
partecipazione a un gruppo criminale organizzato; di riciclaggio dei proventi di reato; di 
corruzione; di intralcio alla giustizia)  e i “reati gravi” che sono quei reati sanzionati con una 
“pena privativa della libertà personale di almeno quattro anni nel massimo o con una pena più 
elevata”.2   Nella categoria dei “reati gravi”, e dunque nell'ambito di applicazione dell'articolo 
in esame, rientra di certo il reato di tratta degli esseri umani commesso con il coinvolgimento di 
organizzazioni criminali.  

� Ai sensi dell'articolo 12 gli Stati Parte hanno l'obbligo di adottare, “nella più ampia misura possibile 
nell'ambito dei loro ordinamenti giuridici interni, le misure necessarie a consentire la confisca 
di:  

� (a) Proventi di reato derivanti da reati di cui alla presente Convenzione o beni il cui valore 
corrisponde a quello di tali proventi;  

� (b) Beni, attrezzature e altri strumenti utilizzati o destinati ad essere utilizzati per la commissione di 
reati di cui alla presente Convenzione”.3 

E' importante sottolineare che la Convenzione consente la confisca anche di quei proventi di reato che 
siano stati trasformati o convertiti e prevede, inoltre, che qualora il provento del reato sia stato confuso 
con un bene acquisito legittimamente, i vantaggi derivanti da tale provento di reato possono essere 
oggetto di confisca. 

Per facilitare il procedimento di identificazione, localizzazione, congelamento e sequestro dei beni 
oggetto di confisca, ogni Stato Parte conferisce ai suoi tribunali o altre autorità competenti il potere di 
ordinare “che documenti bancari, finanziari o commerciali siano prodotti o sequestrati”.4 A tale potere 
non è possibile opporre il segreto bancario.  

 Uno dei maggiori problemi operativi riscontrati nell'applicazione della normativa sulla confisca dei 
proventi di reato avente natura transnazionale (come il reato di tratta) è il rapporto tra Stati ai fini 
dell'ottenimento di un provvedimento di confisca. L'articolo 13 della Convenzione, nel disciplinare la 
cooperazione internazionale ai fini della confisca, prevede che lo Stato che ha giurisdizione su un reato 
rientrante nell'ambito di applicazione della Convenzione (tra cui, come abbiamo visto, la tratta di esseri 
umani commesso con il coinvolgimento di organizzazioni criminali), possa inoltrare a un altro Stato 
una richiesta per la confisca dei proventi del reato, o dei beni utilizzati per la sua commissione, che si 
trovano sul territorio di quello Stato.  Lo Stato che ha ricevuto la richiesta può o  presentare “la 
richiesta alle sue autorità competenti al fine di ottenere un provvedimento di confisca” e, se tale 
provvedimento è accordato, dare esecuzione ad esso; oppure può richiedere alle sue autorità 
competenti, di eseguire “un ordine di confisca emesso da un tribunale situato sul territorio dello Stato 
Parte richiedente”.5 

Lo Stato Parte ricevente la richiesta ha, inoltre, l'obbligo di adottare tutte le misure necessarie per “ 
identificare, localizzare, congelare o sequestrare i proventi di reato, i beni, le attrezzature o altri 
strumenti di cui all'art. 12”.6 

 

1. La confisca nel quadro normativo europeo 

Il quadro normativo europeo in materia di confisca si compone di una serie di atti quali: 



� la decisione quadro 2001/500/GAI del Consiglio, del 26 giugno 2001, concernente il riciclaggio di 
denaro, l’individuazione, il rintracciamento, il congelamento o sequestro e la confisca degli 
strumenti e dei proventi di reato. 

� La decisione quadro 2003/577/GAI del Consiglio, del 22 luglio 2003, relativa all’esecuzione 
nell’Unione europea dei provvedimenti di blocco dei beni o di sequestro probatorio. 

�  La decisione quadro 2005/212/GAI del Consiglio dell'Unione Europeo, del 24 febbraio 20005  
relativa alla confisca di beni strumenti e proventi di reato7  

� La decisione quadro 2006/783/GAI del Consiglio, del 6 ottobre 2006, relativa all’applicazione del 
principio del reciproco riconoscimento delle decisioni di confisca 

 

E' la  Decisione Quadro  2005/212/GAI  che individua la posizione dell’Unione Europea rispetto allo 
strumento della confisca. 

Tale direttiva, infatti, prevede che la confisca sia applicabile in relazione a profitti di reati puniti  con 
la reclusione superiore a un anno, e in relazione a  beni posseduti o controllati da un soggetto 
condannato per reati specifici, solo qualora i beni siano  il risultato di un’attività criminale . Tra i 
reati specifici rientrano i reati contemplati dalla  decisione quadro 2002/629/GAI del Consiglio, del 19 
luglio 2002, sulla lotta contro la tratta degli esseri umani, commessi nel quadro di un'organizzazione 
criminale.  

Secondo la decisione quadro 2001/500/GAI i proventi o gli strumenti di reato, oppure i beni di valore 
corrispondente a questi, possono essere confiscati in base a una sentenza penale definitiva di condanna.  

La direttiva in oggetto  lasciava agli Stati membri ampia discrezione per quanto riguarda la confisca 
allargata a beni che non sono direttamente connessi all'attività criminale per cui si procede; le regole 
sul sequestro; i sistemi di confisca non basati su una sentenza (il riferimento è alla confisca come 
misura di prevenzione) e la protezione dei terzi. 

In ultimo,la direttiva 2014/42/UE del Parlamento e del Consiglio del 3 aprile 2014 relativa al 
congelamento e alla confisca dei beni strumentali e dei proventi da reato nell’Unione europea ha 
modificato e ampliato le disposizioni della decisione 2001/500/GAI. Tale nuova direttiva si applica al 
reato di tratta di esseri umani.8  

Se da un lato l'individuazione, il sequestro e la confisca degli strumenti e proventi del reato costituisca 
uno degli strumenti più efficaci per contrastare la criminalità organizzata, compresa quella di stampo 
mafioso, dall'altro la procedura di confisca negli stati membri, seppur prevista dalla normativa europea 
e nazionale, resta ampiamente sottoutilizzata. La direttiva si pone l'obiettivo di ravvicinare i regimi del 
congelamento e della confisca dei beni prodotto o strumenti di reato degli stati membri.9 

Sono quattro i punti chiave della disciplina relativa alla confisca che sono stati modificati dalla direttiva 
2014 e che, dunque, meritano di essere messi in luce.  

1) Estensione dell'oggetto di confisca: 

1) sono oggetto di confisca non solo i vantaggi che derivano direttamente dal reato ma anche i beni 
indirettamente connessi ad esso. Si fa riferimento a ogni reinvestimento e trasformazione del 
profitto. 

2) 2)        Confisca non basata su sentenza di condanna: 

3) Oltre allo strumento di confisca degli strumenti e proventi di reato basata sulla sentenza penale 



definitiva di condanna della persona10, il comma 2 dell'articolo 4 della direttiva prevede due 
ipotesi in cui la confisca non ha come presupposto la condanna definitiva della persona. Nello 
specifico, in caso di malattia o di fuga del sospettato, quando si è avviato un procedimento 
penale per un reato che può produrre un vantaggio economico e tale procedimento penale si 
sarebbe potuto concludere con una condanna qualora l'indagato o imputato fosse stato presente, 
è possibile procedere alla confisca dei beni strumentali o proventi del reato. 

4)  

5)  3)       I poteri della confisca allargata:  

6) l'autorità giudiziaria può disporre, nei confronti di una persona condannata per i reati di cui alla 
direttiva in esame (tra cui la tratta), la confisca dei beni che abbiano un valore sproporzionato 
rispetto al reddito della persona, qualora la corte, a seguito di un giudizio di probabilità basato 
sulle prove raccolte e sulle circostanze specifiche, ritenga che questi beni derivino da un'attività 
di natura illecita seppure diversa diversa  dall'attività criminale per cui si procede. 

7) 4)     Mutuo riconoscimento delle sentenze di confisca: 

8) la direttiva disciplina la cooperazione tra stati in materia di riconoscimento reciproco delle sentenze 
degli stati membri che dispongono la confisca. 

9)  

1. La confisca nel contesto normativo nazionale: il caso italiano 

Come già sottolineato un'efficace azione di contrasto al crimine organizzato, e soprattutto della 
criminalità organizzata di tipo mafioso, è possibile solo se all'azione di natura repressiva si affianca un 
intervento di natura patrimoniale diretto a neutralizzare i profitti accumulati a seguito dell'attività 
illecita. Lo stato italiano, sulla scorta di tale principio, vanta una lunga tradizione normativa e operativa 
in materia di confisca dei beni. Tale lunga tradizione ha portato a una stratificazione di norme generali 
e speciali e a un continuo aggiornamento di prassi operative che hanno determinato un quadro spesso 
poco armonico. 

E' bene evidenziare sin da subito che il sistema italiano di confisca dei beni rappresenta un unicum nel 
panorama internazionale nella misura in cui prevede due diversi regimi di confisca: il regime della 
confisca a seguito di sentenza penale di condanna e quello della confisca come misura di prevenzione 
indipendente dall'esistenza o eventuale esito del  processo penale.  

In definitiva, nell'ordinamento giuridico italiano coesistono due diverse modalità di aggressione al 
patrimonio illecitamente accumulato (il cosiddetto sistema del doppio binario):  

� 1) i provvedimenti di sequestro e confisca possono essere adottati nei confronti di un soggetto 
imputato per un determinato reato solo a seguito della condanna per quel reato. La "confisca 
penale" è  una misura di sicurezza patrimoniale che colpisce i beni che sono direttamente o 
indirettamente collegati al reato per il quale è stata pronunciata condanna;  

� 2) i provvedimenti di sequestro e confisca possono essere assunti nei confronti di diverse categorie di 
persone elencate oggi dagli artt. 1 e 4 del d.lgs. n. 159/11 (codice antimafia), 
indipendentemente dall’esistenza e dall’esito dell’eventuale processo penale, a seguito di un 
autonomo procedimento cautelare per confisca  a impulso di diverse Autorità -giudiziarie e 
amministrative. La confisca di prevenzione è una misura di prevenzione patrimoniale 
antimafia che si applica oltre agli indiziati di appartenere ad organizzazioni criminali di stampo 
mafioso anche agli indiziati della commissione dei delitti per le cui indagini sono competenti le 



Direzioni distrettuali antimafia (Dda),tra cui tratta di esseri umani (ex D.L. 92/2008). 

1.  

 

1. Le tipologie di confisca previste dalla normativa italiana che si applicano al reato di tratta 

1) Tra le ipotesi di “confisca penale” si annoverano le seguenti tipologie applicabili al reato di tratta di 
esseri umani:  

A) Art.240 c.p.: l'ipotesi classica di confisca penale 

L'articolo 240 del codice penale disciplina il modello originario della misura di sicurezza penale della 
confisca distinguendo tra un'ipotesi facoltativa e una obbligatoria. L'autorità giudiziaria, a seguito di 
condanna per un determinato reato, ha facoltà di disporre la confisca delle cose “che servirono o furono 
destinate a commettere il reato e per le cose che costituiscono il prodotto o il profitto del reato”.11  La 
confisca facoltativa è disposta sulla base di un giudizio di pericolosità della cosa da effettuar in termini 
di valutazione del potere della res di indurre alla commissione del reato. La confisca obbligatoria, 
invece, è sempre disposta dall'autorità giudiziaria, a seguito di condanna per un determinato reato, “per 
le cose che costituiscono il prezzo del reato, e per le cose, la cui fabbricazione, uso, porto, detenzione o 
alienazione costituisce reato, anche se non è stata pronunciata condanna”.12 

Elemento caratterizzante tale modello di confisca penale è la dimostrazione del nesso di pertinenzialità 
tra la cosa oggetto di confisca e il reato per cui è stata emessa condanna. Proprio la presenza della 
prova di tale nesso costituisce un limite a un uso ampio di tale tipo di confisca.  

In ultimo preme sottolineare che la confisca penale ex articolo 240 c.p. si applica in caso di condanna 
per il reato di tratta di persone (art.600) e associazione a delinquere finalizzata alla tratta (art.416 sesto 
comma). 

 

B) Art. 416 bis, 7° comma, c.p.: l'ipotesi della confisca penale obbligatoria per i reati di mafia  

Il settimo comma dell'articolo 416 bis del codice penale, introdotto dalla legge Rognoni-La Torre del 
1982, dispone che “nei confronti del condannato (per associazione mafiosa) è sempre obbligatoria la 
confisca delle cose che servirono o furono destinate a commettere il reato e delle cose che ne sono il 
prezzo, il prodotto, il profitto o che ne costituiscono l'impiego”. Tale ipotesi di confisca è sempre 
disposta obbligatoriamente dal giudice a seguito di condanna per il reato di associazione mafiosa, per 
tutte le cose che hanno un nesso di attinenza con il reato.  

Come nel caso del modello classico di confisca penale di cui all'articolo 240 c.p., anche in tale ipotesi 
di confisca penale, che assume più la forma di una pena accessoria, l'onere di dimostrare che sussiste 
un collegamento di pertinenzialità tra il bene che si intende aggredire con la confisca e il reato di 
associazione mafiosa rappresenta un limite per un'applicazione diffusa di tale istituto.  

Quanto all'applicabilità di tale ipotesi di confisca al reato di tratta di esseri umani, qualora un individuo 
componente di un'organizzazione criminale dedita alla tratta di persone viene condannato anche per 
appartenenza ad una associazione mafiosa ex articolo 416 bis, in tal caso è possibile ricorrere all'istituto 
della confisca per i beni per cui sia possibile provare il nesso di strumentalità con il reato di 
associazione mafiosa. 

 

I) Art. 600 septies c.p.: confisca obbligatoria per i delitti contro la libertà individuale 



In caso di condanna, o di patteggiamento della pena ex art.444 c.p.p., per uno dei delitti contro la 
persona di cui al titolo XII del libro secondo del codice penale, tra cui la tratta di esseri umani, è 
sempre disposta, “salvi di diritti della persona offesa alle restituzioni e al risarcimento dei danni, la 
confisca dei beni che costituiscono il prodotto, il profitto o il prezzo del reato”.13  

I) Art. 12 del D.lgs. n. 286/1998: confisca per il reato di favoreggiamento dell'immigrazione 
clandestina  

II)  Ai sensi del comma quarto dell'articolo 12 del Testo Unico sull'Immigrazione, in caso di 
condanna o patteggiamento della pena ex art. 444 c.p.p. per il reato di favoreggiamento 
dell'ingresso irregolare di migranti “è sempre disposta la confisca del mezzo di trasporto 
utilizzato per commettere il reato”.14 

III)   

IV)  2) La confisca come misura di prevenzione patrimoniale antimafia: legge Rognoni/La Torre 

V) Con l'articolo 14 della legge n. 646/1982, denominata legge  Rognoni-La Torre, contenente 
disposizioni in materia di prevenzione, il quale ha aggiunto l'art. 2 ter alla legge n. 575/1965 
contenente disposizioni conto la criminalità organizzata di stampo mafioso, è stata introdotta 
una fattispecie di confisca diversa dalla misura di sicurezza patrimoniale delineata dall'articolo 
240 del codice penale e caratterizzata dalla necessità della condanna penale e dal nesso di 
pertinenzialità della cosa con la condotta criminosa. Tale nuova fattispecie di confisca, invece, 
può colpire tutti i beni di cui abbia disponibilità, in via diretta o indiretta, un soggetto 
qualificato come socialmente pericoloso in quanto raggiunto da sufficienti indizi di 
appartenenza ad associazioni di tipo mafioso. Affinché il giudice del procedimento di 
prevenzione disponga la confisca è però necessario che vi sia una sproporzione tra il valore dei 
beni che si intende colpire e il reddito che l'indiziato dichiara o i proventi dell'attività economica 
da questo svolta. Inoltre la pubblica accusa, in sede di giudizio di prevenzione, dovrà 
raccogliere sufficiente indizi che dimostrino, senza raggiungere il livello di certezza tipico della 
prova nel processo penale,  che i beni per cui si richiede il provvedimento della confisca di 
prevenzione sono essi stessi frutto di attività illecite o ne costituiscano il loro riutilizzo.  

Un'importante novità, ai fini della presente ricerca, è rappresentata dal decreto legge n. 92 del 2008 con 
il quale si è estesa l'applicazione della confisca di prevenzione di cui si è trattato sinora agli indiziati di 
reati per le cui indagini risultano competenti le Direzioni distrettuali antimafia (DDA). Considerando 
che la tratta di esseri umani figura tra i delitti le cui indagini sono eseguite dalla DDA, di conseguenza, 
nel caso in cui si siano raccolti sufficienti indizi tesi a dimostrare, senza raggiungere il tipico livello di 
certezza proprio della prova di rango penale, che un soggetto indagato abbia commesso il reato di 
associazione a delinquere finalizzata alla tratta delle persone, è possibile applicare la confisca di 
prevenzione disciplinata dalla legislazione antimafia.  

1) Art. 12 sexies della legge n 356/92: l'ipotesi peculiare della confisca allargata 

Nei casi di condanna o patteggiamento della pena per il reato di associazione a delinquere finalizzata 
alla tratta di persone, di associazione mafiosa finalizzata alla tratta, di tratta di esseri umani e riduzione 
in schiavitù “è sempre disposta la confisca del denaro, dei beni o delle altre utilità di cui il condannato 
non può giustificare la provenienza e di cui, anche per interposta persona fisica o giuridica, risulta 
essere titolare o avere la disponibilità a qualsiasi titolo in valore sproporzionato al proprio reddito, 
dichiarato ai fini delle imposte sul reddito, o alla propria attività economica”.15 In relazione a tale 
tipologia peculiare di confisca sussiste una presunzione di origine illecita dei beni che risultano essere 
nella disponibilità del condannato per uno dei reati sovra indicati e che risultino sproporzionati rispetto 



alle sue disponibilità patrimoniali dichiarate. L'onere di provare la legittima provenienza del bene 
ricade dunque sul condannato.  

 

 

Aderendo a una logica di sintesi delle ipotesi di confisca applicabili al reato di tratta, si ritiene 
essenziale sottolineare che il legislatore ha previsto che in caso di condanna per il reato di tratta degli 
esseri umani o per il reato associativo di associazione a delinquere o mafiosa finalizzata alla 
commissione del crimine di tratta, si applichi la confisca allargata di tutti quei beni nella disponibilità 
del condannato che siano di valore sproporzionato e rispetto ai quali il condannato non sia in grado di 
giustificarne la provenienza.  

Qualora, però, non sia possibile applicare la confisca allargata di cui all'articolo 12 sexies per mancanza 
di uno dei suoi presupposti (l'accusa non riesce a provare la sproporzione del valore dei beni o la difesa 
prova la natura lecita dei beni) si ricorrerà alla confisca penale dei beni che siano profitto, prodotto o 
prezzo del o di cui agli articoli 240, 416 bis 7° comma o 600 septies del codice penale, o ad eventuali 
altre forme speciali di confisca penale. In ultimo, qualora il bene sia stato disperso, nascosto o distrutto 
e sia dunque impossibile applicare una delle forme di confisca appena menzionate, sarà possibile 
applicare la confisca del valore equivalente regolata dall’articolo 10 del decreto legge 23 maggio 2008, 
n.92.  

 

 

 

1. La conformità della legislazione italiana in materia di confisca al regime normativo europeo 

La direttiva 2014/42/UE ha introdotto alcune novità in materia di confisca dei beni che siano 
strumentali o proventi del reato. Appare di interesse, ai fini della presente ricerca, esaminare il grado di 
conformità della legislazione italiana appena esaminata rispetto al quadro normativo europeo così come 
risultante a seguito della direttiva 2014. 

In primo luogo, la formulazione delle norme italiane in materia di oggetto della confisca sembra tale da 
ricomprendere nel novero dei beni confiscabili anche i beni che costituiscono il riutilizzo dei proventi 
della fattispecie criminosa, così rispettando la normativa europea . 

In relazione alle ipotesi di confisca allargata a beni il cui valore è sproporzionato rispetto al reddito del 
condannato, mentre la direttiva 2014 prevede che gli stati membri possano applicare tale tipo di 
confisca soltanto qualora venga dimostrato dall'accusa che i beni derivino da un'attività illecita, l'Italia 
ha previsto un regime di confisca allargata dai requisiti molto meno stringenti. Sussiste, infatti, in Italia 
una presunzione legale circa la provenienza illecita del bene nella disponibilità del condannato per 
alcuni reati (tra cui la tratta)  che risulti di valore sproporzionato e di conseguenza è onere del 
condannato provare il contrario.  

Anche in tema di confisca non basata su condanna del soggetto i cui beni vengono espropriati a favore 
dello Stato,  l'Italia risulta essere già dotata di un simile istituto avente requisiti di applicazione meno 
stringenti di quelli delineati dalla normativa comunitaria. Mentre, in base alla direttiva europea 2014, la 
confisca che non richiede come presupposto la sentenza di condanna è possibile soltanto nei casi 
specifici della malattia e fuga dell'indagato o imputato, il regime normativo italiano prevede che per 
l'applicazione della confisca senza sentenza di condanna sia sufficiente che il soggetto sia indiziato di 



appartenere a un'organizzazione criminale e che i beni siano di valore sproporzionato, Tali requisiti 
bastano ad attivare il procedimento autonomo di prevenzione.  

Infine, una nota di demerito nei confronti del sistema normativo italiano va formulata in riferimento 
alla cooperazione tra Stati finalizzata al mutuo riconoscimento delle sentenze emesse in materia di 
confisca. L'Italia difatti, da un lato, non ha mai dato attuazione alle decisioni quadro europee sul mutuo 
riconoscimento delle sentenze in materia di confisca e dall'altro non ha implementato norme atte a 
facilitare la cooperazione internazionale in tale settore.  

 

 

 

1. Punti di forza e punti di debolezza della normativa italiana. Alcune raccomandazioni.  

I due istituti previsti dal sistema normativo italiano nel settore della confisca, quali la procedura di 
prevenzione tipica dei reati di mafia e la confisca allargata ex articolo 12 sexies della legge n.356/92, 
che si affiancano al procedimento di confisca penale, forniscono i mezzi per contrastare in modo più 
diretto ed efficace le attività illecite delle organizzazioni dedite alla commissione di crimini. Il sistema 
italiano del doppio binario nella modalità di aggressione del patrimonio di soggetti coinvolti in attività 
criminali, costituisce di certo un punto di forza del regime italiano in materia di confisca.  

Da non sottovalutare, inoltre, è l'esperienza accumulata in Italia da magistrati e forze dell'ordine nel 
campo della lotta alla criminalità organizzata anche attraverso l'impiego degli strumenti del sequestro e 
della confisca dei beni che colpiscono i sodalizi criminali proprio al cuore dei loro interessi. A tal 
proposito, nell'aprile 2015 è stata fondata l'Associazione dei Magistrati Italiani delle Misure 
Patrimoniali (Amimp) composta da più di quaranta magistrati di tutta Italia il cui scopo è diffondere la 
conoscenza "in materia di misure di prevenzione, confische, sequestri, e nell'amministrazione 
giudiziaria dei beni in fase cautelare".  

 

Tra le questioni in materia di confisca che in Italia, invece, sembrano destare allarme rientrano di certo 
quella della eccessiva lunghezza dei procedimenti diretti a espropriare il bene a favore dello Stato e 
della gestione conservativa dei beni sequestrati.  Dalla fase del sequestro a quella definitiva della 
confisca, i beni sono gestiti in modalità conservativa dallo Stato per mezzo dell'amministratore 
giudiziario, affiancato dall'Agenzia Nazionale  per l'amministrazione e la destinazione dei beni 
sequestrati e confiscati alla criminalità organizzata16. Solo chiusa la fase del sequestro, una volta che il 
bene è stato confiscato, l'Agenzia Nazionale subentra a pieno titolo nella gestione del bene e nella 
decisione sulla destinazione ai fini sociali dello stesso.   

L'eccessiva lunghezza dei procedimenti di confisca, uniti ad una gestione spesso poco efficienti dei 
beni sequestrati da parte degli amministratori giudiziari, induce ad auspicare a una riforma tesa a a 
velocizzare le procedure e ad estendere il ruolo dell'Agenzia Nazionale nella gestione del bene sin dalle 
fasi del sequestro.    

 

i.  

1.  

2.  



PARTE II  

La confisca e il risarcimento del danno alle vittime di tratta  

 

1. Quadro normativo di riferimento in materia di ri sarcimento del danno alle vittime di tratta a 
livello 

 

Il diritto al risarcimento del danno da parte delle vittime di tratta trova riscontro normativo a livello 
internazionale, europeo e nazionale.   

 

� Il quadro normativo internazionale: 

� L'articolo 25 della Convenzione delle Nazioni Unite contro la criminalità organizzata transnazionale 
del 2000 prevede che ogni Stato membro si fornisca delle misure necessarie per consentire alla 
vittima dei reati in essa trattati (tra cui il reato di tratta) di esercitare il diritto a ottenere un 
indennizzo per il danno subito.  

�  

� Il quadro normativo europeo: 

� La direttiva  2004/80/CE, all'articolo 12 paragrafo 2, dispone che “Tutti gli Stati membri provvedono 
a che le loro normative nazionali prevedano l’esistenza di un sistema di indennizzo delle vittime 
di reati intenzionali violenti commessi nei rispettivi territori, che garantisca un indennizzo equo 
ed adeguato delle vittime”.17 Ciò significa che ogni Stato dovrebbe garantire alla vittima di 
reati dolosi violenti, tra cui rientra a pieno titolo la tratta, un risarcimento per il danno subito a 
seguito del reato nei casi in cui la persona offesa non sia riuscita a ottenere un equo indennizzo 
in quanto l'autore del reato sia rimasto ignoto o si sia dato alla fuga, oppure comunque risulti 
non  possedere le risorse economiche necessarie per il risarcimento. 

� L'Italia ha dato attuazione a tale direttiva solo 10 anni dopo con il decreto legislativo 24/2014.  

 

L'articolo 15 della Convenzione del Consiglio d'Europa sulla lotta contro la tratta di esseri umani del 16 
maggio 2005, prevede che ogni Stato parte debba garantire che la vittima di tratta ottenga il giusto 
risarcimento dall'autore del reato e al contempo predisponga tutte le misure necessarie affinché la 
vittima possa ottenere il giusto indennizzo da parte dello stato qualora sia impossibile rivolgersi al reo.  

 

In ultimo la direttiva anti-tratta 2011/36/UE non solo ribadisce, all'articolo 17, che le vittime di tratta 
devono avere accesso ai sistemi di risarcimento che lo Stato ha predisposto per le vittime di reati 
intenzionali violenti, ma al considerando numero 13 stabilisce un innovativo collegamento tra il 
risarcimento delle vittime di tratta e la confisca dei beni provenienti da tale reato.18 

 

� Il quadro normativo nazionale: 

 

 L'articolo 600 septies del codice penale disciplina il caso della confisca penale in caso di condanna per 



una certa tipologia di reati tra cui la tratta degli esseri umani. Tale norma contiene un'importante 
clausola di salvezza a favore dei diritti risarcitori del danneggiato dal reato. Ai sensi dell'articolo in 
esame, infatti, in caso di condanna per uno dei delitti contro la persona è “  sempre ordinata, salvi i 
diritti della persona offesa alle restituzioni e al risarcimento dei danni, la confisca dei beni che 
costituiscono il prodotto, il profitto o il prezzo del reato”.19 In altre parole, è possibile ricorrere alla 
espropriazione forzata a favore dello Stato dei beni del condannato per reato di tratta soltanto qualora 
sia stato soddisfatto il diritto all'indennizzo della vittima del reato.   

La giurisprudenza sul tema 

Il 25 maggio 2012 la Corte di Assise d'appello di L'Aquila20 ha emesso sentenza di 
condanna nei confronti d 19 imputati a oltre 100 anni di reclusione per il reato di 
tratta di esseri umani. Con tale sentenza è stato  riconosciuto il diritto delle 17 vittime 
di origine nigeriana di ottenere il risarcimento del danno subito ed è stata stabilita una 
provvisionale di 50.000 euro per ciascuna vittima. La Corte di Assise è andata oltre 
accogliendo la richiesta di revoca del sequestro giudiziale a favore dello stato e di 
conversione in sequestro conservativo a favore delle vittime, formulata in appello dai 
legali delle organizzazioni umanitarie attive nel contrasto al reato di tratta che si 
erano costituite parte civile nel processo Associazione On the Road e Coop Be Free). 
La richiesta formulata in appello era stata motivata facendo riferimento alla clausola 
di salvezza di cui all'articolo 600 septies del codice penale e norme comunitarie come 
quelle sancite dal considerando numero 13 e dall'articolo 17 della direttiva 
2011/86UE .  

Tale sentenza rappresenta il primo riconoscimento giurisprudenziale del diritto della 
vittima di tratta al risarcimento del danno e dell'uso dei proventi della confisca ai fini 
risarcitori.  

  

Quali mezzi ha a disposizione la vittima del delitto di tratta per ottenere il risarcimento del danno 
subito? 

 

In base all'ordinamento giuridico italiano la vittima di tratta, così come tutte le vittime di reato, possono 
o intentare un'azione civile diretta a ottenere il risarcimento del danno derivante dal reato oppure 
esercitare l'azione civile all'interno del procedimento penale mediante la costituzione di parte civile. Ai 
sensi dell'articolo74 del codice di procedura penale, la persona offesa dal reato può presentare istanza 
di risarcimento del danno durante il processo penale su cui il giudice si pronuncerà con la sentenza con 
cui decide il caso. Con tale sentenza il giudice potrà determinare se la vittima ha diritto al risarcimento 
o meno. Qualora decida che la pretesa risarcitoria della vittima è fondata, il giudice può o determinare 
con esattezza l'importo dell'indennizzo (in tal caso la persona offesa dovrà attendere che la sentenza 
divenga definitiva per entrare in possesso di un titolo esecutivo valido per ottenere il risarcimento) 
oppure può semplicemente decidere che la vittima ha diritto all'indennizzo senza determinare l'importo 
finale. Inoltre il giudice, con la sentenza che accoglie la pretesa risarcitoria, può decidere di stabilire un 
importo provvisionale (un anticipo) da versare immediatamente alla persona offesa.21  

 Da tale disciplina si evince che sino all'entrata in vigore del recente decreto legislativo n. 24/2004 lo 
Stato italiano non aveva istituito nessun meccanismo per garantire alle vittime di tratta il giusto 
indennizzo qualora questo non fosse pervenuto dall'autore del reato. Difatti, nessun fondo statale era 
stato predisposto a tal fine.  



 

La possibilità per le vittime di tratta di ottenere da parte dello Stato il risarcimento del danno derivante 
dal reato subito viene introdotta con l'articolo 6 del d. lgs. 24/201422 il quale ha integrato l'articolo 12 
della legge italiana anti-tratta 228/2003. Tale articolo 12 aveva istituito il Fondo per le misure anti-
tratta avente l'unico scopo di finanziare i programmi di assistenza e integrazione sociale disposti in 
favore delle vittime di tratta in base all'articolo 18 del Testo Unico dell'immigrazione.  

Il comma 2-bis dell'articolo art. 6 del d.lgs. 24/2014 integra l'articolo 12 della legge anti-tratta 
prevedendo che le risorse che confluiscono nel Fondo per le misure anti-tratta sono destinate anche al 
risarcimento delle vittime di tratta, riduzione in schiavitù, associazione a delinquere finalizzata alla 
tratta, acquisto e alienazione di schiavi.  

In considerazione del fatto che il Fondo per le misure anti-tratta è alimentato, da un lato, dalle risorse 
economiche stanziate in relazione ai programmi di assistenza e integrazione di cui all'articolo 18 del 
TU dell'immigrazione e, dall'altro, dalle somme di danaro provenienti dalla confisca penale ordinaria 
dei beni del condannato per uno dei reati di cui agli articoli 416 sesto comma, 600, 601 e 602 c.p. e 
dalla confisca allargata ex articolo 12 sexies del d.l. 306/1992, preme sottolineare che l'integrazione 
funzionale del Fondo dà attuazione al considerando n. 13 e all'art. 17 della direttiva anti-tratta 
2011/86/UE. Si ricorda infatti che dal combinato di tali due norme risulta che ogni Stato membro 
dell'Unione Europea ha l'obbligo di prevedere un sistema di risarcimento per le vittime di tratta e di 
promuovere l'utilizzo dei proventi della confisca per finanziare tale risarcimento. 

La misura del risarcimento a cui ogni vittima di tratta può accedere tramite richiesta di ammissione al 
Fondo è limitata alla somma massima di 1.500 euro, sempre nei limiti delle disponibilità del fondo.  La 
richiesta di ammissione al fondo deve essere presentata entro 5 anni dalla sentenza che riconosce il 
diritto al risarcimento e può essere ammessa soltanto se la vittima dimostra di avere fatto ricorso senza 
successo a ogni mezzo legale esperibile per ottenere riparazione dall'autore del reato. Nel caso in cui, 
invece, il procedimento penale venga archiviato perché l'autore rimane ignoto, la vittima potrà 
presentare richiesta di ammissione al fondo entro un anno dal provvedimento di archiviazione.  

Data l'attualità della riforma legislativa in materia di risarcimento delle vittime di tratta, mancano 
purtroppo sufficienti spunti operativi e giurisprudenziali per potere effettuare una valutazione del 
nuovo sistema di accesso delle vittime del reato all'indennizzo.  

 

 

A cura di  

Cristina Musumeci 



III WORKSHOP CONNECT 

Palermo 

"Confiscation and Compensation - Exchange of Experiences across Italy, Portugal and 

Romania" 

 Crime Can[not] pay 

 

Traditionally, the penal reaction has been focused in the sanction applied to the defendant, 

despising the confiscation of the crime’s assets, being an accessory and direct consequence 

from an illicit activity. 

 

The contrast to new forms of criminality, namely economic, justifies that justice should 

put a focus on the seizure of instruments, assets, products or advantages generated by criminal 

activity, not only on the classic direct loss, but mainly in using for extended confiscation.  

 

Only focusing the attention on the limitation to the perpetuators’ assets, services and 

huge benefits that are proportioned is how we can make use of the classic sentence: Crime 

doesn’t pay.  

 

On the other side, it is important to manage in an efficient way the seizure or confiscated 

assets, avoiding their deterioration and loss of value that has characterised the justice way of 

acting in this area. 

 

The importance in this way of action was confirmed by the Procuradoria Geral da 

Republica in applying for an EU programme, which was developed the project “Enhance the 

recovery of actives, in particular on the framework to contrast criminality susceptible to high 

profits- FENIX” 

 

The project focused on the issue of recovery of crime products and it finished in 

December 2011, with a Seminar in Lisbon, disseminating its final products, “Best practices 

book” and a report “Channels dedicated to communication” 

 

By the end of 2012, it was created the department of Actives recovery and assets’ 

management, by the law 45/2011. 

 

Being created these necessary legal mechanisms, namely through the law 5/2002 that 

previews the extended confiscation and of the law 45/2011 that establishes the intervention of 



the Department for Actives’ Recovery and the Office of Assets’ management, the Public 

Ministry now only has to apply them. 

 

The importance of an effective action by the Public Ministry in this domain has 

determined the Procuradoria Geral da República into the creation of a thematic Public 

Ministry’s Information System aiming to reach that goal. 

 

The Portuguese legislator, along with the instruments and crime’s products (art 109 PC) and the 

loss of advantages (art 111 PC) has created a strong extended confiscation regime (art 7º of the 

law nº5/2002, of 11
th

 January) that includes assets that the Public Ministry cannot relate to any 

crime.  

 

Actually, in the field of financial and economic organized crime, this law has established special 

regimes in aspects, such as proves gathering, breach of bank and tax secrecy and assets seizure 

in favour to the state.  

“To be precise, is not only about loss of assets as previewed by the Penal Code (art 109º and 

112º). Despite that being the denomination used by the law nº 5/2002, it is actually about the 

loss of a value: a value correspondent to the difference between the defendants’ total 

patrimony and the one that is congruent with his legal gain. It is the value of the incongruent 

patrimony that it is presumed to constitute an advantage from a criminal activity, and that in 

case there is the prosecution for the practice of one or more crimes catalogued in article 1º of 

that legal diploma, it will be loss to the State.  

 

In the legislator’s own arguments: “ it can happen… that being a continuous activity, it is not 

proven in the process the connection between the criminal facts and the total of its profits”, 

justifying the application of a less exigent approbatory regime, build by the base of illicit 

patrimony presumption. What is in stake are not only the advantages coming directly from the 

crime, but the existence of an incongruent patrimony with illicit gains that the defendant is not 

able to justify in a lawful way.  

 

The difference between the classic confiscation and the extended confiscation manifests at the 

level of the process’s guaranties. Actually, the penal processual guaranties of the classic 

confiscation consists in the seizure (art 178º and following article of the Penal Code), in an 

economic bail (art 227º of PC) and seizure (art 228º PC); meanwhile the extended confiscation 

guaranties consists on the confiscation (art 10º of the law nº5/2002) that seizes if the bail is not 

put into practice (art 11º, of the same law) 

 

In the law nº 5/2002, the legislator assumed the worrying to guaranty the effectiveness in the 

loss decisions, in that sense, the legislator has introduced a seizure special regime. 

 

 



There is also the possibility that in the subscribed regime, written in the same law, is applied 

the precautionary measure previewed by the art 10º, with the only exclusivity scope to 

guaranty the loss future decision, regardless of the confiscated assets have any approbation 

relevance.   

 

It is important to mention that the application of the extended assets’ confiscation is 

configured by the mentioned law depending on the defendant’s prosecution. Even if there is 

the probability of that prosecution, it shouldn’t, consequently, endeavour through the 

application of any precautionary measure in order to secure a future decision of extended 

confiscation. 

 

The article 1 of the law nº5/2002 establishes a crimes’ “catalogue” that is characterized, not 

only by the sophistication and organization level that they are practised, but also, and mainly, 

due to their capacity in generating high profits for its agents. Therefore, when the special 

mechanisms’ institution aim to facilitate the investigation and proves’ gathering and a sanctions 

mechanism that guaranties the loss of advantages gained through criminal activity. 

 

Refers the art 10º of the mentioned law that: 

“1 - To guaranty the payment of a determined amount in terms of nº 1 of art7º the defendant’s 

assets are seized 

2 – The Public Ministry requires the seizure of the defendant’s assets according to the amount 

determined as a criminal advantage 

3 – The seizure is ordered by a judge, regardless the verification of the mentioned products in 

nº1 of art 227º of Penal Code, if there are strong indicators of the crime’s act.  

4 – In all that, if does not contraries the content in the present law, is applicable to the seizure 

preventive regime previewed in the Penal Code.” 

 

From the seizure’s result to extended confiscation’s effects, it is declared as a precautionary 

process guaranty, by the judge, regardless the verification of the content referred in nº1 of art 

227º of Penal Code, if there are strong indicators of one of the crimes mentioned in the 

catalogue from art 1 of Law 5/2002 (art 10º, nº2). 

 

This means that or the requirements of art 227º, nº1 of Penal Processual Code are verified, in 

case the seizure can be ordered, regardless if there are or not strong indicators of the crime’s 

act, or verifying these, the seizure can be ordered regardless the requirements’ verification of 

art 227º, nº1 f Processual Penal Code. 

 

It also should be demanded the existence of noncompliance’s indicators between the 

ascertained patrimony and his/her licit profits. 

 

 



In conclusion, we can say that the seizure requirements to the guaranty of extended 

confiscation to the state: 

• The existence of strong indicators of committing one of the crimes from the catalogue 

established by the art 1º of the law 5/2002, 11
th

 January; 

• Strong indicators of noncompliance of the defendant’s patrimony, i.e., the ascertain 

patrimony has to be incongruent with the licit gains. 

 

The seizure for the guaranty for extended confiscation can take place at any time, being 

possible to be reduced or amplified after, and it maintains until the final decision acquitted 

decision (art 10º, nº2, and 11º, nºs 2 and 3, of the same law) 

 

Resembling to the other measures of patrimony guaranty, the seizure for guaranty of extended 

confiscation is depending of other principles, such as necessity, adequacy, subsidiary, 

precariousness and proportionality. The only requirement that the Public Ministry is dispensed 

to demonstrate is periculum in mora substantial- art 10º, nºs 3 and 4 of Law 5/2002, of 11
th

 

January. 

 

It is applicable, suppletive, the general regime of patrimony guaranty’s measures, through the 

remission to the preventive seizure regime (art 228º, of Processual and Penal Code) previewed 

in nº4 of art 10º of the same law. 

 

Tangibly, as a subsidiary right, we have the norms of articles 109º until 112º of Penal Code, the 

article 227º and 228 of Processual Penal Code and, moreover, the norms that regulate seizure 

in a civil process. 

 

The article 7º of the same law refers: 

1 – In case of conviction for the crime referred in art 1º, and for the loss of assets to the State, it 

is presumed to constitute a profit from criminal activity, the difference between the 

defendant’s patrimony value and the one that is congruent with his/her licit gains.  

2 – To the effects of the same law, the defendant’s patrimony is defined by: 

a) The assets in the defendant’s name, or in relation to his management or benefit, until the 

date that he/she is constituted as a defendant or after; 

b) Transferred to a third party for free or for a paltry price, in the five years before being 

declared as a defendant; 

c) Received by the defendant in the five years before being declared defendant, even if his/her 

destiny is not determined 

3 – Considered always an advantage coming from criminal activities such as interests, profits 

and other benefits gained through assets that are in the conditions previewed by the article 

111º of Penal Code. 

 

 



In confront with such disposition, “ we understand that the seizure will not be incisive , in this 

domain, over the assets that integrate the traditional property’s law, but in the assets that 

compose the defendant’s patrimony as defined at the article 7º, nº2 of the Law nº5/2002, of 

11
th

 January. 

 

The expression “owner” is suitable to understand regarding not only the property right, but also 

other juridical forms.  

 

Actually, all the assets that the defendant has domain or benefit, or that were transferred to a 

third party for free or through a paltry payment, in five years before the constitution of 

defendant, continue to be considered, as to loss effects, as to seizure effects, the “defendant’s 

assets” 

 

With all this wide formulation, chosen with the scope to extend the concept of confiscation of 

patrimony and to avoid juridical obstacles to its extended confiscation, the Portuguese 

legislator has considered this measure as only economic. To have this effect, the patrimony is 

not only constituted through the gathering of rights and civil obligations with pecuniary 

features of a determined individual, involving all the positions or valuable economic situations 

of the convicted, even if unprotected and without being tutored  by the civil law: this includes 

what can be imputed to the defendant, even if in a formal point a view, does not belong to the 

defendant’s.” 

 

On the same line of though… the remission established by the art nº4 of artº10 from the 

mentioned law for the preventive seizure measure established by the Penal Process Code does 

not include the dispose nº4 of art 228º (in terms that, in controversy case about the 

confiscation asset’s property, the judge can forward the decision to the Civil Court, maintaining 

the seizure decrete)  

 

Such conclusion results from this concept circumstance of “property” adopted by the Civil Code 

in not finding any reflection in a fixed patrimony’s concept as loss regime criteria. In that sense, 

any controversy about a determined fact if the patrimony belongs or not to the defendant will 

be decided in Penal Court by the criteria defined by the law (…)”. 

 

For the third party in order not to be affected, it is not enough to declare the assets’ property, 

but he/she also has to declare his/her good faith, once that, to assets’ loss effects belonging to 

a third party only a good faith is relevant.” 

 

 “The start point is the defendant’s patrimony, all of it, then the concept is used in article 7º in a 

omnicompreheensive prospective, not only on the assets that he/she is formally the owner 

(property right or other real right), but also the assets that he/she has domain and is a 



beneficiary (i.e. the assets he/she that he/she has rights as an owner) until being declared as a 

defendant. 

 

This amplitude that the law defined as the defendant’s patrimony to this effect has the aim to: 

minimize the possibility if fraud, and occultation of its real owner. Here, “the focus is on the 

assets detained by third party, individual or collective, in order to prove that all assets belong to 

the defendant’s private sphere.” It is the Public Ministry to prove that “despite the ownership 

belongs to someone else, the actual domain and benefit- concept clearly used in economic 

sense, with the scope to expand the seizure application and avoid easy escapes- belonging to 

the defendant. 

 

To this effect, it is also included, in the defendant’s patrimony the assets transferred to a third 

party for free or through a paltry payment in the five years before being constituted a 

defendant or received by the defendant in the same period 

 

When calculated the patrimony’s value, the amount has to be confronted with the gains 

coming from licit activity in the same period. If from that confrontation the amount is 

incongruent, not justifiable, incompatible with licit gains, then, this incongruent patrimony is 

the one to be declared lost in favour to the state, once that the defendant, is judged through a 

transit sentence for committing a crime established on the catalogue, operates a presumption 

(juris tantum) of illicit value origin 

 

To guaranty the effective loss of the incongruent value, the Public Ministry can require to the 

judge to decrete the defendant’s assets seizure (without any debate if it has licit or illicit origin), 

being the seizure decrete “regardless to the legal precondition referred on nº1 of art 227 of 

Process Penal Code” (n.º3 of art 10º of the law nº5/2002), which means that seizure order does 

not depends from the periculum in mora’s verification, neither from the loss’s concern or the 

substantial diminution of the incongruent amount payment’s guaranties. 

 

Extracting the respective summary that: “(…) The assets’ loss determined by art. 7º, n.º1, from 

the law nº5/2012 of 11
th

 January, does not apply exactly over determined assets, but over the 

value corresponding to the difference between the defendant’s patrimony an the one 

congruent with his/her licit gains. 

 (…) The seizure can be applied over the assets that the formal owner is a third party. 

 (…) The owner of the affected rights can by the decision, as the defendant, to rebut the 

presumption of art 7.º, n.º1 of law 5/2002, namely proving (through the intelligible 

demonstration of financial- economic flows in the origin acquisitions in cause) that the assets 

were acquired through licit activity” 

 

 

 



The seizure/confiscation activity for criminal procedings has been an effective reality in the 

investigations occurred in Portugal. 

In order to understand, , only at the Gabinete for Actives Recovery (GRA)- and remember that it 

can only intervene when the crime will be punishble with a sentence equal or for more than 3 

years and the liquid patrimony be superior to one hundred thousand euros. 

In this way, and only referring to 2014, at the GRA there was 165 patrimony investigations. 

89 vehicles, 94 real estate and 459 bank products were confiscated at the global amount of 

18.812 million euros.  

On the other side, assets with that possibility were indentified, i.e. of confiscation or seizures, 

to a posterior liquidification in a total of 204.148 million euros. 

In 2014 were concluded 20 extended confiscations, being their value equal to 66.859 million 

euros. 

Criminality can be divided in the following graph through criminal typologies. 

 

This is the data from GRA. 

It is not possible to affirm that in other cases tee ws no onfiscation and posterior loss at the 

classic legal instruments (penal Code) or from the law n.º 5/2002. I am certain it was that way 

Only studying each case  would be possible to understand which final destination had the 

assets in favour to the state 

Naturely there are seizure and confiscations in THB cases. 
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CONFISCAREA BANILOR/BUNURILOR  
PROVENITE DIN TRAFICUL DE FIIN ŢE UMANE  

 
 
SEDIUL MATERIEI: 
 
 I. Legislaţia europeană: 
 
 - Decizia Cadru 2002/629/JAI a Consiliului UE din 19.07.2002 
privind combaterea traficului de fiin ţe umane 
 - Convenţia Consiliului Europei privind lupta împotriva 
traficului de fiin ţe umane, Varşovia, 16.05.2005 
 - Directiva Europeană 2014/42/UE a Parlamentului European 
şi Consiliului din 03.04.2014 privind punerea sub sechestru şi 
confiscarea bunurilor provenite din infracţiuni adoptată la 
25.02.2014 
 
 II. Legislaţia naţională: 
 
 - Legea nr.678/2001 privind prevenirea şi combaterea 
traficului de persoane (abrogată parţial) 
 - Noul Cod Penal:  
 1) trafic de persoane = infr.prev. de art.210 (trafic de 
persoane) şi de art.211 (trafic de minori) 
 2) exploatarea unei persoane = activităţile prevăzute la art.182 
C.pen. (munci/servicii forţate, sclavie/lipsire de libertate/aservire, 
practicare prostituţie/manifestări pornografice, practicare 
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cerşetorie, prelevarea de organe, ţesuturi sau celule de origine 
umană) 
 3) victimă a traficului de persoane = persoana fizică, subiect 
pasiv al faptelor prev. de art.210 C.pen. (trafic de persoane) şi de 
art.211 C.pen. (trafic de minori), art.264 C.pen. (facilitarea şederii 
ilegale în România) şi art.364 C.pen. (pornografie infantilă) 
 a) audiere în calitate de persoană vătămată/parte civilă – 
măsuri de protecţie a vieţii private/demnităţii, prev. de art.125-130 
NCPP, când sunt îndeplinite condiţiile referitoare la statutul de 
martor ameninţat/vulnerabil 
 b) martor ameninţat – există o suspiciune rezonabilă că viaţa, 
integritatea corporală, libertatea, bunurile sau activitatea 
profesională a martorului sau a unui membru de familie ar putea fi 
puse în pericol ca urmare a datelor pe care le furnizează organelor 
judiciare; sunt instituite măsurile de protecţie prev. de art.125 – 
128 NCPP 
 c) martor vulnerabil - a suferit o traumă ca urmare a 
săvârşirii infrac ţiunii; sunt instituite m ăsurile de protecţie prev. de 
art.130 NCPP 
 d) audierea sub identitate protejată a martorilor 
ameninţaţi/vulnerabili, f ără a fi neapărat prezenţi în faţa organelor 
judiciare (art.129 NCPP) 
 
 III. Procesul penal român: 
 
 1) latura (acţiunea) penală – are ca obiect tragerea la 
răspundere penală a persoanelor ce au săvârşit infrac ţiuni (art.14 
NCPP) 
 2) latura (acţiunea) civilă – are ca obiect tragerea la 
răspundere civilă delictuală a persoanelor responsabile pentru 
prejudiciul material şi moral produs prin comiterea faptei penale 
(art.19 NCPP) 
 3) măsuri de siguranţă – confiscare: 
 a) bunurile produse prin săvârşirea faptei prevăzută de legea 
penală (art.112 al.1 lit.a NCP) 
 b) bunurile folosite/destinate a fi dolosite la săvârşirea 
infrac ţiunii (art.112 al.1 lit.b NCP) 
 c) bunurile dobândite prin săvârşirea faptei penale, dacă nu 
sunt restituite păr ţii vătămate şi în măsura în care nu servesc la 
despăgubirea acesteia (art.112 al.1 lit.e NCP+ art.19 NCPP) 
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 d) confiscarea extinsă (art.112 ind.1 al.1 NCP) – sunt supuse 
confiscării  şi alte bunuri, în cazul în care persoana este 
condamnată pentru anumite infracţiuni (enumerate expres, de 
regulă de criminalitate organizată, corupţie şi economico-
financiare), dacă fapta este susceptibilă să îi procure un folo9s 
material, iar pedeapsa prevăzută de lege este închisoarea de 4 ani 
sau mai mare;  

Condiţiile suplimentare impuse sunt următoarele: 
 - valoarea bunurilor dobândite de persoana condamnată într-
o perioadă de 5 ani înainte/după săvârşirea infracţiunii depăşeşte în 
mod vădit veniturile ob ţinute de aceasta în mod licit 
 - instanţa are convingerea că bunurile respective provin din 
activităţi infrac ţionale (art.112 ind.1 al.2 NCP) 
 Se va ţine seama şi de valoarea bunurilor transferate de către 
persoana condamnată în favoarea alteia asupra căreia are 
autoritate ori deţine controlul (art.112 ind.1 al.3 NCP) 
 Accepţiunea de bunuri este una mai largă în sensul că ea 
cuprinde şi sumele de bani (art.112 ind.1 al.4 NCP) 
 4) măsuri asiguratorii (art.249 NCPP) - sunt luate pentru a se 
evita ascunderea, distrugerea, înstrăinarea sau sustragerea de la 
urmărire penală a bunurilor ce pot face obiectul confiscării 
speciale/extinse sau care pot servi la garantarea executării pedepsei 
amenzii/cheltuielilor judiciare ori a reparării pagubei produse prin 
infrac ţiune 
 5) valorificarea bunurilor mobile sechestrate în cursul 
urmăririi penale/judecăţii (art.252 ind.1 – 3 NCPP) cu acordul/fără 
acordul proprietarului (judec ătorul de drepturi şi libert ăţi/instanţa 
de judecată) 
 6) instituţional/cooperare: Oficiul Naţional de Prevenire a 
Criminalit ăţii şi Cooperare pentru Recuperarea Creanţelor 
provenite din Infrac ţiuni din cadrul Minsiterului Justi ţiei înfiin ţat 
în baza Deciziei Consiliului nr.2007/845/JAI 
 
 IV.  Studii de caz: 
 
 Dosar nr.12 D/P/2014 al DIICOT – Biroul Teritorial Arad 
(trafic de persoane, spălare de bani + măsuri asiguratorii asupra 
unui autoturism şi sume de bani) 
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 Dosar nr.46 D/P/2012 al DIICOT – Biroul Teritorial Arad 
(trafic de persoane, proxenetism, prostituţie + măsuri asiguratorii 
asupra unui apartament,  autoturism şi sume de bani) 
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Manuel Albano 

National Rapporteur 

 

 

PORTUGUESE MODEL OF 
SUPPORT TO THB VICTIMS 



PORTUGAL and the THB 

Observatory on THB 
Facilitator for the Signalling of situations 

More knowledge, Coordinated Strategy and 
Suitable Legislation  

More efficient and direct intervention. 

Ratification of 
Internacional 
Instruments 

Specific 
Legislation 

Nacional 

Plan 

Against 

THB 



The Plan is built as a fundamental 

instrument to share responsibilities 

between the governmental institutions 

and civil society. 

Its approach is holistic by joining and 

accommodating  different 

strategies/dimensions into a coordinated 

and effective way. 

3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and 

Combat Traffic in Human Beings - Portugal 



Law n.º 229/2008, 27th. November 

 Creates the Observatory on Traffic in Human Beings, 

under the responsibility of the Government Member in 

charge of internal administration. 

    Its mission and mandate are coordinated with the 

National Plan against Traffic in Human Beings 

Coordinator. 

3nd. NPPCTHB Coordinator/Rapporteur 

Mission 

    The Observatory’s mission is the 

production, collection, analysis and 

dissemination of information related 

to trafficking in people and other 

kinds of gender violence. 



Model of Signalling-Identification-Integration 

Signalling 

OPCs NGOs/public organisations 

Unified Register Form Signalling Guide 

            

         Identification 

Integration 
Dimensions 

Within National territory 

• Reception/Sheltering-Reflection period 

• Support / Integration within the National 

Territory 

Supported Return 

Multidisciplinary team 

 
Focal Point 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings - 5 Strategic Areas of 

Intervention 

Trafficking 
in Human 

Beings  

2. Education, 
Training and 
Qualification 

3. Protection, 
Intervention and 

Capacity 
buikding 

 

4. Criminal 
Investigation 

5. Cooperation 

1. Prevention, 
Awareness-

raising, 
Ackoledgement 

and 
Investigation 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings – 1 Strategic Area 

This strategic area comprises 19 measures, which are based on the 

strengthening of the prevention and awareness raising components, as well as 

on the promotion of knowledge and research. 

 

 The strategic goals of this area are: 
 Raising awareness on the problem of trafficking in human beings, gearing 

that intervention both towards the population in general, and the specific 

and more vulnerable groups; 

 Improving the levels of awareness and knowledge about trafficking in 

human beings; 

 Investing in greater specialisation in the academic field, deepening 

knowledge about the different forms of trafficking. 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings – 2 Strategic Area 

This strategic area comprises 13 measures and 

it has the following strategic goals: 

 Developing educational actions for children, 

adolescents and young adults; 

 Qualification and capacity building of 

professionals intervening in preventing and 

combating trafficking in human beings. 

 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings – 3 Strategic Area 

This strategic area comprises 10 measures and 

it has the following strategic goals: 

 

 Strengthening the measures to protect and 

intervene with victims; 

 Promoting greater capacity building of victims; 

 Improving the integration mechanisms aiming to 

prevent eventual situations of revictimisation. 

 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings – 4 Strategic Area 

This strategic area comprises 5 measures and it has as main goal the 

strengthening of the coordination between the different criminal police 

departments, at the national and international level. This investment will 

enable more effective action to dismantle trafficking networks. 

 The strategic goal of this area is: 
 

 Developing mechanisms that promote a better 

coordination between the different criminal police 

departments. 

 



3nd. National Action Plan to Prevent and Combat 

Traffic in Human Beings – 5 Strategic Area 

This strategic area comprising 6 measures aims to 

implement a more coordinated intervention model, 

enhancing a more adequate and effective 

intervention. 

 The strategic goal of this area is: 

 

 Strengthening forms of cooperation between the different 

national and international bodies in combating trafficking 

in human beings. 

 



 

Working Group that supports the Plan Coordination: 
 

 A Working Group has been set up to support the 

coordination of the 3nd. NPPCTHB, its members are State 

institutions with responsibility on the subject. 

3. NPPCTHB Coordinator/Rapporteur 

MAI 

MNE  MSESS 
  

 

 

PCM 

                                           

MJ 

OTSH 
  

 

NR 
  

 

ME  MEC 
  

 

3 of NGO, from 
RAPVT  

PGR CSM 

ANMP  



Levels of intervention… 

Key-Actors 

Researchers 

Help Lines 

Health 
Services 

Juridical Services 
and Court 

Religious 
Institutions 

Employment 
Supporting 

Services 

OPC’s 

Public 
Entities 

Immigrants 
supporting 

Services 

NGO’s Education 

International 
Organisations 
represented in 

Portugal 

Welcome and 
Protection Centre 

City Halls and 
Community 



Goal: To promote full social integration of victims of trafficking through 

the implementation of mechanisms which will contribute to the 

requirements setting of suitable structures.  

 
 

How?  

Definition of an intervention model particularly addressed to trafficking 

which will directly or indirectly comprehend all the stakeholders. 

Response created: Signalling-

Identification-Integration of VoT 



 

Objectives: 
 

 To make available a network response based on research 

about fighting trafficking and its victims support;  

 To give special support to the victims, coordinated with 

different levels of intervention (legal, psychological, 

medical, social, training, among others); 

 To promote the victims personal development (knowledge, 

abilities, competences), to prevent them to fall again into 

victimisation; 

Response created: Signalling-

Identification-Integration of VoT 



RAPVT 

 Recently, and under the coordination of the Commission 

for Citizenship and Gender Equality, the RAPVT – 

Network for Assistance and Protection to THB victims – 

was created 

 The purpose of RAPVT implementation is to assist 

victims of trafficking by involving all the NGOs and 

relevant public institutions that have specific 

competences to work with them. 



RAPVT 

 • In June 2013, and in accordance with the Second 

National Action Plan, the Support and Protection 

Network for Victims of Trafficking (RAPVT) was 

implemented. It is a structure that brings together the 

governmental and non-governmental organizations 

working in Portugal, directly or indirectly, on THB, 

namely in the field of psychosocial intervention with 

victims or at the level of criminal investigation. Thus, the 

RAPVT, allows for a more integrated intervention on the 

ground, and serves as a source of information for 

criminal investigation and repression of THB.  

 



RAPVT 

 The main goal is the creation of a network of cooperation and 

information sharing aimed at the prevention, protection and 

reintegration of VoT. 

 The RAPVT was created by an Agreement involving the following 

governmental and non-governmental organizations, and works as 

one of the pieces of National Referral Mechanism. 

 The national system of protection and assistance to victims has a 

human rights approach and the intervention is based on cooperation 

among the various actors. Taking into account their particular 

vulnerability, victims of trafficking can benefit from the legal witness 

protection regime. 

 



RAPVT 

 • Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (Coordinating 

entity); Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings; High 

Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue; Directorate-

General for External Policy (Ministry of Foreign Affairs); Border and 

Migration Service; Criminal Police; Authority for Labor Inspection; 

Directorate-General for Health (Ministry of Health); Institute for 

Social Security; ComuniDária Association; Women’s against 

Violence Association; Portuguese Association for Victims Support; 

Association for Family Planning; Institute for Child Support; Irmãs 

Adoradoras (Religious organization); Women’s Democratic 

Movement; O Ninho; Irmãs Oblatas (Religious organization); OIKOS 

– Cooperation and Development; Olho-Vivo; Saúde em Português; 

Jesuit Refugee Service; Women’s Union Alternative and Response- 

UMAR. 

 



SHELTER 

 

• Place which allows a protected 

welcome to potential victims of 

trafficking with specialised 

technical support. 

 



Aim 
 
To ensure safe temporary shelter, by 
offering women, mem and their 
children, a pleasant and cosy 
environment, that promotes their 
physical and emotional balance, as 
well as their social integration. 



SHELTER and Multidisciplinary 

Teams 

There are 4 regional Multidisciplinary 

teams, North, Center, Lisbon and 

Alentejo, and two National teams, 

attached to the 2 Shelter's, the 1st for 

Women and the 1st for Men. 



CAP – 2 main principles: 
 
- confidentiality concerning its localisation 
 
- availability of 24 hours support service.  
 
Its operation is based on an internal 
regulation that includes both safety 
measures and also principles on how to 
live in community 



Training 

 

• Several Trainings have been 

carried out on this subject, 

addressed to all the agents 

involved on fight against THB 

• Training on an International 

Level 

• Conception of training 

instruments 

 



Sensitization/Prevention 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Sensitization Campaign on THB in Oct/14 (spot tv, radio, 

flyers and mupis production) 

 





 Flyer 

 





 strengthening the role of the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons 

as an equivalent mechanism for coordination of anti-trafficking activities;  

 adopting a National Referral Mechanism by a joint order of relevant 

ministries and national agencies and civil society;  

 developing National Standards for Specialized Assistance Services to 

improve the quality of assistance provided to victims;  

 developing and bringing into full operation the National Database on Victims 

of Trafficking; 

 an anti-trafficking toll free help-line; 

 implementing collaboration protocols at central and regional level with public 

and private institutions active in the field, as well as setting up regional inter-

institutional teams .  

 

The most important objectives of the National 
Strategy should include: 





THANK  YOU 

 

Manuel Albano – mjalbano@cig.gov.pt 

National Rapporteur 

Rua Ferreira Borges, n.º 69 3.º Esq.º 

4050-253 Porto – Portugal 

Tel.: + 351 22 207 43 70 
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POINT 1: What is a Monitoring System?  
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Monitoring for what and of what? 

  



POINT 1: What is a Monitoring System?   

“Best Practices on Monitoring Systems”| Project CONNECT - 1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System on THB  

 

Monitoring for what? 

  

“Monitoring (…) is much more than ‘checking up’ (…) is about learning’” (ILO, 2005). 

Reflection 

Decision 
making 

 

Monitoring of what? 

  

Production 

Collection 

Analysis 



POINT 1: What is a Monitoring System?   

“Best Practices on Monitoring Systems”| Project CONNECT - 1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System on THB  

Hence, a Monitoring System… 
 

1) Could be understood as a system that collects pertinent data to describe a certain 
phenomena, its dynamics , trends (retrospectively and prospectively) and the results and  
impacts of the intervention upon it. 
 

2) It is a process of data analysis that requires the design of different sets of indicators, 
conceptual work, field experience, research and reflection (establish procedures – 
method, parameters).  
 
3) It’s a way to produce knowledge – more broader than tactical/criminal or case 
management nature. 
 
4) It can create and/or consolidate networks. 
 
5) Amongst other issues, it depends on an unequivocal (harmonized) consensus regarding 
the meaning of the object of monitoring amongst data providers… 

 In this case, of TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS  
 
To sum up… A monitoring is an on-going system that can be either (but not apart): 
1) specifically designed to provide feedback on whether a programme/project/policy is fulfilling its 

functions, addressing the targeted population, and/or producing the expected results. 
2) specifically designed to collect data and information for statistical purposes. 



“Best Practices on Monitoring Systems”| Project CONNECT - 1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System on THB  

What can fail?... And will fail in a moment or other! 
 
    Lack of common definitions within existing data sources 
 
     Lack of reliable statistical 
 
     Lack of data concerning other forms of trafficking besides trafficking of women and children for 
sexual exploitation,  
 
    Not understanding THB and the reaction to it as a process: 1) who are the VoT, their trafficking 
experience  (from trafficking routes to recruitment practices; causes of trafficking to experiences 
of exploitation; and experiences of identification and assistance), 2) who are the traffickers (how they 
operate, and how the legal and judicial efforts are, or are not, functioning) 
 
   Fragmented data collection systems – e.g. in countries with legal / administrative regions  
 
   Double counting 
 
   Lack of continuous revision of procedures (changing of realities… knowing more and better) 
 
   Assuming that it is all about technology… the importance of trust (sharing) and human resources 
 
   Asking, but not given back…  
 
   We can only measure what we know… and what we know must come from a proactive and not 
reactive attitude (as social scientists, as LEA, as social workers, as Prosecutors...) 

POINT 2: Bad Practices 
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POINT 3 : Best Practices 

Recalling  the basis…. 
 
• United Nation’s Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Trafficking / Office of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights  (2002) 
 - Calls for standardizing the collection of statistical information on trafficking and related 
 movements (such as migrant smuggling) that may include a trafficking element and ensuring 
 that data concerning individuals who are trafficked is disaggregated on the basis of age, 
 gender, ethnicity and other relevant characteristics. 
 

• The Council Resolution of 20 October 2003 on initiatives to combat trafficking in human beings 
-Calls for measures to set up a monitoring system  in order to provide updated data through the 
continuous and regular collection of information from the competent National Authorities such as 
National Bureau and National Rapporteurs. 
 

• EU Action Plan on best practices, standards and procedures for combating and preventing trafficking in 
human beings (2005) 

-Specifically called for an improvement in the knowledge of the scale and nature of the phenomenon. - 
Thus, it mentioned that common guidelines on data collection would be developed, including comparable 
indicators. 
- Subsequently, several initiatives aimed at collecting THB data were developed within the EU and 
neighboring countries. 

 

• The Council conclusions on establishing an informal EU Network of National Rapporteurs or Equivalent 
Mechanisms on Trafficking in Human Beings (2009) 

• European Anti-Trafficking Coordinator  
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POINT 3 : Best Practices 

 INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LEVEL 
 
GRETA 

Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings responsible for monitoring implementation of 
the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings by the Parties. 
(know more on http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/docs/monitoring/GRETA_en.asp)  

 
UNODC Global Report on THB 

 UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and   
 Children 

              
EUROSTAT / European Commission 
             Indicators developed in consultation with the Eurostat Working Group on Crime Statistics,  the   
             DG Home Affairs Group of Experts on the Policy Needs of Data on Crime and Criminal  Justice  
             and the Informal Network of National Rapporteurs or Equivalent Mechanisms. 
             (know more on www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/)  
 
DIRECTIVE 2011/36/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 5 April 2011 

Not only urges MS to work on methodologies and data collection methods to produce      
comparable statistics, BUT MS should encourage and work closely with civil society organizations, including in 
monitoring and evaluating the impact of anti-trafficking measures. 
 
ARTICLE 19 “NATIONAL RAPPORTEURS OR EQUIVALENT MECHANISMS “ - Member States shall take the necessary 
measures to establish national rapporteurs or equivalent mechanisms. The tasks of such mechanisms shall 
include the carrying out of assessments of trends in trafficking in human beings, the measuring of results of 
anti-trafficking actions, including the gathering of statistics in close cooperation with relevant civil society 
organizations active in this field, and reporting.” 

 

Monitoring System as  feedback instrument 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/docs/monitoring/GRETA_en.asp
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/
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POINT 3 : Best Practices 

Monitoring System for statistical purposes 

 

 GUIDELINES FOR THE COLLECTION OF DATA ON TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS INCLUDING 
COMPARABLE    INDICATORS (2009) Austrian Federal Ministry on Interior and IOM 
(know more http://publications.iom.int/bookstore/free/guidelines_collection_data_IOMVienna.pdf)  
 

                 - Reflection on a Monitoring System on 3 levels: 
 1) Local Level 
 2) National Level 
 3) European Level 
                                                               (Remember this note on the MoSy Presentation) 
 
                 - Purposes a series of relevant guidelines to MS, namely: 
  Implement a systematic collection of data on trafficking, including a mapping of the existing data on human 

 trafficking and information collection mechanisms to store the type and source of data available, 
 responsible bodies, level of access and use of data. 

 
  Ensure a bottom-up participation of all those that can contribute to the provision of data, including NGOs 

 and other victim service providers, law enforcement, immigration, labour inspectorates, health care 
 providers, prosecution services and others involved in the identification and registration of (presumed) 
 VoT, and where it falls within their jurisdiction, traffickers, the trafficking process, criminal networks, 
 services to victims and prosecution of traffickers. 

 
      - Reflection on the difficulty in identifying victims of trafficking, but considering the  importance of 

register data on various “categories of victims” in order to assess current  trends. 
 
                                                              (Recall the Portuguese Monitoring System and Eurostat) 
     

http://publications.iom.int/bookstore/free/guidelines_collection_data_IOMVienna.pdf
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POINT 3 : Best Practices 

Monitoring System for statistical purposes 

 GUIDELINES FOR THE COLLECTION OF DATA ON TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS INCLUDING 
COMPARABLE    INDICATORS (2009) Austrian Federal Ministry on Interior and IOM 
 

EXISTING PRACTICES AND INITIATIVES (at 2009) … dated 
 
 EUROPOL  
 
 FRONTEX  
 
 Hungary  
 
 International Centre for Migration Policy Development  
 
 International Labour Organization/European Delphi Survey  
 
 International Organization for Migration  
 
 The Netherlands: Bureau of the Dutch National Rapporteur on Trafficking in Human Beings 
 

 Italy  
 

 Romania 
 
 Sweden: The Office of the National Rapporteur on Trafficking in Human Beings 
 
 UNODC Mapping Exercise under UN.GIFT   

4th Working Session 
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POINT 4: An Information 

 
European Crime Prevention Network 

 
European Crime Prevention Award 2014 – Prevention of Trafficking in Human 

Beings 
 
 

http://www.eucpn.org/index.asp  

http://www.eucpn.org/index.asp
http://www.eucpn.org/index.asp


 

Many Thanks! 
 

 

 

Contacts: 

 

rpenedo@otsh.mai.gov.pt    

rbelchior@otsh.mai.gov.pt  

 

Visit 

www.otsh.mai.gov.pt 

“Best Practices on Monitoring Systems”| Project CONNECT - 1st Workshop Portuguese Referral Mechanism and Monitoring System on THB  
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Trafficking in Human Beings



Referral Mechanism and Referral Mechanism and 
Monitoring System: next Monitoring System: next 

steps.steps.

Rita Moreira

Lisboa,24th July 2014Lisboa,24th July 2014



APFAPF
APF - Associação para o Planeamento da 
Família, founded in 1967, is a nongovernmental 
organization (NGO), that detains, currently, head-
quarters in Lisbon and other six regional 
delegations/offices located in Portugal. Its prime 
area of intervention is the health care, with a special 
focus in the sexual and reproductive 
health, developing work in these areas, whether in 
the aspect of education and defence of sexual and 
reproductive rights, as well in the level of equal 
opportunities, gender equality and human rights.



Trafficking of Human Beings 
(THB) APF Intervention

• CAIM - Cooperation, Action, Research, World 
Vision, is the Portuguese Pilot Project in the area 
of prostitution and trafficking in women for sexual 
exploitation (TWSE), funded by the EQUAL 
Community Initiative.



• CAP - Centro de Acolhimento e 
Protecção (Shelter and Protection Centre) 
devoted for women and their minor children who 
are in vulnerable situations, and flagged or 
identified by authorities as victims of trafficking.

• National Multidisciplinary Technical Team for 
the Signalization, identification and assistance of 
THB victims



Cooperation ProtocolCooperation Protocol
June 2008June 2008

Defines the adequate function of Defines the adequate function of 
the national multidisciplinary team the national multidisciplinary team 
and regulates the different services and regulates the different services 
of the assistance trough the of the assistance trough the 
provisory accommodation centre – provisory accommodation centre – 
CAP.CAP.



AIM
 
To ensure safe temporary shelter, by offering 
women, mem and their children, a pleasant and 
cosy environment, that promotes their physical 
and emotional balance, as well as their social 
integration. 



Goals

-To ensure the right conditions of safety and 
protection;
- timely responses to their needs in terms of 
medical support, emotional stability, subsistence 
and wellbeing;
- full access to information, in concerns their 
rights, namely in terms of legal rights and social 
protection;
- to encourage informed and self-determined 
decision making concerning their life path (these 
conditions are essential for their Empowerment);
- to provide women with the means needed for 
their future autonomy, regardless of the place 
chosen by them for their integration.



Period of Support

The victims’ stay at the CAP should not 
last for more than one year, although 
there might exceptional situations that 
might justify the extension of such 
period, like for example for safety 
reasons, or when there are no social 
conditions to ensure the victims 
autonomy, training and professional 
occupation.



CAP – 2 main principles:

- confidentiality concerning its localisation

- availability of 24 hours support service. 

Its operation is based on an internal
regulation that includes both safety 
measures and also principles on how to 
live in community



CAPCAP

0351 96 460 82 880351 96 460 82 88
cap.apf@gmail.comcap.apf@gmail.com



CAP exists as a mechanism that brings together 
the networking between different Intitutions and 
professionals with multiple and various functions.

It constitutes a central model which integrates and 
articules the judicial and investigation processes 
with the protection of victims and the co-constrution 
of their life projects. 

During the sheltering this structure often mediates 
the relation established between the victims, the 
responsible OPCs and courts.



Regional Multidisciplinary Teams to the 
assistance of THB victims (North, Center, 
Lisboa and Alentejo)

Trainning and awareness projects  addressed to 
social professionals, criminal police entities (OPC), 
youth and general population.





Intervention model
• The guiding goal of the CAIM Project was the 

adoption of a coordinated intervention on human 
trafficking, such as sharing responsibilities in the 
endeavors to protect victims and to fight this 
crime.

• The product "Signalization, Identification, 
Integration of Woman Victims for sexual 
exploitation: Building a script”, lead to the current 
national referral mechanism.



Signalization

OPCs        NGOs / public organizations

 

           Focal Point                                                 MultidisciplinaryTemas
         

Identification

Integration

Within National territory

 Reception/Sheltering-Reflection period 

  Support / Integration within the National Territory 

Supported Return



Intervention model

• This is a model intended to embody a specific, 
integrated and holistic approach with the victim of 
human trafficking, by articulating the various 
stages of intervention, thus constructed as a 
network:

– SIGNALIZATION
– IDENTIFICATION
– INTEGRATION



National referral system for National referral system for 
THB victmsTHB victms

• The need to revise the current model The need to revise the current model 
is based on: is based on: 
– the international and national the international and national legislationlegislation  

( that over the past few years has been  ( that over the past few years has been  
revised, through different directives and revised, through different directives and 
guidelines)guidelines)



• Policy measures Policy measures as the National as the National 
Action Plans (Portugal is now Action Plans (Portugal is now 
implementing the 3rd NAP against implementing the 3rd NAP against 
THB) or the RAPVT (created in june THB) or the RAPVT (created in june 
2013, to promote full social 2013, to promote full social 
reintregation of THB victims, abroad reintregation of THB victims, abroad 
partnership coordinated by the partnership coordinated by the 
Commission for Gender Equality (CIG) Commission for Gender Equality (CIG) 
is currently working)is currently working)



• New national THB realitiesNew national THB realities with  with 
regard to victims and types of regard to victims and types of 
exploitation (e.g. trafficking of men, exploitation (e.g. trafficking of men, 
of minors, for labour, mendicity or of minors, for labour, mendicity or 
illicit activities); internal trafficking illicit activities); internal trafficking 
and among member states of the EU.and among member states of the EU.



ServicesServices
• 3 Shelter and Protection Centres (CAPs)3 Shelter and Protection Centres (CAPs)
• 1 National Multidisciplinary Team 1 National Multidisciplinary Team 

(APF/CIG)(APF/CIG)
• 4 Regional Teams4 Regional Teams
• SOS Immigrant HelplineSOS Immigrant Helpline
• Regional Networks of Victim AssistanceRegional Networks of Victim Assistance
• OPC Focal Points OPC Focal Points 
• Monitoring SystemMonitoring System



RAPVT – National Trafficking RAPVT – National Trafficking 
Victims Support and Victims Support and 
Protection NetworkProtection Network

• 1st Monitoring Commission: 1st Monitoring Commission: 
– CIGCIG
– APFAPF
– Associação Saúde em PortuguêsAssociação Saúde em Português
– OTSHOTSH



GuidelinesGuidelines

• Focus on:Focus on:
– The importance of signalization The importance of signalization 
– Evidences for sexual, labour, forced Evidences for sexual, labour, forced 

mendiciy and ellicit activities exploitationmendiciy and ellicit activities exploitation
– Indicators of: Indicators of: 

• ActionAction
• MeansMeans
• Purposes    Purposes    



THB Alert  

Signalization - gathering evidence - 
(NGOs, IPSS, OPCs, Inspecting 
Authorities) 

Formal Identification - investigation 
methods and gathering proofs - (SEF, 
PJ, MP)

Assistance and Protection - 
reintegration or supported return - 
(CAPs, Regional EM, IOM, National 
Rapporteur)



APF – Northern DelegationAPF – Northern Delegation

www.apf.ptwww.apf.pt  
Rita MoreiraRita Moreira
Contacts:Contacts:
TEL/FAX: 22 208 58 69TEL/FAX: 22 208 58 69
E-mail: apfnorte@apf.ptE-mail: apfnorte@apf.pt

Lisboa, 24Lisboa, 24thth July 2014 July 2014

http://www.apf.pt/
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

Trafficking of rural workers from Romania to 
Portugal 

(case study) 



The Immigration and Borders Service 

(SEF) is a security service, organized 

hierarchically under the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs. 

 

General mission:  

• Controlling the movement of persons 

across borders; 

• Monitoring foreigners’ presence and 

activities within national territory; 

• Studying, promoting, coordinating 

and implementing measures and 

actions related to those activities 

and to migratory movements in 

general. 

IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 



The Investigation Central Directorate (DCINV) acts in the context of crime 

prevention and investigation. 

 

Under the direct dependence of DCInv we have the Anti-Human 
Trafficking Unit (UATP), which was first created to obtain, compile, analyze 

and disseminate data and intelligence on THB. 

 

Flagging, protecting and providing follow up to victims of this crime is one of 

UATP’s most important tasks, but an important part of the work also 

involves: 

 

Criminal investigation and assisting Prosecution: 
•Provide an immediate response in order to confirm THB indicators and later 

on articulate the investigation with the DCInv’s Investigating Teams and the 

Prosecutor's Office. 

IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 



Main guidelines for the Anti-Human Trafficking Unit’s 

intervention: 

 

 
•Prevention:  

 Especially towards training and  

 awareness raising; 

 

•Protection:  

 Ensuring and monitoring 

 appropriate assistance to victims; 

 

•Partnership/Cooperation:  

 Develop partnerships  

 and synergies with the various  

 national and international  

 institutions: 

IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

The Anti-Human Trafficking Unit’s intervention on  Dismantling a 
network of human trafficking 
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

September 2013 
 
A Romanian citizen was found by the  

Police, lying on the side of a motorway,  

with symptoms of fatigue, hunger and  

dehydration – he was conducted to the Hospital  

of Caldas da Rainha – a city that distances 90km from Lisbon. 

 

After a short interview (15 days later), SEF’s Investigators 

gathered that: 
 
•He was brought from Romania three months ago, along with a group of 

other Romanians, all traveling by bus.  

 

•All of them were recruited by a man nicknamed PARDALIAN, with the 

promise of high earnings, working in agriculture. 
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

•The VoT and 50 of his compatriots accompanied him on the trip 

and were placed in a home without minimum standards of 

hygiene, sleeping on the floor and eating a very poor diet. 

 

•They were put to work in greenhouses and farms, picking fruit 

and vegetables 12 hours a day. 

 

•PARDALIAN (the trafficker) received money from the farm 

owners, but kept it, claiming debts related to travel, 

accommodation and food expenses. 

 

One day this VoT fled his workplace and walked for a few 
kilometers until he fell on the side of a motorway. 
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

This VoT was sheltered in an a Social Institution in Oporto 
and was later repatriated with the assistance of the Romanian 
Embassy. 
 
As this VoT left Portugal there was not much information to 
pursue his traffickers: 
 
•He did not knew the full name of the trafficker (only knew his nick 

name - PARDALIAN). 

 

•He also did not knew in which places he had been exploited in 

Portugal. But he knew something interesting:  
 
PARDALIAN had suffered a road accident in a very recent 
date. 
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

 
The solution was to seek the help of the local authorities, 
trying to identify records of accidents involving Romanian 
nationals. 
 
This search delivered positive results and in a few days we 
were able to identify PARDALIAN as: 
 
A 49 years old Romanian, born in Craiova  

(Dolj region) and resident in Bombarral  

(Portuguese town next to where the 

victim was found). 

 

It was not possible to locate him as he  
provided SEF with a false address… 
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11th of November 
 

Four Romanian nationals went to SEF’s Delegation in Beja (South 

of Portugal,180 km from Lisbon) to expose the exploitation 

situation they were in: 
 

•They were part of a group of 30 Romanian rural workers.  

•They had been brought, from Romania, by a man known as 

PARDALIAN. 

•They were kept in a warehouse  

in the industrial area of Beja; 

•Had no money and no work; 

•They were hungry and some of 

them were forced to seek food in 

trash containers; 

•They were lured to work in the 

olive harvest (a rural type of work, 

very hard and underpaid). 
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The Anti-Human Trafficking Unit was deployed to Beja. 
 

Because of its responsibilities in information gathering and 

processing, the UATP was able to cross match the existing 

information regarding both cases and was finally facing the 

possibility of locating PARDALIAN. 

 

However, investigation wise there was a dilemma: 
 

-Intervene, rescue all VoT and identify PARDALIAN and his 

accomplices; 
 

Or 
 

- Continue to follow the suspects, gather more information (where 

they live, what vehicles they use, locate other groups of exploited 

workers) and act upon the OCG with more evidence to 

incriminate them. 
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We opted for the second choice: Not to intervene 
immediately. 

 
But, overnight PARDALIAN and his accomplices moved all the 

VoT’s to another location. 
 

As the Anti-Human Trafficking Unit was able to keep 

communication with one victim who had denounced the situation 

earlier, we received a text message stating that the group of 

VoT’s were in a farm in Beja’surroundings, in a warehouse, and 

that they were receiving threats. 

 

Everything changed and there was no doubt that intervention 
was urgent. 
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13th of November 
 
Rescue operation and detention of traffickers 
 

After careful assessment of the situation and having confirmed the 

presence of three other of PARDALIAN’s accomplices on site, 

SEF’s operatives decided to intervene. 
 

All traffickers were arrested and 28 victims of trafficking for 
labour exploitation were rescued.  

 

Many suffered from malnutrition, lack of hygiene and almost 

everyone was in a state of despair. 
 

The owner of the farm was also identified, but was not detained 

due the lack of evidences related to the trafficking and 

exploitation of those VoT’s. 
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The VoT’s were found in very small rooms, with no living 
conditions. 

 

The little food they ate was supplied by the traffickers, against 
the promise of payment of exorbitant amounts that would 

later be discounted from their salary. 
 

They were without work or pay for the past two weeks, allegedly 

because of the delay in the maturation of the olives. 
 

Traffickers would not let the VoT’s leave the farm. 
 

SEF’s operatives have found and confiscated weapons, knives 

and box cutters, with which the victims were threatened.  
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IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 

Assistance and protection to the VoT’s was provided in 

collaboration with different Governmental and Non-
Governmental Organizations. 

 
At a certain point the Red Cross and Caritas were requested 
to intervene (provided tents for accommodation and food). 

 
Romanian authorities were also contacted through the 
Embassy in Lisbon and once all the Court proceedings were 
finished the repatriation arrangements for the VoT’s 

immediately took place. 

Shelter and Protection 
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Shelter and Protection 

Romania 
National Agency against 
Trafficking in Persons 

Romanian Liaison Officer 
Romanian Embassy 

IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS SERVICE 
Investigation Central Directorate 
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The aftermath of the Operation 
 
The traffickers were brought before a Judge and placed under 

preventive arrest. 

In the days after the court hearings the victims were all repatriated 

with the help of the Romanian authorities. 

 

 

Prosecution 
 
Beja’s Public Prosecutor, in collaboration with SEF, swiftly 

undertook all the procedural steps and on the 15th of May 2014 

PARDALIAN and six of his accomplices were charged with 30 

crimes of trafficking in persons (corresponding to the number of 

confirmed victims). 
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Operation NAIRA – Nigerian citizens (women for sexual 
exploitation) 

 
At ORIGIN  

Recruitment 

Trip arrangements / forged documents 

 

The VICTIMS 
Mostly Nigerian young women  

Submitted to “vudu” rituals 

Final destination: Lisbon, Madrid,  
Paris, Rome or Milan 
 

In EUROPE 
Asylum requests 

Dependent on other co-citizens  

known as MASTER, MUMMY,  

MADAME, MAMA,  MAMMY who initiate them in prostitution 
 



OBRIGADO / THANK YOU 
 

DCINV.UNIDADEANTITRAFICO@SEF.PT 

 
 
 

mailto:DCINV.UNIDADEANTITRAFICO@SEF.PT
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“CONNECT –COMBAT ORGANIZED CRIME´S NETWORK AND 
EXPAND COUNTRIES´S TIES-enhancing horizontal cooperation 

among Italy, Portugal and Romania in human trafficking”- 23 July, 
Lisbon 

 
“THE INVISIBLE TRUTH”- a case about Awareness 

 
I - PERSONAL PRESENTATION 

 
My name is Sofia Rocha and I´m a Public Prosecutor in the Criminal 

Investigation Department of Lisbon in the Unit Against Serious and 
Organized crime. 

So, trafficking in human beings is an offence included in our 
investigative competence. 

Before presenting the case I´ll tell you a little bit about myself. 
I can tell you that the first time I participated in an international 

seminar about trafficking in human beings was in 2004 in London. 
The workshops were quite intensive, I was fascinated by how many 

things I didn´t know about the subject - I was ten years younger and 
eager to learn. 

When it was time for the coffee breaks I got the opportunity of 
changing views with my fellow European prosecutors who would ask 
me about my work in Lisbon, and I would answer: 

“I work in the Criminal Investigation Department of Lisbon in the 
Unit Against Serious and Organized Crime. So, trafficking in human 
beings is an offence included in our investigative competence.” And 
then the colleague would ask: “Do you have lots of cases of THB in 
Lisbon?...” A bit embarrassed, my answer had to be the truth: “No, 
actually I have none”. 

As time went by, I have been given the privilege of participating in 
many other seminars about “THB” (Trafficking in Human Beings). 

 The coffee-breaks were always the same: 
Nothing really practical to share in THB, although I had lots of work 

in what concerned criminal and transnational organizations of illegal 
immigration, for example. 

So, searching for responses for my both professional and personal 
dilemma, I got to the conclusion (that I quickly started to share with 
my colleagues),   that THB cases in Portugal had basically to do either, 

 
a) with sexual exploitation (in this matter I had a few 

cases of organized crime deeply linked  to  THB reality, even if 
the formal charge was a different one); 
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b) with labor exploitation (and in this case, most of the 
situations  would happen in the countryside and not in the 
urban environment of Lisbon). 

 
So that was it, the honest and visible truth. I had my answer and I 

wasn´t embarrassed any more. After all, it was the truth. 
A few seminars and years later, January of 2014 came. And that’s 

the case I´ll tell you about. I called it “The Invisible truth”- A case 
about awareness. 

 
II - THE CASE: 
 
In January 2014, Friday, at 10pm, a male adult (to whom I will call 

“Mr. P”) coming from a flight with its  origin  in  Africa  was controlled 
in Lisbon Airport while he was travelling with 3 minors, aged 10, 15 
and 16 years old. 

At the beginning he told the Police border officer´s that the 10 year 
old boy was is son, that the 15 year old girl was his niece and that the 
16 year old boy was his nephew. 

He stated that the reason for travel was tourism, and that he 
intended to go back to (Africa) with the children on the 6th February. 
He also stated that he was authorized by the children´s parents to 
travel with them. 

He presented several documents to support this version, namely, 
passports of the minors and documents signed by the alleged parents, 
authorizing the trip. 

After some more cross examinations, the suspect finally admitted: 
- That the 10 year old boy wasn´t his son and that his passport had 

been issued upon a forged  birth registration; 
- That the 15 year old girl wasn´t his niece, but she was the 10 year 

old boy sister; 
- That their parents have paid him 10.000 US dollars to transport 

them to France, where they would be “handled” to an uncle who lived 
in Paris. 

- He admitted not having contacted that person before leaving 
Angola. He stated that he would contact that person once he arrived in 
Paris with the children; 

- That the 16 year old boy wasn´t his nephew and that he had been 
paid 5 000 US dollars to transport him to Paris to his biological father, 
who had been living there for 15 years. 
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The children firstly repeated the rehearsed version of Mr. P, stating 
they were his relatives, but afterwards admitted they “wanted to go to 
study in Paris” and have a “better life”. 

 So, what did the Police officer responsible for the checks at the 
Airport do? 

Firstly, he decided to refuse the entry of Mr. P and the children in 
Portugal. He even communicated the decision to the competent 
Embassy in Lisbon as legally required in article .nº. 38, nº1, from the 
Law nº 29/2012 , 9 th August. 

But he also decided to communicate the situation to his colleague 
from the Unit Against trafficking in human beings, due to the 
impressive amount of contradictory details in the whole story told by 
Mr. P. 

His colleague soon decided to take Mr. P. to the Public Prosecutor 
on the weekend shift, since it was Saturday. 

Mr P. was then arrested, charged with the crime of trafficking in 
human beings (article 160º nº2 Penal Code) and forgery of documents. 

The judge, however, thought there were no enough evidence of the 
purpose of the trafficking (slavery, forced services, prostitution, other 
forms of sexual exploitation, removal of organs or other criminal 
activities) and released Mr. P. upon bail. 

Some days after, the case reached the Unit Against Organized and 
Violent crime, where I work . 

Within a week, and having collected a little more evidence details, 
Mr. P was arrested again, basing on a different provision of the 
Portuguese Penal Code. 

It´s the nº5 from the article nº 160: 
This provision states that “whoever, in return for payment or other 

compensation, offers, delivers, solicits or accepts a juvenile (or obtains 
or gives consent for his adoption) is also engaging in trafficking in 
human beings. 

This article was designed to criminalize the purchase and sale of 
children, for whatever purpose, without being a requirement to prove 
the purpose of the exploitation.  

Because, in my opinion, the nature and aim of human trafficking 
itself is based on the exercise of powers on someone, attaching to the 
right of ownership. It´s treating human beings as commodities to be 
bought and sold”. 

Those expressions were used by the European Court of Humans 
Rights in its known and innovative decision of the so-called “Rantsev 
case”, which you are probably familiar with.  
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Although the Rantsev case seems to deal with a totally different 
reality (since it involved trafficking of women and labor exploitation). 

 I must say that what stroke me in my case-study, was the way Mr. 
P dealt with the children. 

He referred to them as goods that he accepted to transport for a 
large sum of money, and it was quite clear that he didn’t have a real 
plan to deliver “this good” to its final destination. 

The judge accepted my view, and put Mr. P in custody, while the 
minors were subjected to an emergency placement in social security 
institutions. Public Prosecutor in the Minors Court acted as their legal 
representative. 

This investigation hasn´t finished yet, and I have no idea of its final 
outcome, but I´ve already learned two or three things that I want to 
share with you: 

 
III - SOME REFLEXIONS ON THE CASE: 
 
I got to know that this wasn´t probably the first situation of 

trafficked children passing air boarders in Portugal. Similar situations 
had apparently been happening in the Airport for quite some time, and 
unaccompanied minors were being sent back to the countries of origin, 
along with the adults. 

Unfortunately, I´m not completely sure that the competent 
authorities in the countries of origin took protection measures towards 
those children.  

And I will point out that after our case, more cases were brought to 
the Police, all started in Portuguese Airports, involving adults 
transporting children from Third Countries having as a final destiny an 
European country. 

So, what does that tells us about awareness of the competent 
authorities, both Police officers and Prosecutors? 

I´m now convinced that while I was answering to my colleagues 
that I didn´t have cases of THB, they were happening right next to me, 
at the Airport. 

It was a personal lesson: There is many times a hidden or invisible 
reality in the routine you think you know. 

I must also say that many cases of unaccompanied children at the 
Airport don´t  lead  to successful investigations of THB. 

On one hand, it´s too soon to get subjective evidence: 
As pointed by “Frontex” in its document on trafficking of children 

named “Whose Children”. A great frustration of detecting THB in any 
border is that the crime doesn´t occur at the border”. At that point, the 
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victims are quite unwilling to cooperate with the finding of the truth, 
and with children it tends to be worse due to their own specific 
vulnerability. 

And on the other hand, the detention of the adults transporting the 
children if they members of a broader organization, cares the whole 
organization out, and we´re no longer able to proceed in the 
identification of the whole net. 

So, it´s not the best way to start an investigation on organized 
crime, but that was the way this case started and we do have an 
obligation to identify the routes of trafficking, in order to discourage 
the criminal organizations and try to stop the phenomenon.  

 
 
IV - FINAL WORDS 
 
You probably noticed that I didn´t particularly mention the 

children. 
Well, believe it or not, they´re the only ones who´s faces I shall 

never forget. 
The last time I saw them they looked like normal teenagers, having 

a blast watching a Miley Cyrus Video in the internet (!). 
But the fact remains that they´re in Portugal, in “no man´s land”, a 

place where they don´t want to stay and where they didn´t intend to 
live, where they have no relatives…  
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III National Plan to Prevent and Combat
Trafficking in Human Beings 2014-2017

Resolution of the Council of Ministers no. 101/2013

In its Programme, the XIX Constitutional Government has committed to combating
the scourge of trafficking in human beings in an integrated way, improving the
knowledge about the phenomenon, the educational and preventive work with
various stakeholders, the protection and assistance to victims and the punish-
ment of traffickers.

Also in the Major Options of the Plan, the Government has been reaffirming
the imperative need for coordinated efforts of all stakeholders involved, the need
for enhancing measures to support victims and the investment on training of
professionals involved.

The III National Plan to Prevent and Combat Trafficking in Human Beings
2014-2017 (III PNPCTSH) fits within the commitments accepted by Portugal
before different international authorities, in particular within the framework of the
United Nations, the Council of Europe, the European Union and the Community
of Portuguese Speaking Countries.

In this regard, it is important to underline that the III PNPCTSH intends to incor-
porate the recommendations addressed to the Portuguese State within the report
on the implementation of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings, approved in 2013 by the Committee of the Parties.

The III PNPCTSH particularly aims to strengthen the victims referral and protection
mechanisms, to improve the cooperation and coordination between public enti-
ties and civil society organisations involved, and to adapt the national answer to
the new challenges, in particular to the new forms of trafficking and recruitment.

The II National Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings, which is now ending,
was subject to an independent external evaluation, whose recommendations
were duly considered in the elaboration of this new Plan.

The III PNPCTSH was submitted for public consultation.

Therefore:

Pursuant to paragraph g) of article 199 of the Constitution, the Council of Ministers
hereby decides to:

1 - Approve the III National Plan to Prevent and Combat Trafficking in Human
Beings 2014-2017 (III PNPCTSH), which is contained in the annex to this
resolution forming an integral part thereof, to take effect from 2014 to 2017.
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2 - Determine the coordination of the execution of the measures contained in the
III PNPCTSH with other sectoral policies that may be relevant.

3 - Appoint the Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) as the
coordinator entity of the III PNPCTSH.

4 - Determine that the CIG, as coordinator entity, is particularly responsible for:

a) Annually preparing the work plan for the execution of the III PNPCTSH
according to the annual planning presented by each ministry;

b) Supervising and monitoring the entities responsible for the implementation
of the measures contained in the III PNPCTSH, requesting, if necessary,
information on the respective execution process;

c) Ensuring the smooth functioning of the working group, which supports the
coordinator entity, aiming to guarantee a continuous and effective execu-
tion of the III PNPCTSH;

d) Annually preparing an interim report on the level of execution of the III
PNPCTSH measures, also including an assessment of the fulfilment of the
annual work plan, and reporting accordingly to the overseeing Government
member until March 15 every year;

e) Preparing a final report on the execution of the III PNPCTSH until the end
of the first quarter following the end of the respective term, informing the
overseeing Government member about it.

5 - Establish that the stakeholders identified in the III PNPCTSH as responsible
entities should take, on their own initiative, the necessary steps to implement
the measures for which they are responsible, in accordance with the plan
annually defined and in close collaboration with the CIG.

6 - Determine that any commitments to the execution of the measures set out in
the III PNPCTSH depend on the availability of funds to be received from the
competent public entities.

Presidency of the Council of Ministers, 12 December 2013.

— The Prime Minister, Pedro Passos Coelho.
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III NATIONAL PLAN TO PREVENT AND COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN
HUMAN BEINGS 2014-2017

I – Introduction

Trafficking in human beings is one of the most serious violations of human rights.
It is a complex reality, transnational in most cases, often committed within the
framework of criminal organisations which prey on vulnerabilities and weak-
nesses of trafficked persons.

These circumstances should motivate countries to adopt increasingly proactive
policies in this field, in which the dimensions of prevention, cooperation, protec-
tion and repression are deemed to be essential at the international, regional or
national levels.

The root causes that enable the spreading of this phenomenon are identified,
among which are poverty, marginalisation, social and economic exclusion, social
inequality and unequal opportunities.

The asymmetries between countries and regions are a fertile ground for criminal
organisations’ activities. Factors associated with gender-based violence, discrimina-
tion, economic deficiency, low levels of literacy, corruption and armed conflicts
also lead to vulnerability situations that trigger exploitation.

Those processes may assume different contours, such as sexual exploitation,
labour exploitation, trafficking of organs or the exploitation in begging, among
others.

According to the United Nations (UN) data, trafficking in human beings is worth
about 24 billion euros a year and affects more than 2.4 million people trafficked
every year.

According to the Global Report on Trafficking in Persons – 2012, launched by
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), around 58% of the
cases of trafficking in persons are for sexual exploitation and 36% for labour
exploitation. An indelible and permanent characteristic of this crime is associated
with the markedly feminised character of this reality regarding the profile of its
victims.

In fact, also in accordance with the 2012 data of the UNODC, between 55% and
60% of the victims are women, with that number rising to 75% of the victims
when girls are included.

According to the same source, but at the level of the European Union (EU) Member
States, three quarters of the victims identified are trafficked for sexual exploitation
(76% in 2010).
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Regarding the remaining situations of exploitation, 14% of the victims are related
to forced labour, 3% to begging and 1% to domestic servitude.

Always referring to that source, and from a gender-specific point of view, the avail-
able data show that women and girls are the main victims of trafficking in human
beings: between 2008 and 2010, women (12% of which were girls) accounted
for 79% of the victims, and men (3% of which were boys) accounted for 21%.

In that sense, the vulnerability of the victims, which in the overwhelming majority
of cases is associated with poverty and unequal opportunities, has a higher sever-
ity level in women and girls, since other forms of discrimination also affect these
groups, such as the cases, among others, of gender-based violence, low levels
of literacy or social exclusion.

Notwithstanding this reality at the international level, there are countries in which
the trafficking with the purpose of labour exploitation is increasing, as is the case
of Portugal, since over the last two years, according to the data provided by the
Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings, the number of reported trafficking
cases for labour exploitation is greater than the number of trafficking cases for
sexual exploitation.

Any intervention deemed effective must be based on international cooperation
between the different States and, in these cases, the role of international orga-
nisations is to be an aggregating element of common efforts, which must be
coordinated in the fields of prevention, awareness raising, support, research and
repression.

Therefore, it is important to mention, in the first place, that the United Nations
adopted the Global Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Persons (GA no.
64/293, of 12 August) in 2010, which represents an additional effort in the
worldwide coordination of prevention, cooperation and repression mechanisms.

Ten years after the entry into force of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing
the Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, a high-level meeting of
the United Nations General Assembly was held on 14 May 2013 to review the
progress achieved to date and plan future strategies, in coordination with the
Global Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Persons.

It was underlined that currently around 83% of the countries have adequate
legislation against trafficking in persons and, in one of the areas with the biggest
weaknesses, which is related to justice, 25% of the countries recorded an
increase in the number of convictions.
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Nevertheless, there are still huge challenges to be faced globally. There is still an
extremely low number of convictions, and there are also serious gaps in statistical
data, while 39 countries have not yet ratified the Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime.

At the level of the Council of Europe, it is inevitable to highlight the Council of
Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, of 16 May
2005, an international instrument that forces the signatory states to periodically
submit information on its implementation. The Convention was ratified by
Portugal on 27 February 2008.

Throughout these last years, and resulting from the Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings, an evaluation process was implemented, in which
Portugal participated, whose final evaluation report on the implementation of the
Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings,
together with the respective recommendations, was approved at the 10th meeting
of the Committee of the Parties held on 15 February 2013.

Concerning the EU, it is worth highlighting Directive no. 2011/36/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2011 on preventing and
combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing
Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA of 19 July 2002. The intention of
this Directive is to promote a sufficiently comprehensive intervention focused on
human rights, victims and gender issues. Besides the law enforcement aspect,
it also aims to prevent criminality and promote an effective reintegration of victims.

As a structural aspect, it presents a wider concept of trafficking in human beings,
introducing new forms of exploitation. Therefore, forced begging is considered as
a form of forced labour or service. Another form of exploitation, which is now
included in the notion of trafficking in human beings, refers to the exploitation of
criminal activities, especially petty theft and robbery, drug trafficking or other
similar activities associated with illegality and profit.

The referred Directive was transposed into national law by Law no. 60/2013 of 23
August, which amended the Penal Code so that it expressly included new forms
of exploitation, such as forced begging and exploitation of criminal activities, and
it expressly declared the irrelevance of the consent of the victim of trafficking.
It should however be noted that many of the regulations set out in that Directive
had already been duly incorporated into our domestic judicial system, and that the
amendment to article 160 of the Penal Code itself meets some of the recom-
mendations made by the Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human
Beings (GRETA).
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It should also be noted that, on 19 June 2012, the European Commission adopted
the “European Union Strategy towards the Eradication of Trafficking in Human
Beings (2012-2016)”.

With this strategy, the Commission focuses its attention on concrete actions that
will support and complement the implementation of EU legislation on trafficking
in human beings, especially Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 5 April 2011.

The nomination of an EU Anti-Trafficking Coordinator in March 2011, within the
EU, is also an important milestone due to her mission to improve the coordination
between the EU institutions and agencies and between the Member States and
the international stakeholders, whilst also promoting the development of EU existing
policies. The Coordinator is also responsible for monitoring the implementation of
the new and integrated “EU Strategy towards the Eradication of Trafficking in
Human Beings (2012-2016)”.

Other international organisations, such as the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), have developed initiatives related to trafficking in
human beings, being noteworthy the Vilnius Ministerial Declaration on Combating
All Forms of Human Trafficking (7 December 2011). In this Declaration, the States
reaffirmed their determination to implement OSCE commitments, including the
Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings (Decision No. 557/Rev.1,
adopted in 2003), and to use the relevant OSCE structures in a more intensive
way, also appealing to the strengthening of OSCE partnership with other
international and regional organisations, as well as with the civil society.

At the level of the 13th Conference of the Ministers of Justice of the Portuguese
Speaking Countries (CPLP), held in Lisbon on 29-30 May 2013, it can be pointed
out the Lisbon Action Plan for Establishing Common Measures to Prevent and
Combat Trafficking in Human Beings, aiming to promote an effective coordination
and standardisation at the level of intervention in this field. This Plan will be the
subject of a detailed report to be submitted at the next meeting of the Ministers
of Justice of the CPLP, in 2015.

Over these last years, Portugal has been treading a path of consolidation and
improvement of its national reference mechanisms. As privileged instruments of
intervention in this field, the National Plans have been playing a decisive role in the
adoption of a concerted strategy, appealing to all the stakeholders, either in
government or in civil society, to conjugate efforts in order to promote an effective
combat to this reality.

In fact, the I National Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings (2007-2010)
has based its strategy on approaching the problem from the human dimension
perspective.
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In that sense, an appeal was made for a coordinated intervention, always empha-
sising the human rights perspective. The indelible mark of the Plan was the
existence of harmonisation between the repressive side of the fight against
trafficking in human beings, balanced with strategies for the prevention, support
and inclusion of victims.

Such reach was related to the amendment to the Penal Code by Law no.
59/2007 of 4 September, so that it expressly included, besides trafficking for
sexual exploitation, labour exploitation and removal of organs. Internal trafficking
was also typified, fitting the crime of trafficking in human beings into the category
of crime against personal freedom.

With the II National Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings (2011-2013), the
goal was to strengthen and consolidate all the intervention components in this
field, therefore, several initiatives always guided by the primacy of human rights
and institutional cooperation became structural milestones of its execution.

Portugal was one of the first European countries to adopt the “Blue Heart
Campaign against Trafficking in Human Beings” of the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC). This campaign was initially disclosed in April 2012
but it was later relaunched on 18 October 2013 (EU Anti-Trafficking Day),
contemplating a set of information materials in the media.

Between 2012 and 2013, all the inspectors of the Working Conditions Authority
(ACT) received training for the identification of potential trafficking cases within
the framework of the labour market, thus becoming a decisive factor in the
approach to this issue, both in the prevention side and in the protection and
repression sides.

The establishment of more multidisciplinary teams also became a noteworthy
aspect, since they allow providing, in a decentralised way, specialised assistance
to victims of trafficking.

The implementation of the Support and Protection Network for Victims of
Trafficking (RAPVT) is a decisive factor within this consolidation and coordination
at the level of intervention with victims of trafficking. With this recently created
network, a mechanism of cooperation and sharing of information becomes
available for purposes of prevention, protection and reintegration of victims of
trafficking in human beings.

It must be mentioned that the II National Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings
(2011-2013), which is now ending, has benefited from internal monitoring and
evaluation and from an external evaluation report produced by an independent
body, whose results in form and content are expressed in this plan.
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The starting point of the III PNPCTSH is all the work done in recent years,
manifesting itself straight away as a renewed commitment at the forefront position
Portugal has taken in this field.

The execution of the III PNPCTSH should ensure its coordination with the remain-
ing national existing plans, especially the V National Plan for Gender Equality,
Citizenship and Non-discrimination 2014-2017 and the V National Plan to Prevent
and Combat Domestic and Gender-based Violence 2014-2017.

Among the several guidance documents that supported the elaboration of the III
PNPCTSH, it is worth highlighting the recommendations arising from the Report
on the implementation of the above mentioned Council of Europe Convention.

The already mentioned amendment to the Penal Code by Law no. 60/2013 of 23
August also brings increasing demands on the implementation of the public
policies related to trafficking in human beings, to which the III PNPCTSH intends
to respond by strengthening the different intervention sides and deepening that
strategy in all its fields.

The III PNPCTSH focuses on five strategic areas (in a total of 53 measures):

1) Prevention, Awareness-raising, Acknowledgement and Investigation;

2) Education, Training and Qualification;

3) Protection, Intervention and Capacity building;

4) Criminal Investigation;

5) Cooperation.
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II – Method of implementation

The Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) is responsible for the
coordination and monitoring of the III PNPCTSH, in which it is supported by a
working group composed of representatives from the ministries that are respon-
sible for the largest number of measures, as well as three representatives of
non-governmental organisations forming the RAPVT. The Portuguese Attorney
General's Office is also represented in this group, as well as the Superior Council
of Magistracy.

The working group supporting the coordinator entity is composed of the
following members:

a) The national rapporteur on trafficking in human beings;

b) The team leader of the Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings;

c) One representative of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers;

d) One representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

e) One representative of the Ministry of Internal Affairs;

f) One representative of the Ministry of Justice;

g) One representative of the Ministry of Economy;

h) One representative of the Ministry of Health;

i) One representative of the Ministry of Education and Science;

j) One representative of the Ministry of Solidarity, Employment and Social
Security;

k) One representative of the National Association of Portuguese Municipalities;

l) Three representatives of non-governmental organisations forming the RAPVT,
chosen among the respective members;

m) One representative of the Portuguese Attorney General's Office, acting in
accordance with the respective statutes and within the scope of its powers;

n) One representative of the Superior Council of Magistracy, acting in accordance
with the respective statutes and within the scope of its powers.

The national rapporteur on trafficking in human beings is nominated by dispatch
of the member of the Government responsible for equality and he/she does not
receive a remuneration, including attendance fees, or subsistence allowances.
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Other persons and entities may be invited to attend the meetings of the working
group if relevant for the specific matter under discussion.

The members of the working group, which supports the coordinator entity, do not
receive a remuneration, including attendance fees, or subsistence allowances.

The monitoring of all the measures intrinsic to each of the strategic areas is
essential to an effective practical implementation of this instrument. The evaluation,
both periodical and final, is also crucial to the analysis of the impact of the
III PNPCTSH on the reality and to correct eventual blockings, for the ultimate goal
of preventing and combating trafficking in human beings.

Besides the monitoring and interim assessments, the III PNPCTSH should be
subject to an independent external evaluation at the end of its term.

The public bodies also have the responsibility, in the scope of their respon-
sibilities in the execution of the III PNPCTSH, to:

a) Submit to the CIG, until January 31, the activity report on the implementation
of the III PNPCTSH concerning the previous year, after its validation by the
overseeing Government member;

b) Submit to the CIG, until January 31, the work plan for the current year regard-
ing the implementation of the III PNPCTSH, after its validation by the over-
seeing Government member;

c) Cooperate with the CIG in the monitoring and evaluation of the processes and
outcomes of the implementation of the III PNPCTSH, particularly in the
meetings of the working group;

d) Submit to the CIG, until February 15 of the year following the end of the
III PNPCTSH term, the final report on the execution of the measures under the
responsibility of the respective body.
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Strategic Area 1 - Prevention, Awareness-raising, Acknowledgement and
Investigation

Prevention and awareness raising are fundamental components of an effective
approach to trafficking in human beings. Social awareness on this field is
designed, in terms of intervention, not only from a population perspective, but
also from the perspective of specific groups. The need for a deeper knowledge
about this reality proves to be essential, both regarding data collection and
academic research.

This strategic area comprises 19 measures, which are based on the strength-
ening of the prevention and awareness raising components, as well as on the
promotion of knowledge and research.

The strategic goals of this area are:

• Raising awareness on the problem of trafficking in human beings, gearing that
intervention both towards the population in general, and the specific and more
vulnerable groups;

• Improving the levels of awareness and knowledge about trafficking in human
beings;

• Investing in greater specialisation in the academic field, deepening knowledge
about the different forms of trafficking.
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1) To promote awareness raising and prevention cam-
paigns against trafficking in human beings.

2) To promote awareness raising programmes aiming 
to raise awareness about the characteristics of the 
different forms of trafficking in human beings.

3) To boost awareness raising programmes directed at 
media professionals, bringing forward the problem 
of the trafficking in human beings.

4) To strengthen inspection actions (including joint ac-
tions) with a preventive character, with a special 
focous on possible areas of exploitation of victims 
of trafficking in human beings.

5) To produce and release information material, in col-
laboration with the communities of immigrants, in 
different languages, to prevent the various forms 
of trafficking.

6) To give continuity to the municipalities’ involvement 
in preventing and combating trafficking in human 
beings, through the respective Municipal Plans for 
Equality.

7) To raise awareness among tour operators about the 
problem of sex tourism.

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

MAI/SEF/GNR/PSP
MSESS/ACT

PCM/CIG/
ACIDI, I.P.

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG
ME/SET

MAI/GNR/PSP/SEF
MAM
MEC
OTSH
RAPVT
ONG

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
ONG
Other organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
ONG
Other organisations.

MAI/SEF
MAM
MS/DGS/ARS 
MSESS/ISS, I.P.
RAPVT
ONG

ANMP 
Municipalities  

Promotion of awareness raising and 
knowledge about THB.

Promotion of knowledge about the differ-
ent forms of THB.

Promotion of greater ethical awareness 
concerning the THB phenomenon.

Prevention of the exploitation of  victims 
of THB in  activities such as agriculture, 
industry, hotel units and night enterntain-
ment establishments, among others. 

Annual production of information material 
in different languages.

Integration of the THB subject in the 
Municipal Plans for Equality.

Increasing awareness about the relation-
ship between sex tourism and THB.

Number of campaigns promoted.

Number of actions conducted.
Number of direct addressees.

Number of actions conducted.

Number of inspection actions.
Number of identified cases within 
this scope.

Number of materials produced.
Number of copies distributed.

Number of municipal plans that 
integrate the THB subject.
Number of people involved in 
awareness raising/training 
programmes.

Number of actions conducted.

Annually, during the 
period of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.
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 8) To promote workshops on best practices in corpo-
rate social responsibility, particularly on the areas 
of preventing and combating trafficking in human 
beings.

 9) To consolidate the implementation of the Dynamic 
Application for the knowledge about trafficking in 
human beings.

 10) To prepare annual statistical reports on trafficking 
in human beings.

 11) To implement the Pan-European Monitoring System 
of Trafficking in Human Beings (Pan-EU MoSy).

12) To regularly update the information about the Portu- 
guese participation displayed on the European 
website “Action against Trafficking in Human Beings”.

13) To add various information about trafficking in  
human beings to the Portal for Equality (Portal para 
a Igualdade) and to the Safe Internet Portal (Internet 
Segura).

ME/DGAE

MAI/OTSH

MAI/OTSH

MAI/OTSH/DGIE

MAI/OTSH

PCM/CIG
MAI

ME/DGAE – Organisation 
of the workshop.
Business Ethics 
Association/Grace/
DNGO Platform – 
signalling best practices.

MAI/DGIE 
Organisations signatory 
to Memorandum of 
Understanding with the 
OTSH.

Organisations signatory  
to Memorandum of 
Understanding with the 
OTSH.

MJ/DGPJ
Organisations signatory  
to Memorandum of 
Understanding with the 
OTSH.

PCM/CIG

Raising awareness among recruitment 
agencies and companies about the need 
to prevent THB.
One workshop per year.

Accreditation of all data providers 
(organisations signatory to Memorandum 
of Understanding with the OTSH).
Database use/data insertion by the 
stakeholders.

Regular monitoring of data and 
preparation of statistical reports.

Implementation and incorporation of a 
common platform to exchange 
data/information across Europe.

Dissemination of statistical data on the 
national situation.
Type of data disseminated.

Dissemination of information on THB in 
Portugal.

Number of workshops conducted.

Number of organisations 
signatory to Memorandum  of 
Understanding with  the OTSH 
incorporated in the database.

3 quarterly reports and 1 annual 
report.

Number of new protocols 
established for data collection for 
the signatory organisations.
Number of training programmes 
of the signatory organisations.
Production start date of the new 
workflow.

4 updates.

Number of hits/visits to the 
Portal.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014 e 2015.

During the period 
of the plan.

2015 -2017.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.
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14) To create a system in the healthcare services for 
information collection, statistical processing and 
monitoring data on trafficking in human beings.

15) To organise an international conference on the new 
challenges that are emerging in terms of trafficking 
in human beings within the EU framework.

16) To carry out a study about the new forms of trafficking 
in human beings foreseen in Directive 2011/36/EU 
of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 
5 April 2011, namely for sexual exploitation, forced 
labour or services, begging, slavery, the removal of 
organs or the exploitation of other criminal activities.

17) To carry out a study about the recruitment over the 
Internet and via social networks.

 18) To ensure the operation and continuous updating 
of the OTSH website concerning the problem of 
trafficking in human beings.

 19) To implement an unit dedicated to the victims  
referral during the pre-investigation phase.

MS

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

MAI/OTSH

MAI/SEF

MS/DGS/ARS 

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
NGO
Other organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
Other organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
Other organisations.

MAI/General 
Secretariat of the 
MAI/DGIE.

MAI/SEF

Consolidation of the THB data collection 
process in the healthcare services.

Promotion and reinforcement of 
knowledge about the different realities of 
THB existing in Portugal.

Improvement of the knowledge about the 
new forms of THB.

Deepening of knowledge about the new 
forms of THB.

Weekly update of the website (Portuguese 
and English versions).
Articulation with the website of the 
General Secretariat of the MAI for the 
dissemination of joint or related matters.

Improvement of victims referral during the 
pre-investigation phase.

Preparation of the annual report on 
the monitoring of the activities carried 
out by the Violence in Adults 
Prevention Teams (EPVA-ASGVCV).
Continuous assessment of the Health 
Action on Gender, Violence and Life 
Cycle (ASGVCV).

The holding of the conference.

Publication of the study.

Publication of the study.

Dissemination of materials (such as 
reports) and news concerning the 
initiatives carried out to disclose 
information on THB.

Number of victims that have been 
identified.

During the period 
of the plan.

2015.

2016.

2015-2017.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.
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Strategic Area 2 – Education, Training and Qualification

The need to develop measures that raise, among young people, the awareness
on the severity of the crime of trafficking in persons, justifying the measures
specifically designed to fight it. Training and qualification of professionals who
intervene in matters of trafficking and their increasing specialisation are essential
for effectively preventing and combating trafficking in human beings.

This strategic area comprises 13 measures and it has the following strategic
goals:

• Developing educational actions for children, adolescents and young adults;

• Qualification and capacity building of professionals intervening in preventing
and combating trafficking in human beings.
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Responsible 
entity(ies)

Entities 
involved in 
the execution Goals Outcome indicators Schedule
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20) To encourage the elaboration of projects concerning 
the different forms of trafficking in human beings.

21) To encourage the inclusion of subject areas on 
trafficking in human beings into the academic 
curricula of different graduate courses in social  
sciences and humanities.

22) To develop training programmes for magistrates.

23) To develop training modules for magistrates 
 delivered online, using remote training techniques.

24) To promote uniform initial and continuous training 
for all security forces and services on prevention, 
investigation and methods to assist victims of the 
crime of trafficking in persons.

25) To promote specific training for border protection 
inspectors.

26) To promote initial and/or continuous training on 
trafficking for the purposes of labour and sexual 
exploitation for inspectors of working conditions.

 27) To promote initial and/or continuous training for 
technicians who have contact with the reality of 
trafficking in human beings, namely social and 
health technicians.

MEC

MEC/SEES

PCM/CIG
MJ/CEJ
PGR
CSM

MJ/CEJ
CSM

MDN
MAI/SEF/GNR/PSP
MJ/PJ

MAI/SEF

PCM/CIG
MSESS/ACT

PCM/CIG/ACIDI, I.P.
MS/DGS
MSESS/IEFP, I.P.

PCM/CIG
Schools of 
primary and 
secondary education.

Higher education 
institutions.

PCM/CIG

Inclusion of the subject of THB into 
the school curricula in every school 
level.

Inclusion of the subject of THB into 
the curricula of graduate courses.

Reinforcement of the magistrates’ 
training programmes on THB.

Creation of knowledge tools allowing 
easier access to training resources in 
the area of THB.

Inclusion of a specific module on the 
investigation of crimes of trafficking 
in persons into all the initial training 
courses of every type.

Improvement of the referral of 
cross-border THB cases.

Reinforcement of training on THB for 
the inspectors.

Training on the project “Pool of 
Trainers of ACIDI, I.P.”
ACIDI, I.P. team
Training on the “Choices Programme”.

continues on next page

Number of schools that accept to introduce 
this subjet into the projects area.
Number of projects developed.

Number of graduate courses which have 
integrated these subject areas.

At least one training programme per year.
Number of training programmes.
Number of magistrates involved.

Number of modules created.
Number of hits to the online training 
material.

Number of training programmes 
conducted.
Conducting continuous training courses 
on the investigation of crimes of trafficking 
in persons for a minimum of 30 
employees every year.

Number of training programmes/number 
of people trained.

One initial training programme and a 
continuous one.
2 training programmes per year.

Number of people trained.

Number of people trained.
Number of local technicians who work 
in the “Choices Programme” in Lisbon, 
Oporto and Faro.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

To carry out every 
six months 
throughout the 
period of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014.

2015.
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 27) To promote initial and/or continuous training for 
technicians who have contact with the reality of 
trafficking in human beings, namely social and 
health technicians.

28) To promote training for technicians from civil society 
organisations engaged in interventions for victims 
of trafficking in human beings.

29) To promote training on trafficking in human beings 
for local councillors for equality, for the local  
administration workers and for other local agents.

30) To promote training for users of the Dynamic  
Application for the knowledge about trafficking in  
human beings.

31) To conduct training seminars for professionals and 
organisations, aiming to reflect and discuss about 
the best practices within the framework of the  
efforts to combat trafficking in human beings.

32) To create, boost and monitor corporate social  
responsibility networks, in order to promote a culture  
of best practice between different companies/ 
organisations.

PCM/CIG/ACIDI, I.P.
MS/DGS
MSESS/IEFP, I.P.

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

MAI/OTSH

PCM/CIG

ME/DGAE
IAPMEI, I.P.

All members of the 
working group.
NGO
Other organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
ANMP 
Municipalities.  
Other organisations.

Organisations signatory  
to Memorandum of 
Understanding with the 
OTSH.

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
Other organisations.

DGAE/IAPMEI, I.P. 
– Organisation of best  
practice networks.
Business Ethics 
Association/Grace/
DNGO Platform –  
signalling best practices.

continuation of measure 27)
Training for the mediators and technicians 
who work in the CNAI in Lisbon, Oporto 
and Faro.

Promotion of the deepening of knowledge 
about THB, namely through the qualification 
of professionals within the scope of 
responsibilities of the Health Action on 
Gender, Violence and Life Cycle (ASGVCV).

Improvement of the knowledge about 
THB among different stakeholders of the 
civil society.

Improvement of the knowledge about 
THB at municipal level.

Implementation of the Dynamic
Application by the Stakeholders.

Improvement of the knowledge about 
networking in the scope of combating THB.

Thematic networks for social responsibility 
(combating THB; management benchmarks 
accompanying guidance standards for 
social responsibility).

Number of people trained.

Number of training programmes/
number of people trained.

Number of training programmes 
developed.
Number of entities/participants.

Number of training programmes.
Number of people trained.

7 training programmes.

Number of seminars conducted.
Number of participants.

Establishment of 2 thematic 
networks.

2015.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014 and 2015.
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Strategic Area 3 – Protection, Intervention and Capacity building

Public policies regarding trafficking in human beings should have the victim as its
core subject. In that sense, the III PNPCTSH comprises a set of measures that
intensify the various components of protection, by strengthening the support
given to victims of trafficking in human beings.

This strategic area comprises 10 measures and it has the following strategic
goals:

• Strengthening the measures to protect and intervene with victims;

• Promoting greater capacity building of victims;

• Improving the integration mechanisms aiming to prevent eventual situations of
revictimisation.
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Responsible 
entity(ies)

Entities 
involved in 
the execution Goals Outcome indicators Schedule
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33) To encourage projects in the areas of protection 
and assistance to victims of trafficking in human 
beings which promote their integration.

34) To support local multidisciplinary teams that pro-
vide specialised assistance to the victims of differ-
ent forms of trafficking in human beings.

35) To ensure and monitor the operation of the Shelter 
and Protection Centres (CAP) for victims of traf-
ficking.

36) To adopt special and exceptional requirements for 
professional qualification of victims of trafficking in 
human beings.

37) To ensure prioritised access to assisted voluntary 
return processes for victims of trafficking.

38) To create a Best Practices Handbook for govern-
mental and non-governmental organisations which 
provide support to victims of trafficking.

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG
RAPVT

PCM/CIG
MSESS/ISS, I.P.

MSESS/IEFP, I.P.

MAI/SEF

CIG

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
Other organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
Other organisations.

MAI
MJ 
ONG

OIM

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT

Promotion of assistance and protection 
programmes for victims of THB.

To strengthen joint working in the 
intervention in THB cases.

To ensure funding for support structures 
for victims of THB.
Reinforcement of the sheltering capacity 
of the CAP.

Implementation of positive action 
measures directed at people who are 
victims of THB, namely:
Prioritised service at the employment and 
vocational training centres of the IEFP, I.P., 
after the referral and contact by the 
entities that support the victims.
Prioritised referral and integration in 
training programmes.

Providing assistance to victims who want 
to return to their country of origin.

Adoption of a mechanism defining a 
common action in the field of support to 
victims of THB, both for GO’s and NGO’s.

Number of projects developed.
Number of victims assisted, broken 
down by sex.

Number of existing teams.
Number of interventions conducted.
Preparation of annual reports by the 
teams.

Number of victims supported, broken 
down by sex.
Number of victims sheltered, broken 
down by sex.

Number of victims served, directed to 
and integrated in vocational training 
programmes, broken down by sex.

Number of victims supported, broken 
down by sex.

Number of meetings for the  purpose 
of creating the handbook.
Creation and publication of the Best 
Practices Handbook.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

2015.
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39) To implement a notification in different languages 
with information on the period of reflection to dis-
tribute to the victims that have been identified.

40) To develop information material directed at victims 
of trafficking regarding their rights and, particularly, 
about the procedures for claiming compensation 
for victims of violent crimes.

41) To develop action protocols for the prevention, 
detection and protection for children victims of  
trafficking.

42) To implement standardised assistance protocols for 
victims of violence, including trafficking in human 
beings – screening, diagnosis, referral and interven-
tion – in the entire hospital and primary care network.

MAI/SEF

PCM/CIG

PCM/CIG

MS

PCM/CIG
RAPVT
NGO

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT

All members of the 
working group.
CNPCJR
RAPVT
NGO

MS/DGS/ARS 

Informing victims on their rights.
Development of an informative leaflet for the 
victims about the period of reflection, raising 
awareness among the agents involved in 
preventing THB about the importance of 
information dissemination.
Distribution of the leaflet by the competent 
authorities involved in the process of 
supporting and preventing THB.

Providing victims of THB the information they 
need to know their rights.

Involvement of entities directly working with 
children in the prevention, detection and 
protection of trafficking cases.

Consolidation of intervention practices 
directed at victims through a more specialised 
assistance, namely through the EPVA, the 
NACJR and the NHACJR.

Number of stakeholders involved.
Number of victims that have been 
identified and notified, broken 
down by sex.

Development of the leaflet.
Number of leaflets distributed.
Number of stakeholders involved 
in the dissemination.

Number of protocols established.
Number of children supported, 
broken down by sex.

Creation of a Best Practices 
Handbook for managing violence 
cases (including THB) in 
healthcare services, integrated 
within the framework of the 
ASGVCV.
Specification of the referral of 
children victims of trafficking in 
the ASCJR protocols.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014.
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Strategic Area 4 – Criminal Investigation

Criminal investigation of trafficking in human beings poses constant challenges,
both due to the complexity of the phenomenon and to its constant adaptability
and mutation.

This strategic area comprises five measures and it has as main goal the strength-
ening of the coordination between the different criminal police departments, at the
national and international level. This investment will enable more effective action
to dismantle trafficking networks.

The strategic goal of this area is:

• Developing mechanisms that promote a better coordination between the
different criminal police departments.



III PNPCTSH Measures
Responsible 
entity(ies)

Entities 
involved in 
the execution Goals Outcome indicators Schedule

NATIONAL PLANS 2014-2017
III National Plan to Prevent and Combat 
Trafficking in Human Beings 2014-2017 

43) To strengthen the coordination between national 
structures involved in combating trafficking in  
human beings and in information sharing.

44) To create a best practices handbook covering 
criminal investigation of trafficking in persons.

45) To encourage mutual cooperation in maintaining 
articulation between criminal police bodies in the 
exercise of their powers in matters of trafficking in 
human beings.

46) To develop intervention mechanisms for the improve-
ment of international police cooperation.

47) To make it mandatory to report to the OTSH court 
decisions regarding criminal proceedings of cases 
of trafficking in persons.

MAI/SEF

MAI
MJ

MAI
MJ
PGR

MAI
MJ

MAI/OTSH
MJ

Other ministries 

PGR

Information and knowledge exchange.

Involvement of the different criminal in-
vestigation entities in the definition of best 
practices for criminal investigation of THB.

Strengthening of the joint working be-
tween the different criminal police bodies.

Reinforcement of international police 
cooperation in the field of THB.

Deepening of knowledge about the 
investigations results and the respective 
legal cases. 

Conducting biannual meetings.

Number of meetings for the purpose 
of creating the handbook.
Publication of the handbook.

Number of situations identified for 
joint working by the criminal police 
bodies.
Number of proposals involving 
sharing of investigation made to the 
Public Ministry.

Report of results.

Changing Decree-Law No. 229/2008 
of 27 November.
Number of court decisions reported.
Including the data in the annual 
reports produced by the OTSH.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014-2015.

2016.

During the period 
of the plan.

2015 and 2017.

2014-2015.
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Strategic Area 5 – Cooperation

Interinstitutional cooperation arises in the III PNPCTSH as an autonomous
domain. The complexity of this phenomenon increasingly calls for the adoption
of common methodologies, both at the national and the international level.

Therefore, this strategic area comprising six measures aims to implement a more
coordinated intervention model, enhancing a more adequate and effective inter-
vention.

The strategic goal of this area is:

• Strengthening forms of cooperation between the different national and inter-
national bodies in combating trafficking in human beings.



III PNPCTSH Measures
Responsible 
entity(ies)

Entities 
involved in 
the execution Goals Outcome indicators Schedule

NATIONAL PLANS 2014-2017
III National Plan to Prevent and Combat 
Trafficking in Human Beings 2014-2017 

48) To organise meetings to exchange and share  
reflections on good practices among national and 
international stakeholders within the framework of 
crime investigation and prevention activities in the 
field of trafficking in human beings.

49) To develop projects in order to promote national 
and international cooperation in the fields of pre-
vention, protection and support to victims of traf-
ficking in human beings.

50) To actively participate in the European Union’s  
priority of combating trafficking in human beings.

51) To strengthen national and transnational reference 
intervention mechanisms in the field of trafficking in 
human beings within the framework of the CPLP 
countries.

52) To establish contact points for trafficking in human 
beings issues within the Portuguese embassies 
and/or consulates to facilitate assistance to national 
victims.

53) To devise a project to improve socially responsible 
practices, particularly in the fields of preventing 
and combating trafficking in human beings, in the 
context of the services provided by the Ministry of 
Economy and Portuguese companies operating 
outside the national territory.

MAI/SEF

PCM/CIG
MAI/SEF

MAI/SEF
MJ/PJ

PCM/CIG
Executive 
Secretariat of the 
CPLP

MNE

ME/DGAE/
AICEP, E.P.E.

All members of the 
working group.
International 
organisations.

All members of the 
working group.
RAPVT
International 
organisations.

MNE
MAI/GNR/PSP

All members of the 
working group.

Improvement of the interaction 
between national and international 
stakeholders.

Improvement of prevention, protection 
and support given to victims.

Accomplishment of the outlined action 
plans.

Improvement and harmonisation of 
the intervention mechanisms at the 
level of prevention, protection and 
support among the CPLP countries.

Implementation of easy and fast ac-
cess to Consular Emergency Centres 
in the countries where that service is 
available.

Elaboration of a dissemination project 
for socially responsible  manage-
ment of the services provided by the 
Ministry of Economy and Portuguese 
companies operating outside the 
national territory.

Number of meetings organised.

Number of projects developed.

Number of international meetings 
attended.

Number of participations in the 
elaboration of national plans in the 
area of THB.
Number of training programmes 
conducted.

Number of national victims identified 
and supported, broken down by sex.

Project presentation.
Number of services and companies 
involved in the project.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

During the period 
of the plan.

2014.
2017.
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ACRONYMS

ACIDI, I.P. — High Commissioner for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue

ACT — Working Conditions Authority

AICEP, E.P.E. — Portuguese Foreign Trade and Investment Agency

ANMP — National Association of Portuguese Municipalities

ARS, I.P. — Regional Health Administration

ASCJR — Health Act for Children and Youngsters at Risk

ASGVCV — Health Action on Gender, Violence and Life Cycle

CEJ — Centre for Judicial Studies

CIG — Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality

CNAI — National Immigrant Support Centres

CNPCJR — National Commission for the Protection of Children and

Youngsters at Risk

CPLP — Community of Portuguese Speaking Countries

CSM — Superior Council of Magistracy

DGAE — Directorate-General for Economic Activities

DGIE — Directorate-General for Infrastructures and Equipment

DGPJ — Directorate-General for Justice Policy

DGS — Directorate-General for Health

EPVA — Violence in Adults Prevention Teams

GNR — National Republican Guard

GRETA — Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings

IAPMEI, I.P. — Institute for the Support of Small and Medium-Sized

Enterprises and Innovation

IEFP, I.P. — Institute for Employment and Vocational Training

ISS, I.P. — Social Security Institute

MAI — Ministry of Internal Affairs

MAM — Ministry of Agriculture and Sea

MDN — Ministry of National Defense

ME — Ministry of Economy

MEC — Ministry of Education and Science

MJ — Ministry of Justice
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MNE — Ministry of Foreign Affairs

MS — Ministry of Health

MSESS — Ministry of Solidarity, Employment and Social Security

NACJR — Unit for the Support of Children and Youngsters at Risk

NHACJR — Hospital Unit for the Support of Children and Youngsters at Risk

IOM — International Organization for Migration

NGO — Non-Governmental Organisation

DNGO — Development Non-Governmental Organisation

UN — United Nations

OSCE — Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe

OTSH — Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings

PCM — Presidency of the Council of Ministers

PGR — Portuguese Attorney General's Office

PJ — Judicial Police

PSP — Public Security Police

RAPVT — Support and Protection Network for Victims of Trafficking

SEES — Secretary of State of Higher Education

SEF — Immigration and Borders Service

SET — Secretary of State of Tourism

THB — Trafficking in Human Beings

EU — European Union

UNODC — United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime
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Trafficking in human beings is the slavery of modern times and is one of the
gravest criminal phenomena confronting the international community.
Cooperation between the police forces, criminal policy bodies, judicial aut-
horities, governments and non-governmental organisations of different Sta-
tes is essential to prevent and suppress this phenomenon.
Trafficking in human beings undermines the cornerstone of our Constitu-
tion – the essential dignity of the human person – and is the cause of devas-
tating human tragedies. Combating it is a duty for all democratic States. 

Rui Pereira

MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR
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UNDERSTANDING TRAFFICKING 
IN PERSONS: FROM THE GLOBAL 

TO THE LOCAL

Paulo Machado

There is a paradox in modern societies which this collection of articles
seeks to highlight and explain. According to the available data, even
though the sources do not agree on the numbers, it is widely accepted
that trafficking in human beings, in its different forms, has been increas-
ing in the world; this, in a world that increasingly strives for collective
and individual freedoms, the self-determination of peoples and the up-
holding of human rights. Even when some leading social institutions (in
religious or ideological circles) appear to argue the opposite, we need to
be circumspect and recognise the trend in the social dynamic of everyday
life, the real impact of the globalisation of attitudes – contrasting with
old-established customs and practices, or even the legal system – in order
to understand that in terms of individual freedom, men and women any-
where, in any country or region, do not aspire to realities that are all that
different1.

1 See, on the subject of fertility, the research study by Youssef Courbage and Emmanuel Todd (2007),
Le rendez-vous des civilisations.
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The study commissioned from the research team at the Centre for So-
cial Studies of the University of Coimbra2, headed by Boaventura Sousa
Santos (Santos et al., 2008), raises the central question that underlies
these initial lines:

“Trafficking should not be seen exclusively as a problem of illegal im-
migration, with all political and legislative efforts directed to that end. It
calls for specific solutions that involve seeing it largely as a systematic vi-
olation of human rights rather than simply as a problem of frontier con-
trol and internal security” (p. 6).

As people trafficking is one of the crimes that has only recently been
the subject of legislation in Portugal3, it is worth examining how this so-
cial problem which represents the violation of a person’s freedom and
self-determination manifests itself. It is a violation that imperils the sanc-
tity of its victims’ physical and moral integrity, the paramount value of
free societies. The social problem of trafficking lies, therefore, in the very
significant (and almost always cruel) divergence between the protected
values and the acts committed.

According to a report of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR, 2008), the number of victims of trafficking totals
over 2.5 million a year, with sharp differences between regions of the
world and between countries. This is an unconfirmed estimate but one
which reflects the presumed scale of a problem that does not sit with the

2 This research study arose from a commission by the CAIM project. From March 2005 until its com-
pletion in 2009, the Ministry of the Interior maintained a development partnership (DP) called
CAIM – Cooperação-Acção-Investigação-Mundivisão [PT-2004-047] – led by the Commission for
Equality and Women’s Rights (CIDM). CAIM was a pilot project in the area of prostitution and traf-
ficking in women with a wide range of objectives. In addition to CIDM and the Ministry of the In-
terior, a number of other bodies participated in this DP, including the Ministry of Justice (MJ), the
International Organization for Migration (IOM), the Family Planning Association (AFP) and the
High Commission for Immigration and Ethnic Minorities (now ACIDI).

3 I refer to Article 160 of the Criminal Code (Law 59/2007 of 4 September ¬ Twenty-third amendment
to Criminal Code, approved by Decree-Law 400/82 of 23 September). Article 160 provides for the
prosecution of criminal conduct of the highest gravity involving sexual exploitation, forced labour
or organ extraction. The crime includes the offer, supply, enticement, acceptance, transport, housing
or sheltering of persons by the use of certain means. Where it involves minors, it is a crime if com-
mitted by any means, and is regarded as aggravated where serious measures are employed. Article
160 also creates new offences related to trafficking, such as the adoption of minors for reward, the
use of the services or organs of trafficked persons and the withholding, concealment, damage or de-
struction of identity or travel documents.
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supreme value we attach to the freedom of individuals. It also reflects al-
most exactly the world distribution of poverty and social inequality if we
consider the regions of origin of most victims of trafficking. The 1st Na-
tional Anti-Trafficking in Human Beings Plan lists some of the causes
that feed this crime: “(...) problematical causes and consequences: organ-
ised crime, sexual exploitation and forced labour, the endemic asymme-
tries between the more developed and more needy countries, gender and
human rights issues, the breakdown of family and community support”.

It is true that this monstrous estimate includes situations as diverse
as the kidnapping of children to work as beggars in Asian cities, the en-
ticement of African women for prostitution in European port cities or
the exploitation of South American workers forced to work for no wages
and held against their will on haciendas (farms), many of them producing
drugs. But at the end of the day, are they all that different? What social
processes lead to some being unprotected and at the mercy of their tor-
mentors?

Despite a shared universal humanity that condemns these expressions
of interpersonal violence – because it is violence that we are dealing with
when we talk about people trafficking – a shared humanity that over-
comes political, ideological or religious differences, the stealing of vic-
tims’ freedom continues to occur.

Many societies have been revising their legal remedies, including
criminal remedies, in order to combat these criminal practices more ef-
fectively. Overarching these, the international community has armed it-
self with potent instruments (conventions, treaties, international police
and judicial cooperation agreements) which imply a concerted strategic
and procedural approach on a global scale, precisely because they are
shaped by the fundamental principles of universal and non-negotiable
human rights.

Concomitantly, concerns in the areas of prevention of these crimes
and support for its victims have resulted in a varied range of public re-
sponses, accompanied by initiatives and effective collaboration by a wide
range of non-governmental organisations.

Portugal is no exception in this. The adoption in early 2008 by the As-
sembly of the Republic (Resolution 1/2008 of 14 January) of the Council
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of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings,
which expressly states the need to implement mechanisms to monitor
anti-trafficking activities, demonstrates that Portugal is aligned with the
international agenda and that it understands the changes that have been
observed in some of the most inhumane types of crime. As usual, the
(mistaken) view that Portugal, by its nature, is immune from or not sus-
ceptible to certain types of crime, in particular serious crime, because its
peripheral geographical situation and its compassionate traditions, facil-
itates the occurrence of cross-border crime and, above all, inhibits a firm
and formal cultural rejection of the behaviours which feed this crime.

The prevention of human trafficking, an imperative of civilization, is
not compatible with calculations of probability, nor does its particular
harm allow for any margins of error. The first and biggest of all errors
may be the absence of a clear criminal definition that reflects the range
of purposes and processes that characterise it. The amendment of the
Criminal Code following the publication of Law 59/2007 of 4 September,
as already mentioned, criminalised trafficking in persons (Article 160 of
the Code) for the purposes of sexual exploitation, forced labour or organ
removal. The crime includes the offer, supply, enticement, acceptance,
transport, housing or sheltering of persons by the use of certain means.
Where it involves minors, it is a crime if committed by any means, and is
regarded as aggravated where serious measures are employed. Article
160 also creates new offences related to trafficking, such as the adoption
of minors for reward, the use of the services or organs of trafficked per-
sons and the withholding, concealment, damage or destruction of identity
or travel documents.

Law 23/2007 of 4 July – on the entry, residence, departure and ex-
pulsion of aliens from national territory had already provided (in its Sec-
tion V) for the granting of residence permits to victims of human
trafficking or of the facilitation of illegal immigration who cooperate with
the authorities: in this respect, transposing Council Directive
2004/81/EC of 29 April. Decree-Law 368/2007 and Regulatory Decree
84/2007, both of 5 November, set out for that purpose the definition of
trafficking victim. The establishment of this definition is all the more im-
portant insofar as the provisions are, in the words of the legislation, es-
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sential to the prosecution of human trafficking networks without, how-
ever, adopting a utilitarian definition, in that it seeks to protect the alien
as a victim of a serious crime of violation of human rights (see Regulatory
Decree 84/2007 of 5 November: p. 8010). Furthermore, the legal concept
of a trafficked person as a mere illegal immigrant is dropped, a perspec-
tive owed to the Warsaw Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings approved by the Council of Europe.

Irrespective of its intended purpose and the means employed, traf-
ficking in persons is a criminal practice which violates the fundamental
principles of societies that value human dignity and self-determination
and which legally guarantee universally accepted human rights. Further-
more, human trafficking most particularly violates the victims and is
often associated with a wide array of other crimes, both against people
and economic, against society. Unlike other crimes, trafficking in persons
is rarely idiopathic and is governed by the logic of organised crime, feed-
ing on and feeding other antisocial behaviours, either criminal or simply
misdemeanours.

Something that also appears highly paradoxical is its bifid nature –
based on networks that act on a transnational scale yet manifesting itself
at the stage of the direct exploitation of victims on a local scale. In other
words, the movement of the victim across jurisdictions, as determined
by the rationale of the trafficking scheme, is followed by different sorts
and intensities of direct local complicity fuelled by the connivance of the
unscrupulous entrepreneur (in the case of trafficking for forced labour),
the pimp and (so often) the “client” himself (in the case of persons traf-
ficked for sexual exploitation).

However, this direct local complicity is not merely material and can
manifest itself in a more diffuse way and in the form of a community
moral deficit wherever the existence of well-founded suspicions about
places of entertainment or work situations is not matched in practice by
demand for official social control and public denunciation of criminal ac-
tivities.

I want to suggest in this reflection that the crime of trafficking in per-
sons which, like any other crime, is the result of human behaviour at an
individual or group level, may be better understood (and thus prevented)
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if and when the socio-ecological factors that underlie it and which are
manifested on a more aggregate scale are identified. Strictly speaking,
this understanding will come from the nexuses that we can establish be-
tween the individuals (perpetrators, accomplices, victims, witnesses) and
their ecological environment.

The social ecology of crime demonstrates that certain types of crime
occur more frequently (with greater probability) in certain social and
physical contexts than in others, because the former possess character-
istics which, under various conditions, can be regarded as congruent with
or permissive – or even predictive – of this criminality.

Although one should not lose sight of the fact that the commission of
any crime is the responsibility of its agent(s), it is vital to recognise that,
personal factors aside, criminal acts are strongly influenced by the inter-
actions that those responsible for such acts establish with the physical
environment, with other people, with different social groups, and also by
their assessment of the risk involved in breaching social norms and soci-
ety’s cultural values. This is a crucial issue that allows us to separate, con-
ceptually, action on a global scale, particularly through a broad awareness
that is graphic about the risks that potential victims run – but which can
include investigative practices married to international police coopera-
tion and the key support of NGOs – and repression on a local scale, dic-
tated by this dramatic truth: there are no victims without a context of
victimisation, in which lies the evidence of (at least some of) the perpe-
trators and accomplices.

In communities that are more permissive of the violation of social
norms, which give less weight to fundamental human rights, or in which
civic causes – particularly those relating to combating illegal labour or
sexual exploitation – have less impact, the risk assessment made by the
agents of these crimes will be less unfavourable. That assessment is
largely about the specific place and not about the transnational dimension
of the crime committed, although the latter should inform (and be in-
formed by) what we could call procedural uniformity on victimisation.

In this sense, statistical harmonisation efforts are of particular impor-
tance, as evidenced (and put into practice) by the EU project “Trafficking
in Human Beings, Data Collection and Harmonised Information Man-
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agement Systems – DCIM EU”4 co-funded by the European Commission
and directed by the Department of the Interior.

Another delicate issue in the understanding that we need to have of
the crime of trafficking is about not confusing crime statistics with the
reality of crime. This is a caveat which is not only valid for human traf-
ficking, but which is especially true of this crime. 

The available data report the number of recorded crimes (see Table
1), which totalled 82 occurrences in the last two years. Given its particular
gravity and the criminal policy guidelines, and having regard to the spe-
cial powers of the Judicial Police, it is not surprising that it was this police
force which recorded the largest number of reported crimes.

4 The overall objective of the project, which was completed in 2010, was to contribute to improving
the quality and reliability of data on human trafficking in the four countries that participated in the
project (the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and Portugal) in the areas of prevention, protection
and prosecution. More specifically,
• to develop common criteria for data and information collection on 1) the victims of trafficking and

2) the alleged/convicted traffickers and the criminal justice process;
• to prepare a manual for the collection of anti-trafficking data, including indicators/variables for

the collection of data on victims and data on traffickers and tools for the collection, treatment and
analysis of the two sets of indicators/variables;

• to create a basis for the efficient collection and analysis of data on human trafficking;
• to install and test suitable software for the collection of data on victims and data on traffickers/legal

and court data in Portugal.

TABLE 1: Human trafficking crimes recorded by police

forces 

Year 2009 2008

Recording Entity No. of Crimes No. of Crimes

Public Security Police 9 10

Judicial Police 18 16

National Republican Guard 10 15

Total 39 43

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice
Last update on: 18/02/2010 



In terms of victims (see Table 2), it is worth stressing that in the last
two years about one third were below the age of 25, a proportion that in-
creases considerably if we only look at 2009. This finding is particularly
disturbing because it highlights the importance of implementing preven-
tive awareness actions targeted at young people, both in the countries of
origin and destination countries of victims.

Similarly, matching the comments I made previously regarding a com-
prehensive approach to trafficking crime, which manifests itself at dif-
ferent levels of social reality from global to local, it should be pointed out
that there are regional differences revealed by the data in Table 3 which
make the territory (i.e. the communities within it) an explanatory vari-
able of the phenomenon and its expression on the ground.

The same multilevel approach can benefit our understanding of the
data in Tables 4 and 5, from which we can see that the crime of trafficking
is typified by its multiple connections with other criminal activities, lend-
ing it added complexity. In other words, investigating the crime of traf-
ficking means understanding that other criminal activity may, under
certain conditions, conceal this heinous crime, which does not manifest

16

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice
..... Nil result/protected by statistical confidentiality
N/S Not stated
Last update on: 12/04/2010 

TABLE 2: Injured/aggrieved parties and victims

(individuals) involved in human trafficking crimes

recorded by police forces, by age group in 2008 

and 2009  

Year 2009 2008

Age Group No. of persons No. of persons 
involved involved

Total 38 29

16-24 17 5

Over 24 19 21

N/S ..... .....
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itself in isolation or randomly. I am referring to crimes against human
life and against physical integrity, economic crimes and crimes against
property, among others.

Here too, we can rely on the etiological process of trafficking which
we can formulate from the data on victims of trafficking for sexual ex-
ploitation (which are recorded by the Observatory on Trafficking in
Human Beings – OTHB). This helps us to understand the transnational
dimension which characterises the majority of reported cases and the
difficulty of taking preventive or repressive action in the stages that make
up the victim’s route, in fact until the exploitation of the victim manifests
and declares itself. The transnational nature of the crime, because it is
supported by networks which are often organised on a worldwide scale,
also makes liaison with international organisations to improve knowl-
edge and share indispensable information. It is essential to assemble in-
formation gathered from various players ranging from the police and
criminal justice authorities to victim support agencies, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and international organisations.
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TABLE 3: Agents/suspects and defendants (individuals) identified in connection

with recorded human trafficking crimes, by NUT in 2008 and 2009

Year 2009                  2008

NUT I NUT II NUT III No. of No. of 
agents agents

Total 55 60

North Cávado 3 4

Ave .... ....

Greater Porto 7 5

Douro .... ....

Continental Centre Baixo Vouga 4 ....

Portugal
Baixo Mondego 9 13

Pinhal Litoral .... ....

Dão-Lafões .... ....

Serra da Estrela .... ....

Beira Interior Norte 8 ....

Oeste .... ....

Lisbon Setúbal Peninsula 5 ....

Alentejo Baixo Alentejo 3 3

Algarve .... 4

Azores Autonomous Region .... ....

Madeira Autonomous Region .... 4

N/A N/A N/A 11 18

s

unaccompanied
travel

DIAGRAM 1: Etiology of the trafficking process

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice.  Last update on: 18/02/2010 
N/S – Not stated.   N/A – Not applicable
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TABLE 4: Other crimes associated with prosecution proceedings for the crimes

of trafficking in persons, trafficking in persons and procuring, facilitating

illegal immigration and procurement of illegal labour in 2008

Sexual abuse of children/dependent minors
Breach of trust
Homosexual sexual acts with adolescents
Threats or coercion
Procurement of illegal labour
Conspiracy
Facilitating illegal immigration
Money laundering
Copyright infringement
Conversion/transfer or dissimulation of goods/products
Gambling crimes
Firearms-related crimes
Unlawful possession of firearms
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Making false statements/other
Aggravated burglary
Spousal/partner abuse
Abuse of minor/helpless person
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Other pecuniary crimes
Other crimes of perversion of justice
Kidnapping/abduction/hostage taking
Explosive substances/weapons
Trafficking in minute quantities/trafficking-consumption
of low gravity
Trafficking/illegal activities (including planning)
Violation/destruction of official seals and documents/unlawful
practice of a profession

Threats or coercion
Procurement of illegal labour
Conspiracy to facilitate illegal immigration
Conspiracy
Simple and aggravated fraud
Counterfeiting currency/securities/others
Gambling crimes
Electoral crimes
Firearms-related crimes
Unlawful possession of firearms
Issue of unfunded cheques
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Making false statements/other
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Sheltering/material assistance to a criminal
Trafficking in persons and procuring

Threats or coercion
Facilitating illegal immigration
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Other pecuniary crimes

Facilitating illegal immigration
Unlawful possession of firearms
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Other pecuniary crimes
Trafficking in persons and procuring

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice

Trafficking in persons
and procuring

Facilitating illegal 
immigration

Conspiracy to facilitate
illegal immigration

Procurement 
of illegal labour
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To sum up, we can state that:

1. Combating the crime of trafficking in human beings, in all its forms,
is an ethical, moral and political imperative.

2. For the organisations that have the responsibility and powers to
carry it out, it is a responsibility to which we must devote our great-
est efforts.

3. The difficulties are, however, immense. They are related mainly to
the opacity of the phenomenon since it involves an invisible section
of the population.

TABLE 5: Defendants in criminal prosecutions in courts of first instance for

crimes of trafficking in persons, procuring and trafficking in minors, procuring/

trafficking in persons, facilitating illegal immigration, conspiracy to facilitate

illegal immigration, procurement of illegal labour, and trafficking in persons

and procuring, by crime, in 2008

Year 2008

Total 235

Trafficking in persons Trafficking in persons ....

Trafficking in persons and procuring Trafficking in persons 4
Procuring 181
Attempted procuring ....
Aggravated procuring 3

Procuring and trafficking in minors Procuring/trafficking in minors 5
Aggravated procuring/trafficking in minors ....

Facilitating illegal immigration Facilitating illegal immigration 27
Attempted facilitation of illegal immigration ....
Aggravated facilitation of illegal immigration 3

Conspiracy to facilitate illegal 
immigration Conspiracy to facilitate illegal immigration ....

Procurement of illegal labour Procurement of illegal labour 5

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice

Notes: 

a) The counting of defendants is based on the most serious crime alleged against them 

b) As from 2007, statistical data about proceedings in courts of first instance have been collected

from the courts’ computerised information system and represent the situation of the proceedings

recorded in that system. 

c) Data updated on 12-04-2010

.... Nil result/protected by statistical confidentiality
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4. Added to this is the fact that trafficking victims, because they are
normally in situations of extreme vulnerability, are often unable to
report the crime of which they are the target.

5. The difficulty in collecting information about the problem of
human trafficking also reflects the diversity of information sources,
which can be either public bodies and civil society organisations
with different action objectives, such as the investigation, preven-
tion and control of those who profit from this crime and the sup-
port and protection of their victims.

6. Notwithstanding the problems that have been identified, we are
now far better prepared than we were only a few years ago to tackle
a crime that shocks us as human beings.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
IN THE PREVENTION OF HUMAN

TRAFFICKING

Joana Daniel-Wrabetz

“We have not even managed to stem the tide
And more people are being trafficked than ever before” 1

After J.’s mother and brother died, her father sent his daughter, who was
only 8 years old at the time, to work as a domestic servant. J. worked 18
hours a day but was never paid. She slept in the veranda and ate leftovers.
Very often she wasn’t given anything to eat at all. They frequently beat her,
mainly when she was trying to rest. When the lady of the house was not at
home she was raped by her boss (guardian). She was not allowed to go out,
but even if she were, she wouldn’t have had anywhere to go. She did not
know if her father was still alive. Some years later J. received help from a
local NGO2.

When A. was 8 years old, a man took her and her sisters to a neighbou-
ring country and forced them to beg on the streets until they were adoles-
cents, when he sold them to a prostitution network. If she did not bring a
certain amount of money every day, she was beaten. At the age of 14, A. ran
away and ended up in the hands of the local authorities. She was taken to

1 Kyung-Wha Kang, Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights, on the occasion of the thematic
debate on the Trafficking of Human Beings, 62nd UN General Assembly, GA/10712, 3 June 2008

2 Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons.Trafficking in Persons Report 2009. 
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an orphanage but was not allowed to go to school since she did not have any
identification documents. A few months later she ran away from the orp-
hanage and got involved with a pimp who forced her to work as a prostitute
for local men and tourists. This girl was recently arrested on charges of drug
possession. She will probably spend the next two years in a juvenile prison,
where she will finally learn to read and write3.

1. Human trafficking as a contemporary form of inhumanity

Human trafficking is a heinous crime that goes beyond geographical,
social, cultural and religious barriers, destroying the lives of thousands
of people in various countries, while generating millions of euros in prof-
its for traffickers and exploiters. 

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just with re-
gard to illegal “transportation”, as in the case of clandestine immigration.
The term “human trafficking” encompasses a far more pernicious reality,
which is the abuse, exploitation and enslavement of individuals.

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just the traf-
ficking in women and children4 for sexual exploitation, which is un-
doubtedly one of the most serious forms of this phenomenon and that
which receives the most attention from the media. It is equally important
to acknowledge other forms of human trafficking such as trafficking in
individuals to harvest their organs and the trafficking of youths to carry
out robberies, the trafficking in children for adoption and begging, traf-
ficking for labour exploitation in its various dimensions: in the agricul-
tural sector, the textile industry, the hotel industry, civil construction,
restaurants, domestic work… the list is unfortunately a long one.

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just a subject
that is the sole responsibility of the borders and aliens services, police
forces and some organisations that specialise in this area, but rather
something that affects us directly. It is the exploitation of individuals that
may be next to us, whose freedom and protection could be in our hands
if we are well informed and if we know how to identify the signs.

3 Idem.
4 UNICEF has calculated that some 1.2 million women and children are trafficked every year.
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Even though various legal instruments have been adopted at national
and international level since the 1990s in order to combat this crime and
despite the innumerable protocols and conventions that have been signed
in this regard, legislation in this area is still fairly limited in many coun-
tries. The number of cases in which traffickers/organised crime gangs
have been convicted – or convicted with severe penalties – is hence still
not very significant, thus conveying the message that crime pays. Traf-
ficking in persons is considered to be the third most profitable business
after arms and drug trafficking. A business where a human being is
looked upon as a mere reusable and always profitable “commodity”. In
the words of a trafficker: You can buy a woman for $10,000 and you can
earn your money back in a week if she is young and beautiful. Then all the
rest is profit5. According to a recent study by the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) entitled “Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings
2008”, there are about 12.3 million victims of forced labour, of which 2.4
million are trafficked, generating annual profits of 32 billion US dollars
for their traffickers6. 

Cooperation in the fight against trafficking in human beings is done
at national, regional and transnational level. The States that have a na-
tional structure to coordinate initiatives or a national plan to combat traf-
ficking in persons have an institutional structure that ensures
cooperation between the various enforcement agencies that exist in the
country. In the case of Portugal, this cooperation has been framed within
the I National Action Plan against Trafficking in Human beings
(2007/2010). The various mechanisms for cooperation specify the roles
and responsibilities of the different agencies and are especially useful in
cases where a given individual has been identified as a victim of traffick-
ing and consequently needs to be accompanied by various agencies, ac-
cording to the diverse forms of assistance7. In the absence of formal

5 MALAREK, Victor, The Natashas. Inside the New Global Sex Trade. New York: Arcada Publishing.
Quoted in SOUSA SANTOS, Boaventura et al. Tráfico de Mulheres em Portugal para fins de Explora-
ção Sexual, Gender Studies Collection No. 5, CIG, Lisbon, 2008, pp 35-36.

6 ILO – “Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings”, 2008, p.1.
7 The role of the various support systems in the OSCE participating States is described in the publi-

cation: National Referral Mechanisms: Joining Efforts to Protect the Rights of Trafficked Persons: A
Practical Handbook, Warsaw, 2004. http://www.osce.org/publications/odihr/2004/05/12351_131_
en.pdf
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coordination mechanisms, a concerted action between the various agen-
cies involved in combating trafficking in persons has developed in a
slower and more difficult manner8. 

Since this is a crime that is characterised by its transnational compo-
nent – involving countries of origin, transit and destination –, no nation
will be successful acting alone. Recognising the need for cooperation is
the first step towards formalising this very same cooperation. In order
for this cooperation to bear results, it needs to be based on concerted ac-
tion between various agents and to be implemented at all levels, nation-
ally as well as internationally: cooperation between States, police and
judicial forces, institutions providing support to victims, international
governmental and non-governmental organisations, the private sector
and the media, encompassing the three main areas in terms of combating
trafficking in persons: Preventing Trafficking, Protecting Victims and
Convicting Traffickers. 

2. Knowing how to spread the message of prevention 

Various legal instruments call for international cooperation as an es-
sential element in terms of combating trafficking in human beings, defin-
ing minimum parameters for protecting victims and criminalizing the
offenders, stressing the great importance of developing preventive meas-
ures. It is this latter aspect that is the subject of this text. What is meant
by preventing trafficking in human beings? Are there sufficient informa-
tion campaigns in this regard? How can one evaluate the effectiveness of
such campaigns? What indicators are used to assess results? Is counting
the number of pamphlets distributed, as has been suggested in some na-
tional plans to combat trafficking in human beings, a reliable indicator
of the success of preventive measures? Various projects have likewise
been suggested in the area of social and economic development, but there
is still a dearth of analyses of results that could indicate which measure
is more effective and in what circumstances. This text will not provide

8 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, “Responses to Trafficking in Persons: International Norms Translated into Ac-
tion at the National and Regional Levels” in An Introduction to Human Trafficking: Vulnerability,
Impact and Action”, UN.GIFT Background Paper for the Vienna Forum, 2008, p.113.
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the answers for all these questions, which require a more in-depth and
careful study, but it seeks to pave the way for a debate in this area. 

Firstly, this study will provide a summary of the existing legal frame-
work at international level, with an emphasis on the role of transnational
cooperation and the development of preventive measures to combat traf-
ficking in human beings. It will then focus on the role of some interna-
tional organisations in terms of promoting partnerships, highlighting
some of the more significant initiatives, ranging from campaigns to more
specific training projects. Finally, the third part of this study will analyse
the effectiveness of preventive methods currently implemented and will
examine the question of vulnerability. 

3. Framing prevention in legal terms

The documents presented herein were chosen on account of their rel-
evance in terms of calling for international cooperation and their empha-
sis on preventive methods to combat trafficking in human beings.  

At the level of the United Nations (UN), a number of very relevant
documents have been adopted, with particular reference to the United
Nations Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime, which was
adopted on 15 November 2000 and came into force on 29 September
2003, and the aim of which is to promote cooperation in order to prevent
and combat transnational organised crime more effectively (Art. 1). The
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention
Against Transnational Organised Crime9, more commonly known as the
Palermo Protocol, seeks to prevent and combat trafficking in persons,
paying particular attention to women and children, to protect and assist
the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights,
and to promote cooperation among States Parties in order to meet those
objectives (Art. 2). The Palermo Protocol also contains a chapter exclu-
sively devoted to “Prevention, cooperation and other measures”, of which
particular reference is made to Article 9, as transcribed below:

9 Adopted on 15-11-2003, and came into force on 25-12-2003. 



The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, on
the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography highlights
the importance of cooperation and international coordination between
national authorities, international non-governmental organisations and
international organisations, (Art. 6 and Art. 10 §2 and §3), emphasising
the importance of “strengthening international cooperation in order to
address the root causes, such as poverty and underdevelopment, con-
tributing to the vulnerability of children to the sale of children, child
prostitution, child pornography and child sex tourism” (Art. 10 §3)10.
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Article 9
Prevention of trafficking in persons

1. States Parties shall establish comprehensive policies, programmes and other
measures:

a) To prevent and combat trafficking in persons; and 
b) To protect victims of trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, from revictimization.

2. States Parties shall endeavour to undertake measures such as research, in-
formation and mass media campaigns and social and economic initiatives to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons. 

3. Policies, programmes and other measures established in accordance with this
article shall, as appropriate, include cooperation with non-governmental or-
ganizations, other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society.

4. States Parties shall take or strengthen measures, including through bilateral
or multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that make persons, espe-
cially women and children, vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, under-
development and lack of equal opportunity. 

5. States Parties shall adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures, such as
educational, social or cultural measures, including through bilateral and mul-
tilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploi-
tation of persons, especially women and children, which leads to trafficking.

10 Full text available at: http://www.unicef.pt/docs/pdf/protocolo_facultativo_venda_de_criancas.pdf
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In the same perspective, the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Eli-
mination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (No. 182, 1999) considers
“the worst forms of child labour” to be  “(…) all forms of slavery or practices
similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children (…)” (Art. 3 a)
and calls for the adoption of “appropriate steps to assist one another in gi-
ving effect to the provisions of this Convention through enhanced interna-
tional cooperation and/or assistance including support for social and
economic development, poverty eradication programmes and universal
education”11 (Art. 8). 

The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings12, signed in Warsaw on 16 May 2005 (also known as the
Warsaw Convention) and in force since January 2008, devotes Chapter
VI to “International Cooperation and Cooperation with Civil Society”13,
and Chapter II to “Prevention, Cooperation and Other Measures”, of
which Articles 5 and 6 are particularly relevant and are therefore tran-
scribed below:

CHAPTER II
Prevention, cooperation and other measures

Article 5
Prevention of trafficking in human beings

1. Each Party shall take measures to establish or strengthen national co-ordi-
nation between the various bodies responsible for preventing and combating
trafficking in human beings.

2. Each Party shall establish and/or strengthen effective policies and program-
mes to prevent trafficking in human beings, by such means as: research, in-
formation, awareness raising and education campaigns, social and economic
initiatives and training programmes, in particular for persons vulnerable to
trafficking and for professionals concerned with trafficking in human beings.

11 Full text available at: http://www.ilo.org/public/portugue/region/eurpro/lisbon/pdf/conv_182.pdf
12 Full text available at: http://www.dgpj.mj.pt/sections/relacoes-internacionais/copy_of_anexos/ 

convencao-do-conselho-da
13 According to Chapter VI, Art. 32, “The Parties shall co-operate with each other (…) for the purpose of:

a) preventing and combating trafficking in human beings; b) protecting and providing assistance to vic-
tims; c) investigations or proceedings concerning criminal offences established in accordance with this
Convention”.
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This Convention also sets up an international group to monitor its im-
plementation, the Group of Experts on Action Against Trafficking in
Human Beings (GRETA).

Especially worthy of note is the OSCE (Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe) Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human
Beings14, in which Chapter IV is devoted to prevention. Apart from the

3. Each Party shall promote a Human Rights-based approach and shall use gen-
der mainstreaming and a child-sensitive approach in the development, im-
plementation and assessment of all the policies and programmes referred to
in paragraph 2.

4. Each Party shall take appropriate measures, as may be necessary, to enable
migration to take place legally, in particular through dissemination of accu-
rate information by relevant offices, on the conditions enabling the legal entry
in and stay on its territory.

5. Each Party shall take specific measures to reduce children’s vulnerability to
trafficking, notably by creating a protective environment for them.

6. Measures established in accordance with this article shall involve, where ap-
propriate, non-governmental organisations, other relevant organisations and
other elements of civil society committed to the prevention of trafficking in
human beings and victim protection or assistance. 

Article 6
Measures to discourage the demand

To discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, espe-
cially women and children, that leads to trafficking, each Party shall adopt or
strengthen legislative, administrative, educational, social, cultural or other mea-
sures including:

a) research on best practices, methods and strategies; 
b) raising awareness of the responsibility and important role of media
and civil society in identifying the demand as one of the root causes of traf-
ficking in human beings;  
c) target information campaigns involving, as appropriate, inter alia, public
authorities and policy makers;
d) preventive measures, including educational programmes for boys and
girls during their schooling, which stress the unacceptable nature of discri-
mination based on sex, and its disastrous consequences, the importance of
gender equality and the dignity and integrity of every human being.

14 Decision No. 557 of 24 July 2003. Full text available at:
http://www.osce.org/press_rel/2003/pdf_documents/07-3447-pc1.pdf
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measures to be implemented by each participating State, the Plan also
focus on those to be followed within the organisation itself. Similarly, the
Ministerial Declaration on Trafficking in Human Beings, adopted in
Oporto in 2002, recognises the need to address the “root causes of traf-
ficking and to reduce the economic and social inequalities and disadvanta-
ges, which also provoke illegal migration, and which may be exploited by
organised criminal networks for their profit”15. This document further ac-
knowledges the need to fight corruption, which facilitates the prolifera-
tion of criminal networks. The involvement of the Office of the
Coordinator of OSCE Economic and Environmental Activities is viewed
as the best way of addressing all economic aspects of trafficking in human
beings. While recognising that “in countries of destination, demand for the
activities of persons trafficked for the purposes of sexual exploitation, forced
labour, slavery or other practices similar to slavery is an integral factor in
trafficking in human beings”, they urged “countries of destination to take
measures to effectively address such a demand as a key element in their
strategy for effectively preventing and combating trafficking in human
beings, and to exercise zero tolerance towards sexual exploitation, slavery
and all forms of exploitation of forced labour, irrespective of its nature”16. 

In the European Union (EU), various initiatives aimed at harmonising
efforts to combat trafficking in persons were begun during the early
1990s. Council Framework Decision of 19 July 2002 on Combating Traf-
ficking in Human Beings laid down minimum measures to be adopted by
each Member State. At a joint conference held in September 2002, the
European Commission and the International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) adopted the Brussels Declaration on Preventing and Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings17, together with a series of recommendations
to be adopted by the Member States of the European Union. Conse-
quently, the European Commission set up a group of 20 experts (“Experts
Group on Trafficking in Human Beings”), which published a report in De-
cember 2004, containing 132 recommendations for measures to be

15 Full text available at: http://www.osce.org/documents/odihr/2002/12/2107_en.pdf
16 Idem.
17 Full text available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2003:137:

0001:0009:EN:PDF
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adopted by Member States, of which 45 measures pertain to the issue of
prevention18. It is likewise important to highlight the European Union Ac-
tion Plan19, adopted in December 2005, on best practices, standards and
procedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human beings.

Finally, mention should also be made of actions promoted in other re-
gions via intergovernmental organisations such as the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS)20, which have signed various declara-
tions condemning trafficking and have adopted action plans in order to
improve cooperation and the coordination of their member States’ efforts
to stop trafficking in human beings21. The ECOWAS Secretariat has pub-
lished an “Initial Plan of Action against Trafficking in Persons” (2002-
2003) and, together with the Economic Community of Central African
States (ECCAS), launched a “Joint Plan of Action against Trafficking in
Persons, especially Women and Children in West and Central Africa”
(2006-2009). In its turn, a high-level ASEAN meeting on Transnational
Crime was followed by a declaration that focused particularly on the
criminal justice system and its responses to combat trafficking in human
beings22.

As can be seen, there is a vast array of legal instruments that highlight
the importance of developing partnerships in the area of prevention as a
crucial factor in terms of combating human trafficking. Various measures
have been suggested, with a special emphasis on measures that seek to
reduce poverty, underdevelopment and inequalities, considered to be the
primary causes of vulnerability. The following chapter seeks to demon-
strate the passage from theory to practice. How are these instruments,
rules and directives put into practice? Who does what at the level of pre-

18 See Chapter IV– Root Causes for Trafficking, Points 43 to 88.
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/doc_centre/crime/trafficking/doc/report_expert_group_1204_
en.pdf 

19 Official Journal C 311 of 09.12.2005. Full text available at: 
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52005XG1209(01):EN:NOT

20 Assistance for the Implementation of the ECOWAS Plan of Action against trafficking in Persons:
Training Manual (New York, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2006),
http:www.unodc.org

21 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, op.cit,  p.107.
22 ASEAN, Responses to Trafficking: Ending Impunity for Traffickers and Securing Justice for Victims

Jakarta, ASEAN, 2006, p.1 .
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vention? A few examples will be cited so as to illustrate the various strate-
gies and measures currently underway in this critical area of preventing
trafficking in human beings. 

4. Prevention: How? Partnerships to Prevent Human 
Trafficking

Vienna, 23 July 200923 – A court in the

city of Accra, the capital of Ghana, created

history recently when it sentenced three

Chinese human traffickers to 41 years in

prison. The traffickers recruited women in

China – sometimes from their own commu-

nities – by offering them jobs in restaurants

in Ghana. Upon arriving in that country the

women would discover that these restau-

rants did not exist. They would be deprived

of their travel documents and they became

victims of sexual exploitation.  

The traffickers were arrested by Ghana’s

Anti-Trafficking Unit within the Criminal In-

vestigation Department (CID), after a jour-

nalist published an investigative report.  

The police officer who headed the ac-

tion, Patience Quaye, had attended the

“train-the-trainer” programme (a UNODC

training programme) and other activities

aimed at improving the pro-active capacity

of criminal justice against human trafficking

in Ghana (…).

The work of Ghana’s Anti-Human Traf-

ficking Unit represents a landmark for enti-

ties working in the field of criminal justice in

this nation. This intelligence investigation is

a promising example for criminal justice of-

ficials, not just in West Africa but also in

other regions around the world, by resulting

in a prison sentence and a subsequent case

against members of an international organ-

ised network of human traffickers (…).

The exemplary work of the Anti-Human

Trafficking Unit and the National Task Force

also highlights the need for UNODC to con-

tinue to provide technical assistance – as

was received by Mr. Quaye – in order to

strengthen the capacity of enforcing agen-

cies to combat human trafficking in West

Africa and to protect the victims of the

trade.  

IN A HISTORIC DECISION, 
GHANA SENTENCES 
HUMAN TRAFFICKERS
Three Chinese were sentenced to 41 years in prison for trafficking Asian
women into West Africa

23 This article was published on the UNODC’s Brazilian website:
http://www.unodc.org/brazil/pt/ASCOM_20090723_02.html
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News reports such as the one transcribed above are increasingly com-
mon and it is necessary to view them from two distinct perspectives. If,
on the one hand, they reveal the heinous nature of this crime, in this spe-
cific case the trafficking of women for sexual exploitation, on the other
hand they also disseminate the successes that are gradually being
achieved in terms of combating these crimes and dismantling criminal
organisations. Upon reading this news item, it is clear that there were
some aspects that proved to be essential for the success of this operation:
in the first place, at the level of the media, the interest of an investigative
journalist. Then, the existence of an Anti-Human Trafficking Unit within
the Criminal Investigation Department with specific training pro-
grammes for police officers, the result of cooperation with the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC: “train-the-trainer” pro-
gramme), which promotes “capacity building with regard to investigation,
the protection of victims and witnesses, procedural issues, public awareness
raising and the prevention of human trafficking, as well as fomenting in-
ternational cooperation”25. Finally, the independence of a judge who was
aware of this issue, who did not judge the victims for illegal immigration
but instead sentenced the real culprits26.

So what is the relevance of this example in the context of prevention?
Despite the enormous and undeniable success of this operation, isn’t this
example essentially the result of a lack of prevention? What could have
been done to prevent these women (recruited from the traffickers’ own
communities, with a job offer to work in restaurants in Ghana) from

25 “Em decisão histórica, Gana sentencia traficantes de seres humanos”, Vienna, 23 July 2009, UNODC:
http://www.unodc.org/brazil/pt/ASCOM_20090723_02.html.

26 According to the Palermo Protocol: “‘Trafficking in persons’ shall mean the recruitment, transporta-
tion, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of
the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploita-
tion of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; b) The consent of a victim of trafficking
in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant
where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used; c) The recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered ‘trafficking
in persons’ even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article; d)
‘Child’ shall mean any person under eighteen years of age”.
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falling into the snares of criminal networks, such as the one described
here, and being sexually exploited?

Beginning with the first issue, apart from obviously rescuing the
women in question, the success of this operation conveys the message to
traffickers that “crime doesn’t pay”, that the risks involved (thanks to the
growing involvement of the media and the competence of police agents,
amongst other factors) do not justify the profits that can be obtained.
There is a growing interest and commitment to put an end to this
scourge. As for the second and third questions, unfortunately the answer
is not so simple, since one does not know the reasons that induced each
of these women to accept this employment offer. Was it poverty? Was it
vulnerability? Was it an escape from a complicated family situation? Was
it simply an opportunity to travel to Africa? There is no standard reply
applicable to all victims of trafficking (this issue will be examined in the
next chapter). However, various possible answers can be tested, which
are reflected in the different projects underway, of which a few will be
cited herein merely as examples.  

Using the case transcribed above as a point of departure, an important
issue at stake in some countries is precisely trying to understand what
were the underlying causes of the vulnerability of some victims. Some
assistance mechanisms send victims of trafficking to institutions/agen-
cies that operate at local level. This fact helps these same local agencies
to coordinate their efforts, not just to protect the victims of trafficking,
but also to act preventively with regard to individuals and communities
that have the same characteristics as the victims, i.e. characteristics that
to a certain extent seem to increase their probability of also becoming
victims of trafficking27.

In some European countries, such as in the case of Austria, after a con-
siderable number of victims have been identified as having originated
from a given nation, projects are developed with a view to improving the
living conditions of potential victims of human trafficking in their coun-
tries of origin. In this context, Austria’s international activities have es-
pecially focused on Southeast Europe and the Balkans. In Southeast

27 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, op. cit., p.106
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Europe, Austria cooperates with international organisations and local
non-governmental organisations, promoting, inter alia, information cam-
paigns addressed to the local populations, while simultaneously devel-
oping projects to improve the socio-economic conditions of potentially
“high-risk” groups; they also promote training programmes for police
forces and support the return of victims so as to prevent them from once
again becoming easy prey for trafficking networks28.

Outlined below are a few examples of activities, projects and cam-
paigns implemented by some of the most important international and re-
gional organisations in the area of preventing trafficking in persons. The
International Organisation for Migration (IOM), created in 1951, is an in-
tergovernmental organisation working in the field of migrations, which
cooperates with governmental, intergovernmental and non-governmen-
tal partners. IOM is dedicated to promoting orderly and human migration
for the benefit of all, cooperating at international level on migration issues
and providing humanitarian assistance to migrants with special needs,
including refugees and internally displaced persons. IOM plays an ex-
tremely important role in helping victims of trafficking and it is usually
this organisation that assists with voluntary repatriation.

Through its Office of the Special Representative and Coordinator for
Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, the OSCE supports the devel-
opment and implementation of anti-trafficking policies in its 56 partici-
pating States29, providing assistance at four levels: policy development,
fieldwork, technical support and coordination with other international
organisations. The mandate of the Special Representative is to alert the
international community about the complexity of the problem of traf-
ficking in human beings, to suggest measures to solve the problem and
to provide assistance in national policy development with a view to en-
suring more efficient internal and international cooperation.  

The Office of the Special Representative draws on the organisation’s
in-house expertise and closely coordinates with relevant institutions in

28 1st Austrian Report on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (March 2007 February 2008).
29 The 56 OSCE participating States are divided into 5 main regions: South Eastern Europe, Eastern

Europe, Western Europe and North America, South Caucasus, and Central Asia. More information
on OSCE available at: http://www.osce.org/
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this area, such as the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights (ODIHR), the Office of the Coordinator for OSCE Economic and
Environmental Activities (OCEEA), the Strategic Police Matters Unit
(SPMU), the Senior Gender Adviser, as well as with a vast network of
contact points at field missions. One of its main goals is to avoid duplica-
tion, ensure complementarity and coherence, and seek to develop an in-
tegrated approach in preventing and combating trafficking in human
beings in the OSCE region30.

The International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)31

is an international organisation that was created in 1993 as a support
mechanism for informal consultations, expertise and providing services
at the level of multinational cooperation on migration  and asylum related
issues. Its anti-trafficking programme seeks to assist countries at national
and regional level by facilitating solutions in the fight against trafficking
in persons. The ICMPD is currently developing a project, in which Por-
tugal also participates32, aimed at developing and implementing preven-
tive and support measures directed to vulnerable populations in Brazil:
Promoting Transnational Partnerships – Preventing and Responding to
Trafficking in Human Beings from Brazil to EU Member States. Thematic
Programme of Cooperation with Third Countries in the Areas of Migration
and Asylum.

EUROPOL33, the European Union agency responsible for handling
criminal intelligence, aims at improving the effectiveness and coopera-
tion of the competent authorities in the Member States in preventing and
combating serious forms of international organised crime. EUROPOL’s
mission is to contribute significantly towards the implementation of Eu-
ropean Union legislation in the field of combating organised crime, with
particular emphasis on the pursuit of criminal organisations.  

30 http://www.osce.org/cthb/23703.html
31 http://www.icmpd.org/10.html. For further information see www.anti-trafficking.net 
32 The ICMPD is also a partner of the international project entitled “Trafficking in Human Beings:

Data Collection and Harmonised Information Management Systems”, financed by the European
Commission (contract No. JLS/2007/ISEC/458), coordinated by the Observatory for Human Traf-
ficking in Portugal.

33 http://www.europol.europa.eu/index.asp?page=facts_pt&language=pt
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The European Commission’s assessment manual entitled Measuring
Responses to Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union, by Mike
Dottridge, is especially worthy of note. It presents a clear list of principles
that should be followed by all EU Member States in order to put an end
to human trafficking, followed by a description of specific measures to
be adopted, namely: a) increasing the technical capacity of institutions;
b) improving administrative control; c) developing actions that comple-
ment criminal justice interventions, and d) using the information about
trafficking as a preventive technique. A result indicator and a verification
method have also been proposed for each measure34. 

There are various agencies within the United Nations system that, in
one form or another, are involved in combating human trafficking35. From
among the many initiatives acting at international level in the fight
against human trafficking in its various dimensions, below are outlined
the most significant in terms of Prevention. On 26 March 2007, a date
that marked the bicentenary of the abolition of the transatlantic slave
trade by Great Britain and the United States of America (1807 and 1808,
respectively36), the United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
launched the “Global Initiative to Combat Human Trafficking”:
UN.GIFT. The UN.GIFT programme is managed by UNODC in cooper-
ation with the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the International
Organisation for Migrations (IOM) the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR), the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE).

34 Mike Dottridge, Consultancy for the Directorate-General for Justice, Freedom and Security, Euro-
pean Commission. Measuring Responses to Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union: An
Assessment Manual (18 October 2007)
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/doc/assessment_18_10_07_en.pdf

35 For further information on the various agencies involved in combating human trafficking and their
mandates, see: Multi-Agency Synopsis of Mandates and Research Activities Related to Combating
Human Trafficking, New York, 2008.

36 In Portugal, a law dated 25 February 1869 abolished slavery throughout the Portuguese empire, by
the definitive date of 1878. Slavery had been abolished even earlier, on 12 February 1761, but only in
Portugal and in India; in 1836, the slave trade was abolished throughout the Portuguese empire. The
first slaves to be liberated were those owned by the State, by a decree dated 1854, followed by the
slaves owned by the Church, by a decree dated 1856.
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The UN.GIFT programme represents a grid for action for all those
involved in combating human trafficking: governments, academics, the
private sector, civil society and the media, so that they can provide mu-
tual support to each other, work together and create effective mecha-
nisms to combat trafficking in persons. The objectives of UN.GIFT are:
to inform/raise awareness, develop knowledge and provide technical
assistance37. One of the innovative aspects of UN.GIFT is the develop-
ment of partnerships to increase the involvement of civil society and the
private sector. 

In order to mobilise global opinion with regard to this issue, in March
2009 the UNODC launched the “Blue Heart” campaign38. This initiative
aims to raise public awareness of human trafficking and its impact on so-
ciety, and seeks to encourage the involvement of civil society. The cam-
paign enables those who “use” this heart to show their solidarity towards
the victims of trafficking. According to the promoters of this initiative,
“The Blue Heart represents the sadness of trafficking victims, while remin-
ding us of the cold heartedness of those who buy and sell human beings. The
UN blue colour likewise demonstrates the commitment of the United Na-
tions to combat this crime against human dignity”.

In December 2007, the United Kingdom launched the campaign
called “Blue Blindfold – Open Your Eyes to Human Trafficking”39. The
major goal of this campaign is to inform and raise awareness via the cre-
ation of a symbol that can be recognised internationally. The campaign
is aimed at trafficking victims, the general public, professionals active in
the fight against trafficking in persons and police agents. According to
the head of the Centre for Human Trafficking: “The blindfold (a blue band
covering the eyes) represents the blindness of people with regard to the fact
that trafficking in human beings does not happen in a far-away place, but
is instead something that happens at a local level and has an impact on local
communities. It does not represent the victims of human trafficking. The
blindfold is a symbol of our ignorance and of the need to keep our eyes open

37 Further information on UN.GIFT available at: www.ungift.org
38 For further information on this campaign, contact UNODC PO Box 500, 1400 Vienna, Austria, E-

mail: blueheart@unodc.org
39 http://www.blueblindfold.co.uk. A second launch took place in February 2008.
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to what is happening around us. If people see something, we want them to
react, to report the case to the local police authorities and to not turn a blind
eye to this reality”40. The United States Centre for Illegal Immigration
and Trafficking has supported this initiative. It has adopted this symbol
and is currently promoting the campaign amongst federal and local agen-
cies throughout the country.  

In Portugal, amongst the various initiatives carried out in the area of
prevention, the “You Are Not for Sale”41 campaign against human traf-
ficking developed by the Council of Europe (COE) is especially worthy
of note on account of its dissemination and its impact at national level.
This campaign was launched in Portugal by the Aliens and Borders Serv-
ice (SEF) in November 2007, and included the publication of a COE book
in the Portuguese language, published by the Ministry of Internal Ad-
ministration/Aliens and Borders Service, in the form of a comic book
with four stories describing situations of this phenomenon. The same
campaign was later launched in Brazil and in various Portuguese-speak-
ing nations. According to the promoters of this initiative: “The objective
of the campaign is to combat trafficking in human beings, acting to protect
victims by raising awareness and preventing the crime by means of infor-
mation. The target audience is civil society, especially students, health care
professionals and agents who deal with problematic social issues. Through
the awareness raising  actions they carry out, SEF teams seek to disseminate
information about the phenomenon of human trafficking, its main causes,
who the victims are, how to deal with victims, how to recognise and prevent
the crime, what individuals can do to help prevent and combat human traf-
ficking, and what the situation is in international and national terms. (...)
The awareness raising sessions have an approximate duration of 45 to 60
minutes, with time for answering questions at the end of the session. A form
to provide a summary analysis and assessment of the initiative is also dis-
tributed”. On 18 October 2008, the European Day against Trafficking in
Human Beings, the government launched another information and
awareness campaign with the mottos “Wake Up to This Reality” and “Re-
port It!”, which had a significant media impact.

40 Idem.
41 http://www.nao-estas-a-venda.sef.pt
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5. Getting close to those who need help 

As has been seen, there is a growing, widespread call for the joining
of efforts around the issue of preventing human trafficking, and diverse
awareness raising campaigns and training initiatives have been devel-
oped for those who work in this area. From institutions providing sup-
port to victims to public prosecutors, judges and polices forces,
international agencies and organisations from various countries have
made a great effort to combat this lacuna. However, while many cam-
paigns raise awareness and help to identify victims, they are too late to
prevent the crime. To what extent have these campaigns been truly ef-
fective? Are they really transmitting the necessary information to those
who need it most? Do these campaigns really influence the choices of
those willing to emigrate? There are at least two kinds of attitudes that
require attention: for some potential emigrants, these campaigns are
often interpreted as political actions to prevent immigration; for others,
this is the only solution. This is illustrated by the words of a young boy, a
trafficking victim, who, before leaving, when asked by a member of an
NGO as to whether he was duly aware of the dangers of illegal immigra-
tion and of accepting offers of employment abroad, replied: “Yes, but the
nightmare that I don’t know is preferable to the nightmare that I live every
day at home”42.

One of the major challenges nowadays is to provide support to vul-
nerable populations, both in their countries of origin as well as in the
countries of destination. This is the moment we should be asking our-
selves whether the information and educational campaigns have really
been sufficient, or whether the increase in cases of trafficking could be
related to limited efforts in the area of prevention. It is essential to un-
derstand the particular conditions of vulnerability, so that measures to
prevent human trafficking can be minimally effective. This is the issue
that will be examined in the following chapter.  

42 CLARK, Michèle, op. cit. p.66.
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6. Prevent to protect: Who? 

K., 28 years of age, left Indonesia to work as a maid in a country in the
Gulf. Allegedly, the woman who employed her burnt her repeatedly with a
hot iron, forced her to eat faeces, abused her psychologically and poured
cleaning products on her open wounds. She pierced her tongue with a knife,
pulled out her teeth and forced her to swallow them. Her employer beat her
own children if they tried to protect her and threatened to kill K. if she tried
to escape. She forced her to work many hours every day, would lock her in-
side the house and sent her back to Indonesia before K. could ask the aut-
horities for help. K. lost her sight in one eye and in some parts of her body
her flesh is still melted at the sites where her employer burnt her42.

B. is a relatively young woman living in Southeast Asia. B. has a son and
lives in a difficult family environment, with few means of survival. Despe-
rate, she sought a way of sustaining her son and contacted a woman who
was recommended to her by a family member, who told her that she could
get her a job as a waitress in a neighbouring country43.

K’s story is a real situation of someone who, in a quest for a better life,
lived through a horrible experience that left her with physical and psy-
chological scars for the rest of her life. B. is just one of the many examples
of individuals who, owing to situations of poverty and vulnerability, pre-
fer to risk the unknown…

To once again cite the example quoted in the previous chapter, un-
derstanding the causes that gave rise to the vulnerability of the Chinese
women who were trafficked to Ghana is an important point of departure
to develop better strategies and programmes to prevent trafficking.

We live in an age of rapid socio-economic changes, in which the cre-
ation of new employment opportunities has not kept pace with demo-
graphic increases. With rising unemployment and poverty, there is a
growing temptation to improve living standards through emigration. Si-
multaneously, thousands of emigrants are returning to their countries of

43 Trafficking in Persons Report 2009: Victims' Stories. Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in
Persons.

44 UNODC – http://www.unodc.org/unode/en/human-trafficking/prevention.html
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origin owing to a lack of opportunities abroad and heightened animosity
and xenophobic phenomena45. Most European countries will have to deal
not just with an increase in immigrants but also with a growing number
of individuals in situations of extreme vulnerability, women, children
and men who have been the victims of trafficking for exploitation or in-
dividuals who, having emigrated to “richer” European countries, become
easy prey for exploiters46. 

According to the estimates of the latest report published by the ILO
in January 2009, the economic crisis will cause a dramatic increase in
the number of unemployed and those with precarious jobs. If the crisis
continues, over 200 million workers, mainly in developing countries,
could be pushed into a situation of extreme poverty.  

This is a time when it is of fundamental importance to prevent traf-
ficking in human beings. Prevention perforce entails raising awareness,
disseminating information and training. Training not just in terms of “po-
tential victims” but also training for all those who directly work with
these “potential victims”, from social assistants to police and juridical
forces, consular staff, employment agencies and travel agents, amongst
others. Ever since the Palermo Protocol was adopted the international
community has witnessed the implementation of innumerable initiatives
in this area, as shown in the previous chapter, but almost a decade later
the trafficking in human beings has increased and will continue to in-
crease, according to various experts in this field47. 

To what extent have the information and training campaigns been
successful if the number of victims continues to grow? To what extent
has a given action been or is successful? What are the most effective
measures? For many people, the simple fact that more attention is being
paid to this form of organised crime only gives it more visibility. Agents
from some countries emphasise that simply because they dedicate their

45 Eva Biaudet, Ex-OSCE Special Representative and Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human
Beings. Paper presented at the seminar on “Side Effects of Free Mobility”, Helsinki, 26 March 2009.

46 Idem.
47 According to EUROPOL’s report Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union: A EUROPOL

Perspective, issued in June 2009, in the past 12 months there has been an increase in instances of
trafficking in children for labour exploitation.
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efforts more seriously and effectively to combating trafficking in human
beings the number of cases that they identify is, for obvious reasons,
greater than in countries that have decided not to make this one of their
priorities48. It is necessary to highlight the fact that one of the major ob-
stacles hindering a better understanding of the real dimension of this
crime is the lack of a uniform method of compiling and analysing data.
Many of the cases that are considered to be human trafficking in one
country are judged in another as aiding and abetting illegal immigration,
prostitution, pimping, exploitation of labour, etc. An in-depth knowledge
of all the aspects related to this crime is essential in order to develop ef-
fective measures for prevention. This situation has given rise to various
projects aimed at developing indicators that are comparable at interna-
tional level49. 

According to the most recent EUROPOL report, the rise in criminality,
especially in terms of trafficking in human beings within the area of the
European Union, is directly linked to the absence of border controls, re-
sulting in a significant reduction in the opportunities for many EU law
enforcement agencies to intercept traffickers and identify victims of traf-
ficking. According to the same report, “Before 'Schengen', only the more
sophisticated crime groups could operate at a cross border level. Thus, the
absence of physical border controls provides significant opportunities for
smaller or mid level groups and individuals to operate in more than one
country. In addition, many former 'markets' and source countries are now
part of the European Union. Other major source countries such as the Rus-
sian Federation, Ukraine, Belarus, Turkey, Moldova and the Western Bal-
kans as a region are now one border crossing away. Individuals from these

48 Some experts consider the case of harvesting and trafficking human eggs to be used for fertility treat-
ments to be trafficking in human beings. This is not a consensual position but the situation has re-
sulted in a European Parliament resolution: Trade in human egg cells, at http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P6-TA-2005-0074+0+DOC+
PDF+V0//EN

49 The following projects can be highlighted: a) “Headway- Improving Social Intervention Systems for
Victims of Trafficking” a transnational project developed under the European Union EQUAL Ini-
tiative (2007); b) Guidelines for the Collection of Data on Trafficking in Human Beings, including com-
parable indicators, developed by the Austrian Home Ministry in partnership with the International
Organisation for Migration (2009); c) Operational Indicators on Trafficking in Human Beings, the re-
sult of a DELPHI survey, implemented by ILO in partnership with the European Commission
(2009). 
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countries are now routinely identified in the course of EU law enforcement
investigations as either victims or traffickers”50. According to the same re-
port, nowadays it is practically impossible to identify a person being traf-
ficked while in transit.

In the opinion of Eva Biaudet, Ex-OSCE Special Representative and
Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, success will
always be limited as long as trafficking in human beings is viewed only
from the perspective of transnational organised crime. One of the major
challenges in terms of combating trafficking in human beings is to know
how to identify the risks, not of criminality, but the risks of vulnerable
individuals becoming easy prey in cases of abuse and exploitation51. 

The factors that contribute towards the proliferation of trafficking are
not just linked to a question of border controls, but they are evident at
different levels and at different places. Relevant factors exist both at the
places of origin as well as at the places where the exploitation takes place.
So what causes the vulnerability of men, women and children in the con-
text of trafficking in human beings? According to Rende Taylor “…It is
necessary to go beyond the factors of poverty and a lack of education” so as
to recognise the subtleties of the challenges and frustrations faced by
people who live in the less developed parts of this rapidly changing
world52. In the same vein, Mike Dottridge states that, “Although the po-
verty factor is frequently cited as one of the causes for trafficking, in prac-
tice, most individuals in situations of extreme poverty are not trafficked,
which shows that poverty is a context, not a specific cause”53.

A pioneering study prepared in Portugal, entitled “Trafficking in
Women in Portugal for Purposes of Sexual Exploitation”, also ap-
proaches the issue of vulnerability and “special vulnerability”, the latter
giving rise to more doubts, according to some magistrates who were in-
terviewed. “This is a key issue, which defines the scope of the law and leads
to different perceptions about the real dimension of this kind of crime (…)

50 EUROPOL op. cit.
51 Eva Biaudet, “Side Effects of Free Mobility”, Helsinki, 26 March 2009.
52 L. Rende Taylor, “Dangerous Trade-Offs: The Behavioral Ecology of Child Labor and Prostitution

in Rural Northern Thailand”, Current Anthropology, vol. 3 (June 2005).
53 Mike Dottridge “Responses to Trafficking in Persons: International Norms Translated into Action

at the National and Regional Levels”, UNODC, UN.GIFT, New York, 2008.
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Isn’t the girl from Goiás, who has three children, is a single mother, unem-
ployed, with miserable parents, who comes to Europe in these circumstan-
ces, in an especially vulnerable situation? (…)”54 In its conclusions, this
same study also states: “If it is true that we cannot, and nor should we, as-
sume that trafficking results exclusively from economic inequalities and si-
tuations of extreme poverty, the truth is that poverty distinctly tends to be
feminine and trafficking is not indifferent to this fact. Trafficking is fuelled
by poverty and the social inequalities faced by women who thus become
more vulnerable to false promises of better living conditions in other coun-
tries”55.

Vulnerability should not be viewed as a synonym for poverty, since
this runs the risk of being limiting. The definition of vulnerable is one
“who can be hurt or attacked; fragile”, “with few defences”56. Michèle Clark,
an expert in the field of trafficking in human beings, emphasises the fact
that vulnerability refers to the condition of a person in a specific context.
From this point of view, any response to vulnerability must consequently,
“keep in mind factors that are external to an individual as well as whether
his or her mechanisms to be able to deal with a given situation are enough
to protect him or her against the negative impact of these external condi-
tions”57. She therefore proposes the following definition of vulnerability:
“vulnerability is a condition that results from the way in which certain in-
dividuals negatively experience the complex interaction of social, cultural,
economic, political and environmental factors that create the context of
their communities”58.

This definition takes into account what Clark calls “conditions of vul-
nerability”, detailing the particular specificities for children, women, sit-
uations of poverty, social and cultural exclusion, limited access to
education, political instability, wars and conflict, socio-cultural and legal

54 Sousa Santos, et al. Tráfico de mulheres em Portugal para fins de exploração sexual, CIG, Gender Stud-
ies Collection No. 5, Lisbon, 2008, p. 292.

55 Sousa Santos op. cit., p.329.
56 Definition of “vulnerable” in the Porto Editora Portuguese language dictionary.
57 For a more in-depth study about vulnerability in the context of trafficking, see the essay by Michèle

Clark: “Vulnerability, Prevention and Human Trafficking: The Need for a New Paradigm” in An In-
troduction to Human Trafficking: Vulnerability, Impact and Action, UN.GIFT Background Paper for
the Vienna Forum, 2008.

58 Idem.
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context, and a change in country or region. These conditions, which are
more common in the countries of origin, are further compounded by the
issue of demand in the host countries: the demand for cheap labour, for
women, for children…

According to EUROPOL specialists, although many individuals could
become “perfect victims”, nowadays one cannot speak of a model-type
of trafficking victim, since there are a series of cases that do not conform
to this stereotype, who do not evidence the most common characteristics
such as: situations of extreme poverty, an abusive family situation, a lack
of education, amongst others59. Individuals with a higher education, in-
cluding university qualifications and with second and third languages,
that are in employment and stable relationships are now considered as
vulnerable, but for different reasons: “Greater freedom of movement and
travel, low cost international transport and global communication links,
combined with previously unavailable opportunities to work overseas and
self confidence are all contributory factors in the recruitment by traffickers
of persons who would not normally be thought of as vulnerable. The com-
mon factor in relation to how people from diverse backgrounds become vic-
tims of trafficking is deceit, usually via the promise of employment, good
working conditions and a salary that does not exist”60.

7. Conclusion

This text has examined the issue of international cooperation in the
prevention of trafficking in human beings, at various levels. After provid-
ing an overview of the international legal instruments in force and exam-
ples of various projects underway, it focused on issues of vulnerability,
questioning the effectiveness of prevention measures currently imple-
mented when compared to the rise in the number of victims of trafficking. 

According to the latest study prepared by the United States of America
about the situation of trafficking in human beings at world level, pub-
lished in July 2009, notwithstanding all the efforts and progress achieved
during recent years, Portugal is still in the second tier of the ranking of

59 EUROPOL, op.cit.
60 Idem.
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countries that do not fulfil the minimum requirements to eliminate this
trafficking, despite the significant efforts that have been made to eradi-
cate this phenomenon61. An in-depth knowledge of all the aspects related
to human trafficking is an essential step, not just to protect and assist vic-
tims but also to prevent the crime. The development of operational indi-
cators that can be compared at international level is an important step in
this regard, but an evaluation method still needs to be developed to as-
certain the impact and effectiveness of the projects underway. 

As has been stated, trafficking in human beings is characterised by de-
humanisation or the sub human way of looking at victims, viewed as a
mere “commodity”, both in terms of sexual exploitation as well as the
exploitation of labour. As with any business, human trafficking also fol-
lows the market rules of “demand” and “supply”. If, on the one hand, this
“supply” is ensured by criminal networks, corruption, a lack of education,
poverty and a dearth of information about employment opportunities
and working conditions in other countries, on the other hand there are
the laws of “demand” and a lack of scruples on the part of many entre-
preneurs, who seek to augment their profits by abusing this very same
vulnerability, by means of violence, lies and coercion. In order to combat
human trafficking, a modern form of slavery, it is first necessary to win
an initial battle: that of our indifference, the consequence of our igno-
rance about this phenomenon. “Many consumers would certainly be dis-
turbed if they knew that the products they have just bought (food, clothes
or jewellery) were produced by men, women and children living in situ-
ations of slavery”62, in many cases at the cost of their physical and mental
health, and in others even at the cost of their lives.  

61 The report highlights the fact that Portugal has not yet developed awareness campaigns in order to
educate clients of prostitutes about trafficking for sexual exploitation and has not yet provided spe-
cific training for the servicemen who participate in peace missions at international level before their
departure. U.S. Department of State, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons. Traffick-
ing in Persons Report 2009. www.state.gov/g/tip/rls/tiprpt/2009/

62 U.S. Department of State. Trafficking in Persons Report 2009.
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TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, 
FROM SOCIAL AWARENESS 
TO THE REALITY OF POLICE

Marco Teixeira

To be a man is to be responsible. It is to feel that one is contributing 
to the building of the world

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

In life there are no solutions. There are forces in movement: 
you must create them and solutions will follow

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Those who deny freedom to others, deserve it not for themselves. 
Abraham Lincoln

Migration flows and population mobility are one of the characteristic
dimensions of modernity which result in the emergence of new chal-
lenges for police institutions due to the criminal exploitation of this type
of social/spatial mobility. 

Within this context of spatial mobility, where the search for a better
social condition forces people to migrate or to emigrate, a number of
criminal phenomena emerge, exploiting the legitimate will for a new so-
cial condition with a criminal intention, destroying dreams and infringing
the most elementary rights to citizenship and to human dignity.

Trafficking in Persons emerges within this context which crosses so-
cial expectations and national legal systems. Hence, to consolidate the
field of our exposition, we must clarify conceptually the penal definition
of this type of crime. 
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The 2007 legislative review of the legal-criminal system1 amended the
Penal Code significantly, namely in the penal incrimination of Trafficking
in Persons. Analysing the bill2, one realizes the legislative intent is to ex-
tend the crime of Trafficking in Persons to labour exploitation and organ
extraction, no longer being confined to sexual exploitation (as until then),
which is the reason why the crime of Trafficking in Persons now appears
in Chapter IV –  Crimes Against Personal Freedom (Article 160). Like-
wise, and in search for a legislative definition more adjusted to reality,
besides trafficking for exploitation in another country, internal traffick-
ing, without border crossing – which in the previous disposition was one
of the requirements of the incriminating rule of law – is now also pun-
ished.3

Thus the Crime of Trafficking in Persons presents the following penal
typification:

Article 160 
Trafficking in Persons

1. Whoever offers, delivers, entices, accepts, transports, harbours or lodges a
person for the purpose of sexual exploitation, labour exploitation or organ
extraction:
a) By means of violence, abduction or serious threat;
b) Through ruse or fraudulent manoeuvre;
c) With abuse of authority resulting from a relationship of hierarchical, eco-
nomic, labour or family dependency;
d) Exploiting psychic inability or a situation of special vulnerability of the vic-
tim; or
e) By obtaining the consent of the person who holds control over the victim;
is punished with imprisonment from three to ten years.

1 Amended by Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September.
2 Bill no. 98/X, adopted at the Council of Ministers of 7 September 2006. Explanatory Statement, pp.

1, 9 and 10. 
3 The previous penal rule of law presented the following wording, introduced by Law no. 65/98 of 2

September and by Law no. 99/2001 of 25 August:
Article 169 – Trafficking in Persons

Whoever, by means of violence, serious threat, ruse, fraudulent manoeuvre, abuse of authority re-
sulting from a relationship of hierarchical, economic or labour dependency, or exploiting any situ-
ation of special vulnerability, entices, transports, harbours or lodges a person, or contributes to create
the conditions for the practice of prostitution or relevant sexual acts by that person in a foreign coun-
try, is punished with imprisonent from 2 to 8 years. 
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To facilitate the assimilation of some of the distinctive elements of
this offence, we chose to list schematically three aspects which we con-
sider to be nuclear to the penal typification4: the “process”, the means
and the objectives. In our opinion, these are markers or boosters of the
distinction between this type of crime and other offences directly linked
or associated to it (for example, procurement, smuggling of migrants, co-
ercion, etc.). 

Social awareness of this type of crime is based on a reduced social vis-
ibility, boosted by the modus operandi used by the traffickers who aim,
above all, at reducing the loss of their “assets”, the trafficked people. Mak-
ing their criminal activity develop in the social shadow with the least ex-
ternal evidence possible, always seeking to neutralize the possibility of
the recourse of the victims to the formal departments of social control
(such as the criminal police body), the traffickers adopt a number of
methods of control that confine the social and relational autonomy of the
victims.

2. The same penalty is applied to whoever, by any means, entices, transports,
harbours or lodges a minor, or delivers, offers or accepts him or her for the
purpose of sexual exploitation, labour exploitation or organ extraction.

3. In the case foreseen in the previous paragraph, if the agent uses any of the
means foreseen in the sub-sections of paragraph 1 or acts professionally or
with the intent to profit, he is punished with imprisonment from three to
twelve years.

4. Whoever, by means of payment or another compensation, offers, delivers, so-
licits or accepts a minor, or obtains or declares consent in his or her adoption,
is punished with imprisonment from one to five years.

5. Whoever, having knowledge of the practice of the crime foreseen in para-
graphs 1 and 2, uses the services or organs of the victim, is punished with im-
prisonment from one to five years, if no other more serious penalty will apply
to him or her by another legal disposition.  

6. Whoever confiscates, conceals, damages or destroys identification or travel
documents of a person victim of the crime foreseen in paragraphs 1 and 2, is
punished with imprisonment up to three years, if no other more serious pe-
nalty will apply to him or her by another legal disposition. 

4 Adapted from Anke Strauss, OAS/IOM introductory course on the human rights of migrants, including
migrant workers and their families, Washington DC – March 6, 2008.
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In this line of thought, the external signs/indications of this criminal
activity are scarce, which makes their tracing by the police and the com-
mon citizen more difficult. This situation partly explains the scanty news
gathered on this topic as well as the scarcity of information produced in
these fields.

We can point to some of the factors or social conditions  that directly
contribute to explain the conjuncture of “social obscurantism” that seems
to be one of the features of this type of criminal phenomenon:

• lack of its consideration as a common social problem. In general,
and although at present the borders of this field are becoming less
clear, trafficking in human beings is regarded as a problem of a
small group of people and one whose dimensions do not affect the
social as a whole;

• Linguistic barrier. In fact, a significant number of signalled victims
are not of Portuguese nationality and their knowledge of the na-

1
Recruitment

2
Transport

3
Harbouring or

lodging

4
Receipt

Labour Sexual
Exploitation

Organ
Removal

Adoption, 
etc.

Deceit Threat or Use 
of Force

“Abduction” or
“abuse of power”

Means

Process 

Objectives

Exploitation

5 Taken and adapted from: U.S. Department of Justice (2006), Report on Activities to Combat Human
Trafficking – Fiscal Years 2001-2005, Washington, DC, p. 12; Deborah Weisel (2005), Analyzing Re-
peat Victimization, Problem-Oriented Guides for Police, Problem-Solving Tools Series No. 4, U.S. De-
partment of Justice, Washington, DC.
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tional language is limited or null, which hinders their capacity to
express or communicate their situation;

• Unknown external social environment. Being displaced from their
country, with the effects of insecurity that such a situation alone
causes, further dilutes the self-confidence of the victim and limits
his or her possibility to interact with the institutions/organizations
which are more prepared and suited to break the cycle of exploita-
tion in which the victim was submerged;

• Culture of fear. A typical characteristic of the strategies of control
over the victims which, given its relevance, we will now look at
more closely.

The maintenance of the situation of exploitation of the trafficked vic-
tims, as a distinctive factor of the crime of trafficking in persons, as com-
pared to other penal typologies, is based on the establishment of
excessive strategies of control, aiming to perpetuate the exploitation and
to make the activity of the victims profitable. 

Within this context, we must mention the most common, in order to
perceive the most frequent modus operandi, suggesting a possible typi-
fication: 

• Restriction or control of movements, which implies preventing the
free movement of the victims, through complete confinement or
their limited movement under the supervision of a fellow traf-
ficker;

• Direct threats and offences to physical integrity. Resort to these
methods serves both to establish a “relationship of power” or fear
and to control and break the resistance offered by the victims. This
type of conduct is more significant/frequent in the initial phase of
exploitation;

• Indirect/mediate threats. The use of threats to families (in the coun-
tries/regions of origin), emotionally interfering with the victim re-
garding the preservation of family well-being, is a very significant
factor of pressure and emotional control for the maintenance of the
abusive and exploitative relationship;
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• Confiscation of documents. More common among non-EU citi-
zens, it is a way of maintaining the victim in the situation of ex-
ploitation as it hampers a possible attempt to return to the country
of origin and interferes with any attempt to contact police entities
or public institutions in search for assistance. 

On the Reality of Police…

The work of the police, as criminal police bodies (OPCs in Por-
tuguese), with regard to trafficking in persons, includes a number of con-
straints that hinder access to penal information/evidence, resulting
forthwith from the relationship of control imposed by the traffickers. 

My reflection is naturally connected with the fact that I am function-
ally integrated into a police institution mainly directed at the first re-
sponse to criminal incidents and that, in some specific situations, I can
assume the investigation of some offences. I intend to refer concretely to
the fact that the Police of Public Safety (PSP) is a criminal police body of
general jurisdiction, according to the Law on the Organization of Crim-
inal Investigation6, a fact which is connected with the functional powers
of the PSP, laid down in its regulation7. 

From the evaluation of some of the constraints resulting from the ex-
perience of the police, we can list, on a merely exemplifying basis, those
that seem more relevant and frequent:

• Linguistic barrier. The lack of knowledge or difficulty in the com-
mand of the Portuguese language causes an increased difficulty in
gathering testimonial evidence that may support subsequent in-
vestigatory/police proceedings, chiefly at the level of precautionary
measures regarding the instruments of evidence8, often of vital im-

6 See Law no. 49/2008 of 27 August, published in “Diário da República” (DR) 165, Series I, 2008.08.27,
article 3(1)(c), combined with article 6. 

7 See Law no. 53/2007 of 31 August, published in DR 168, Series I, 2007.08.31, namely those stated in
some of the sub-sections of paragraph 2 of article 3, of which we refer the following: b) To guarantee
public order and tranquillity and the safety and protection of people and goods; c) To prevent crime
in general, in coordination with the other security forces and services; h) To take part in the control
of the entry and exit of people and goods in national territory; i) To protect, help and assist citizens
and to defend and preserve goods that are in danger due to human action or to nature.
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portance in the attempt to crystallize the evidence. In parallel, for
some idioms the number of translators/interpreters is limited and
this can hinder their availability to take part in certain acts of first
contact of the victim with the police authorities9;

• Victims' distrust of the police authorities, which results from the
strategies of “control” of the exploiters, instilling fear of repatria-
tion and detention by the police, associated with the fact that there
is a pernicious institutional image of police authorities in the coun-
tries of origin; 

• Existence of “cover-up stories”, as this is a closed environment
where the victims are trained to verbalize cover-up stories in order
to avoid the signalling of the traffickers. Such a fact implies an in-
creased effort to discover the fallacy of those situations, affecting
the celerity of the proceedings and causing further difficulty in dis-
covering the material truth, which is the goal of criminal investi-
gation and penal action; 

• Search for immediate answers/solutions for the situation. The ex-
pectation of the victims implies finding a fast and definite exit from
the situation, one which involves not only the criminal dimension
of the problem, but also its social dimension (for instance, employ-
ment, accommodation, health care, etc.), which implies an auton-
omization of the victim for his or her social survival.

In this field, attending to all its constraints, police action must be as
balanced as possible, so as to be able to strip the traffickers of their de-
fensive strategies. At the same time, it should be careful enough to con-
tribute to the empowerment of the victim(s), seeking to avoid the
possibility of the action by the police and the system of criminal justice
becoming a cause of secondary or vicarious victimization. This concern
results immediately from the fact of considering that it is the dignifying
of the human being to the detriment of the primacy of the State that is in

8 See Art. 249 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 
9 This situation can be alleviated during certain hours with recourse to the SOS Immigrant line

(808.257257 – from a fixed line or 21.8106191 – from mobile lines), the Telephone Translation Service
(STT in Portuguese) of  the High Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue (ACIDI,
I.P. in Portuguese).
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question in the genesis of penal incrimination, the safeguard of the per-
sonal self-determination within social relationships established between
peers being the ultimate end.

In our view, police activity of first contact with this type of criminal
occurrences – from the very beginning, because it is often the first point
of contact with the formal system of social regulation – must always take
into consideration some objectives/ends in the treatment of this type of
occurrences:

• As first concern, it is important to create an atmosphere of objective
and subjective safety to allow the consolidated gathering of all the
data on the situation. Therefore, the physical safety of the victim
is a first concern and, in this sense, we should try to develop a safe
environment where the necessary clarifications may be obtained
to outline the situation, moving away all the “disturbing” elements
from that safety framework;

• To adopt techniques that facilitate communication and empathy,
based on the knowledge of the dynamics of trafficking (to know
the “actors”, the strategies of control, the situational and psycho-
logical variables, etc.), in order to allow the establishment of a fluid
communication channel and to have access to qualitatively valid
information10;

• Considering that it is often at the moment of the first police reac-
tion to the crime that it is possible to gather relevant evidence,
namely within the scope of the rules of law contained in Art. 249
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, in accordance with the precau-
tionary measures concerning the instruments of evidence, police
agents must proceed to the exams, seizures, inspections, searches
and inquiries that otherwise would render the future success of
these proceedings impossible. They must not, however, neglect the
need of articulation with the OPC(s) with more direct jurisdiction
over the investigation of this type of crime11;     

10 Always bearing in mind that it is crucial to ask some key questions in order to gather information
that may or not consolidate the existence of this type of crime. 
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• To articulate with other structures of social support – public or
NGOs – the future guiding of the victim(s), so that they are ensured
access to a set of valencies (such as health care, accommodation,
labour guiding, etc.) which police necessarily do not have, promot-
ing a holistic approach to the situation. We consider that only by
means of a structuring and concerted action will it be possible to
contribute to the empowerment of the victims, assuming that po-
lice entities, as organizations signalling these situations, can play a
relevant role in this articulation, covering two of the strategic areas
of intervention stated in the I National Plan Against Trafficking in
Human Beings (2007-2010)12: to protect, support and integrate; to
investigate criminally and suppress.

Police activity in cases of trafficking in persons is often faced with sit-
uations that analogously can resemble crossroads. It is in constant search
for balance among the several factors that converge in this type of situa-
tions, namely the personal/family situation of the victim, often with con-
tours of human calamity, the duties and restrictions resulting from the
legal-criminal system, and the opaque context in which trafficking and
exploitation are developed, within a specific referential framework in
terms of vocabulary and very particular rules of conduct.

It is in this dichotomy, sometimes hard to balance, that police action
is carried out, between the duties and needs of penal action and the
human/social condition of the victims.

May we, policemen, be able to find the best paths and solutions… 

11 See Law no. 49/2008 of 27 August, Art. 7 (4)(c).
12 The plan proceeds from Resolution no. 81/2007 of the Council of Ministers, DR of 22.06.2007, es-

tablishing four strategic areas of intervention: 1) To know and spread information; 2) To prevent,
raise awareness and train; 3) To protect, support and integrate; 4) To investigate criminally and sup-
press trafficking.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST TRAFFICKING 
IN HUMAN BEINGS IN PORTUGAL 

2007-2010

Manuel Albano

CO-ORDINATOR OF THE I PNCTSH
NATIONAL RAPPORTEUR ON TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS

Trafficking in human beings, the modern form of slavery, constitutes
a violation of human rights, and an affront to the dignity and integrity of
any and all human beings.

At present we are aware that trafficking in human beings is a basic vi-
olation of human rights, and in line with that, international organisations
have produced numerous documents that are considered to be funda-
mental to all the action that various states have already taken.

Yet, what do we consider to be trafficking in human beings? What are
we referring to specifically?

Analysing in detail the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, one realises that
its definition contains three distinct albeit intertwined aspects, which
are:

• The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of
persons;
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• The use of threat or force or other forms of coercion, of abduction,
of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vul-
nerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over another per-
son;

• For the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of
sexual exploitation.

It is quite clear now that trafficking in human beings affects both men
and women, and is not specific to either gender. In effect, it is often
closely related to discriminatory practices, namely situations where the
power between entities is unequal. These situations are founded not only
on gender inequality, but also on unequal access to goods and services,
unequal access to education and labour, on ethnic or racial discrimination
either in the countries of origin or the destination country of trafficked
victims, among others. For that reason, it is fundamental to introduce a
gender perspective that is transversal in the analysis of trafficking, as well
as to adopt both preventive and protective measures for the assistance
of all victims of trafficking.

Therefore, states must play a crucial role in the development of poli-
cies that include not only the application of all international instruments,
particularly the United Nations Protocol and the Council of Europe Con-
vention, but also of instruments of human rights in the fight against dis-
crimination, violence against women and the rights of migrants.
Although prevention is state responsibility, organised civil society must
also be involved so that a preventive policy may be really effective.

Due to the complexity of trafficking, the joint efforts of different actors
must be made from a holistic approach to the problem, in which the cen-
tral element of all action taken should always be based upon a human
rights perspective.

Trafficking in human beings covers a wide range of problems and re-
alities such as migration, organised crime, sexual and labour exploitation,
the endemic disparities between developed countries and countries in
need of aid, gender inequalities, the violation of human rights, the erosion
of family and community support groups, among others.
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One of the most important factors in tackling the causes of trafficking
is a thorough understanding of this phenomenon. Without a detailed sci-
entific study of the causes and the consequences of the phenomenon, it
cannot be tackled at all.

In order for this to happen, states must promote and encourage an
investigation into trafficking in human beings, as well as create the
necessary infrastructure for a closer monitoring of the phenomenon
starting off with clear indicators, which can then be compared to other
countries, so that the phenomenon and its root causes can be clearly
understood.

Another critical factor relates to the training of law enforcement agents
that deal with THB, as this is both essential and strategic in mounting an
efficient attack. The objective of training is to enhance the technical ca-
pacity of all entities that have the fight against this terrible scourge as their
mission. Training should have as its ultimate objective that all participants
thoroughly understand the phenomenon as a crime, and that they should
be provided with the instruments and capacities to respond to this crime.
The entire training program should be built on a human rights approach,
as well as raise awareness regarding the fight against discrimination, gen-
der inequality, and the rights and special needs of children.

A multidisciplinary approach should be adopted to deepen the under-
standing of the need for coordination between the various agents in-
volved, mainly between the authorities/services of the Administration,
and also their coordination with non-governmental organisations and
inter-governmental organisations. This means that the recipients of any
training sessions should include judges, magistrates, members of criminal
police forces, work inspectors, unions, journalists, social workers, health
services staff, the military, consulate personnel, teachers from various
levels of education, international organisations, NGOs, inter-governmen-
tal organisations, among others.

Trafficking in human beings, in its various forms (sexual and labour
exploitation) has shown a marked increase and focus on feminine vic-
tims, which makes it necessary to implement a pro-active model in terms
of strategies for the economic, legal and political empowerment of
women.
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In line with its fight for, and commitment to the promotion of human
rights, Portugal has developed a policy based on the uncompromising de-
fence of those rights, and consequently defined concerted lines of action
through a set of political documents: III PNI; III PNCVD, PNAI, PII, I
PNCTSH, among others. These lines of action are directly related to the
promotion of human rights, and the respect for equality and for the
recognition of diversity.

One of the crucial documents in this combat is the current National
Plan Against Trafficking in Persons.

Some might ask: but is this phenomenon of trafficking in human be-
ings also going on in Portugal? What is its extent and social impact?

This is a poignantly global and transnational phenomenon that cannot
be restricted to some countries or certain regions of the world. According
to United Nations reports, over 700 000 people, mainly women and chil-
dren, are victims of trafficking for sexual and labour exploitation. Re-
search, recent reports, and other sources have stressed a sharply growing
trend associated with new complex and re-organised schemes which are
permanently re-shaping the phenomenon itself; furthermore, the current
economic crisis has contributed to worsen the situation.

In Portugal, the phenomenon has been studied for several years
and the victims have been monitored as part of the CAIM Project (Co-
operation, Action, Investigation, World View, a pilot project in the
area of prostitution and trafficking in women in Portugal, financed by
the PIC EQUAL, the laboratory that allowed for a deeper understand-
ing of this reality from a perspective of multidisciplinary and inter-
sectoral intervention, involving various governmental and civil society
institutions.

The results of the project, as well as other concerns, provided the basis
for political and legislative decisions to combat Trafficking in Human Be-
ings, now being implemented according to the 1st National Plan against
Trafficking in Persons 2007-2010 – Council of Ministers Resolution no.
81/2007, dated June 22, 2007.

This plan comprises four strategic areas (1. Collecting and disseminating
information; 2. Preventing, raising awareness and training; 3. Protecting,
supporting and integrating; 4. Investigating criminally and suppressing), es-
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tablishing 63 measures, of which 43, or 2/3 of the measures, are either un-
dergoing  implementation or have already been implemented.

The following implemented measures deserve recognition:

• Creation of the Technical Commission to Support the Plan’s Co-
ordination which includes representatives of state agents who
have responsibility for implementing the Plan, namely: PCM, MOI,
MJ, MTSS and MNE.

• Implementation of the Monitoring Centre for Trafficking in
Human Beings through Decree Law no. 229/2008 of November
27. The Monitoring Centre’s structure functions under the Min-
istry of the Interior (MOI) and has as its primary task the monitor-
ing of the phenomenon. Information is provided to this monitoring
centre through standardised data collection facilities such as the
Single Registration Directory, used by Criminal Police Organiza-
tions (OPC), and the Registration Directory, used by NGOs for
the identification of the phenomenon by signalling potential traf-
ficking situations.

• The signing of the Protocol of Collaboration and Co-operation
for the Establishment of the Centre for Shelter and Protection
of Victims of Trafficking and their under-age children (CAP) be-
tween the PCM, MOI; MJ, MTSS, APF (Association for Family
Planning), which took place on 2 June 2008, and was considered
to be a ground-breaking measure of utmost importance.

The CAP operates in situations of required police protection and vig-
ilance, in order to allow victims who come to the Centre to freely decide
without constraints if they wish to return to their country of origin, to be
integrated into the society of the host nation, or even to co-operate with
the judicial system to denounce criminal networks.

It should be highlighted that this measure links up with the legal
recognition of the residence permit granted to victims of trafficking in
persons.

It is also worth mentioning:
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• The launching of the Study made in 2007 on “Trafficking in Women
in Portugal for Sexual Exploitation”. This study was made public at
the seminar on “Trafficking in Human Beings and Gender”, held in
October 2007, under the Portuguese Presidency of the EU, which
resulted in the Porto Declaration. This Declaration was presented
in Brussels at the inauguration of the European Day for the Fight
Against Trafficking in Human Beings – 18 October 2007, and guided
future orientations of the European Union in this regard.

• Creation of a network of Focal Points within the CPOs (Criminal
Police Organisations), and of privileged interlocutors within the
District Centres of Social Security to address any issues regarding
trafficking that are closely connected with the organisation that
manages the CAP’s operation.

The Portuguese Government is unequivocally dedicated to the pro-
tection of the victims of trafficking. The main objective is to confer sus-
tainability to an integrated model of support and protection provided to
all victims of THB. It involves a working network that deals with any in-
tervention made on behalf of the victims, within a framework of cooper-
ation between the various institutions that work on the issues of
trafficking in Portugal.

It is equally important to highlight the National Campaign to Fight
Trafficking in Human Beings, launched in 2008, which is aimed at rais-
ing the awareness of public opinion. Since the campaign was also targeted
on potential victims of trafficking, pamphlets were produced in nine lan-
guages, divulging an SOS Immigrant hotline that also included a support
mechanism for THB victims.

This campaign attempted to focus its impact on the social conscience,
both at an individual and a collective level. However, it is not only
through these kinds of actions that consciences are roused or realities
are changed. Thus, the campaign was the flagship in response to various
measures referred to in the plan, and a step forward in carrying out
awareness-raising and training programs throughout the nation, leading
to a more assertive and efficient intervention, as well as a primary form
of prevention.
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This far-reaching and concerted action is in line with the international
commitments that Portugal intends to honour, among which we should
highlight 

• The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime and the Protocol thereto to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, aiming at
strengthening the protection provided by these instruments and
developing  the standards they contain;

• The Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA of 19 July
2002 on combating trafficking in human beings, as well as the
Council Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on standing of vic-
tims in criminal proceedings, and the Council Directive of 29 April
2004 on the residence permit issued to third-country nationals
who are victims of trafficking in human beings or who have been
the subject of an action to facilitate illegal immigration, who coop-
erate with the competent authorities;

• The European Union Plan on best practices, standards and pro-
cedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human be-
ings, adopted in December 2005 (2005/C 311/01), which is now
being revised;

• The Council of Europe Convention (Warsaw Convention) on ac-
tion against Trafficking in Human Beings of 16 May 2005, which
promotes the strengthening of a framework covering prevention,
combat and the protection of the rights of victims of trafficking,
which was ratified by Portugal on 14 January 2008 and brought
into force on 1 June  2008;

It is also important to draw attention to the establishment of a follow-
up mechanism to this Council of Europe Convention – GRETA (Group
of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings) – composed
of a group of experts who will supervise the implementation of this Con-
vention, in which Portugal has a representative.

In Portugal, in addition to the aforementioned political measures in-
serted in the 1st National Plan to Fight against Trafficking in Persons,
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other legal documents that are part of an approach focused on the sup-
port and integration of victims have also been implemented, and are also
worth mentioning:

• Amendment of the Penal Code (art. 160) which adopts specific
classifications of this kind of criminal activity, which now enable a
better approach to these situations, dealing with them in an au-
tonomous way and not relating them to associated criminal prob-
lems, broadening the definition of trafficking to include sexual
exploitation, labour exploitation and the removal of organs, pun-
ishment of the customer, criminalization of the confiscation, con-
cealment and damaging of identification documents and other
documents, and the penal accountability of legal persons.

• Law no. 38/2009, of 20 July that defines the goals, priorities and
orientations of criminal policy for the two-year period 2009-2011.
It lays down as specific objectives of criminal policy the prevention,
suppression, and reduction of violent, serious or organised crime
(including, among other crimes, trafficking in persons), as well as
the promotion of the protection of victims, specifically defenceless
victims, such as children and adolescents, pregnant women and
the elderly, sick and disabled people, and immigrants; trafficking
in persons is still considered a priority prevention crime included
in the list of crimes that may be denounced through an electronic
complaints system.

• Immigration Law – Law no. 23/ 2007, of 4 July which approves
the legal regime of entry, permanency, exit and expulsion of foreign
citizens from national territory that protects the victims of the
crime of trafficking, creating to that effect a special regime for the
granting of a residence permit. Furthermore, it introduces the con-
cession of a period of reflection of 30-60 days, during which victims
may decide whether they intend to co-operate with the judicial au-
thorities.

• Decree-Law no. 368/2007, of 5 November which implements the
granting of  a residence permit to any foreign citizen deemed to be
a victim of the crime of trafficking in persons, when justified by
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special circumstances of the victim. The Ministry of the Interior
issues this permit, on its own initiative or on a proposal from the
relevant criminal police organisation or the co-ordinator of the 1st
National Plan to Fight against Trafficking in Persons.

At a recent international conference, the UN Special Rapporteur on
Trafficking in Persons, especially in Women and Children, Ms. Joy Ngozi
Ezeilo, made the following statement:

“While addressing “root causes”, innovative proposals need to be
sought in tackling the complex issue of Human Trafficking”.

The Special Rapporteur believes that regional and national strategies
to fight trafficking are rooted in 5 main points: protection, prosecution,
conviction, prevention, and promotion of international co-operation, as
well as in redress, rehabilitation, and re-integration of victims, so as to
enable them to play their role in society.

I believe that this is the challenge that we are presented with nowa-
days, which is the re-invention of the practices of intervention that will
enable us to remain one step ahead of the perpetrators.

Trafficking in human beings is a problem of society, a problem that
deals with the level of freedom and democracy existing in any given so-
ciety. Slavery and liberty are antagonistic concepts. We must all reflect
on this paradigm and find truly liberating responses in the line of respect
for human rights, meaning that our approach is focused on the vic-
tims, which has always been a characteristic of our European and Por-
tuguese tradition.
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IT COULD BE ME, 
YOU OR ANY ONE OF US  

Marta Pereira

APF (the Portuguese Family Planning Association) is the organisation
with responsibility for the management, operation and professional team
of the Shelter and Protection Centre (SPC) for women and girls and
their young children who are at risk and who are identified by the ap-
propriate authorities as victims of trafficking in human beings (THB).
The Centre was created as an outcome of Project CAIM – Cooperação,
Acção, Investigação e Mundivisão [Cooperation, Action, Investigation,
and World View], a pilot project on prostitution and trafficking in women
for sexual exploitation funded by the EU’s EQUAL Initiative. In addition
to APF, the participating organisations are the Social Security Agency,
the Ministry of the Interior, the Presidency of the Council of Ministers
(represented by the Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality)
and the Ministry of Justice.

The main purpose of the SPC is to provide temporary refuge for
women and their children/minors in a safe place that offers them a wel-
coming environment and promotes their physical wellbeing, emotional
stability and social inclusion. 
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To that end, the SPC provides the basic necessities of life (food, hy-
giene, shelter) and specialist support services of various types: legal, psy-
chological, medical, social and educational assistance and/or preparation
for work. These conditions constitute the platform required to create an
Individual Support Plan for each woman sheltered in the Centre, under-
pinned by support and accountabilities, which should reflect her choices,
her autonomy and her pathways to self-help and empowerment within
the Centre.

Since 1 June 2008, the SPC has operated effectively as an emergency
response to situations in which victims of THB are identified by provid-
ing a 24-hour Professional Team which liaises with the agencies identi-
fying such victims, evaluates situations, provides emergency shelter for
victims, channels them to the official support agencies and manages Life
Plans.

The support and counselling provided to such a wide range of indi-
vidual needs and situations requires enormous commitment, availability
and dedication and streamlined processes and tools.

In addition to the professional support provided to assist victims and
ensure their social inclusion, there are also forms of support which have
become crucial not only for day-to-day routines but also for the imple-
mentation of life plans. In particular, these include the support derived
from self-learning by the team, especially in terms of knowledge of the
unique, social and cultural realities of each woman’s life, key tools for
communicating, informing and guiding life courses; coordination with
NGOs at transnational level; and compensation strategies when the re-
sponse timescales of the official services do not meet the felt needs.

Added to these are the cooperation provided by the criminal police
forces (CPFs) in terms of safety when victims need to attend court, im-
mediate responses to ensure the safety and wellbeing of victims, and di-
rect liaison with NGOs.

Victims’ opinions of the SPC’s operation, organisation and routines
are extremely positive, with victims expressing feelings of belonging,
safety, privacy, stability and support, which were the basic objectives un-
derlying the establishment of the Centre.
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Explaining or describing the work carried out during this first year in
terms of support for victims of THB in Portugal, and specifically the work
done by the SPC, is a complex process involving the views and opinions
of a large number of players. That process could reflect some of the pro-
fessional reports produced, direct testimony received or collected during
the Centre’s day-to-day work or the views of the partner organisations
whose cooperation on a daily basis makes the Centre’s work possible.

However, this article has chosen to give the word instead to the par-
ticipants in this project whose role is concerned with direct, day-to-day
counselling and support for the social inclusion of the women and girls
sheltered by the SPC – the professional team. We have therefore opted
to reproduce their opinions and thoughts about their experiences in the
day-to-day work of the Centre in order to try to explain, through their
accounts of their individual experiences, the transversality of the project. 
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15 months after the start of this project and reflecting on what
has taken place, we can say that all the effort and time dedicated
to this project has resulted in something extremely positive. Pro-
viding coordinated responses and ongoing services matched to
each victim’s biopsychosocial situation, contributing to their
feelings of stability and security, and integrating them into soci-
ety in the nearest possible future is the bread-and-butter work
of the professional staff of the SPC. Our reward comes in a look,
a smile, mirrored by small successes and dreams realised by the
people we help. People who need this team and on whom we
never turn our backs, simply because it would be impossible to
refuse to respond to such pleas for help, where the feeling ex-
pressed is often one of great insecurity resulting from their strug-
gle with the unknown.
From the beginning everything was planned in detail – the décor
of a place designed to shelter people who are so special, so different
from one another and yet so similar, who need their own space,
their own time to reflect and achieve personal stability, but also
need communal areas that encourage self-knowledge and hetero-
knowledge. From the colours to the solar aspect, nothing was left
to chance. And, of course, the security and protection of this place
and especially of those it shelters was an aspect which received
close attention.
Excursions outside this “refuge” are made with the greatest care
and thought, knowing that any false move could have serious con-
sequences. 
Although all this care and thought have to be built into the Centre's
daily routine, the project team's main goal is the social inclusion of
the people it shelters. To achieve that goal, it is necessary to “put
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one’s best foot forward” and surmount the various obstacles that
crop up every day.
Cultural diversity and the consequent differences in values, reli-
gious, dietary and interpersonal customs, among many other as-
pects, are factors that have to be taken into account in the daily
routine of a place like the SPC.
Because we believe that one should help and teach through respect
and never through the imposition of rules, the team’s motto is to
remember, respect and ensure that others respect the values of
everyone who comes to us, and not to force them to behave accord-
ing to our vision of the truth.
Happiness is only possible if you have the freedom to choose be-
tween different options and that is what we try to offer to those we
shelter, remembering their rights and all the opportunities they de-
serve for their daily achievements.
Like Ghandi, we believe that “strength does not come from physi-
cal capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.” We want every
woman to succeed, regain strength and embrace life with renewed
energy.

M.P.
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Trafficking in Human Beings: the realities behind the concepts

I somewhat hesitantly mentioned the words “People Trafficking”
when the “final touches” were being made to the products of the
CAIM project, whose interlocutor for the Action 3 Development
Partnership was the Family Planning Association, and the process
of dissemination and incorporation of the pilot action model in this
issue began. 
With the backing of professional teams (internal and external to
APF, Portuguese and transnational, from governmental and non-
governmental organisations) working on the variety of phenomena
associated with which this issue, a Project was born and imple-
mented with the aim of identifying, preventing, combating and as-
sisting the victims of a crime “with a long past but a short history”
in Portugal. Poverty and social exclusion, gender inequality, illegal
immigration and abetting it, sexual exploitation and prostitution,
violence and individual lives with many common denominators. 
Trafficking in Human Beings was the subject of a study by me,
drawing together the outcomes of the work done by previous col-
leagues with responsibility for the subject. Day after day, legislation
was analysed, concepts were defined, the various players involved
were interviewed, good practices were exchanged, films were
viewed, research data were analysed and presented, along with
role-playing, skills training, myths, case studies … all with the end
objective of creating and optimising resources and networking in
defence of Human Rights.
I am of the opinion that the reluctance to mention the words “People
Trafficking” ceased as people became persuaded by the concepts
that they had learned, just as I would claim that all this indispensable
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structure that has enabled us to “open the door” to victims of THB
was the best so far but is only the beginning of the reality of specialist
help which, notwithstanding all the concepts, is, like any living real-
ity, “an admirable new world”.
The SPC is not just a hidden or secret place where a woman or girl
identified as a victim of THB arrives in fear and finds safety. We
need to understand that a woman who arrives there arrives in fear,
but not necessarily, or not only, of those who were responsible for
procuring or exploiting her. Fear has many faces. It has the face of
shame and guilt, it has the face of self-blame and lying, fear of the
refuge, of a new life, of an unfamiliar language, of strange rights, of
a different culture, of children who are far away, of debts that must
be paid today, of the mother, father or grandmother who does not
know and will not know because they would never understand, of
not having anywhere to go back to, of having to inform against
those who were sometimes the only friends or lovers or family that
these people had, of a day when they will no longer be protected
and will be found and revictimised, or raped or killed.
There is nothing familiar or supportive, no recourse, no strategy to
hand, for a foreign victim of human trafficking who has been in
Portugal only a few months and who, now at the SPC, often cannot
recognise any way of life other than slavery.
I feel that the work done, like all work and all directions, has mul-
tiple obstacles related to timescales, resources and systems, mainly
because the thread linking each of the victims to the informed and
free opportunity and decision to seek help is so slender. The life
plans that are being made are not just a battle for rapid and ade-
quate socio-economic independence, but chiefly a 24-hour task of
counselling, of re-education, of tempering frustration, of the slow
emergence of feelings, clarification of wishes, personal identity
and hopes. 
As an example, at the SPC a momentary lack of trust in the coun-
selling can lead to the confidentiality of the location and the work
being put at risk together with, in the last analysis, the woman her-
self, all the other victims at the centre or exploited by the same ring,
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the women’s families and the professional team, given that we are
talking about organised crime.
In the day-to-day work of the SPC, we therefore support the idea
that the complexity of this issue makes it a task that cannot be un-
dertaken without close, efficient and consistent cooperation with
the police, with organisations that collect and analyse data and de-
scribe the issue, and with all the partners in the social support net-
works, as part of a transnational intervention network.
It is with these realities that the SPC’s professional team lives and
works, matching them with acquired and constantly updated skills,
creativity, effort, management – as far as possible – of resources
and fears, and a strong desire to carry on the battle for Human
Rights with which this journey began.

R.M.
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My opinion about the SPC can be separated into several dimen-
sions:
That of a counsellor and about the work as such;
That of a member of a multidisciplinary team;
Doubts, fears and worries.

As a counsellor I find the work very rewarding as well as important
to the lives of the women who come to us. Each of these women,
with her own individual circumstances and nature, finds in the
counsellor the support to make up for all the handicaps and all the
skills which, for one reason or another, life has not given them or
has robbed them of. Not to mention those women who arrive and
leave almost at the same time. To these women and with these
women, a warmer reception, a more attentive ear, more skilful
emotional handling, a more forthright response can make all the
difference, at least at that moment. The day-to-day work of the
Centre involves management at several levels because of the com-
plexity of the issue of Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation. The
counsellor has to manage different degrees of independence, clash-
ing cultures, excursions outside the Centre, constant bureaucratic
and institutional obstacles, and the frustrations and despair of the
users. A series of extremely wide-ranging and at times totally un-
foreseen issues. However, every forward step in the life plans of
each woman is a victory in terms of achievement for the counsel-
lor.

If I could, I would paint everything I feel on a Canvas |
But there would not be colours, ink and brushes capable of doing it |
Each joy, each woe
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Each fear, each achievement
Would not be perceptible to those who have never passed through
here |
Who have never spent the night here
Who have never lived here
I spend more time here than with those I love
And it is Them I think about when the fear grips, when night falls
|
And it is for Them that I convince myself that I am strong |
They, A, B, C | could be Me, You or any one of us |
That is why I brave the winter cold |
The summer nights |
The hours at the window gazing at the Moon
With which I share, talk, cry, smile, sing |
And since I cannot paint |
I scrawl my thoughts
Which fly | which have no value other than that I give them |
And in this daily struggle, which gives strength and energy | 
I believe | I fight and ponder on this Project.

L.V.
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The normal fears of those who face the unknown, the sharing of
different emotions, small victories that seem like so many prizes to
those who have suffered so much.
In this small fortress, we shelter, protect, chide and teach, trying
to repair the damage in a joint effort and with some stumbles on
the way.
They arrive with their self-esteem in tatters, disillusioned with
“friends” and false promises.
Some of them leave “richer” and happier, others simply freer, and
yet others, who lack willpower, return to the life that was their
downfall.
Pastimes planned and shared by all

C.F.
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I joined Project Espaço Pessoa to take a course from October to
December 2004. In March of the following year I was invited by
APF and the coordinator of Project Espaço Pessoa – an outreach
centre for female and male prostitutes in Porto – to train as a social
worker, combining my newly acquired skills with a lifetime’s ex-
perience. A year later I joined the Multidisciplinary Team of Proj-
ect CAIM. It was a very ambitious project, so there were great
expectations together with some fears because it was something
new – nothing similar had been done before. It was a question of
learning from scratch. My contact with the users of Espaço Pessoa
through my outreach work gave me some knowledge derived from
contact with people of different nationalities and with the issue as
such.
All the training I undertook was very important in terms of acquir-
ing knowledge, and was a climax to my learning of new things. Per-
sonally, it was very rewarding and important to be able to gain
knowledge in this area.
Even before the creation of the SPC we were receiving the first vic-
tims of this crime, and I experienced some difficulties because all
the experience I had acquired was on paper, but the reality was
very different. The women’s ages and why they were at risk, and
their life stories, had a positive impact on me. Experiencing this
situation close at hand enabled me to acquire the tools to handle
real situations. For me, all this was a learning experience and con-
tinues to be so even now, because each woman sheltered is unique.

I.A.
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March 2009. A month and year I will never forget! The start of a
new career direction which brought me into contact with a situa-
tion that until then I knew little about – human trafficking, in par-
ticular providing support and protection to the victims. 
So, in that month of March 2009, I became a counsellor in the core
team of the Centre for the Shelter and Protection of Victims of
Trafficking, the structure of which is based on the intervention
model developed under the CAIM Project, and which is managed
by APF. I was delighted, firstly as a citizen of the world, because it
was clear to me that “somebody cares and is concerned” about
THB issues, in the form of the Council of Europe Convention on
Action against THB 2005, and secondly, as a Portuguese citizen, to
note that materials, tools and structures were also being developed
in Portugal as a response in the prevention and suppression of THB
and counselling/protection of victims of trafficking. 
Today, after six months working at the SPC, I can confirm that
sheltering victims of trafficking in a protected environment is es-
sential to enable the victims to (re)build their lives, irrespective of
whether they want to return to their country of origin or to put
down roots in the society of the country that has taken them in.
These people arrive at the SPC in an extremely fragile, emotionally
dysfunctional state, with an exaggerated sense of insecurity and in
fear of being ensnared once again by the ring that imprisoned them.
This “little” description shows how the search for a better life led
them on a journey to hell. 
The SPC enables these people to (re)define their emotions, over-
come their fears, anxieties and frustrations, and (re)build their
lives. The SPC seeks to give victims empowerment, training and
work. 
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It is our job, the professional staff of the SPC, to ensure that these
victims, who have a face and an identity, have the right to smile
again, to hope, to be happy (using each individual’s notion of hap-
piness). 
It is not an easy task because these people bring with them baggage
consisting of frustration and emotional and socio-economic prob-
lems which can often be traced back to the nature of their lives up
to the time when they became victims.
This calls for huge dedication, strong motivation, lots of patience
and great receptiveness. One also needs to be able to handle con-
flicts and fears. As I said before, it is not an easy task, but these qual-
ities are the foundations on which the professional team is built.
Lastly, the work also calls for extremely good coordination, both
within the core team of the SPC and with the various partners, and
it is necessary that it actually happens (how could we treat a disease
if there was no medical assistance?  How could we ensure access
to their rights, if there was no legal and social protection assistance?
How could we feed people and provide welfare if there was no fi-
nancial support? How could we provide occupational training if
there were no agreements with training organisations?). However,
notwithstanding all the help provided by partners, the support
given is not always sufficient.

C.F.
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Working at the Shelter and Protection Centre has been and is, first
and foremost, the realisation of a personal and professional ambi-
tion to work in the field in which I was trained.
I also think that this Project is an appropriate and relevant response
to an issue that demands to be considered and managed in line with
the scale that it currently occupies in society.
With a team consisting of professionals with different but comple-
mentary training and experience who have enhanced the range of
work and laid the foundations, through discussion and constructive
criticism, for obstacles and challenges to be overcome and to make
the Centre’s operation and work increasingly efficient as a result.
I would add that this is a groundbreaking project in Portugal, and
that for that very reason the opinions we have expressed here are
especially relevant. Those opinions have also been informed by the
various studies that have been conducted and by contact with and
analysis of the good practices that have been used by shelter and
protection institutions and centres dealing with this issue in other
countries.
Contact with this issue and with the victims of trafficking has been
and continues to be a challenge in view of the large number of vari-
ables. This is work that demands versatility, updating, constant
questioning, cooperation and networking, with the team acting as
a pillar. Without all these contributing aspects, it would be an al-
most impossible task, especially to achieve the results we have
achieved.
It is these factors – the field, the work, the team of which I am part
and the institution – APF, and specifically its professional guidance
– which are the root of my motivation.
To list the main problems – in spite of all the willingness and co-
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operation that exists – I would mention the excessively bureau-
cratic procedures of our system, particularly the issuance of visas
and residence permits, the law in Portugal concerning this crime,
the lack of clarity and multiple interpretations to which it gives
rise, the need for deeper knowledge of this issue and its manage-
ment by the judiciary, the police, consulates, embassies and social
security, and the shortage of dedicated funding. These problems
are far from rare, with so much bureaucracy often leading to the
renewed emotional destabilisation of victims.

R.L
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TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN IN
PORTUGAL FOR PURPOSES 
OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION: 
AN EMPIRICAL PORTRAIT

Boaventura de Sousa Santos

Conceição Gomes

Madalena Duarte

Introduction

Trafficking in human beings has received unprecedented attention in
the media over the past few years, becoming one of the central issues on
the political agenda of various governments and organisations of regional
and international scope. However, this is not a recent phenomenon, nor
is it currently confined to the frontiers of some countries and/or regions
of the world. Markedly global and transnational, the main novelty lies in
the fact that it is, today, a highly profitable business and with an enormous
capacity to attract organised criminal groups who have increasingly en-
hanced their methods of action. Furthermore, the growing creativity of
the traffickers, in addition to some legal loopholes and the difficulties that
criminal police organisations face in their actions in a number of countries,
means that there is a low risk of this type of crime being detected, inves-
tigated and prosecuted, in comparison with other illegal activities.

Currently, one of the most visible, and perhaps less consensual, forms
of trafficking is the trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploita-
tion. The numbers of this reality are not consensual and, it is not un-rare
for them to be instrumentalised in accordance with agendas informed by
moral values, by the objective of border control and by the fear of “yet
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another” foreigner who is unknown and, therefore, to be feared. This is
a complex phenomenon with a multiplicity of analytical aspects, since a
great variety of inequalities underlie its origin: economic inequality; the
divisions and the frontiers between the rich and the poor; the primitive
accumulation of capital which forces the sale of the labour force and pro-
motes slave labour; some migration policies of the so-called first world
which, instead of structuring immigration, push it into the hands of the
mafias and criminal gangs; and the “desperate hopes” which lead people
to believe in promises of a better life in a world which, in the words of
Stuart Hall, is increasingly a world without guarantees.

Building on the study “Trafficking in women in Portugal for purposes
of sexual exploitation” (2008), this article seeks to contribute to a better
understanding of the reality of trafficking in women for sexual exploita-
tion in Portugal, a reality marked by strong opaqueness and by the sedi-
mentation of several prejudices. 

1. Trafficking in women: between numbers and perceptions

In the context of the abovementioned study, we seek to characterise,
albeit in an exploratory manner, the specificities of trafficking for purposes
of sexual exploitation in Portugal. The complexity and opaqueness of this
phenomenon have necessarily implied a multidisciplinary approach to the
different sources of information and fundamental actors. Hence, through
the voice of the criminal police organisations (CPOs), non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), magistrates of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, court
judges, former prostitutes, a prisoner with links to organised crime and,
also, through the analysis of quantitative data and judicial proceedings, the
outlines have been drawn to enable understanding, in part, the reality and
circuits leading to situations of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual
exploitation. The lack of solid quantitative data1 on the judicial visibility of

1 In the study “Trafficking in women in Portugal for purposes of sexual exploitation” we analysed
data collected from the Directorate-General for Judicial Policy (DGPJ) and CPOs. Regarding the
former, in the statistics of the DGPJ, trafficking in people appears aggregated with procuring, there-
fore it is not possible to know which judicial proceedings actually refer to trafficking in persons. Fur-
thermore, it was only in 1999 that an autonomous category was created for “Procuring and
Trafficking in Minors”, therefore until this date these crimes were also aggregated to “Trafficking
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the phenomenon also contributed to the necessarily explorative nature of
our approach.

The opinions gathered on the numbers of trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation are not consensual. While for some of the peo-
ple interviewed trafficking for purposes of sexual exploitation is of no
great impact in Portugal, for others this is a type of crime which is grow-
ing. These perceptions are influenced by numerous aspects, amongst
which: the interest of the media in the phenomenon, the legal definition
of trafficking and the consent of the women. Regarding the first aspect,
many said they believed that there is no growth, but rather greater visi-
bility of the issue, both at political level and in terms of the media:

What we have, at the moment, is greater visibility. (…) At this mo-
ment in time, it appears to me that there is greater social awareness
of this type of problem, which is something that did not exist a de-
cade ago only. In 2001, in fact, we did begin to talk about trafficking
in persons and this issue began to be greatly exposed, the sex busi-
ness, forced sexual practice with respect to minors (…). I think that,
above all, the media has also taken a positive step forwards. (…) We
no longer have the speculation of the media for the sale of news-
papers but now have news. (I1, CPO)

For some operators, another difficulty in the perception on the num-
bers of sexual trafficking derives, precisely, from the definition of traf-
ficking as established in the Penal Code (PC), which, according to certain
opinions, is narrower than that laid down in the Palermo Protocol,
thereby excluding from the outset a wider range of situations:

in Persons and Procuring”. From 1996 to 2004, there was a total of 194 proceedings relative to crimes
of trafficking in persons and procuring, in 92 of which there were convictions. These numbers
should, therefore, be read with caution since most of the cases refer only to the crime of procuring
and not trafficking.
Regarding the CPOs, we asked them to indicate the number of investigations which were carried
out for the crime of trafficking in persons between 2004 and 2006, and to make an analysis of the
content of the different inquiries and investigations for other associated crimes that they considered
could possibly underlie a crime of trafficking in persons, even if it had not been possible to pursue
them through criminal investigation. According to this methodology, the Criminal Police indicated
85 judicial proceeding; the National Republican Guard referred to 81 inquiries; and the Central De-
partment for the Investigation, Research and Analysis of Information from the Aliens and Borders
Service (DCIPAI) indicated 96 inquiries. For further details on the methodology followed by each
of the CPOs, please see the publication relative to this study. 
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According to the concept of trafficking of our PC, it currently re-
quires meeting a series of requisites which, in most cases, do not
occur. In this acceptance there are very few cases of trafficking and
less today than there were three or four years ago, when there were
mafias from Eastern Europe in Portugal and when the situations
involved manoeuvres involving deceit, coercion, abduction… They
thought they were coming to be nannies, or cleaning staff, and they
were enslaved. This phenomenon, in this legal framework, has de-
creased since 2002/2003. The wider definition of trafficking is
used above all by NGOs, but, legally, according to our PC, currently
this is not trafficking because it involves freedom of movement
(E44, CPO).

In fact, many interviewees when questioned about their perceptions
on the real dimension of this type of criminality, immediately questioned
the scope given to the definition of “trafficking”. For most, a clearer and
more precise definition of trafficking victim is necessary. Law number
99/2001, of 25th August, amended articles 169 and number 2 of article
170 of the Penal Code, broadening the legal scope of these crimes and
adding the following objective elements: abuse of authority resulting
from a relationship of hierarchical, economic or labour-related depend-
ency and abuse of any situation of special vulnerability of the victim.
Now, the concepts which the people interviewed thought to be of great-
est concern, due to their “elasticity” and “scope of coverage”, are, in prin-
ciple, the concepts of “vulnerability of the victim” and “deceit or fraud”:
This is a central issue in defining the scope of application of the law and
which leads to different perceptions on the real dimension of this type
of crime:

(…) what type of traffic are we talking about? That which is com-
mitted with violence, serious threat, deceit, fraudulent manoeu-
vres? Or are we also referring to those cases which, from 2001
onwards, were typified as abuse of a situation of special vulnerabi-
lity or of vulnerability? If that is the case, if we account for the issue
of vulnerability here, or of special vulnerability and condense this
concept, we will get dark figures, probably enormous. If we limit
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ourselves to the most flagrant cases, to those of so called “induced
consent”, then I would say that there is a lower number. (…) The
question is knowing how to classify the concept of vulnerability
(P1, magistrate).

The opinion of another operator is in agreement with the one above,
who also defends that concepts such as “deceit” or “induced consent”
should be defined more precisely, so that criminal investigation can be
more effective:

I think that we should have, at a substantive level, a simpler, more
generic criminal typology, because there is great difficulty in the
investigation then demonstrating all those instances of induced
consent, deceit, etc. Often, we are not talking about an instance of
deceit, we are talking about, for example, a situation of half deceit.
A half deceit is when a woman is recruited and thinks that she is
going to exercise prostitution in luxury hotels, that she will earn
masses of money and then she arrives here and is forced to be a
prostitute in a hotel in Beira Interior living in subhuman condi-
tions, where she is forced to work during her menstrual period,
where she is forced to stuff herself with cotton wool so that the
customer is not aware. These are real situations. And what are we
talking about here? Are we talking about deceit or half deceit?
Where is this supposed to fit in? (P5, CPO).

This concern has not been fully settled through the recent review of
the Penal Code2, which still implies a difficult task of interpreting such
concepts. The perceptions relative to the consent given by the women in

2 We refer to Law number 59/2007, of 4th September, which reviewed the Penal Code, reformulated
the definition of the type of crime of trafficking in persons, extending its scope and application (cf.
article 160 of the CP). According to the new law, whoever “offers, delivers, recruits, accepts, trans-
ports, accommodates or harbours persons” for those purposes, whether “through means of violence,
kidnapping or serious threat” or by “deceit of fraudulent manoeuvres” or “with abuse of authority
resulting from a relationship of hierarchical, economic, labour or family-related dependency” is
liable to punishment. The agent will also be punished if he/she practices those acts, whether pro-
fessionally or with lucrative intent or abusing the “psychological incapacity or any situation of vul-
nerability of the victim, or through the obtaining of the consent of the person which has control over
the victim”.
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situations of trafficking are not indifferent to the greater or lesser scope
of the coverage of concepts such as vulnerability and deceit. Indeed, as
results from our research, many of the situations which, depending on
the interpretation of the law, could be termed trafficking crimes refer to
cases where the woman knows that she is coming to work in prostitution,
although she is then forced to perform her activity in a context which is
very different from what she had known. The inclusion, or not, of these
situations in the definition of sex trafficking is determinant in influencing
the so-called “dark figures”:

Are we talking about trafficking in women for purposes of sexual
exploitation in the wider sense, that is, covering situations which
are clearly the vast majority of those occurring in Portugal, of
women who know what they are coming to, or are we talking about
trafficking in women for sexual exploitation more in the sense of
trafficking in persons as established in the Penal Code, that is, in-
volving fraudulent means, lack of awareness on the purpose of the
voyage on the part of the woman? It is necessary to clarify this con-
cept, because it is important for the response (…) to know whether
we are talking about a residual phenomenon or a phenomenon in
relation to which the figures are more pleasant (P9, OPC).

Throughout the interviews we were given to understand that this is
an issue which raises much debate and gathers little consensus and cer-
tainty, hence the theme is analysed in greater detail in the following point. 

Having briefly analysed some of the factors which influence percep-
tions on the dimension of trafficking for purposes of sexual exploitation
in Portugal, it can be stated that, from the point of view of its impact on
Portuguese society, the information collected in this study appear to in-
dicate that the trafficking phenomenon does not, at a first glance, reach
alarming figures. However, this is a conclusion which requires great cau-
tion. On the one hand, the minor visible expression of the phenomenon
could effectively correspond to a crime with little incidence in Portugal.
On the other hand, this could be a phenomenon of great opaqueness, and
so it might mask a reality very different from that commonly perceived.
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In fact, we have identified social dynamics which are well alive and with
a tendency to grow, and which are very often the source of situations of
sexual exploitation. Therefore, in view of the veiled nature of the phe-
nomenon, and given the way in which it depends dramatically on the in-
formation and means addressed, it appears sensible to agree that there
is no other way to combat it than by combating the dark figures in which
it is hidden.

2. Women in situations of trafficking for sexual exploitation

Using the data collected for the study “Trafficking in Women in Por-
tugal for purposes of Sexual exploitation” as the source of information,
it is concluded that most of the victims of sex trafficking in Portugal are
of Brazilian nationality, followed by women from Eastern Europe (in par-
ticular those of Romanian nationality) and Africa, with the Nigerian na-
tionality beginning to stand out. This conclusion results not only from
the interviews with the different interfaces involved with the phenome-
non of sex trafficking, but also from the consultation of judicial proceed-
ings and press and quantitative data provided by the criminal police
organisations.

The women come from fragile social contexts with very weak eco-
nomic conditions and are in charge of dependents, in particular children,
a fact which makes them especially vulnerable to falling into these traf-
ficking networks. Indeed, this is a fact which has been found in several
studies on trafficking in women. A study by Maria Lúcia Leal and Maria
de Fátima Leal (2002) in Brazil, notes that the recruitment is above all
incident on negro and mixed-race women and young girls, aged between
15 and 25 years, from low social classes and low levels of schooling. These
women live in peripheral urban areas deprived in many ways of basic so-
cial facilities, have children and work in activities which do not require
great professional skills, namely in the provision of domestic services and
in commerce. Regarding their family situation, the study shows that
many women have a history marked by intra-family and extra-family vi-
olence and belong to families in difficult socio-economic contexts, which
makes them vulnerable with respect to non-state, supposedly protective
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networks. In the study conducted on trafficking in women in Holland,
Vocks and Nijboer (2000: 383) identified women aged between 18 and
23 years, single, childless and with problematic relationships with one
or both parents on whom they depended financially, as the first targets.
In the family histories of these women we find alcoholism, incest, ill-
treatment, etc. As is shown, these studies indicate the presence of struc-
tural factors which are decisive in trafficking in women and which are
directly related to situations of poverty and vulnerability. Poverty has a
markedly feminine face and trafficking is not indifferent to this fact. Traf-
ficking thrives on poverty and social inequalities, and there is a close re-
lationship between poverty, regional inequalities and the existence of
routes of women trafficking (Leal and Leal, 2002: 55).

Regarding age, these women are young and, as a rule, are not older
than 35 years of age. The women’s young age responds to the require-
ments of the customers, and, consequently, of the pimps. 

Most of the sources consulted point to a preponderance in Portugal
of victims who initially consented to working in prostitution, or at least,
in the sex industry and who later found themselves in a situation of ex-
ploitation, with their autonomy strongly limited. Still, we did find a num-
ber of cases, both reported by interviewees and through the analysis of
judicial proceedings, where the women did not know that the work
awaiting them in Portugal was that of prostitution.

According to the experience of many of the people interviewed, most
of the Brazilian women who later find themselves in a situation of traf-
ficking, as defined by the law, initially consented to working in prostitu-
tion as a migratory strategy and ended up by falling into a situation of
strong exploitation, whereas the extreme situations of deceit – in which
the women did not know that they would be forced to work as a prosti-
tute or in any other activity of a sexual nature – occur mainly with women
from other nationalities, namely from Central and Eastern Europe, Asia
and Africa. This perception is worthy of several considerations. 

While admitting that such an interpretation could mirror the reality,
one should nevertheless bear in mind the following two factors. Firstly,
that it was through violent cases involving Eastern European women that
Portugal “woke up to” the reality of this type of traffic. Indeed, according
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to the date we have collected, the crime of sex trafficking in Portugal is
currently practised essentially by groups with a less “heavy” and almost
artisanal structure, in which most situations of trafficking of Brazilian
women are found, and not so much by organised criminal groups from
Eastern Europe. Moreover, in these informal groups it is not uncommon
for the recruiters to be people who are highly credible amongst the vic-
tims, due to being friends, family members, colleagues, etc. 

Secondly, as part of one of the predominant nationalities in the “sex
market” in Portugal, many Brazilian women become linked to processes
of social exclusion and to precarious worlds which could naturally, at
certain times, lead to situations of sex trafficking. In this regard, the fact
that the prostitution of Brazilian women is overwhelmingly perceived as
a “migratory labour” option could lead to situations of exploitation and
trafficking going unnoticed. As noted by a member of a criminal police
organisation:

(…) We see a Brazilian woman in a certain place, totally free, and
probably the immediate tendency will not be to see her as a victim
of trafficking. This is not to say that she is not, that the issues raised
at the origin, before coming here, cannot qualify her as a victim of
trafficking. But, that does not tend to happen. (…) (P3, CPO).

As is evident, although the interpretation of the Palermo Protocol pro-
visions indicates that the woman’s consent to prostitution does not mean
that she is not in a situation of exploitation, there is nothing to ensure
that its effective application by the agents of authority will be one of ac-
ceptance of this notion of “victim”. In fact, for some of the people inter-
viewed, the definition of victim in the international documents is still
very much bound to a paradigmatic type of violent trafficking associated
to organised criminal groups, thus failing to include other situations such
as those in which, in their opinions, the Brazilian women are found:

(…) Most of these Conventions are very much directed to and fo-
cused on Eastern Europe. We know that there are still, today, some
organised groups relative to women from Eastern Europe, but most
of the “market” is supplied by Brazilian women, and this is a sui ge-
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neris reality which rather escapes the nature of the Conventions.
(…) (P6, magistrate).

Basically, as in other scenarios of violence, we can state that in sex
trafficking we also find idealised types of “victims”, where the “good”
victims are clearly differentiated from the “bad” victims. According to
Kelly and Regan (apud Aronowitz, 2001: 166), there are various levels of
victimisation which correspond to different types of victims. The first
level corresponds to total coercion where the victims are kidnapped; con-
sent is nil at this level. The second level refers to women who were de-
ceived through promises of employment other than that of prostitution.
In these cases, the consent of the woman was achieved through fraud.
The third level refers to a lesser level of deceit, whereby the women knew
that they were going to work in the sex industry, but not in prostitution.
Lastly, the fourth level of victimisation, held as less serious, concerns
women who before their departure already knew that they would be
working as prostitutes, but who did not know the extent to which they
would be controlled, intimidated, indebted and exploited. The risk, there-
fore, is that of obtaining a definition of trafficking that establishes moral
hierarchies informed by moral values, which result in introducing legal
and/or practical barriers between women who deserve more assistance,
those who deserve relative assistance and those who do not deserve any
type of assistance (Anderson and Davidson, 2002: 17). 

These different situations should be carefully weighed up and re-
flected on because, in fact, apart from the paradigmatic “type” of traffick-
ing for sexual exploitation – the situation of a woman who has clearly
been deceived and forced into prostitution, against her will, for the first
time through the use of coercion and force upon arrival in Portugal –
there is a vast range of situations which, while not fitting into this type-
cast image of violence in trafficking, constitute dramatic forms of abuse
and destruction. Indeed, in the cases we analysed, it was possible to find
various profiles of women in situations of trafficking. Some women did
not know that they were coming to work in prostitution and were forced
to so under threat and coercion. Others had been told that they were
coming to work in bars, as dancers, or “hostesses”, but not in prostitution.
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However, these women, as a result of their debts, ended up by becoming
prostitutes. And finally, other women knew that they were coming to
work in prostitution, but did not know that the value of their travel costs
would be charged at a rate above the real rate, nor did they know that
other expenses and the payment of fines would be added to this value. A
large number of these women were subjected to physical, psychological
and sexual violence by their exploiters. The danger of this reality being
diluted comes from many sides: 1) because there are many women who
were prostitutes in their countries of origin and, therefore, will hardly
be seen as victims and exploited by persons who are prejudiced; 2) be-
cause there are women who knew that they were coming for prostitution
and accepted the initial rules of the game. These women, in spite of cre-
ating the illusion that they live in a world designed of their own accord,
are frequently subject to redefinitions and alterations in the rules of the
game by those who are in a situation of taking advantage of the above-
mentioned vulnerabilities and invisibilities; 3) because there are many
immigrant women who have chosen to exercise prostitution in Portugal
without their control over the rules of the game having been withdrawn
from them. This fact, per se, while it may correspond to the most visible
side of the phenomenon (and even the most common, according to some
actors), could nevertheless lead to a “sociological camouflaging” of situ-
ations where the women are victims of a dramatic reversal of this idea of
sexual self-determination. 

The frontiers between these situations are tenuous since there are
several different types of precariousness in this drama, in this web which
easily leads women into situations of sexual exploitation. Considering
the complex precariousness of these networks, the reasons which lead a
woman, at the outset, to find herself in a situation of trafficking cannot
be ignored. We should not ignore the desire and expectations that that
woman had in finding a more stable and safe life in the host country,
which led her to consider that the risk could appear to be acceptable.

It should also be noted that, in order to overcome the issue of consent,
as such, it is fundamental that the situations of trafficking should increas-
ingly be detected through the search for other evidence:
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Of course the detection of this phenomenon is a very complex de-
tection, which involves a series of multiple factors, which do not
boil down to the woman being here because she wants or does not
want to be (…). And it is in this holistic approach that we must move
towards this meaning of exploitation, always associating trafficking
to exploitation, to profit. The most important is not just the prob-
lem of procuring, of exploitation, it is something far beyond this,
which forces the women and brings them over (P18, CPO).

2.1. Trafficking processes: some examples

Trafficking in persons should be perceived as a process and not as a
single offence. Its diffuse character is, right from the start, a strong ob-
stacle to the effectiveness of police investigation. Each case of trafficking
in persons has particular aspects, involves different routes, different
people, etc. There are, however, common aspects, such as the different
stages inherent to the trafficking process: the recruitment, transport of
people, exploitation and control of the victims and, in some cases, de-
pending on the organisation and sophistication of the groups involved,
the laundering of the money derived from the exploitation. 

Our research has corroborated the hypothesis initially raised that the
modus operandi of the traffickers differs, depending on the number of
people involved, the level of organisation of the group and the resources
available. The profile of the people involved in each of these activities is
also differentiated, with it almost being possible to state that any person
could be a trafficker, provided that such an opportunity arises. The fact
that standardised patterns of action are not found is related, amongst
other factors, to the capacity of traffickers to adapt to the demands of the
“sex industry”, in particular to the preferences of customers, to the modus
operandi of the police force and, also, to national and local contexts. There
are, however, some characteristics which permit outlining a profile of
the trafficker operating in Portugal.

The data indicate that, as a rule, Portuguese people are involved in
these networks, in most cases with this role being assumed by the owners
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of the establishments, who coordinate the activities and the profits re-
sulting therefrom, and they are also present in other positions, such as
security personnel, transporters (for example, chauffeurs or even taxi-
drivers), amongst others. Foreigners play essentially the role of recruiters,
transporters and, sometimes, also act as controllers of the women.

Regarding gender, there appears to be the involvement of women in
the trafficking networks, who assume the role of recruiters, exploiters
or even controllers of the movements of the victims. These women, who
may once have been themselves subject to this situation, often do the
monitoring of operations in the victims’ country of origin and in Portu-
gal. The involvement of women, in some cases, is reflected in or is the
result of an emotional or sexual involvement with those who control the
criminal activity. The presence of women in the trafficking networks is
particularly significant with respect to women from Brazil. In the case
of women from Eastern Europe, individuals from the respective coun-
tries of origin predominate, in particular men. Regarding African
women, especially Nigerian, and Asiatic women (Chinese), the same is
observed, but with the female gender being more visible in the “control
of the business”.

The greater or lesser number of people involved and their profile
largely depend on the existence or not of an organised network and on
its format. Effectively, the crime of trafficking can either be controlled
by an organised group of people, who may also be involved in other types
of crimes – with many being linked with “mafias” –, or it may be carried
out by smaller groups, which are more informal and with lower organi-
sational levels. A large part of the interviewees considers that the crime
of trafficking for sexual exploitation in Portugal is, currently, practised
essentially by groups with a less “heavy” and almost artisanal structure,
and not by groups such as the Eastern European mafias which operated
in Portugal at the end of the 1990’s and early 2000’s. The lesser presence
of these groups in Portugal is, above all, the result of efforts made by crim-
inal police organisations, in the early 2000’s, towards the eradication of
the Eastern European mafias which operated in Portugal, linked to traf-
ficking, extortion, falsification of documents, homicides, kidnapping, ab-
ductions, etc., which led to several convictions and expulsions.
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The most common method of enticement, independently of the na-
tionality of the women or the traffickers, is by taking advantage of the
contexts of social and economic vulnerability of the victims. In these con-
texts, the promises of good employment and salaries appear like “El Do-
rado”. The enticers can say that the work awaiting the woman is,
effectively, that of prostitution, or merely to work in a bar as a “hostess”
or dancer or, even, attract her with other offers outside of this area, such
as in the restaurant business, for example. This is a common character-
istic in the modus operandi of the groups of different nationalities, al-
though, as noted above, in relation to Asian and Nigerian women, much
is still unknown in this respect. So, basically, where differences occur is
in the level of deceit. The most significant differences are related to who
does the enticement and their role in the structure of the group. In the
cases we analysed relative to women from Eastern Europe, we found sit-
uations where the enticement was carried out without any friendship or
family ties with the recruiter. The case described below is, in this regard,
paradigmatic. 

In 2002, three citizens of Russian nationality decided to leave their
country in search of a better life. For such, they answered an advertise-
ment in a newspaper based in Moscow which precisely dealt with the
emigration of Russian people to other countries. Each of these women
telephoned the number indicated in the advertisement, and spoke either
to a man or to two women, with whom they agreed to meet in public
places. During one of these meetings Halyna was told that she had to sub-
mit a full body photograph, a medical certificate, an international pass-
port and a registration form, duly filled in. The documentation should be
accompanied by 750 roubles. She was told that her destination would be
determined only on her arrival to Moscow, and that she would be work-
ing as a children’s nanny, a char woman or, otherwise, as a waitress in a
café or bar.

Once in Moscow, the three women entered into contact with a man
who gave them contracts to sign. According to these contracts, each
woman assumed a debt of USD 2,000. The money corresponded to the
payment of the bus ticket, visa and travel insurance. This was when they
were told that they would be coming to Portugal, a country that none of
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them knew. Before leaving Moscow they were told that, on their arrival
in Lisbon, they would be met by a person who would take them to their
workplaces.

So, Halyna began her journey on 12th February 2002, in a bus going to
Paris, accompanied by two other women who were travelling under the
same conditions. In Paris they changed to another bus heading for Lis-
bon, where they arrived on 15th February 2002. When they called the mo-
bile telephone number they had been given in Moscow, a man answered
who gave them instructions to wait until he picked them up. Not long
after, the said man appeared in a car and told the women to get in. At that
moment, their passports were taken from them, and the women were in-
formed that they would be returned only after their debt had been fully
paid up. Then, they were taken to Aveiro. When they arrived they were
taken to a small hotel, in an isolated area, where they met Ivan. They were
ordered to remain in their room, being forbidden even to peek out of the
window. During the first week they stayed there, being visited at the end
of each day by Ivan and by the man who had driven them to Aveiro. As
an example, we recount the story of only one of these women. 

Kristina was taken to Aveiro, where she stayed in a residential hotel,
for one month. During the time she was there she was visited by Ivan and
by another man of Portuguese nationality who went there every second
or third day, to take her food. The two men stated that they were looking
for employment for her, thus justifying the withholding of her passport.
Subsequently, Ivan took her to a discotheque in Viseu, where Kristina
worked for three months. During that period, Kristina paid Ivan 750
euros, thus handing over practically everything she had earned. How-
ever, Ivan continued demanding the payment of the initial debt of USD
2,000. In order to force her to hand over the sum, on several occasions
Ivan took her to a wood close to Viseu, where he hit and kicked her. He
demanded that she pay him the sum of 3,000 euros by September. He
even burnt her with a lighter and threatened her with a gun, saying that
he would kill her if she did not hand over the money he demanded. Later,
she was taken to a brothel in the area of Aveiro, where there were places
reserved for sexual activity with customers for money. From there she
was taken, some time later, to a hostel bar in the area of Viseu and then,
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onto another situated in the city of Viseu. Ivan continued to demand be-
tween 300 and 500 euros per week, threatening that if she did not hand
over such sums, he would put her back into a brothel and harm her family
in Russia.

At the hearing and judgement in court, when confronted with the con-
tents of the accusation, Ivan denied all the facts. On the other hand, it
was not possible to get the victims to give evidence. Therefore it was not
possible to present any evidence on the matter on which Ivan had been
accused by the Public Prosecutor’s Office and, as a consequence, he was
acquitted.

As for the cases identified on the trafficking of Brazilian women, the
recruitment was done, mainly, by family members, friends and acquain-
tances, thus bypassing the intricacies of the organised networks made up
of many individuals. Luísa, for example, was recruited by Helena, her
former neighbour who, in the meantime, had emigrated to Portugal. In
her words:

(…) She [Helena] came first and then telephoned me, and told me
it was good, that it was a hostess bar, that we would have a drink,
and that there was nothing else. It was just that. And there were
percentages on the drinks we had with customers, you understand?
He (referring to Fernando) said that I should come, that it was
good, that he had a hostess bar, that we would go there and have a
drink, I don’t know what else, that I would earn a lot of money, that
it was good! (…).

In July 2003, Luísa arrived in Madrid. Fernando was waiting for her
who, as a loan, paid for her travel. He took her in his car to a place situated
in the Northern Centre. When she arrived she began working in one of
his hostess bars as had previously been agreed between the two. Luísa
came to Portugal to “have drinks with the customers, as a hostess”, but
she ended up by being forced, against her will, and under threat, to be-
come a prostitute:

In the beginning he was fine with us. It was all very good in the be-
ginning. Then we were compelled to go to the bedroom with them,
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and we really had to go. (…) Yes, I objected, but he would not take
it! If I let him he would hit us in the face! He would hit… I hated it!
And I had to accept! (…) With me, he pushed me. He pushed me
and spoke like this: “do what I tell you.” He flung me across the
room, you understand? Some four metres, or so… I fell. I got really
upset, I cried a lot. I told him I was leaving on that day. (…) But he
would not let me leave. But I went away to the apartment. The next
day he grabbed me, put me in the car, went for a ride with me, went
all over the place, coaxing me so that I would not leave! Do you un-
derstand? And I could only cry (…). And he told me that I was not
to leave there! (…) I was in the saloon with a boy, having a drink.
(…) and that Helena was in the room with a customer. She took I
don’t know how many minutes in the room. And he [referring to
Fernando’s son] went to find out what was going on in there. He
went in there, grabbed her and kicked her, he beat her. And not
knowing anything about this I went into another room, to comb
my hair. I didn’t know anything. I saw her crying! I asked what had
happened. And she told me: “he grabbed me and flung me across
the room!”(…) That was more or less one month after I had arrived.

The analysis of this and other cases3 shows several similarities in the
modus operandi of these groups, namely in the methods of attracting and
recruiting women, which often involve enticement and taking advantage
of the social and economic vulnerability of the victims. In this regard it
is curious to note that, in most of the cases referred to, the groups re-
sorted to people from the victims’ countries of origin, who could be there
or in Portugal, to act as recruiters. The recruitment was also done, not
uncommonly, through friends who already worked in Portugal, in prin-
ciple in the same activity, with it being understood that in some cases the
enticement of more women was requested by the owner of the establish-
ment. This enticement was done, as a rule, through the promise of a lot
of money in a short amount of time and a better life. The story of some
women does not appear, in principle, to be one of victims of trafficking,
but of migratory subjects who legitimately sought better living conditions

3 See Santos, Gomes, Duarte and Baganha (2008).
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in another country. This difference should be taken into consideration.
Similarities are also found in the routes, with most women being advised
not to travel directly to Portugal, but rather to other locations within the
Schengen Area. Before starting off on these journeys, they were told what
to wear and what to say to the border control authorities.

The withholding of the passport and demand of the payment of the
travel expenses at a level higher than the real level, increased by daily ex-
penses and fines, associated to threats, are the most common form of con-
trol. To return again to the case of Luísa, she stated that she lived shut
in, frightened and deprived of freedom in a rented residential hotel,
watched over by Fernando or else by one of his trusted men. All her
movements were controlled. For every sexual act, which could not ex-
ceed twenty minutes, she had to charge the customer 32 euros. The
money was all handed over to Fernando who told her it was to pay the
debt due to the airplane ticket. When she refused to do as she was or-
dered, she was threatened with a knife against her neck by Fernando’s
son. This situation extended from July until September 2003, when Luísa
managed to escape.

Obviously these women, due to the fact of being traumatised and fear-
ful of retaliation affecting themselves or their families, rarely give evi-
dence or, when they do, are not prepared to tell everything they know,
which makes the investigation very difficult. Therefore, for many judicial
operators, it is necessary to invest more in other means of proof.

3. General reflections: towards effective assistance 
to women in situations of sexual trafficking

Studies carried out on trafficking in human beings in general, and, es-
pecially, on trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation face
a difficulty a priori: the definition of the object of the study. As we have
found, trafficking in persons is a complex concept, which raises some
controversy over its real definition. Now, the greater or lesser amplitude
given to the concept can influence the policies on the fight against the
phenomenon and, not uncommonly, is the object of some instrumental-
isation on the part of Governments, international authorities or even non-
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governmental organisations (NGOs) which define it according to the po-
litical objectives of their own agenda. The concern of governments has
mostly fallen on illegal immigration and on transnational organised
crime. The “abolitionist” feminist NGOs, as much of the literature calls
them, debate the issue of trafficking as a paradigmatic phenomenon of
the growing globalisation of the sexual exploitation of women. Human
rights NGOs, immigrants associations and sex workers associations em-
phasise the abuse of the human rights of persons subjected to trafficking,
especially with regard to their working conditions. Therefore, it is fun-
damental that the concept of trafficking, in particular trafficking in
women for purposes of sexual exploitation, is clearly defined so as to en-
sure the effectiveness of actions against this form of criminality.

Regarding the role of the State and of the different governments on
this matter, over the last few years, as a result of great international pres-
sure in this area, several governments have sought to develop strategies
to fight trafficking in human beings in general and in women in particu-
lar. Portugal is no exception, having adopted a number of measures over
the last few years, not only for the prevention of and the fight against traf-
ficking, but also for assistance to the victims. The creation of the first Na-
tional Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings is an example of this.
The primary strategy of governments has been the production and
strengthening of legislation relative to the phenomenon. This is, without
doubt, a fundamental area, for in spite of the intense production of inter-
national conventions and statements, several countries have not yet re-
flected in their criminal law due concern for the gravity of the
phenomenon of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation.
However, the creation of legislation per se cannot combat this type of
crime unless it is accompanied by means and instruments for its effective
implementation. What has been observed in various countries is that the
level of condemnation of human traffickers, especially when compared
with drugs or arms trafficking, is not very significant. This is due to a
number of factors, namely the lack of precision of the concept of traffick-
ing; the difficulty in collecting evidence; the low level of training of judi-
cial operators on this matter; the often ineffective coordination between
the different police forces; etc. Moreover, the transnational character of
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this type of criminality requires national measures which should not be
taken in isolation. The nature of human trafficking implies the need for
the different countries involved to cooperate both in terms of action and
legislative harmonisation, so as to prevent traffickers from taking advan-
tage of legal loopholes as has occurred in some countries, namely in  Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe. 

It is also important to reflect on the type of legislation produced. Re-
garding this issue, governments are in a permanent limbo between the
protection and promotion of human rights and the will to control their
borders, which are an expression of their sovereignty. For some, the at-
tention of governments with respect to the phenomenon of trafficking
should actually focus more on the issue of migration and the control of
migratory flows than on human rights. It is thus argued that the best way
to combat trafficking is through the creation of more restrictive immi-
gration laws. Some NGOs and academics consider, however, that these
measures end up by being more part of the problem rather than of the
solution: not only they do not discourage trafficking, but they also more
easily push thousands of people underground who will not give up their
migratory strategies, for these are survival strategies.

Therefore, the laws which lead women subject to trafficking to be de-
ported immediately not only act as a barrier to their involvement as wit-
nesses and, consequently, to the effective condemnation of the traffickers,
but also do nothing to contribute to the reintegration of the victims. Few
are the governments which have programmes allowing women who have
been subject to trafficking to make real choices about their future – de-
ciding whether to return to their country of origin or, on the contrary,
remain in the country of destination –, nor do they prepare them for their
return or provide them with assistance once they are back in their coun-
try of origin (Corrin, 2004: 181). Others make short stays of the women
depend on their giving of evidence against the traffickers:

One of the most impressive effects is that, although the people sub-
ject to trafficking are called “victims” in various policies and laws,
unless they become police informants and hand over their “traf-
fickers”, who could easily be their friends, lovers, brothers, sisters
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or employers, they are treated as illegal immigrants, criminals or
threats to national security, (Kempadoo, 2005: 67)

It is fundamental for women to be at the centre of the policies which
combat trafficking, not the criminalisation of the traffickers; otherwise
there is a serious risk that women will be useful only for as long as their
giving of evidence is relevant.

The literature analysed also emphasises that the treatment of women
victims of trafficking, both according to the provisions of the law and in
the context of their implementation, is frequently constrained by moralist
concepts, above all because female prostitutes carry strong social stig-
matisation, with their civil and human rights being frequently violated
(Anderson and Davidson, 2002: 40). These women are often subject to
deportation, detentions, mandatory medical examinations, moral reha-
bilitations, physical punishment, rape, etc. Few are the countries where
female prostitutes are effectively protected by the law. For this issue, it
is not the debate around the legalisation of prostitution that counts, or
the only that does, but also, as noted above, the debate relating to the con-
cept of victim. 

NGOs are also fundamental actors in both the fight against trafficking
and the assistance to its victims. While predatory globalisation (Falk,
1999) creates the conditions for the emergence of human trafficking net-
works, we should also not forget that, as Boaventura de Sousa Santos
(2000) noted, this globalisation occurs, simultaneously, with the emer-
gence of transnational social movements which are, in part, expressions
of a counter hegemonic experimentation of globalisation.

Notwithstanding their limited resources, lack of funds and, in some
cases, even of information, there is a vast number of NGOs spread
throughout the world which have, over the years, been engaged in com-
bating human trafficking, being indispensable in the assistance provided
to the victims. Locally, NGOs work with civil society organizations, sev-
eral of a religious nature which, due to already having worked with fe-
male prostitutes, have greater facility in identifying victims. NGOs may
either operate only at the level of assistance to the victims, or they may
extend the scope of their activities to include prevention and lobbying.
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Transnational NGOs, such as the Coalition Against Trafficking in Women
and Global Alliance Against Trafficking in Women, and others such as
On The Road and La Strada, operate on various fronts, use specialists,
produce academic research and have strong local links.

Local and transnational NGOs play a very important role in campaigns
for the prevention and the raising of the public awareness of this phe-
nomenon, both at global level and in the countries of origin. The NGOs
in the countries of origin devote themselves, above all, to prevention and
the support of women on their return. Regarding prevention, these NGOs
develop work at airports (as is the case in Brazil), write articles for the
press on symbolic days and address specific groups of women. The efforts
made towards prevention are, above all, aimed at reducing the factors
which make the women vulnerable to these networks and, at the same
time, ensuring the social integration of the most vulnerable groups. 

The work of the NGOs should be highlighted in particular with re-
spect to assistance provided to women when they manage to escape from
the traffickers or are rescued during police raids. NGOs are well posi-
tioned to work with female victims of trafficking for a number of reasons.
Firstly, many women fear the State-based organisations for the fear of
being deported or even detained. Then, women know that the trafficking
“business” involves many corrupt agents and members of the police
force, so their mistrust relative to these operators is significant. The
women also feel more comfortable in an environment which is sensitive
to gender issues and where they know that, in principle, they will not be
judged or discriminated against (Tzevetkova, 2002: 61).

The services provided vary according to the human and financial re-
sources available and the location of the NGOs. While they are not a uni-
form group – the NGOs may be engaged in the protection of human rights
in general, the protection of immigrants’ rights, the feminist movement,
the sex workers’ movement or have an evangelist character and possess
a conservative agenda –, the services also depend on the actual objectives
of the organisations.

In the countries of origin, the NGOs meet the women at the airport,
assist them with their basic needs (food, accommodation, financial, med-
ical and psychological support) and establish the first contacts with their
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families (idem: 61). The responses of the NGOs are directed towards the
provision of immediate assistance to women who have managed to es-
cape from the traffickers, namely by sending them to a shelter home
where assistance is provided at various levels. The shelter homes are usu-
ally for women to whom residence permits have been granted and for
those willing to give evidence. The NGOs also help women to deal with
the local authorities, aliens and borders services and police services and
can give them legal support.

The support provided by these NGOs is constrained by national laws
and rules on immigration and against trafficking. Some countries deport
the women almost immediately, in which case the support provided is
very limited; others authorise short duration stays to trafficking victims
who give evidence against the traffickers (Tzevetkova, 2002: 62). 

NGO support is also constrained by the legal framework regarding
prostitution. In some cases, the women wish to free themselves from the
sexual exploitation to which they were submitted, but intend to continue
working in the sex industry, inclusively as prostitutes. As Kempadoo
(2005a and b) and Kapur (2005) point out, often the woman does not
want to be saved, she wants to be safe and it is fundamental that both the
policies and the assistance in the field help in this sense so that they are
not the targets of double victimisation, this time dealt through principles
of charity and philanthropy. 

It should also be stressed that efforts to assist women who have been
subjected to trafficking are more effective when there is close coopera-
tion between the NGOs in the countries of destination and those operat-
ing in the countries of origin, namely in the preparation of the return and
reception of the women and in helping make effective the women’s own
decisions. Cooperation is also fundamental as a means of exerting pres-
sure at international level towards the harmonisation of laws and the al-
location of more resources to fight trafficking. The access of the NGOs
to the women who have been subjected to trafficking makes them, effec-
tively, special actors in lobbying, which has produced some results. It is
considered fundamental that this cooperation be extended to the judicial
operators and police agents, with NGOs being able to collaborate at var-
ious stages, such as in the identification of the victims, in the process of
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raising victims’ awareness to their rights, as well as in their protection
and assistance, in observance of the different institutional cultures
(Aradau, 2005). 

Above all, we consider that the different institutions dealing with this
phenomenon – whether State  or civil society based – must work clearly
towards bringing about changes as regards these women’s awareness of
their rights as citizens, strengthening their collective and insurgent
awareness as women against the different forms of oppression which
seek to subjugate them, as well as their individual awareness of their full
entitlement to make their own choices. It also appears to us to be imper-
ative not to fall into the temptation, albeit in a logic of benevolence, of
paternalistically reducing the women to the condition of passive victims
or of submitting them to moralising, adding the burden of moral guilt to
the state of helplessness into which they have fallen.
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MAKING SENSE OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, 
HUMAN SMUGGLING, 

AND ORGANISED CRIME: 
THE CASE OF NIGERIA

Tom Ellis
James Akpala

Introduction

Trafficking in persons is not new, but today’s trade in human beings
has become more widespread and complex since the end of the Cold War
(Truong and Angeles, 2005, p. 1). This trade has become transnational
and affects almost every continent on the globe. Forming what Morrison
and Crossland (2000, p. 5) have described as the “dark side of globalisa-
tion”. Bruckert and Parent (2002, p. 4) argue that the so called “white
slave trade” has been transformed into “trafficking in persons” with the
focus this time being on third world countries. The recent International
Labour Organisation (ILO) estimates suggest that the global profits from
trafficking in persons are around $31.6 billion annually (United Nations
Office on Drug and Crime, 2008, p. 96). The United Nations’ estimates
reveal that the profit accrued from the trade in human beings rank among
the top 3 revenue sources for organised crime, after trafficking in nar-
cotics and weapons (US Department of State, 2004, cited in Smit 2004,
p. 25-26).

Here, we focus on the seemingly intractable trafficking problem in
Nigeria, where this modern slavery is occasioned by a mix of greed,
poverty and poor legislation, the victims being predominantly children,
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young women and young men (Ojukwu, 2006, p. 1). Children, young
women, and young men in Nigeria have become key target groups be-
cause of their unequal socio-economic status and lack of awareness of
their legal rights (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 141).

The article first gives some background and context to human traf-
ficking and smuggling in general and establishes what we hope is an in-
tegrated set of definitions. We then develop our model of the relationship
between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime and define the 3 key
markets involved in exploiting human capital. We then move on to out-
line how human trafficking and smuggling operates in the specific Niger-
ian context, including both internal and trans-border operations. The
final section of the paper reports the main results of a small exploratory
study we carried out with Nigerian law enforcement officers who work
on the frontline in tackling trafficking and smuggling.  

Background and context

Trafficking in Nigeria can be viewed from a migration perspective,
because both legal and illegal migrations are driven by the same factors.
The shift is always from more economically disadvantaged regions to
those who are economically more secure. Even within Nigeria, internal
trafficking from rural areas to metropolitan areas is common (UNODC,
2006 a, p. 29). An estimated 83% of child victims trafficked internally was
for exploitation in: domestic service; street trading; commercial sex work;
labour on plantations, work in construction, quarries and mines; and drug
trading (Dave-Odigie, 2008, p. 65). 

Due to lack of opportunity at home, and the eagerness for a better life
abroad, since the 1990s, cross-border trafficking has also increased from
Nigeria (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 144). Nigerian migrants are generally
driven by a range of home conditions (push factors) which make them
to seek the services of traffickers or smugglers. Such conditions are
poverty, lack of education, lack of parental care, poor social services, tra-
ditional practices and desire for higher standard of living (Maicibi, 2008,
p. 4). 

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling treats young Nigerian
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victims as a commodity to be bought and sold, and to be put to forced
labour,  in the sex industry, the agricultural sector, and sweatshops,
working for a pittance or nothing at all (Nalyvayko, 2006, p. 8). Most
identified trafficked and smuggled Nigerian victims are children, young
women, and young men seeking an adequate standard of living only to
have their lives ruined by exploitation and greed (Nalyvayko, 2006, p. 8
cites Council of European Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Persons and its Explanatory Report, 2005). 

In focusing on Nigeria as a case study, we also hope to provide some
further integration of the many strands of academic arguments in the
area of trafficking and smuggling. This article therefore begins by focus-
ing on current definitions of relevant concepts, before moving on to pro-
vide an integrated model of trafficking, smuggling and organised crime
in relation to Nigeria. 

Definitions 

The failure of organisations and states to agree on the definition of
concepts like “trafficking” “smuggling” and “organised crime” is often
cited by scholars as one of the major hurdles in dealing effectively with
them. Parent and Bruckert (2002, p. 5) have collected together the vari-
ous terms used by authors in the field, such as: alien smuggling; traffick-
ing of aliens; illegal migrants smuggling; human trafficking, trafficking
in persons; trade in human beings; and commodification of human be-
ings. The failure to agree on precise definitions is not surprising in a still
under-researched area, and where no comprehensive studies have been
carried out. A clear analysis and agreed statement of the different types
of trafficking and trafficked migrants has therefore become essential. 

Parent and Bruckert (2002, p. 4) argue that the conceptualisation of
trafficking by some scholars rules out any form of autonomy on the part
of those who are trafficked due to a narrow focus on testimony from traf-
ficked women from various parts of the world exhibiting high levels of
fear.  For instance, the particular human rights issues and special needs
of trafficked women have led some researchers to call for separate defi-
nition of this aspect of illegal migration (Salt, 2000, p. 34). Working in
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the sex industry is rejected as ever being an acceptable way to earn a liv-
ing, while other forms of trafficking in the domestic, agricultural and tex-
tile sectors or with respect to mail-order brides and human organs are
completely ignored (Ruggiero, 1997, Richards, 2000, Truong, 2001, cited
by Parent and Bruckert, 2002, p. 4). This conceptualisation emphasises
the sexual exploitation of women, but does not take into account the
much broader question of migration of workers, both male and female,
essentially missing much of the market that drives trafficking in persons.
We therefore consider here the question of trafficking in persons and
human smuggling as part of a broader issue involving different aspects
of organized crime.  

Both trafficking in persons and human smuggling are forms of irreg-
ular migration. This has obvious implications because certain definitions
emphasise the crossing of borders in connection with trading activities,
while others consider the individuals may be victims of trafficking even
within their own national boundaries. Amid this confusion, the United
Nations have offered a more systematic approach, perhaps due to their
focus on enforcement, which goes some way to developing an integrated
understanding of the various forms of trafficking and smuggling within
an overall context of organised crime. The UN Convention against Or-
ganised Crime, also referred to as the Palermo Convention (2000), con-
tains in Article (3) the following definitions in relation to Transnational
Organised Crime. The following United Nations’ definitions are therefore
key to our approach.

Trafficking in persons is defined as the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring, or receipt of persons, by means of threat, use of
force, or other forms of coercion such as abduction, fraud, deception,
abuse of power of a position of vulnerability including the giving or re-
ceiving of payments or benefit to achieve the consent of a person having
control over other person, for the purpose of exploitation.

Exploitation in the Palermo Protocol includes, at a minimum, the ex-
ploitation through the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual ex-
ploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. This definition emphasises
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the three core elements of trafficking, the movement or harbouring of
persons, use of deception or coercion and placement into situation of ex-
ploitation. These elements occur in combination, not in isolation.

Human smuggling is distinguished from trafficking in persons
through the United Nations smuggling protocol (2000) as “the procure-
ment, in order to obtain directly or indirectly, a financial or other material
benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the per-
son is not a National or Permanent Resident”. This definition implies that
a smuggled Nigerian has provided his or her consent to be illegally trans-
ported from the country of origin to the country of destination. It also
implies an end to the relationship between the smuggler and victim upon
entry into the country of destination, without deliberate placement into
an exploitative situation (Dowling, Moreton, and Wright, 2007, p. 2).
However, trafficking in persons and human smuggling in Nigeria both
require same level of organised crime.

Organised criminal groups as defined by the UNODC, are a struc-
tured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and
acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes
or offences established in accordance with the Palermo Convention, in
order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material bene-
fits (UNODC, 2006a, p. 20). 

It is also essential to consider the definition of a child. Throughout
this research a child will be referred to any person less than eighteen (18)
years of age in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child 1989 cited in Dowling, Moreton, and Wright (2007,
p. 2). 

The relationship between trafficking in persons 
and human smuggling

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling require different levels
of involvement on behalf of the victims. In the case of trafficking in per-
sons, it should be noted that it is characterised by the use of deception,
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coercion, and exploitation of the victims, which continues after the traf-
ficked individuals have arrived at their destination, either internally, or
across borders. On arrival, trafficked victims are typically put in a situa-
tion of debt bondage and forced in slavery-like practices in the sex in-
dustry, labour markets or domestic service.

Human smuggling occurs when the decision to embark on an irregu-
lar migration journey has been made with the free consent of young
Nigerian migrants; hence, perpetrators will often be present and partic-
ipate actively during the recruitment and transport processes. From an
international perspective it is the withdrawal of consent, the subjection
of the migrant to coercion or exploitation as part of a transport process
that is specific to trafficking (see United Nations Trafficking Protocol,
2002). 

As we develop our model below, it will become clear that the overlap
between trafficking in persons and human smuggling may be blurred in
reality, as individuals who think they have agreed to be smuggled may
discover they have been deceived and have effectively been trafficked,
i.e., they are not freed on arrival (Europol, 2005, and Crossland, 2000,
cited in Foy, 2007, p. 13). In addition, UNODC (2006b, p. 51) argued that
smuggled illegal migrants are often exposed to similar cases of danger or
discomfort during the long journeys as trafficked victims.

Based on the above discussion, Richards (2004, p. 152) argues that
trafficking involves a long term relationship between the trafficker and
the trafficked person. This can involve the trafficker, or associates, sub-
jecting the trafficked person(s) to exploitative labour environments
through removal of identity documents, withholding of payment, abuse
and ill-treatment, and the continual threat of exposure to authorities and
deportation (Richards, 2004, p. 152). 

There is a considerable debate on the issue of whether free consent is
provided by young Nigerian migrants, leaving the distinction between
trafficking and smuggling a problematic one. It is clear, however, that
both smuggling and trafficking thrive in Nigeria as a result of: economic
hardship; lack of opportunity; and restrictions placed on the process of
regular migration. In this context, it is therefore important to look at the
role played by organized crime. 
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Trafficking in persons, human smuggling
and organised crime

The association between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime
is neither self-evident nor always very substantial, but it can be found in
all phases of activity (Parent and Bruckert, 2002, p. 19), e.g., recruitment,
transport, working in the host country, etc. Involvement of Nigerian or-
ganised may be in relation to all, or only some stages. Truong (2001, p.
18) suggests that during the recruitment phase, those responsible at the
local level may utilise a central means of recruitment such as the media,
internet, employment agency or a decentralised means of recruitment
which involves recruiters in towns and villages. Methods used in the des-
tination countries will include: corruption and bribery; forged travel doc-
uments; false job offers; false passports; false husbands or wives or
fiancé(e)s, false family members, etc. 

Organised criminal groups in Nigeria rely particularly on the complexity
of travel agencies and arrangements to assist in obtaining visas, along with
truck drivers and corrupt law enforcement agents (Truong, 2001, p. 18).
However, there are so many variations that the association between or-
ganised crime, smuggling and trafficking in persons becomes a complex
and dynamic issue that changes in relation to political, social and economic
circumstances, and peculiarities of the locations concerned. The key rela-
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FIGURE 1: The Relationship between Trafficking, Smuggling and Organised Crime
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tionship between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime is summa-
rized in Figure 1 below.

Organised crime (A) involves the commodification of human beings
by a number of individuals in close social interaction. Their involvement
in illicit migration can be both legal and illegal, with the main aim being
to maximize financial return for the least effort. For instance, the UK
House of Commons Home Affairs Committee (HAC, 2009, p. 71) cites
‘Anti-Slavery International’ findings that airport workers in Nigeria could
be linked to trafficking gangs, as some victims were found and re-traf-
ficked swiftly to other countries. In order to ensure their market, traf-
fickers and smugglers put most effort into ensuring their efforts are
highly protected. This necessarily requires the co-opting of government
officials and family members who become key players or facilitators both
locally and internationally. This corruption is not a phenomenon unique
to Nigeria. The US Department of State (2009, p. 241) has alleged that
corruption among some law enforcement agents is linked to trafficking.

In general, the unlawful part of the business of human commodifica-
tion involves a system of intermediaries, middlemen, or facilitators who
provide a range of legal and illegal services needed to make the clandes-
tine trip. It is important to note, too, that human beings are only one of
many commodities, such as arms or drugs, that are trafficked (Skri-
vankova, 2006, p. 5). For humans to be trafficked however, it will neces-
sarily involve some level of coercion.

Smuggling (B) involves the illegal movement of migrants within and
across international borders. Kyle and Liang (2001, p. 4) argue that
human smuggling may be profitably examined using regional develop-
ment models. They argue that most undocumented migrants do not end
up in actual slavery, but rather are freed to pursue their own work once
the smuggling fees have been paid (A+B). Kyle and Liang (2001, p. 4) also
argue that organised human smuggling is no longer a straight forward
activity of helping migrants to cross a single border for a few hundred of
dollars over a relatively short distance. Rather, human smuggling should
be seen as a trade that positively correlates with increased border con-
trols, which reduce an individual migrant’s ability to “enter without in-
spection” or without professional, financial and logistic assistance. It
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should be understood that the undocumented or falsely documented
from Africa especially (Nigeria), Asia, Eastern Europe and South Amer-
ica, are generally poorer migrants who do not qualify for tourist or stu-
dent visas. They typically have one thing in common; they are aided by
individuals and organisations profiting from the mobilisation of people
across great legal, physical and cultural barriers (Kyle and Liang, 2001,
p. 3-4). These organisations have the resources and manpower to move
people, documents and money across such barriers, with a high demand
and a low risk. 

Illicit migration services include: clandestine passage; false docu-
ments; training, etc. and these have become quite lucrative in themselves
without the need for coercion. In the Nigerian context, this can be linked
to an incident involving 67 illegal migrants who were recently inter-
cepted at a border town linking Nigeria and Cameroon by a patrol team
of the Nigerian Immigration Service (Gusau, 2009, p. 1). The outcome of
the case shows a group of young Nigerians who willingly sought the serv-
ices of smugglers (A+B), though there was, in addition, some involvement
of fraudulent promises of employment opportunities in Europe and other
parts of the world. 

Traffickers are more likely to prey on the weak, hence, targeting the
vulnerable children, young women, and young men by applying ruthless
ploys designed to trick, coerce, and win the confidence of potential vic-
tims. Very often the deceit involves promises of a better life through em-
ployment, educational opportunities, or marriage (US Department of
State, 2009, p. 8). However, Kyle and Koslowiski (2001, cited by Kyle and
Liang, 2001, p. 4) also suggest that while some victims are tricked and ex-
ploited as slaves (A+C), other migrants seek out smugglers’ services (A+B).
In this context, it is important to consider both trafficking and smuggling
as part of the same continuum of the fastest growing “criminal industry”,
along with drugs and arms trafficking (Skrivankova, 2006, p. 5). 

Foy (2007, p. 14 cites Kelly and Regan, 2000, p. 1) cites four factors
that are responsible for trafficking in persons (C). The first is the growth
of the sex industry internationally. In some countries such as Thailand,
it accounts for a large, but unknown proportion of the economy, while
in others attempts have been made to quantify it. For instance, prosti-
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tution accounts for 5% of the Netherlands’ economy (Somswasdi, 2004,
p. 5). Second, globalisation has equally meant that migration is easier
and faster than before and that transnational markets are accessible to
business. Third, there has been a wide range of feminisation in global
poverty, leading to the feminisation of migration. Fourth, poverty in the
developing world is one of the major push factors, which leads to mi-
gration. In short, the growth in trafficking and smuggling of human be-
ings is due to the growing demand for migrant workers worldwide and
lack of opportunities for regular migration to take up jobs in other coun-
tries. This has left several people with little choice but to rely on traf-
fickers to access these jobs (Skrivankova, 2009, p. 5).

Human trafficking and human smuggling in Nigeria has been re-
ferred to as a “consequence of the commodification of migration” with
trafficking networks being viewed as business organisations (IOM,
2000a, p. 25, cited by Foy, 2007, p. 14). Traffickers create employment
in hidden or informal sectors including both legal and illegal activities
because of the huge demand for employment in illegal or semi-legal
services. These markets, such as labour trafficking, forced and bonded
labour, debt bondage, sex work, etc. depend to varying degrees on the
migration of children, young women, and young men (Richards, 2004,
p. 148-149)

In Nigeria’s case, young men, women and children are forced into the
hands of traffickers and smugglers in order to migrate as there are very
few legal possibilities to enter the European Union coupled with strin-
gent visa and asylum restrictions. In this context, it is easy for willingness
to be smuggled for a price to be converted into exploitation and traffick-
ing (B+C) due to the ignorance, naivety, and vulnerability of the victims. 

Having established the correlation between trafficking, human smug-
gling and organized crime, the next section will examine the three seem-
ingly most common areas of exploitation through migration: forced
labour; prostitution; and domestic servitude.  
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The unholy trinity: forced labour, prostitution and domestic
servitude

High demand for cheap labour, growing disparity in wealth and tight
migration controls all lead to greater rewards for traffickers and smug-
glers reaping the benefits of maltreatment of vulnerable and sometimes
desperate young Nigerian migrants. Figure 2 below represents the most
common forms of explotaition.

Forced labour migration (D) has grown as a consequence of the very
mixed results of “globalisation”, which in turn has caused many national
economies to adapt to market economics, privatisation, trade liberalisa-
tion, and changing forms of trade cooperation (Richards, 2004, p. 150,
cites Taran Moreno Fontes, and Chammartin, 2002). In Nigeria, the most
obvious effects have been the reduced likelihood of public sector em-
ployment, the disappearance of traditional industries, and jobs and sub-
sidies have been eliminated through structural adjustment programmes.
Most of this occurred during the military regime of Ibrahim Babagida,
former president of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The disparities be-

E
Prostitution
(Predominantly 

women)

F
Domestic Servitude
(Predominantly women

and children)

D
Forced Labour 

(Predominantly male)

Exploitation

FIGURE 2: The Link between Labour Migration, Prostitution and Domestic Servitude
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tween those able to enjoy the benefits of globalisation and those still liv-
ing in poverty are currently increasing in Nigeria.

Richer migrants generally move within or across Nigerian borders for
many reasons, for instance, the desire to travel and visit new places, have
contact with family and friends, or the creation of new work and oppor-
tunities. For the bulk of Nigerians however, it is the lack of opportunity,
poverty, growing inequality or inequity of living standards and lack of
human rights protection that is pushing them to leave their homes. 

Ostensibly, Nigeria is known to be among the poorest countries in the
world, despite her rich natural and human resources. It is also assumed
that Nigeria has one of the greatest social inequalities, and the richest
tenth of the population have an income 25 times that of the poorest tenth
(United Nations Development Programme, 2004, cited in Carling, 2006,
p. 7). The persistent financial crisis has caused gross national product to
stagnate; hence the price of food and other goods has increased rapidly.
The purchasing power of the lower class has declined steadily since the
beginning of the early 1980s. The state of the nation has left several ques-
tions unanswered, especially about ubiquitous corrupt practices and
Nigeria is alleged to be among the corrupt nations in the world (Carling,
2006, p. 17). The increasing rate of poverty, high unemployment, lack of
opportunity, and the quest for a means of survival, is known to be the en-
gine driving trafficking in person and human smuggling in Nigeria (UN-
ESCO, 2006, p. 32) the push and pull factors that make young women,
children and young men vulnerable are rooted in systematic age and gen-
der discrimination and these individuals are more vulnerable to being
trafficked or smuggled because of the following reasons.

• Unequal access to education that limits some Nigerians opportu-
nities to increase their earnings in more skilled occupation and lack
of legitimate and fulfilling employment opportunities particularly
in rural communities (Carling, 2006, p. 31).

• Lack of awareness of the risk of migration and the increasing de-
mand for foreign workers as domestic servants and care-giving role
and lack of adequate regulatory frame work to support this (UN-
ESCO, 2006, p. 33).
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• The growth of the billion-dollar sex and entertainment industry,
to tolerate as “necessary evil” while young women and children in
prostitution are criminalised and discriminated against (UNODC,
2008, p. 96).

• The ease in controlling and manipulating vulnerable children,
young women, and young men (UNESCO, 2006, p. 33).

For young Nigerian men, forms of forced labour can be found in some
legitimate employment sectors which depend on seasonal or casual
workers, such as: agriculture; mining; stone quarries; and food processing
sectors (House of Commons HAC, 2009, p. 20). Although the work is
considered legitimate, many young Nigerian men are trafficked to work
in these sectors and are compelled to work against their will in exploita-
tive conditions through a variety of coercive mechanisms, such as debt
bondage, the removal of their identity documents or the use of intimida-
tion and threats (Skrivankova, 2006, p. 1). 

Prostitution (E) is the arena in which young women are most likely
to enter into agreements which appear to be straightforward smuggling
operations, but discover that they have been tricked and forced into
prostitution on arrival. It is clear that a majority of young Nigerian
women who find themselves in sex-related work migrated for a work
of a different nature. The type of legitimate work that these women
think they are being recruited to do include jobs in restaurants, domestic
work, child minding (babysitting) and accountancy, or they are prom-
ised education or training opportunities (House of Commons HAC,
2009, p. 11). If smuggled, some women perhaps may be aware that they
may have to work as prostitutes for a while, but have no idea of the vio-
lence and degradation to which they will be subjected (House of Com-
mons HAC, 2009, p. 11-12). In addition, some truly smuggled women, as
suggested by Aronowitz, knowingly go to work as prostitutes because
of the huge financial benefits attached, hence, proceeds from prostitu-
tion is relatively higher in destination countries than in Nigeria (Ojomo,
1999, cited in Aronowitz, 2001, p. 116). 

The third key market for trafficking and smuggling is domestic servi-
tude (F). According to Home Office, this is one of the areas that fuel the
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demand for trafficking of children and young women. Again, much of the
recruitment process relies on deception and apparent smuggling becom-
ing trafficking in reality. Women and children (including their families)
are duped into thinking they are being recruited into travelling to Europe
to either go to school, or work in restaurants. Once they arrive their des-
tination, they are put to work in a house and usually never allowed out.
They will have no documents and many of them are also regularly phys-
ically, psychologically, and sexually abused, confined in the workplace,
not paid, and may be compelled to work long hours without rest (ECPAT
International, 2007; Home Office, 2007, p. 30-44; African Child Policy
Forum, 2008, p. 7). 

These findings show that there is a grey area between prostitution (E)
and domestic servitude (F), with many of the same types of abuse taking
place. It is also likely that there is fluidity between these markets, and
more research is needed into the forced career path of children who are
initially trafficked for domestic service, but are later moved into prosti-
tution. Equally, children who are trafficked for domestic servitude (F)
may alternatively be seen as likely to generate more profit if they are
moved into the forced labour market. Currently, the assumption would
be that girls are moved into prostitution and boys into forced labour, but
it is important to consider both genders for both markets, and also the
possibility of child prostitution. 

In short, the relationship between forced labour (D), prostitution (E),
and domestic servitude (F) is “exploitation” by some level of organised
crime and vulnerable victims of trafficking will be moved across these
markets dependent on where it is likely they will render the most value.
The victims’ vulnerability is a product of dependency in a failing licit
economy which produces the conditions in which exploitation can take
place. Exploitative practices such as wage reductions, failure to pay, long
working hours, lack of breaks, holidays, health and safety issues, dismissal
as a result of complaining about working conditions, are situations which
are directly or indirectly experienced by what seems to be a significant
proportion of trafficked victims in low-pay sectors, sectors where work
can be described by the “three Ds” difficult, dangerous, and dirty (Skri-
vankova, 2006, p. 9). On the other hand, the existence of some labour-
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related factors which underpin labour exploitation are the constant pres-
sure on owners and employers to cut costs and increase productivity, a
growth in sub-contracting chains as well as outsourcing (Anderson, 2006,
cited by Skrivankova 2006, p. 9). If this is the case, employers need tem-
porary workers who are available on the demand and can be laid off when
they are no longer needed. This is usually the role of employers or agents
to have such “disposable” labourers available to meet their demands.
These are ideal conditions in which trafficking might be presented as
smuggling to desperate and relatively naïve and vulnerable victims. 

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling trends 
in Nigeria

There are two major trafficking patterns in Nigeria. First, internal traf-
ficking from rural areas to metropolitan areas is common in almost all
the major cities in the country. Secondly, a trans-border trafficking with
respect to the exploitation of children, young women, and young men
predominantly for the labour market (UNODC, 2006a, p. 29). These are
examined in turn below.

Migratory Patterns: Internal Migration, the Case of Nigeria

Partly as a function of the relative ease with which it can be carried
out, internal migration in Nigeria has been described as immense (Haas,
2006, p. 6) in comparison to international or cross-border migration.
Findings suggest that differential development within Nigeria is at least
as important as the differentials between Africa, Europe and the United
States of America. Unsurprisingly, the dominant movement in the coun-
try is still towards the densely populated coastal areas such as Lagos,
Rivers and Delta, while Kano, Minna and Kaduna in the North and Abuja,
the federal capital of Nigeria in the centre, are also major destinations
for internal migrants, the bulk of whom are children, young women, and
young men. 

Internal migration of children and young adults is often rooted in
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strong traditional belief of “fostering”. This is a well established practice
in Nigeria which allows poor rural families to send their children, and to
a lesser extent, young adults to family members in the cities with the un-
derstanding that their urban families will genuinely offer their children
education and employment opportunities. In practice, unfortunately,
most of these individuals are overworked and not schooled, while some
are sent to the street either to hawk food, as beggars, scavengers, wheel
barrow pushers, etc. This internal market also then makes the victims
more vulnerable to being picked up by trans-border traffickers and smug-
glers of human beings (Haas, 2006, p. 6). 

The push towards migration to urban areas is fuelled in most rural
communities by: severe economic conditions; traditional practices; con-
flicts; and abject poverty. The relative availability of social infrastructure
provision in the urban centres, such as electricity, clean drinking water,
health facilities and employment opportunities, make them very attrac-
tive to rural dwellers. As Maicibi (2008, p. 4) argues, the following set of
‘push and pull’ factors are at work: poverty; traditional practices; demand
for services; and deceptive accounts of the “heavenly” life in urban areas. 

A key element in internal trafficking is organised begging, which is in
evidence in most major cities across Nigeria. Physically challenged or
disabled persons are lured into the begging business and experienced
adult beggars often also traffic children in their custody. Despite its ubiq-
uity, there is little research in this area. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
the children involved in begging are rewarded only with meagre daily
meals (Dave-Odigie, 2008, p. 65). These children are denied access to
formal education and proper social upbringing; hence such incidents rep-
resent extreme violation human rights. This is a difficult area to research
and it perhaps requires the development of new methodologies.

Trans-border Trafficking

Nigeria is also a major source of trans-border trafficking and smug-
gling of human beings. It appears that there is also an extensive traffick-
ing and smuggling of children, young women, and young men across the
West African region. Nigerian women are trafficked to work as prosti-
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tutes while some of the children and young men are often subjected to
forced agricultural labour and other menial jobs in the same countries,
such as Mali, Benin, Togo, Ghana, Gabon, Cote D’Ivoire, Equatorial
Guinea and South Africa (US Department of State, 2009, p. 81-283). Nige-
rians in their thousands have been illegally trafficked and smuggled out
of the country since the unwholesome business in trafficking and smug-
gling of human beings gained its root in the country in the 1990s, partic-
ularly due to the lack of opportunities in the country, and the eagerness
for a better life abroad (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 144). In order of priority,
countries such as Belgium, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Russia, Ger-
many, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Holland are some of the typical des-
tination points in Europe for Nigerian migrants (Alemike and
Chukwuma, 2005, p. 88). 

Recruitment patterns involving  organised crime

The sharp increase in trafficking and smuggling of human beings
especially from rural areas can be explained by the re-emergence of a
century-old institution in Nigeria, the so called middlemen, who profit
from the transaction. In this context, integrated networks of “middle-
men” or “facilitators” provide a range of legal and illegal services
needed to make a clandestine trip to Europe and other parts of the
world. The integrated networks are alleged to be managed by certain
groups of Nigerians and institutions who have every interest in ensur-
ing that such a business or trade grows as a way of ensuring them vast
profits. Nigerian trafficking and smuggling groups, both locally and in-
ternationally, are built on “pacts” between the trafficked or smuggled
victims, as well as the traffickers and smugglers. Both groups have a
specific organisational hierarchy, which interact in a complex way.
The victim’s initial contact with these facilitators is either through a
relative, friend, or other familiar persons (Carling, 2006, p. 26) as il-
lustrated in Figure 3 below.
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These facilitating networks are international. They begin with nego-
tiation with the would-be victim(s) in their homes. The facilitator or mid-
dleman offers to arrange all the documents required to leave Nigeria,
visas for intermediary and destination countries (depending on the type
of trip), and false passports (Kyle and Liang, 2001, p. 8).  

Victims are then put in a contact with a madam, the network’s most
important person in Nigeria. The madam is normally a woman, but it may
also be a man. In addition to the madam in Nigeria, there is also a madam
in Europe who is responsible for trafficked victims after their arrival. She
supervises the victims and collects the monetary benefits (UNODC,
2006a, p. 57). The madam in Europe is closely connected to the madam
in Nigeria, who facilitates contact between the would-be victims and the
organisation preparing the trip. 

Other key players are voodoo priests, religious leaders and lawyers in
Nigeria. The trafficker or human smuggler who is responsible for the
journey is locally referred to as the “trolley”, usually a male assistant to
the madam in Europe (Carling, 2006, p. 26). Victims are usually accom-

Voodoo Priest
Clergy Man
Lawyer

Madam 
in Nigeria

Trolley Madam’s black
boy

Madam
in Europe

Middle man

Initial Contact in Nigeria
Relative
Friend
Familiar Person
Victim(s)

Prospective Employers
Brothel
Sweatshops
Agricultural Sector
Homes (as Domestic Servants)
Construction Firm

FIGURE 3: Human Traffickers and Human Smugglers’ Networks in Nigeria

Source: Carling, J (2006, p. 27) Migration, Human Smuggling and Trafficking from Nigeria to Europe.
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panied by trolleys or guides, who could be female or male but normally
of Nigerian nationality. Their responsibility is to facilitate the smooth
passage of trafficked or smuggled victims through the various border
controls prior to embarkation and in destination countries. This explains
the sophisticated structure of organised criminal groups in Nigeria and
could be linked to Smit’s (cited by Lyman and Potter, 2000, p. 81) enter-
prise theory of organised crime, which argues that an identifiable market
is everything to traffickers and human smugglers. A certain rate of con-
sumption is therefore required to justify the level of investment and risk,
which in turn leads the perpetrators to bribe corrupt law enforcement
agents, and apply different types of extortion in order to expand the mar-
ket, increase revenue and protect the business.

Transportation: Trafficking and Smuggling Routes

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling often occurs in danger-
ous conditions. Intensified measures to control and discourage trafficking
in person and human smuggling have resulted in Nigerian traffickers and
smugglers taking more hazardous means as passages or routes to their
proposed destinations. According to Ume-Ezeoke, in the past traffickers
and their victims travelled to Europe by air, but in recent times, with the
crackdown by International Policing and the Nigerian Immigration Serv-
ice, Nigerian traffickers and human smugglers have been forced to use
the Sahara desert and other West African routes. They secure travel doc-
umentation which provides citizenship status within these transit coun-
tries which in turn facilitates much easier access into the desired
destination countries. Such practices are reportedly prevalent in Nige-
ria-Benin Republic-Togo-Ghana and Mali (Ume-Ezeoke, 2004. 16). 

The extensive use of forged documents allows Nigerians to fly indi-
rectly, through other countries, most commonly, are Ghana and Togo,
from where they will attract less attention or suspicion in the destination
countries (Carling, 2006, p. 34). These countries have therefore become
important transit routes for Nigerian traffickers and human smugglers. 

Another key strategy is to travel from Nigeria to Moscow and other
Eastern European cities, or Turkey, then cross the border illegally into
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Western Europe (Smit, 2001, Okojie et al, 2003, Prina, 2003, cited in Car-
ling, 2006, p. 34).

A considerable number of Nigerians also travel towards Europe
through the Sahara desert en-route Europe by sea. Nigerian traffickers
and human smugglers often pay local criminals or groups who control
those areas they are travelling through, such as the Tuareg in the border
zone between Chad, Niger, Mali, Guinea, Senegal, Mauritania and Algeria
(Bensaad, 2003, cited in Carling, 2006, p. 34). After having crossed the
Sahara desert, the most common routes to Europe by ship or boat are
cited as: from the western Sahara to the Canary Islands; from Morocco
to Spain; from Tunisia or Libya to Italy; and from Dakar en-route to the
Cape Verde Islands and then to the Canary Islands (Carling, 2006, p. 34). 

Other trafficking routes according to UNODC include those travelling
from Kebbi or Sokoto to the Republic of Benin on to Niger, Ghana, Sene-
gal, and from there on to destinations such as Libya, Algeria or Morocco.
These latter three countries are usually transit countries for destinations
in Europe and the Middle East (UNODC, 2006a, p. 32). Zindel in Katsina
State and Megatel in Jigawa State, equally serve as exit routes from Nige-
ria through Niger to Mali, Burkina Faso, en-route Libya, Algeria, Mo-
rocco and Southern Sahara to Europe, while Egypt is used as transit route
to the Middle East. There is also the “Hajj by land” route starting from
Maiduguri in Borno State, through Gamboru, a border town in the State,
en-route Gala, to N’djamena in Chad through Sudan to Saudi Arabia
(Okojie, 2004, cited in UNODC, 2006a p. 32). All of these trafficking
routes are highlighted in the map in Figure 4 below.
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It seems that some of the western nations that originally were as-
sumed to be destination countries now serve as transit hubs as well as
destination countries for trafficked or smuggled Nigerians (see the sec-
tion below on our own recent research). 

The views of Nigerian law enforcement agents and frontline
airline agents on combating trafficking in persons and
human smuggling

Given the paucity of systematic research evidence on Nigerian people
trafficking and smuggling, and the fact that the dynamics of the markets
can change very quickly, we carried out our own small scale exploratory
study. The following results are based on a semi-structured telephone
survey with 10 Nigerian law enforcement agents and 3 frontline airline
agents. While the number of respondents is small, they are also “hard to
reach” in terms of getting them to respond and a lot of work was put into
ensuring anonymity. We feel the results give a clearer contemporary pic-
ture of the issues faced by those dealing with trafficking and smuggling
in Nigeria and one which is otherwise not accessible. 

Research Findings

The study sample was not intended to be fully representative of the
law enforcement community in Nigeria; hence, the sample population
fairly reflects the wider community of law enforcement agencies in the
country, therefore, the results will only represent law enforcement agents
and frontline airline staff “opinions” on the extent of trafficking in per-
sons and human smuggling in Nigeria. 
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The level of effectiveness and efficiency of these law enforcement
agencies has been criticized as unsatisfactory due to constraints that are
internal and external to the organisation (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005,
p. 101). Given this, respondents were asked what were the most impor-
tant barriers and challenges they are likely to face in responding to cases
of human trafficking and smuggling. As Table 2 shows, 54% (n=7, 4 im-
migration officers, 2 state security service officers and 1 customs officer)
of the sample acknowledged that lack of information remains the main
barrier to investigation of both crimes. 

TABLE 1: Occupation of Respondents

S/NO Occupation of Respondents No of Respondents Percentage (%)

1 Immigration Service 4 31

2 Frontline Airline Agents 3 23

3 Police 2 15

4 State Security Service 2 15

5 Customs 1 8

6 NDLEA 1 8

Grand Total 13 100

TABLE 2: Barriers and Challenges Faced by Law Enforcement Agencies 

in Nigeria 

Possible Barriers and Challenges Faced by Law Enforcement Agents

Respondents’ Views No of Respondents Percentage (%)

Lack of information 7 54

Lack of training and inadequate equipment 4 31

Poor legislation 2 15

Grand Total 13 100
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These findings support Alemika and Chukwuma (2005, p. 145) in that
the efficiency of any law enforcement agency can only be influenced by
the degree of inputs at its disposal. Further, Ume-Ezeoke (2004, p. 28)
argues that most victims were unlikely to assist the police and other law
enforcement agencies as a result of the oath of secrecy sworn by victims
before their departure and fear of possible reprisal attacks on members
of their families. It is clear that resources and research need to be devoted
to victim protection and education if information is to be gained success-
fully and used for investigation and prosecution.  

The lack of training and basic knowledge in identifying cases of traf-
ficking and human smuggling were other challenges faced by law en-
forcement agents according to 31% (n=4, 2 police officers, 1 NDLEA
officer, and 1 frontline airline agent) of the respondents. Although a mi-
nority, these respondents support UNESCO’s (2006, p. 40) assertion that
trafficking in persons and human smuggling have continued to flourish
in Nigeria due to the ill-equipped and lack of technical know-how to han-
dle cases of both crimes. Poor legislation and non-implementation of ex-
isting national legislation were also seen as the main barriers by 2
frontline agents, supporting the findings of previous research (Ume-
Ezeoke, 2004, p. 28). Their views were that most offenders tried for traf-
ficking escape prosecution and those who are sentenced are given short
custodial sentences or small fines. 

Table 3 shows that most respondents 85% (n=11, 4 immigration offi-
cers, 2 police officers, 2 state security service officers, 1 customs officer,
1 NDLEA officer, 1 frontline airline agent) thought that traffickers and
smugglers of human beings were most likely to take a land route through
the Sahara desert en-route Europe, by sea to other parts of the world.
These findings support Schapendonk and Van Moppes (2007, p. 10)  who
showed that the transportation of illegal Nigerian migrants overland is
often a structured economic activity, executed by third person, and vic-
tims ranging from 25-50 are conveyed by four-wheel drives vehicles and
lorries through the Sahara desert en-route Europe and other parts of the
world. Traffickers and smugglers of human beings often pay local crim-
inals or groups who control the areas they are travelling through, such
as Tuareg in the border zone between Chad, Niger, Mali, Guinea, Senegal,
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Mauritania, and Algeria (Bensaad, 2003, cited in Carling, 2006, p. 34).
Other routes include those travelling from Kebbi or Sokoto (Nigeria) to
Republic of Benin on to Niger Republic, Ghana, and Senegal and from
there on to destination such as Libya, Algeria or Morocco (UNODC,
2006a, p. 32). 

An immigration officer suggested that “the extensive border between
Nigeria, Chad, Niger, Benin and Cameroon hampers proper surveillance
in addition to inadequate manpower”. These issues chime well with the
Ume-Ezeoke’s (2004, p. 180) argument that the volume of both traffick-
ing and smuggling is the result of the limited capacity of law enforce-
ment agencies at the borders. Aronowitz (2001, p. 185) has also pointed
to the lack of capacity, extensive unguarded borders and weak border
patrols, due to limited manpower and material resources, as hindering
any effective controls on the trafficking and smuggling of young Niger-
ian migrants.

Nigeria’s land border is estimated to cover about 4,046 km, consisting
of 800 km with Benin Republic, 1,500 km with Niger Republic, 80 km
with Chad Republic, 1,680 km with Cameroon and over 800 km of coastal
boundary (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005, p. 189). Almost all victims res-
cued by law enforcement agents in 2006-2009 were intercepted at border
towns in the northern parts of Nigeria. This suggests that the open desert
terrain of the north and west makes it ideal for organised criminals to en-
gage in the illicit trade of trafficking and human smuggling. 

Air transport, although less used, was identified by 2 frontline airline
agents as a clear route for trafficking and smuggling of human beings out

TABLE 3: Trafficking and Human Smuggling Routes from Nigeria.

Trafficking and Human Smuggling Routes

Respondents’ Views No of Respondents Percentage (%)

By land through the Sahara desert 11 85

By air 2 15

Grand Total 13 100
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of Nigeria. One of these respondents suggested that “the tight security in
Nigerian airports makes it difficult for perpetrators to transport their
merchandise, hence, they might be exploring other neighbouring airports
such as Benin, Togo, Ghana, and Mali.” The other respondent felt that
trafficking and human smuggling had become so well structured now
that they can easily procure transit visas for the most popular destinations
which were listed as: France, Italy, Russia, Austria, Cyprus, Turkey, Ire-
land, Poland, Romania, Finland, Czech Republic, United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Oman.  These visas included: business visas to
countries in the Middle East, student visas to countries in Western and
Eastern Europe, and tourist visas and visiting visas to some EU countries.
This proves the well organised structure of the trafficking and smuggling
process which now involves the utilisation of genuine travelling docu-
ments in order to reduce suspicion.  

As Table 4 shows, respondents were also asked whether the strategy
or system they operate is effective in stopping trafficking and human
smuggling. Only 38% (n=5, 3 frontline airline agents and 2 state security
service officers) thought that it was, but added that it needed improve-
ment. On the other hand, 4 immigration officers, 2 police officers, 1 cus-
toms officer and 1 NDLEA officer (62%, n=8) argued that “the system is
underfunded and lacks of logistics hamper operations”. One of the police
officers noted that “operations are sometimes hindered as a result of
shortage of manpower and communication equipment”. These findings
support the UNESCO argument that trafficking and human smuggling
in Nigeria continue to flourish due to ill-equipment and lack of technical
know-how to handle cases of both crimes (UNESCO, 2006, p. 40). 

TABLE 4: Emerging Trends in the Fight against Trafficking and Human 

Smuggling in Nigeria

Participants Views No Respondent Percentage (%)

No, adequate training and equipment needs
to be provided 8 62

Yes, it’s fair but needs improvement 5 38

Grand Total 13 100
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In general, tackling trafficking and smuggling in persons does not de-
mand much brute force. Rather, creativity, tact, sound knowledge, proper
funding, commitment and high motivation on the part of law enforce-
ment agents are required (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005, p. 20). The
irony of the situation is that the criminal networks responsible for traf-
ficking and smuggling do possess those very characteristics that the law
enforcement agents lack. 

Conclusion

It is clear that there are many contributory factors as to why Nigeria
has such a large scale of people trafficking and smuggling, both internally
and trans-nationally. Many of these factors, such as poverty, lie seemingly
outside the scope of law enforcement and/or criminal justice, while oth-
ers do lie within its remit, such as tackling corruption, which may in turn
help to improve the economic situation. In the current situation, it seems
unlikely that Nigerian law enforcement will receive higher funding, bet-
ter training, etc. However, we hope this study will have contributed to
the knowledge base of law enforcers in transit and destination countries
and will enable them to identify more easily the identifying characteris-
tics of those trafficked form Nigeria. The question then becomes one of
how to humanely treat those victims. 
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OBSERVING THE OBSERVER –
HISTORY OF A MONITORING SYSTEM

Rita Penedo

PORTUGUESE OBSERVATORY ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING (OTSH)

1. Introduction 

To know the reality of trafficking in human beings – its scale, the
socio-spatial dynamics prone to its occurrence, the associated criminality,
its victims and aggressors – is to recognize it is a particularly complex
crime – involved in a strong opacity – which, although not recent, as-
sumes today special prominence in democratic states, precisely because
of the little we know of it. 

Without such knowledge, the paradigm of intervention of the three
Ps (to which we add a fourth) – prevention, protection, punishment and
partnership – remains less structured, and simultaneously less structur-
ing, than what is wanted and needed for the design and within the con-
text of strategic policies against trafficking in human beings. 

In this sense, the Portuguese Government has come to direct its action
in line with a European/international strategy, with important initiatives
at national level, particularly those which fight – through their role – the
opacity of the phenomenon, namely at statistical level. 

This strategy included the design, implementation and consolidation
of a monitoring system. Initially focused on trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation (and developed in a national pilot project),
it was later on extended, in response to a series of institutional and legal
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changes, to cover all forms of trafficking in human beings as described
in the law and acknowledged by the Observatory on Human Trafficking. 

This article deals with this dimension, with this history (see table 3 at
the end of the article). We shall ‘observe the observer’. 

2. Framework

In 2007 the First National Action Plan against Trafficking in Human
Beings 2007-20101 (I PNCTSH) was established. 

Similarly to other national strategies under way that have a cross-bor-
der component, this action plan involves different public-private entities,
non-governmental organizations and ministries, among which the Min-
istry of the Interior, not only as regards those actions which are more di-
rectly related to its mission (i.e. to combat and punish), but also actions
in the fields of awareness raising, prevention, training and protection,
among others.   

Briefly, the I PNCTSH is based on a comprehensive analysis and a
human rights perspective, and is aimed at developing a response to, and
effectively fighting, the phenomenon of trafficking in human beings
through multidisciplinary cooperation between the various actors in-
volved. With 63 measures in total, these are organized around 4 strategic
axes of intervention (see printscreen 1)2, as follows:

1. Council of Ministers Resolution no. 81/2007, published in the Official Gazette, Series I, no. 119 of  22
June 2007. For further details, see http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2007/06/11900/39383949.PDF (Por-
tuguese version). 

2. Image taken from Council of Ministers Resolution no. 81/2007, published in the Official Gazette, Se-
ries I, no. 119 of 22 June 2007. 
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The primary axis and central measure – hence the first to be pointed
out – focuses on the need to “Knowing and spreading information” and
includes the “Development of a system to monitor trafficking in human
beings”. 

As regards the framework, two important points should be noted:

1. The existence of a system to monitor trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation (previous to the National Plan itself),
developed within the pilot project CAIM (Cooperation-Action-
Research-World Vision), focusing on the sexual exploitation of
women and implemented by the Ministry of the Interior, within
the context of a broader multidisciplinary partnership; and sup-
ported by its cross-border component HEADWAY – Improving
Social Intervention Systems for Victims of Trafficking3, and by the
following legal instruments:

a. National Action Plan for Inclusion (PNAI) 2006 -20084

b. Plan for the Integration of Immigrants (PII)5

2. Two significant legislative reviews of the national legal system, har-
monized with international criminal policy: the amendment to the
Criminal Code6 and the new Law on Foreigners7. 
a. The first adopts the definition of trafficking in human beings as

contained in the Palermo Protocol – a typification which is now
more comprehensive regarding the different situations and
types of trafficking, and therefore more wide-ranging regarding
its punishment; 

b. The second defines the conditions and procedures for the entry,
stay, exit and removal of foreigners from Portuguese territory,
as well as the long term resident status, and is characterized by
the design of measures for protecting immigrants in national

3 The following countries were involved in this project: Portugal, Poland, Estonia, Germany, Italy and
Lithuania.

4. Adopted by Council of Ministers Resolution no. 166/2006, of 15 December.
5. Adopted by Council of Ministers Resolution no. 63 A/2007 of 3 May.
6. Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – amendment to Article 160. Before, trafficking in human beings

only typified the recruitment, transportation and harbouring of women for prostitution. 
7. Law no. 23/2007 of 4 July. 
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territory and fighting situations of exploitation resulting from
illegal immigration and/or trafficking in human beings;  

c. In this context, attention is drawn to Decree-Law no. 368/2007
of 5 November which establishes the special regime on the
granting of residence permits to victims of trafficking in human
beings and on the reflection period.  

Which, combined nationally with the:

• Understanding of the difficulty in collecting ordered statistical data
• Need to consolidate a method of contextual reading supported by

innovative analysis instruments/tools (in which the development
of harmonized indicators is paramount)

• Incitement of networking, namely for the production and collec-
tion of (harmonized) quantitative and qualitative information at
different levels (e.g. justice, police and victim support structures)

And internationally with the:

• Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings8, which explicitly determines the need to imple-
ment mechanisms to monitor the activities against trafficking

• Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings9 of the Organ-
isation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), which
refers to the urgency of conceiving monitoring systems related to
trafficking

led to the framework for a broader intervention and, finally, to the cre-
ation of the Observatory on Human Trafficking (OTSH) through De-
cree-Law no. 229/2008 of 27 November.

But let us observe step by step.

8 Adopted by Parliament Resolution no. 1/2008 of 14 January.
9 Decision no. 557 of 24 July 2003.
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3. The Project Action-Cooperation-Research-World Vision 
for Trafficking in Women for Purposes of Sexual 
Exploitation and Prostitution (CAIM) 

The CAIM project was developed between 2004 and 2009, funded
by the EU Initiative EQUAL10 and implemented by a multidisciplinary
partnership which involved the following bodies in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Actions, according to the objectives ascribed to each one of the stages
(see table 1):

10 Set within the context of intervention area ‘Prevention of Racial and Ethnic Discriminations’
11 This action ran parallel to the cross-border component, the HEADWAY Project. For further details,

see http://www.osservatoriotratta.it/headway/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=53 
12 The body which assumed its coordination during the first two actions.
13 Presidency of the Council of Ministers.
14 A centre providing support for prostitutes from the city of Oporto.
15 Ministry of Labour and Social Solidarity.

TABLE 1: Objectives and partners, according to stages of the CAIM project 

Stages 1st Action (2004-2005) 2nd Action (2005-2007) 3rd Action (2007-2009)

Objectives Set-up Implementation Dissemination

Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) / North Regional12

Directorate (PCM)13

Office of the High Commissioner for Immigration 
and Intercultural Dialogue (PCM)

Ministry of Justice (MJ)

Partners International Organization for Migration (IOM)

Family Planning Association (APF), through ‘Espaço Pessoa’14

Ministry of the Interior (MOI)

Department of Home
Affairs (SG)

Directorate-General for
Home Affairs (DGMI)
and Observatory on
Human Trafficking
(OTSH)

Social Security Institute
(ISS/MTSS)15

Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da
Misericórdia’ / Observa-
tory on Ageing
(SCML/OE)
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Having as springboard a pre-diagnosis carried out during the 1st Ac-
tion (Set-up), the partners involved identified a large number of short-
comings and difficulties at the following levels:

• Knowledge… namely at the level of statistics and geographic loca-
tion of the occurrences, besides the understanding of the traffick-
ing cycle 

• Approach… absence of a holistic approach, based on the primacy
of Human Rights 

• Intervention… absence of working networks.

In the face of this state of the art, the parties involved were entrusted
with the preparation and implementation of a coordinated and interdis-
ciplinary strategy (networking) involving the coordination and sharing
of information and responsibilities in the prevention and fighting of this
cross border crime, as well as in the protection of victims of sexual ex-
ploitation.  

In this way, the objectives for Action 2 (Implementation) were aimed
at materializing the needs identified above and they focused on:

1. Knowledge… namely at the level of statistics and geographic location
of the occurrences, besides the understanding of the trafficking cycle
To implement a monitoring system on the phenomenon of traf-
ficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation (objective: to
combat the opacity of the phenomenon, namely in an attempt to
overcome the interinstitutional resistance to exchanging data and
information)

2. Approach… absence of a holistic approach, based on the primacy of
Human Rights... To promote cooperation between the various in-
tervening actors, both at national and international level, focusing
on the victim (objective: harmonization of this approach between
all the intervening actors, regardless of their mission)

3. Intervention… absence of working networks… To promote a qua-
lified reception and the social integration of women victims of
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trafficking, to improve the professional expertise of the entities
that act upon the phenomenon and to design and propose legis-
lative measures for implementing or updating the appropriate
legal instruments (objectives: to set up support structures with
qualified staff to intervene in trafficking, to create training contents,
to support the preparation of legislative measures that would in-
tegrate objectives 1, 2 and 3).

In the end, the result was an innovative set of interrelated products
and subproducts   directed to a specific target audience , focusing on its
needs (see table 2). Highlighted below are the products of the project, as
follows: 

• Preparation of a Roadmap for developing a Monitoring System  to
support, both from a theoretical and a methodological point of
view, the creation of the monitoring system and its related instru-
ments, as described further on

• Preparation of a Kit Supporting Training on the Prevention and
Fighting of the Phenomenon and Assistance to the Victims of THB

• Design of a Model for Signalling – Identifying – Integrating:  Prepar-
ing a Guide.

16 The following subproducts (a designation which does not imply less importance, but is in accordance
with the terminological criteria set by the EU Initiative EQUAL), should be highlighted: 1) online
cross-border database with a list of the institutions/services that provide support to victims of traf-
ficking, both at national and international level, aiming to facilitate coordination and articulation be-
tween professionals in this field; 2) collection of national and international legislation; 3) final
collection of the cross-border component of the CAIM project; 4) creation of a spot and DVDs with
contents that promote awareness and awareness raising; 5) publication of the first study on traffick-
ing in women for purposes of sexual exploitation in Portugal, undertook by the Centre for Social
Studies of the University of Coimbra.

17 Image taken from the CAIM Project webpage at the European Social Fund integrated system
website. See:
https://siifse.igfse.pt/asp/directorioProjectos/eqDetalheProjEQUAL.asp?NumPed=2005000642
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Finally, Action 3 (Dissemination), is aimed at the operationalization
of a criterion which is key to the spirit of the funding entity: to show, in
practice, the potential for transferring, adapting and incorporating the
developed products by other entities.

Two new partners are involved in the project at this stage: the Insti-
tute of Social Security (ISS) and the Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da Misericór-
dia’/Observatory on Ageing (SCML). 

In the case of the Signalling – Identification – Integration Model:
Preparing a Guide, the chosen course of action was for dissemination to
be carried out by an entity with the necessary expertise to intervene in
THB, namely the ISS/MTSS.

18 To access this product, see
http://www.otsh.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/Roteiro.pdf

19 To view product description, visit:
http://www.dgai.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/produto_kit.pdf

20 To view product description, visit : http://www.dgai.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/produto_
modelo.pdf

PRINTSCREEN 2: Needs according to end users of the project

Women victims of trafficking

Agents of security and 
investigation forces and services

Social intervention agents

Intercultural mediators

Organizations

Media professionals

Society at large

Support, protection and social integration

Suitable intervention skills, calling for multidisciplinary
approaches focused on the empowerment of the
supported women

Suitable intervention skills, calling for multidisciplinary
approaches focused on the empowerment of the
supported women

Enhanced proximity and intermediation in the
relationship with the victims

Cooperation for a more effective intervention, both at
national and international level

Suitable skills for promoting messages devoid of
gender/prostitution related stereotypes

Deconstruction of gender/prostitution related
stereotypes. Understanding of the reality of trafficking
in women from a human rights-based approach
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In the case of the Roadmap for developing a Monitoring System, the
chosen course of action was dissemination through ownership of the
product building processes and their adaptation to other phenomena. In
this specific case, the incorporating entity was the Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da
Misericórdia’/ Observatory on Ageing, belonging to the Directorate for
Social Action, which successfully assimilated a series of methodologies
and technologies based on georeferencing programmes for the monitor-
ing and understanding of the phenomenon of population ageing in the
city of Lisbon, aiming at the improvement of its own intervention.  

4. Further to the framework and context, what is then 
the monitoring system? 

As per the information provided on the website of the Observatory
on Human Trafficking, as well as the description drawn in the
Roadmap, the monitoring system’s objectives are “(...) the collection
of quantitative and qualitative [criminal and non-criminal] data
from the multiple entities whose activity is concerned with the traf-
ficking in human beings, the objective analysis of such data and the
production of knowledge on the phenomenon]”21, aiming at the:

• Description of realities
• Retrospective analysis of the phenomena connected with THB, i.e.

aid to illegal immigration22, procuring23 and procuring of minors24,
slavery25, among others

• Prospective reflection on the development of the observed trends
• Building of objective knowledge on the phenomenon and its dy-

namics 
• Development of a knowledge base which can be disseminated at

several levels

21 See www.otsh.mai.gov.pt (Area ‘In Portugal’, menu ‘Monitoring Model’).
22 Article 183 of Law no. 23/2007 of 4 July, adopting the legal regime applicable to the entry, stay, exit

and removal of foreigners from national territory. 
23 Article 169 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code.
24 Article 175 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code.
25 Article 159 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code .
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• Support to work relations with other national and international in-
stitutions, aiming at the elaboration of individual and/or joint in-
tervention strategies  

• Facilitation of the interaction with victim support programmes.
All in all, the goal is to improve the policies, plans and control meas-
ures, the monitoring system acting as a tool in support of the as-
sessment of their effectiveness and efficiency.

In terms of its functioning and operationalization, as already stated,
initially – or rather, between 2006 and the beginning of 2007 –  by reason
of its legal and institutional framework the system focused on the obser-
vation of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation. The
legal changes introduced in 2007 (as already mentioned) clearly opened
the way for a wider monitoring focus, so monitoring began to cover all
types of human trafficking legally typified. Another important aspect was
the creation of the Observatory in 2008 and its de facto implementation
in 2009. But we will get back to this point. What is important now is to
explain the methodology and instruments associated with the creation
of what can be called the first phase of the Monitoring System.  

Within Activity 4 of the transnational project HEADWAY – the ob-
jectives of which were 1) to describe and analyse the trafficking phenom-
enon in each participating country; 2) to identify existing monitoring
systems and describe the same; and 3) to draw recommendations on how
to improve those systems, or on how a monitoring system could be built
– one of the first questions which had to be clarified and on which con-
sensus had to be reached, both at national and international level, was
Observing what and what for?.

The answer implied recognizing two fundamental aspects:

That a monitoring system “(…) is a procedure of regular collection
and analysis of information, requiring a considerable amount of con-
ceptual work, field experience and reflection. Furthermore, without
a strong analytical framework (…), the control of external factors (i.e.
influences from the wider social, cultural, economic, political or phy-
sical environment), and a strategy of evaluation (an assessment of
the design, implementation and results of an ongoing or completed
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project), the monitoring system could lead to a faulty reading of the
situation, producing results that cannot be trusted because they have
been influenced by uncontrolled factors (i.e. biased results)”
(Machado et al., 2007:14).

And that a monitoring system is not synonymous with information
system, i.e. “The first requires arrangements to store information on
phenomena, interventions and policies, their context and progress;
the second is a process of data analysis that requires the design of dif-
ferent sets of indicators, and is the starting tool for assessing inter-
ventions and policies and informing policy networks on their
dynamics” (Machado et al, 2007:16).

As we can see, the bases supporting the definition of the national sys-
tem largely benefitted from the knowledge drawn from each of the na-
tional realities, as well as from the answers to the posed questions. 

4.1. Operating and Operationalization Model 

As described in chapter 3.2 Operating Model of the Roadmap for deve-
loping a Monitoring System, the operation of the system is based on 4 main
modules of information collection and processing (see printscreen 3):

1. Central module called Single Registration Form and Signalling
Form

2. Media clipping module – registration of occurrences reported
in the regional, national and international media

3. Analysis and statistics module

4. Geographic information module – dealing namely with infor-
mation of geographic and socio-criminal nature allowing for the
identification of potential thematic and geographic correlations as-
sociated with the phenomenon of trafficking in human beings.
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To reach the stage of knowledge production, let us take a look at the
circuit starting with the collection of data, its sources and instruments
and type of processing.

The process begins with the Signalling of the victims of trafficking,
through completion of the Single Registration Form (GUR26) by the
Criminal Police Bodies (OPCs)27, and of the Signalling Form (GS) by non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), with cases which potentially pre-
figure trafficking situations.

26 Included in the MOI National Network of Home Security.
27 The Republican National Guard (MOI/GNR), the Public Security Police (MOI/PSP), the Immigra-

tion and Borders Service (MOI/SEF) and the Judicial Police (MJ/PJ). 

PRINTSCREEN 3: Architecture of the Monitoring System of Trafficking in Women for

Purposes of Sexual Exploitation 
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At this time, we cannot go by without mentioning the important part-
nership (built within the scope of CAIM) which the MOI and the other
partners established both with the OPCs and the NGOs so as to overcome
fragmented and non-harmonized systems of information collection. 

However, an important aspect should be pointed out: if, in the case of
NGOs, as a rule, no monitoring system or registration form for data on
this phenomenon existed, the same did not (and does not) happen in the
case of OPCs. This highlights a key structuring feature of the system: it
does not serve purposes of criminal investigation, but aids the planned
action of the OPCs through the knowledge produced by the system.   

This signalling of victims, a basic component of both instruments –
GUR and GS – is aimed at overcoming, as previously mentioned, frag-
mented and non-harmonized systems of information collection. In this
way, we actively work towards: 

• Developing the GUR standardized model (see document below)
and relevant indicators for the signalling of situations of trafficking
in human beings, so as to allow to provide the OPCs with useful
knowledge on this phenomenon. The same logic was thought out
to benefit NGOs through the creation of the GS standardized model
(see printscreen 5)

• Ensuring that both instruments provide a precise, up to date and
independent analysis of the evolution of the crime of trafficking,
allowing to support decision making, to formulate proposals to deal
with the concrete problems that are made known and to share
knowledge through a collaborative process.

Resuming the flow, the next step is the Screening of the signalled
cases, carried out by the “Monitoring Group” (4 representatives from
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PRINTSCREEN 4: Single Registration Form (GUR)

Registering body:         Registration date:  ___/ ___/ ___

PSP * PJ * GNR * SEF * Other  ____________

Information source: The alleged victim * Relative *
Friend; acquaintance  * NGO*
Other ________________________________________

Municipality (where he/she lives):  _______________________________

Parish or area (where he/she lives): ______________________________

Municipality (where he/she works):  _____________________________

Parish or area (where he/she works):_____________________________

Local:     Residence*     Public Highway *
Hotel/lodging establishment*
Catering and/or beverage establishment  *       

With an area for dancing *  

Other_____________________________________________________________

Registration 

SINGLE REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE CRIME OF TRAFFICKING 

IN HUMAN BEINGS

PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM

I – Location of the person identified as alleged victim of the crime  

Gender: Masculine*     Feminine*   

Marital status:  ___________________________ Years old: _________

Nationality:       Portuguese *        Foreigner*
Which:________________________________________

Legal status in national territory:  Legal *     Illegal *  

Description:_____________________________

Current occupation: _____________     Previous occupation:_________________

II – Data referring to the alleged victim of trafficking 
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Origin: Portugal *   Municipality:  _________________     Alone *

Foreign * Country:  __________________________          Accompanied *

Trip to Portugal:    By land *  By air *    By sea *

How long ago  _________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

Other countries/places passed en route:

__________________________________________________________________

Other destinations that were promised to or heard of by the victim:

__________________________________________________________________

Reason for contact:   Promise of work *  Adventure*  Relationship*

                                  Other *  ____________________________________

Contact: Personal contact                             by known person 

familiar *    friend  *   other *

by unknown person  *

Job advertisement (newspapers, magazines, others)  *  

Company advertisement *  

Other *  ________________________________

III – Data referring to mobility of the alleged victim associated with trafficking,

and form of coercion 
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Nationality(ies) of the aggressor(s) who contacted the victim:

__________________________________________________

Forms of control: Direct threats * Control of movements *
Bodily offenses *
Indirect threats (e.g. to the family) *
Concealment of documents *

Other * _________________________________

Current situation:  Sexual exploitation  * Labour exploitation  *
For Adoption  * Other  * ___________

Name of the Organization:

__________________________________________________________________

Date of contact:  ___/___/___

Form of contact: Telephone *        Personal *       Other *

______________________________

Result: 

__________________________________________________________________

IV – Contact with NGOs

Observations:

Please register any observations which you consider useful for a better characterization of the

registration now made (Iif necessary, you may include other sheets).

III – Data referring to mobility of the alleged victim associated with trafficking,

and form of coercion (cont.)
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Registering organization: Date of registration: ___/ ___/ ___

NAME:                                                                      No. of registration: /

Information source

NGO  * Street Team *

Mobile Unit *

Support Centre *

Others: ______________________________

OPC *

SOS Immigrant No. *

Hospital Services *

Social Services *

Self *

Friend *

Acquaintance *

Anonymous *

Other: _________________________________________________________

Is there an indication of having previously resorted to other services?

Yes  *                No  *                  Does not know  *

Example of a Signalling Form
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Municipality (where he/she lives): 

Parish or area (where he/she lives): 

Environment Characterization:

He/she is alone   *           He/she is with other alleged victims  *          

He/she is with elements of the trafficking network  *            

Others *  ___________________________

Place of exploitation:

Municipality:  _______________          Parish or area:  ________________

Residence *         Public Highway  *        Establishment  *

Other:______________________________________________________

II – Data on the signalled person

Sex: Male  *   Female  *       Age: ___________   

Marital Status:_____       Date of Birth: ___/ ___/ ___ 

Nationality: Portuguese  *        Foreign  *   Which: _____

Birthplace: _________

Situation in National Territory: Documented  *    Non documented  *        

Description: ___________________

Knowledge of Language of destination country:

Yes  *     No *      Poor *  

Can you communicate in another language   Yes*     No*       Which __________

Dependants: Yes *     No *       

Parents  *    Children  *    Others: _____________

How many people:____________                         

I – Location of the signalled person
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Origin:     (1) Portugal * Municipality:  ____________         Alone                   *

(2) Foreign *  Country: ________________        Accompanied *

(1) – Fill in in the case of a national citizen

Trip through Portugal: By land  *       By air  *       By sea  *

How long ago: ________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

Route to Portugal: 

Date of Exit from the Place of Origin: ___ / ___ / ___

Places passed en route: _________________________________

Length of stay in those places: _________________

(2) – Fill in in the case of a foreign citizen

Trip to Portugal: By land  *     By air  *     By sea  *

How long ago: ________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

The entry was Regular *      Irregular *

Route to Portugal: 

Date of Exit from the Country / Place of Origin: ___ / ___ / ___

Countries / Places passed en route: _________________________________

Length of stay in those countries / places: _________________

Date of Entry in Portugal / Destination Place: _____________________ 

How long ago in Portugal / Destination Place:_________________

III – Data concerning the mobility of the signalled person
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Types of Enticement:

Personal contact       through known person        Relative *     Friend *
through unknown person *

Telephone  *
Through the Internet *
Through a work agency *
Other: ______ 

Offers Made:

Promise of work   *    

Relationship           *    

Scholarship           *  

Enticing remuneration   *
Other  *  ______________________________

IV – Data concerning the people involved in the trafficking process:

Recruiters: 

Nationality: Portuguese*         Foreign*
Which:________________________________________

Sex: Male*            Female*     Age (approximate): _____

Relationship: Friend*       Relative *      Partner/Boyfriend/Girlfriend*
Stranger*     

Other Information (e.g. time between offer and answer; accompanied

or not until the country/place of destination, …): _______________________

Exploiters:

Nationality: Portuguese*         Foreign*

Which:________________________________________

Sex: Male*           Female*    Age (approximate): ______ 

Relationship: Friend*       Relative *      Partner/Boyfriend/Girlfriend*
Stranger*     

Other Information: ___________________________________________
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Forms of coercion:  

Direct threats *

Indirect threats (e.g. to the family) *

Control of movements *

Bodily offenses Physical  *

Sexual  *

Isolation from family/friends *

Concealment of documents *

Concealment of income *

Other:_____

Type of exploitation: 

Sexual exploitation  *    Labour exploitation  *        For adoption  *   

Other  *
Specify:__________________________________________________________

Who carried out the signalled forms of coercion?

Recruiters  *    

Exploiters  *
Other: _______________  

In the past was the person the victim of a trafficking situation / similar situation to that des-

cribed throughout the questionnaire? If so, describe the situation. 

___________________________________________________________________

V – Data concerning the forms of coercion and type of exploitation  
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each OPC) which meets quarterly to validate the situations, i.e. to classify
them from the police point of view as trafficking situations which are
confirmed, not confirmed or still being signalled. The results of this val-
idation process are subsequently verified at base level, with the ensuing
change of the case status. 

In the step Production of Statistical Data, the manager of the data-
base produces statistical data from the elements received. This is fol-
lowed by the Data Analysis, the stage where said data are cross evaluated
with other types of data (quantitative and qualitative, criminal and non
criminal28), with recourse to the geographic information system (see sub-
chapter 4.2 below). In this stage, we find media clipping, resulting from
the systematic collection of news at regional and national level, and the
possibility of collecting data regarding the entry of immigrants registered
by SEF, thus allowing for data crossing and the production of indicators. 

The final stage is that of Knowledge Acquisition, which is supported

List of observation indicators which may indicate trafficking situations

Signs of being controlled by someone *

Bruises or signs of physical aggression *

Signs of fear, permanent sadness or depression *

Inability or difficulty in communicating in the local language *

Inability or difficulty in communicating in English *

Impossibility of access to his/her identification documents *

Apparent evasion to contact *

Time spent at the place *

Verbalizations while being attended *

Note:

______________________________________________________________________

28 For instance, statistical data in the statistical subsections.
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by data production and analysis as well as by Public and Private Disse-
mination, both through more confidential reports and information and
knowledge for the general public, namely through the CAIM. 

4.2 The Geographic Information System

As shown throughout the article, before CAIM Portugal had not im-
plemented a monitoring system of single, systematized, shared and or-
dered statistical information on trafficking. Such lack of knowledge
concerned not only numbers but also places of occurrence. 

As stated, trafficking, like other phenomena, does not occur randomly
in time and space (minimalist explanation of the socio-ecological para-
digm). “In fact, the dynamics of the phenomenon seems to be more complex,
intense and unpredictable. (...) In this context, the adoption of multidisci-
plinary methodologies and collaborative work and networking is essential
in order to gather in one sole system (...) all the relevant elements for un-
derstanding the phenomenon and its evolution. Geographic information
systems are an ideal tool.” (Machado, 2008:39). 

The Geographic Information Module, an integral part of the monitor-
ing system, aims at representing large quantities of data (the nature of
which was already described), namely from the GUR, the GS and media
clipping, enabling the generation of indicators and statistics based on the
territory and its characteristics, the identification of areas, patterns and,
with time, of tendencies in the registered cases. Finally, it ensures that
the flow of data, information and knowledge is effective and efficient
(Machado et al., 2008).
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3. To conclude, but beginning a new stage: the Observatory
on Human Trafficking

The Observatory on Human Trafficking (OTSH), established by de-
cree-law29 on 27 November 2008, is accountable to the Member of Gov-
ernment responsible for Home Affairs, exercises its mission and powers
in liaison with the Coordinator of the I PNCTSH, and works closely with
the Directorate-General for Home Affairs (article 1, Nature, of said De-
cree-Law30).

Its vision is to become a national and international reference centre
that contributes to the analysis, knowledge and intervention in the pheno-
menon of trafficking in human beings and other forms of gender violence,

Its mission is the production, collection, processing and spreading of in-
formation and knowledge concerning the phenomenon of trafficking in
human beings and other forms of gender violence, and its powers are:

a) To produce and collect information concerning the phenomenon of
trafficking in human beings and other forms of gender violence

b) To promote the development of IT applications that will support the
collection and processing of information 

c) To support political decision making in its areas of intervention,
when requested. 

The OTSH inherits the path initiated by the CAIM project and the
DGMI (maintaining with the latter a close working partnership, namely
at the level of its Resource Centre) regarding the consolidation of the
monitoring system. 

In 2009 several initiatives were carried out between the DGMI/OTSH
and other partners (particularly the CIG and the APF), seeking not only
to consolidate but above all to innovate the system. 

One such initiative was the establishment of a Protocol between the
DGMI/OTSH and the Directorate-General of Justice Policy (DGPJ), be-
longing to the Ministry of Justice (former partner in the CAIM project).

29 See footnote 10.
30 See the Decree-Law at

http://www.otsh.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/file/Legislacao/OTSH.pdf
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The aim is to exchange statistical data between the two entities (to con-
solidate the network of data providers). In this way, the OTSH provides
the data it collects through the sources already identified and, in turn,
the DGPJ provides data on the registered crimes, on the criminal pro-
ceedings in the investigation phase, and on the criminal proceedings in
the trial phase. 

Another initiative, still within the consolidation of the data providers
network, is the promotion of a Network of Assistance and Protection to
Trafficking Victims (RAPVT). Initiated still within the CAIM project,
and under operationalization at the present time, this activity is aimed
at the extended adoption of the GS by other public-private entities,
through the formalization of a Social Contract of Commitment. 

Last but not least, mention should be made of the transnational project
Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Informa-
tion Management Systems, coordinated by the DGMI and the OTSH, and
of the development of a series of dynamic platforms for the collection,
processing, analysis and exchanging of statistical data on trafficking in
human beings (DGMI/Resource Centre/OTSH). 

Regarding this new stage, however, we invite you to read the article
New Model for Knowledge in Trafficking in Human Beings – The Next
Stage in Data Collection, Data Analysis and Information Exchange on
Trafficking in Human Beings from this collection. 
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TABLE 3: Evolution of the monitoring system between 2006/2009

Evolution of
the monitoring
system

Paradigm

Focus

Data
collection

Validation

Analysis

Dissemination

Interactivity

2006 – 2008 2008 – 2009

Socio-ecological

National Level

Sexual Exploitation 
Victims

Establishing the system:

l Test phase,
implementation of the
GUR application and
beginning of data
collection through
criminal police bodies

l Development and
implementation of the
GS and beginning of
data collection  through
some NGOs 

l Development of the
analytical mode 

l National
l Stakeholders 
l Pdf Reports
l Few statistical data

Few closed fields with automatic validation

l Of cases: GUR Monitoring Group (OPC) and GS Multidisciplinary
Team (Reception and Protection Centre for Women Victims of
Trafficking and their Minor Children)

l Of data: DGMI and, from 2009 - OTSH (Information Production
Unit and Information Processing Unit)

l Only accredited users (with different levels of access) 

l All forms of trafficking framed by
national legislation (Article 160 of the
Criminal Code)

l Victims and traffickers/criminal
justice

l Other forms of gender violence

Consolidating the system:

l Creation of the OTSH
l Creation of the Dynamic Application

(with harmonized indicators in 4
European countries)

l Creation of new applications based
on georeferencing systems
(DGMI/CR)

l Expansion of the NGO network 
l New data providers, besides the

criminal police bodies
l Protocol between OTSH and DGPJ/MJ

l Data crossing (of criminal and non-
criminal, qualitative and quantitative
data)  

l National (beginning the
international); 

l Possibility of statistical reports
produced by the user

l Two reports
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NEW MODEL FOR 
UNDERSTANDING THE TRAFFICKING

IN HUMAN BEINGS

THE NEXT STAGE IN GATHERING AND ANALYSING DATA
AND EXCHANGING INFORMATION 

ON THE TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS 

Alexandre Santos

DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR (DGMI) 1

Rita Penedo

OBSERVATORY FOR THE TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS  (OTSH) 2

Introduction

Many societies have been honing their legal resources, especially their
criminal-justice resources, in order to improve their efficiency in combating
the trafficking in human beings (THB). Concomitantly, concerns in the
areas of THB prevention and provision of support for its victims have ma-
terialized into a diverse range of public responses, along with the initiative
and cooperation of non-governmental organizations, both individually and,
more importantly, as a network. But neither (criminal-justice resources nor
prevention) will be enough if there is no mechanism to monitor the pheno-
menon and the action taken against it. 

This holistic approach (covering a range of fields, involving systemic and
systematic knowledge), based on the primacy (i.e. international enshrine-
ment) of human rights, is nothing new when it comes to implementing
measures against certain criminal phenomena – or at least as regards

1 Consultant to the Directorate General of the Ministry of the Interior
2 Specialist from the International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)/Portuguese

focal point for the Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Information
Management Systems project.
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acknowledging its strategic importance – but, in this particular case, it is a
structural feature that has been internationally highlighted, including by
Portugal. 

Thus, from 6 to 8 January 2009, the Directorate General of the Min-
istry of the Interior (DGMI) and the Observatory for the Trafficking in
Human Beings (OTSH) made a national presentation of the cross border
Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Informa-
tion Management Systems project, co-funded under the EU programme
Prevention of and Fight against Crime and coordinated by DGMI and
OTSH.

1. Development up to 2009

The article entitled Observing the observer – history of a monitoring
system in this collection looked at the history and rationale behind the
monitoring of THB in Portugal, and more specifically at the work done
between 2006 and 2009. It examined the first steps taken in 2006, their
technological consolidation during 2007 and 2008, and their political
consolidation in 2009 with the launch of the Observatory for the Traf-
ficking in Human Beings (OTSH).  

In this article, pages (years) later, we look at the continuity achieved,
noting that it results from investment in technical and technological de-
velopment – in short, methodological investment above all – which both
DGMI and OTSH have carried out within their own spheres of respon-
sibility and in cooperation with national and international partners. 

This step, which we regard as a positive one, is in line with interna-
tional and national recommendations and retains the same awareness
and aim that led to the creation of the system developed under the
CAIM [Cooperation, Action, Investigation, World Vision] project (and
its subsequent measures), as well as its analytical paradigm based on a
socio-ecological understanding of this form of crime, i.e. that THB –
like any other social and criminal phenomenon – does not arise ran-
domly in space and time unconnected to its context, processes and the
players involved (see illustration 1). For the moment we shall leave open
the answer to the question mark. 
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Thus, against this background – with its achievements and difficulties
– in May 2008 DGMI (subsequently with OTSH support) took over co-
ordination of the cross border Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collec-
tion and Harmonized Information Management Systems – DCIM EU
project, co funded by the European Commission in cooperation with the
International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD). 

Also involved in this project are the Ministries of Internal Adminis-
tration of the Republic of Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland (part-
ner countries), the Dutch Rapporteur on the Trafficking in Human
Beings, the Associazione On the Road and the NEXUS Institute (experts),
the Austrian Ministry of Internal Administration, the European Com-
mission, EUROPOL, the ILO, IOM Geneva, the OSCE, the United Na-
tions Office on Drugs and Crime, and Terre des hommes – Hungary
(monitoring group). 

This project sought to overcome some of the weaknesses identified
by those with political and operational responsibility for combating
human trafficking, and by players involved in prevention and support,

ILLUSTRATION 1: Socio-ecological paradigm (part I)
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which is to say the lack of up-to-date, harmonized and relevant statistical
information. It is now understood more than ever that in modern society
this is a powerful aid. 

Thinking globally and acting locally, and understanding in an inte-
grated manner, is not just a maxim used by globalization theoreticians:
it is the challenge set before us every day by the crime of trafficking in
human beings, and it was our starting point. The end result was the Dy-
namic Application for Understanding THB and the development of new
platforms for the exchange of information and knowledge based on geo-
referencing systems. Both products satisfy the three requirements men-
tioned: global, local and integrated. This is how they should be read,
understood and used.

We reached an end in 2009.

2. Moving on to 2010

In any attempt to understand social reality, data gathering is a com-
plex process embracing a wide range of issues. However, this task is es-
sential if credible statistical data are to be produced, and it has long been
recognized as crucial for establishing anti-trafficking policies. 

As noted above, the outstanding issue is frequently the lack of harmo-
nization between the data of institutions (normally police bodies and
non-governmental organizations) that work directly or indirectly in the
field of trafficking in human beings. 

In particular, this lack of harmonization results in fragmented (non-
interoperable) data gathering and processing systems. This both adds to
the difficulty of understanding this type of crime, and leads to cases being
duplicated when it comes to monitoring the different forms of trafficking
in human beings. 

Thus, in response to the recommendations of the EU Action Plan en-
titled “Best Practices, Standards and Procedures for Combating and Pre-
venting Trafficking in Human Beings”, identifying the urgency described
at the 6th OSCE conference on National Monitoring and Report Mecha-
nisms to Address THB: the Role of the National Rapporteurs, which high-
lighted the importance of gathering, processing and analysing data, and
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acknowledging previous efforts such as the Headway – Improving Social
Intervention Systems for Victims of Trafficking initiative (the cross bor-
der dimension of the CAIM pilot scheme), and the models created by the
Data Collection and Information Management project implemented by
the ICMPD, the Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Har-
monized Information Management Systems – DCIM EU project was ba-
sically aimed at: 

Building the capacity of participant countries 
via an innovative and shared system for gathering 

and processing relevant data on victims 
and traffickers/criminal justice 

Such capacity-building depended and will continue to depend (if it is
to be consolidated) on the involvement of major stakeholders from the
outset, so as to ensure that their specific needs and concerns are provided
for, and are thought out in a practical way in good time. 

Thus, there was a need to highlight the purpose of the activities ear-
marked for the project, that is, making technical and procedural improve-
ments to the data gathering process, and empowering participating
organizations and the countries that represent them. 

To that end, a harmonized system was specifically developed via:

1. The creation of a harmonized cross border system for gathering, pro-
cessing and analysing information, including the development of
comparable indicators for gathering data and information on the vic-
tims of trafficking and on traffickers/criminal justice. 

2. Based on these indicators adopted by governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations, the technological platform where the databases
are housed – in Portugal  – was developed and introduced (it is si-
multaneously available to those Member States who wish to incor-
porate it), and the test phase has now been completed. 
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a. The databases are focused on victims and traffickers/criminal
justice:

i. Victim database
1. This database describes the individual’s background, recruit-
ment, transportation and exploitation, and his/her experience
of identification and assistance, where applicable. This is the
starting point for standardizing and gathering correct and ve-
rifiable victim-based data. 

ii. Trafficker database 
1. This database describes the crimes of the individual trafficker
against whom charges and/or an allegation has been made.
The database details the trafficker’s background and records
the case from initial registration to the investigation, trial and
post-trial sentencing phases.

b. Creation of databases for inter-institutional cooperation in gat-
hering and analysing data, involving relevant national organiza-
tions, specifically NGOs.

The strategic results hoped for and achieved were:

1. a significant improvement in systematic data gathering on trafficking
in human beings in participating countries, specifically:
a. The adoption of common criteria among the various sources of

information for victim – and trafficker – focused data – gathering 
b. The establishment in each country of a basis for systematic do-

mestic data gathering, so as to prevent duplicate counting in par-
ticular 

c. A contribution to implementing the EU Action Plan for comba-
ting and preventing trafficking in human beings 

d. Knowledge generation leading to improved policies, programmes,
actions and legislation against THB in the short, medium and long
term.
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Finally, the tangible results of the project were:

1. A manual on harmonized criteria for gathering data on THB;
2. Two databases (developed using accessible software) in Portuguese

and English
3. A database users’ manual  
4. Training on how to use the databases 
5. An interim report with stakeholders’ observations 
6. A final report with the conclusions of the implementation pilot 

phase.

As mentioned, it was soon realized that previous Portuguese moni-
toring efforts would be successful, and so for this new phase the possi-
bility could not be ignored of adopting and adapting the “Portuguese
monitoring model” (not merely the technological aspects, but also the
paradigm and methodology behind the system). This “tailored adoption”
was agreed to by the project’s partner countries3 and resulted from the
following understanding:

• Monitoring as a structured and integrated system that embraces
the phenomenon in all of its dimensions and to its full extent in
time and space [1]. This premise is backed by the idea that the phe-
nomena do not occur randomly in time and space. Understanding
the influence of these two dimensions as structural elements en-
ables one to understand/analyse the phenomena in context. 

• Structuring as social space, i.e. taking account of the context, the
players involved, and processes [2]. This idea assumes there is a full
understanding of the constraints and possibilities pertaining both
to the trafficking cycle and to THB policy. 

• Also, incorporation into the systems of key players responsible for
data-gathering and/or who as part of their work may encounter
trafficking situations (flagging and/or identification) [3]. 

3 First transnational meeting for the project held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in September 2008. 
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• Finally, as a result of this, a dynamic of cooperation between key
players based on the harmonization of indicators (which also as-
sumes there is agreement on terminology and methodology),
which in fact boosts the sharing of information [4]. 

And so we have an answer to the question mark (see illustration 2).

ILLUSTRATION 2: Socio-ecological paradigm (part II)
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Victim database

Starting point: Victims’ individual experiences

Trafficker/criminal justice database

Starting point: Criminal acts
[3]

[4]

[2]

[1]

It took a long time for all partners to build and reach a consensus on
the kind of information to be gathered and analysed on both databases.
The following issues either separated or united us: 

• How to deal with the major issue of protecting data and informa-
tion (not only with regard to the type of data to be gathered but also
looking to the possibility of exchanging data/information between
partner countries?)
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• How to overcome legal disparities and similarities (linked to the
preceding question)?

• How to resolve issues of different terms and concepts (also linked
to the two preceding questions)?

• How to articulate pre-existing databases with the indicators and
variables being used (Portugal’s case)?

— In this case, how might they be harmonized?

• How to solve and overcome the problem of duplicate counting,
both domestically and internationally, particularly where there is
an absence of personal-data gathering?

• How to create continuous, structured cooperation between bodies
within countries and between countries (issues of authority over
data, and in certain situations confidentiality of the data)?

• How to ensure that the databases are sufficiently flexible to con-
stitute a sustainable instrument that can be transferred to other
countries and/or organizations?

While not wishing to sidestep all these issues at the moment, Portugal
has from the outset drawn attention – and its views were duly considered
– to the following: 

— although the ultimate aim is to create a database with harmonized
indicators; 

— and although the lack of knowledge about THB is partly due to a
lack of quantitative and qualitative data and information that has been
systematically gathered, shared and harmonized (as to “what to gather”
and “how to gather it”):

1. One must be aware of and accept countries’ capacities, limitations
and specific characteristics in relation to this phenomenon

2. In operational terms, to achieve viable and valid results sometimes
“less is more” 

3. Consequently, the breadth of data to be gathered – if there is too much
– may result in data not being gathered for several reasons:

a. Institutional capacity and framework of the data providers
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b. (Time) relationship between the actors involved;
c. The models implemented
d. Legal reasons.

Thus, as well as asking ‘what to gather’ and ‘how to gather’, we should
add – and this really should be the first question – ‘why are we gathering
and what for’. In other words, while not denying countries’ ambition to
build and contribute to something innovative, they should seriously un-
derstand to what domestic use the databases will be put and what are the
real data-gathering possibilities (so as to avoid system entropy). More
than just a manual of good practices, this project would in fact create a
basis and implement it. 

As a result, it was decided to custom-design the databases. In practice
that means: 

1. While not ignoring the harmonization principle, and seeking con-
sensus on many of the issues referred to above

a. The databases should express a minimum and an advanced set
of harmonized indicators4

b. For each country’s version, the databases must be flexible
enough to select non-harmonized indicators, while maintaining
the agreed minimum and advanced sets. 

The sets in question are shown below:

4 Minimum set of indicators – consensus between all partner countries; advanced set of indicators –
consensus between at least three of the four partner countries.
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Trafficking victims database

TABLE 1: Victim database

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

Section 1: Case registration

1c) Registering entity/agency/institution X

1d) Date when case is registered X

1e) Source of information X

Section 2: Victims Background

2a) Gender X

2b) Date of birth and/or age X

2c) Citizenship X

2d) Country of residence X

2e) Area/region of origin X

2f) Demographic setting X

2g) Marital status when trafficked X

2h) Marital status when detected/"flagged" or identified X

2j) Number of children when trafficking X

2k) Contributors to household income before trafficking X

2l) Education level X

2m) Activity at recruitment X

2n) Motivation for migrating/leaving home X

Section 3: Recruitment Experience

3a) Age at recruitment/date of recruitment X

3b) Country of recruitment X

3c) Means of recruitment/entry into trafficking X

3d) Victim's relationship to recruiter X

3e) Gender of recruiter X

3f) Recruiter's citizenship X

3g) Recruiter's country of residence X

3h) Proposed destination country at recruitment X
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TABLE 1: Victim database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

Section 4: Transportation and Travel Routes

4a) Means of transportation X

4c) Border crossings X

4d) Use of documents X

4e) Attendance of traffickers during travel/transportation X

Section 5: Identification and Assistance

5a) Forms of trafficking/exploitation X

5d) Forms of control while trafficked X

5e) Date when trafficking exploitation began X

5g) Legal status in the national territory at the time 

of detection/“flagging” or identification X

5h) Date exited trafficking/exploitation X

5i) Means of exit from trafficking/exploitation X

5j) Previous experience of trafficking X

5k) Year of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5l) Form of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5m) Country of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5n) Identification/assistance during previous trafficking X

Section 6: Identification, Assistance, and co-operation 

with Officials and Authorities

6b) County/district/place of residence at current country X

6d) County/district/place of activity at current country X

6e) Location where victim was detected/“flagged” 

or identified” X

6f) Assistance received X

6h) Date entered assistance X

6i) Date exited assistance X

6j) Type of assistance X

6k) Transferred to other service providers X

6l) Received services in the past X

6m) Legal status in the national territory at the end 

of assistance X

6n) Statement to police X
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Trafficker/criminal justice database

TABLE 1: Victim database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

6o) Testifying in legal proceedings against the trafficker X

6p) Protection pre, during or post trial X

6q) Victim compensation X

6r) Return to country of origin X

TABLE 2: Trafficker/criminal justice database

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

1Section 1: Registration of case of alleged/

convicted trafficker

1a) Registration number/code X

1b) Trafficker’s name X

1c) Registering entity/agency/institution X

1d) Date when case is registered X

1e) Source of information X

Section 2: Alleged/convicted trafficker’s background

2a) Gender X

2b) Date of birth and/or age X

2c) Citizenship X

2d) Country of residence X

2e) Country of birth X

2f) Role in the trafficking chain X

Section 3: Investigation phase

3a) Date case initiated X

3b) Location where case was initiated X

3c) Initiation method X

3d) Date investigation commenced X
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TABLE 2: Trafficker/criminal justice database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

3e) Date investigation completed X

3f) Date of arrest X

3g) Charges at arrest X

3h) Type of trafficking exploitation X

3i) Number of victims involved X

3j) Number of victim statements X

Section 4: Trial phase

4a) Location of court and crime process X

4b) Date when crime process entered trial phase X

4c) Date when crime process ended in the first court X

4d) Charges at trial X

4f) Trial outcome X

4g) Type of sentence imposed at trial X

4h) Duration of sentence (at trial) X

4i) Fine imposed (at trial) X

Section 5: Appeal process

5a) Conviction appealed X

5b) Date appeal commenced X

5c) Date appeal concluded X

5d) Grounds for an appeal X

5e) Petitioner of appeal

5g) Result of the appeal process X

5h) Sentence imposed (at appeal) X

5i) Duration of appeal sentence X

5j) Fine amount (at appeal) X

Section 6: Post-trial phase

6a) Final sentence implementation X

6d) Victim compensation ordered X
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As can be seen, there was more consensus on the data to be collected
on victims than on traffickers. That fact partially illustrates another one
– the different ways in which the different countries organize the system
of data-gathering by the judicial agents responsible (e.g. the level at which
data is broken down, automated or manual systems for keying-in times,
data-gathering time, time when made available, the form of dissemina-
tion, etc.).

Passing over for the moment an introduction to the Dynamic Appli-
cation for THB Knowledge (later we will explain why it goes by that
name), after users are accredited – and provided with security specifica-
tions and specifications on the entry of accredited users – they are given
access either to the victim – or trafficker database (see Printscreen 1).

By accessing each of these areas, the first thing users, as well as ben-
eficiaries5, see is an information page providing a summary of contextual
statistics (on data already keyed in), i.e.: 

5 It is possible to create a user who can access the application’s statistical model without visualizing
the data. 

PRINTSCREEN 1: Access to databases
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• Victim database (see Printscreen 2)

1. Distribution of the number of cases per month
2. Gender prevalence of registered victims 
3. Case-by-case information for the following variables6: 

3.1) Registration code
3.2) Registration date
3.3) Date when last edited
3.4) Victim’s gender
3.5) Victim’s age
3.6) Assistance given
3.7) Status of the case.

• Trafficker/criminal justice database (see Printscreen 3)

1.Distribution of the number of cases per month
2. Gender prevalence of registered traffickers

6 Useful for direct research or for editing the case.
7 This typology concerning the victim’s status follows the same logic as applied to the analytical model

(and used in the Single Registration Guide and Flagging Guide, described in the article ‘Observing
the observer – history of a monitoring system’ from the present collection): Flagged – this is potentially
a victim; Confirmed – victim identified by the competent bodies as a victim (for further information
see Decree-Law no. 368/2007 of 5 November 2007); Not confirmed – not a THB situation.

PRINTSCREEN 2: Summarized statistical information on registered victims (flagged,

confirmed and unconfirmed)7
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3. Case-by-case information for the following variables8:
3.1) Registration code
3.2) Registration date
3.3) Date when last edited
3.4) Trafficker’s gender
3.5) Trafficker’s age
3.6) Role in trafficking chain
3.7) Type of exploitation
3.8) Outcome of the court case. 

Still at this first phase, in both databases the “Menu” item contains a
range of commands with the following functions: open template to reg-
ister the case (“Action” – in the case of the victim database, information
on the CAP9 is provided); “Reports” to access a series of statistical reports
(simple indicator-based aggregates, amongst other statistical reports pro-
duced by the OTSH); “Search” to search a case directly; and “Queries”,
enabling you to research certain statistics autonomously by selecting the
indicator and search time (see Printscreen 4).

8 Useful for direct searching or for editing the case.
9 CAP: Reception and Protection Centre for the Victims of Trafficking and their underage children,

set up on 2 July 2008 via a protocol involving the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, the Ministry
of Internal Administration, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, and
the Family Planning Association – the organization responsible for the specialized and administrative
running of the centre.

PRINTSCREEN 3: Summarized statistical information on traffickers/criminal justice 
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PRINTSCREEN 4: Menu Fields/Actions 
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As to the data-gathering fields, for both the victim and the trafficker
database, the following were agreed upon and felt to be important by all
countries: 

For victims they are: 

1. The case
2. The victim’s background
3. Recruitment experience 
4. Transportation and travel routes
5. Exploitation experience 
6. Identification, assistance and cooperation with officials and autho-

rities
7. Other (field open for observations).

By way of example, Printscreen 5 provides a completed case history
(with fictitious data), which will serve to point up two further issues:

1. The existence of online help for the entire database;
2. The existence of a mechanism for calculating probability (by cross-

referencing certain indicators with different percentage weight-
ings), that shows whether the victim (in this case) or trafficker is
already to be found on the application, as you introduce the data. 
a.  This function is innovative, because:

i. In Portugal’s case, and where no personal data is gathered,
it helps us to prevent duplicate counting 

ii. Where a victim has been registered previously but has hy-
pothetically disappeared, it enables us to inform the relevant
body that the person in question has resurfaced. 

For the trafficker/criminal justice database, the important fields are: 

1. The case
2. Alleged/convicted trafficker’s background
3. Investigation phase 
4. Trial phase
5. Appeal phase
6. Post-trial phase 
7. Other (field open for observations). 
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By way of example, Printscreen 6 provides a completed case history
(with fictitious data). Although both databases enable records to be ed-
ited (adding data and/or altering the case’s status), we believe that this
function – editing – will be particularly useful for the trafficker/criminal
justice database, because the period between the court case and sentenc-
ing is long, and thus the data takes a long time to gather.

PRINTSCREEN 5: Example of completed case history – victim database

PRINTSCREEN 6: Example of completed case history – trafficker/criminal justice

database
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This database was tested in Portugal at the OTSH at the end of the
third quarter of 2009, and will soon be introduced into a real-world en-
vironment.

What is the medium – and long – term benefit? The use of harmonized
indicators; the creation and implementation of a database with secure
access and which is fully transmissible; access to and sharing of statistical
information; and last, but certainly not least, an understanding of the traf-
ficking chain from the socio-ecological viewpoint. 

3. We now move on to 2010. And a little further...

Recalling the title of this article, New Model for Understanding the
Trafficking in Human Beings – The next stage in gathering, analysing
data and exchanging information on the trafficking in human beings,
let us now focus on the “new model for understanding” element. 

What we have described so far has been officially called the “Dynamic
Application for THB Knowledge”. As with all names, it has its raison d’être.
More than just a database (the main purpose of the analysis described
above), this IT application is one of the functional and methodological parts
of an integrated contextual analytical model (which necessarily involves
gathering, producing, processing and disseminating data).

Statistical information and data alone reveal little about a phenome-
non; a conceptual and technological framework is required if one is to
read and understand them.

The OTSH, in partnership with the Resource Centre of the Depart-
ment of Strategic Planning, belonging to the Directorate General of the
Ministry of the Interior, has been consolidating the model – specifically
its applications – right from the outset (at the time of the CAIM project).
In fact, this is one of the OTSH’s missions, as set forth in Article 2, Mis-
sion and Responsibilities, sub-paragraph b) of the decree-law which es-
tablished it: ‘To develop IT applications to support the collection and
processing of information’10.

Although the principle is almost the same, there are some changes
that directly involve the development of new platforms, new data

10 Decree-Law no. 229/2008 of 27 November 2008.
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providers, new analytical instruments and a new scope of action, as well
as their mutual integration. They are the following:

• The OTSH website (Portuguese and English versions)
• The Dynamic Application for THB Knowledge 
• A website with and for georeferencing the data gathered via the

Single Registration Guide/Flagging Guide (GUR/GS), and subse-
quently the Dynamic Application – a platform for sharing national
and international information – to be used directly by users, and
therefore associated with a new working paradigm 

• A website with and for recording (and georeferencing) activities
carried out (by police forces, NGOs, campaigns, etc.), and the re-
sources available to trafficking victims – platforms for sharing na-
tional and international information – to be used directly by users,
and therefore associated with a new working paradigm 

• The extension of data providers to include more NGOs and pub-
lic-private bodies who can flag trafficking victims – creation of a
structured working network 

• Portuguese text mining to analyse structured and unstructured in-
formation in text11.

On the first point, on 18 October 2009 – the European Day against
Human Trafficking – the OTSH launched the Portuguese version of its
website. 

It is more than just an information repository. It is a vortal (as is the
CAIM project website), which is to say an intercommunication project
for those who are (professionally, culturally, etc.) identified with a given
environment. It provides a range of information and promotes knowl-
edge within this specific field12. In addition, it fulfils one of OTSH’s duties
under Article 5 of said decree-law, Competencies of the Team Leader, sub-
paragraphs b) and c)13, “To publish and disseminate studies and informa-
tion produced by the Observatory, in close cooperation with the

11 Study carried out by the Manchete company. The software results from a link up between Manchete
and Temis, a company producing software for text analysis.

12 Go to www.otsh.mai.gov.pt
13 See footnote 11.
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Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) and the coordinator
of the National Plan against the Trafficking in Human Beings” and “To run
and keep updated a website on the subject of the trafficking in human
beings”.

The second point has already been described, but it should be added
that it has a cascade configuration and that, in the same way that the ac-
credited part of the website will serve to access the Dynamic Application,
this will be the gateway providing access to the other platforms (web-
sites) mentioned.

The aim of the website with and for the georeferencing of data gath-
ered via the GUR/GS and Dynamic Application – developed by
DGMI/Resource Centre – is to supplement research into THB. It is an
application that enables spatial patterns of the (THB) phenomenon in
Portugal to be detected, and allows territorial statistics on that phenom-
enon to be generated and consulted. It will enable the recording and up-
dating of alphanumerical and spatial information by criminal police
bodies and other bodies concerned with this phenomenon (see
Printscreen 7). 

PRINTSCREEN 7: Website for monitoring THB patterns
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The application operates in a web environment (Internet Explorer,
version 6 or later, the latest version being recommended). It provides in-
formation on the trafficking in human beings in Portugal from 2008 on-
wards. The information provided on the left side of the interface, under
Contents, can be divided into five structural parts:

1. Cartographic information using orthophotomaps and military
maps (under the heading “Cartograph”)

2. Basic information, where one can consult and work on adminis-
trative, judicial and mobility information for Portugal (under the
heading “Territorial Database” in the “Content” box, on the lower
left side of the application 

3. Statistical information (under the heading “Statistical Data-
base”)4. information on equipment and resources, divided into
five categories: “Economy”, “Health”, “Education”, “Transport”
and “Guide to Victim-Support Resources” 

5. Information on cases involving the trafficking in human beings
(under the headings “Victims’ Routes” and “Record”). 

How to use the tools is described in detail in the “Help” menu. For a
quick start you can consult the information on geographical bodies using
the      (“Identify”) tool, the information being accessed by left clicking
the mouse over the area about which you want information. By clicking
on the intended area of the map, the information appears as a tag. This
operation can take some time. By selecting the alphanumerical part of
the tag (the area to the left with letters and numbers that usually shows
territorial units), you can view the layer of information you wish to select
in order to access the relevant database. 

There is also a tool for locating the areas of responsibility and re-
sources of the bodies involved in fighting THB and providing victim sup-
port. 

To print the results you just click on “Add to Results” in blue, in the
window of the tag that has opened with the data you wish to consult, and
then select “Print” from the menu. The data can also be copied onto any
other program on your PC using the traditional copy and paste method. 

The data shown varies according to how closely you zoom in. By se-

i
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lecting a smaller area of territory you will see a larger number of geo-
graphical entities (municipal authorities, parish councils, road network),
and you can access the databases in question using the consultation
process described above. 

As to the website with the possibility of introducing records (and geo-
referencing them) of activities carried out (ranging from police forces to
NGOs, campaigns, etc.) and the resources available to trafficking victims,
its functional logic, look and aim are very similar to that described above.
The added value revolves around bringing what we know about traffick-
ing up to date (and in this respect it genuinely complements the OTSH
website), and it will act as a database platform for all of the resources
available to victims, in order to ensure the speedy identification of sup-
port structures (what they offer and where they are) to provide fast as-
sistance. 

Regarding the expansion of data providers who can flag trafficking
victims, but also others who can supply data and information to feed into
the two aforesaid websites (specifically statistical and geographical in-
formation), we have the same expectations – mainly regarding the supply
of data and information on THB – from our international partners. De-
spite institutional and/or legal restrictions on data sharing, these plat-
forms enable information to be shared and visualized. 

The aim for everyone is to establish a structured working network. 
Finally, the purpose of carrying out a study via the use of text mining

is to help: 

1. To gather a pool of structured and unstructured information on
the various phases and consequences of THB and gender violence 

2. To encourage the creation and development of an innovative ana-
lytical model using data-gathering technologies (media clipping
and so forth) and structured and unstructured information pro-
cessing based on bilingual describers, so helping to improve our
understanding of the phenomenon 

3. To prompt recommendations aimed at prevention, and at raising
the awareness of a wider public. 
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In short, this software’s potential resides in identifying statistical
trends and patterns in the sources analysed and for a given subject – in
this case the trafficking in human beings. It examines the categorization,
structuring (and interconnection14) of texts and their content, the bodies
quoted and the associated valuation. We hope to produce “(…) knowledge,
and consequently generate value for the organization” (Manchete)15. 

The study phases are as follows:

1. The gathering, aggregation, processing and analysis of structured
and unstructured information (public information published in the
local, regional, national and international media, and online do-
mestic and international content) for 2000 to 2010, to be incorpo-
rated into a qualitative examination of the analytical model
(monitoring system)

2. The identification, extraction and classification of bodies
3. The drafting of a final report and presentation of the archive of

structured and unstructured content
4. Analysis of the classifieds section of national and regional newspa-

pers, and internet sources, for identifying and mapping risk situa-
tions.
The output – analysis of the information collected – will subse-
quently be used by DGMI/Resource Centre, particularly to feed
into the records website.
Using the same format as that followed for the development of the
monitoring system in the article “Observing the observer – history
of a monitoring system”, now updated to 2010 and beyond, the fol-
lowing summarizes what has been described so far, and to a certain
extent also summarizes the new model for understanding THB.

14 Cluster analysis.
15 Go to 

http://www.mynetpress.com/newsletter/PressReleases/PR%20Manchete%20e%20Temis_
Set09.pdf
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2006 to 2008 2008 to 2009 2010 (and beyond)

Socio-ecological

Domestic Level International Level

Creation of the system:
• Test and implementation

phase for the Single
Registration Guide
application, and start of
data gathering via criminal
police bodies

• Development and
implementation of the
Flagging Guide, and start
of data gathering via
certain NGOs 

System consolidation: 
• Establishment of the OTSH
• Dynamic Application

created (with harmonized
indicators from four
European countries)

• Creation of new
applications based on
georeferencing systems
(DGMI/Resource Centre)

• Expansion of NGO
network

• New data-providers, in
addition to criminal police
bodies

• Protocol between OTSH
and Directorate-General
for Justice Policy/Ministry
of Justice

System expansion:
• Implementation of the

Dynamic Application
(victims and traffickers) –
expansion of data
providers

• International and
European promotion of
databases and associated
georeferencing
applications

• Development of the
analytical model 

• Domestic
• Stakeholders 
• Pdf reports 
• Little statistical data

• Cross-referencing of
(criminal and non-
criminal, qualitative and
quantitative) data

• Domestic (international is
beginning) 

• Possibility of statistical
reports produced by users 

• Two reports 

• All forms of trafficking covered by domestic law
(Article 160 of the Penal Code) 

• Victims and traffickers/criminal justice
• Other forms of gender violence 

• Sexual exploitation
• Victims

• Few fields closed with automatic validation

• Of cases: Monitoring Group for the Single Registration Guide (Criminal Police Bodies),
and Multi-Skilled Team for the Flagging Guide (Reception and Protection Centre)

• Of data: OTSH (Information-Production Unit and Information-Processing Unit) 

• More fields closed with
automatic validation

• Improved data quality 
• Introduction of new

tools for sharing
statistical data
(domestically and
internationally)

Domestic 
and International:
• More complex statistical

reports 
• Greater cross-

referencing of indicators
• New tools 
• Resources database

• Greater interactivity,
even if you are not a
direct user 

• More intuitive and user
friendly

• Accredited users only (with different levels of access) 

Development
of the 

monitoring 
system

Paradigm

Focus

Data-gathering

Validation

Analysis

Dissemination

Interactivity
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Trafficking in human beings is the slavery of modern times and is one of the
gravest criminal phenomena confronting the international community.
Cooperation between the police forces, criminal policy bodies, judicial aut-
horities, governments and non-governmental organisations of different Sta-
tes is essential to prevent and suppress this phenomenon.
Trafficking in human beings undermines the cornerstone of our Constitu-
tion – the essential dignity of the human person – and is the cause of devas-
tating human tragedies. Combating it is a duty for all democratic States. 

Rui Pereira

MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR
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UNDERSTANDING TRAFFICKING 
IN PERSONS: FROM THE GLOBAL 

TO THE LOCAL

Paulo Machado

There is a paradox in modern societies which this collection of articles
seeks to highlight and explain. According to the available data, even
though the sources do not agree on the numbers, it is widely accepted
that trafficking in human beings, in its different forms, has been increas-
ing in the world; this, in a world that increasingly strives for collective
and individual freedoms, the self-determination of peoples and the up-
holding of human rights. Even when some leading social institutions (in
religious or ideological circles) appear to argue the opposite, we need to
be circumspect and recognise the trend in the social dynamic of everyday
life, the real impact of the globalisation of attitudes – contrasting with
old-established customs and practices, or even the legal system – in order
to understand that in terms of individual freedom, men and women any-
where, in any country or region, do not aspire to realities that are all that
different1.

1 See, on the subject of fertility, the research study by Youssef Courbage and Emmanuel Todd (2007),
Le rendez-vous des civilisations.
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The study commissioned from the research team at the Centre for So-
cial Studies of the University of Coimbra2, headed by Boaventura Sousa
Santos (Santos et al., 2008), raises the central question that underlies
these initial lines:

“Trafficking should not be seen exclusively as a problem of illegal im-
migration, with all political and legislative efforts directed to that end. It
calls for specific solutions that involve seeing it largely as a systematic vi-
olation of human rights rather than simply as a problem of frontier con-
trol and internal security” (p. 6).

As people trafficking is one of the crimes that has only recently been
the subject of legislation in Portugal3, it is worth examining how this so-
cial problem which represents the violation of a person’s freedom and
self-determination manifests itself. It is a violation that imperils the sanc-
tity of its victims’ physical and moral integrity, the paramount value of
free societies. The social problem of trafficking lies, therefore, in the very
significant (and almost always cruel) divergence between the protected
values and the acts committed.

According to a report of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR, 2008), the number of victims of trafficking totals
over 2.5 million a year, with sharp differences between regions of the
world and between countries. This is an unconfirmed estimate but one
which reflects the presumed scale of a problem that does not sit with the

2 This research study arose from a commission by the CAIM project. From March 2005 until its com-
pletion in 2009, the Ministry of the Interior maintained a development partnership (DP) called
CAIM – Cooperação-Acção-Investigação-Mundivisão [PT-2004-047] – led by the Commission for
Equality and Women’s Rights (CIDM). CAIM was a pilot project in the area of prostitution and traf-
ficking in women with a wide range of objectives. In addition to CIDM and the Ministry of the In-
terior, a number of other bodies participated in this DP, including the Ministry of Justice (MJ), the
International Organization for Migration (IOM), the Family Planning Association (AFP) and the
High Commission for Immigration and Ethnic Minorities (now ACIDI).

3 I refer to Article 160 of the Criminal Code (Law 59/2007 of 4 September ¬ Twenty-third amendment
to Criminal Code, approved by Decree-Law 400/82 of 23 September). Article 160 provides for the
prosecution of criminal conduct of the highest gravity involving sexual exploitation, forced labour
or organ extraction. The crime includes the offer, supply, enticement, acceptance, transport, housing
or sheltering of persons by the use of certain means. Where it involves minors, it is a crime if com-
mitted by any means, and is regarded as aggravated where serious measures are employed. Article
160 also creates new offences related to trafficking, such as the adoption of minors for reward, the
use of the services or organs of trafficked persons and the withholding, concealment, damage or de-
struction of identity or travel documents.
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supreme value we attach to the freedom of individuals. It also reflects al-
most exactly the world distribution of poverty and social inequality if we
consider the regions of origin of most victims of trafficking. The 1st Na-
tional Anti-Trafficking in Human Beings Plan lists some of the causes
that feed this crime: “(...) problematical causes and consequences: organ-
ised crime, sexual exploitation and forced labour, the endemic asymme-
tries between the more developed and more needy countries, gender and
human rights issues, the breakdown of family and community support”.

It is true that this monstrous estimate includes situations as diverse
as the kidnapping of children to work as beggars in Asian cities, the en-
ticement of African women for prostitution in European port cities or
the exploitation of South American workers forced to work for no wages
and held against their will on haciendas (farms), many of them producing
drugs. But at the end of the day, are they all that different? What social
processes lead to some being unprotected and at the mercy of their tor-
mentors?

Despite a shared universal humanity that condemns these expressions
of interpersonal violence – because it is violence that we are dealing with
when we talk about people trafficking – a shared humanity that over-
comes political, ideological or religious differences, the stealing of vic-
tims’ freedom continues to occur.

Many societies have been revising their legal remedies, including
criminal remedies, in order to combat these criminal practices more ef-
fectively. Overarching these, the international community has armed it-
self with potent instruments (conventions, treaties, international police
and judicial cooperation agreements) which imply a concerted strategic
and procedural approach on a global scale, precisely because they are
shaped by the fundamental principles of universal and non-negotiable
human rights.

Concomitantly, concerns in the areas of prevention of these crimes
and support for its victims have resulted in a varied range of public re-
sponses, accompanied by initiatives and effective collaboration by a wide
range of non-governmental organisations.

Portugal is no exception in this. The adoption in early 2008 by the As-
sembly of the Republic (Resolution 1/2008 of 14 January) of the Council
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of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings,
which expressly states the need to implement mechanisms to monitor
anti-trafficking activities, demonstrates that Portugal is aligned with the
international agenda and that it understands the changes that have been
observed in some of the most inhumane types of crime. As usual, the
(mistaken) view that Portugal, by its nature, is immune from or not sus-
ceptible to certain types of crime, in particular serious crime, because its
peripheral geographical situation and its compassionate traditions, facil-
itates the occurrence of cross-border crime and, above all, inhibits a firm
and formal cultural rejection of the behaviours which feed this crime.

The prevention of human trafficking, an imperative of civilization, is
not compatible with calculations of probability, nor does its particular
harm allow for any margins of error. The first and biggest of all errors
may be the absence of a clear criminal definition that reflects the range
of purposes and processes that characterise it. The amendment of the
Criminal Code following the publication of Law 59/2007 of 4 September,
as already mentioned, criminalised trafficking in persons (Article 160 of
the Code) for the purposes of sexual exploitation, forced labour or organ
removal. The crime includes the offer, supply, enticement, acceptance,
transport, housing or sheltering of persons by the use of certain means.
Where it involves minors, it is a crime if committed by any means, and is
regarded as aggravated where serious measures are employed. Article
160 also creates new offences related to trafficking, such as the adoption
of minors for reward, the use of the services or organs of trafficked per-
sons and the withholding, concealment, damage or destruction of identity
or travel documents.

Law 23/2007 of 4 July – on the entry, residence, departure and ex-
pulsion of aliens from national territory had already provided (in its Sec-
tion V) for the granting of residence permits to victims of human
trafficking or of the facilitation of illegal immigration who cooperate with
the authorities: in this respect, transposing Council Directive
2004/81/EC of 29 April. Decree-Law 368/2007 and Regulatory Decree
84/2007, both of 5 November, set out for that purpose the definition of
trafficking victim. The establishment of this definition is all the more im-
portant insofar as the provisions are, in the words of the legislation, es-
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sential to the prosecution of human trafficking networks without, how-
ever, adopting a utilitarian definition, in that it seeks to protect the alien
as a victim of a serious crime of violation of human rights (see Regulatory
Decree 84/2007 of 5 November: p. 8010). Furthermore, the legal concept
of a trafficked person as a mere illegal immigrant is dropped, a perspec-
tive owed to the Warsaw Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings approved by the Council of Europe.

Irrespective of its intended purpose and the means employed, traf-
ficking in persons is a criminal practice which violates the fundamental
principles of societies that value human dignity and self-determination
and which legally guarantee universally accepted human rights. Further-
more, human trafficking most particularly violates the victims and is
often associated with a wide array of other crimes, both against people
and economic, against society. Unlike other crimes, trafficking in persons
is rarely idiopathic and is governed by the logic of organised crime, feed-
ing on and feeding other antisocial behaviours, either criminal or simply
misdemeanours.

Something that also appears highly paradoxical is its bifid nature –
based on networks that act on a transnational scale yet manifesting itself
at the stage of the direct exploitation of victims on a local scale. In other
words, the movement of the victim across jurisdictions, as determined
by the rationale of the trafficking scheme, is followed by different sorts
and intensities of direct local complicity fuelled by the connivance of the
unscrupulous entrepreneur (in the case of trafficking for forced labour),
the pimp and (so often) the “client” himself (in the case of persons traf-
ficked for sexual exploitation).

However, this direct local complicity is not merely material and can
manifest itself in a more diffuse way and in the form of a community
moral deficit wherever the existence of well-founded suspicions about
places of entertainment or work situations is not matched in practice by
demand for official social control and public denunciation of criminal ac-
tivities.

I want to suggest in this reflection that the crime of trafficking in per-
sons which, like any other crime, is the result of human behaviour at an
individual or group level, may be better understood (and thus prevented)
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if and when the socio-ecological factors that underlie it and which are
manifested on a more aggregate scale are identified. Strictly speaking,
this understanding will come from the nexuses that we can establish be-
tween the individuals (perpetrators, accomplices, victims, witnesses) and
their ecological environment.

The social ecology of crime demonstrates that certain types of crime
occur more frequently (with greater probability) in certain social and
physical contexts than in others, because the former possess character-
istics which, under various conditions, can be regarded as congruent with
or permissive – or even predictive – of this criminality.

Although one should not lose sight of the fact that the commission of
any crime is the responsibility of its agent(s), it is vital to recognise that,
personal factors aside, criminal acts are strongly influenced by the inter-
actions that those responsible for such acts establish with the physical
environment, with other people, with different social groups, and also by
their assessment of the risk involved in breaching social norms and soci-
ety’s cultural values. This is a crucial issue that allows us to separate, con-
ceptually, action on a global scale, particularly through a broad awareness
that is graphic about the risks that potential victims run – but which can
include investigative practices married to international police coopera-
tion and the key support of NGOs – and repression on a local scale, dic-
tated by this dramatic truth: there are no victims without a context of
victimisation, in which lies the evidence of (at least some of) the perpe-
trators and accomplices.

In communities that are more permissive of the violation of social
norms, which give less weight to fundamental human rights, or in which
civic causes – particularly those relating to combating illegal labour or
sexual exploitation – have less impact, the risk assessment made by the
agents of these crimes will be less unfavourable. That assessment is
largely about the specific place and not about the transnational dimension
of the crime committed, although the latter should inform (and be in-
formed by) what we could call procedural uniformity on victimisation.

In this sense, statistical harmonisation efforts are of particular impor-
tance, as evidenced (and put into practice) by the EU project “Trafficking
in Human Beings, Data Collection and Harmonised Information Man-
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agement Systems – DCIM EU”4 co-funded by the European Commission
and directed by the Department of the Interior.

Another delicate issue in the understanding that we need to have of
the crime of trafficking is about not confusing crime statistics with the
reality of crime. This is a caveat which is not only valid for human traf-
ficking, but which is especially true of this crime. 

The available data report the number of recorded crimes (see Table
1), which totalled 82 occurrences in the last two years. Given its particular
gravity and the criminal policy guidelines, and having regard to the spe-
cial powers of the Judicial Police, it is not surprising that it was this police
force which recorded the largest number of reported crimes.

4 The overall objective of the project, which was completed in 2010, was to contribute to improving
the quality and reliability of data on human trafficking in the four countries that participated in the
project (the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and Portugal) in the areas of prevention, protection
and prosecution. More specifically,
• to develop common criteria for data and information collection on 1) the victims of trafficking and

2) the alleged/convicted traffickers and the criminal justice process;
• to prepare a manual for the collection of anti-trafficking data, including indicators/variables for

the collection of data on victims and data on traffickers and tools for the collection, treatment and
analysis of the two sets of indicators/variables;

• to create a basis for the efficient collection and analysis of data on human trafficking;
• to install and test suitable software for the collection of data on victims and data on traffickers/legal

and court data in Portugal.

TABLE 1: Human trafficking crimes recorded by police

forces 

Year 2009 2008

Recording Entity No. of Crimes No. of Crimes

Public Security Police 9 10

Judicial Police 18 16

National Republican Guard 10 15

Total 39 43

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice
Last update on: 18/02/2010 



In terms of victims (see Table 2), it is worth stressing that in the last
two years about one third were below the age of 25, a proportion that in-
creases considerably if we only look at 2009. This finding is particularly
disturbing because it highlights the importance of implementing preven-
tive awareness actions targeted at young people, both in the countries of
origin and destination countries of victims.

Similarly, matching the comments I made previously regarding a com-
prehensive approach to trafficking crime, which manifests itself at dif-
ferent levels of social reality from global to local, it should be pointed out
that there are regional differences revealed by the data in Table 3 which
make the territory (i.e. the communities within it) an explanatory vari-
able of the phenomenon and its expression on the ground.

The same multilevel approach can benefit our understanding of the
data in Tables 4 and 5, from which we can see that the crime of trafficking
is typified by its multiple connections with other criminal activities, lend-
ing it added complexity. In other words, investigating the crime of traf-
ficking means understanding that other criminal activity may, under
certain conditions, conceal this heinous crime, which does not manifest

16

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice
..... Nil result/protected by statistical confidentiality
N/S Not stated
Last update on: 12/04/2010 

TABLE 2: Injured/aggrieved parties and victims

(individuals) involved in human trafficking crimes

recorded by police forces, by age group in 2008 

and 2009  

Year 2009 2008

Age Group No. of persons No. of persons 
involved involved

Total 38 29

16-24 17 5

Over 24 19 21

N/S ..... .....
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itself in isolation or randomly. I am referring to crimes against human
life and against physical integrity, economic crimes and crimes against
property, among others.

Here too, we can rely on the etiological process of trafficking which
we can formulate from the data on victims of trafficking for sexual ex-
ploitation (which are recorded by the Observatory on Trafficking in
Human Beings – OTHB). This helps us to understand the transnational
dimension which characterises the majority of reported cases and the
difficulty of taking preventive or repressive action in the stages that make
up the victim’s route, in fact until the exploitation of the victim manifests
and declares itself. The transnational nature of the crime, because it is
supported by networks which are often organised on a worldwide scale,
also makes liaison with international organisations to improve knowl-
edge and share indispensable information. It is essential to assemble in-
formation gathered from various players ranging from the police and
criminal justice authorities to victim support agencies, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and international organisations.
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TABLE 3: Agents/suspects and defendants (individuals) identified in connection

with recorded human trafficking crimes, by NUT in 2008 and 2009

Year 2009                  2008

NUT I NUT II NUT III No. of No. of 
agents agents

Total 55 60

North Cávado 3 4

Ave .... ....

Greater Porto 7 5

Douro .... ....

Continental Centre Baixo Vouga 4 ....

Portugal
Baixo Mondego 9 13

Pinhal Litoral .... ....

Dão-Lafões .... ....

Serra da Estrela .... ....

Beira Interior Norte 8 ....

Oeste .... ....

Lisbon Setúbal Peninsula 5 ....

Alentejo Baixo Alentejo 3 3

Algarve .... 4

Azores Autonomous Region .... ....

Madeira Autonomous Region .... 4

N/A N/A N/A 11 18

s

unaccompanied
travel

DIAGRAM 1: Etiology of the trafficking process

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice.  Last update on: 18/02/2010 
N/S – Not stated.   N/A – Not applicable
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TABLE 4: Other crimes associated with prosecution proceedings for the crimes

of trafficking in persons, trafficking in persons and procuring, facilitating

illegal immigration and procurement of illegal labour in 2008

Sexual abuse of children/dependent minors
Breach of trust
Homosexual sexual acts with adolescents
Threats or coercion
Procurement of illegal labour
Conspiracy
Facilitating illegal immigration
Money laundering
Copyright infringement
Conversion/transfer or dissimulation of goods/products
Gambling crimes
Firearms-related crimes
Unlawful possession of firearms
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Making false statements/other
Aggravated burglary
Spousal/partner abuse
Abuse of minor/helpless person
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Other pecuniary crimes
Other crimes of perversion of justice
Kidnapping/abduction/hostage taking
Explosive substances/weapons
Trafficking in minute quantities/trafficking-consumption
of low gravity
Trafficking/illegal activities (including planning)
Violation/destruction of official seals and documents/unlawful
practice of a profession

Threats or coercion
Procurement of illegal labour
Conspiracy to facilitate illegal immigration
Conspiracy
Simple and aggravated fraud
Counterfeiting currency/securities/others
Gambling crimes
Electoral crimes
Firearms-related crimes
Unlawful possession of firearms
Issue of unfunded cheques
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Making false statements/other
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Sheltering/material assistance to a criminal
Trafficking in persons and procuring

Threats or coercion
Facilitating illegal immigration
Forgery/damage/withholding of documents/other items
Other pecuniary crimes

Facilitating illegal immigration
Unlawful possession of firearms
Simple/grievous bodily harm
Other pecuniary crimes
Trafficking in persons and procuring

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice

Trafficking in persons
and procuring

Facilitating illegal 
immigration

Conspiracy to facilitate
illegal immigration

Procurement 
of illegal labour
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To sum up, we can state that:

1. Combating the crime of trafficking in human beings, in all its forms,
is an ethical, moral and political imperative.

2. For the organisations that have the responsibility and powers to
carry it out, it is a responsibility to which we must devote our great-
est efforts.

3. The difficulties are, however, immense. They are related mainly to
the opacity of the phenomenon since it involves an invisible section
of the population.

TABLE 5: Defendants in criminal prosecutions in courts of first instance for

crimes of trafficking in persons, procuring and trafficking in minors, procuring/

trafficking in persons, facilitating illegal immigration, conspiracy to facilitate

illegal immigration, procurement of illegal labour, and trafficking in persons

and procuring, by crime, in 2008

Year 2008

Total 235

Trafficking in persons Trafficking in persons ....

Trafficking in persons and procuring Trafficking in persons 4
Procuring 181
Attempted procuring ....
Aggravated procuring 3

Procuring and trafficking in minors Procuring/trafficking in minors 5
Aggravated procuring/trafficking in minors ....

Facilitating illegal immigration Facilitating illegal immigration 27
Attempted facilitation of illegal immigration ....
Aggravated facilitation of illegal immigration 3

Conspiracy to facilitate illegal 
immigration Conspiracy to facilitate illegal immigration ....

Procurement of illegal labour Procurement of illegal labour 5

Source: DGPJ/Ministry of Justice

Notes: 

a) The counting of defendants is based on the most serious crime alleged against them 

b) As from 2007, statistical data about proceedings in courts of first instance have been collected

from the courts’ computerised information system and represent the situation of the proceedings

recorded in that system. 

c) Data updated on 12-04-2010

.... Nil result/protected by statistical confidentiality
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4. Added to this is the fact that trafficking victims, because they are
normally in situations of extreme vulnerability, are often unable to
report the crime of which they are the target.

5. The difficulty in collecting information about the problem of
human trafficking also reflects the diversity of information sources,
which can be either public bodies and civil society organisations
with different action objectives, such as the investigation, preven-
tion and control of those who profit from this crime and the sup-
port and protection of their victims.

6. Notwithstanding the problems that have been identified, we are
now far better prepared than we were only a few years ago to tackle
a crime that shocks us as human beings.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
IN THE PREVENTION OF HUMAN

TRAFFICKING

Joana Daniel-Wrabetz

“We have not even managed to stem the tide
And more people are being trafficked than ever before” 1

After J.’s mother and brother died, her father sent his daughter, who was
only 8 years old at the time, to work as a domestic servant. J. worked 18
hours a day but was never paid. She slept in the veranda and ate leftovers.
Very often she wasn’t given anything to eat at all. They frequently beat her,
mainly when she was trying to rest. When the lady of the house was not at
home she was raped by her boss (guardian). She was not allowed to go out,
but even if she were, she wouldn’t have had anywhere to go. She did not
know if her father was still alive. Some years later J. received help from a
local NGO2.

When A. was 8 years old, a man took her and her sisters to a neighbou-
ring country and forced them to beg on the streets until they were adoles-
cents, when he sold them to a prostitution network. If she did not bring a
certain amount of money every day, she was beaten. At the age of 14, A. ran
away and ended up in the hands of the local authorities. She was taken to

1 Kyung-Wha Kang, Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights, on the occasion of the thematic
debate on the Trafficking of Human Beings, 62nd UN General Assembly, GA/10712, 3 June 2008

2 Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons.Trafficking in Persons Report 2009. 
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an orphanage but was not allowed to go to school since she did not have any
identification documents. A few months later she ran away from the orp-
hanage and got involved with a pimp who forced her to work as a prostitute
for local men and tourists. This girl was recently arrested on charges of drug
possession. She will probably spend the next two years in a juvenile prison,
where she will finally learn to read and write3.

1. Human trafficking as a contemporary form of inhumanity

Human trafficking is a heinous crime that goes beyond geographical,
social, cultural and religious barriers, destroying the lives of thousands
of people in various countries, while generating millions of euros in prof-
its for traffickers and exploiters. 

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just with re-
gard to illegal “transportation”, as in the case of clandestine immigration.
The term “human trafficking” encompasses a far more pernicious reality,
which is the abuse, exploitation and enslavement of individuals.

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just the traf-
ficking in women and children4 for sexual exploitation, which is un-
doubtedly one of the most serious forms of this phenomenon and that
which receives the most attention from the media. It is equally important
to acknowledge other forms of human trafficking such as trafficking in
individuals to harvest their organs and the trafficking of youths to carry
out robberies, the trafficking in children for adoption and begging, traf-
ficking for labour exploitation in its various dimensions: in the agricul-
tural sector, the textile industry, the hotel industry, civil construction,
restaurants, domestic work… the list is unfortunately a long one.

When one speaks of trafficking in human beings, it is not just a subject
that is the sole responsibility of the borders and aliens services, police
forces and some organisations that specialise in this area, but rather
something that affects us directly. It is the exploitation of individuals that
may be next to us, whose freedom and protection could be in our hands
if we are well informed and if we know how to identify the signs.

3 Idem.
4 UNICEF has calculated that some 1.2 million women and children are trafficked every year.
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Even though various legal instruments have been adopted at national
and international level since the 1990s in order to combat this crime and
despite the innumerable protocols and conventions that have been signed
in this regard, legislation in this area is still fairly limited in many coun-
tries. The number of cases in which traffickers/organised crime gangs
have been convicted – or convicted with severe penalties – is hence still
not very significant, thus conveying the message that crime pays. Traf-
ficking in persons is considered to be the third most profitable business
after arms and drug trafficking. A business where a human being is
looked upon as a mere reusable and always profitable “commodity”. In
the words of a trafficker: You can buy a woman for $10,000 and you can
earn your money back in a week if she is young and beautiful. Then all the
rest is profit5. According to a recent study by the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) entitled “Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings
2008”, there are about 12.3 million victims of forced labour, of which 2.4
million are trafficked, generating annual profits of 32 billion US dollars
for their traffickers6. 

Cooperation in the fight against trafficking in human beings is done
at national, regional and transnational level. The States that have a na-
tional structure to coordinate initiatives or a national plan to combat traf-
ficking in persons have an institutional structure that ensures
cooperation between the various enforcement agencies that exist in the
country. In the case of Portugal, this cooperation has been framed within
the I National Action Plan against Trafficking in Human beings
(2007/2010). The various mechanisms for cooperation specify the roles
and responsibilities of the different agencies and are especially useful in
cases where a given individual has been identified as a victim of traffick-
ing and consequently needs to be accompanied by various agencies, ac-
cording to the diverse forms of assistance7. In the absence of formal

5 MALAREK, Victor, The Natashas. Inside the New Global Sex Trade. New York: Arcada Publishing.
Quoted in SOUSA SANTOS, Boaventura et al. Tráfico de Mulheres em Portugal para fins de Explora-
ção Sexual, Gender Studies Collection No. 5, CIG, Lisbon, 2008, pp 35-36.

6 ILO – “Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings”, 2008, p.1.
7 The role of the various support systems in the OSCE participating States is described in the publi-

cation: National Referral Mechanisms: Joining Efforts to Protect the Rights of Trafficked Persons: A
Practical Handbook, Warsaw, 2004. http://www.osce.org/publications/odihr/2004/05/12351_131_
en.pdf
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coordination mechanisms, a concerted action between the various agen-
cies involved in combating trafficking in persons has developed in a
slower and more difficult manner8. 

Since this is a crime that is characterised by its transnational compo-
nent – involving countries of origin, transit and destination –, no nation
will be successful acting alone. Recognising the need for cooperation is
the first step towards formalising this very same cooperation. In order
for this cooperation to bear results, it needs to be based on concerted ac-
tion between various agents and to be implemented at all levels, nation-
ally as well as internationally: cooperation between States, police and
judicial forces, institutions providing support to victims, international
governmental and non-governmental organisations, the private sector
and the media, encompassing the three main areas in terms of combating
trafficking in persons: Preventing Trafficking, Protecting Victims and
Convicting Traffickers. 

2. Knowing how to spread the message of prevention 

Various legal instruments call for international cooperation as an es-
sential element in terms of combating trafficking in human beings, defin-
ing minimum parameters for protecting victims and criminalizing the
offenders, stressing the great importance of developing preventive meas-
ures. It is this latter aspect that is the subject of this text. What is meant
by preventing trafficking in human beings? Are there sufficient informa-
tion campaigns in this regard? How can one evaluate the effectiveness of
such campaigns? What indicators are used to assess results? Is counting
the number of pamphlets distributed, as has been suggested in some na-
tional plans to combat trafficking in human beings, a reliable indicator
of the success of preventive measures? Various projects have likewise
been suggested in the area of social and economic development, but there
is still a dearth of analyses of results that could indicate which measure
is more effective and in what circumstances. This text will not provide

8 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, “Responses to Trafficking in Persons: International Norms Translated into Ac-
tion at the National and Regional Levels” in An Introduction to Human Trafficking: Vulnerability,
Impact and Action”, UN.GIFT Background Paper for the Vienna Forum, 2008, p.113.
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the answers for all these questions, which require a more in-depth and
careful study, but it seeks to pave the way for a debate in this area. 

Firstly, this study will provide a summary of the existing legal frame-
work at international level, with an emphasis on the role of transnational
cooperation and the development of preventive measures to combat traf-
ficking in human beings. It will then focus on the role of some interna-
tional organisations in terms of promoting partnerships, highlighting
some of the more significant initiatives, ranging from campaigns to more
specific training projects. Finally, the third part of this study will analyse
the effectiveness of preventive methods currently implemented and will
examine the question of vulnerability. 

3. Framing prevention in legal terms

The documents presented herein were chosen on account of their rel-
evance in terms of calling for international cooperation and their empha-
sis on preventive methods to combat trafficking in human beings.  

At the level of the United Nations (UN), a number of very relevant
documents have been adopted, with particular reference to the United
Nations Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime, which was
adopted on 15 November 2000 and came into force on 29 September
2003, and the aim of which is to promote cooperation in order to prevent
and combat transnational organised crime more effectively (Art. 1). The
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention
Against Transnational Organised Crime9, more commonly known as the
Palermo Protocol, seeks to prevent and combat trafficking in persons,
paying particular attention to women and children, to protect and assist
the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights,
and to promote cooperation among States Parties in order to meet those
objectives (Art. 2). The Palermo Protocol also contains a chapter exclu-
sively devoted to “Prevention, cooperation and other measures”, of which
particular reference is made to Article 9, as transcribed below:

9 Adopted on 15-11-2003, and came into force on 25-12-2003. 



The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, on
the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography highlights
the importance of cooperation and international coordination between
national authorities, international non-governmental organisations and
international organisations, (Art. 6 and Art. 10 §2 and §3), emphasising
the importance of “strengthening international cooperation in order to
address the root causes, such as poverty and underdevelopment, con-
tributing to the vulnerability of children to the sale of children, child
prostitution, child pornography and child sex tourism” (Art. 10 §3)10.
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Article 9
Prevention of trafficking in persons

1. States Parties shall establish comprehensive policies, programmes and other
measures:

a) To prevent and combat trafficking in persons; and 
b) To protect victims of trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, from revictimization.

2. States Parties shall endeavour to undertake measures such as research, in-
formation and mass media campaigns and social and economic initiatives to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons. 

3. Policies, programmes and other measures established in accordance with this
article shall, as appropriate, include cooperation with non-governmental or-
ganizations, other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society.

4. States Parties shall take or strengthen measures, including through bilateral
or multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that make persons, espe-
cially women and children, vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, under-
development and lack of equal opportunity. 

5. States Parties shall adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures, such as
educational, social or cultural measures, including through bilateral and mul-
tilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploi-
tation of persons, especially women and children, which leads to trafficking.

10 Full text available at: http://www.unicef.pt/docs/pdf/protocolo_facultativo_venda_de_criancas.pdf
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In the same perspective, the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Eli-
mination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (No. 182, 1999) considers
“the worst forms of child labour” to be  “(…) all forms of slavery or practices
similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children (…)” (Art. 3 a)
and calls for the adoption of “appropriate steps to assist one another in gi-
ving effect to the provisions of this Convention through enhanced interna-
tional cooperation and/or assistance including support for social and
economic development, poverty eradication programmes and universal
education”11 (Art. 8). 

The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings12, signed in Warsaw on 16 May 2005 (also known as the
Warsaw Convention) and in force since January 2008, devotes Chapter
VI to “International Cooperation and Cooperation with Civil Society”13,
and Chapter II to “Prevention, Cooperation and Other Measures”, of
which Articles 5 and 6 are particularly relevant and are therefore tran-
scribed below:

CHAPTER II
Prevention, cooperation and other measures

Article 5
Prevention of trafficking in human beings

1. Each Party shall take measures to establish or strengthen national co-ordi-
nation between the various bodies responsible for preventing and combating
trafficking in human beings.

2. Each Party shall establish and/or strengthen effective policies and program-
mes to prevent trafficking in human beings, by such means as: research, in-
formation, awareness raising and education campaigns, social and economic
initiatives and training programmes, in particular for persons vulnerable to
trafficking and for professionals concerned with trafficking in human beings.

11 Full text available at: http://www.ilo.org/public/portugue/region/eurpro/lisbon/pdf/conv_182.pdf
12 Full text available at: http://www.dgpj.mj.pt/sections/relacoes-internacionais/copy_of_anexos/ 

convencao-do-conselho-da
13 According to Chapter VI, Art. 32, “The Parties shall co-operate with each other (…) for the purpose of:

a) preventing and combating trafficking in human beings; b) protecting and providing assistance to vic-
tims; c) investigations or proceedings concerning criminal offences established in accordance with this
Convention”.
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This Convention also sets up an international group to monitor its im-
plementation, the Group of Experts on Action Against Trafficking in
Human Beings (GRETA).

Especially worthy of note is the OSCE (Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe) Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human
Beings14, in which Chapter IV is devoted to prevention. Apart from the

3. Each Party shall promote a Human Rights-based approach and shall use gen-
der mainstreaming and a child-sensitive approach in the development, im-
plementation and assessment of all the policies and programmes referred to
in paragraph 2.

4. Each Party shall take appropriate measures, as may be necessary, to enable
migration to take place legally, in particular through dissemination of accu-
rate information by relevant offices, on the conditions enabling the legal entry
in and stay on its territory.

5. Each Party shall take specific measures to reduce children’s vulnerability to
trafficking, notably by creating a protective environment for them.

6. Measures established in accordance with this article shall involve, where ap-
propriate, non-governmental organisations, other relevant organisations and
other elements of civil society committed to the prevention of trafficking in
human beings and victim protection or assistance. 

Article 6
Measures to discourage the demand

To discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, espe-
cially women and children, that leads to trafficking, each Party shall adopt or
strengthen legislative, administrative, educational, social, cultural or other mea-
sures including:

a) research on best practices, methods and strategies; 
b) raising awareness of the responsibility and important role of media
and civil society in identifying the demand as one of the root causes of traf-
ficking in human beings;  
c) target information campaigns involving, as appropriate, inter alia, public
authorities and policy makers;
d) preventive measures, including educational programmes for boys and
girls during their schooling, which stress the unacceptable nature of discri-
mination based on sex, and its disastrous consequences, the importance of
gender equality and the dignity and integrity of every human being.

14 Decision No. 557 of 24 July 2003. Full text available at:
http://www.osce.org/press_rel/2003/pdf_documents/07-3447-pc1.pdf
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measures to be implemented by each participating State, the Plan also
focus on those to be followed within the organisation itself. Similarly, the
Ministerial Declaration on Trafficking in Human Beings, adopted in
Oporto in 2002, recognises the need to address the “root causes of traf-
ficking and to reduce the economic and social inequalities and disadvanta-
ges, which also provoke illegal migration, and which may be exploited by
organised criminal networks for their profit”15. This document further ac-
knowledges the need to fight corruption, which facilitates the prolifera-
tion of criminal networks. The involvement of the Office of the
Coordinator of OSCE Economic and Environmental Activities is viewed
as the best way of addressing all economic aspects of trafficking in human
beings. While recognising that “in countries of destination, demand for the
activities of persons trafficked for the purposes of sexual exploitation, forced
labour, slavery or other practices similar to slavery is an integral factor in
trafficking in human beings”, they urged “countries of destination to take
measures to effectively address such a demand as a key element in their
strategy for effectively preventing and combating trafficking in human
beings, and to exercise zero tolerance towards sexual exploitation, slavery
and all forms of exploitation of forced labour, irrespective of its nature”16. 

In the European Union (EU), various initiatives aimed at harmonising
efforts to combat trafficking in persons were begun during the early
1990s. Council Framework Decision of 19 July 2002 on Combating Traf-
ficking in Human Beings laid down minimum measures to be adopted by
each Member State. At a joint conference held in September 2002, the
European Commission and the International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) adopted the Brussels Declaration on Preventing and Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings17, together with a series of recommendations
to be adopted by the Member States of the European Union. Conse-
quently, the European Commission set up a group of 20 experts (“Experts
Group on Trafficking in Human Beings”), which published a report in De-
cember 2004, containing 132 recommendations for measures to be

15 Full text available at: http://www.osce.org/documents/odihr/2002/12/2107_en.pdf
16 Idem.
17 Full text available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2003:137:

0001:0009:EN:PDF
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adopted by Member States, of which 45 measures pertain to the issue of
prevention18. It is likewise important to highlight the European Union Ac-
tion Plan19, adopted in December 2005, on best practices, standards and
procedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human beings.

Finally, mention should also be made of actions promoted in other re-
gions via intergovernmental organisations such as the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS)20, which have signed various declara-
tions condemning trafficking and have adopted action plans in order to
improve cooperation and the coordination of their member States’ efforts
to stop trafficking in human beings21. The ECOWAS Secretariat has pub-
lished an “Initial Plan of Action against Trafficking in Persons” (2002-
2003) and, together with the Economic Community of Central African
States (ECCAS), launched a “Joint Plan of Action against Trafficking in
Persons, especially Women and Children in West and Central Africa”
(2006-2009). In its turn, a high-level ASEAN meeting on Transnational
Crime was followed by a declaration that focused particularly on the
criminal justice system and its responses to combat trafficking in human
beings22.

As can be seen, there is a vast array of legal instruments that highlight
the importance of developing partnerships in the area of prevention as a
crucial factor in terms of combating human trafficking. Various measures
have been suggested, with a special emphasis on measures that seek to
reduce poverty, underdevelopment and inequalities, considered to be the
primary causes of vulnerability. The following chapter seeks to demon-
strate the passage from theory to practice. How are these instruments,
rules and directives put into practice? Who does what at the level of pre-

18 See Chapter IV– Root Causes for Trafficking, Points 43 to 88.
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/doc_centre/crime/trafficking/doc/report_expert_group_1204_
en.pdf 

19 Official Journal C 311 of 09.12.2005. Full text available at: 
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52005XG1209(01):EN:NOT

20 Assistance for the Implementation of the ECOWAS Plan of Action against trafficking in Persons:
Training Manual (New York, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2006),
http:www.unodc.org

21 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, op.cit,  p.107.
22 ASEAN, Responses to Trafficking: Ending Impunity for Traffickers and Securing Justice for Victims

Jakarta, ASEAN, 2006, p.1 .
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vention? A few examples will be cited so as to illustrate the various strate-
gies and measures currently underway in this critical area of preventing
trafficking in human beings. 

4. Prevention: How? Partnerships to Prevent Human 
Trafficking

Vienna, 23 July 200923 – A court in the

city of Accra, the capital of Ghana, created

history recently when it sentenced three

Chinese human traffickers to 41 years in

prison. The traffickers recruited women in

China – sometimes from their own commu-

nities – by offering them jobs in restaurants

in Ghana. Upon arriving in that country the

women would discover that these restau-

rants did not exist. They would be deprived

of their travel documents and they became

victims of sexual exploitation.  

The traffickers were arrested by Ghana’s

Anti-Trafficking Unit within the Criminal In-

vestigation Department (CID), after a jour-

nalist published an investigative report.  

The police officer who headed the ac-

tion, Patience Quaye, had attended the

“train-the-trainer” programme (a UNODC

training programme) and other activities

aimed at improving the pro-active capacity

of criminal justice against human trafficking

in Ghana (…).

The work of Ghana’s Anti-Human Traf-

ficking Unit represents a landmark for enti-

ties working in the field of criminal justice in

this nation. This intelligence investigation is

a promising example for criminal justice of-

ficials, not just in West Africa but also in

other regions around the world, by resulting

in a prison sentence and a subsequent case

against members of an international organ-

ised network of human traffickers (…).

The exemplary work of the Anti-Human

Trafficking Unit and the National Task Force

also highlights the need for UNODC to con-

tinue to provide technical assistance – as

was received by Mr. Quaye – in order to

strengthen the capacity of enforcing agen-

cies to combat human trafficking in West

Africa and to protect the victims of the

trade.  

IN A HISTORIC DECISION, 
GHANA SENTENCES 
HUMAN TRAFFICKERS
Three Chinese were sentenced to 41 years in prison for trafficking Asian
women into West Africa

23 This article was published on the UNODC’s Brazilian website:
http://www.unodc.org/brazil/pt/ASCOM_20090723_02.html
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News reports such as the one transcribed above are increasingly com-
mon and it is necessary to view them from two distinct perspectives. If,
on the one hand, they reveal the heinous nature of this crime, in this spe-
cific case the trafficking of women for sexual exploitation, on the other
hand they also disseminate the successes that are gradually being
achieved in terms of combating these crimes and dismantling criminal
organisations. Upon reading this news item, it is clear that there were
some aspects that proved to be essential for the success of this operation:
in the first place, at the level of the media, the interest of an investigative
journalist. Then, the existence of an Anti-Human Trafficking Unit within
the Criminal Investigation Department with specific training pro-
grammes for police officers, the result of cooperation with the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC: “train-the-trainer” pro-
gramme), which promotes “capacity building with regard to investigation,
the protection of victims and witnesses, procedural issues, public awareness
raising and the prevention of human trafficking, as well as fomenting in-
ternational cooperation”25. Finally, the independence of a judge who was
aware of this issue, who did not judge the victims for illegal immigration
but instead sentenced the real culprits26.

So what is the relevance of this example in the context of prevention?
Despite the enormous and undeniable success of this operation, isn’t this
example essentially the result of a lack of prevention? What could have
been done to prevent these women (recruited from the traffickers’ own
communities, with a job offer to work in restaurants in Ghana) from

25 “Em decisão histórica, Gana sentencia traficantes de seres humanos”, Vienna, 23 July 2009, UNODC:
http://www.unodc.org/brazil/pt/ASCOM_20090723_02.html.

26 According to the Palermo Protocol: “‘Trafficking in persons’ shall mean the recruitment, transporta-
tion, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of
the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploita-
tion of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; b) The consent of a victim of trafficking
in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant
where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used; c) The recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered ‘trafficking
in persons’ even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article; d)
‘Child’ shall mean any person under eighteen years of age”.
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falling into the snares of criminal networks, such as the one described
here, and being sexually exploited?

Beginning with the first issue, apart from obviously rescuing the
women in question, the success of this operation conveys the message to
traffickers that “crime doesn’t pay”, that the risks involved (thanks to the
growing involvement of the media and the competence of police agents,
amongst other factors) do not justify the profits that can be obtained.
There is a growing interest and commitment to put an end to this
scourge. As for the second and third questions, unfortunately the answer
is not so simple, since one does not know the reasons that induced each
of these women to accept this employment offer. Was it poverty? Was it
vulnerability? Was it an escape from a complicated family situation? Was
it simply an opportunity to travel to Africa? There is no standard reply
applicable to all victims of trafficking (this issue will be examined in the
next chapter). However, various possible answers can be tested, which
are reflected in the different projects underway, of which a few will be
cited herein merely as examples.  

Using the case transcribed above as a point of departure, an important
issue at stake in some countries is precisely trying to understand what
were the underlying causes of the vulnerability of some victims. Some
assistance mechanisms send victims of trafficking to institutions/agen-
cies that operate at local level. This fact helps these same local agencies
to coordinate their efforts, not just to protect the victims of trafficking,
but also to act preventively with regard to individuals and communities
that have the same characteristics as the victims, i.e. characteristics that
to a certain extent seem to increase their probability of also becoming
victims of trafficking27.

In some European countries, such as in the case of Austria, after a con-
siderable number of victims have been identified as having originated
from a given nation, projects are developed with a view to improving the
living conditions of potential victims of human trafficking in their coun-
tries of origin. In this context, Austria’s international activities have es-
pecially focused on Southeast Europe and the Balkans. In Southeast

27 DOTTRIDGE, Mike, op. cit., p.106
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Europe, Austria cooperates with international organisations and local
non-governmental organisations, promoting, inter alia, information cam-
paigns addressed to the local populations, while simultaneously devel-
oping projects to improve the socio-economic conditions of potentially
“high-risk” groups; they also promote training programmes for police
forces and support the return of victims so as to prevent them from once
again becoming easy prey for trafficking networks28.

Outlined below are a few examples of activities, projects and cam-
paigns implemented by some of the most important international and re-
gional organisations in the area of preventing trafficking in persons. The
International Organisation for Migration (IOM), created in 1951, is an in-
tergovernmental organisation working in the field of migrations, which
cooperates with governmental, intergovernmental and non-governmen-
tal partners. IOM is dedicated to promoting orderly and human migration
for the benefit of all, cooperating at international level on migration issues
and providing humanitarian assistance to migrants with special needs,
including refugees and internally displaced persons. IOM plays an ex-
tremely important role in helping victims of trafficking and it is usually
this organisation that assists with voluntary repatriation.

Through its Office of the Special Representative and Coordinator for
Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, the OSCE supports the devel-
opment and implementation of anti-trafficking policies in its 56 partici-
pating States29, providing assistance at four levels: policy development,
fieldwork, technical support and coordination with other international
organisations. The mandate of the Special Representative is to alert the
international community about the complexity of the problem of traf-
ficking in human beings, to suggest measures to solve the problem and
to provide assistance in national policy development with a view to en-
suring more efficient internal and international cooperation.  

The Office of the Special Representative draws on the organisation’s
in-house expertise and closely coordinates with relevant institutions in

28 1st Austrian Report on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (March 2007 February 2008).
29 The 56 OSCE participating States are divided into 5 main regions: South Eastern Europe, Eastern

Europe, Western Europe and North America, South Caucasus, and Central Asia. More information
on OSCE available at: http://www.osce.org/
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this area, such as the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights (ODIHR), the Office of the Coordinator for OSCE Economic and
Environmental Activities (OCEEA), the Strategic Police Matters Unit
(SPMU), the Senior Gender Adviser, as well as with a vast network of
contact points at field missions. One of its main goals is to avoid duplica-
tion, ensure complementarity and coherence, and seek to develop an in-
tegrated approach in preventing and combating trafficking in human
beings in the OSCE region30.

The International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)31

is an international organisation that was created in 1993 as a support
mechanism for informal consultations, expertise and providing services
at the level of multinational cooperation on migration  and asylum related
issues. Its anti-trafficking programme seeks to assist countries at national
and regional level by facilitating solutions in the fight against trafficking
in persons. The ICMPD is currently developing a project, in which Por-
tugal also participates32, aimed at developing and implementing preven-
tive and support measures directed to vulnerable populations in Brazil:
Promoting Transnational Partnerships – Preventing and Responding to
Trafficking in Human Beings from Brazil to EU Member States. Thematic
Programme of Cooperation with Third Countries in the Areas of Migration
and Asylum.

EUROPOL33, the European Union agency responsible for handling
criminal intelligence, aims at improving the effectiveness and coopera-
tion of the competent authorities in the Member States in preventing and
combating serious forms of international organised crime. EUROPOL’s
mission is to contribute significantly towards the implementation of Eu-
ropean Union legislation in the field of combating organised crime, with
particular emphasis on the pursuit of criminal organisations.  

30 http://www.osce.org/cthb/23703.html
31 http://www.icmpd.org/10.html. For further information see www.anti-trafficking.net 
32 The ICMPD is also a partner of the international project entitled “Trafficking in Human Beings:

Data Collection and Harmonised Information Management Systems”, financed by the European
Commission (contract No. JLS/2007/ISEC/458), coordinated by the Observatory for Human Traf-
ficking in Portugal.

33 http://www.europol.europa.eu/index.asp?page=facts_pt&language=pt
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The European Commission’s assessment manual entitled Measuring
Responses to Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union, by Mike
Dottridge, is especially worthy of note. It presents a clear list of principles
that should be followed by all EU Member States in order to put an end
to human trafficking, followed by a description of specific measures to
be adopted, namely: a) increasing the technical capacity of institutions;
b) improving administrative control; c) developing actions that comple-
ment criminal justice interventions, and d) using the information about
trafficking as a preventive technique. A result indicator and a verification
method have also been proposed for each measure34. 

There are various agencies within the United Nations system that, in
one form or another, are involved in combating human trafficking35. From
among the many initiatives acting at international level in the fight
against human trafficking in its various dimensions, below are outlined
the most significant in terms of Prevention. On 26 March 2007, a date
that marked the bicentenary of the abolition of the transatlantic slave
trade by Great Britain and the United States of America (1807 and 1808,
respectively36), the United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
launched the “Global Initiative to Combat Human Trafficking”:
UN.GIFT. The UN.GIFT programme is managed by UNODC in cooper-
ation with the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the International
Organisation for Migrations (IOM) the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR), the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE).

34 Mike Dottridge, Consultancy for the Directorate-General for Justice, Freedom and Security, Euro-
pean Commission. Measuring Responses to Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union: An
Assessment Manual (18 October 2007)
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/doc/assessment_18_10_07_en.pdf

35 For further information on the various agencies involved in combating human trafficking and their
mandates, see: Multi-Agency Synopsis of Mandates and Research Activities Related to Combating
Human Trafficking, New York, 2008.

36 In Portugal, a law dated 25 February 1869 abolished slavery throughout the Portuguese empire, by
the definitive date of 1878. Slavery had been abolished even earlier, on 12 February 1761, but only in
Portugal and in India; in 1836, the slave trade was abolished throughout the Portuguese empire. The
first slaves to be liberated were those owned by the State, by a decree dated 1854, followed by the
slaves owned by the Church, by a decree dated 1856.
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The UN.GIFT programme represents a grid for action for all those
involved in combating human trafficking: governments, academics, the
private sector, civil society and the media, so that they can provide mu-
tual support to each other, work together and create effective mecha-
nisms to combat trafficking in persons. The objectives of UN.GIFT are:
to inform/raise awareness, develop knowledge and provide technical
assistance37. One of the innovative aspects of UN.GIFT is the develop-
ment of partnerships to increase the involvement of civil society and the
private sector. 

In order to mobilise global opinion with regard to this issue, in March
2009 the UNODC launched the “Blue Heart” campaign38. This initiative
aims to raise public awareness of human trafficking and its impact on so-
ciety, and seeks to encourage the involvement of civil society. The cam-
paign enables those who “use” this heart to show their solidarity towards
the victims of trafficking. According to the promoters of this initiative,
“The Blue Heart represents the sadness of trafficking victims, while remin-
ding us of the cold heartedness of those who buy and sell human beings. The
UN blue colour likewise demonstrates the commitment of the United Na-
tions to combat this crime against human dignity”.

In December 2007, the United Kingdom launched the campaign
called “Blue Blindfold – Open Your Eyes to Human Trafficking”39. The
major goal of this campaign is to inform and raise awareness via the cre-
ation of a symbol that can be recognised internationally. The campaign
is aimed at trafficking victims, the general public, professionals active in
the fight against trafficking in persons and police agents. According to
the head of the Centre for Human Trafficking: “The blindfold (a blue band
covering the eyes) represents the blindness of people with regard to the fact
that trafficking in human beings does not happen in a far-away place, but
is instead something that happens at a local level and has an impact on local
communities. It does not represent the victims of human trafficking. The
blindfold is a symbol of our ignorance and of the need to keep our eyes open

37 Further information on UN.GIFT available at: www.ungift.org
38 For further information on this campaign, contact UNODC PO Box 500, 1400 Vienna, Austria, E-

mail: blueheart@unodc.org
39 http://www.blueblindfold.co.uk. A second launch took place in February 2008.
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to what is happening around us. If people see something, we want them to
react, to report the case to the local police authorities and to not turn a blind
eye to this reality”40. The United States Centre for Illegal Immigration
and Trafficking has supported this initiative. It has adopted this symbol
and is currently promoting the campaign amongst federal and local agen-
cies throughout the country.  

In Portugal, amongst the various initiatives carried out in the area of
prevention, the “You Are Not for Sale”41 campaign against human traf-
ficking developed by the Council of Europe (COE) is especially worthy
of note on account of its dissemination and its impact at national level.
This campaign was launched in Portugal by the Aliens and Borders Serv-
ice (SEF) in November 2007, and included the publication of a COE book
in the Portuguese language, published by the Ministry of Internal Ad-
ministration/Aliens and Borders Service, in the form of a comic book
with four stories describing situations of this phenomenon. The same
campaign was later launched in Brazil and in various Portuguese-speak-
ing nations. According to the promoters of this initiative: “The objective
of the campaign is to combat trafficking in human beings, acting to protect
victims by raising awareness and preventing the crime by means of infor-
mation. The target audience is civil society, especially students, health care
professionals and agents who deal with problematic social issues. Through
the awareness raising  actions they carry out, SEF teams seek to disseminate
information about the phenomenon of human trafficking, its main causes,
who the victims are, how to deal with victims, how to recognise and prevent
the crime, what individuals can do to help prevent and combat human traf-
ficking, and what the situation is in international and national terms. (...)
The awareness raising sessions have an approximate duration of 45 to 60
minutes, with time for answering questions at the end of the session. A form
to provide a summary analysis and assessment of the initiative is also dis-
tributed”. On 18 October 2008, the European Day against Trafficking in
Human Beings, the government launched another information and
awareness campaign with the mottos “Wake Up to This Reality” and “Re-
port It!”, which had a significant media impact.

40 Idem.
41 http://www.nao-estas-a-venda.sef.pt
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5. Getting close to those who need help 

As has been seen, there is a growing, widespread call for the joining
of efforts around the issue of preventing human trafficking, and diverse
awareness raising campaigns and training initiatives have been devel-
oped for those who work in this area. From institutions providing sup-
port to victims to public prosecutors, judges and polices forces,
international agencies and organisations from various countries have
made a great effort to combat this lacuna. However, while many cam-
paigns raise awareness and help to identify victims, they are too late to
prevent the crime. To what extent have these campaigns been truly ef-
fective? Are they really transmitting the necessary information to those
who need it most? Do these campaigns really influence the choices of
those willing to emigrate? There are at least two kinds of attitudes that
require attention: for some potential emigrants, these campaigns are
often interpreted as political actions to prevent immigration; for others,
this is the only solution. This is illustrated by the words of a young boy, a
trafficking victim, who, before leaving, when asked by a member of an
NGO as to whether he was duly aware of the dangers of illegal immigra-
tion and of accepting offers of employment abroad, replied: “Yes, but the
nightmare that I don’t know is preferable to the nightmare that I live every
day at home”42.

One of the major challenges nowadays is to provide support to vul-
nerable populations, both in their countries of origin as well as in the
countries of destination. This is the moment we should be asking our-
selves whether the information and educational campaigns have really
been sufficient, or whether the increase in cases of trafficking could be
related to limited efforts in the area of prevention. It is essential to un-
derstand the particular conditions of vulnerability, so that measures to
prevent human trafficking can be minimally effective. This is the issue
that will be examined in the following chapter.  

42 CLARK, Michèle, op. cit. p.66.
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6. Prevent to protect: Who? 

K., 28 years of age, left Indonesia to work as a maid in a country in the
Gulf. Allegedly, the woman who employed her burnt her repeatedly with a
hot iron, forced her to eat faeces, abused her psychologically and poured
cleaning products on her open wounds. She pierced her tongue with a knife,
pulled out her teeth and forced her to swallow them. Her employer beat her
own children if they tried to protect her and threatened to kill K. if she tried
to escape. She forced her to work many hours every day, would lock her in-
side the house and sent her back to Indonesia before K. could ask the aut-
horities for help. K. lost her sight in one eye and in some parts of her body
her flesh is still melted at the sites where her employer burnt her42.

B. is a relatively young woman living in Southeast Asia. B. has a son and
lives in a difficult family environment, with few means of survival. Despe-
rate, she sought a way of sustaining her son and contacted a woman who
was recommended to her by a family member, who told her that she could
get her a job as a waitress in a neighbouring country43.

K’s story is a real situation of someone who, in a quest for a better life,
lived through a horrible experience that left her with physical and psy-
chological scars for the rest of her life. B. is just one of the many examples
of individuals who, owing to situations of poverty and vulnerability, pre-
fer to risk the unknown…

To once again cite the example quoted in the previous chapter, un-
derstanding the causes that gave rise to the vulnerability of the Chinese
women who were trafficked to Ghana is an important point of departure
to develop better strategies and programmes to prevent trafficking.

We live in an age of rapid socio-economic changes, in which the cre-
ation of new employment opportunities has not kept pace with demo-
graphic increases. With rising unemployment and poverty, there is a
growing temptation to improve living standards through emigration. Si-
multaneously, thousands of emigrants are returning to their countries of

43 Trafficking in Persons Report 2009: Victims' Stories. Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in
Persons.

44 UNODC – http://www.unodc.org/unode/en/human-trafficking/prevention.html
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origin owing to a lack of opportunities abroad and heightened animosity
and xenophobic phenomena45. Most European countries will have to deal
not just with an increase in immigrants but also with a growing number
of individuals in situations of extreme vulnerability, women, children
and men who have been the victims of trafficking for exploitation or in-
dividuals who, having emigrated to “richer” European countries, become
easy prey for exploiters46. 

According to the estimates of the latest report published by the ILO
in January 2009, the economic crisis will cause a dramatic increase in
the number of unemployed and those with precarious jobs. If the crisis
continues, over 200 million workers, mainly in developing countries,
could be pushed into a situation of extreme poverty.  

This is a time when it is of fundamental importance to prevent traf-
ficking in human beings. Prevention perforce entails raising awareness,
disseminating information and training. Training not just in terms of “po-
tential victims” but also training for all those who directly work with
these “potential victims”, from social assistants to police and juridical
forces, consular staff, employment agencies and travel agents, amongst
others. Ever since the Palermo Protocol was adopted the international
community has witnessed the implementation of innumerable initiatives
in this area, as shown in the previous chapter, but almost a decade later
the trafficking in human beings has increased and will continue to in-
crease, according to various experts in this field47. 

To what extent have the information and training campaigns been
successful if the number of victims continues to grow? To what extent
has a given action been or is successful? What are the most effective
measures? For many people, the simple fact that more attention is being
paid to this form of organised crime only gives it more visibility. Agents
from some countries emphasise that simply because they dedicate their

45 Eva Biaudet, Ex-OSCE Special Representative and Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human
Beings. Paper presented at the seminar on “Side Effects of Free Mobility”, Helsinki, 26 March 2009.

46 Idem.
47 According to EUROPOL’s report Trafficking in Human Beings in the European Union: A EUROPOL

Perspective, issued in June 2009, in the past 12 months there has been an increase in instances of
trafficking in children for labour exploitation.
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efforts more seriously and effectively to combating trafficking in human
beings the number of cases that they identify is, for obvious reasons,
greater than in countries that have decided not to make this one of their
priorities48. It is necessary to highlight the fact that one of the major ob-
stacles hindering a better understanding of the real dimension of this
crime is the lack of a uniform method of compiling and analysing data.
Many of the cases that are considered to be human trafficking in one
country are judged in another as aiding and abetting illegal immigration,
prostitution, pimping, exploitation of labour, etc. An in-depth knowledge
of all the aspects related to this crime is essential in order to develop ef-
fective measures for prevention. This situation has given rise to various
projects aimed at developing indicators that are comparable at interna-
tional level49. 

According to the most recent EUROPOL report, the rise in criminality,
especially in terms of trafficking in human beings within the area of the
European Union, is directly linked to the absence of border controls, re-
sulting in a significant reduction in the opportunities for many EU law
enforcement agencies to intercept traffickers and identify victims of traf-
ficking. According to the same report, “Before 'Schengen', only the more
sophisticated crime groups could operate at a cross border level. Thus, the
absence of physical border controls provides significant opportunities for
smaller or mid level groups and individuals to operate in more than one
country. In addition, many former 'markets' and source countries are now
part of the European Union. Other major source countries such as the Rus-
sian Federation, Ukraine, Belarus, Turkey, Moldova and the Western Bal-
kans as a region are now one border crossing away. Individuals from these

48 Some experts consider the case of harvesting and trafficking human eggs to be used for fertility treat-
ments to be trafficking in human beings. This is not a consensual position but the situation has re-
sulted in a European Parliament resolution: Trade in human egg cells, at http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P6-TA-2005-0074+0+DOC+
PDF+V0//EN

49 The following projects can be highlighted: a) “Headway- Improving Social Intervention Systems for
Victims of Trafficking” a transnational project developed under the European Union EQUAL Ini-
tiative (2007); b) Guidelines for the Collection of Data on Trafficking in Human Beings, including com-
parable indicators, developed by the Austrian Home Ministry in partnership with the International
Organisation for Migration (2009); c) Operational Indicators on Trafficking in Human Beings, the re-
sult of a DELPHI survey, implemented by ILO in partnership with the European Commission
(2009). 
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countries are now routinely identified in the course of EU law enforcement
investigations as either victims or traffickers”50. According to the same re-
port, nowadays it is practically impossible to identify a person being traf-
ficked while in transit.

In the opinion of Eva Biaudet, Ex-OSCE Special Representative and
Coordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, success will
always be limited as long as trafficking in human beings is viewed only
from the perspective of transnational organised crime. One of the major
challenges in terms of combating trafficking in human beings is to know
how to identify the risks, not of criminality, but the risks of vulnerable
individuals becoming easy prey in cases of abuse and exploitation51. 

The factors that contribute towards the proliferation of trafficking are
not just linked to a question of border controls, but they are evident at
different levels and at different places. Relevant factors exist both at the
places of origin as well as at the places where the exploitation takes place.
So what causes the vulnerability of men, women and children in the con-
text of trafficking in human beings? According to Rende Taylor “…It is
necessary to go beyond the factors of poverty and a lack of education” so as
to recognise the subtleties of the challenges and frustrations faced by
people who live in the less developed parts of this rapidly changing
world52. In the same vein, Mike Dottridge states that, “Although the po-
verty factor is frequently cited as one of the causes for trafficking, in prac-
tice, most individuals in situations of extreme poverty are not trafficked,
which shows that poverty is a context, not a specific cause”53.

A pioneering study prepared in Portugal, entitled “Trafficking in
Women in Portugal for Purposes of Sexual Exploitation”, also ap-
proaches the issue of vulnerability and “special vulnerability”, the latter
giving rise to more doubts, according to some magistrates who were in-
terviewed. “This is a key issue, which defines the scope of the law and leads
to different perceptions about the real dimension of this kind of crime (…)

50 EUROPOL op. cit.
51 Eva Biaudet, “Side Effects of Free Mobility”, Helsinki, 26 March 2009.
52 L. Rende Taylor, “Dangerous Trade-Offs: The Behavioral Ecology of Child Labor and Prostitution

in Rural Northern Thailand”, Current Anthropology, vol. 3 (June 2005).
53 Mike Dottridge “Responses to Trafficking in Persons: International Norms Translated into Action

at the National and Regional Levels”, UNODC, UN.GIFT, New York, 2008.
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Isn’t the girl from Goiás, who has three children, is a single mother, unem-
ployed, with miserable parents, who comes to Europe in these circumstan-
ces, in an especially vulnerable situation? (…)”54 In its conclusions, this
same study also states: “If it is true that we cannot, and nor should we, as-
sume that trafficking results exclusively from economic inequalities and si-
tuations of extreme poverty, the truth is that poverty distinctly tends to be
feminine and trafficking is not indifferent to this fact. Trafficking is fuelled
by poverty and the social inequalities faced by women who thus become
more vulnerable to false promises of better living conditions in other coun-
tries”55.

Vulnerability should not be viewed as a synonym for poverty, since
this runs the risk of being limiting. The definition of vulnerable is one
“who can be hurt or attacked; fragile”, “with few defences”56. Michèle Clark,
an expert in the field of trafficking in human beings, emphasises the fact
that vulnerability refers to the condition of a person in a specific context.
From this point of view, any response to vulnerability must consequently,
“keep in mind factors that are external to an individual as well as whether
his or her mechanisms to be able to deal with a given situation are enough
to protect him or her against the negative impact of these external condi-
tions”57. She therefore proposes the following definition of vulnerability:
“vulnerability is a condition that results from the way in which certain in-
dividuals negatively experience the complex interaction of social, cultural,
economic, political and environmental factors that create the context of
their communities”58.

This definition takes into account what Clark calls “conditions of vul-
nerability”, detailing the particular specificities for children, women, sit-
uations of poverty, social and cultural exclusion, limited access to
education, political instability, wars and conflict, socio-cultural and legal

54 Sousa Santos, et al. Tráfico de mulheres em Portugal para fins de exploração sexual, CIG, Gender Stud-
ies Collection No. 5, Lisbon, 2008, p. 292.

55 Sousa Santos op. cit., p.329.
56 Definition of “vulnerable” in the Porto Editora Portuguese language dictionary.
57 For a more in-depth study about vulnerability in the context of trafficking, see the essay by Michèle

Clark: “Vulnerability, Prevention and Human Trafficking: The Need for a New Paradigm” in An In-
troduction to Human Trafficking: Vulnerability, Impact and Action, UN.GIFT Background Paper for
the Vienna Forum, 2008.

58 Idem.
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context, and a change in country or region. These conditions, which are
more common in the countries of origin, are further compounded by the
issue of demand in the host countries: the demand for cheap labour, for
women, for children…

According to EUROPOL specialists, although many individuals could
become “perfect victims”, nowadays one cannot speak of a model-type
of trafficking victim, since there are a series of cases that do not conform
to this stereotype, who do not evidence the most common characteristics
such as: situations of extreme poverty, an abusive family situation, a lack
of education, amongst others59. Individuals with a higher education, in-
cluding university qualifications and with second and third languages,
that are in employment and stable relationships are now considered as
vulnerable, but for different reasons: “Greater freedom of movement and
travel, low cost international transport and global communication links,
combined with previously unavailable opportunities to work overseas and
self confidence are all contributory factors in the recruitment by traffickers
of persons who would not normally be thought of as vulnerable. The com-
mon factor in relation to how people from diverse backgrounds become vic-
tims of trafficking is deceit, usually via the promise of employment, good
working conditions and a salary that does not exist”60.

7. Conclusion

This text has examined the issue of international cooperation in the
prevention of trafficking in human beings, at various levels. After provid-
ing an overview of the international legal instruments in force and exam-
ples of various projects underway, it focused on issues of vulnerability,
questioning the effectiveness of prevention measures currently imple-
mented when compared to the rise in the number of victims of trafficking. 

According to the latest study prepared by the United States of America
about the situation of trafficking in human beings at world level, pub-
lished in July 2009, notwithstanding all the efforts and progress achieved
during recent years, Portugal is still in the second tier of the ranking of

59 EUROPOL, op.cit.
60 Idem.
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countries that do not fulfil the minimum requirements to eliminate this
trafficking, despite the significant efforts that have been made to eradi-
cate this phenomenon61. An in-depth knowledge of all the aspects related
to human trafficking is an essential step, not just to protect and assist vic-
tims but also to prevent the crime. The development of operational indi-
cators that can be compared at international level is an important step in
this regard, but an evaluation method still needs to be developed to as-
certain the impact and effectiveness of the projects underway. 

As has been stated, trafficking in human beings is characterised by de-
humanisation or the sub human way of looking at victims, viewed as a
mere “commodity”, both in terms of sexual exploitation as well as the
exploitation of labour. As with any business, human trafficking also fol-
lows the market rules of “demand” and “supply”. If, on the one hand, this
“supply” is ensured by criminal networks, corruption, a lack of education,
poverty and a dearth of information about employment opportunities
and working conditions in other countries, on the other hand there are
the laws of “demand” and a lack of scruples on the part of many entre-
preneurs, who seek to augment their profits by abusing this very same
vulnerability, by means of violence, lies and coercion. In order to combat
human trafficking, a modern form of slavery, it is first necessary to win
an initial battle: that of our indifference, the consequence of our igno-
rance about this phenomenon. “Many consumers would certainly be dis-
turbed if they knew that the products they have just bought (food, clothes
or jewellery) were produced by men, women and children living in situ-
ations of slavery”62, in many cases at the cost of their physical and mental
health, and in others even at the cost of their lives.  

61 The report highlights the fact that Portugal has not yet developed awareness campaigns in order to
educate clients of prostitutes about trafficking for sexual exploitation and has not yet provided spe-
cific training for the servicemen who participate in peace missions at international level before their
departure. U.S. Department of State, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons. Traffick-
ing in Persons Report 2009. www.state.gov/g/tip/rls/tiprpt/2009/

62 U.S. Department of State. Trafficking in Persons Report 2009.
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TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, 
FROM SOCIAL AWARENESS 
TO THE REALITY OF POLICE

Marco Teixeira

To be a man is to be responsible. It is to feel that one is contributing 
to the building of the world

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

In life there are no solutions. There are forces in movement: 
you must create them and solutions will follow

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Those who deny freedom to others, deserve it not for themselves. 
Abraham Lincoln

Migration flows and population mobility are one of the characteristic
dimensions of modernity which result in the emergence of new chal-
lenges for police institutions due to the criminal exploitation of this type
of social/spatial mobility. 

Within this context of spatial mobility, where the search for a better
social condition forces people to migrate or to emigrate, a number of
criminal phenomena emerge, exploiting the legitimate will for a new so-
cial condition with a criminal intention, destroying dreams and infringing
the most elementary rights to citizenship and to human dignity.

Trafficking in Persons emerges within this context which crosses so-
cial expectations and national legal systems. Hence, to consolidate the
field of our exposition, we must clarify conceptually the penal definition
of this type of crime. 
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The 2007 legislative review of the legal-criminal system1 amended the
Penal Code significantly, namely in the penal incrimination of Trafficking
in Persons. Analysing the bill2, one realizes the legislative intent is to ex-
tend the crime of Trafficking in Persons to labour exploitation and organ
extraction, no longer being confined to sexual exploitation (as until then),
which is the reason why the crime of Trafficking in Persons now appears
in Chapter IV –  Crimes Against Personal Freedom (Article 160). Like-
wise, and in search for a legislative definition more adjusted to reality,
besides trafficking for exploitation in another country, internal traffick-
ing, without border crossing – which in the previous disposition was one
of the requirements of the incriminating rule of law – is now also pun-
ished.3

Thus the Crime of Trafficking in Persons presents the following penal
typification:

Article 160 
Trafficking in Persons

1. Whoever offers, delivers, entices, accepts, transports, harbours or lodges a
person for the purpose of sexual exploitation, labour exploitation or organ
extraction:
a) By means of violence, abduction or serious threat;
b) Through ruse or fraudulent manoeuvre;
c) With abuse of authority resulting from a relationship of hierarchical, eco-
nomic, labour or family dependency;
d) Exploiting psychic inability or a situation of special vulnerability of the vic-
tim; or
e) By obtaining the consent of the person who holds control over the victim;
is punished with imprisonment from three to ten years.

1 Amended by Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September.
2 Bill no. 98/X, adopted at the Council of Ministers of 7 September 2006. Explanatory Statement, pp.

1, 9 and 10. 
3 The previous penal rule of law presented the following wording, introduced by Law no. 65/98 of 2

September and by Law no. 99/2001 of 25 August:
Article 169 – Trafficking in Persons

Whoever, by means of violence, serious threat, ruse, fraudulent manoeuvre, abuse of authority re-
sulting from a relationship of hierarchical, economic or labour dependency, or exploiting any situ-
ation of special vulnerability, entices, transports, harbours or lodges a person, or contributes to create
the conditions for the practice of prostitution or relevant sexual acts by that person in a foreign coun-
try, is punished with imprisonent from 2 to 8 years. 
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To facilitate the assimilation of some of the distinctive elements of
this offence, we chose to list schematically three aspects which we con-
sider to be nuclear to the penal typification4: the “process”, the means
and the objectives. In our opinion, these are markers or boosters of the
distinction between this type of crime and other offences directly linked
or associated to it (for example, procurement, smuggling of migrants, co-
ercion, etc.). 

Social awareness of this type of crime is based on a reduced social vis-
ibility, boosted by the modus operandi used by the traffickers who aim,
above all, at reducing the loss of their “assets”, the trafficked people. Mak-
ing their criminal activity develop in the social shadow with the least ex-
ternal evidence possible, always seeking to neutralize the possibility of
the recourse of the victims to the formal departments of social control
(such as the criminal police body), the traffickers adopt a number of
methods of control that confine the social and relational autonomy of the
victims.

2. The same penalty is applied to whoever, by any means, entices, transports,
harbours or lodges a minor, or delivers, offers or accepts him or her for the
purpose of sexual exploitation, labour exploitation or organ extraction.

3. In the case foreseen in the previous paragraph, if the agent uses any of the
means foreseen in the sub-sections of paragraph 1 or acts professionally or
with the intent to profit, he is punished with imprisonment from three to
twelve years.

4. Whoever, by means of payment or another compensation, offers, delivers, so-
licits or accepts a minor, or obtains or declares consent in his or her adoption,
is punished with imprisonment from one to five years.

5. Whoever, having knowledge of the practice of the crime foreseen in para-
graphs 1 and 2, uses the services or organs of the victim, is punished with im-
prisonment from one to five years, if no other more serious penalty will apply
to him or her by another legal disposition.  

6. Whoever confiscates, conceals, damages or destroys identification or travel
documents of a person victim of the crime foreseen in paragraphs 1 and 2, is
punished with imprisonment up to three years, if no other more serious pe-
nalty will apply to him or her by another legal disposition. 

4 Adapted from Anke Strauss, OAS/IOM introductory course on the human rights of migrants, including
migrant workers and their families, Washington DC – March 6, 2008.
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In this line of thought, the external signs/indications of this criminal
activity are scarce, which makes their tracing by the police and the com-
mon citizen more difficult. This situation partly explains the scanty news
gathered on this topic as well as the scarcity of information produced in
these fields.

We can point to some of the factors or social conditions  that directly
contribute to explain the conjuncture of “social obscurantism” that seems
to be one of the features of this type of criminal phenomenon:

• lack of its consideration as a common social problem. In general,
and although at present the borders of this field are becoming less
clear, trafficking in human beings is regarded as a problem of a
small group of people and one whose dimensions do not affect the
social as a whole;

• Linguistic barrier. In fact, a significant number of signalled victims
are not of Portuguese nationality and their knowledge of the na-

1
Recruitment

2
Transport

3
Harbouring or

lodging

4
Receipt

Labour Sexual
Exploitation

Organ
Removal

Adoption, 
etc.

Deceit Threat or Use 
of Force

“Abduction” or
“abuse of power”

Means

Process 

Objectives

Exploitation

5 Taken and adapted from: U.S. Department of Justice (2006), Report on Activities to Combat Human
Trafficking – Fiscal Years 2001-2005, Washington, DC, p. 12; Deborah Weisel (2005), Analyzing Re-
peat Victimization, Problem-Oriented Guides for Police, Problem-Solving Tools Series No. 4, U.S. De-
partment of Justice, Washington, DC.
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tional language is limited or null, which hinders their capacity to
express or communicate their situation;

• Unknown external social environment. Being displaced from their
country, with the effects of insecurity that such a situation alone
causes, further dilutes the self-confidence of the victim and limits
his or her possibility to interact with the institutions/organizations
which are more prepared and suited to break the cycle of exploita-
tion in which the victim was submerged;

• Culture of fear. A typical characteristic of the strategies of control
over the victims which, given its relevance, we will now look at
more closely.

The maintenance of the situation of exploitation of the trafficked vic-
tims, as a distinctive factor of the crime of trafficking in persons, as com-
pared to other penal typologies, is based on the establishment of
excessive strategies of control, aiming to perpetuate the exploitation and
to make the activity of the victims profitable. 

Within this context, we must mention the most common, in order to
perceive the most frequent modus operandi, suggesting a possible typi-
fication: 

• Restriction or control of movements, which implies preventing the
free movement of the victims, through complete confinement or
their limited movement under the supervision of a fellow traf-
ficker;

• Direct threats and offences to physical integrity. Resort to these
methods serves both to establish a “relationship of power” or fear
and to control and break the resistance offered by the victims. This
type of conduct is more significant/frequent in the initial phase of
exploitation;

• Indirect/mediate threats. The use of threats to families (in the coun-
tries/regions of origin), emotionally interfering with the victim re-
garding the preservation of family well-being, is a very significant
factor of pressure and emotional control for the maintenance of the
abusive and exploitative relationship;
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• Confiscation of documents. More common among non-EU citi-
zens, it is a way of maintaining the victim in the situation of ex-
ploitation as it hampers a possible attempt to return to the country
of origin and interferes with any attempt to contact police entities
or public institutions in search for assistance. 

On the Reality of Police…

The work of the police, as criminal police bodies (OPCs in Por-
tuguese), with regard to trafficking in persons, includes a number of con-
straints that hinder access to penal information/evidence, resulting
forthwith from the relationship of control imposed by the traffickers. 

My reflection is naturally connected with the fact that I am function-
ally integrated into a police institution mainly directed at the first re-
sponse to criminal incidents and that, in some specific situations, I can
assume the investigation of some offences. I intend to refer concretely to
the fact that the Police of Public Safety (PSP) is a criminal police body of
general jurisdiction, according to the Law on the Organization of Crim-
inal Investigation6, a fact which is connected with the functional powers
of the PSP, laid down in its regulation7. 

From the evaluation of some of the constraints resulting from the ex-
perience of the police, we can list, on a merely exemplifying basis, those
that seem more relevant and frequent:

• Linguistic barrier. The lack of knowledge or difficulty in the com-
mand of the Portuguese language causes an increased difficulty in
gathering testimonial evidence that may support subsequent in-
vestigatory/police proceedings, chiefly at the level of precautionary
measures regarding the instruments of evidence8, often of vital im-

6 See Law no. 49/2008 of 27 August, published in “Diário da República” (DR) 165, Series I, 2008.08.27,
article 3(1)(c), combined with article 6. 

7 See Law no. 53/2007 of 31 August, published in DR 168, Series I, 2007.08.31, namely those stated in
some of the sub-sections of paragraph 2 of article 3, of which we refer the following: b) To guarantee
public order and tranquillity and the safety and protection of people and goods; c) To prevent crime
in general, in coordination with the other security forces and services; h) To take part in the control
of the entry and exit of people and goods in national territory; i) To protect, help and assist citizens
and to defend and preserve goods that are in danger due to human action or to nature.
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portance in the attempt to crystallize the evidence. In parallel, for
some idioms the number of translators/interpreters is limited and
this can hinder their availability to take part in certain acts of first
contact of the victim with the police authorities9;

• Victims' distrust of the police authorities, which results from the
strategies of “control” of the exploiters, instilling fear of repatria-
tion and detention by the police, associated with the fact that there
is a pernicious institutional image of police authorities in the coun-
tries of origin; 

• Existence of “cover-up stories”, as this is a closed environment
where the victims are trained to verbalize cover-up stories in order
to avoid the signalling of the traffickers. Such a fact implies an in-
creased effort to discover the fallacy of those situations, affecting
the celerity of the proceedings and causing further difficulty in dis-
covering the material truth, which is the goal of criminal investi-
gation and penal action; 

• Search for immediate answers/solutions for the situation. The ex-
pectation of the victims implies finding a fast and definite exit from
the situation, one which involves not only the criminal dimension
of the problem, but also its social dimension (for instance, employ-
ment, accommodation, health care, etc.), which implies an auton-
omization of the victim for his or her social survival.

In this field, attending to all its constraints, police action must be as
balanced as possible, so as to be able to strip the traffickers of their de-
fensive strategies. At the same time, it should be careful enough to con-
tribute to the empowerment of the victim(s), seeking to avoid the
possibility of the action by the police and the system of criminal justice
becoming a cause of secondary or vicarious victimization. This concern
results immediately from the fact of considering that it is the dignifying
of the human being to the detriment of the primacy of the State that is in

8 See Art. 249 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 
9 This situation can be alleviated during certain hours with recourse to the SOS Immigrant line

(808.257257 – from a fixed line or 21.8106191 – from mobile lines), the Telephone Translation Service
(STT in Portuguese) of  the High Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue (ACIDI,
I.P. in Portuguese).
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question in the genesis of penal incrimination, the safeguard of the per-
sonal self-determination within social relationships established between
peers being the ultimate end.

In our view, police activity of first contact with this type of criminal
occurrences – from the very beginning, because it is often the first point
of contact with the formal system of social regulation – must always take
into consideration some objectives/ends in the treatment of this type of
occurrences:

• As first concern, it is important to create an atmosphere of objective
and subjective safety to allow the consolidated gathering of all the
data on the situation. Therefore, the physical safety of the victim
is a first concern and, in this sense, we should try to develop a safe
environment where the necessary clarifications may be obtained
to outline the situation, moving away all the “disturbing” elements
from that safety framework;

• To adopt techniques that facilitate communication and empathy,
based on the knowledge of the dynamics of trafficking (to know
the “actors”, the strategies of control, the situational and psycho-
logical variables, etc.), in order to allow the establishment of a fluid
communication channel and to have access to qualitatively valid
information10;

• Considering that it is often at the moment of the first police reac-
tion to the crime that it is possible to gather relevant evidence,
namely within the scope of the rules of law contained in Art. 249
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, in accordance with the precau-
tionary measures concerning the instruments of evidence, police
agents must proceed to the exams, seizures, inspections, searches
and inquiries that otherwise would render the future success of
these proceedings impossible. They must not, however, neglect the
need of articulation with the OPC(s) with more direct jurisdiction
over the investigation of this type of crime11;     

10 Always bearing in mind that it is crucial to ask some key questions in order to gather information
that may or not consolidate the existence of this type of crime. 
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• To articulate with other structures of social support – public or
NGOs – the future guiding of the victim(s), so that they are ensured
access to a set of valencies (such as health care, accommodation,
labour guiding, etc.) which police necessarily do not have, promot-
ing a holistic approach to the situation. We consider that only by
means of a structuring and concerted action will it be possible to
contribute to the empowerment of the victims, assuming that po-
lice entities, as organizations signalling these situations, can play a
relevant role in this articulation, covering two of the strategic areas
of intervention stated in the I National Plan Against Trafficking in
Human Beings (2007-2010)12: to protect, support and integrate; to
investigate criminally and suppress.

Police activity in cases of trafficking in persons is often faced with sit-
uations that analogously can resemble crossroads. It is in constant search
for balance among the several factors that converge in this type of situa-
tions, namely the personal/family situation of the victim, often with con-
tours of human calamity, the duties and restrictions resulting from the
legal-criminal system, and the opaque context in which trafficking and
exploitation are developed, within a specific referential framework in
terms of vocabulary and very particular rules of conduct.

It is in this dichotomy, sometimes hard to balance, that police action
is carried out, between the duties and needs of penal action and the
human/social condition of the victims.

May we, policemen, be able to find the best paths and solutions… 

11 See Law no. 49/2008 of 27 August, Art. 7 (4)(c).
12 The plan proceeds from Resolution no. 81/2007 of the Council of Ministers, DR of 22.06.2007, es-

tablishing four strategic areas of intervention: 1) To know and spread information; 2) To prevent,
raise awareness and train; 3) To protect, support and integrate; 4) To investigate criminally and sup-
press trafficking.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST TRAFFICKING 
IN HUMAN BEINGS IN PORTUGAL 

2007-2010

Manuel Albano

CO-ORDINATOR OF THE I PNCTSH
NATIONAL RAPPORTEUR ON TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS

Trafficking in human beings, the modern form of slavery, constitutes
a violation of human rights, and an affront to the dignity and integrity of
any and all human beings.

At present we are aware that trafficking in human beings is a basic vi-
olation of human rights, and in line with that, international organisations
have produced numerous documents that are considered to be funda-
mental to all the action that various states have already taken.

Yet, what do we consider to be trafficking in human beings? What are
we referring to specifically?

Analysing in detail the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, one realises that
its definition contains three distinct albeit intertwined aspects, which
are:

• The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of
persons;
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• The use of threat or force or other forms of coercion, of abduction,
of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vul-
nerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over another per-
son;

• For the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of
sexual exploitation.

It is quite clear now that trafficking in human beings affects both men
and women, and is not specific to either gender. In effect, it is often
closely related to discriminatory practices, namely situations where the
power between entities is unequal. These situations are founded not only
on gender inequality, but also on unequal access to goods and services,
unequal access to education and labour, on ethnic or racial discrimination
either in the countries of origin or the destination country of trafficked
victims, among others. For that reason, it is fundamental to introduce a
gender perspective that is transversal in the analysis of trafficking, as well
as to adopt both preventive and protective measures for the assistance
of all victims of trafficking.

Therefore, states must play a crucial role in the development of poli-
cies that include not only the application of all international instruments,
particularly the United Nations Protocol and the Council of Europe Con-
vention, but also of instruments of human rights in the fight against dis-
crimination, violence against women and the rights of migrants.
Although prevention is state responsibility, organised civil society must
also be involved so that a preventive policy may be really effective.

Due to the complexity of trafficking, the joint efforts of different actors
must be made from a holistic approach to the problem, in which the cen-
tral element of all action taken should always be based upon a human
rights perspective.

Trafficking in human beings covers a wide range of problems and re-
alities such as migration, organised crime, sexual and labour exploitation,
the endemic disparities between developed countries and countries in
need of aid, gender inequalities, the violation of human rights, the erosion
of family and community support groups, among others.
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One of the most important factors in tackling the causes of trafficking
is a thorough understanding of this phenomenon. Without a detailed sci-
entific study of the causes and the consequences of the phenomenon, it
cannot be tackled at all.

In order for this to happen, states must promote and encourage an
investigation into trafficking in human beings, as well as create the
necessary infrastructure for a closer monitoring of the phenomenon
starting off with clear indicators, which can then be compared to other
countries, so that the phenomenon and its root causes can be clearly
understood.

Another critical factor relates to the training of law enforcement agents
that deal with THB, as this is both essential and strategic in mounting an
efficient attack. The objective of training is to enhance the technical ca-
pacity of all entities that have the fight against this terrible scourge as their
mission. Training should have as its ultimate objective that all participants
thoroughly understand the phenomenon as a crime, and that they should
be provided with the instruments and capacities to respond to this crime.
The entire training program should be built on a human rights approach,
as well as raise awareness regarding the fight against discrimination, gen-
der inequality, and the rights and special needs of children.

A multidisciplinary approach should be adopted to deepen the under-
standing of the need for coordination between the various agents in-
volved, mainly between the authorities/services of the Administration,
and also their coordination with non-governmental organisations and
inter-governmental organisations. This means that the recipients of any
training sessions should include judges, magistrates, members of criminal
police forces, work inspectors, unions, journalists, social workers, health
services staff, the military, consulate personnel, teachers from various
levels of education, international organisations, NGOs, inter-governmen-
tal organisations, among others.

Trafficking in human beings, in its various forms (sexual and labour
exploitation) has shown a marked increase and focus on feminine vic-
tims, which makes it necessary to implement a pro-active model in terms
of strategies for the economic, legal and political empowerment of
women.
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In line with its fight for, and commitment to the promotion of human
rights, Portugal has developed a policy based on the uncompromising de-
fence of those rights, and consequently defined concerted lines of action
through a set of political documents: III PNI; III PNCVD, PNAI, PII, I
PNCTSH, among others. These lines of action are directly related to the
promotion of human rights, and the respect for equality and for the
recognition of diversity.

One of the crucial documents in this combat is the current National
Plan Against Trafficking in Persons.

Some might ask: but is this phenomenon of trafficking in human be-
ings also going on in Portugal? What is its extent and social impact?

This is a poignantly global and transnational phenomenon that cannot
be restricted to some countries or certain regions of the world. According
to United Nations reports, over 700 000 people, mainly women and chil-
dren, are victims of trafficking for sexual and labour exploitation. Re-
search, recent reports, and other sources have stressed a sharply growing
trend associated with new complex and re-organised schemes which are
permanently re-shaping the phenomenon itself; furthermore, the current
economic crisis has contributed to worsen the situation.

In Portugal, the phenomenon has been studied for several years
and the victims have been monitored as part of the CAIM Project (Co-
operation, Action, Investigation, World View, a pilot project in the
area of prostitution and trafficking in women in Portugal, financed by
the PIC EQUAL, the laboratory that allowed for a deeper understand-
ing of this reality from a perspective of multidisciplinary and inter-
sectoral intervention, involving various governmental and civil society
institutions.

The results of the project, as well as other concerns, provided the basis
for political and legislative decisions to combat Trafficking in Human Be-
ings, now being implemented according to the 1st National Plan against
Trafficking in Persons 2007-2010 – Council of Ministers Resolution no.
81/2007, dated June 22, 2007.

This plan comprises four strategic areas (1. Collecting and disseminating
information; 2. Preventing, raising awareness and training; 3. Protecting,
supporting and integrating; 4. Investigating criminally and suppressing), es-
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tablishing 63 measures, of which 43, or 2/3 of the measures, are either un-
dergoing  implementation or have already been implemented.

The following implemented measures deserve recognition:

• Creation of the Technical Commission to Support the Plan’s Co-
ordination which includes representatives of state agents who
have responsibility for implementing the Plan, namely: PCM, MOI,
MJ, MTSS and MNE.

• Implementation of the Monitoring Centre for Trafficking in
Human Beings through Decree Law no. 229/2008 of November
27. The Monitoring Centre’s structure functions under the Min-
istry of the Interior (MOI) and has as its primary task the monitor-
ing of the phenomenon. Information is provided to this monitoring
centre through standardised data collection facilities such as the
Single Registration Directory, used by Criminal Police Organiza-
tions (OPC), and the Registration Directory, used by NGOs for
the identification of the phenomenon by signalling potential traf-
ficking situations.

• The signing of the Protocol of Collaboration and Co-operation
for the Establishment of the Centre for Shelter and Protection
of Victims of Trafficking and their under-age children (CAP) be-
tween the PCM, MOI; MJ, MTSS, APF (Association for Family
Planning), which took place on 2 June 2008, and was considered
to be a ground-breaking measure of utmost importance.

The CAP operates in situations of required police protection and vig-
ilance, in order to allow victims who come to the Centre to freely decide
without constraints if they wish to return to their country of origin, to be
integrated into the society of the host nation, or even to co-operate with
the judicial system to denounce criminal networks.

It should be highlighted that this measure links up with the legal
recognition of the residence permit granted to victims of trafficking in
persons.

It is also worth mentioning:
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• The launching of the Study made in 2007 on “Trafficking in Women
in Portugal for Sexual Exploitation”. This study was made public at
the seminar on “Trafficking in Human Beings and Gender”, held in
October 2007, under the Portuguese Presidency of the EU, which
resulted in the Porto Declaration. This Declaration was presented
in Brussels at the inauguration of the European Day for the Fight
Against Trafficking in Human Beings – 18 October 2007, and guided
future orientations of the European Union in this regard.

• Creation of a network of Focal Points within the CPOs (Criminal
Police Organisations), and of privileged interlocutors within the
District Centres of Social Security to address any issues regarding
trafficking that are closely connected with the organisation that
manages the CAP’s operation.

The Portuguese Government is unequivocally dedicated to the pro-
tection of the victims of trafficking. The main objective is to confer sus-
tainability to an integrated model of support and protection provided to
all victims of THB. It involves a working network that deals with any in-
tervention made on behalf of the victims, within a framework of cooper-
ation between the various institutions that work on the issues of
trafficking in Portugal.

It is equally important to highlight the National Campaign to Fight
Trafficking in Human Beings, launched in 2008, which is aimed at rais-
ing the awareness of public opinion. Since the campaign was also targeted
on potential victims of trafficking, pamphlets were produced in nine lan-
guages, divulging an SOS Immigrant hotline that also included a support
mechanism for THB victims.

This campaign attempted to focus its impact on the social conscience,
both at an individual and a collective level. However, it is not only
through these kinds of actions that consciences are roused or realities
are changed. Thus, the campaign was the flagship in response to various
measures referred to in the plan, and a step forward in carrying out
awareness-raising and training programs throughout the nation, leading
to a more assertive and efficient intervention, as well as a primary form
of prevention.
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This far-reaching and concerted action is in line with the international
commitments that Portugal intends to honour, among which we should
highlight 

• The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime and the Protocol thereto to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, aiming at
strengthening the protection provided by these instruments and
developing  the standards they contain;

• The Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA of 19 July
2002 on combating trafficking in human beings, as well as the
Council Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on standing of vic-
tims in criminal proceedings, and the Council Directive of 29 April
2004 on the residence permit issued to third-country nationals
who are victims of trafficking in human beings or who have been
the subject of an action to facilitate illegal immigration, who coop-
erate with the competent authorities;

• The European Union Plan on best practices, standards and pro-
cedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human be-
ings, adopted in December 2005 (2005/C 311/01), which is now
being revised;

• The Council of Europe Convention (Warsaw Convention) on ac-
tion against Trafficking in Human Beings of 16 May 2005, which
promotes the strengthening of a framework covering prevention,
combat and the protection of the rights of victims of trafficking,
which was ratified by Portugal on 14 January 2008 and brought
into force on 1 June  2008;

It is also important to draw attention to the establishment of a follow-
up mechanism to this Council of Europe Convention – GRETA (Group
of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings) – composed
of a group of experts who will supervise the implementation of this Con-
vention, in which Portugal has a representative.

In Portugal, in addition to the aforementioned political measures in-
serted in the 1st National Plan to Fight against Trafficking in Persons,
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other legal documents that are part of an approach focused on the sup-
port and integration of victims have also been implemented, and are also
worth mentioning:

• Amendment of the Penal Code (art. 160) which adopts specific
classifications of this kind of criminal activity, which now enable a
better approach to these situations, dealing with them in an au-
tonomous way and not relating them to associated criminal prob-
lems, broadening the definition of trafficking to include sexual
exploitation, labour exploitation and the removal of organs, pun-
ishment of the customer, criminalization of the confiscation, con-
cealment and damaging of identification documents and other
documents, and the penal accountability of legal persons.

• Law no. 38/2009, of 20 July that defines the goals, priorities and
orientations of criminal policy for the two-year period 2009-2011.
It lays down as specific objectives of criminal policy the prevention,
suppression, and reduction of violent, serious or organised crime
(including, among other crimes, trafficking in persons), as well as
the promotion of the protection of victims, specifically defenceless
victims, such as children and adolescents, pregnant women and
the elderly, sick and disabled people, and immigrants; trafficking
in persons is still considered a priority prevention crime included
in the list of crimes that may be denounced through an electronic
complaints system.

• Immigration Law – Law no. 23/ 2007, of 4 July which approves
the legal regime of entry, permanency, exit and expulsion of foreign
citizens from national territory that protects the victims of the
crime of trafficking, creating to that effect a special regime for the
granting of a residence permit. Furthermore, it introduces the con-
cession of a period of reflection of 30-60 days, during which victims
may decide whether they intend to co-operate with the judicial au-
thorities.

• Decree-Law no. 368/2007, of 5 November which implements the
granting of  a residence permit to any foreign citizen deemed to be
a victim of the crime of trafficking in persons, when justified by
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special circumstances of the victim. The Ministry of the Interior
issues this permit, on its own initiative or on a proposal from the
relevant criminal police organisation or the co-ordinator of the 1st
National Plan to Fight against Trafficking in Persons.

At a recent international conference, the UN Special Rapporteur on
Trafficking in Persons, especially in Women and Children, Ms. Joy Ngozi
Ezeilo, made the following statement:

“While addressing “root causes”, innovative proposals need to be
sought in tackling the complex issue of Human Trafficking”.

The Special Rapporteur believes that regional and national strategies
to fight trafficking are rooted in 5 main points: protection, prosecution,
conviction, prevention, and promotion of international co-operation, as
well as in redress, rehabilitation, and re-integration of victims, so as to
enable them to play their role in society.

I believe that this is the challenge that we are presented with nowa-
days, which is the re-invention of the practices of intervention that will
enable us to remain one step ahead of the perpetrators.

Trafficking in human beings is a problem of society, a problem that
deals with the level of freedom and democracy existing in any given so-
ciety. Slavery and liberty are antagonistic concepts. We must all reflect
on this paradigm and find truly liberating responses in the line of respect
for human rights, meaning that our approach is focused on the vic-
tims, which has always been a characteristic of our European and Por-
tuguese tradition.
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IT COULD BE ME, 
YOU OR ANY ONE OF US  

Marta Pereira

APF (the Portuguese Family Planning Association) is the organisation
with responsibility for the management, operation and professional team
of the Shelter and Protection Centre (SPC) for women and girls and
their young children who are at risk and who are identified by the ap-
propriate authorities as victims of trafficking in human beings (THB).
The Centre was created as an outcome of Project CAIM – Cooperação,
Acção, Investigação e Mundivisão [Cooperation, Action, Investigation,
and World View], a pilot project on prostitution and trafficking in women
for sexual exploitation funded by the EU’s EQUAL Initiative. In addition
to APF, the participating organisations are the Social Security Agency,
the Ministry of the Interior, the Presidency of the Council of Ministers
(represented by the Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality)
and the Ministry of Justice.

The main purpose of the SPC is to provide temporary refuge for
women and their children/minors in a safe place that offers them a wel-
coming environment and promotes their physical wellbeing, emotional
stability and social inclusion. 
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To that end, the SPC provides the basic necessities of life (food, hy-
giene, shelter) and specialist support services of various types: legal, psy-
chological, medical, social and educational assistance and/or preparation
for work. These conditions constitute the platform required to create an
Individual Support Plan for each woman sheltered in the Centre, under-
pinned by support and accountabilities, which should reflect her choices,
her autonomy and her pathways to self-help and empowerment within
the Centre.

Since 1 June 2008, the SPC has operated effectively as an emergency
response to situations in which victims of THB are identified by provid-
ing a 24-hour Professional Team which liaises with the agencies identi-
fying such victims, evaluates situations, provides emergency shelter for
victims, channels them to the official support agencies and manages Life
Plans.

The support and counselling provided to such a wide range of indi-
vidual needs and situations requires enormous commitment, availability
and dedication and streamlined processes and tools.

In addition to the professional support provided to assist victims and
ensure their social inclusion, there are also forms of support which have
become crucial not only for day-to-day routines but also for the imple-
mentation of life plans. In particular, these include the support derived
from self-learning by the team, especially in terms of knowledge of the
unique, social and cultural realities of each woman’s life, key tools for
communicating, informing and guiding life courses; coordination with
NGOs at transnational level; and compensation strategies when the re-
sponse timescales of the official services do not meet the felt needs.

Added to these are the cooperation provided by the criminal police
forces (CPFs) in terms of safety when victims need to attend court, im-
mediate responses to ensure the safety and wellbeing of victims, and di-
rect liaison with NGOs.

Victims’ opinions of the SPC’s operation, organisation and routines
are extremely positive, with victims expressing feelings of belonging,
safety, privacy, stability and support, which were the basic objectives un-
derlying the establishment of the Centre.
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Explaining or describing the work carried out during this first year in
terms of support for victims of THB in Portugal, and specifically the work
done by the SPC, is a complex process involving the views and opinions
of a large number of players. That process could reflect some of the pro-
fessional reports produced, direct testimony received or collected during
the Centre’s day-to-day work or the views of the partner organisations
whose cooperation on a daily basis makes the Centre’s work possible.

However, this article has chosen to give the word instead to the par-
ticipants in this project whose role is concerned with direct, day-to-day
counselling and support for the social inclusion of the women and girls
sheltered by the SPC – the professional team. We have therefore opted
to reproduce their opinions and thoughts about their experiences in the
day-to-day work of the Centre in order to try to explain, through their
accounts of their individual experiences, the transversality of the project. 
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15 months after the start of this project and reflecting on what
has taken place, we can say that all the effort and time dedicated
to this project has resulted in something extremely positive. Pro-
viding coordinated responses and ongoing services matched to
each victim’s biopsychosocial situation, contributing to their
feelings of stability and security, and integrating them into soci-
ety in the nearest possible future is the bread-and-butter work
of the professional staff of the SPC. Our reward comes in a look,
a smile, mirrored by small successes and dreams realised by the
people we help. People who need this team and on whom we
never turn our backs, simply because it would be impossible to
refuse to respond to such pleas for help, where the feeling ex-
pressed is often one of great insecurity resulting from their strug-
gle with the unknown.
From the beginning everything was planned in detail – the décor
of a place designed to shelter people who are so special, so different
from one another and yet so similar, who need their own space,
their own time to reflect and achieve personal stability, but also
need communal areas that encourage self-knowledge and hetero-
knowledge. From the colours to the solar aspect, nothing was left
to chance. And, of course, the security and protection of this place
and especially of those it shelters was an aspect which received
close attention.
Excursions outside this “refuge” are made with the greatest care
and thought, knowing that any false move could have serious con-
sequences. 
Although all this care and thought have to be built into the Centre's
daily routine, the project team's main goal is the social inclusion of
the people it shelters. To achieve that goal, it is necessary to “put
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one’s best foot forward” and surmount the various obstacles that
crop up every day.
Cultural diversity and the consequent differences in values, reli-
gious, dietary and interpersonal customs, among many other as-
pects, are factors that have to be taken into account in the daily
routine of a place like the SPC.
Because we believe that one should help and teach through respect
and never through the imposition of rules, the team’s motto is to
remember, respect and ensure that others respect the values of
everyone who comes to us, and not to force them to behave accord-
ing to our vision of the truth.
Happiness is only possible if you have the freedom to choose be-
tween different options and that is what we try to offer to those we
shelter, remembering their rights and all the opportunities they de-
serve for their daily achievements.
Like Ghandi, we believe that “strength does not come from physi-
cal capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.” We want every
woman to succeed, regain strength and embrace life with renewed
energy.

M.P.
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Trafficking in Human Beings: the realities behind the concepts

I somewhat hesitantly mentioned the words “People Trafficking”
when the “final touches” were being made to the products of the
CAIM project, whose interlocutor for the Action 3 Development
Partnership was the Family Planning Association, and the process
of dissemination and incorporation of the pilot action model in this
issue began. 
With the backing of professional teams (internal and external to
APF, Portuguese and transnational, from governmental and non-
governmental organisations) working on the variety of phenomena
associated with which this issue, a Project was born and imple-
mented with the aim of identifying, preventing, combating and as-
sisting the victims of a crime “with a long past but a short history”
in Portugal. Poverty and social exclusion, gender inequality, illegal
immigration and abetting it, sexual exploitation and prostitution,
violence and individual lives with many common denominators. 
Trafficking in Human Beings was the subject of a study by me,
drawing together the outcomes of the work done by previous col-
leagues with responsibility for the subject. Day after day, legislation
was analysed, concepts were defined, the various players involved
were interviewed, good practices were exchanged, films were
viewed, research data were analysed and presented, along with
role-playing, skills training, myths, case studies … all with the end
objective of creating and optimising resources and networking in
defence of Human Rights.
I am of the opinion that the reluctance to mention the words “People
Trafficking” ceased as people became persuaded by the concepts
that they had learned, just as I would claim that all this indispensable
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structure that has enabled us to “open the door” to victims of THB
was the best so far but is only the beginning of the reality of specialist
help which, notwithstanding all the concepts, is, like any living real-
ity, “an admirable new world”.
The SPC is not just a hidden or secret place where a woman or girl
identified as a victim of THB arrives in fear and finds safety. We
need to understand that a woman who arrives there arrives in fear,
but not necessarily, or not only, of those who were responsible for
procuring or exploiting her. Fear has many faces. It has the face of
shame and guilt, it has the face of self-blame and lying, fear of the
refuge, of a new life, of an unfamiliar language, of strange rights, of
a different culture, of children who are far away, of debts that must
be paid today, of the mother, father or grandmother who does not
know and will not know because they would never understand, of
not having anywhere to go back to, of having to inform against
those who were sometimes the only friends or lovers or family that
these people had, of a day when they will no longer be protected
and will be found and revictimised, or raped or killed.
There is nothing familiar or supportive, no recourse, no strategy to
hand, for a foreign victim of human trafficking who has been in
Portugal only a few months and who, now at the SPC, often cannot
recognise any way of life other than slavery.
I feel that the work done, like all work and all directions, has mul-
tiple obstacles related to timescales, resources and systems, mainly
because the thread linking each of the victims to the informed and
free opportunity and decision to seek help is so slender. The life
plans that are being made are not just a battle for rapid and ade-
quate socio-economic independence, but chiefly a 24-hour task of
counselling, of re-education, of tempering frustration, of the slow
emergence of feelings, clarification of wishes, personal identity
and hopes. 
As an example, at the SPC a momentary lack of trust in the coun-
selling can lead to the confidentiality of the location and the work
being put at risk together with, in the last analysis, the woman her-
self, all the other victims at the centre or exploited by the same ring,
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the women’s families and the professional team, given that we are
talking about organised crime.
In the day-to-day work of the SPC, we therefore support the idea
that the complexity of this issue makes it a task that cannot be un-
dertaken without close, efficient and consistent cooperation with
the police, with organisations that collect and analyse data and de-
scribe the issue, and with all the partners in the social support net-
works, as part of a transnational intervention network.
It is with these realities that the SPC’s professional team lives and
works, matching them with acquired and constantly updated skills,
creativity, effort, management – as far as possible – of resources
and fears, and a strong desire to carry on the battle for Human
Rights with which this journey began.

R.M.
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My opinion about the SPC can be separated into several dimen-
sions:
That of a counsellor and about the work as such;
That of a member of a multidisciplinary team;
Doubts, fears and worries.

As a counsellor I find the work very rewarding as well as important
to the lives of the women who come to us. Each of these women,
with her own individual circumstances and nature, finds in the
counsellor the support to make up for all the handicaps and all the
skills which, for one reason or another, life has not given them or
has robbed them of. Not to mention those women who arrive and
leave almost at the same time. To these women and with these
women, a warmer reception, a more attentive ear, more skilful
emotional handling, a more forthright response can make all the
difference, at least at that moment. The day-to-day work of the
Centre involves management at several levels because of the com-
plexity of the issue of Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation. The
counsellor has to manage different degrees of independence, clash-
ing cultures, excursions outside the Centre, constant bureaucratic
and institutional obstacles, and the frustrations and despair of the
users. A series of extremely wide-ranging and at times totally un-
foreseen issues. However, every forward step in the life plans of
each woman is a victory in terms of achievement for the counsel-
lor.

If I could, I would paint everything I feel on a Canvas |
But there would not be colours, ink and brushes capable of doing it |
Each joy, each woe
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Each fear, each achievement
Would not be perceptible to those who have never passed through
here |
Who have never spent the night here
Who have never lived here
I spend more time here than with those I love
And it is Them I think about when the fear grips, when night falls
|
And it is for Them that I convince myself that I am strong |
They, A, B, C | could be Me, You or any one of us |
That is why I brave the winter cold |
The summer nights |
The hours at the window gazing at the Moon
With which I share, talk, cry, smile, sing |
And since I cannot paint |
I scrawl my thoughts
Which fly | which have no value other than that I give them |
And in this daily struggle, which gives strength and energy | 
I believe | I fight and ponder on this Project.

L.V.
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The normal fears of those who face the unknown, the sharing of
different emotions, small victories that seem like so many prizes to
those who have suffered so much.
In this small fortress, we shelter, protect, chide and teach, trying
to repair the damage in a joint effort and with some stumbles on
the way.
They arrive with their self-esteem in tatters, disillusioned with
“friends” and false promises.
Some of them leave “richer” and happier, others simply freer, and
yet others, who lack willpower, return to the life that was their
downfall.
Pastimes planned and shared by all

C.F.
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I joined Project Espaço Pessoa to take a course from October to
December 2004. In March of the following year I was invited by
APF and the coordinator of Project Espaço Pessoa – an outreach
centre for female and male prostitutes in Porto – to train as a social
worker, combining my newly acquired skills with a lifetime’s ex-
perience. A year later I joined the Multidisciplinary Team of Proj-
ect CAIM. It was a very ambitious project, so there were great
expectations together with some fears because it was something
new – nothing similar had been done before. It was a question of
learning from scratch. My contact with the users of Espaço Pessoa
through my outreach work gave me some knowledge derived from
contact with people of different nationalities and with the issue as
such.
All the training I undertook was very important in terms of acquir-
ing knowledge, and was a climax to my learning of new things. Per-
sonally, it was very rewarding and important to be able to gain
knowledge in this area.
Even before the creation of the SPC we were receiving the first vic-
tims of this crime, and I experienced some difficulties because all
the experience I had acquired was on paper, but the reality was
very different. The women’s ages and why they were at risk, and
their life stories, had a positive impact on me. Experiencing this
situation close at hand enabled me to acquire the tools to handle
real situations. For me, all this was a learning experience and con-
tinues to be so even now, because each woman sheltered is unique.

I.A.
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March 2009. A month and year I will never forget! The start of a
new career direction which brought me into contact with a situa-
tion that until then I knew little about – human trafficking, in par-
ticular providing support and protection to the victims. 
So, in that month of March 2009, I became a counsellor in the core
team of the Centre for the Shelter and Protection of Victims of
Trafficking, the structure of which is based on the intervention
model developed under the CAIM Project, and which is managed
by APF. I was delighted, firstly as a citizen of the world, because it
was clear to me that “somebody cares and is concerned” about
THB issues, in the form of the Council of Europe Convention on
Action against THB 2005, and secondly, as a Portuguese citizen, to
note that materials, tools and structures were also being developed
in Portugal as a response in the prevention and suppression of THB
and counselling/protection of victims of trafficking. 
Today, after six months working at the SPC, I can confirm that
sheltering victims of trafficking in a protected environment is es-
sential to enable the victims to (re)build their lives, irrespective of
whether they want to return to their country of origin or to put
down roots in the society of the country that has taken them in.
These people arrive at the SPC in an extremely fragile, emotionally
dysfunctional state, with an exaggerated sense of insecurity and in
fear of being ensnared once again by the ring that imprisoned them.
This “little” description shows how the search for a better life led
them on a journey to hell. 
The SPC enables these people to (re)define their emotions, over-
come their fears, anxieties and frustrations, and (re)build their
lives. The SPC seeks to give victims empowerment, training and
work. 
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It is our job, the professional staff of the SPC, to ensure that these
victims, who have a face and an identity, have the right to smile
again, to hope, to be happy (using each individual’s notion of hap-
piness). 
It is not an easy task because these people bring with them baggage
consisting of frustration and emotional and socio-economic prob-
lems which can often be traced back to the nature of their lives up
to the time when they became victims.
This calls for huge dedication, strong motivation, lots of patience
and great receptiveness. One also needs to be able to handle con-
flicts and fears. As I said before, it is not an easy task, but these qual-
ities are the foundations on which the professional team is built.
Lastly, the work also calls for extremely good coordination, both
within the core team of the SPC and with the various partners, and
it is necessary that it actually happens (how could we treat a disease
if there was no medical assistance?  How could we ensure access
to their rights, if there was no legal and social protection assistance?
How could we feed people and provide welfare if there was no fi-
nancial support? How could we provide occupational training if
there were no agreements with training organisations?). However,
notwithstanding all the help provided by partners, the support
given is not always sufficient.

C.F.
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Working at the Shelter and Protection Centre has been and is, first
and foremost, the realisation of a personal and professional ambi-
tion to work in the field in which I was trained.
I also think that this Project is an appropriate and relevant response
to an issue that demands to be considered and managed in line with
the scale that it currently occupies in society.
With a team consisting of professionals with different but comple-
mentary training and experience who have enhanced the range of
work and laid the foundations, through discussion and constructive
criticism, for obstacles and challenges to be overcome and to make
the Centre’s operation and work increasingly efficient as a result.
I would add that this is a groundbreaking project in Portugal, and
that for that very reason the opinions we have expressed here are
especially relevant. Those opinions have also been informed by the
various studies that have been conducted and by contact with and
analysis of the good practices that have been used by shelter and
protection institutions and centres dealing with this issue in other
countries.
Contact with this issue and with the victims of trafficking has been
and continues to be a challenge in view of the large number of vari-
ables. This is work that demands versatility, updating, constant
questioning, cooperation and networking, with the team acting as
a pillar. Without all these contributing aspects, it would be an al-
most impossible task, especially to achieve the results we have
achieved.
It is these factors – the field, the work, the team of which I am part
and the institution – APF, and specifically its professional guidance
– which are the root of my motivation.
To list the main problems – in spite of all the willingness and co-
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operation that exists – I would mention the excessively bureau-
cratic procedures of our system, particularly the issuance of visas
and residence permits, the law in Portugal concerning this crime,
the lack of clarity and multiple interpretations to which it gives
rise, the need for deeper knowledge of this issue and its manage-
ment by the judiciary, the police, consulates, embassies and social
security, and the shortage of dedicated funding. These problems
are far from rare, with so much bureaucracy often leading to the
renewed emotional destabilisation of victims.

R.L
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TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN IN
PORTUGAL FOR PURPOSES 
OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION: 
AN EMPIRICAL PORTRAIT

Boaventura de Sousa Santos

Conceição Gomes

Madalena Duarte

Introduction

Trafficking in human beings has received unprecedented attention in
the media over the past few years, becoming one of the central issues on
the political agenda of various governments and organisations of regional
and international scope. However, this is not a recent phenomenon, nor
is it currently confined to the frontiers of some countries and/or regions
of the world. Markedly global and transnational, the main novelty lies in
the fact that it is, today, a highly profitable business and with an enormous
capacity to attract organised criminal groups who have increasingly en-
hanced their methods of action. Furthermore, the growing creativity of
the traffickers, in addition to some legal loopholes and the difficulties that
criminal police organisations face in their actions in a number of countries,
means that there is a low risk of this type of crime being detected, inves-
tigated and prosecuted, in comparison with other illegal activities.

Currently, one of the most visible, and perhaps less consensual, forms
of trafficking is the trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploita-
tion. The numbers of this reality are not consensual and, it is not un-rare
for them to be instrumentalised in accordance with agendas informed by
moral values, by the objective of border control and by the fear of “yet
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another” foreigner who is unknown and, therefore, to be feared. This is
a complex phenomenon with a multiplicity of analytical aspects, since a
great variety of inequalities underlie its origin: economic inequality; the
divisions and the frontiers between the rich and the poor; the primitive
accumulation of capital which forces the sale of the labour force and pro-
motes slave labour; some migration policies of the so-called first world
which, instead of structuring immigration, push it into the hands of the
mafias and criminal gangs; and the “desperate hopes” which lead people
to believe in promises of a better life in a world which, in the words of
Stuart Hall, is increasingly a world without guarantees.

Building on the study “Trafficking in women in Portugal for purposes
of sexual exploitation” (2008), this article seeks to contribute to a better
understanding of the reality of trafficking in women for sexual exploita-
tion in Portugal, a reality marked by strong opaqueness and by the sedi-
mentation of several prejudices. 

1. Trafficking in women: between numbers and perceptions

In the context of the abovementioned study, we seek to characterise,
albeit in an exploratory manner, the specificities of trafficking for purposes
of sexual exploitation in Portugal. The complexity and opaqueness of this
phenomenon have necessarily implied a multidisciplinary approach to the
different sources of information and fundamental actors. Hence, through
the voice of the criminal police organisations (CPOs), non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), magistrates of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, court
judges, former prostitutes, a prisoner with links to organised crime and,
also, through the analysis of quantitative data and judicial proceedings, the
outlines have been drawn to enable understanding, in part, the reality and
circuits leading to situations of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual
exploitation. The lack of solid quantitative data1 on the judicial visibility of

1 In the study “Trafficking in women in Portugal for purposes of sexual exploitation” we analysed
data collected from the Directorate-General for Judicial Policy (DGPJ) and CPOs. Regarding the
former, in the statistics of the DGPJ, trafficking in people appears aggregated with procuring, there-
fore it is not possible to know which judicial proceedings actually refer to trafficking in persons. Fur-
thermore, it was only in 1999 that an autonomous category was created for “Procuring and
Trafficking in Minors”, therefore until this date these crimes were also aggregated to “Trafficking
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the phenomenon also contributed to the necessarily explorative nature of
our approach.

The opinions gathered on the numbers of trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation are not consensual. While for some of the peo-
ple interviewed trafficking for purposes of sexual exploitation is of no
great impact in Portugal, for others this is a type of crime which is grow-
ing. These perceptions are influenced by numerous aspects, amongst
which: the interest of the media in the phenomenon, the legal definition
of trafficking and the consent of the women. Regarding the first aspect,
many said they believed that there is no growth, but rather greater visi-
bility of the issue, both at political level and in terms of the media:

What we have, at the moment, is greater visibility. (…) At this mo-
ment in time, it appears to me that there is greater social awareness
of this type of problem, which is something that did not exist a de-
cade ago only. In 2001, in fact, we did begin to talk about trafficking
in persons and this issue began to be greatly exposed, the sex busi-
ness, forced sexual practice with respect to minors (…). I think that,
above all, the media has also taken a positive step forwards. (…) We
no longer have the speculation of the media for the sale of news-
papers but now have news. (I1, CPO)

For some operators, another difficulty in the perception on the num-
bers of sexual trafficking derives, precisely, from the definition of traf-
ficking as established in the Penal Code (PC), which, according to certain
opinions, is narrower than that laid down in the Palermo Protocol,
thereby excluding from the outset a wider range of situations:

in Persons and Procuring”. From 1996 to 2004, there was a total of 194 proceedings relative to crimes
of trafficking in persons and procuring, in 92 of which there were convictions. These numbers
should, therefore, be read with caution since most of the cases refer only to the crime of procuring
and not trafficking.
Regarding the CPOs, we asked them to indicate the number of investigations which were carried
out for the crime of trafficking in persons between 2004 and 2006, and to make an analysis of the
content of the different inquiries and investigations for other associated crimes that they considered
could possibly underlie a crime of trafficking in persons, even if it had not been possible to pursue
them through criminal investigation. According to this methodology, the Criminal Police indicated
85 judicial proceeding; the National Republican Guard referred to 81 inquiries; and the Central De-
partment for the Investigation, Research and Analysis of Information from the Aliens and Borders
Service (DCIPAI) indicated 96 inquiries. For further details on the methodology followed by each
of the CPOs, please see the publication relative to this study. 
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According to the concept of trafficking of our PC, it currently re-
quires meeting a series of requisites which, in most cases, do not
occur. In this acceptance there are very few cases of trafficking and
less today than there were three or four years ago, when there were
mafias from Eastern Europe in Portugal and when the situations
involved manoeuvres involving deceit, coercion, abduction… They
thought they were coming to be nannies, or cleaning staff, and they
were enslaved. This phenomenon, in this legal framework, has de-
creased since 2002/2003. The wider definition of trafficking is
used above all by NGOs, but, legally, according to our PC, currently
this is not trafficking because it involves freedom of movement
(E44, CPO).

In fact, many interviewees when questioned about their perceptions
on the real dimension of this type of criminality, immediately questioned
the scope given to the definition of “trafficking”. For most, a clearer and
more precise definition of trafficking victim is necessary. Law number
99/2001, of 25th August, amended articles 169 and number 2 of article
170 of the Penal Code, broadening the legal scope of these crimes and
adding the following objective elements: abuse of authority resulting
from a relationship of hierarchical, economic or labour-related depend-
ency and abuse of any situation of special vulnerability of the victim.
Now, the concepts which the people interviewed thought to be of great-
est concern, due to their “elasticity” and “scope of coverage”, are, in prin-
ciple, the concepts of “vulnerability of the victim” and “deceit or fraud”:
This is a central issue in defining the scope of application of the law and
which leads to different perceptions on the real dimension of this type
of crime:

(…) what type of traffic are we talking about? That which is com-
mitted with violence, serious threat, deceit, fraudulent manoeu-
vres? Or are we also referring to those cases which, from 2001
onwards, were typified as abuse of a situation of special vulnerabi-
lity or of vulnerability? If that is the case, if we account for the issue
of vulnerability here, or of special vulnerability and condense this
concept, we will get dark figures, probably enormous. If we limit
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ourselves to the most flagrant cases, to those of so called “induced
consent”, then I would say that there is a lower number. (…) The
question is knowing how to classify the concept of vulnerability
(P1, magistrate).

The opinion of another operator is in agreement with the one above,
who also defends that concepts such as “deceit” or “induced consent”
should be defined more precisely, so that criminal investigation can be
more effective:

I think that we should have, at a substantive level, a simpler, more
generic criminal typology, because there is great difficulty in the
investigation then demonstrating all those instances of induced
consent, deceit, etc. Often, we are not talking about an instance of
deceit, we are talking about, for example, a situation of half deceit.
A half deceit is when a woman is recruited and thinks that she is
going to exercise prostitution in luxury hotels, that she will earn
masses of money and then she arrives here and is forced to be a
prostitute in a hotel in Beira Interior living in subhuman condi-
tions, where she is forced to work during her menstrual period,
where she is forced to stuff herself with cotton wool so that the
customer is not aware. These are real situations. And what are we
talking about here? Are we talking about deceit or half deceit?
Where is this supposed to fit in? (P5, CPO).

This concern has not been fully settled through the recent review of
the Penal Code2, which still implies a difficult task of interpreting such
concepts. The perceptions relative to the consent given by the women in

2 We refer to Law number 59/2007, of 4th September, which reviewed the Penal Code, reformulated
the definition of the type of crime of trafficking in persons, extending its scope and application (cf.
article 160 of the CP). According to the new law, whoever “offers, delivers, recruits, accepts, trans-
ports, accommodates or harbours persons” for those purposes, whether “through means of violence,
kidnapping or serious threat” or by “deceit of fraudulent manoeuvres” or “with abuse of authority
resulting from a relationship of hierarchical, economic, labour or family-related dependency” is
liable to punishment. The agent will also be punished if he/she practices those acts, whether pro-
fessionally or with lucrative intent or abusing the “psychological incapacity or any situation of vul-
nerability of the victim, or through the obtaining of the consent of the person which has control over
the victim”.
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situations of trafficking are not indifferent to the greater or lesser scope
of the coverage of concepts such as vulnerability and deceit. Indeed, as
results from our research, many of the situations which, depending on
the interpretation of the law, could be termed trafficking crimes refer to
cases where the woman knows that she is coming to work in prostitution,
although she is then forced to perform her activity in a context which is
very different from what she had known. The inclusion, or not, of these
situations in the definition of sex trafficking is determinant in influencing
the so-called “dark figures”:

Are we talking about trafficking in women for purposes of sexual
exploitation in the wider sense, that is, covering situations which
are clearly the vast majority of those occurring in Portugal, of
women who know what they are coming to, or are we talking about
trafficking in women for sexual exploitation more in the sense of
trafficking in persons as established in the Penal Code, that is, in-
volving fraudulent means, lack of awareness on the purpose of the
voyage on the part of the woman? It is necessary to clarify this con-
cept, because it is important for the response (…) to know whether
we are talking about a residual phenomenon or a phenomenon in
relation to which the figures are more pleasant (P9, OPC).

Throughout the interviews we were given to understand that this is
an issue which raises much debate and gathers little consensus and cer-
tainty, hence the theme is analysed in greater detail in the following point. 

Having briefly analysed some of the factors which influence percep-
tions on the dimension of trafficking for purposes of sexual exploitation
in Portugal, it can be stated that, from the point of view of its impact on
Portuguese society, the information collected in this study appear to in-
dicate that the trafficking phenomenon does not, at a first glance, reach
alarming figures. However, this is a conclusion which requires great cau-
tion. On the one hand, the minor visible expression of the phenomenon
could effectively correspond to a crime with little incidence in Portugal.
On the other hand, this could be a phenomenon of great opaqueness, and
so it might mask a reality very different from that commonly perceived.
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In fact, we have identified social dynamics which are well alive and with
a tendency to grow, and which are very often the source of situations of
sexual exploitation. Therefore, in view of the veiled nature of the phe-
nomenon, and given the way in which it depends dramatically on the in-
formation and means addressed, it appears sensible to agree that there
is no other way to combat it than by combating the dark figures in which
it is hidden.

2. Women in situations of trafficking for sexual exploitation

Using the data collected for the study “Trafficking in Women in Por-
tugal for purposes of Sexual exploitation” as the source of information,
it is concluded that most of the victims of sex trafficking in Portugal are
of Brazilian nationality, followed by women from Eastern Europe (in par-
ticular those of Romanian nationality) and Africa, with the Nigerian na-
tionality beginning to stand out. This conclusion results not only from
the interviews with the different interfaces involved with the phenome-
non of sex trafficking, but also from the consultation of judicial proceed-
ings and press and quantitative data provided by the criminal police
organisations.

The women come from fragile social contexts with very weak eco-
nomic conditions and are in charge of dependents, in particular children,
a fact which makes them especially vulnerable to falling into these traf-
ficking networks. Indeed, this is a fact which has been found in several
studies on trafficking in women. A study by Maria Lúcia Leal and Maria
de Fátima Leal (2002) in Brazil, notes that the recruitment is above all
incident on negro and mixed-race women and young girls, aged between
15 and 25 years, from low social classes and low levels of schooling. These
women live in peripheral urban areas deprived in many ways of basic so-
cial facilities, have children and work in activities which do not require
great professional skills, namely in the provision of domestic services and
in commerce. Regarding their family situation, the study shows that
many women have a history marked by intra-family and extra-family vi-
olence and belong to families in difficult socio-economic contexts, which
makes them vulnerable with respect to non-state, supposedly protective
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networks. In the study conducted on trafficking in women in Holland,
Vocks and Nijboer (2000: 383) identified women aged between 18 and
23 years, single, childless and with problematic relationships with one
or both parents on whom they depended financially, as the first targets.
In the family histories of these women we find alcoholism, incest, ill-
treatment, etc. As is shown, these studies indicate the presence of struc-
tural factors which are decisive in trafficking in women and which are
directly related to situations of poverty and vulnerability. Poverty has a
markedly feminine face and trafficking is not indifferent to this fact. Traf-
ficking thrives on poverty and social inequalities, and there is a close re-
lationship between poverty, regional inequalities and the existence of
routes of women trafficking (Leal and Leal, 2002: 55).

Regarding age, these women are young and, as a rule, are not older
than 35 years of age. The women’s young age responds to the require-
ments of the customers, and, consequently, of the pimps. 

Most of the sources consulted point to a preponderance in Portugal
of victims who initially consented to working in prostitution, or at least,
in the sex industry and who later found themselves in a situation of ex-
ploitation, with their autonomy strongly limited. Still, we did find a num-
ber of cases, both reported by interviewees and through the analysis of
judicial proceedings, where the women did not know that the work
awaiting them in Portugal was that of prostitution.

According to the experience of many of the people interviewed, most
of the Brazilian women who later find themselves in a situation of traf-
ficking, as defined by the law, initially consented to working in prostitu-
tion as a migratory strategy and ended up by falling into a situation of
strong exploitation, whereas the extreme situations of deceit – in which
the women did not know that they would be forced to work as a prosti-
tute or in any other activity of a sexual nature – occur mainly with women
from other nationalities, namely from Central and Eastern Europe, Asia
and Africa. This perception is worthy of several considerations. 

While admitting that such an interpretation could mirror the reality,
one should nevertheless bear in mind the following two factors. Firstly,
that it was through violent cases involving Eastern European women that
Portugal “woke up to” the reality of this type of traffic. Indeed, according
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to the date we have collected, the crime of sex trafficking in Portugal is
currently practised essentially by groups with a less “heavy” and almost
artisanal structure, in which most situations of trafficking of Brazilian
women are found, and not so much by organised criminal groups from
Eastern Europe. Moreover, in these informal groups it is not uncommon
for the recruiters to be people who are highly credible amongst the vic-
tims, due to being friends, family members, colleagues, etc. 

Secondly, as part of one of the predominant nationalities in the “sex
market” in Portugal, many Brazilian women become linked to processes
of social exclusion and to precarious worlds which could naturally, at
certain times, lead to situations of sex trafficking. In this regard, the fact
that the prostitution of Brazilian women is overwhelmingly perceived as
a “migratory labour” option could lead to situations of exploitation and
trafficking going unnoticed. As noted by a member of a criminal police
organisation:

(…) We see a Brazilian woman in a certain place, totally free, and
probably the immediate tendency will not be to see her as a victim
of trafficking. This is not to say that she is not, that the issues raised
at the origin, before coming here, cannot qualify her as a victim of
trafficking. But, that does not tend to happen. (…) (P3, CPO).

As is evident, although the interpretation of the Palermo Protocol pro-
visions indicates that the woman’s consent to prostitution does not mean
that she is not in a situation of exploitation, there is nothing to ensure
that its effective application by the agents of authority will be one of ac-
ceptance of this notion of “victim”. In fact, for some of the people inter-
viewed, the definition of victim in the international documents is still
very much bound to a paradigmatic type of violent trafficking associated
to organised criminal groups, thus failing to include other situations such
as those in which, in their opinions, the Brazilian women are found:

(…) Most of these Conventions are very much directed to and fo-
cused on Eastern Europe. We know that there are still, today, some
organised groups relative to women from Eastern Europe, but most
of the “market” is supplied by Brazilian women, and this is a sui ge-
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neris reality which rather escapes the nature of the Conventions.
(…) (P6, magistrate).

Basically, as in other scenarios of violence, we can state that in sex
trafficking we also find idealised types of “victims”, where the “good”
victims are clearly differentiated from the “bad” victims. According to
Kelly and Regan (apud Aronowitz, 2001: 166), there are various levels of
victimisation which correspond to different types of victims. The first
level corresponds to total coercion where the victims are kidnapped; con-
sent is nil at this level. The second level refers to women who were de-
ceived through promises of employment other than that of prostitution.
In these cases, the consent of the woman was achieved through fraud.
The third level refers to a lesser level of deceit, whereby the women knew
that they were going to work in the sex industry, but not in prostitution.
Lastly, the fourth level of victimisation, held as less serious, concerns
women who before their departure already knew that they would be
working as prostitutes, but who did not know the extent to which they
would be controlled, intimidated, indebted and exploited. The risk, there-
fore, is that of obtaining a definition of trafficking that establishes moral
hierarchies informed by moral values, which result in introducing legal
and/or practical barriers between women who deserve more assistance,
those who deserve relative assistance and those who do not deserve any
type of assistance (Anderson and Davidson, 2002: 17). 

These different situations should be carefully weighed up and re-
flected on because, in fact, apart from the paradigmatic “type” of traffick-
ing for sexual exploitation – the situation of a woman who has clearly
been deceived and forced into prostitution, against her will, for the first
time through the use of coercion and force upon arrival in Portugal –
there is a vast range of situations which, while not fitting into this type-
cast image of violence in trafficking, constitute dramatic forms of abuse
and destruction. Indeed, in the cases we analysed, it was possible to find
various profiles of women in situations of trafficking. Some women did
not know that they were coming to work in prostitution and were forced
to so under threat and coercion. Others had been told that they were
coming to work in bars, as dancers, or “hostesses”, but not in prostitution.
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However, these women, as a result of their debts, ended up by becoming
prostitutes. And finally, other women knew that they were coming to
work in prostitution, but did not know that the value of their travel costs
would be charged at a rate above the real rate, nor did they know that
other expenses and the payment of fines would be added to this value. A
large number of these women were subjected to physical, psychological
and sexual violence by their exploiters. The danger of this reality being
diluted comes from many sides: 1) because there are many women who
were prostitutes in their countries of origin and, therefore, will hardly
be seen as victims and exploited by persons who are prejudiced; 2) be-
cause there are women who knew that they were coming for prostitution
and accepted the initial rules of the game. These women, in spite of cre-
ating the illusion that they live in a world designed of their own accord,
are frequently subject to redefinitions and alterations in the rules of the
game by those who are in a situation of taking advantage of the above-
mentioned vulnerabilities and invisibilities; 3) because there are many
immigrant women who have chosen to exercise prostitution in Portugal
without their control over the rules of the game having been withdrawn
from them. This fact, per se, while it may correspond to the most visible
side of the phenomenon (and even the most common, according to some
actors), could nevertheless lead to a “sociological camouflaging” of situ-
ations where the women are victims of a dramatic reversal of this idea of
sexual self-determination. 

The frontiers between these situations are tenuous since there are
several different types of precariousness in this drama, in this web which
easily leads women into situations of sexual exploitation. Considering
the complex precariousness of these networks, the reasons which lead a
woman, at the outset, to find herself in a situation of trafficking cannot
be ignored. We should not ignore the desire and expectations that that
woman had in finding a more stable and safe life in the host country,
which led her to consider that the risk could appear to be acceptable.

It should also be noted that, in order to overcome the issue of consent,
as such, it is fundamental that the situations of trafficking should increas-
ingly be detected through the search for other evidence:
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Of course the detection of this phenomenon is a very complex de-
tection, which involves a series of multiple factors, which do not
boil down to the woman being here because she wants or does not
want to be (…). And it is in this holistic approach that we must move
towards this meaning of exploitation, always associating trafficking
to exploitation, to profit. The most important is not just the prob-
lem of procuring, of exploitation, it is something far beyond this,
which forces the women and brings them over (P18, CPO).

2.1. Trafficking processes: some examples

Trafficking in persons should be perceived as a process and not as a
single offence. Its diffuse character is, right from the start, a strong ob-
stacle to the effectiveness of police investigation. Each case of trafficking
in persons has particular aspects, involves different routes, different
people, etc. There are, however, common aspects, such as the different
stages inherent to the trafficking process: the recruitment, transport of
people, exploitation and control of the victims and, in some cases, de-
pending on the organisation and sophistication of the groups involved,
the laundering of the money derived from the exploitation. 

Our research has corroborated the hypothesis initially raised that the
modus operandi of the traffickers differs, depending on the number of
people involved, the level of organisation of the group and the resources
available. The profile of the people involved in each of these activities is
also differentiated, with it almost being possible to state that any person
could be a trafficker, provided that such an opportunity arises. The fact
that standardised patterns of action are not found is related, amongst
other factors, to the capacity of traffickers to adapt to the demands of the
“sex industry”, in particular to the preferences of customers, to the modus
operandi of the police force and, also, to national and local contexts. There
are, however, some characteristics which permit outlining a profile of
the trafficker operating in Portugal.

The data indicate that, as a rule, Portuguese people are involved in
these networks, in most cases with this role being assumed by the owners
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of the establishments, who coordinate the activities and the profits re-
sulting therefrom, and they are also present in other positions, such as
security personnel, transporters (for example, chauffeurs or even taxi-
drivers), amongst others. Foreigners play essentially the role of recruiters,
transporters and, sometimes, also act as controllers of the women.

Regarding gender, there appears to be the involvement of women in
the trafficking networks, who assume the role of recruiters, exploiters
or even controllers of the movements of the victims. These women, who
may once have been themselves subject to this situation, often do the
monitoring of operations in the victims’ country of origin and in Portu-
gal. The involvement of women, in some cases, is reflected in or is the
result of an emotional or sexual involvement with those who control the
criminal activity. The presence of women in the trafficking networks is
particularly significant with respect to women from Brazil. In the case
of women from Eastern Europe, individuals from the respective coun-
tries of origin predominate, in particular men. Regarding African
women, especially Nigerian, and Asiatic women (Chinese), the same is
observed, but with the female gender being more visible in the “control
of the business”.

The greater or lesser number of people involved and their profile
largely depend on the existence or not of an organised network and on
its format. Effectively, the crime of trafficking can either be controlled
by an organised group of people, who may also be involved in other types
of crimes – with many being linked with “mafias” –, or it may be carried
out by smaller groups, which are more informal and with lower organi-
sational levels. A large part of the interviewees considers that the crime
of trafficking for sexual exploitation in Portugal is, currently, practised
essentially by groups with a less “heavy” and almost artisanal structure,
and not by groups such as the Eastern European mafias which operated
in Portugal at the end of the 1990’s and early 2000’s. The lesser presence
of these groups in Portugal is, above all, the result of efforts made by crim-
inal police organisations, in the early 2000’s, towards the eradication of
the Eastern European mafias which operated in Portugal, linked to traf-
ficking, extortion, falsification of documents, homicides, kidnapping, ab-
ductions, etc., which led to several convictions and expulsions.
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The most common method of enticement, independently of the na-
tionality of the women or the traffickers, is by taking advantage of the
contexts of social and economic vulnerability of the victims. In these con-
texts, the promises of good employment and salaries appear like “El Do-
rado”. The enticers can say that the work awaiting the woman is,
effectively, that of prostitution, or merely to work in a bar as a “hostess”
or dancer or, even, attract her with other offers outside of this area, such
as in the restaurant business, for example. This is a common character-
istic in the modus operandi of the groups of different nationalities, al-
though, as noted above, in relation to Asian and Nigerian women, much
is still unknown in this respect. So, basically, where differences occur is
in the level of deceit. The most significant differences are related to who
does the enticement and their role in the structure of the group. In the
cases we analysed relative to women from Eastern Europe, we found sit-
uations where the enticement was carried out without any friendship or
family ties with the recruiter. The case described below is, in this regard,
paradigmatic. 

In 2002, three citizens of Russian nationality decided to leave their
country in search of a better life. For such, they answered an advertise-
ment in a newspaper based in Moscow which precisely dealt with the
emigration of Russian people to other countries. Each of these women
telephoned the number indicated in the advertisement, and spoke either
to a man or to two women, with whom they agreed to meet in public
places. During one of these meetings Halyna was told that she had to sub-
mit a full body photograph, a medical certificate, an international pass-
port and a registration form, duly filled in. The documentation should be
accompanied by 750 roubles. She was told that her destination would be
determined only on her arrival to Moscow, and that she would be work-
ing as a children’s nanny, a char woman or, otherwise, as a waitress in a
café or bar.

Once in Moscow, the three women entered into contact with a man
who gave them contracts to sign. According to these contracts, each
woman assumed a debt of USD 2,000. The money corresponded to the
payment of the bus ticket, visa and travel insurance. This was when they
were told that they would be coming to Portugal, a country that none of
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them knew. Before leaving Moscow they were told that, on their arrival
in Lisbon, they would be met by a person who would take them to their
workplaces.

So, Halyna began her journey on 12th February 2002, in a bus going to
Paris, accompanied by two other women who were travelling under the
same conditions. In Paris they changed to another bus heading for Lis-
bon, where they arrived on 15th February 2002. When they called the mo-
bile telephone number they had been given in Moscow, a man answered
who gave them instructions to wait until he picked them up. Not long
after, the said man appeared in a car and told the women to get in. At that
moment, their passports were taken from them, and the women were in-
formed that they would be returned only after their debt had been fully
paid up. Then, they were taken to Aveiro. When they arrived they were
taken to a small hotel, in an isolated area, where they met Ivan. They were
ordered to remain in their room, being forbidden even to peek out of the
window. During the first week they stayed there, being visited at the end
of each day by Ivan and by the man who had driven them to Aveiro. As
an example, we recount the story of only one of these women. 

Kristina was taken to Aveiro, where she stayed in a residential hotel,
for one month. During the time she was there she was visited by Ivan and
by another man of Portuguese nationality who went there every second
or third day, to take her food. The two men stated that they were looking
for employment for her, thus justifying the withholding of her passport.
Subsequently, Ivan took her to a discotheque in Viseu, where Kristina
worked for three months. During that period, Kristina paid Ivan 750
euros, thus handing over practically everything she had earned. How-
ever, Ivan continued demanding the payment of the initial debt of USD
2,000. In order to force her to hand over the sum, on several occasions
Ivan took her to a wood close to Viseu, where he hit and kicked her. He
demanded that she pay him the sum of 3,000 euros by September. He
even burnt her with a lighter and threatened her with a gun, saying that
he would kill her if she did not hand over the money he demanded. Later,
she was taken to a brothel in the area of Aveiro, where there were places
reserved for sexual activity with customers for money. From there she
was taken, some time later, to a hostel bar in the area of Viseu and then,
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onto another situated in the city of Viseu. Ivan continued to demand be-
tween 300 and 500 euros per week, threatening that if she did not hand
over such sums, he would put her back into a brothel and harm her family
in Russia.

At the hearing and judgement in court, when confronted with the con-
tents of the accusation, Ivan denied all the facts. On the other hand, it
was not possible to get the victims to give evidence. Therefore it was not
possible to present any evidence on the matter on which Ivan had been
accused by the Public Prosecutor’s Office and, as a consequence, he was
acquitted.

As for the cases identified on the trafficking of Brazilian women, the
recruitment was done, mainly, by family members, friends and acquain-
tances, thus bypassing the intricacies of the organised networks made up
of many individuals. Luísa, for example, was recruited by Helena, her
former neighbour who, in the meantime, had emigrated to Portugal. In
her words:

(…) She [Helena] came first and then telephoned me, and told me
it was good, that it was a hostess bar, that we would have a drink,
and that there was nothing else. It was just that. And there were
percentages on the drinks we had with customers, you understand?
He (referring to Fernando) said that I should come, that it was
good, that he had a hostess bar, that we would go there and have a
drink, I don’t know what else, that I would earn a lot of money, that
it was good! (…).

In July 2003, Luísa arrived in Madrid. Fernando was waiting for her
who, as a loan, paid for her travel. He took her in his car to a place situated
in the Northern Centre. When she arrived she began working in one of
his hostess bars as had previously been agreed between the two. Luísa
came to Portugal to “have drinks with the customers, as a hostess”, but
she ended up by being forced, against her will, and under threat, to be-
come a prostitute:

In the beginning he was fine with us. It was all very good in the be-
ginning. Then we were compelled to go to the bedroom with them,
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and we really had to go. (…) Yes, I objected, but he would not take
it! If I let him he would hit us in the face! He would hit… I hated it!
And I had to accept! (…) With me, he pushed me. He pushed me
and spoke like this: “do what I tell you.” He flung me across the
room, you understand? Some four metres, or so… I fell. I got really
upset, I cried a lot. I told him I was leaving on that day. (…) But he
would not let me leave. But I went away to the apartment. The next
day he grabbed me, put me in the car, went for a ride with me, went
all over the place, coaxing me so that I would not leave! Do you un-
derstand? And I could only cry (…). And he told me that I was not
to leave there! (…) I was in the saloon with a boy, having a drink.
(…) and that Helena was in the room with a customer. She took I
don’t know how many minutes in the room. And he [referring to
Fernando’s son] went to find out what was going on in there. He
went in there, grabbed her and kicked her, he beat her. And not
knowing anything about this I went into another room, to comb
my hair. I didn’t know anything. I saw her crying! I asked what had
happened. And she told me: “he grabbed me and flung me across
the room!”(…) That was more or less one month after I had arrived.

The analysis of this and other cases3 shows several similarities in the
modus operandi of these groups, namely in the methods of attracting and
recruiting women, which often involve enticement and taking advantage
of the social and economic vulnerability of the victims. In this regard it
is curious to note that, in most of the cases referred to, the groups re-
sorted to people from the victims’ countries of origin, who could be there
or in Portugal, to act as recruiters. The recruitment was also done, not
uncommonly, through friends who already worked in Portugal, in prin-
ciple in the same activity, with it being understood that in some cases the
enticement of more women was requested by the owner of the establish-
ment. This enticement was done, as a rule, through the promise of a lot
of money in a short amount of time and a better life. The story of some
women does not appear, in principle, to be one of victims of trafficking,
but of migratory subjects who legitimately sought better living conditions

3 See Santos, Gomes, Duarte and Baganha (2008).
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in another country. This difference should be taken into consideration.
Similarities are also found in the routes, with most women being advised
not to travel directly to Portugal, but rather to other locations within the
Schengen Area. Before starting off on these journeys, they were told what
to wear and what to say to the border control authorities.

The withholding of the passport and demand of the payment of the
travel expenses at a level higher than the real level, increased by daily ex-
penses and fines, associated to threats, are the most common form of con-
trol. To return again to the case of Luísa, she stated that she lived shut
in, frightened and deprived of freedom in a rented residential hotel,
watched over by Fernando or else by one of his trusted men. All her
movements were controlled. For every sexual act, which could not ex-
ceed twenty minutes, she had to charge the customer 32 euros. The
money was all handed over to Fernando who told her it was to pay the
debt due to the airplane ticket. When she refused to do as she was or-
dered, she was threatened with a knife against her neck by Fernando’s
son. This situation extended from July until September 2003, when Luísa
managed to escape.

Obviously these women, due to the fact of being traumatised and fear-
ful of retaliation affecting themselves or their families, rarely give evi-
dence or, when they do, are not prepared to tell everything they know,
which makes the investigation very difficult. Therefore, for many judicial
operators, it is necessary to invest more in other means of proof.

3. General reflections: towards effective assistance 
to women in situations of sexual trafficking

Studies carried out on trafficking in human beings in general, and, es-
pecially, on trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation face
a difficulty a priori: the definition of the object of the study. As we have
found, trafficking in persons is a complex concept, which raises some
controversy over its real definition. Now, the greater or lesser amplitude
given to the concept can influence the policies on the fight against the
phenomenon and, not uncommonly, is the object of some instrumental-
isation on the part of Governments, international authorities or even non-
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governmental organisations (NGOs) which define it according to the po-
litical objectives of their own agenda. The concern of governments has
mostly fallen on illegal immigration and on transnational organised
crime. The “abolitionist” feminist NGOs, as much of the literature calls
them, debate the issue of trafficking as a paradigmatic phenomenon of
the growing globalisation of the sexual exploitation of women. Human
rights NGOs, immigrants associations and sex workers associations em-
phasise the abuse of the human rights of persons subjected to trafficking,
especially with regard to their working conditions. Therefore, it is fun-
damental that the concept of trafficking, in particular trafficking in
women for purposes of sexual exploitation, is clearly defined so as to en-
sure the effectiveness of actions against this form of criminality.

Regarding the role of the State and of the different governments on
this matter, over the last few years, as a result of great international pres-
sure in this area, several governments have sought to develop strategies
to fight trafficking in human beings in general and in women in particu-
lar. Portugal is no exception, having adopted a number of measures over
the last few years, not only for the prevention of and the fight against traf-
ficking, but also for assistance to the victims. The creation of the first Na-
tional Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings is an example of this.
The primary strategy of governments has been the production and
strengthening of legislation relative to the phenomenon. This is, without
doubt, a fundamental area, for in spite of the intense production of inter-
national conventions and statements, several countries have not yet re-
flected in their criminal law due concern for the gravity of the
phenomenon of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation.
However, the creation of legislation per se cannot combat this type of
crime unless it is accompanied by means and instruments for its effective
implementation. What has been observed in various countries is that the
level of condemnation of human traffickers, especially when compared
with drugs or arms trafficking, is not very significant. This is due to a
number of factors, namely the lack of precision of the concept of traffick-
ing; the difficulty in collecting evidence; the low level of training of judi-
cial operators on this matter; the often ineffective coordination between
the different police forces; etc. Moreover, the transnational character of
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this type of criminality requires national measures which should not be
taken in isolation. The nature of human trafficking implies the need for
the different countries involved to cooperate both in terms of action and
legislative harmonisation, so as to prevent traffickers from taking advan-
tage of legal loopholes as has occurred in some countries, namely in  Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe. 

It is also important to reflect on the type of legislation produced. Re-
garding this issue, governments are in a permanent limbo between the
protection and promotion of human rights and the will to control their
borders, which are an expression of their sovereignty. For some, the at-
tention of governments with respect to the phenomenon of trafficking
should actually focus more on the issue of migration and the control of
migratory flows than on human rights. It is thus argued that the best way
to combat trafficking is through the creation of more restrictive immi-
gration laws. Some NGOs and academics consider, however, that these
measures end up by being more part of the problem rather than of the
solution: not only they do not discourage trafficking, but they also more
easily push thousands of people underground who will not give up their
migratory strategies, for these are survival strategies.

Therefore, the laws which lead women subject to trafficking to be de-
ported immediately not only act as a barrier to their involvement as wit-
nesses and, consequently, to the effective condemnation of the traffickers,
but also do nothing to contribute to the reintegration of the victims. Few
are the governments which have programmes allowing women who have
been subject to trafficking to make real choices about their future – de-
ciding whether to return to their country of origin or, on the contrary,
remain in the country of destination –, nor do they prepare them for their
return or provide them with assistance once they are back in their coun-
try of origin (Corrin, 2004: 181). Others make short stays of the women
depend on their giving of evidence against the traffickers:

One of the most impressive effects is that, although the people sub-
ject to trafficking are called “victims” in various policies and laws,
unless they become police informants and hand over their “traf-
fickers”, who could easily be their friends, lovers, brothers, sisters
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or employers, they are treated as illegal immigrants, criminals or
threats to national security, (Kempadoo, 2005: 67)

It is fundamental for women to be at the centre of the policies which
combat trafficking, not the criminalisation of the traffickers; otherwise
there is a serious risk that women will be useful only for as long as their
giving of evidence is relevant.

The literature analysed also emphasises that the treatment of women
victims of trafficking, both according to the provisions of the law and in
the context of their implementation, is frequently constrained by moralist
concepts, above all because female prostitutes carry strong social stig-
matisation, with their civil and human rights being frequently violated
(Anderson and Davidson, 2002: 40). These women are often subject to
deportation, detentions, mandatory medical examinations, moral reha-
bilitations, physical punishment, rape, etc. Few are the countries where
female prostitutes are effectively protected by the law. For this issue, it
is not the debate around the legalisation of prostitution that counts, or
the only that does, but also, as noted above, the debate relating to the con-
cept of victim. 

NGOs are also fundamental actors in both the fight against trafficking
and the assistance to its victims. While predatory globalisation (Falk,
1999) creates the conditions for the emergence of human trafficking net-
works, we should also not forget that, as Boaventura de Sousa Santos
(2000) noted, this globalisation occurs, simultaneously, with the emer-
gence of transnational social movements which are, in part, expressions
of a counter hegemonic experimentation of globalisation.

Notwithstanding their limited resources, lack of funds and, in some
cases, even of information, there is a vast number of NGOs spread
throughout the world which have, over the years, been engaged in com-
bating human trafficking, being indispensable in the assistance provided
to the victims. Locally, NGOs work with civil society organizations, sev-
eral of a religious nature which, due to already having worked with fe-
male prostitutes, have greater facility in identifying victims. NGOs may
either operate only at the level of assistance to the victims, or they may
extend the scope of their activities to include prevention and lobbying.
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Transnational NGOs, such as the Coalition Against Trafficking in Women
and Global Alliance Against Trafficking in Women, and others such as
On The Road and La Strada, operate on various fronts, use specialists,
produce academic research and have strong local links.

Local and transnational NGOs play a very important role in campaigns
for the prevention and the raising of the public awareness of this phe-
nomenon, both at global level and in the countries of origin. The NGOs
in the countries of origin devote themselves, above all, to prevention and
the support of women on their return. Regarding prevention, these NGOs
develop work at airports (as is the case in Brazil), write articles for the
press on symbolic days and address specific groups of women. The efforts
made towards prevention are, above all, aimed at reducing the factors
which make the women vulnerable to these networks and, at the same
time, ensuring the social integration of the most vulnerable groups. 

The work of the NGOs should be highlighted in particular with re-
spect to assistance provided to women when they manage to escape from
the traffickers or are rescued during police raids. NGOs are well posi-
tioned to work with female victims of trafficking for a number of reasons.
Firstly, many women fear the State-based organisations for the fear of
being deported or even detained. Then, women know that the trafficking
“business” involves many corrupt agents and members of the police
force, so their mistrust relative to these operators is significant. The
women also feel more comfortable in an environment which is sensitive
to gender issues and where they know that, in principle, they will not be
judged or discriminated against (Tzevetkova, 2002: 61).

The services provided vary according to the human and financial re-
sources available and the location of the NGOs. While they are not a uni-
form group – the NGOs may be engaged in the protection of human rights
in general, the protection of immigrants’ rights, the feminist movement,
the sex workers’ movement or have an evangelist character and possess
a conservative agenda –, the services also depend on the actual objectives
of the organisations.

In the countries of origin, the NGOs meet the women at the airport,
assist them with their basic needs (food, accommodation, financial, med-
ical and psychological support) and establish the first contacts with their
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families (idem: 61). The responses of the NGOs are directed towards the
provision of immediate assistance to women who have managed to es-
cape from the traffickers, namely by sending them to a shelter home
where assistance is provided at various levels. The shelter homes are usu-
ally for women to whom residence permits have been granted and for
those willing to give evidence. The NGOs also help women to deal with
the local authorities, aliens and borders services and police services and
can give them legal support.

The support provided by these NGOs is constrained by national laws
and rules on immigration and against trafficking. Some countries deport
the women almost immediately, in which case the support provided is
very limited; others authorise short duration stays to trafficking victims
who give evidence against the traffickers (Tzevetkova, 2002: 62). 

NGO support is also constrained by the legal framework regarding
prostitution. In some cases, the women wish to free themselves from the
sexual exploitation to which they were submitted, but intend to continue
working in the sex industry, inclusively as prostitutes. As Kempadoo
(2005a and b) and Kapur (2005) point out, often the woman does not
want to be saved, she wants to be safe and it is fundamental that both the
policies and the assistance in the field help in this sense so that they are
not the targets of double victimisation, this time dealt through principles
of charity and philanthropy. 

It should also be stressed that efforts to assist women who have been
subjected to trafficking are more effective when there is close coopera-
tion between the NGOs in the countries of destination and those operat-
ing in the countries of origin, namely in the preparation of the return and
reception of the women and in helping make effective the women’s own
decisions. Cooperation is also fundamental as a means of exerting pres-
sure at international level towards the harmonisation of laws and the al-
location of more resources to fight trafficking. The access of the NGOs
to the women who have been subjected to trafficking makes them, effec-
tively, special actors in lobbying, which has produced some results. It is
considered fundamental that this cooperation be extended to the judicial
operators and police agents, with NGOs being able to collaborate at var-
ious stages, such as in the identification of the victims, in the process of
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raising victims’ awareness to their rights, as well as in their protection
and assistance, in observance of the different institutional cultures
(Aradau, 2005). 

Above all, we consider that the different institutions dealing with this
phenomenon – whether State  or civil society based – must work clearly
towards bringing about changes as regards these women’s awareness of
their rights as citizens, strengthening their collective and insurgent
awareness as women against the different forms of oppression which
seek to subjugate them, as well as their individual awareness of their full
entitlement to make their own choices. It also appears to us to be imper-
ative not to fall into the temptation, albeit in a logic of benevolence, of
paternalistically reducing the women to the condition of passive victims
or of submitting them to moralising, adding the burden of moral guilt to
the state of helplessness into which they have fallen.
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MAKING SENSE OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, 
HUMAN SMUGGLING, 

AND ORGANISED CRIME: 
THE CASE OF NIGERIA

Tom Ellis
James Akpala

Introduction

Trafficking in persons is not new, but today’s trade in human beings
has become more widespread and complex since the end of the Cold War
(Truong and Angeles, 2005, p. 1). This trade has become transnational
and affects almost every continent on the globe. Forming what Morrison
and Crossland (2000, p. 5) have described as the “dark side of globalisa-
tion”. Bruckert and Parent (2002, p. 4) argue that the so called “white
slave trade” has been transformed into “trafficking in persons” with the
focus this time being on third world countries. The recent International
Labour Organisation (ILO) estimates suggest that the global profits from
trafficking in persons are around $31.6 billion annually (United Nations
Office on Drug and Crime, 2008, p. 96). The United Nations’ estimates
reveal that the profit accrued from the trade in human beings rank among
the top 3 revenue sources for organised crime, after trafficking in nar-
cotics and weapons (US Department of State, 2004, cited in Smit 2004,
p. 25-26).

Here, we focus on the seemingly intractable trafficking problem in
Nigeria, where this modern slavery is occasioned by a mix of greed,
poverty and poor legislation, the victims being predominantly children,
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young women and young men (Ojukwu, 2006, p. 1). Children, young
women, and young men in Nigeria have become key target groups be-
cause of their unequal socio-economic status and lack of awareness of
their legal rights (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 141).

The article first gives some background and context to human traf-
ficking and smuggling in general and establishes what we hope is an in-
tegrated set of definitions. We then develop our model of the relationship
between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime and define the 3 key
markets involved in exploiting human capital. We then move on to out-
line how human trafficking and smuggling operates in the specific Niger-
ian context, including both internal and trans-border operations. The
final section of the paper reports the main results of a small exploratory
study we carried out with Nigerian law enforcement officers who work
on the frontline in tackling trafficking and smuggling.  

Background and context

Trafficking in Nigeria can be viewed from a migration perspective,
because both legal and illegal migrations are driven by the same factors.
The shift is always from more economically disadvantaged regions to
those who are economically more secure. Even within Nigeria, internal
trafficking from rural areas to metropolitan areas is common (UNODC,
2006 a, p. 29). An estimated 83% of child victims trafficked internally was
for exploitation in: domestic service; street trading; commercial sex work;
labour on plantations, work in construction, quarries and mines; and drug
trading (Dave-Odigie, 2008, p. 65). 

Due to lack of opportunity at home, and the eagerness for a better life
abroad, since the 1990s, cross-border trafficking has also increased from
Nigeria (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 144). Nigerian migrants are generally
driven by a range of home conditions (push factors) which make them
to seek the services of traffickers or smugglers. Such conditions are
poverty, lack of education, lack of parental care, poor social services, tra-
ditional practices and desire for higher standard of living (Maicibi, 2008,
p. 4). 

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling treats young Nigerian
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victims as a commodity to be bought and sold, and to be put to forced
labour,  in the sex industry, the agricultural sector, and sweatshops,
working for a pittance or nothing at all (Nalyvayko, 2006, p. 8). Most
identified trafficked and smuggled Nigerian victims are children, young
women, and young men seeking an adequate standard of living only to
have their lives ruined by exploitation and greed (Nalyvayko, 2006, p. 8
cites Council of European Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Persons and its Explanatory Report, 2005). 

In focusing on Nigeria as a case study, we also hope to provide some
further integration of the many strands of academic arguments in the
area of trafficking and smuggling. This article therefore begins by focus-
ing on current definitions of relevant concepts, before moving on to pro-
vide an integrated model of trafficking, smuggling and organised crime
in relation to Nigeria. 

Definitions 

The failure of organisations and states to agree on the definition of
concepts like “trafficking” “smuggling” and “organised crime” is often
cited by scholars as one of the major hurdles in dealing effectively with
them. Parent and Bruckert (2002, p. 5) have collected together the vari-
ous terms used by authors in the field, such as: alien smuggling; traffick-
ing of aliens; illegal migrants smuggling; human trafficking, trafficking
in persons; trade in human beings; and commodification of human be-
ings. The failure to agree on precise definitions is not surprising in a still
under-researched area, and where no comprehensive studies have been
carried out. A clear analysis and agreed statement of the different types
of trafficking and trafficked migrants has therefore become essential. 

Parent and Bruckert (2002, p. 4) argue that the conceptualisation of
trafficking by some scholars rules out any form of autonomy on the part
of those who are trafficked due to a narrow focus on testimony from traf-
ficked women from various parts of the world exhibiting high levels of
fear.  For instance, the particular human rights issues and special needs
of trafficked women have led some researchers to call for separate defi-
nition of this aspect of illegal migration (Salt, 2000, p. 34). Working in
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the sex industry is rejected as ever being an acceptable way to earn a liv-
ing, while other forms of trafficking in the domestic, agricultural and tex-
tile sectors or with respect to mail-order brides and human organs are
completely ignored (Ruggiero, 1997, Richards, 2000, Truong, 2001, cited
by Parent and Bruckert, 2002, p. 4). This conceptualisation emphasises
the sexual exploitation of women, but does not take into account the
much broader question of migration of workers, both male and female,
essentially missing much of the market that drives trafficking in persons.
We therefore consider here the question of trafficking in persons and
human smuggling as part of a broader issue involving different aspects
of organized crime.  

Both trafficking in persons and human smuggling are forms of irreg-
ular migration. This has obvious implications because certain definitions
emphasise the crossing of borders in connection with trading activities,
while others consider the individuals may be victims of trafficking even
within their own national boundaries. Amid this confusion, the United
Nations have offered a more systematic approach, perhaps due to their
focus on enforcement, which goes some way to developing an integrated
understanding of the various forms of trafficking and smuggling within
an overall context of organised crime. The UN Convention against Or-
ganised Crime, also referred to as the Palermo Convention (2000), con-
tains in Article (3) the following definitions in relation to Transnational
Organised Crime. The following United Nations’ definitions are therefore
key to our approach.

Trafficking in persons is defined as the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring, or receipt of persons, by means of threat, use of
force, or other forms of coercion such as abduction, fraud, deception,
abuse of power of a position of vulnerability including the giving or re-
ceiving of payments or benefit to achieve the consent of a person having
control over other person, for the purpose of exploitation.

Exploitation in the Palermo Protocol includes, at a minimum, the ex-
ploitation through the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual ex-
ploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. This definition emphasises
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the three core elements of trafficking, the movement or harbouring of
persons, use of deception or coercion and placement into situation of ex-
ploitation. These elements occur in combination, not in isolation.

Human smuggling is distinguished from trafficking in persons
through the United Nations smuggling protocol (2000) as “the procure-
ment, in order to obtain directly or indirectly, a financial or other material
benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the per-
son is not a National or Permanent Resident”. This definition implies that
a smuggled Nigerian has provided his or her consent to be illegally trans-
ported from the country of origin to the country of destination. It also
implies an end to the relationship between the smuggler and victim upon
entry into the country of destination, without deliberate placement into
an exploitative situation (Dowling, Moreton, and Wright, 2007, p. 2).
However, trafficking in persons and human smuggling in Nigeria both
require same level of organised crime.

Organised criminal groups as defined by the UNODC, are a struc-
tured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and
acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes
or offences established in accordance with the Palermo Convention, in
order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material bene-
fits (UNODC, 2006a, p. 20). 

It is also essential to consider the definition of a child. Throughout
this research a child will be referred to any person less than eighteen (18)
years of age in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child 1989 cited in Dowling, Moreton, and Wright (2007,
p. 2). 

The relationship between trafficking in persons 
and human smuggling

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling require different levels
of involvement on behalf of the victims. In the case of trafficking in per-
sons, it should be noted that it is characterised by the use of deception,
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coercion, and exploitation of the victims, which continues after the traf-
ficked individuals have arrived at their destination, either internally, or
across borders. On arrival, trafficked victims are typically put in a situa-
tion of debt bondage and forced in slavery-like practices in the sex in-
dustry, labour markets or domestic service.

Human smuggling occurs when the decision to embark on an irregu-
lar migration journey has been made with the free consent of young
Nigerian migrants; hence, perpetrators will often be present and partic-
ipate actively during the recruitment and transport processes. From an
international perspective it is the withdrawal of consent, the subjection
of the migrant to coercion or exploitation as part of a transport process
that is specific to trafficking (see United Nations Trafficking Protocol,
2002). 

As we develop our model below, it will become clear that the overlap
between trafficking in persons and human smuggling may be blurred in
reality, as individuals who think they have agreed to be smuggled may
discover they have been deceived and have effectively been trafficked,
i.e., they are not freed on arrival (Europol, 2005, and Crossland, 2000,
cited in Foy, 2007, p. 13). In addition, UNODC (2006b, p. 51) argued that
smuggled illegal migrants are often exposed to similar cases of danger or
discomfort during the long journeys as trafficked victims.

Based on the above discussion, Richards (2004, p. 152) argues that
trafficking involves a long term relationship between the trafficker and
the trafficked person. This can involve the trafficker, or associates, sub-
jecting the trafficked person(s) to exploitative labour environments
through removal of identity documents, withholding of payment, abuse
and ill-treatment, and the continual threat of exposure to authorities and
deportation (Richards, 2004, p. 152). 

There is a considerable debate on the issue of whether free consent is
provided by young Nigerian migrants, leaving the distinction between
trafficking and smuggling a problematic one. It is clear, however, that
both smuggling and trafficking thrive in Nigeria as a result of: economic
hardship; lack of opportunity; and restrictions placed on the process of
regular migration. In this context, it is therefore important to look at the
role played by organized crime. 
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Trafficking in persons, human smuggling
and organised crime

The association between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime
is neither self-evident nor always very substantial, but it can be found in
all phases of activity (Parent and Bruckert, 2002, p. 19), e.g., recruitment,
transport, working in the host country, etc. Involvement of Nigerian or-
ganised may be in relation to all, or only some stages. Truong (2001, p.
18) suggests that during the recruitment phase, those responsible at the
local level may utilise a central means of recruitment such as the media,
internet, employment agency or a decentralised means of recruitment
which involves recruiters in towns and villages. Methods used in the des-
tination countries will include: corruption and bribery; forged travel doc-
uments; false job offers; false passports; false husbands or wives or
fiancé(e)s, false family members, etc. 

Organised criminal groups in Nigeria rely particularly on the complexity
of travel agencies and arrangements to assist in obtaining visas, along with
truck drivers and corrupt law enforcement agents (Truong, 2001, p. 18).
However, there are so many variations that the association between or-
ganised crime, smuggling and trafficking in persons becomes a complex
and dynamic issue that changes in relation to political, social and economic
circumstances, and peculiarities of the locations concerned. The key rela-
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FIGURE 1: The Relationship between Trafficking, Smuggling and Organised Crime
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tionship between trafficking, smuggling and organised crime is summa-
rized in Figure 1 below.

Organised crime (A) involves the commodification of human beings
by a number of individuals in close social interaction. Their involvement
in illicit migration can be both legal and illegal, with the main aim being
to maximize financial return for the least effort. For instance, the UK
House of Commons Home Affairs Committee (HAC, 2009, p. 71) cites
‘Anti-Slavery International’ findings that airport workers in Nigeria could
be linked to trafficking gangs, as some victims were found and re-traf-
ficked swiftly to other countries. In order to ensure their market, traf-
fickers and smugglers put most effort into ensuring their efforts are
highly protected. This necessarily requires the co-opting of government
officials and family members who become key players or facilitators both
locally and internationally. This corruption is not a phenomenon unique
to Nigeria. The US Department of State (2009, p. 241) has alleged that
corruption among some law enforcement agents is linked to trafficking.

In general, the unlawful part of the business of human commodifica-
tion involves a system of intermediaries, middlemen, or facilitators who
provide a range of legal and illegal services needed to make the clandes-
tine trip. It is important to note, too, that human beings are only one of
many commodities, such as arms or drugs, that are trafficked (Skri-
vankova, 2006, p. 5). For humans to be trafficked however, it will neces-
sarily involve some level of coercion.

Smuggling (B) involves the illegal movement of migrants within and
across international borders. Kyle and Liang (2001, p. 4) argue that
human smuggling may be profitably examined using regional develop-
ment models. They argue that most undocumented migrants do not end
up in actual slavery, but rather are freed to pursue their own work once
the smuggling fees have been paid (A+B). Kyle and Liang (2001, p. 4) also
argue that organised human smuggling is no longer a straight forward
activity of helping migrants to cross a single border for a few hundred of
dollars over a relatively short distance. Rather, human smuggling should
be seen as a trade that positively correlates with increased border con-
trols, which reduce an individual migrant’s ability to “enter without in-
spection” or without professional, financial and logistic assistance. It
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should be understood that the undocumented or falsely documented
from Africa especially (Nigeria), Asia, Eastern Europe and South Amer-
ica, are generally poorer migrants who do not qualify for tourist or stu-
dent visas. They typically have one thing in common; they are aided by
individuals and organisations profiting from the mobilisation of people
across great legal, physical and cultural barriers (Kyle and Liang, 2001,
p. 3-4). These organisations have the resources and manpower to move
people, documents and money across such barriers, with a high demand
and a low risk. 

Illicit migration services include: clandestine passage; false docu-
ments; training, etc. and these have become quite lucrative in themselves
without the need for coercion. In the Nigerian context, this can be linked
to an incident involving 67 illegal migrants who were recently inter-
cepted at a border town linking Nigeria and Cameroon by a patrol team
of the Nigerian Immigration Service (Gusau, 2009, p. 1). The outcome of
the case shows a group of young Nigerians who willingly sought the serv-
ices of smugglers (A+B), though there was, in addition, some involvement
of fraudulent promises of employment opportunities in Europe and other
parts of the world. 

Traffickers are more likely to prey on the weak, hence, targeting the
vulnerable children, young women, and young men by applying ruthless
ploys designed to trick, coerce, and win the confidence of potential vic-
tims. Very often the deceit involves promises of a better life through em-
ployment, educational opportunities, or marriage (US Department of
State, 2009, p. 8). However, Kyle and Koslowiski (2001, cited by Kyle and
Liang, 2001, p. 4) also suggest that while some victims are tricked and ex-
ploited as slaves (A+C), other migrants seek out smugglers’ services (A+B).
In this context, it is important to consider both trafficking and smuggling
as part of the same continuum of the fastest growing “criminal industry”,
along with drugs and arms trafficking (Skrivankova, 2006, p. 5). 

Foy (2007, p. 14 cites Kelly and Regan, 2000, p. 1) cites four factors
that are responsible for trafficking in persons (C). The first is the growth
of the sex industry internationally. In some countries such as Thailand,
it accounts for a large, but unknown proportion of the economy, while
in others attempts have been made to quantify it. For instance, prosti-
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tution accounts for 5% of the Netherlands’ economy (Somswasdi, 2004,
p. 5). Second, globalisation has equally meant that migration is easier
and faster than before and that transnational markets are accessible to
business. Third, there has been a wide range of feminisation in global
poverty, leading to the feminisation of migration. Fourth, poverty in the
developing world is one of the major push factors, which leads to mi-
gration. In short, the growth in trafficking and smuggling of human be-
ings is due to the growing demand for migrant workers worldwide and
lack of opportunities for regular migration to take up jobs in other coun-
tries. This has left several people with little choice but to rely on traf-
fickers to access these jobs (Skrivankova, 2009, p. 5).

Human trafficking and human smuggling in Nigeria has been re-
ferred to as a “consequence of the commodification of migration” with
trafficking networks being viewed as business organisations (IOM,
2000a, p. 25, cited by Foy, 2007, p. 14). Traffickers create employment
in hidden or informal sectors including both legal and illegal activities
because of the huge demand for employment in illegal or semi-legal
services. These markets, such as labour trafficking, forced and bonded
labour, debt bondage, sex work, etc. depend to varying degrees on the
migration of children, young women, and young men (Richards, 2004,
p. 148-149)

In Nigeria’s case, young men, women and children are forced into the
hands of traffickers and smugglers in order to migrate as there are very
few legal possibilities to enter the European Union coupled with strin-
gent visa and asylum restrictions. In this context, it is easy for willingness
to be smuggled for a price to be converted into exploitation and traffick-
ing (B+C) due to the ignorance, naivety, and vulnerability of the victims. 

Having established the correlation between trafficking, human smug-
gling and organized crime, the next section will examine the three seem-
ingly most common areas of exploitation through migration: forced
labour; prostitution; and domestic servitude.  
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The unholy trinity: forced labour, prostitution and domestic
servitude

High demand for cheap labour, growing disparity in wealth and tight
migration controls all lead to greater rewards for traffickers and smug-
glers reaping the benefits of maltreatment of vulnerable and sometimes
desperate young Nigerian migrants. Figure 2 below represents the most
common forms of explotaition.

Forced labour migration (D) has grown as a consequence of the very
mixed results of “globalisation”, which in turn has caused many national
economies to adapt to market economics, privatisation, trade liberalisa-
tion, and changing forms of trade cooperation (Richards, 2004, p. 150,
cites Taran Moreno Fontes, and Chammartin, 2002). In Nigeria, the most
obvious effects have been the reduced likelihood of public sector em-
ployment, the disappearance of traditional industries, and jobs and sub-
sidies have been eliminated through structural adjustment programmes.
Most of this occurred during the military regime of Ibrahim Babagida,
former president of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The disparities be-

E
Prostitution
(Predominantly 

women)

F
Domestic Servitude
(Predominantly women

and children)

D
Forced Labour 

(Predominantly male)

Exploitation

FIGURE 2: The Link between Labour Migration, Prostitution and Domestic Servitude
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tween those able to enjoy the benefits of globalisation and those still liv-
ing in poverty are currently increasing in Nigeria.

Richer migrants generally move within or across Nigerian borders for
many reasons, for instance, the desire to travel and visit new places, have
contact with family and friends, or the creation of new work and oppor-
tunities. For the bulk of Nigerians however, it is the lack of opportunity,
poverty, growing inequality or inequity of living standards and lack of
human rights protection that is pushing them to leave their homes. 

Ostensibly, Nigeria is known to be among the poorest countries in the
world, despite her rich natural and human resources. It is also assumed
that Nigeria has one of the greatest social inequalities, and the richest
tenth of the population have an income 25 times that of the poorest tenth
(United Nations Development Programme, 2004, cited in Carling, 2006,
p. 7). The persistent financial crisis has caused gross national product to
stagnate; hence the price of food and other goods has increased rapidly.
The purchasing power of the lower class has declined steadily since the
beginning of the early 1980s. The state of the nation has left several ques-
tions unanswered, especially about ubiquitous corrupt practices and
Nigeria is alleged to be among the corrupt nations in the world (Carling,
2006, p. 17). The increasing rate of poverty, high unemployment, lack of
opportunity, and the quest for a means of survival, is known to be the en-
gine driving trafficking in person and human smuggling in Nigeria (UN-
ESCO, 2006, p. 32) the push and pull factors that make young women,
children and young men vulnerable are rooted in systematic age and gen-
der discrimination and these individuals are more vulnerable to being
trafficked or smuggled because of the following reasons.

• Unequal access to education that limits some Nigerians opportu-
nities to increase their earnings in more skilled occupation and lack
of legitimate and fulfilling employment opportunities particularly
in rural communities (Carling, 2006, p. 31).

• Lack of awareness of the risk of migration and the increasing de-
mand for foreign workers as domestic servants and care-giving role
and lack of adequate regulatory frame work to support this (UN-
ESCO, 2006, p. 33).
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• The growth of the billion-dollar sex and entertainment industry,
to tolerate as “necessary evil” while young women and children in
prostitution are criminalised and discriminated against (UNODC,
2008, p. 96).

• The ease in controlling and manipulating vulnerable children,
young women, and young men (UNESCO, 2006, p. 33).

For young Nigerian men, forms of forced labour can be found in some
legitimate employment sectors which depend on seasonal or casual
workers, such as: agriculture; mining; stone quarries; and food processing
sectors (House of Commons HAC, 2009, p. 20). Although the work is
considered legitimate, many young Nigerian men are trafficked to work
in these sectors and are compelled to work against their will in exploita-
tive conditions through a variety of coercive mechanisms, such as debt
bondage, the removal of their identity documents or the use of intimida-
tion and threats (Skrivankova, 2006, p. 1). 

Prostitution (E) is the arena in which young women are most likely
to enter into agreements which appear to be straightforward smuggling
operations, but discover that they have been tricked and forced into
prostitution on arrival. It is clear that a majority of young Nigerian
women who find themselves in sex-related work migrated for a work
of a different nature. The type of legitimate work that these women
think they are being recruited to do include jobs in restaurants, domestic
work, child minding (babysitting) and accountancy, or they are prom-
ised education or training opportunities (House of Commons HAC,
2009, p. 11). If smuggled, some women perhaps may be aware that they
may have to work as prostitutes for a while, but have no idea of the vio-
lence and degradation to which they will be subjected (House of Com-
mons HAC, 2009, p. 11-12). In addition, some truly smuggled women, as
suggested by Aronowitz, knowingly go to work as prostitutes because
of the huge financial benefits attached, hence, proceeds from prostitu-
tion is relatively higher in destination countries than in Nigeria (Ojomo,
1999, cited in Aronowitz, 2001, p. 116). 

The third key market for trafficking and smuggling is domestic servi-
tude (F). According to Home Office, this is one of the areas that fuel the
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demand for trafficking of children and young women. Again, much of the
recruitment process relies on deception and apparent smuggling becom-
ing trafficking in reality. Women and children (including their families)
are duped into thinking they are being recruited into travelling to Europe
to either go to school, or work in restaurants. Once they arrive their des-
tination, they are put to work in a house and usually never allowed out.
They will have no documents and many of them are also regularly phys-
ically, psychologically, and sexually abused, confined in the workplace,
not paid, and may be compelled to work long hours without rest (ECPAT
International, 2007; Home Office, 2007, p. 30-44; African Child Policy
Forum, 2008, p. 7). 

These findings show that there is a grey area between prostitution (E)
and domestic servitude (F), with many of the same types of abuse taking
place. It is also likely that there is fluidity between these markets, and
more research is needed into the forced career path of children who are
initially trafficked for domestic service, but are later moved into prosti-
tution. Equally, children who are trafficked for domestic servitude (F)
may alternatively be seen as likely to generate more profit if they are
moved into the forced labour market. Currently, the assumption would
be that girls are moved into prostitution and boys into forced labour, but
it is important to consider both genders for both markets, and also the
possibility of child prostitution. 

In short, the relationship between forced labour (D), prostitution (E),
and domestic servitude (F) is “exploitation” by some level of organised
crime and vulnerable victims of trafficking will be moved across these
markets dependent on where it is likely they will render the most value.
The victims’ vulnerability is a product of dependency in a failing licit
economy which produces the conditions in which exploitation can take
place. Exploitative practices such as wage reductions, failure to pay, long
working hours, lack of breaks, holidays, health and safety issues, dismissal
as a result of complaining about working conditions, are situations which
are directly or indirectly experienced by what seems to be a significant
proportion of trafficked victims in low-pay sectors, sectors where work
can be described by the “three Ds” difficult, dangerous, and dirty (Skri-
vankova, 2006, p. 9). On the other hand, the existence of some labour-
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related factors which underpin labour exploitation are the constant pres-
sure on owners and employers to cut costs and increase productivity, a
growth in sub-contracting chains as well as outsourcing (Anderson, 2006,
cited by Skrivankova 2006, p. 9). If this is the case, employers need tem-
porary workers who are available on the demand and can be laid off when
they are no longer needed. This is usually the role of employers or agents
to have such “disposable” labourers available to meet their demands.
These are ideal conditions in which trafficking might be presented as
smuggling to desperate and relatively naïve and vulnerable victims. 

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling trends 
in Nigeria

There are two major trafficking patterns in Nigeria. First, internal traf-
ficking from rural areas to metropolitan areas is common in almost all
the major cities in the country. Secondly, a trans-border trafficking with
respect to the exploitation of children, young women, and young men
predominantly for the labour market (UNODC, 2006a, p. 29). These are
examined in turn below.

Migratory Patterns: Internal Migration, the Case of Nigeria

Partly as a function of the relative ease with which it can be carried
out, internal migration in Nigeria has been described as immense (Haas,
2006, p. 6) in comparison to international or cross-border migration.
Findings suggest that differential development within Nigeria is at least
as important as the differentials between Africa, Europe and the United
States of America. Unsurprisingly, the dominant movement in the coun-
try is still towards the densely populated coastal areas such as Lagos,
Rivers and Delta, while Kano, Minna and Kaduna in the North and Abuja,
the federal capital of Nigeria in the centre, are also major destinations
for internal migrants, the bulk of whom are children, young women, and
young men. 

Internal migration of children and young adults is often rooted in
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strong traditional belief of “fostering”. This is a well established practice
in Nigeria which allows poor rural families to send their children, and to
a lesser extent, young adults to family members in the cities with the un-
derstanding that their urban families will genuinely offer their children
education and employment opportunities. In practice, unfortunately,
most of these individuals are overworked and not schooled, while some
are sent to the street either to hawk food, as beggars, scavengers, wheel
barrow pushers, etc. This internal market also then makes the victims
more vulnerable to being picked up by trans-border traffickers and smug-
glers of human beings (Haas, 2006, p. 6). 

The push towards migration to urban areas is fuelled in most rural
communities by: severe economic conditions; traditional practices; con-
flicts; and abject poverty. The relative availability of social infrastructure
provision in the urban centres, such as electricity, clean drinking water,
health facilities and employment opportunities, make them very attrac-
tive to rural dwellers. As Maicibi (2008, p. 4) argues, the following set of
‘push and pull’ factors are at work: poverty; traditional practices; demand
for services; and deceptive accounts of the “heavenly” life in urban areas. 

A key element in internal trafficking is organised begging, which is in
evidence in most major cities across Nigeria. Physically challenged or
disabled persons are lured into the begging business and experienced
adult beggars often also traffic children in their custody. Despite its ubiq-
uity, there is little research in this area. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
the children involved in begging are rewarded only with meagre daily
meals (Dave-Odigie, 2008, p. 65). These children are denied access to
formal education and proper social upbringing; hence such incidents rep-
resent extreme violation human rights. This is a difficult area to research
and it perhaps requires the development of new methodologies.

Trans-border Trafficking

Nigeria is also a major source of trans-border trafficking and smug-
gling of human beings. It appears that there is also an extensive traffick-
ing and smuggling of children, young women, and young men across the
West African region. Nigerian women are trafficked to work as prosti-
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tutes while some of the children and young men are often subjected to
forced agricultural labour and other menial jobs in the same countries,
such as Mali, Benin, Togo, Ghana, Gabon, Cote D’Ivoire, Equatorial
Guinea and South Africa (US Department of State, 2009, p. 81-283). Nige-
rians in their thousands have been illegally trafficked and smuggled out
of the country since the unwholesome business in trafficking and smug-
gling of human beings gained its root in the country in the 1990s, partic-
ularly due to the lack of opportunities in the country, and the eagerness
for a better life abroad (Onyejekwe, 2005, p. 144). In order of priority,
countries such as Belgium, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Russia, Ger-
many, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Holland are some of the typical des-
tination points in Europe for Nigerian migrants (Alemike and
Chukwuma, 2005, p. 88). 

Recruitment patterns involving  organised crime

The sharp increase in trafficking and smuggling of human beings
especially from rural areas can be explained by the re-emergence of a
century-old institution in Nigeria, the so called middlemen, who profit
from the transaction. In this context, integrated networks of “middle-
men” or “facilitators” provide a range of legal and illegal services
needed to make a clandestine trip to Europe and other parts of the
world. The integrated networks are alleged to be managed by certain
groups of Nigerians and institutions who have every interest in ensur-
ing that such a business or trade grows as a way of ensuring them vast
profits. Nigerian trafficking and smuggling groups, both locally and in-
ternationally, are built on “pacts” between the trafficked or smuggled
victims, as well as the traffickers and smugglers. Both groups have a
specific organisational hierarchy, which interact in a complex way.
The victim’s initial contact with these facilitators is either through a
relative, friend, or other familiar persons (Carling, 2006, p. 26) as il-
lustrated in Figure 3 below.
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These facilitating networks are international. They begin with nego-
tiation with the would-be victim(s) in their homes. The facilitator or mid-
dleman offers to arrange all the documents required to leave Nigeria,
visas for intermediary and destination countries (depending on the type
of trip), and false passports (Kyle and Liang, 2001, p. 8).  

Victims are then put in a contact with a madam, the network’s most
important person in Nigeria. The madam is normally a woman, but it may
also be a man. In addition to the madam in Nigeria, there is also a madam
in Europe who is responsible for trafficked victims after their arrival. She
supervises the victims and collects the monetary benefits (UNODC,
2006a, p. 57). The madam in Europe is closely connected to the madam
in Nigeria, who facilitates contact between the would-be victims and the
organisation preparing the trip. 

Other key players are voodoo priests, religious leaders and lawyers in
Nigeria. The trafficker or human smuggler who is responsible for the
journey is locally referred to as the “trolley”, usually a male assistant to
the madam in Europe (Carling, 2006, p. 26). Victims are usually accom-

Voodoo Priest
Clergy Man
Lawyer

Madam 
in Nigeria

Trolley Madam’s black
boy

Madam
in Europe

Middle man

Initial Contact in Nigeria
Relative
Friend
Familiar Person
Victim(s)

Prospective Employers
Brothel
Sweatshops
Agricultural Sector
Homes (as Domestic Servants)
Construction Firm

FIGURE 3: Human Traffickers and Human Smugglers’ Networks in Nigeria

Source: Carling, J (2006, p. 27) Migration, Human Smuggling and Trafficking from Nigeria to Europe.
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panied by trolleys or guides, who could be female or male but normally
of Nigerian nationality. Their responsibility is to facilitate the smooth
passage of trafficked or smuggled victims through the various border
controls prior to embarkation and in destination countries. This explains
the sophisticated structure of organised criminal groups in Nigeria and
could be linked to Smit’s (cited by Lyman and Potter, 2000, p. 81) enter-
prise theory of organised crime, which argues that an identifiable market
is everything to traffickers and human smugglers. A certain rate of con-
sumption is therefore required to justify the level of investment and risk,
which in turn leads the perpetrators to bribe corrupt law enforcement
agents, and apply different types of extortion in order to expand the mar-
ket, increase revenue and protect the business.

Transportation: Trafficking and Smuggling Routes

Trafficking in persons and human smuggling often occurs in danger-
ous conditions. Intensified measures to control and discourage trafficking
in person and human smuggling have resulted in Nigerian traffickers and
smugglers taking more hazardous means as passages or routes to their
proposed destinations. According to Ume-Ezeoke, in the past traffickers
and their victims travelled to Europe by air, but in recent times, with the
crackdown by International Policing and the Nigerian Immigration Serv-
ice, Nigerian traffickers and human smugglers have been forced to use
the Sahara desert and other West African routes. They secure travel doc-
umentation which provides citizenship status within these transit coun-
tries which in turn facilitates much easier access into the desired
destination countries. Such practices are reportedly prevalent in Nige-
ria-Benin Republic-Togo-Ghana and Mali (Ume-Ezeoke, 2004. 16). 

The extensive use of forged documents allows Nigerians to fly indi-
rectly, through other countries, most commonly, are Ghana and Togo,
from where they will attract less attention or suspicion in the destination
countries (Carling, 2006, p. 34). These countries have therefore become
important transit routes for Nigerian traffickers and human smugglers. 

Another key strategy is to travel from Nigeria to Moscow and other
Eastern European cities, or Turkey, then cross the border illegally into
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Western Europe (Smit, 2001, Okojie et al, 2003, Prina, 2003, cited in Car-
ling, 2006, p. 34).

A considerable number of Nigerians also travel towards Europe
through the Sahara desert en-route Europe by sea. Nigerian traffickers
and human smugglers often pay local criminals or groups who control
those areas they are travelling through, such as the Tuareg in the border
zone between Chad, Niger, Mali, Guinea, Senegal, Mauritania and Algeria
(Bensaad, 2003, cited in Carling, 2006, p. 34). After having crossed the
Sahara desert, the most common routes to Europe by ship or boat are
cited as: from the western Sahara to the Canary Islands; from Morocco
to Spain; from Tunisia or Libya to Italy; and from Dakar en-route to the
Cape Verde Islands and then to the Canary Islands (Carling, 2006, p. 34). 

Other trafficking routes according to UNODC include those travelling
from Kebbi or Sokoto to the Republic of Benin on to Niger, Ghana, Sene-
gal, and from there on to destinations such as Libya, Algeria or Morocco.
These latter three countries are usually transit countries for destinations
in Europe and the Middle East (UNODC, 2006a, p. 32). Zindel in Katsina
State and Megatel in Jigawa State, equally serve as exit routes from Nige-
ria through Niger to Mali, Burkina Faso, en-route Libya, Algeria, Mo-
rocco and Southern Sahara to Europe, while Egypt is used as transit route
to the Middle East. There is also the “Hajj by land” route starting from
Maiduguri in Borno State, through Gamboru, a border town in the State,
en-route Gala, to N’djamena in Chad through Sudan to Saudi Arabia
(Okojie, 2004, cited in UNODC, 2006a p. 32). All of these trafficking
routes are highlighted in the map in Figure 4 below.
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It seems that some of the western nations that originally were as-
sumed to be destination countries now serve as transit hubs as well as
destination countries for trafficked or smuggled Nigerians (see the sec-
tion below on our own recent research). 

The views of Nigerian law enforcement agents and frontline
airline agents on combating trafficking in persons and
human smuggling

Given the paucity of systematic research evidence on Nigerian people
trafficking and smuggling, and the fact that the dynamics of the markets
can change very quickly, we carried out our own small scale exploratory
study. The following results are based on a semi-structured telephone
survey with 10 Nigerian law enforcement agents and 3 frontline airline
agents. While the number of respondents is small, they are also “hard to
reach” in terms of getting them to respond and a lot of work was put into
ensuring anonymity. We feel the results give a clearer contemporary pic-
ture of the issues faced by those dealing with trafficking and smuggling
in Nigeria and one which is otherwise not accessible. 

Research Findings

The study sample was not intended to be fully representative of the
law enforcement community in Nigeria; hence, the sample population
fairly reflects the wider community of law enforcement agencies in the
country, therefore, the results will only represent law enforcement agents
and frontline airline staff “opinions” on the extent of trafficking in per-
sons and human smuggling in Nigeria. 
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The level of effectiveness and efficiency of these law enforcement
agencies has been criticized as unsatisfactory due to constraints that are
internal and external to the organisation (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005,
p. 101). Given this, respondents were asked what were the most impor-
tant barriers and challenges they are likely to face in responding to cases
of human trafficking and smuggling. As Table 2 shows, 54% (n=7, 4 im-
migration officers, 2 state security service officers and 1 customs officer)
of the sample acknowledged that lack of information remains the main
barrier to investigation of both crimes. 

TABLE 1: Occupation of Respondents

S/NO Occupation of Respondents No of Respondents Percentage (%)

1 Immigration Service 4 31

2 Frontline Airline Agents 3 23

3 Police 2 15

4 State Security Service 2 15

5 Customs 1 8

6 NDLEA 1 8

Grand Total 13 100

TABLE 2: Barriers and Challenges Faced by Law Enforcement Agencies 

in Nigeria 

Possible Barriers and Challenges Faced by Law Enforcement Agents

Respondents’ Views No of Respondents Percentage (%)

Lack of information 7 54

Lack of training and inadequate equipment 4 31

Poor legislation 2 15

Grand Total 13 100
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These findings support Alemika and Chukwuma (2005, p. 145) in that
the efficiency of any law enforcement agency can only be influenced by
the degree of inputs at its disposal. Further, Ume-Ezeoke (2004, p. 28)
argues that most victims were unlikely to assist the police and other law
enforcement agencies as a result of the oath of secrecy sworn by victims
before their departure and fear of possible reprisal attacks on members
of their families. It is clear that resources and research need to be devoted
to victim protection and education if information is to be gained success-
fully and used for investigation and prosecution.  

The lack of training and basic knowledge in identifying cases of traf-
ficking and human smuggling were other challenges faced by law en-
forcement agents according to 31% (n=4, 2 police officers, 1 NDLEA
officer, and 1 frontline airline agent) of the respondents. Although a mi-
nority, these respondents support UNESCO’s (2006, p. 40) assertion that
trafficking in persons and human smuggling have continued to flourish
in Nigeria due to the ill-equipped and lack of technical know-how to han-
dle cases of both crimes. Poor legislation and non-implementation of ex-
isting national legislation were also seen as the main barriers by 2
frontline agents, supporting the findings of previous research (Ume-
Ezeoke, 2004, p. 28). Their views were that most offenders tried for traf-
ficking escape prosecution and those who are sentenced are given short
custodial sentences or small fines. 

Table 3 shows that most respondents 85% (n=11, 4 immigration offi-
cers, 2 police officers, 2 state security service officers, 1 customs officer,
1 NDLEA officer, 1 frontline airline agent) thought that traffickers and
smugglers of human beings were most likely to take a land route through
the Sahara desert en-route Europe, by sea to other parts of the world.
These findings support Schapendonk and Van Moppes (2007, p. 10)  who
showed that the transportation of illegal Nigerian migrants overland is
often a structured economic activity, executed by third person, and vic-
tims ranging from 25-50 are conveyed by four-wheel drives vehicles and
lorries through the Sahara desert en-route Europe and other parts of the
world. Traffickers and smugglers of human beings often pay local crim-
inals or groups who control the areas they are travelling through, such
as Tuareg in the border zone between Chad, Niger, Mali, Guinea, Senegal,
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Mauritania, and Algeria (Bensaad, 2003, cited in Carling, 2006, p. 34).
Other routes include those travelling from Kebbi or Sokoto (Nigeria) to
Republic of Benin on to Niger Republic, Ghana, and Senegal and from
there on to destination such as Libya, Algeria or Morocco (UNODC,
2006a, p. 32). 

An immigration officer suggested that “the extensive border between
Nigeria, Chad, Niger, Benin and Cameroon hampers proper surveillance
in addition to inadequate manpower”. These issues chime well with the
Ume-Ezeoke’s (2004, p. 180) argument that the volume of both traffick-
ing and smuggling is the result of the limited capacity of law enforce-
ment agencies at the borders. Aronowitz (2001, p. 185) has also pointed
to the lack of capacity, extensive unguarded borders and weak border
patrols, due to limited manpower and material resources, as hindering
any effective controls on the trafficking and smuggling of young Niger-
ian migrants.

Nigeria’s land border is estimated to cover about 4,046 km, consisting
of 800 km with Benin Republic, 1,500 km with Niger Republic, 80 km
with Chad Republic, 1,680 km with Cameroon and over 800 km of coastal
boundary (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005, p. 189). Almost all victims res-
cued by law enforcement agents in 2006-2009 were intercepted at border
towns in the northern parts of Nigeria. This suggests that the open desert
terrain of the north and west makes it ideal for organised criminals to en-
gage in the illicit trade of trafficking and human smuggling. 

Air transport, although less used, was identified by 2 frontline airline
agents as a clear route for trafficking and smuggling of human beings out

TABLE 3: Trafficking and Human Smuggling Routes from Nigeria.

Trafficking and Human Smuggling Routes

Respondents’ Views No of Respondents Percentage (%)

By land through the Sahara desert 11 85

By air 2 15

Grand Total 13 100
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of Nigeria. One of these respondents suggested that “the tight security in
Nigerian airports makes it difficult for perpetrators to transport their
merchandise, hence, they might be exploring other neighbouring airports
such as Benin, Togo, Ghana, and Mali.” The other respondent felt that
trafficking and human smuggling had become so well structured now
that they can easily procure transit visas for the most popular destinations
which were listed as: France, Italy, Russia, Austria, Cyprus, Turkey, Ire-
land, Poland, Romania, Finland, Czech Republic, United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Oman.  These visas included: business visas to
countries in the Middle East, student visas to countries in Western and
Eastern Europe, and tourist visas and visiting visas to some EU countries.
This proves the well organised structure of the trafficking and smuggling
process which now involves the utilisation of genuine travelling docu-
ments in order to reduce suspicion.  

As Table 4 shows, respondents were also asked whether the strategy
or system they operate is effective in stopping trafficking and human
smuggling. Only 38% (n=5, 3 frontline airline agents and 2 state security
service officers) thought that it was, but added that it needed improve-
ment. On the other hand, 4 immigration officers, 2 police officers, 1 cus-
toms officer and 1 NDLEA officer (62%, n=8) argued that “the system is
underfunded and lacks of logistics hamper operations”. One of the police
officers noted that “operations are sometimes hindered as a result of
shortage of manpower and communication equipment”. These findings
support the UNESCO argument that trafficking and human smuggling
in Nigeria continue to flourish due to ill-equipment and lack of technical
know-how to handle cases of both crimes (UNESCO, 2006, p. 40). 

TABLE 4: Emerging Trends in the Fight against Trafficking and Human 

Smuggling in Nigeria

Participants Views No Respondent Percentage (%)

No, adequate training and equipment needs
to be provided 8 62

Yes, it’s fair but needs improvement 5 38

Grand Total 13 100
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In general, tackling trafficking and smuggling in persons does not de-
mand much brute force. Rather, creativity, tact, sound knowledge, proper
funding, commitment and high motivation on the part of law enforce-
ment agents are required (Alemika and Chukwuma, 2005, p. 20). The
irony of the situation is that the criminal networks responsible for traf-
ficking and smuggling do possess those very characteristics that the law
enforcement agents lack. 

Conclusion

It is clear that there are many contributory factors as to why Nigeria
has such a large scale of people trafficking and smuggling, both internally
and trans-nationally. Many of these factors, such as poverty, lie seemingly
outside the scope of law enforcement and/or criminal justice, while oth-
ers do lie within its remit, such as tackling corruption, which may in turn
help to improve the economic situation. In the current situation, it seems
unlikely that Nigerian law enforcement will receive higher funding, bet-
ter training, etc. However, we hope this study will have contributed to
the knowledge base of law enforcers in transit and destination countries
and will enable them to identify more easily the identifying characteris-
tics of those trafficked form Nigeria. The question then becomes one of
how to humanely treat those victims. 
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OBSERVING THE OBSERVER –
HISTORY OF A MONITORING SYSTEM

Rita Penedo

PORTUGUESE OBSERVATORY ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING (OTSH)

1. Introduction 

To know the reality of trafficking in human beings – its scale, the
socio-spatial dynamics prone to its occurrence, the associated criminality,
its victims and aggressors – is to recognize it is a particularly complex
crime – involved in a strong opacity – which, although not recent, as-
sumes today special prominence in democratic states, precisely because
of the little we know of it. 

Without such knowledge, the paradigm of intervention of the three
Ps (to which we add a fourth) – prevention, protection, punishment and
partnership – remains less structured, and simultaneously less structur-
ing, than what is wanted and needed for the design and within the con-
text of strategic policies against trafficking in human beings. 

In this sense, the Portuguese Government has come to direct its action
in line with a European/international strategy, with important initiatives
at national level, particularly those which fight – through their role – the
opacity of the phenomenon, namely at statistical level. 

This strategy included the design, implementation and consolidation
of a monitoring system. Initially focused on trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation (and developed in a national pilot project),
it was later on extended, in response to a series of institutional and legal
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changes, to cover all forms of trafficking in human beings as described
in the law and acknowledged by the Observatory on Human Trafficking. 

This article deals with this dimension, with this history (see table 3 at
the end of the article). We shall ‘observe the observer’. 

2. Framework

In 2007 the First National Action Plan against Trafficking in Human
Beings 2007-20101 (I PNCTSH) was established. 

Similarly to other national strategies under way that have a cross-bor-
der component, this action plan involves different public-private entities,
non-governmental organizations and ministries, among which the Min-
istry of the Interior, not only as regards those actions which are more di-
rectly related to its mission (i.e. to combat and punish), but also actions
in the fields of awareness raising, prevention, training and protection,
among others.   

Briefly, the I PNCTSH is based on a comprehensive analysis and a
human rights perspective, and is aimed at developing a response to, and
effectively fighting, the phenomenon of trafficking in human beings
through multidisciplinary cooperation between the various actors in-
volved. With 63 measures in total, these are organized around 4 strategic
axes of intervention (see printscreen 1)2, as follows:

1. Council of Ministers Resolution no. 81/2007, published in the Official Gazette, Series I, no. 119 of  22
June 2007. For further details, see http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2007/06/11900/39383949.PDF (Por-
tuguese version). 

2. Image taken from Council of Ministers Resolution no. 81/2007, published in the Official Gazette, Se-
ries I, no. 119 of 22 June 2007. 
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The primary axis and central measure – hence the first to be pointed
out – focuses on the need to “Knowing and spreading information” and
includes the “Development of a system to monitor trafficking in human
beings”. 

As regards the framework, two important points should be noted:

1. The existence of a system to monitor trafficking in women for pur-
poses of sexual exploitation (previous to the National Plan itself),
developed within the pilot project CAIM (Cooperation-Action-
Research-World Vision), focusing on the sexual exploitation of
women and implemented by the Ministry of the Interior, within
the context of a broader multidisciplinary partnership; and sup-
ported by its cross-border component HEADWAY – Improving
Social Intervention Systems for Victims of Trafficking3, and by the
following legal instruments:

a. National Action Plan for Inclusion (PNAI) 2006 -20084

b. Plan for the Integration of Immigrants (PII)5

2. Two significant legislative reviews of the national legal system, har-
monized with international criminal policy: the amendment to the
Criminal Code6 and the new Law on Foreigners7. 
a. The first adopts the definition of trafficking in human beings as

contained in the Palermo Protocol – a typification which is now
more comprehensive regarding the different situations and
types of trafficking, and therefore more wide-ranging regarding
its punishment; 

b. The second defines the conditions and procedures for the entry,
stay, exit and removal of foreigners from Portuguese territory,
as well as the long term resident status, and is characterized by
the design of measures for protecting immigrants in national

3 The following countries were involved in this project: Portugal, Poland, Estonia, Germany, Italy and
Lithuania.

4. Adopted by Council of Ministers Resolution no. 166/2006, of 15 December.
5. Adopted by Council of Ministers Resolution no. 63 A/2007 of 3 May.
6. Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – amendment to Article 160. Before, trafficking in human beings

only typified the recruitment, transportation and harbouring of women for prostitution. 
7. Law no. 23/2007 of 4 July. 
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territory and fighting situations of exploitation resulting from
illegal immigration and/or trafficking in human beings;  

c. In this context, attention is drawn to Decree-Law no. 368/2007
of 5 November which establishes the special regime on the
granting of residence permits to victims of trafficking in human
beings and on the reflection period.  

Which, combined nationally with the:

• Understanding of the difficulty in collecting ordered statistical data
• Need to consolidate a method of contextual reading supported by

innovative analysis instruments/tools (in which the development
of harmonized indicators is paramount)

• Incitement of networking, namely for the production and collec-
tion of (harmonized) quantitative and qualitative information at
different levels (e.g. justice, police and victim support structures)

And internationally with the:

• Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings8, which explicitly determines the need to imple-
ment mechanisms to monitor the activities against trafficking

• Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings9 of the Organ-
isation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), which
refers to the urgency of conceiving monitoring systems related to
trafficking

led to the framework for a broader intervention and, finally, to the cre-
ation of the Observatory on Human Trafficking (OTSH) through De-
cree-Law no. 229/2008 of 27 November.

But let us observe step by step.

8 Adopted by Parliament Resolution no. 1/2008 of 14 January.
9 Decision no. 557 of 24 July 2003.
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3. The Project Action-Cooperation-Research-World Vision 
for Trafficking in Women for Purposes of Sexual 
Exploitation and Prostitution (CAIM) 

The CAIM project was developed between 2004 and 2009, funded
by the EU Initiative EQUAL10 and implemented by a multidisciplinary
partnership which involved the following bodies in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Actions, according to the objectives ascribed to each one of the stages
(see table 1):

10 Set within the context of intervention area ‘Prevention of Racial and Ethnic Discriminations’
11 This action ran parallel to the cross-border component, the HEADWAY Project. For further details,

see http://www.osservatoriotratta.it/headway/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=53 
12 The body which assumed its coordination during the first two actions.
13 Presidency of the Council of Ministers.
14 A centre providing support for prostitutes from the city of Oporto.
15 Ministry of Labour and Social Solidarity.

TABLE 1: Objectives and partners, according to stages of the CAIM project 

Stages 1st Action (2004-2005) 2nd Action (2005-2007) 3rd Action (2007-2009)

Objectives Set-up Implementation Dissemination

Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) / North Regional12

Directorate (PCM)13

Office of the High Commissioner for Immigration 
and Intercultural Dialogue (PCM)

Ministry of Justice (MJ)

Partners International Organization for Migration (IOM)

Family Planning Association (APF), through ‘Espaço Pessoa’14

Ministry of the Interior (MOI)

Department of Home
Affairs (SG)

Directorate-General for
Home Affairs (DGMI)
and Observatory on
Human Trafficking
(OTSH)

Social Security Institute
(ISS/MTSS)15

Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da
Misericórdia’ / Observa-
tory on Ageing
(SCML/OE)
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Having as springboard a pre-diagnosis carried out during the 1st Ac-
tion (Set-up), the partners involved identified a large number of short-
comings and difficulties at the following levels:

• Knowledge… namely at the level of statistics and geographic loca-
tion of the occurrences, besides the understanding of the traffick-
ing cycle 

• Approach… absence of a holistic approach, based on the primacy
of Human Rights 

• Intervention… absence of working networks.

In the face of this state of the art, the parties involved were entrusted
with the preparation and implementation of a coordinated and interdis-
ciplinary strategy (networking) involving the coordination and sharing
of information and responsibilities in the prevention and fighting of this
cross border crime, as well as in the protection of victims of sexual ex-
ploitation.  

In this way, the objectives for Action 2 (Implementation) were aimed
at materializing the needs identified above and they focused on:

1. Knowledge… namely at the level of statistics and geographic location
of the occurrences, besides the understanding of the trafficking cycle
To implement a monitoring system on the phenomenon of traf-
ficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation (objective: to
combat the opacity of the phenomenon, namely in an attempt to
overcome the interinstitutional resistance to exchanging data and
information)

2. Approach… absence of a holistic approach, based on the primacy of
Human Rights... To promote cooperation between the various in-
tervening actors, both at national and international level, focusing
on the victim (objective: harmonization of this approach between
all the intervening actors, regardless of their mission)

3. Intervention… absence of working networks… To promote a qua-
lified reception and the social integration of women victims of
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trafficking, to improve the professional expertise of the entities
that act upon the phenomenon and to design and propose legis-
lative measures for implementing or updating the appropriate
legal instruments (objectives: to set up support structures with
qualified staff to intervene in trafficking, to create training contents,
to support the preparation of legislative measures that would in-
tegrate objectives 1, 2 and 3).

In the end, the result was an innovative set of interrelated products
and subproducts   directed to a specific target audience , focusing on its
needs (see table 2). Highlighted below are the products of the project, as
follows: 

• Preparation of a Roadmap for developing a Monitoring System  to
support, both from a theoretical and a methodological point of
view, the creation of the monitoring system and its related instru-
ments, as described further on

• Preparation of a Kit Supporting Training on the Prevention and
Fighting of the Phenomenon and Assistance to the Victims of THB

• Design of a Model for Signalling – Identifying – Integrating:  Prepar-
ing a Guide.

16 The following subproducts (a designation which does not imply less importance, but is in accordance
with the terminological criteria set by the EU Initiative EQUAL), should be highlighted: 1) online
cross-border database with a list of the institutions/services that provide support to victims of traf-
ficking, both at national and international level, aiming to facilitate coordination and articulation be-
tween professionals in this field; 2) collection of national and international legislation; 3) final
collection of the cross-border component of the CAIM project; 4) creation of a spot and DVDs with
contents that promote awareness and awareness raising; 5) publication of the first study on traffick-
ing in women for purposes of sexual exploitation in Portugal, undertook by the Centre for Social
Studies of the University of Coimbra.

17 Image taken from the CAIM Project webpage at the European Social Fund integrated system
website. See:
https://siifse.igfse.pt/asp/directorioProjectos/eqDetalheProjEQUAL.asp?NumPed=2005000642
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Finally, Action 3 (Dissemination), is aimed at the operationalization
of a criterion which is key to the spirit of the funding entity: to show, in
practice, the potential for transferring, adapting and incorporating the
developed products by other entities.

Two new partners are involved in the project at this stage: the Insti-
tute of Social Security (ISS) and the Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da Misericór-
dia’/Observatory on Ageing (SCML). 

In the case of the Signalling – Identification – Integration Model:
Preparing a Guide, the chosen course of action was for dissemination to
be carried out by an entity with the necessary expertise to intervene in
THB, namely the ISS/MTSS.

18 To access this product, see
http://www.otsh.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/Roteiro.pdf

19 To view product description, visit:
http://www.dgai.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/produto_kit.pdf

20 To view product description, visit : http://www.dgai.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/produto_
modelo.pdf

PRINTSCREEN 2: Needs according to end users of the project

Women victims of trafficking

Agents of security and 
investigation forces and services

Social intervention agents

Intercultural mediators

Organizations

Media professionals

Society at large

Support, protection and social integration

Suitable intervention skills, calling for multidisciplinary
approaches focused on the empowerment of the
supported women

Suitable intervention skills, calling for multidisciplinary
approaches focused on the empowerment of the
supported women

Enhanced proximity and intermediation in the
relationship with the victims

Cooperation for a more effective intervention, both at
national and international level

Suitable skills for promoting messages devoid of
gender/prostitution related stereotypes

Deconstruction of gender/prostitution related
stereotypes. Understanding of the reality of trafficking
in women from a human rights-based approach
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In the case of the Roadmap for developing a Monitoring System, the
chosen course of action was dissemination through ownership of the
product building processes and their adaptation to other phenomena. In
this specific case, the incorporating entity was the Lisbon ‘Santa Casa da
Misericórdia’/ Observatory on Ageing, belonging to the Directorate for
Social Action, which successfully assimilated a series of methodologies
and technologies based on georeferencing programmes for the monitor-
ing and understanding of the phenomenon of population ageing in the
city of Lisbon, aiming at the improvement of its own intervention.  

4. Further to the framework and context, what is then 
the monitoring system? 

As per the information provided on the website of the Observatory
on Human Trafficking, as well as the description drawn in the
Roadmap, the monitoring system’s objectives are “(...) the collection
of quantitative and qualitative [criminal and non-criminal] data
from the multiple entities whose activity is concerned with the traf-
ficking in human beings, the objective analysis of such data and the
production of knowledge on the phenomenon]”21, aiming at the:

• Description of realities
• Retrospective analysis of the phenomena connected with THB, i.e.

aid to illegal immigration22, procuring23 and procuring of minors24,
slavery25, among others

• Prospective reflection on the development of the observed trends
• Building of objective knowledge on the phenomenon and its dy-

namics 
• Development of a knowledge base which can be disseminated at

several levels

21 See www.otsh.mai.gov.pt (Area ‘In Portugal’, menu ‘Monitoring Model’).
22 Article 183 of Law no. 23/2007 of 4 July, adopting the legal regime applicable to the entry, stay, exit

and removal of foreigners from national territory. 
23 Article 169 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code.
24 Article 175 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code.
25 Article 159 of Law no. 59/2007 of 4 September – Criminal Code .
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• Support to work relations with other national and international in-
stitutions, aiming at the elaboration of individual and/or joint in-
tervention strategies  

• Facilitation of the interaction with victim support programmes.
All in all, the goal is to improve the policies, plans and control meas-
ures, the monitoring system acting as a tool in support of the as-
sessment of their effectiveness and efficiency.

In terms of its functioning and operationalization, as already stated,
initially – or rather, between 2006 and the beginning of 2007 –  by reason
of its legal and institutional framework the system focused on the obser-
vation of trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation. The
legal changes introduced in 2007 (as already mentioned) clearly opened
the way for a wider monitoring focus, so monitoring began to cover all
types of human trafficking legally typified. Another important aspect was
the creation of the Observatory in 2008 and its de facto implementation
in 2009. But we will get back to this point. What is important now is to
explain the methodology and instruments associated with the creation
of what can be called the first phase of the Monitoring System.  

Within Activity 4 of the transnational project HEADWAY – the ob-
jectives of which were 1) to describe and analyse the trafficking phenom-
enon in each participating country; 2) to identify existing monitoring
systems and describe the same; and 3) to draw recommendations on how
to improve those systems, or on how a monitoring system could be built
– one of the first questions which had to be clarified and on which con-
sensus had to be reached, both at national and international level, was
Observing what and what for?.

The answer implied recognizing two fundamental aspects:

That a monitoring system “(…) is a procedure of regular collection
and analysis of information, requiring a considerable amount of con-
ceptual work, field experience and reflection. Furthermore, without
a strong analytical framework (…), the control of external factors (i.e.
influences from the wider social, cultural, economic, political or phy-
sical environment), and a strategy of evaluation (an assessment of
the design, implementation and results of an ongoing or completed
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project), the monitoring system could lead to a faulty reading of the
situation, producing results that cannot be trusted because they have
been influenced by uncontrolled factors (i.e. biased results)”
(Machado et al., 2007:14).

And that a monitoring system is not synonymous with information
system, i.e. “The first requires arrangements to store information on
phenomena, interventions and policies, their context and progress;
the second is a process of data analysis that requires the design of dif-
ferent sets of indicators, and is the starting tool for assessing inter-
ventions and policies and informing policy networks on their
dynamics” (Machado et al, 2007:16).

As we can see, the bases supporting the definition of the national sys-
tem largely benefitted from the knowledge drawn from each of the na-
tional realities, as well as from the answers to the posed questions. 

4.1. Operating and Operationalization Model 

As described in chapter 3.2 Operating Model of the Roadmap for deve-
loping a Monitoring System, the operation of the system is based on 4 main
modules of information collection and processing (see printscreen 3):

1. Central module called Single Registration Form and Signalling
Form

2. Media clipping module – registration of occurrences reported
in the regional, national and international media

3. Analysis and statistics module

4. Geographic information module – dealing namely with infor-
mation of geographic and socio-criminal nature allowing for the
identification of potential thematic and geographic correlations as-
sociated with the phenomenon of trafficking in human beings.
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To reach the stage of knowledge production, let us take a look at the
circuit starting with the collection of data, its sources and instruments
and type of processing.

The process begins with the Signalling of the victims of trafficking,
through completion of the Single Registration Form (GUR26) by the
Criminal Police Bodies (OPCs)27, and of the Signalling Form (GS) by non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), with cases which potentially pre-
figure trafficking situations.

26 Included in the MOI National Network of Home Security.
27 The Republican National Guard (MOI/GNR), the Public Security Police (MOI/PSP), the Immigra-

tion and Borders Service (MOI/SEF) and the Judicial Police (MJ/PJ). 

PRINTSCREEN 3: Architecture of the Monitoring System of Trafficking in Women for

Purposes of Sexual Exploitation 
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At this time, we cannot go by without mentioning the important part-
nership (built within the scope of CAIM) which the MOI and the other
partners established both with the OPCs and the NGOs so as to overcome
fragmented and non-harmonized systems of information collection. 

However, an important aspect should be pointed out: if, in the case of
NGOs, as a rule, no monitoring system or registration form for data on
this phenomenon existed, the same did not (and does not) happen in the
case of OPCs. This highlights a key structuring feature of the system: it
does not serve purposes of criminal investigation, but aids the planned
action of the OPCs through the knowledge produced by the system.   

This signalling of victims, a basic component of both instruments –
GUR and GS – is aimed at overcoming, as previously mentioned, frag-
mented and non-harmonized systems of information collection. In this
way, we actively work towards: 

• Developing the GUR standardized model (see document below)
and relevant indicators for the signalling of situations of trafficking
in human beings, so as to allow to provide the OPCs with useful
knowledge on this phenomenon. The same logic was thought out
to benefit NGOs through the creation of the GS standardized model
(see printscreen 5)

• Ensuring that both instruments provide a precise, up to date and
independent analysis of the evolution of the crime of trafficking,
allowing to support decision making, to formulate proposals to deal
with the concrete problems that are made known and to share
knowledge through a collaborative process.

Resuming the flow, the next step is the Screening of the signalled
cases, carried out by the “Monitoring Group” (4 representatives from
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PRINTSCREEN 4: Single Registration Form (GUR)

Registering body:         Registration date:  ___/ ___/ ___

PSP * PJ * GNR * SEF * Other  ____________

Information source: The alleged victim * Relative *
Friend; acquaintance  * NGO*
Other ________________________________________

Municipality (where he/she lives):  _______________________________

Parish or area (where he/she lives): ______________________________

Municipality (where he/she works):  _____________________________

Parish or area (where he/she works):_____________________________

Local:     Residence*     Public Highway *
Hotel/lodging establishment*
Catering and/or beverage establishment  *       

With an area for dancing *  

Other_____________________________________________________________

Registration 

SINGLE REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE CRIME OF TRAFFICKING 

IN HUMAN BEINGS

PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM

I – Location of the person identified as alleged victim of the crime  

Gender: Masculine*     Feminine*   

Marital status:  ___________________________ Years old: _________

Nationality:       Portuguese *        Foreigner*
Which:________________________________________

Legal status in national territory:  Legal *     Illegal *  

Description:_____________________________

Current occupation: _____________     Previous occupation:_________________

II – Data referring to the alleged victim of trafficking 
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Origin: Portugal *   Municipality:  _________________     Alone *

Foreign * Country:  __________________________          Accompanied *

Trip to Portugal:    By land *  By air *    By sea *

How long ago  _________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

Other countries/places passed en route:

__________________________________________________________________

Other destinations that were promised to or heard of by the victim:

__________________________________________________________________

Reason for contact:   Promise of work *  Adventure*  Relationship*

                                  Other *  ____________________________________

Contact: Personal contact                             by known person 

familiar *    friend  *   other *

by unknown person  *

Job advertisement (newspapers, magazines, others)  *  

Company advertisement *  

Other *  ________________________________

III – Data referring to mobility of the alleged victim associated with trafficking,

and form of coercion 
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Nationality(ies) of the aggressor(s) who contacted the victim:

__________________________________________________

Forms of control: Direct threats * Control of movements *
Bodily offenses *
Indirect threats (e.g. to the family) *
Concealment of documents *

Other * _________________________________

Current situation:  Sexual exploitation  * Labour exploitation  *
For Adoption  * Other  * ___________

Name of the Organization:

__________________________________________________________________

Date of contact:  ___/___/___

Form of contact: Telephone *        Personal *       Other *

______________________________

Result: 

__________________________________________________________________

IV – Contact with NGOs

Observations:

Please register any observations which you consider useful for a better characterization of the

registration now made (Iif necessary, you may include other sheets).

III – Data referring to mobility of the alleged victim associated with trafficking,

and form of coercion (cont.)
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Registering organization: Date of registration: ___/ ___/ ___

NAME:                                                                      No. of registration: /

Information source

NGO  * Street Team *

Mobile Unit *

Support Centre *

Others: ______________________________

OPC *

SOS Immigrant No. *

Hospital Services *

Social Services *

Self *

Friend *

Acquaintance *

Anonymous *

Other: _________________________________________________________

Is there an indication of having previously resorted to other services?

Yes  *                No  *                  Does not know  *

Example of a Signalling Form
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Municipality (where he/she lives): 

Parish or area (where he/she lives): 

Environment Characterization:

He/she is alone   *           He/she is with other alleged victims  *          

He/she is with elements of the trafficking network  *            

Others *  ___________________________

Place of exploitation:

Municipality:  _______________          Parish or area:  ________________

Residence *         Public Highway  *        Establishment  *

Other:______________________________________________________

II – Data on the signalled person

Sex: Male  *   Female  *       Age: ___________   

Marital Status:_____       Date of Birth: ___/ ___/ ___ 

Nationality: Portuguese  *        Foreign  *   Which: _____

Birthplace: _________

Situation in National Territory: Documented  *    Non documented  *        

Description: ___________________

Knowledge of Language of destination country:

Yes  *     No *      Poor *  

Can you communicate in another language   Yes*     No*       Which __________

Dependants: Yes *     No *       

Parents  *    Children  *    Others: _____________

How many people:____________                         

I – Location of the signalled person
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Origin:     (1) Portugal * Municipality:  ____________         Alone                   *

(2) Foreign *  Country: ________________        Accompanied *

(1) – Fill in in the case of a national citizen

Trip through Portugal: By land  *       By air  *       By sea  *

How long ago: ________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

Route to Portugal: 

Date of Exit from the Place of Origin: ___ / ___ / ___

Places passed en route: _________________________________

Length of stay in those places: _________________

(2) – Fill in in the case of a foreign citizen

Trip to Portugal: By land  *     By air  *     By sea  *

How long ago: ________

Transport used: bus (public transport) *
train *
private car *
taxi or rented car *

The entry was Regular *      Irregular *

Route to Portugal: 

Date of Exit from the Country / Place of Origin: ___ / ___ / ___

Countries / Places passed en route: _________________________________

Length of stay in those countries / places: _________________

Date of Entry in Portugal / Destination Place: _____________________ 

How long ago in Portugal / Destination Place:_________________

III – Data concerning the mobility of the signalled person
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Types of Enticement:

Personal contact       through known person        Relative *     Friend *
through unknown person *

Telephone  *
Through the Internet *
Through a work agency *
Other: ______ 

Offers Made:

Promise of work   *    

Relationship           *    

Scholarship           *  

Enticing remuneration   *
Other  *  ______________________________

IV – Data concerning the people involved in the trafficking process:

Recruiters: 

Nationality: Portuguese*         Foreign*
Which:________________________________________

Sex: Male*            Female*     Age (approximate): _____

Relationship: Friend*       Relative *      Partner/Boyfriend/Girlfriend*
Stranger*     

Other Information (e.g. time between offer and answer; accompanied

or not until the country/place of destination, …): _______________________

Exploiters:

Nationality: Portuguese*         Foreign*

Which:________________________________________

Sex: Male*           Female*    Age (approximate): ______ 

Relationship: Friend*       Relative *      Partner/Boyfriend/Girlfriend*
Stranger*     

Other Information: ___________________________________________
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Forms of coercion:  

Direct threats *

Indirect threats (e.g. to the family) *

Control of movements *

Bodily offenses Physical  *

Sexual  *

Isolation from family/friends *

Concealment of documents *

Concealment of income *

Other:_____

Type of exploitation: 

Sexual exploitation  *    Labour exploitation  *        For adoption  *   

Other  *
Specify:__________________________________________________________

Who carried out the signalled forms of coercion?

Recruiters  *    

Exploiters  *
Other: _______________  

In the past was the person the victim of a trafficking situation / similar situation to that des-

cribed throughout the questionnaire? If so, describe the situation. 

___________________________________________________________________

V – Data concerning the forms of coercion and type of exploitation  
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each OPC) which meets quarterly to validate the situations, i.e. to classify
them from the police point of view as trafficking situations which are
confirmed, not confirmed or still being signalled. The results of this val-
idation process are subsequently verified at base level, with the ensuing
change of the case status. 

In the step Production of Statistical Data, the manager of the data-
base produces statistical data from the elements received. This is fol-
lowed by the Data Analysis, the stage where said data are cross evaluated
with other types of data (quantitative and qualitative, criminal and non
criminal28), with recourse to the geographic information system (see sub-
chapter 4.2 below). In this stage, we find media clipping, resulting from
the systematic collection of news at regional and national level, and the
possibility of collecting data regarding the entry of immigrants registered
by SEF, thus allowing for data crossing and the production of indicators. 

The final stage is that of Knowledge Acquisition, which is supported

List of observation indicators which may indicate trafficking situations

Signs of being controlled by someone *

Bruises or signs of physical aggression *

Signs of fear, permanent sadness or depression *

Inability or difficulty in communicating in the local language *

Inability or difficulty in communicating in English *

Impossibility of access to his/her identification documents *

Apparent evasion to contact *

Time spent at the place *

Verbalizations while being attended *

Note:

______________________________________________________________________

28 For instance, statistical data in the statistical subsections.
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by data production and analysis as well as by Public and Private Disse-
mination, both through more confidential reports and information and
knowledge for the general public, namely through the CAIM. 

4.2 The Geographic Information System

As shown throughout the article, before CAIM Portugal had not im-
plemented a monitoring system of single, systematized, shared and or-
dered statistical information on trafficking. Such lack of knowledge
concerned not only numbers but also places of occurrence. 

As stated, trafficking, like other phenomena, does not occur randomly
in time and space (minimalist explanation of the socio-ecological para-
digm). “In fact, the dynamics of the phenomenon seems to be more complex,
intense and unpredictable. (...) In this context, the adoption of multidisci-
plinary methodologies and collaborative work and networking is essential
in order to gather in one sole system (...) all the relevant elements for un-
derstanding the phenomenon and its evolution. Geographic information
systems are an ideal tool.” (Machado, 2008:39). 

The Geographic Information Module, an integral part of the monitor-
ing system, aims at representing large quantities of data (the nature of
which was already described), namely from the GUR, the GS and media
clipping, enabling the generation of indicators and statistics based on the
territory and its characteristics, the identification of areas, patterns and,
with time, of tendencies in the registered cases. Finally, it ensures that
the flow of data, information and knowledge is effective and efficient
(Machado et al., 2008).
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3. To conclude, but beginning a new stage: the Observatory
on Human Trafficking

The Observatory on Human Trafficking (OTSH), established by de-
cree-law29 on 27 November 2008, is accountable to the Member of Gov-
ernment responsible for Home Affairs, exercises its mission and powers
in liaison with the Coordinator of the I PNCTSH, and works closely with
the Directorate-General for Home Affairs (article 1, Nature, of said De-
cree-Law30).

Its vision is to become a national and international reference centre
that contributes to the analysis, knowledge and intervention in the pheno-
menon of trafficking in human beings and other forms of gender violence,

Its mission is the production, collection, processing and spreading of in-
formation and knowledge concerning the phenomenon of trafficking in
human beings and other forms of gender violence, and its powers are:

a) To produce and collect information concerning the phenomenon of
trafficking in human beings and other forms of gender violence

b) To promote the development of IT applications that will support the
collection and processing of information 

c) To support political decision making in its areas of intervention,
when requested. 

The OTSH inherits the path initiated by the CAIM project and the
DGMI (maintaining with the latter a close working partnership, namely
at the level of its Resource Centre) regarding the consolidation of the
monitoring system. 

In 2009 several initiatives were carried out between the DGMI/OTSH
and other partners (particularly the CIG and the APF), seeking not only
to consolidate but above all to innovate the system. 

One such initiative was the establishment of a Protocol between the
DGMI/OTSH and the Directorate-General of Justice Policy (DGPJ), be-
longing to the Ministry of Justice (former partner in the CAIM project).

29 See footnote 10.
30 See the Decree-Law at

http://www.otsh.mai.gov.pt/cms/files/conteudos/file/Legislacao/OTSH.pdf
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The aim is to exchange statistical data between the two entities (to con-
solidate the network of data providers). In this way, the OTSH provides
the data it collects through the sources already identified and, in turn,
the DGPJ provides data on the registered crimes, on the criminal pro-
ceedings in the investigation phase, and on the criminal proceedings in
the trial phase. 

Another initiative, still within the consolidation of the data providers
network, is the promotion of a Network of Assistance and Protection to
Trafficking Victims (RAPVT). Initiated still within the CAIM project,
and under operationalization at the present time, this activity is aimed
at the extended adoption of the GS by other public-private entities,
through the formalization of a Social Contract of Commitment. 

Last but not least, mention should be made of the transnational project
Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Informa-
tion Management Systems, coordinated by the DGMI and the OTSH, and
of the development of a series of dynamic platforms for the collection,
processing, analysis and exchanging of statistical data on trafficking in
human beings (DGMI/Resource Centre/OTSH). 

Regarding this new stage, however, we invite you to read the article
New Model for Knowledge in Trafficking in Human Beings – The Next
Stage in Data Collection, Data Analysis and Information Exchange on
Trafficking in Human Beings from this collection. 
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TABLE 3: Evolution of the monitoring system between 2006/2009

Evolution of
the monitoring
system

Paradigm

Focus

Data
collection

Validation

Analysis

Dissemination

Interactivity

2006 – 2008 2008 – 2009

Socio-ecological

National Level

Sexual Exploitation 
Victims

Establishing the system:

l Test phase,
implementation of the
GUR application and
beginning of data
collection through
criminal police bodies

l Development and
implementation of the
GS and beginning of
data collection  through
some NGOs 

l Development of the
analytical mode 

l National
l Stakeholders 
l Pdf Reports
l Few statistical data

Few closed fields with automatic validation

l Of cases: GUR Monitoring Group (OPC) and GS Multidisciplinary
Team (Reception and Protection Centre for Women Victims of
Trafficking and their Minor Children)

l Of data: DGMI and, from 2009 - OTSH (Information Production
Unit and Information Processing Unit)

l Only accredited users (with different levels of access) 

l All forms of trafficking framed by
national legislation (Article 160 of the
Criminal Code)

l Victims and traffickers/criminal
justice

l Other forms of gender violence

Consolidating the system:

l Creation of the OTSH
l Creation of the Dynamic Application

(with harmonized indicators in 4
European countries)

l Creation of new applications based
on georeferencing systems
(DGMI/CR)

l Expansion of the NGO network 
l New data providers, besides the

criminal police bodies
l Protocol between OTSH and DGPJ/MJ

l Data crossing (of criminal and non-
criminal, qualitative and quantitative
data)  

l National (beginning the
international); 

l Possibility of statistical reports
produced by the user

l Two reports
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NEW MODEL FOR 
UNDERSTANDING THE TRAFFICKING

IN HUMAN BEINGS

THE NEXT STAGE IN GATHERING AND ANALYSING DATA
AND EXCHANGING INFORMATION 

ON THE TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS 

Alexandre Santos

DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR (DGMI) 1

Rita Penedo

OBSERVATORY FOR THE TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS  (OTSH) 2

Introduction

Many societies have been honing their legal resources, especially their
criminal-justice resources, in order to improve their efficiency in combating
the trafficking in human beings (THB). Concomitantly, concerns in the
areas of THB prevention and provision of support for its victims have ma-
terialized into a diverse range of public responses, along with the initiative
and cooperation of non-governmental organizations, both individually and,
more importantly, as a network. But neither (criminal-justice resources nor
prevention) will be enough if there is no mechanism to monitor the pheno-
menon and the action taken against it. 

This holistic approach (covering a range of fields, involving systemic and
systematic knowledge), based on the primacy (i.e. international enshrine-
ment) of human rights, is nothing new when it comes to implementing
measures against certain criminal phenomena – or at least as regards

1 Consultant to the Directorate General of the Ministry of the Interior
2 Specialist from the International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)/Portuguese

focal point for the Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Information
Management Systems project.
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acknowledging its strategic importance – but, in this particular case, it is a
structural feature that has been internationally highlighted, including by
Portugal. 

Thus, from 6 to 8 January 2009, the Directorate General of the Min-
istry of the Interior (DGMI) and the Observatory for the Trafficking in
Human Beings (OTSH) made a national presentation of the cross border
Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Harmonized Informa-
tion Management Systems project, co-funded under the EU programme
Prevention of and Fight against Crime and coordinated by DGMI and
OTSH.

1. Development up to 2009

The article entitled Observing the observer – history of a monitoring
system in this collection looked at the history and rationale behind the
monitoring of THB in Portugal, and more specifically at the work done
between 2006 and 2009. It examined the first steps taken in 2006, their
technological consolidation during 2007 and 2008, and their political
consolidation in 2009 with the launch of the Observatory for the Traf-
ficking in Human Beings (OTSH).  

In this article, pages (years) later, we look at the continuity achieved,
noting that it results from investment in technical and technological de-
velopment – in short, methodological investment above all – which both
DGMI and OTSH have carried out within their own spheres of respon-
sibility and in cooperation with national and international partners. 

This step, which we regard as a positive one, is in line with interna-
tional and national recommendations and retains the same awareness
and aim that led to the creation of the system developed under the
CAIM [Cooperation, Action, Investigation, World Vision] project (and
its subsequent measures), as well as its analytical paradigm based on a
socio-ecological understanding of this form of crime, i.e. that THB –
like any other social and criminal phenomenon – does not arise ran-
domly in space and time unconnected to its context, processes and the
players involved (see illustration 1). For the moment we shall leave open
the answer to the question mark. 
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Thus, against this background – with its achievements and difficulties
– in May 2008 DGMI (subsequently with OTSH support) took over co-
ordination of the cross border Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collec-
tion and Harmonized Information Management Systems – DCIM EU
project, co funded by the European Commission in cooperation with the
International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD). 

Also involved in this project are the Ministries of Internal Adminis-
tration of the Republic of Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland (part-
ner countries), the Dutch Rapporteur on the Trafficking in Human
Beings, the Associazione On the Road and the NEXUS Institute (experts),
the Austrian Ministry of Internal Administration, the European Com-
mission, EUROPOL, the ILO, IOM Geneva, the OSCE, the United Na-
tions Office on Drugs and Crime, and Terre des hommes – Hungary
(monitoring group). 

This project sought to overcome some of the weaknesses identified
by those with political and operational responsibility for combating
human trafficking, and by players involved in prevention and support,

ILLUSTRATION 1: Socio-ecological paradigm (part I)
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which is to say the lack of up-to-date, harmonized and relevant statistical
information. It is now understood more than ever that in modern society
this is a powerful aid. 

Thinking globally and acting locally, and understanding in an inte-
grated manner, is not just a maxim used by globalization theoreticians:
it is the challenge set before us every day by the crime of trafficking in
human beings, and it was our starting point. The end result was the Dy-
namic Application for Understanding THB and the development of new
platforms for the exchange of information and knowledge based on geo-
referencing systems. Both products satisfy the three requirements men-
tioned: global, local and integrated. This is how they should be read,
understood and used.

We reached an end in 2009.

2. Moving on to 2010

In any attempt to understand social reality, data gathering is a com-
plex process embracing a wide range of issues. However, this task is es-
sential if credible statistical data are to be produced, and it has long been
recognized as crucial for establishing anti-trafficking policies. 

As noted above, the outstanding issue is frequently the lack of harmo-
nization between the data of institutions (normally police bodies and
non-governmental organizations) that work directly or indirectly in the
field of trafficking in human beings. 

In particular, this lack of harmonization results in fragmented (non-
interoperable) data gathering and processing systems. This both adds to
the difficulty of understanding this type of crime, and leads to cases being
duplicated when it comes to monitoring the different forms of trafficking
in human beings. 

Thus, in response to the recommendations of the EU Action Plan en-
titled “Best Practices, Standards and Procedures for Combating and Pre-
venting Trafficking in Human Beings”, identifying the urgency described
at the 6th OSCE conference on National Monitoring and Report Mecha-
nisms to Address THB: the Role of the National Rapporteurs, which high-
lighted the importance of gathering, processing and analysing data, and
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acknowledging previous efforts such as the Headway – Improving Social
Intervention Systems for Victims of Trafficking initiative (the cross bor-
der dimension of the CAIM pilot scheme), and the models created by the
Data Collection and Information Management project implemented by
the ICMPD, the Trafficking in Human Beings: Data Collection and Har-
monized Information Management Systems – DCIM EU project was ba-
sically aimed at: 

Building the capacity of participant countries 
via an innovative and shared system for gathering 

and processing relevant data on victims 
and traffickers/criminal justice 

Such capacity-building depended and will continue to depend (if it is
to be consolidated) on the involvement of major stakeholders from the
outset, so as to ensure that their specific needs and concerns are provided
for, and are thought out in a practical way in good time. 

Thus, there was a need to highlight the purpose of the activities ear-
marked for the project, that is, making technical and procedural improve-
ments to the data gathering process, and empowering participating
organizations and the countries that represent them. 

To that end, a harmonized system was specifically developed via:

1. The creation of a harmonized cross border system for gathering, pro-
cessing and analysing information, including the development of
comparable indicators for gathering data and information on the vic-
tims of trafficking and on traffickers/criminal justice. 

2. Based on these indicators adopted by governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations, the technological platform where the databases
are housed – in Portugal  – was developed and introduced (it is si-
multaneously available to those Member States who wish to incor-
porate it), and the test phase has now been completed. 
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a. The databases are focused on victims and traffickers/criminal
justice:

i. Victim database
1. This database describes the individual’s background, recruit-
ment, transportation and exploitation, and his/her experience
of identification and assistance, where applicable. This is the
starting point for standardizing and gathering correct and ve-
rifiable victim-based data. 

ii. Trafficker database 
1. This database describes the crimes of the individual trafficker
against whom charges and/or an allegation has been made.
The database details the trafficker’s background and records
the case from initial registration to the investigation, trial and
post-trial sentencing phases.

b. Creation of databases for inter-institutional cooperation in gat-
hering and analysing data, involving relevant national organiza-
tions, specifically NGOs.

The strategic results hoped for and achieved were:

1. a significant improvement in systematic data gathering on trafficking
in human beings in participating countries, specifically:
a. The adoption of common criteria among the various sources of

information for victim – and trafficker – focused data – gathering 
b. The establishment in each country of a basis for systematic do-

mestic data gathering, so as to prevent duplicate counting in par-
ticular 

c. A contribution to implementing the EU Action Plan for comba-
ting and preventing trafficking in human beings 

d. Knowledge generation leading to improved policies, programmes,
actions and legislation against THB in the short, medium and long
term.
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Finally, the tangible results of the project were:

1. A manual on harmonized criteria for gathering data on THB;
2. Two databases (developed using accessible software) in Portuguese

and English
3. A database users’ manual  
4. Training on how to use the databases 
5. An interim report with stakeholders’ observations 
6. A final report with the conclusions of the implementation pilot 

phase.

As mentioned, it was soon realized that previous Portuguese moni-
toring efforts would be successful, and so for this new phase the possi-
bility could not be ignored of adopting and adapting the “Portuguese
monitoring model” (not merely the technological aspects, but also the
paradigm and methodology behind the system). This “tailored adoption”
was agreed to by the project’s partner countries3 and resulted from the
following understanding:

• Monitoring as a structured and integrated system that embraces
the phenomenon in all of its dimensions and to its full extent in
time and space [1]. This premise is backed by the idea that the phe-
nomena do not occur randomly in time and space. Understanding
the influence of these two dimensions as structural elements en-
ables one to understand/analyse the phenomena in context. 

• Structuring as social space, i.e. taking account of the context, the
players involved, and processes [2]. This idea assumes there is a full
understanding of the constraints and possibilities pertaining both
to the trafficking cycle and to THB policy. 

• Also, incorporation into the systems of key players responsible for
data-gathering and/or who as part of their work may encounter
trafficking situations (flagging and/or identification) [3]. 

3 First transnational meeting for the project held in Bratislava, Slovakia, in September 2008. 
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• Finally, as a result of this, a dynamic of cooperation between key
players based on the harmonization of indicators (which also as-
sumes there is agreement on terminology and methodology),
which in fact boosts the sharing of information [4]. 

And so we have an answer to the question mark (see illustration 2).

ILLUSTRATION 2: Socio-ecological paradigm (part II)
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Victim database

Starting point: Victims’ individual experiences

Trafficker/criminal justice database

Starting point: Criminal acts
[3]

[4]

[2]

[1]

It took a long time for all partners to build and reach a consensus on
the kind of information to be gathered and analysed on both databases.
The following issues either separated or united us: 

• How to deal with the major issue of protecting data and informa-
tion (not only with regard to the type of data to be gathered but also
looking to the possibility of exchanging data/information between
partner countries?)
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• How to overcome legal disparities and similarities (linked to the
preceding question)?

• How to resolve issues of different terms and concepts (also linked
to the two preceding questions)?

• How to articulate pre-existing databases with the indicators and
variables being used (Portugal’s case)?

— In this case, how might they be harmonized?

• How to solve and overcome the problem of duplicate counting,
both domestically and internationally, particularly where there is
an absence of personal-data gathering?

• How to create continuous, structured cooperation between bodies
within countries and between countries (issues of authority over
data, and in certain situations confidentiality of the data)?

• How to ensure that the databases are sufficiently flexible to con-
stitute a sustainable instrument that can be transferred to other
countries and/or organizations?

While not wishing to sidestep all these issues at the moment, Portugal
has from the outset drawn attention – and its views were duly considered
– to the following: 

— although the ultimate aim is to create a database with harmonized
indicators; 

— and although the lack of knowledge about THB is partly due to a
lack of quantitative and qualitative data and information that has been
systematically gathered, shared and harmonized (as to “what to gather”
and “how to gather it”):

1. One must be aware of and accept countries’ capacities, limitations
and specific characteristics in relation to this phenomenon

2. In operational terms, to achieve viable and valid results sometimes
“less is more” 

3. Consequently, the breadth of data to be gathered – if there is too much
– may result in data not being gathered for several reasons:

a. Institutional capacity and framework of the data providers
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b. (Time) relationship between the actors involved;
c. The models implemented
d. Legal reasons.

Thus, as well as asking ‘what to gather’ and ‘how to gather’, we should
add – and this really should be the first question – ‘why are we gathering
and what for’. In other words, while not denying countries’ ambition to
build and contribute to something innovative, they should seriously un-
derstand to what domestic use the databases will be put and what are the
real data-gathering possibilities (so as to avoid system entropy). More
than just a manual of good practices, this project would in fact create a
basis and implement it. 

As a result, it was decided to custom-design the databases. In practice
that means: 

1. While not ignoring the harmonization principle, and seeking con-
sensus on many of the issues referred to above

a. The databases should express a minimum and an advanced set
of harmonized indicators4

b. For each country’s version, the databases must be flexible
enough to select non-harmonized indicators, while maintaining
the agreed minimum and advanced sets. 

The sets in question are shown below:

4 Minimum set of indicators – consensus between all partner countries; advanced set of indicators –
consensus between at least three of the four partner countries.
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Trafficking victims database

TABLE 1: Victim database

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

Section 1: Case registration

1c) Registering entity/agency/institution X

1d) Date when case is registered X

1e) Source of information X

Section 2: Victims Background

2a) Gender X

2b) Date of birth and/or age X

2c) Citizenship X

2d) Country of residence X

2e) Area/region of origin X

2f) Demographic setting X

2g) Marital status when trafficked X

2h) Marital status when detected/"flagged" or identified X

2j) Number of children when trafficking X

2k) Contributors to household income before trafficking X

2l) Education level X

2m) Activity at recruitment X

2n) Motivation for migrating/leaving home X

Section 3: Recruitment Experience

3a) Age at recruitment/date of recruitment X

3b) Country of recruitment X

3c) Means of recruitment/entry into trafficking X

3d) Victim's relationship to recruiter X

3e) Gender of recruiter X

3f) Recruiter's citizenship X

3g) Recruiter's country of residence X

3h) Proposed destination country at recruitment X
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TABLE 1: Victim database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

Section 4: Transportation and Travel Routes

4a) Means of transportation X

4c) Border crossings X

4d) Use of documents X

4e) Attendance of traffickers during travel/transportation X

Section 5: Identification and Assistance

5a) Forms of trafficking/exploitation X

5d) Forms of control while trafficked X

5e) Date when trafficking exploitation began X

5g) Legal status in the national territory at the time 

of detection/“flagging” or identification X

5h) Date exited trafficking/exploitation X

5i) Means of exit from trafficking/exploitation X

5j) Previous experience of trafficking X

5k) Year of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5l) Form of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5m) Country of previous trafficking/exploitation X

5n) Identification/assistance during previous trafficking X

Section 6: Identification, Assistance, and co-operation 

with Officials and Authorities

6b) County/district/place of residence at current country X

6d) County/district/place of activity at current country X

6e) Location where victim was detected/“flagged” 

or identified” X

6f) Assistance received X

6h) Date entered assistance X

6i) Date exited assistance X

6j) Type of assistance X

6k) Transferred to other service providers X

6l) Received services in the past X

6m) Legal status in the national territory at the end 

of assistance X

6n) Statement to police X
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Trafficker/criminal justice database

TABLE 1: Victim database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

6o) Testifying in legal proceedings against the trafficker X

6p) Protection pre, during or post trial X

6q) Victim compensation X

6r) Return to country of origin X

TABLE 2: Trafficker/criminal justice database

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

1Section 1: Registration of case of alleged/

convicted trafficker

1a) Registration number/code X

1b) Trafficker’s name X

1c) Registering entity/agency/institution X

1d) Date when case is registered X

1e) Source of information X

Section 2: Alleged/convicted trafficker’s background

2a) Gender X

2b) Date of birth and/or age X

2c) Citizenship X

2d) Country of residence X

2e) Country of birth X

2f) Role in the trafficking chain X

Section 3: Investigation phase

3a) Date case initiated X

3b) Location where case was initiated X

3c) Initiation method X

3d) Date investigation commenced X
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TABLE 2: Trafficker/criminal justice database (cont.)

Minimum set Advanced set  
of indicators/ of indicators/

variables variables

3e) Date investigation completed X

3f) Date of arrest X

3g) Charges at arrest X

3h) Type of trafficking exploitation X

3i) Number of victims involved X

3j) Number of victim statements X

Section 4: Trial phase

4a) Location of court and crime process X

4b) Date when crime process entered trial phase X

4c) Date when crime process ended in the first court X

4d) Charges at trial X

4f) Trial outcome X

4g) Type of sentence imposed at trial X

4h) Duration of sentence (at trial) X

4i) Fine imposed (at trial) X

Section 5: Appeal process

5a) Conviction appealed X

5b) Date appeal commenced X

5c) Date appeal concluded X

5d) Grounds for an appeal X

5e) Petitioner of appeal

5g) Result of the appeal process X

5h) Sentence imposed (at appeal) X

5i) Duration of appeal sentence X

5j) Fine amount (at appeal) X

Section 6: Post-trial phase

6a) Final sentence implementation X

6d) Victim compensation ordered X
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As can be seen, there was more consensus on the data to be collected
on victims than on traffickers. That fact partially illustrates another one
– the different ways in which the different countries organize the system
of data-gathering by the judicial agents responsible (e.g. the level at which
data is broken down, automated or manual systems for keying-in times,
data-gathering time, time when made available, the form of dissemina-
tion, etc.).

Passing over for the moment an introduction to the Dynamic Appli-
cation for THB Knowledge (later we will explain why it goes by that
name), after users are accredited – and provided with security specifica-
tions and specifications on the entry of accredited users – they are given
access either to the victim – or trafficker database (see Printscreen 1).

By accessing each of these areas, the first thing users, as well as ben-
eficiaries5, see is an information page providing a summary of contextual
statistics (on data already keyed in), i.e.: 

5 It is possible to create a user who can access the application’s statistical model without visualizing
the data. 

PRINTSCREEN 1: Access to databases
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• Victim database (see Printscreen 2)

1. Distribution of the number of cases per month
2. Gender prevalence of registered victims 
3. Case-by-case information for the following variables6: 

3.1) Registration code
3.2) Registration date
3.3) Date when last edited
3.4) Victim’s gender
3.5) Victim’s age
3.6) Assistance given
3.7) Status of the case.

• Trafficker/criminal justice database (see Printscreen 3)

1.Distribution of the number of cases per month
2. Gender prevalence of registered traffickers

6 Useful for direct research or for editing the case.
7 This typology concerning the victim’s status follows the same logic as applied to the analytical model

(and used in the Single Registration Guide and Flagging Guide, described in the article ‘Observing
the observer – history of a monitoring system’ from the present collection): Flagged – this is potentially
a victim; Confirmed – victim identified by the competent bodies as a victim (for further information
see Decree-Law no. 368/2007 of 5 November 2007); Not confirmed – not a THB situation.

PRINTSCREEN 2: Summarized statistical information on registered victims (flagged,

confirmed and unconfirmed)7
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3. Case-by-case information for the following variables8:
3.1) Registration code
3.2) Registration date
3.3) Date when last edited
3.4) Trafficker’s gender
3.5) Trafficker’s age
3.6) Role in trafficking chain
3.7) Type of exploitation
3.8) Outcome of the court case. 

Still at this first phase, in both databases the “Menu” item contains a
range of commands with the following functions: open template to reg-
ister the case (“Action” – in the case of the victim database, information
on the CAP9 is provided); “Reports” to access a series of statistical reports
(simple indicator-based aggregates, amongst other statistical reports pro-
duced by the OTSH); “Search” to search a case directly; and “Queries”,
enabling you to research certain statistics autonomously by selecting the
indicator and search time (see Printscreen 4).

8 Useful for direct searching or for editing the case.
9 CAP: Reception and Protection Centre for the Victims of Trafficking and their underage children,

set up on 2 July 2008 via a protocol involving the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, the Ministry
of Internal Administration, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, and
the Family Planning Association – the organization responsible for the specialized and administrative
running of the centre.

PRINTSCREEN 3: Summarized statistical information on traffickers/criminal justice 
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PRINTSCREEN 4: Menu Fields/Actions 
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As to the data-gathering fields, for both the victim and the trafficker
database, the following were agreed upon and felt to be important by all
countries: 

For victims they are: 

1. The case
2. The victim’s background
3. Recruitment experience 
4. Transportation and travel routes
5. Exploitation experience 
6. Identification, assistance and cooperation with officials and autho-

rities
7. Other (field open for observations).

By way of example, Printscreen 5 provides a completed case history
(with fictitious data), which will serve to point up two further issues:

1. The existence of online help for the entire database;
2. The existence of a mechanism for calculating probability (by cross-

referencing certain indicators with different percentage weight-
ings), that shows whether the victim (in this case) or trafficker is
already to be found on the application, as you introduce the data. 
a.  This function is innovative, because:

i. In Portugal’s case, and where no personal data is gathered,
it helps us to prevent duplicate counting 

ii. Where a victim has been registered previously but has hy-
pothetically disappeared, it enables us to inform the relevant
body that the person in question has resurfaced. 

For the trafficker/criminal justice database, the important fields are: 

1. The case
2. Alleged/convicted trafficker’s background
3. Investigation phase 
4. Trial phase
5. Appeal phase
6. Post-trial phase 
7. Other (field open for observations). 
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By way of example, Printscreen 6 provides a completed case history
(with fictitious data). Although both databases enable records to be ed-
ited (adding data and/or altering the case’s status), we believe that this
function – editing – will be particularly useful for the trafficker/criminal
justice database, because the period between the court case and sentenc-
ing is long, and thus the data takes a long time to gather.

PRINTSCREEN 5: Example of completed case history – victim database

PRINTSCREEN 6: Example of completed case history – trafficker/criminal justice

database
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This database was tested in Portugal at the OTSH at the end of the
third quarter of 2009, and will soon be introduced into a real-world en-
vironment.

What is the medium – and long – term benefit? The use of harmonized
indicators; the creation and implementation of a database with secure
access and which is fully transmissible; access to and sharing of statistical
information; and last, but certainly not least, an understanding of the traf-
ficking chain from the socio-ecological viewpoint. 

3. We now move on to 2010. And a little further...

Recalling the title of this article, New Model for Understanding the
Trafficking in Human Beings – The next stage in gathering, analysing
data and exchanging information on the trafficking in human beings,
let us now focus on the “new model for understanding” element. 

What we have described so far has been officially called the “Dynamic
Application for THB Knowledge”. As with all names, it has its raison d’être.
More than just a database (the main purpose of the analysis described
above), this IT application is one of the functional and methodological parts
of an integrated contextual analytical model (which necessarily involves
gathering, producing, processing and disseminating data).

Statistical information and data alone reveal little about a phenome-
non; a conceptual and technological framework is required if one is to
read and understand them.

The OTSH, in partnership with the Resource Centre of the Depart-
ment of Strategic Planning, belonging to the Directorate General of the
Ministry of the Interior, has been consolidating the model – specifically
its applications – right from the outset (at the time of the CAIM project).
In fact, this is one of the OTSH’s missions, as set forth in Article 2, Mis-
sion and Responsibilities, sub-paragraph b) of the decree-law which es-
tablished it: ‘To develop IT applications to support the collection and
processing of information’10.

Although the principle is almost the same, there are some changes
that directly involve the development of new platforms, new data

10 Decree-Law no. 229/2008 of 27 November 2008.
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providers, new analytical instruments and a new scope of action, as well
as their mutual integration. They are the following:

• The OTSH website (Portuguese and English versions)
• The Dynamic Application for THB Knowledge 
• A website with and for georeferencing the data gathered via the

Single Registration Guide/Flagging Guide (GUR/GS), and subse-
quently the Dynamic Application – a platform for sharing national
and international information – to be used directly by users, and
therefore associated with a new working paradigm 

• A website with and for recording (and georeferencing) activities
carried out (by police forces, NGOs, campaigns, etc.), and the re-
sources available to trafficking victims – platforms for sharing na-
tional and international information – to be used directly by users,
and therefore associated with a new working paradigm 

• The extension of data providers to include more NGOs and pub-
lic-private bodies who can flag trafficking victims – creation of a
structured working network 

• Portuguese text mining to analyse structured and unstructured in-
formation in text11.

On the first point, on 18 October 2009 – the European Day against
Human Trafficking – the OTSH launched the Portuguese version of its
website. 

It is more than just an information repository. It is a vortal (as is the
CAIM project website), which is to say an intercommunication project
for those who are (professionally, culturally, etc.) identified with a given
environment. It provides a range of information and promotes knowl-
edge within this specific field12. In addition, it fulfils one of OTSH’s duties
under Article 5 of said decree-law, Competencies of the Team Leader, sub-
paragraphs b) and c)13, “To publish and disseminate studies and informa-
tion produced by the Observatory, in close cooperation with the

11 Study carried out by the Manchete company. The software results from a link up between Manchete
and Temis, a company producing software for text analysis.

12 Go to www.otsh.mai.gov.pt
13 See footnote 11.
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Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) and the coordinator
of the National Plan against the Trafficking in Human Beings” and “To run
and keep updated a website on the subject of the trafficking in human
beings”.

The second point has already been described, but it should be added
that it has a cascade configuration and that, in the same way that the ac-
credited part of the website will serve to access the Dynamic Application,
this will be the gateway providing access to the other platforms (web-
sites) mentioned.

The aim of the website with and for the georeferencing of data gath-
ered via the GUR/GS and Dynamic Application – developed by
DGMI/Resource Centre – is to supplement research into THB. It is an
application that enables spatial patterns of the (THB) phenomenon in
Portugal to be detected, and allows territorial statistics on that phenom-
enon to be generated and consulted. It will enable the recording and up-
dating of alphanumerical and spatial information by criminal police
bodies and other bodies concerned with this phenomenon (see
Printscreen 7). 

PRINTSCREEN 7: Website for monitoring THB patterns
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The application operates in a web environment (Internet Explorer,
version 6 or later, the latest version being recommended). It provides in-
formation on the trafficking in human beings in Portugal from 2008 on-
wards. The information provided on the left side of the interface, under
Contents, can be divided into five structural parts:

1. Cartographic information using orthophotomaps and military
maps (under the heading “Cartograph”)

2. Basic information, where one can consult and work on adminis-
trative, judicial and mobility information for Portugal (under the
heading “Territorial Database” in the “Content” box, on the lower
left side of the application 

3. Statistical information (under the heading “Statistical Data-
base”)4. information on equipment and resources, divided into
five categories: “Economy”, “Health”, “Education”, “Transport”
and “Guide to Victim-Support Resources” 

5. Information on cases involving the trafficking in human beings
(under the headings “Victims’ Routes” and “Record”). 

How to use the tools is described in detail in the “Help” menu. For a
quick start you can consult the information on geographical bodies using
the      (“Identify”) tool, the information being accessed by left clicking
the mouse over the area about which you want information. By clicking
on the intended area of the map, the information appears as a tag. This
operation can take some time. By selecting the alphanumerical part of
the tag (the area to the left with letters and numbers that usually shows
territorial units), you can view the layer of information you wish to select
in order to access the relevant database. 

There is also a tool for locating the areas of responsibility and re-
sources of the bodies involved in fighting THB and providing victim sup-
port. 

To print the results you just click on “Add to Results” in blue, in the
window of the tag that has opened with the data you wish to consult, and
then select “Print” from the menu. The data can also be copied onto any
other program on your PC using the traditional copy and paste method. 

The data shown varies according to how closely you zoom in. By se-

i
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lecting a smaller area of territory you will see a larger number of geo-
graphical entities (municipal authorities, parish councils, road network),
and you can access the databases in question using the consultation
process described above. 

As to the website with the possibility of introducing records (and geo-
referencing them) of activities carried out (ranging from police forces to
NGOs, campaigns, etc.) and the resources available to trafficking victims,
its functional logic, look and aim are very similar to that described above.
The added value revolves around bringing what we know about traffick-
ing up to date (and in this respect it genuinely complements the OTSH
website), and it will act as a database platform for all of the resources
available to victims, in order to ensure the speedy identification of sup-
port structures (what they offer and where they are) to provide fast as-
sistance. 

Regarding the expansion of data providers who can flag trafficking
victims, but also others who can supply data and information to feed into
the two aforesaid websites (specifically statistical and geographical in-
formation), we have the same expectations – mainly regarding the supply
of data and information on THB – from our international partners. De-
spite institutional and/or legal restrictions on data sharing, these plat-
forms enable information to be shared and visualized. 

The aim for everyone is to establish a structured working network. 
Finally, the purpose of carrying out a study via the use of text mining

is to help: 

1. To gather a pool of structured and unstructured information on
the various phases and consequences of THB and gender violence 

2. To encourage the creation and development of an innovative ana-
lytical model using data-gathering technologies (media clipping
and so forth) and structured and unstructured information pro-
cessing based on bilingual describers, so helping to improve our
understanding of the phenomenon 

3. To prompt recommendations aimed at prevention, and at raising
the awareness of a wider public. 
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In short, this software’s potential resides in identifying statistical
trends and patterns in the sources analysed and for a given subject – in
this case the trafficking in human beings. It examines the categorization,
structuring (and interconnection14) of texts and their content, the bodies
quoted and the associated valuation. We hope to produce “(…) knowledge,
and consequently generate value for the organization” (Manchete)15. 

The study phases are as follows:

1. The gathering, aggregation, processing and analysis of structured
and unstructured information (public information published in the
local, regional, national and international media, and online do-
mestic and international content) for 2000 to 2010, to be incorpo-
rated into a qualitative examination of the analytical model
(monitoring system)

2. The identification, extraction and classification of bodies
3. The drafting of a final report and presentation of the archive of

structured and unstructured content
4. Analysis of the classifieds section of national and regional newspa-

pers, and internet sources, for identifying and mapping risk situa-
tions.
The output – analysis of the information collected – will subse-
quently be used by DGMI/Resource Centre, particularly to feed
into the records website.
Using the same format as that followed for the development of the
monitoring system in the article “Observing the observer – history
of a monitoring system”, now updated to 2010 and beyond, the fol-
lowing summarizes what has been described so far, and to a certain
extent also summarizes the new model for understanding THB.

14 Cluster analysis.
15 Go to 

http://www.mynetpress.com/newsletter/PressReleases/PR%20Manchete%20e%20Temis_
Set09.pdf
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2006 to 2008 2008 to 2009 2010 (and beyond)

Socio-ecological

Domestic Level International Level

Creation of the system:
• Test and implementation

phase for the Single
Registration Guide
application, and start of
data gathering via criminal
police bodies

• Development and
implementation of the
Flagging Guide, and start
of data gathering via
certain NGOs 

System consolidation: 
• Establishment of the OTSH
• Dynamic Application

created (with harmonized
indicators from four
European countries)

• Creation of new
applications based on
georeferencing systems
(DGMI/Resource Centre)

• Expansion of NGO
network

• New data-providers, in
addition to criminal police
bodies

• Protocol between OTSH
and Directorate-General
for Justice Policy/Ministry
of Justice

System expansion:
• Implementation of the

Dynamic Application
(victims and traffickers) –
expansion of data
providers

• International and
European promotion of
databases and associated
georeferencing
applications

• Development of the
analytical model 

• Domestic
• Stakeholders 
• Pdf reports 
• Little statistical data

• Cross-referencing of
(criminal and non-
criminal, qualitative and
quantitative) data

• Domestic (international is
beginning) 

• Possibility of statistical
reports produced by users 

• Two reports 

• All forms of trafficking covered by domestic law
(Article 160 of the Penal Code) 

• Victims and traffickers/criminal justice
• Other forms of gender violence 

• Sexual exploitation
• Victims

• Few fields closed with automatic validation

• Of cases: Monitoring Group for the Single Registration Guide (Criminal Police Bodies),
and Multi-Skilled Team for the Flagging Guide (Reception and Protection Centre)

• Of data: OTSH (Information-Production Unit and Information-Processing Unit) 

• More fields closed with
automatic validation

• Improved data quality 
• Introduction of new

tools for sharing
statistical data
(domestically and
internationally)

Domestic 
and International:
• More complex statistical

reports 
• Greater cross-

referencing of indicators
• New tools 
• Resources database

• Greater interactivity,
even if you are not a
direct user 

• More intuitive and user
friendly

• Accredited users only (with different levels of access) 

Development
of the 

monitoring 
system

Paradigm

Focus

Data-gathering

Validation

Analysis

Dissemination

Interactivity
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NATIONAL STRATEGY AGAINST TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS  
for the period 2012 – 2016  

  
I. INTRODUCTION  
  
 Trafficking in persons represents an infringement of human rights and an offence of human dignity and integrity, a 
threat on person’s security and on social and moral values. This type of crime affects the person directly through the impact on 
the fundamental rights, individual freedom, and the society bears the negative influences generated by the enhancement of the 
corruption phenomenon, of the antisocial and violent actions, the creation of criminal mechanisms gaining substantial profits 
from this type of activity affecting the economic stability and the regional security. Although, trafficking in persons, as a 
criminal and social phenomenon, is on international agendas since 2000, remains a reality which requires a sustainable and 
continuous effort from the international organisations, of each state, but of the whole society. The awareness of the negative 
effects, of the destroying impact of this phenomenon on children, youth, women and vulnerable social categories becomes a 
fundamental request of the institutional actions in the modern law state. Dimensions less visible and accepted in the last years 
become realities in the context of globalization, of freedom of movement, of elimination of internal borders, of liberalization of 
labour markets, of new settlements in the field of organ transplant, of legalization of sexual-commercial activities in certain 
states. The increase of the demand of sexual services, of cheep labour force, the desire for profit with minimum investments 
represent factors influencing directly the enhancement of the activity of criminal networks in trafficking in persons. The 
economic and social situations in the last years and the economic crisis, affecting the European States, have determined an 
increase of vulnerability to traffic for certain social groups.  
 The years 2009 and 2010 have been characterised on the European level, by an extremely intense activity of decision 
makers, by initiatives to update the legal framework, by organizing conferences with high impact at the level of the ministry. 
An important objective of these conferences was to offer the possibility to approach new challenges more and more important 
for the European Union in the field of prevention, protection of victims of trafficking in persons and the prosecution of the 
traffickers. More than that, another objective was to provide concrete and real data to the work structures of the European 
Union Council to elaborate an action document in the field of enhancing the external dimension of European Union as a 
reaction against trafficking in persons. The institutional reaction must take into consideration a series of aspects of trafficking 
in persons, namely: as an illegal economic activity, the traffic representing one the main financial resources for organized 
crime; as a major infringement of human fundamental rights, representing an offence to the human dignity Romania can not 
overpass; as an illegal cross-border activity, representing an element threatening the security. In the same time, the institutional 
reaction represents an important cooperation area within the European Union and in partnership with states, regions and third 
international organisations.  
 Thus, decision makers in the European Union have launched an appeal to the international community, including the 
institutions at the regional and national level, nongovernmental and international organizations, and other organization of the 
civil society, as well as to the European Union institutions and agencies, both to counter the challenges of cross-border 
criminality and to offer a clear and comprehensive reaction in the direction of coherent and clear multidisciplinary politics, 
with the involvement of all stakeholders in the countries of origin, transit and destination. This kind of reaction must be in 
accordance with human rights standards, paying a special attention to the traffic in women and children, pursuant to relevant 
international instruments in the field.  
 This strategy was elaborated at the initiative of the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons as the 
implementation period for the National Strategy against Trafficking in Persons for the period 2006 – 2010 was finalized.   
 Public institutions competent in the field of trafficking in persons and nongovernmental organizations performing 
prevention and victims’ assistance activities have been involved in the elaboration of the National Strategy. The organized 
work meetings aimed mainly at the identification of the problems occurred in performing the activities characteristic for the 
action field against trafficking in persons and the draft of the general objectives of the Strategies.  
 The institutions taking part in the elaboration of the strategy were:  
Ministry of Administration and Interior (National Agency against Trafficking in Persons, General Inspectorate of Romanian 
Police – Directorate for Countering Organized Crime, General Inspectorate of Romanian Border Police, Romanian 
Immigration Office, Public Politics Unit), Public Ministry (Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism), 
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection, (Labour Inspection, General 
Directorate for Child Protection, General Directorate for Protecting Persons with Disabilities, National Agency for 
Employment), Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sport (General Directorate for Education and Lifelong Learning) 
and Ministry of Health (Authority for Public Health, National Agency for Transplant).  
 This document was elaborated and finalized on the basis of the relevant contribution of the following non-
governmental organizations: Organization Save the Children – Romania, ADPARE – Association for Developing Alternative 
Practices for Reintegration and Education, Caritas Association – Bucharest, AIDROM – Ecumenical Association of Churches 
in Romania, Romanian Centre for Disappeared and Sexually Exploited Children – FOCUS, Terres des Hommes Foundation, 
Ratiu Centre for Democracy, International Organization for Migration – Romanian Mission.  
 The period for the implementation of the measures in this strategy is 2012 – 2016.  
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II. GENERAL RELEVANT INFORMATION  
 

The crime of trafficking in persons continues to be one of the most profitable crimes for offenders, but harmful for 
victims and the entire society. The nature of exploitation activities dehumanizes the victims, subjecting them to inhuman 
treatments sometimes with irreversible effects on their personality and human development, especially as regards children.  

The observance of this phenomenon tendencies allow the outline of future activities for countering and prevention 
trafficking in persons.  

The social reality generated by the existence and implication of trafficking in persons phenomenon led to the need to 
create and develop a centralized national system to collect the data in this phenomenon (SIMEV1). SIMEV stores and processes 
data obtained through the implementation of the National victim identification and referral mechanism, created for the 
identification and referral of the victims and potential victims. National victim identification and referral mechanism represents 
the tool offered to public institutions and non-governmental organization to refer to the victims’ or potential victims’ referral 
they get in contact with.  

In the period 2006 – 2010, the annual incidence of identified victims of trafficking in persons experienced a 
decreasing trend for the first years on analysis, so that starting 2010 to follow an increasing trend.  

Social reaction to this crime occurred both in preventing this crime and the accomplishment of justice and 
reintegration and adequate assistance of victims. 

Below there is the situation of identified victims per year (on the left side) and the situation of convictions in the same 
period (on the right side):  

 

 
  

Thus, the incidence of victims identified in 2010 did not register an increase compared to the one in 2006; the number 
of persons convicted for the crime of trafficking in persons exceeded 200 persons in 2010. To an annual average of 1448 
identified victims, the immediate response of justice was an average of 190 convicted traffickers and hundreds of persons sent 
to trial every year.  

 
 
For all the years of analysis, the category of 

female persons was constantly more numerous among 
identified victims. The graphic shows exactly the 
quantitative differences between female and male victims.  
  
 
 

 

                                                 
1 Integrated System for Victims of Trafficking in Persons Monitorization and Evaluation, from now on called SIMEV.  
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Although, most of the victims trafficked in this periods were adults, a special attention must be paid to minors, taking 
into consideration their vulnerable position and addressing with programmes according to their age and level of maturity.  
 
The main methods for victims’ exploitation were forced prostitution, forced labour or accomplishing services with the 
infringement of legal norms on labour, salary, health and security, as well as forced begging, all associated with  numerous 
physical, emotional or any other type of abuse. Other exploitation methods have been identified among victims, but these can 
not be considered a tendency. As the new technological means expand more and more, the national and transnational bodies 

draw attention on the disguised dangers of Internet, 
especially for children.  Although, at the present 
moment, the exploitation via Internet does not 
represent a major risk, measures to trace the possible 
victims and to prevent these deeds among groups in 
risk situation must be identified.  
 The appropriate measurement of trafficking in 
persons matter must not focus only on the victim 
dimension, but on the strategic monitoring of traffic 
flows, of organized crime networks, as well as on the 
analysis with specific indicators of justice response.   
  In accordance with the data registered by 
SIMEV, most of identified victims are trafficked 
outside the Romanian borders. For example, out of the 
total number of 1154 victims identified in 2010, 305 

victims were trafficked internally, the difference of 849 victims representing the externally trafficked persons. The top 5 
destination countries for external traffic, in order of amplitude, were: Spain (234 victims), Italy (206 victims), Check Republic 
(87 victims), Cyprus (78 victims), France (68 victims). Nevertheless, the need to consolidate the internal dimension against 
trafficking in persons must be a constant one; the internal traffic must be seen as a “training stage” of victims for subsequent 
exploitation in external traffic.   
 The accelerated social change causes system failures which can favour the appearance of any kind of crimes, but also 
changes of vulnerable groups’ structure.  

According to Enrico Ferri theory called „supersaturation law”, any abnormal social phenomenon causes an abrupt 
increase of criminality. Thus, in the context of global economic crisis, arrived in Romania since the end of the year 2008 - 
beginning of the year 2009, a general change of social environment - a social disequilibrium - has been noticed, characterized 
by the intensification of criminal activities and by the increased victimization.  
 
Destination  
 
 In accordance with the statistics at the level of the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons, registered in 
SIMEV, Spain, Italy and Romania (internal traffic) had the highest score on a scale from 1 to 10 of the frequency (where 1 is 
the destination country with the least identified victims and 10 is the destination country with the most exploited and identified 
victims) in the annual top2 10 of the destination country for trafficking in persons. This high score can only emphasize the 
constant problem of trafficking in persons at these destinations. The states with the score around 5 (the cases of Check 
Republic and Cyprus) are characterised by an average spread of the trafficking in persons with Romanian citizens, but which 
appeared although the period 2006-2010.   

The states which did not register annual cases or a wide spread of this phenomenon obtained lower scores.  
 

 
Score 
2010 

Score  
2009 

Score 
 2008 

Score  
2007 

Score  
2006 

Average 
 

Spain       9 10 10 9 10 9.6 
Italy         8 9 9 10 9 9 
Romania         10 8 8 7 8 8.2 
Czech 
Republic          7 7 6 8 1 5.8 
Cyprus           6 2 4 0 0 2.4 
Germany        4 4 5 5 7 5 
Greece          3 6 7 6 5 5.4 
France         5 0 0 4 6 3 
Austria         2 1 2 2 4 2.2 

                                                 
2 The top was made on the basis of the first 10 destination countries for trafficking in persons, annually. There, where the last 
threshold, more states have registered the same values, all cases have been taken into consideration.  
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United 
Kingdome             0 3 3 0 0 1.2 
Hungary          1 0 0 1 0 0.4 
Netherlands       1 0 0 3 0 0.8 
Ireland         1 0 1 0 0 0.4 
Portugal     0 0 0 0 2 0.4 
Finland        0 5 0 0 0 1 
Turkey        0 0 0 0 3 0.6 

 
The scoring method from 1 to 10 - where 1 was given to the state/ states which were on the 10th place in the top of 

annual destination and 10 was given to the state which was on the 1st place as external destination – allows the clear emphasis 
of main destination states, the comparison and the multiannual ranking depending on the obtained score. The destinations top 
was made ranking the states depending on the number of victims exploited within their territory.  Thus, for the 5 years of 
analysis, on the basis of obtained scoring, the top 10 for „problem” destination for trafficking in persons is: 

 
 

III. PRIORITIES, POLITICS AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK  
 
Legal changes  
 
 The accession of Romania to the European Union involved the harmonization of national legislation with the 
European Union one, the adjustment of structures and mechanisms of national public administration according to the ones 
belonging to the European Union and the development of administrative and legal capacity to implement the European acquis.  
 Romania, beside other states and especially Member States of European Union, has adopted gradually an assembly of 
legal measures for the continuous building and strengthening of national mechanism, in the context of international cooperation 
improvement for the prevention and countering of trafficking in persons. Our country has registered important achievements in 
the fight against trafficking in persons, having, at the present moment, national regulations according to the European and 
international standards. Also, it has adopted and implemented the National victim identification and referral mechanism, it has 
focused prevention activities and campaigns on the vulnerable target groups, according to the results of national evaluation on 
this phenomenon, and last but not least, it has dismantled traffickers’ networks, send them to trial and convicted them, mostly 
to custodial sentences.    
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Reference normative documents  
 
A. One of the main objectives of Government Programme 2012, provided in the Annex 2 to the Parliament Decision no. 15/ 
2012 for Government grant trust, at the Chapter 6 “Administration and interior” in the component “order and public safety” is: 
to counter corruption, transnational organized crime and serious forms of economic and financial crime, given the situation 
when the organized crime, trafficking in persons, trafficking in drugs, smuggling continue to represent problems for the 
internal security of Romania. Due to these reasons, the proposal is for the public institutions in the field of public order and 
safety to act firmly both to counter the challenges of criminality and to have a clear and comprehensive reaction through 
coherent and coordinated multidisciplinary politics, involving all stakeholders.   
 In the same time, the forms of organized crime that prejudice the image of Romania abroad must be countered through 
specific means of police cooperation.   
 One of action direction for the achievement of this objective is “Improvement of international police cooperation for 
countering trafficking in persons and trafficking in drugs - crimes of organized crime”.  
B. Main international legal instruments on trafficking in persons, ratified by Romania, or related to trafficking in persons and 
human rights, as well as relevant European documents are:  

1. United Nations Convention against cross-border organized crime, adopted in New York, on 15th of November 2000, 
ratified by the Law no. 565/ 2002. Romania signed, on 14th of December 2000, at Palermo, the United Nations 
Convention against organized cross-border organized crime, as well as the two additional protocols, adopted in New 
York, on 15th of November 2000: protocol on the prevention, repression and punishment of trafficking in persons, 
especially of woman and children, as well as the protocol against smuggling with migrants on land, air and sea; 

2.  United Nations Convention regarding the fight against trafficking in human beings, adopted on 3rd of May 2005, 
opened for signature and signed by Romania, in Warsaw on 16th of May 2005, ratified by the Law no. 300/2006;  

3. European Union Plan on best practices, standards and procedures for countering and prevention of trafficking in 
persons; 

4. Stockholm Programme, adopted at Brussels, on 2nd of December 2009; 
5. Directive 2011/36/EU of European Parliament and Council of 5th of April 2011 on the prevention and countering of 

trafficking in persons and the protection of its victims, as well as replacing the Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA of 
Council. 

C. International instruments which refer explicitly to children’s rights, trafficking in children and the fight against any form of 
children exploitation:  

1. Convention on children’s rights, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, of 20th of November 1989, ratified 
by Romania through the Law 18/ 1990, republished;  

2. International Labour Organization Convention no. 182/ 199 on the prohibition of worst forms of children labour and 
the immediate action for their elimination, adopted at the 87th session of the General Conference of International 
Labour Organization at Geneva on 17th of June 1999, ratified through the Law 203/2000;  

3. Optional Protocol on the Convention regarding the children’s rights, selling children, children prostitution and 
children pornography, signed at New York, on 6th of September, ratified through the Law 470/ 2001.  

4. European Union Convention on children’s protection against sexual exploitation and abuse, adopted at Lanzarote on 
25th of October 2007 and signed by Romania at Lanzarote on 25th of October 2007, ratified through the Law 252/ 
2010. 

 
D. Main national normative documents in the field of trafficking in persons:  

1. Law no. 678/2001 on the prevention and countering of trafficking in persons, with the subsequent changes and 
completions;  

2. Law no. 248/2005 on the regime free movement of Romania citizens to travel abroad, with the subsequent changes 
and completions; 

3. Romanian Criminal Code;  
4. Government Decision no. 299/2003 for the approval of Regulation to apply the provisions of Law 678/2001 on the 

prevention and countering of trafficking in persons;  
5. Government Decision no. 1238/2007 for the approval of National Standards specific for specialized services to assist 

and protect the victims of trafficking in persons;   
6. Order of ministry of interior and administrative reform, ministry of labour, family and equal chances, ministry of 

education, research and youth, ministry of public health, of president of National Authority for the Child’s rights 
protection, of the general prosecutor of Prosecutor’s Office within the High Court of Cassation and Justice and of 
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ministry of justice no. 335/2881/1990/1072/266/A 6880/409/C/2353/C for the approval of the National identification 
and referral mechanism.  

 
E. National normative documents regarding trafficking in children and the fight against any form of children’s exploitation:  

1. Law no. 272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children’s rights, with subsequent changes;  
2. Government Decision no. 1443/2004 on the methodology to repatriate unaccompanied Romanian minors and to assure 

special protection measures in their favour;  
3. Government Decision no. 617/2004 on the establishment and organization of the national Steering committee for the 

prevention and countering children’s’ exploitation for labour;  
4. Government Decision no. 76/2008 for the amendment and completion of Government Decision no. 617/2004 on the 

establishment and organization of the national Steering committee for the prevention and countering children’s’ 
exploitation for labour;  

5. Government Decision no. 860/2008 on the approval of the national Strategy in the field of protection and promotion 
of children’s right 2008 – 2013 and of the operational Plan for the implementation of the national Strategy in the field 
of protection and promotion of children’s right 2008 – 2013;  

6. Government Decision no. 867/2009 on the ban of dangerous labours for children;  
7. Government Decision no. 49/2011 for the approval of the framework Methodology for the prevention and intervention 

in multidisciplinary teams and in networks in situations of violence against children and domestic violence and of the  
Methodology for multidisciplinary and interinstitutional intervention regarding exploited children and in risks 
situation for labour exploitation, children victims of trafficking in persons, as well as migrant Romanian children 
victims of any forms of violence on the territory of other states;  

8. Order of the state secretary of the National Authority for Child Protection and Adoption and of the ministry of 
administration and interior no. 123/429/2004 for the approval of the Regulation for organization and functioning of 
the subgroup for the coordination and evaluation of the prevention and countering of trafficking in children activities;  

9. Order of the state secretary of the National Authority for Child Protection and Adoption and of the ministry of 
administration and interior no. 295/2005 for the organization and functioning of technical secretariat within the 
subgroup for the coordination and evaluation of the prevention and countering of trafficking in children activity, with 
subsequent changes;  

10. Order of the state secretary of the National Authority for Child Protection and Adoption and of the ministry of 
administration and interior no. 294/2005 on the organization and functioning of the unit specialized in child labour, 
with the subsequent changes and completions.  

 
F. Other national legal instruments on trafficking in persons:  

1. Law no. 156/2000 on the protection of Romanian citizens who work abroad, republished;  
2. Law no. 416/2001 on the minimum guaranteed income, with the subsequent changes and completions;  
3. Law no. 116/2002 on the prevention and countering of social exclusion;  
4. Law no. 682/2002 on the witness protection; 
5. Law no. 39/2003 on the prevention and countering of organized crime, with the subsequent changes and completions;  
6. Law no. 211/2004 on certain protection measures for the victims of crimes, with the subsequent changes and 

completions;  
7. Law no. 302/2004 on international judicial cooperation in criminal matters, republished; 
8. Law no. 508/2004 on the establishment, organization and functioning within the Public Ministry of the Directorate for 

Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism, with the subsequent changes and completions;  
9. Law no. 95/ 2006 on the reform in the field of health, with the subsequent changes and completions;  
10. Law no. 292/2011 on social assistance; 
11. Government Emergency Ordinance no. 194/2002 on the status of aliens in Romania, republished.  

 
IV. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM  
 

The experience with the implementation of the National Strategy against trafficking in persons for the period 2006 – 
2010, the analysis of the annual reports on the situation of the trafficking in persons and the anti-traffic activities, as well as of 
the legal framework, represented the basis for the definition of the problem in the field, namely the maintenance at a high level 
of the number of victims of trafficking in persons and a limited reaction capacity against trafficking at the national level.  

 
A series of subsequent problems have been identified, in relation to this central problem:  
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� An incomplete and mistaken perception on the trafficking in persons phenomenon at the level of the population 
and in media.   
 
Media interest focuses selectively on human trafficking phenomenon, retaining those facts and data characteristics for hot 
news, aspect which causes the promotion of an incomplete image and perpetuating stereotypes regarding profile victim of 
human trafficking and exploitation methods. The inaccurate and ambiguous information on certain aspects of trafficking in 
person’s phenomenon, in the context of current biases and social stereotypes, contributed to a misleading communication of 
anti-traffic messages and the maintenance at a low level of public awareness and of the reactions to the traffic problem.  

 
� Increased vulnerability to traffic, caused by the spreading and deepening of financial difficulties for certain 

categories of persons, in the wider context of socio-economic evolution at the global and national level.  
 
Low standards of living and lack of real opportunities to overcome difficult situations, on a long term, generate feelings of 
discouragement and distrust in chances of personal wealth in the country and encourage migration. A particular vulnerable 
category is represented by children, especially children in care of families with major socio-economic difficulties, respectively, 
families with many children, with very low income, a reduced level of education and with extreme difficulties for employment.   
 

�  Reduced number and certain disparities in the organization and functioning of specialized services for the 
assistance of victims of trafficking in persons.  
 
The current territorial organization of residence centres for adult victims of trafficking in persons is inefficient in covering their 
individual needs. The residence of persons in distress, one eligibility criteria for the access to social services provided by the 
local authorities, represents an element which hinders the protection and assistance of victims of trafficking in persons in 
specialized centres.  
 
Also, the probation offices competent in providing psychological counselling and other forms of assistance for victims of 
trafficking in persons can not have a prompt and appropriate answer to the needs of this category of persons. This is due to the 
fact that the number of victims addressing to probation offices is low, and it is known that they work with criminals and on the 
other side not all the probation offices have personnel trained in the field of psychology and the ones with this type of training, 
do not have the necessary accreditation to give psychological training. Consequently, in this moment, probation offices, 
although legally competent to offer support to the victims of trafficking in persons, most of the times guide the victims to other 
institutions and organization which can answer to the specific needs of victims of trafficking in persons.  
 
The overlaps, disparities and lacks in the current organization and functioning of some specialized services for the protection 
and assistance of children, victims of trafficking in minors, as well as the inefficient drafting of work methodologies used 
within the cooperation between institutions in the field of trafficking in minors. The transit centres for the protection of the 
repatriated children and/ or victims of trafficking do not answer completely to their initial mission, almost half of them are now 
closed or they are preserved and the existing ones operate below capacity.   
 

� Reduced capacity to implement the National Identification and Referral Mechanism. 
 
The observance of victims’ repatriation and referral for assistance activities, especially the specific of stages and stakeholders 
showed the fact that, at the level of the institutions responsible for the implementation of the National Identification and 
Referral Mechanism, the provisions of this documents are not well known or there are certain unclear aspects of the attributions 
to identify and refer the victims of trafficking in persons. The lack of standards for the risk assessment of victims of trafficking 
in persons and of some standards for their assisted repatriation causes delays in the identification of the most appropriate 
measures and assistance. In particular, the detailed additional procedures on the identification and referral of children – victims 
of trafficking in minors – as stages in the case management for children – victims of trafficking in minors – provided in the 
multidisciplinary and interinstitutional intervention Methodology for exploited children or in risk situation for labour 
exploitation, the children, victims of trafficking in persons, as well as Romanian migrant children, victims of other forms of 
violence on the territory of other states, approved by the Government Decision no. 49/ 2011, are still not well known by the 
institutions responsible for their implementation. 
 

� Limited capacity, at the level of law enforcement authorities, to evaluate, anticipate and respond to the 
evolution of the types of criminal actions in the field of traffic.  
 
This problem is determined by the limited human, financial and logistic resources which favoured the usage of same practices 
in reaction to the problem of traffic based, to a large extent, on the investigators’ capacity to solve the cases. Innovation and 
initiative in this field must be stimulated both by the usage, at a large scale, of modern instruments for information 
management, as well as by a cross-border approach of the judicial actions.  
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� Inconsistency in the accuracy and completeness of data collected and disseminated to the institutions 
responsible for implementing policies in the field of trafficking in persons. 
 
Identification and comprehensiveness of the identification of trafficking in persons fluctuates affecting negatively the quality of 
national/ country reports and the perception of institutional capacity to react to the current situation.   
 

� Lack of reports or incomplete / late reports on the performed activities and obtains results of the institutions 
competent in the field.  
 
Partial taking or not taking responsibility for collecting data of interest by institutions in the fields of action precludes the rate 
of aggregation of information and assessment of the situation of human trafficking in Romania, resulting in a reduced ability to 
respond in time to the reporting requirements in this field, thus affecting their quality. 
 

� The absence of a neutral observer of the implications and results of public policies in the field of traffic, with 
the necessary authority and independence, able to make the evaluation and recommendations on the efficiency and 
sustainability of the national anti-traffic process.  
 
The difference of opinion between the institution and the civil society as regards the results and the action directions of the 
effort made for the prevention and countering of traffic, as well as for victims’ assistance are frequently lacking in positive – 
constructive effects in the absence of a fair arbitration which might be offered by the Institution of the National Rapporteur. 
The arbitrage offered by this will effect on the coordination and the synergy of the two social segments for the countering 
activities to reach the desired efficiency level.  
 

� Insufficient funds for the diversification and increase of number of activities to reduce the phenomenon and to 
assist the victims of trafficking in persons.  
 
For the proper functioning of the public – private partnership, it is necessary to assure the sustainability of reintegration 
programmes which require financial support which can be gained by means of international projects and programmes of 
national interest.  
 

� Increased prevalence of Romanian victims exploited on the territory of other states.  
 
The situation described above imposes both the intensification of international cooperation efforts from all the institutions with 
competences in the fight against trafficking in persons, especially with the institutions in destination countries to find the most 
efficient answers in the prevention of this phenomenon, to dismantle traffickers’ networks and to protect the victims’ rights, as 
well to improve the economic-financial improvement of the vulnerable population representing one of the main factors which 
favour the victimization of Romanian citizens abroad.  
 
V. OBJECTIVES OF STRATEGY  
 

This strategy has the purpose to reduce the impact and dimensions of trafficking in persons at the national 
level, setting priorities and making efficient the activities in the fight against this phenomenon.   
 
    GENERAL OBIECTIVES  
 

1. To stimulate the prevention activities and the involvement of civil society in their performance  
2. To improve the quality of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons in the view of their social 

reintegration.  
3. To improve the institutional capacity to investigate crimes of trafficking in persons, mostly cases of trafficking in minors, 

as well as the capacity of criminal prosecution bodies to track the criminal profit  
4. To enhance the capacity to collect and analyse data on trafficking in persons 
5. To improve and extend the interinstitutional and international cooperation process to support the implementation of the 

national strategy against trafficking in persons.  
 
 
VI. MAIN PRINCIPLES  
 
     The activities on the prevention and countering of trafficking in persons and the assistance given to the victims, 
performed in accordance with the objectives of this National Strategy, are subjected to the following principles, the observance 
of which is fundamental and compulsory:  
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1. The observance of human fundamental rights and freedom – all the activities performed by the state institutions, 
nongovernmental organization and other structures of civil society for the prevention and countering trafficking in 
persons and the necessary assistance given to the victims is done in compliance with the provisions of the 
international conventions and treaties on the human fundamental rights and freedom, Romania belongs to.  

2. Principle of observance and promotion with priority of superior interest of children -  the superior interest of children 
shall prevail in all the actions and decisions regarding children, taken by the public authorities and bodies involved in 
accomplishing the objectives of this national Strategy;  

3. Legality principle – the activities to accomplish the strategic objectives are performed on the basis of the law and in 
accordance with it;  

4. Prevention principle – the entire activity performed for the accomplishment of strategic objectives must assure the 
prevention of trafficking in persons, both  through a good cooperation between the involved institutions and 
organization, as well as through a unitary coordination in the implementation of the national Strategy;  

5. Complimentarily, transparency and social dialogue principle – entails, on one side, the transparency of the decision 
process, and on the other side, the consultation of the civil society members within this process. The implementation 
of the national Strategy shall be performed transparently, with the participation of the civil society, aside the 
governmental institutions for the accomplishment of the objectives;  

6. Cooperation principle – the institutions and organizations involved in the prevention and countering of trafficking in 
persons and in proving assistance for the victims shall cooperate, so that to assure a coherent, integrated conception on 
the matter and of the assumed or planned measures, an appropriate coordination of the efforts made and of actions 
performed; 

7. Public – private partnership principle – implies to involve the civil society in concrete activities to implement the 
measures to prevent trafficking in persons, to offer assistance services for victims, as well as to consult the civil 
society members within decision making process.  

8. Responsibility principle – implies the obligation of institutions responsible to carry out the activities additional to the 
objectives of national Strategy, as well as of partner institutions, to perform their tasks in the best way possible.  

9. Confidentiality principle – the activities shall be made public only as provided by law, so that they will not endanger 
the good performance and the result as well as the rights and freedoms of involved persons.  

10. Adaptability principle – implies that all anti-traffic actions shall be in accordance with the needs caused by the 
dynamic of the phenomenon, with the national and international normative documents. 

11. Sustainability principle – means the allocation of financial and human resources necessary for the achievement of 
strategic objectives.  

12. Subsidiary principle – implies that the decisions shall be taken as closer to the citizens and that the need to take new 
actions specific for the achievement of strategic objectives in the view of possibilities at the national, regional and 
local level shall be permanently checked.  

13. Adequacy principle – implies that none of the performed actions should overcome the level necessary for the 
achievement of the established objectives.  

 
 
VII. ACTION DIRECTION, GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND SPECI FIC OBJECTIVES  
 
VII.1. PREVENTION OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS  

 
Public policies for the prevention of trafficking in persons must continue and new methods and approaches must be 

used for their implementation, having as starting points, on one side the action to centralize the prevention efforts made so far, 
both by public institutions and nongovernmental organizations to avoid the overlaps and to increase the efficiency of the 
common action and, on the other side, a justification resulting from the researches in the field on target-groups and risk areas.   
 
General objective 1. To stimulate the prevention activities and the involvement of civil society in their performance  
 
Specific objectives  
1.1. To increase the information and awareness of population on what trafficking in persons implies 
1.2. To reduce the risk factors leading to victimization  
1.3. To monitor the activity of economic agents in professional fields with great fluctuation of labour force (building, 

agriculture, wood exploitation etc.)  
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VII.2. VICTIMS’ OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS PROTECTIO N, ASSISTANCE AND SOCIAL 
REINTEGRATION 

 
In the field of protection and assistance a series of measures have been adopted which contributed to the improvement 

of organization and supply of assistance services for the victims of trafficking in persons, most significant being the approval 
of national standards specific for the specialized services for assistance and protection of victims of trafficking in persons and 
the National identification and referral mechanism, establishing specific procedures to refer the victims of trafficking in 
persons depending on the place and way the victims were identified and on the institutions and organization that identify the 
victim.  Minors, victims of trafficking in persons, benefit from specific protection measures according to the regulations within 
the national system for protection and promotion of human rights.   

The protection and assistance services are offered to victims of trafficking in persons, either in assistance and 
protection centres, established by the state, or in centres and shelters of nongovernmental, in protected dwellings, in daily 
centres, but event at their own domicile.   
  
General objective 2. To improve the quality of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons in the 
view of their social reintegration 
 
Specific objectives  
2.1. To reconfigure the service system of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons   
2.2. To harmonize the provisions of national legislation in the field of assistance for victims of trafficking in persons with the 

ones of European Union  
2.3. To enhance the capacity of National Agency against Trafficking in Persons  to monitor and asses, at the national level, 

the suppliers of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons  
2.4. To improve the capacity for early identification of victims and referral to the suppliers of specialized services  
2.5. To assure the protection and assistance for adult victims of trafficking in persons in the view of their social reintegration  
2.6. To assure the protection and assistance for children - victims of trafficking in persons in the view of their social 

reintegration  
2.7. To assure the sustainability of the coordination programme for the participation of victims of   trafficking in persons 

during criminal trial  
2.8. To improve the measures to support the access of victims of trafficking in persons to financial compensation  

 
 

VII.3. COUNTERING TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS  
 
 When countering trafficking in persons, a comprehensive approach of legal proceedings is necessary in the context of 
increased involvement of organized crime in this type of crime but as a consequence of the transnational character of this form 
of breaching the human rights. The adoption and continuous development of good investigation practices, coded in unitary 
standard procedures at the level of law enforcement institutions, completed by measures to improve the capacity to collect and 
analyse information from various sources, represents the premises for a coherent and efficient anti-traffic response to the 
dismantle of networks and discourage of criminal actions in this field.  
 Also, the profit made by the criminal networks must be taken into consideration when investigating the cases of 
trafficking in persons, including the ones with a cross-border component.  
 
General objective 3. To improve the institutional capacity to investigate crimes of trafficking in persons, mostly cases of 
trafficking in minors, as well as the capacity of criminal prosecution bodies to track the criminal profit  
 
Specific objectives 
3.1. To develop the strategic analysis capacity regarding trafficking in persons at the level of the National Police  
3.2. To develop the capacity of Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism to coordinate the activity of 

investigation and criminal prosecution of crimes of traffic  
3.3. To harmonize the provisions of national legislation in the field of countering trafficking in persons with the ones of 

European Union  
3.4. To intensify the usage of international legal cooperation tools in cases of trafficking in persons  
3.5. To improve the cooperation between units for countering cyber-crime and for countering trafficking in persons to 

monitor the situations when the internet is used for juvenile pornography via IT systems and for recruitment to produce 
juvenile pornography via IT systems  
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3.6. To assure the continuity and sustainability of training programmes in the field of countering for experts in the law 
enforcement bodies  

3.7. To follow the goods and profits obtained from crimes of trafficking in persons  
 
 
VII.4. MONITORIZATION – EVALUATION – REPORTING   

The understanding of nature and dimensions of trafficking in persons lies at the basis of the development and the 
improvement of actions to prevent and counter the phenomenon, to elaborate and to implement public policies or assistance for 
the victims of trafficking in persons.  

In order to provide, in real time, an overview on the phenomenon of trafficking in persons in Romania, it is necessary 
that the current mechanism of data collecting and processing should be improved both by using a set of common/ comparable 
indicators  by all institutions and by exchanging data.  The indicators shall be settled by competent structures, on the basis of 
internal dynamic of the phenomenon, as well as of the recommendations of the national rapporteurs in the member states of 
European Union.   

 
General objective 4. To increase the capacity to collect and analyse data on trafficking in persons  
 
Specific objective 
4.1. Joint usage of data collected by the competent institutions  
4.2. To improve the quality of evaluation reports  
4.3. To establish the institution of National Rapporteur   
 
VII.5. INTERNATIONAL AND INTERINSTITUTIONAL COOPERA TION  
 A core element of a coherent and concerted response is represented by a strong partnership between public 
institutions, trade unions, employer’s associations and nongovernmental organizations. Employers’ associations, the basic 
pillar for the unitary development, coordination and evaluation of the activities to prevent and counter the phenomenon of 
trafficking in persons must reflect the concept of holistic approach of the phenomenon and the concentration of efforts in the 
fight against traffic.  
 The transnational character of the phenomenon of trafficking in persons involves, firstly, an efficient and continuous 
cooperation with the states on the origin-transit-destination routes. 
 The economic and demographic aspects of the phenomenon of trafficking in persons impose the extension of the 
dialogue in this field at the global level.   
 
General objective 5. To improve and extend the interinstitutional and international cooperation process to support the 
implementation of the national strategy against trafficking in persons.  
 
Specific objectives:  
5.1. To strengthen the cooperation between relevant institutions competent in the prevention and counter of trafficking in 

persons and in offering assistance and protection to the victims of trafficking in persons  
5.2. To develop the channels for communication, functional and interinstitutional cooperation with the European Union states, 

with non-EU states and with International Organizations in the global context of fight against trafficking in persons   
5.3. To make efficient and to support the activities to fight against trafficking in persons at the national and transnational, 

absorbing external non-reimbursable funds and using efficiently the internal resources  
5.4. To enhance and diverse the cooperation with non-governmental organizations which perform activities to prevent 

trafficking in persons and to assist the victims 
5.5. To develop strategic partnerships with the states in the region, both members of European Union and third countries, to 

promote and assume the status of regional leader in the field of prevention and countering trafficking in persons  
 

VIII. RESULTS OF THE STRATEGY 

General objective 1. To stimulate the prevention activities and the involvement of civil society in their performance  
Result:  Increased variety of delivering anti-traffic messages and increased number of civil society representatives involved in 
their dissemination  
General objective 2. To improve the quality of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons for 
their social reintegration  
Result:  Increased quality and efficiency of victims’ assistance process and services  
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General objective 3. To improve the institutional capacity to investigate crimes of trafficking in persons, mostly cases of 
trafficking in minors, as well as the capacity of criminal prosecution bodies to track the criminal profit  
Result:  Reaching the desired efficiency level in the investigation, criminal prosecution and conviction of traffickers in persons 
and recovering the criminal profit      
General objective 4. To enhance the capacity to collect and analyse data on trafficking in persons 
Result: A real/ scientific fundament for the evaluation and analysis reports, namely for the reports monitoring the stage of 
implementation of public policies in the field of trafficking in persons   
General objective 5. To improve and extend the interinstitutional and international cooperation process to support the 
implementation of the national strategy against trafficking in persons 
Result: Functional cooperation mechanism, at the national and international level, between relevant institutions, competent in 
the prevention and countering of trafficking in persons and in offering assistance and protection for the victims of trafficking in 
persons  
 
 IX.   RESULTS OF ACTIONS  

General objective 1. To stimulate the prevention activities and the involvement of civil society in their performance  
 
Results: 
a) High level of knowledge of population/ risk groups/ professional categories, on the phenomenon of trafficking in person;  
b) Population’s raised awareness on the causes and consequences of trafficking in persons;   
c) National, regional or local prevention campaigns addressed to implemented target groups; 
d) Raised level of self-protection capacity for the persons within vulnerable groups; 
e) High level of observance of legal norms on work, payment, health and security conditions.    
 
General objective 2. To improve the quality of protection and assistance for the victims of trafficking in persons for 
their social reintegration  
 
Results: 
a) National network of protection and assistance services adapted to the victims’ of trafficking in persons specific needs;  
b) Unitary and coherent legal framework; 
c) Observance of national standards on specialized assistance services for the victims of trafficking in persons; 
d) Efficient mechanism for victim’s identification and referral; 
e)  Reduced period of time spent by the victims in traffic situation; 
f) Recovery and development of victims’ capacity to overcome the vulnerability/ difficulty situations; 
g) Increased level of physical and psychological security for the victims of trafficking in persons and good knowledge of their 

rights.  
 
General objective 3. To improve the institutional capacity to investigate crimes of trafficking in persons, mostly cases of 
trafficking in minors, as well as the capacity of criminal prosecution bodies to track the criminal profit  
 
Results: 
a) Improved capacity for strategic analysis on the trafficking in persons at the level of the Romanian Police; 
b) Maintenance of an increased rhythm to solve the files on the crime of trafficking in persons; 
c) Completion of procedures to implement the European provisions in the field in the national legislation; 
d) Active usage of international judiciary cooperation tools, mostly of joint investigation teams; 
e) Active usage of tools identifying  the goods coming from crimes of trafficking in persons; 
f) Increased level of identified and recovered criminal profit; 
g) Outlining the tendencies to use internet as a tool in the recruitment and exploitation process; 
h) Training programmes, in the field of countering trafficking in persons, for experts in law enforcement units. 
 
 
General objective 4. To enhance the capacity to collect and analyse data on trafficking in persons 
 
Results: 
a) Unitary and comparable manner to measure and interpret data; 
b) Alignment to the European tendencies to collect and evaluate the phenomenon of trafficking in persons; 
c) Enhanced  quality of assessment reports; 
d) High level of objectivity and independence in assessing national politics and their implementation manner. 
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General objective 5. To improve and extend the interinstitutional and international cooperation process to support the 
implementation of the national strategy against trafficking in persons 
 
Results: 
a) National, efficient, coherent and transparent anti-traffic response; 
b) Active communication and cooperation channels, at the global level, in the field of prevention and countering trafficking 

in persons; 
c) Increased quality of anti-traffic activities financed through non-reimbursable European funds.  
 
 
X. INDICATORS  

General objective 1 

Indicators: 
a) Number of implemented prevention campaigns; 
b) Number of beneficiaries of prevention campaigns; 
c) Number of articles/shows on trafficking in persons promoted by mass-media; 
d) Number of vocational training programmes for persons in vulnerable groups.  
 
General objective 2  
Indicators: 
a) Number of units specialized in assisting victims of trafficking in persons established in the period of reference; 
b) Elaborated standards on identification, risk assessment, assisted repatriation and referral of victims of trafficking in 

persons; 
c) Number of victims socially reintegrated; 
d) Number of victims cooperating in criminal trial; 
e) Normative act on the amendment of national identification and referral mechanism of victims of trafficking in persons. 
 
General objective 3 
Indicators: 
a) Number of investigated cases of trafficking in persons; 
b) Number of training programmes, in the field of countering of trafficking in persons, for the experts in the law enforcement 

units; 
c)  Number of investigated, convicted persons; 
d) Number of sequesters/ seizures in cases of trafficking in persons, value of sequesters/ seized goods; 
e)  Number of requests to identify goods sent to the national debt recovery office; 
f) Number of freezing/ seizure orders sent to the legal bodies in other states members of the European Union; 
g) Number of joint investigation teams. 
 
General objective 4 
Indicators: 
a) Assessment reports on the phenomenon at the national level; 
b) Draft of normative act on the organization and functioning of the National Rapporteur Institution. 
 
General objective 5 
Indicators: 
a) Number of partnerships concluded to perform activities in the field of prevention and countering trafficking in persons; 
b) Number of international reunions; 
c) Number of approved and implemented projects financed through external non-reimbursable funds.  
 

XI.  BUDGET 
The financial resources necessary for the implementation of the National Strategy come, mainly, from:  

a) Funds from the state budget, allotted to each minister and each institution competent to implement the National 
Strategy, programmed multi-annually; 

b) Funds to support national programmes for prevention and raising awareness on the effects of traffic and drug 
consumption, of trafficking in human beings, of cyber crimes and of juvenile pornography; 
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c) Funds established at the level of the European Union for the management of trafficking in persons and performance of 
anti-traffic activities; 

d) External non-reimbursable funds from European or international donors; 
e) Donations or sponsorship offered/ accepted according to the law.   

 

XII.  LEGAL ASPECTS  

As far as the legislation is concerned, it is necessary to asses the normative acts related to the field of prevention and 
countering of trafficking in persons thus, the legal proceedings should aim to clarify the competences and responsibilities of 
each structure with tasks in the field, to link the subsequent fields, as well as to harmonize them with the corresponding 
European acts.  

The legislative initiatives to amend and/or to complete some normative acts of high level (laws, government ordinances) 
and some of low level (Government decisions, as well as orders and instructions of ministry of administration and interior) 
shall be done according to the annual legislative plans, based on the new opportunities provided by the National Strategy.  

 
XIII.  MONITORING, ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES  

 
Organization framework necessary for the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the National Strategy implies 

the collaboration between all the institutions involved and interested to apply, in an efficient manner, the action directions, 
general and specific objectives provided hereby. 

 In order to get information regarding the implementation stage of the National Strategy, as well as the results 
determined by reaching the objectives, the monitoring activities shall follow two directions:  

a) Monitoring the implementation of the strategy: This direction provides information on the implementation of actions 
within the strategy. For this purpose, each institution, performing activities for the prevention and countering of 
trafficking in persons, victims’ assistance and reintegration, shall elaborate periodical monitoring reports presenting 
the way they fulfilled their tasks assumed in action plans for the implementation of the National Strategy. The 
monitoring reports shall be sent to the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons, twice a year or at request.  

b) Monitoring the fulfilment of the objectives: This direction provides information on the concrete results obtained in the 
activity of each institution with responsibilities in the field of fight against trafficking in persons. In this way, the 
results of monitoring shall consist in identifying the stage of fulfilling the objectives, the results of each activity shall 
be measured with the help of indicators settled and described in action plans for the implementation of the strategy, in 
comparing the obtained results with the estimated results, as well as in respecting the deadlines.   

 
The strategy will be evaluated through reports on the situation of trafficking in persons and anti-traffic activities, drafted 

yearly by the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons. These will emphasize the progress registered in fulfilling the 
objectives of the National Strategy, and, depending on the case, the reasons for partial fulfilment or non-fulfilment, comprising 
the conclusions and recommendations on possible measures to improve the implementation process, namely, proposals to 
improve/ revise the objectives, proposals for solutions to remedy the ascertained situations, correction measures so that the 
evolution of indicators will be the expected one.   

At the end of the implementation period of the National Strategy, a study post-implementation and impact will be carried 
out.  
 

XIV.  RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTIONS  

At the national level, the following institutions perform activities for the prevention and countering of trafficking in 

persons, but for victims’ assistance and reintegration:  

A. Ministry of Administration and Interior , through specialized structures:  

1. National Agency against Trafficking in Persons is the specialized structure in the prevention, monitoring and 
evaluation of the phenomenon of trafficking in persons in Romania. The role of the National Agency against 
Trafficking in Persons is to coordinate, evaluate and monitor the way the state institutions implement, at the 
national level, the policies in the field of trafficking in persons, as well as, in the field of protection and monitoring 
victims’ assistance.  

2. General Inspectorate of Romanian Police and the correspondent territorial units are structures within the Ministry 
of Administration and Interior, that perform inquiries and criminal investigations in the field of trafficking in 
persons, through the agency of the judiciary police officers appointed for this purpose, who carry out their activity 
within the Directorate for Countering Organized Crime, as well as, when necessary, take measures to protect the 
victims, through the agency of the officers within the National Office for Witness’ Protection.  
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3. General Inspectorate of Border Police – with its subordinated units, is the structure within the Ministry of 
Administration and Interior that performs activities in the field of preventing the illegal exit from Romania of minor 
Romanian citizens - possible victims of trafficking in persons - being, in the same time, responsible to identify and 
refer the victims of trafficking in persons.  

4. Romanian Immigration Office – is the specialized structure, with legal personality, under the subordination of the 
Ministry of Administration and Interior, competent to implement Romanian policies in the field of migration, 
asylum and foreigners’ integration, as well as the relevant legislation in these fields. As regards the fight against 
trafficking in persons, the Romanian Immigration Office has the following tasks: granting the right to stay or to 
tolerate the remaining on the national territory under conditions provided by the law, for foreigners, victims of 
trafficking in persons; the accommodation in the special centres of the Romanian Immigration Office, at the written 
request of the competent authorities; dissemination of data and information obtained during the current specific 
activity to the structures competent to fight against trafficking in persons.  

5. Prefecture – public institution with legal personality, organized and functioning under the management of the 
prefect, Government representative at the local level who manages the decentralized public services of the 
ministries and other bodies of central public administration under the subordination of the Government at the level 
of the administrative – territorial units.  

 
B. Ministry of Justice, through its specialized structures:  
 
1. Probation Directorate: is the unit which provides the fulfilment of tasks of the Ministry of Justice on the control, 
coordination and management of the activities of probation services organized near the courts of justice. The probation 
services, the total number is 42, are specialized bodies, without legal personality, under the authority of the Ministry of Justice. 
Their main tasks are the social reintegration of persons who committed crimes, but who are not detained, supervision of the 
execution of obligations the court of justice decided for them, as well as the assistance and counselling of the convicted 
persons, at their request. According to the provisions of the Law no. 211/ 2004, the probation services grant psychological 
counselling and other forms of assistance, for free, at request and for the victims of crimes provided by the Law no. 678/ 2001. 
Also, the counsellors within the probation services can participate in the victims’ hearing within criminal trial, under the terms 
provided by the Criminal Procedure Code.  
2. International Law and Judicial Cooperation Directorate: fulfils, through the Service for international judicial cooperation in 
criminal matters, the tasks of the Ministry of Justice related to trafficking in persons, provided by the Law no. 302/ 2004, in the 
following fields: extradition, European arrest warrant, transfer of procedures in criminal matters, acknowledgement and 
execution of decisions and transfer of convicted persons. The Service for international judicial cooperation in civil and 
commercial matters provides the application of dispositions as regards granting of financial compensation for the victims of 
crimes committed deliberately and with violence in cross-border situations included in the Government Emergency Ordinance 
no. 113/ 2007 for the amendment and completion of the Law no. 211/ 2004 on certain measures for victims’ of crimes 
protection, approved by the Law no. 45/ 2008; 
3. Office for crime prevention and cooperation with offices for debt recovery in European Union member states: assures, 
including the cases for trafficking in persons, the exchange of data and information with similar offices in the European Union, 
for the pursuit and identification of products coming from crimes and other goods connected with crimes and which may 
represent the object of a blocking, sequestration or seizure order issued by a competent legal authority during criminal 
procedure.  
4. European Affairs Directorate: is the directorate that in collaboration with the specialized directorates (Directorate for 
Elaboration of Normative Documents, Probation Directorate, International Law and Judicial Cooperation Directorate) 
elaborates mandates and any other necessary documents stating Romanian position regarding the negotiations of European 
tools in the field of trafficking in persons and additional matters (for example: victims’ protection) for the reunion of work 
groups at the level of experts within the Council of European Union, reunions of the Committee for Article 36 (CATS), 
Committee of Permanent Representatives (COREPER) or of the Councils of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA); represents the 
ministry, together with the specialized directorates, at the committees and work groups of European Commission and Council 
of European Union in the field of trafficking in persons; submits mandates and reports for these reunions to the Ministry of 
European Affairs and Ministry of External Affairs; monitors the transposition and implementation of European Union 
normative documents in the field, namely the Directive 2011/36/EU; makes the necessary proposals to harmonize the 
normative framework in the field of trafficking in persons (criminal sanctions, limits of punishments, aggravating and 
mitigating circumstances etc.) within the competence of the ministry and its subordinated and coordinated institutions, with the 
norms of the European Union law; participates in the endorsement of normative document drafts for the transposition of  
European Union normative documents in the field of trafficking in persons and additional fields into the national legislation, in 
collaboration with the specialized directorates in the ministry; participates in the reunions of expert groups at the national level 
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in this field; collaborates with the National Agency against Trafficking in Persons, Ministry of Administration and Interior, 
Romanian Parliament and other institutions competent in the field of trafficking in persons.  
 
C. Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection, as a ministry responsible for the synthesis and coordination of the 
implementation of Government strategies and policies in the field of labour, family and equal chances, social protection and 
protection and children’s rights, has to provide, through its services and institutions, as well as through its territorial structures, 
the normative and institutional framework for the prevention of risk situations for the population in general, through measures 
aiming at social protection and security to diminish the risks for the vulnerable categories of population, through sectoral 
strategies and programmes, as well as for victims’ assistance and social protection  for the purpose of their recovery and social 
reintegration.  These responsibilities are carried out only through the coordination and methodological guidance of the 
activities of the General Directorates for Social Assistance and Children’s Protection, which are subordinated to the county 
councils and local councils of the districts of Bucharest city and to the Public Services for Social Assistance which are 
subordinated to local councils.   
1. The functions and tasks of National Authority for Family Protection and Children’s Rights were transferred to the Minister 
of Labour, Family and Social Protection and are exercised mainly by the General Directorate for Children’s Protection. These 
responsibilities are connected to the global mission of the minister in the field of protection and promotion of children’s rights 
at the national level and include the following specific tasks: to provide the normative framework for the organization and 
functioning of the services for the prevention and services specialized for the protection, rehabilitation and social reintegration 
of the children, victims of any form of violence, including trafficking in children, as well as the methodology for the 
intervention of institutions in the field of prevention and countering of violence against children; to perform the activities 
provided by the law for the repatriation, protection and monitoring post-repatriation of unaccompanied Romanian children on 
the territory of other states and of the children, victims of trafficking in minors.  
2. General Directorate for Protection of Persons with Disabilities transferred from the National Authority for Persons with 
Disabilities the quality of regulatory authority in the field of protection for persons with disabilities and granting the 
endorsement to establish and function to the residential social services for persons with disabilities, victims of trafficking in 
persons established by the County General Directorates for Social Assistance and Children’s Protection.  
3. National Agency for Employment, through active measures encouraging employment, provides equal chances on labour 
market for all categories of persons looking for a job and especially for persons who have difficulties entering labour market 
(women, victims of trafficking in persons, persons with disabilities, Roma people etc.). For the persons with a high risk of 
being trafficked, National Agency for Employment develops information programmes on labour market and employees’ rights, 
vocational programmes, as well as programmes to inform economic agents to give them priority.  
4. Labour inspection, specialized body of central public administration, subordinated to the Ministry of Labour, Family and 
Social Protection, has state authority competences in the field of labour relations, labour security and health and controls the 
unitary enforcement of legal dispositions, in its competence areas, in the units of the public, mixed, private sectors, as well as 
by other categories of employers. As regards labour relations, the control activity is divided in the following directions: the 
identification of employers who use undeclared labour; finding cases of non-compliance with other normative acts regulating 
labour relations; identification and elimination of any form of children’s labour exploitation; the compliance with legal 
provisions regarding: employment of foreign citizens, protection of Romanian citizens working abroad, equality of chances for 
women and men.   
 
D. Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sports competent in the prevention of trafficking in persons among children 
and youth, as well as in providing victims’ counselling and school reintegration.  
E. Ministry of External Affairs , institution acting both in the field of internal and international cooperation, having, as 
partner, tasks in the prevention of trafficking in persons, to gives consular assistance for Romanian citizens, potential victims 
of trafficking in persons and has the obligation to draft and submit to interested institutions a list  with the states having a high 
potential for trafficking in persons, but to provide the conditions for the victims’ of trafficking in persons repatriation.  
F. Ministry of Health  organizes, within vulnerable communities, awareness campaigns regarding sexually transmitted diseases 
and participates in the performance of awareness campaigns regarding the causes, risks and consequences of trafficking in 
persons.  
G. Public Ministry, through the Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism, is the structure with legal 
personality, specialized in countering organized crime and terrorism, competent to perform criminal pursuit for crimes 
provided by the Law no. 508/ 2004 and by the special laws, crimes which include trafficking in persons, as well as to conduct, 
supervise and control the criminal investigation documents drafted, at the prosecutor’s order, by the judicial police bodies.     
H. Superior Council of Magistracy, by reason of his role as surety of justice independence, provides statistics on the 
convictions pronounced by the courts of justice in the cases of trafficking in persons.  
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Romanian National Referral Mechanism 
 
 
A. Preamble 
 

Trafficking in persons constitutes a violation of human rights and a crime to the dignity and integrity of  the person as 
provided by all relevant international instruments, including the recent paper of  the Council of Europe Convention signed in  
Warsaw, on 16 May, 2005, Romania along side other countries in the world, particularly the  EU Member States, adopted a 
body of legislative measures aimed at building and further consolidating and increasing the effectiveness of the national  
mechanism  in the context of enhanced  international co-operation to fight and prevent trafficking in persons. 

All nations of the third millennium view the person as the most important social asset of modern society. The EU 
considers human rights protection a prerequisite for accession. It was not by accident that among Romania’s accession criteria 
to EU, set up in Copenhagen, in 1993, the first in importance established that the candidate state should have stable institutions 
to safeguard democracy, the rule of law and human rights. Therefore, article 1 of the Romanian Constitution guarantees human 
dignity, human rights and freedoms, free development of personality, justice and political pluralism as inalienable values. 

As yet, trafficked victims’ identification was carried out on an individual case by case basis by various institutions or 
organizations in the absence of a formal systematic mechanism by which institutions and organizations involved could ensure a 
continued intervention in identifying and referring victims of trafficking. 

The present mechanism aims to adopt a unitary and coordinated response of all anti-trafficking institutions and 
organizations which shall lead to the improvement of the capacity to identify and provide protection of and assistance to 
victims of trafficking, regardless of the institution or organization the victim initially gets in contact with. 

The mechanism represents a set of norms (measures and actions) designed to identify and refer victims of trafficking 
to serve the purpose of victims’ needs for protection and assistance. 

The present document is subject to changes depending on the situation and dynamics of the trafficking in persons 
phenomenon in Romania and the direct involvement of recent institutions/organizations in anti-trafficking and victim 
assistance activities.   

 
 

B. Principles 
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES. The anti-trafficking activities developed by institutions with a view of implementing the 

present norms are performed in compliance with the guidelines contained in the National Strategy against Trafficking in 
Persons 2006-2010, approved by Government Decision 1645/2006. 
 

SPECIFIC PRINCIPLES. The characteristic activities developed according to the present norms are performed having 
regard to the following specific principles: 

• Recognition of victims’ right to physical, psychological and social recovery.  In addition to the investigation of the 
trafficking related offence, the victim identification and referral process should consider the provision of the victim’s 
access to specialized assistance services. 

• Equality and non-discrimination. Access to protection and assistance services should be provided to all victims of 
trafficking without any limitation due to race, nationality, ethnic origin, language, religion, social origin, opinion, sex 
or sexual orientation, age, political affiliation, disability, infectious severe disease, AIDS or belonging to an 
unprivileged category, regardless victim’s decision to participate or not in criminal trials. 

• Participation. Victims of trafficking are involved in discussions of all decisions/measures of concern to them, having 
regard of their right to self-determination. 

• Continuity. The actions and measures undertaken by institutions and organizations engaged in the identification and 
referral process should be carried out in such a way as to  ensure  trafficked victims’ access to support services or 
compensations in justice for physical or psychological injuries suffered as a result of their trafficking experiences; 
referral should be a continuation of the identification stage and carried out by law enforcement structures, service 
providers or organizations responsible for service provision. 

 
C. Legal framework 

 
The legal instruments on combating trafficking in persons set forth specific provisions in the field of prevention and 

combat of trafficking and victim protection and assistance. 
 
Main national legal instruments on trafficking in persons 
1. Law 678/2001 on preventing and combating trafficking in persons, subsequently amended and supplemented; 
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This law criminalizes the various forms of trafficking and sets up the legal framework for specialist agencies to use 
modern investigative techniques in detecting such crimes. Measures to protect and assist trafficked victims and their families, 
as well as witnesses, were introduced. 

2. Government Decision no. 299/2003 to approve Standard Rules for Application of  Law 678/2001 on 2001 on preventing 
and combating trafficking in human beings; 

3. Law 39/2003 on preventing and combating organized crime; 
 
4. Law 211/2004 concerning measures to ensure protection to victims of crime; 
 The law transposes the requirements contained in the following European instruments: 

• Council Framework Decision on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings (2001/220/JHA) – based on Title 
VI of the Treaty on European Union, the decision provides that victims of criminal acts are entitled to obtain a  
compensation by the offender in the course of criminal proceedings; 

• Council Directive 2004/80/EC of 29 April 2004 relating to compensation to crime victims; 
• European Convention on the compensation of victims of violent crimes (Strasbourg, November,1983); 
• Recommendation No. R (85) 11 on the Position of the Victim in the Framework of Criminal Law and Procedure; 
•  Commission Communication on “Crime victims in the European Union-  standards and action”, (14 July 1999); 
• European Commission  - “Compensation to crime victims”, green paper. 

The law sets up four categories of measures to address directly the victim’s needs (victims of crimes under Law 
678/2001 are also included): 

� informing victims of crime about their rights 
� psychological counseling 
� free legal assistance  
� state compensations for  victims of  specific crimes. 

 
The law clearly refers to psychological counseling for victims of crimes stipulated by Law 678/2001 on preventing 

and combating trafficking in persons. The institutional mechanism to provide psychological counseling for victims is 
represented by probation services attached to the courts of justice. These services provide free psychological counseling for a 
maximum period of 3 months and 6 months in cases involving victims under the age of 18. Services for psychological 
counseling or other forms of assistance can also be established by NGOs independently or in partnership with public 
administration authorities. To this end NGOs can benefit, under legal provisions, from government financial assistance. 

 
Free legal assistance is granted primarily to direct crime victims but also to indirect victims of serious crimes 

(husband, children, dependants of direct victims deceased as a result of the crime). Such measures complete the common law 
provisions stipulating that, on a regular basis, in cases of legal representation where a person has no defender or financial 
means to pay for qualified legal counseling, the court will appoint a public defender for free legal assistance.    

The most important victim protection mechanism provided by the law is related to state financial compensation. The 
law establishes several categories of terms/ conditions for granting financial compensations to direct or indirect victims of the 
given crimes, including also information to the prosecution authorities about the crime committed, within a specified period of 
time, taking into account the fact that for objective reasons victims who make a minimum contribution to  
the detection of crime in due time are entitled to compensation ( victims under the age of 18 and those under interdiction have 
no obligation to notify the investigative bodies about the crimes they committed). 

 Victims of trafficking are entitled to this stipulation unless they are also victims of the crimes for which this specific 
law provides financial compensation. 

 
5. Government Decision no. 1295/2004 to approve the National Action Plan on preventing and combating trafficking 

in children; 
6. Government Decision no. 1584/2005 concerning the establishment, organization and operation of the National 

Agency against Trafficking in Persons, subsequently amended and supplemented; 
7. Government Decision no. 1654/2006 to approve the National Strategy against trafficking in persons 2006-2010; 
8. Government Decision no. 1720/2006 to approve the National Action Plan 2006 – 2007 for the implementation of 

the National Strategy against Trafficking in Persons 2006 – 2010. 
 
Main relevant international legal instruments on trafficking in persons  

1. UN Convention against transnational organized crime adopted on November 15, 2000, in New York, ratified by 
Law 565/2002; 
On 14 December 2000, in Palermo, Romania signed the UN Convention against transnational organized crime and its two  
protocols adopted on November 15 2000, in New York: 

- Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
supplementing the UN Convention on Transnational Organized Crime,   
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- UN Protocol on Smuggling of Migrants on Land, Air and Sea, supplementing the UN Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime. 

2. Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, signed by Member States of the 
Council of Europe on May 16 2005, in Warsaw, ratified by Law 300/2006. 

The main objectives of this Convention are:  
- to prevent and combat trafficking in human beings, while guaranteeing gender equality; 
- to protect the human rights of the victims of trafficking, design a comprehensive framework for the 

protection and assistance of victims and witnesses, as well as to ensure effective investigation and prosecution; 
- to enhance international cooperation on action against trafficking in human beings.  
3. EU plan on best practices, standards and procedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human beings 

(Official Journal of 9.12.2005). 
 
D. Working definitions 
 
Trafficking in persons1 is the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of a person by means of threat or use 
of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or by taking advantage of that 
person’s inability to defend him-/herself or to express his/her will, or by giving, offering or receiving of payments or benefits to 
achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 
 
Trafficked victim – for the purpose of the present Mechanism, the victim of trafficking in persons is defined as any natural 
person about whom there is information that he/she has suffered physical or psychological harm, emotional abuse, economic 
loss or a serious violation of his/her fundamental rights by actions or inactions which infringe criminal legislation in the field of 
combating and preventing trafficking in persons. 
 
Victim referral – in the context of present norms, the concept of victim of trafficking referral means that the victim is 
entrusted/delivered to support and protection service providers. 
 
Transit/emergency assistance – a set of measures and actions taken by an institution/organization from the moment the victim 
is identified till the moment his/her situation is clarified and the victim enters the assistance and protection program.  
 
Assistance and protection services for trafficked victims – the amount of specialized support services provided to victims of 
trafficking in keeping with the law in force. Service providers can supply social services of specialized assistance which may or 
may not include housing, as provided by Law 47/2006 regarding the national  welfare system. 
 
National victim identification and referral mechanism – the set of coordinated measures and actions undertaken by state 
institutions and various non-government agencies aimed at the protection of victims’ fundamental rights and the provision of 
services to meet their needs of protection and assistance.2 
 
E. Victim identification procedures 
 Two major perspectives should be taken into consideration when identifying victims of trafficking : 

• the legal context 
• the victim. 

 
E.1. The legal context 
 In Romania, articles 12 and 13 of Law 678/2001 contain the definition of the trafficking in persons offence. Thus, it is 
an offence for anyone who recruits, transports, transfers, harbors or receives a person, by means of threat or use of force or 
other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or  by taking advantage of that person’s 
inability to defend him-/herself or to express his/her will, or by giving, offering  or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve 
the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation; article 13 provides that  “the 
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of a person aged between 15 and 18  for the purpose of exploitation 
shall be considered an offence of trafficking in children. 
 

An additional relevant instrument is Law 565/2002 to ratify the UN Convention against transnational organized crime, 
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the UN 

                                                 
1 Article12, paragraph (1) of Law 678/2001 on preventing and combating trafficking in persons, subsequently amended and 

supplemented; 
 
2 “National Referral Mechanism – Joining efforts to protect the rights of trafficked persons. A practical handbook”, OSCE – 
ODIHR, 2004 
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Convention on Transnational Organized Crime, as well as the UN Protocol on Smuggling of Migrants on Land, Air and Sea, 
supplementing the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, adopted on November 15, 2000, in New York. 

Thus, The Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons, especially women and children, 
supplementing the UN Convention against transnational organized crime, provides: 
For the purposes of this Protocol: 
(a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of 
the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position 
of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over 
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 
Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, 
forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; 
(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article 
shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used; 
(c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered 
“trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article; 
(d) “Child” shall mean any person less than eighteen years of age. 
 

The following issues should be the key elements in analyzing the trafficking in persons phenomenon:  
� Actions : 
- Recruitment can be materialized in the proposal offered to victim during the initial stage of the trafficking process. 

Generally, the proposal proves to be a false promise related to the object or the nature of the victim’s job, final 
destination of his/her journey, the conditions under which he/she shall live or work or the place of work. Recruitment 
is carried out by one or more natural or legal persons, directly or through advertising in the media or on the internet, 
making use of one or several of the means below mentioned. 

- Transportation implies the victim’s movement by traffickers (agents or transporters) from the place of origin or 
recruitment to the place of destination where the exploitation occurs. It is not compulsory that the transportation be 
outside the borders. 

- Transfer or sale may occur when the victim is delivered by the agent to the transporter and/or further on to natural or 
legal person for the purpose of exploitation. The transfer may accompanied by the payment of a sum of money or 
assets, material or others. There are also  cases when the transfer and/or sale is carried out by the natural or legal 
person who initially exploited the victim with the latter  being transferred and/or sold to other persons/groups who 
shall continue the exploitation. 

- Harboring or housing may be carried out by the recruiter, agents or the natural or legal person exploiting the victim 
who shall be held in a house, hotel, improvised premises, etc. 

- Receipt of the person or persons intended for exploitation takes place during the transfer or sale. 
There are cases where all the above situations are carried out by one and the same person. 

� Means : the  threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, kidnapping, fraud or deceit, abuse of power or taking 
advantage of that person’s inability to defend him-/herself or to express his/her will, or giving, offering  or receiving 
of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of 
exploitation; 

� Purpose : the person is subjected to the following forms of exploitation: forced labor or  services with the violation of 
legal norms regarding working conditions, payment, health and security, slavery or practices similar to deprivation of 
liberty or  servitude, using the victim in the commission of crimes, forced prostitution and pornography with a view of 
producing and distributing pornographic materials  or other forms of sexual exploitation; removal of organs, tissues or 
cells; performing other such activities which violate human rights and liberties.3 
The aspects previously mentioned can be considered as constitutive elements of other types of crimes, in which case 

the following should be taken into account: 
� Activities: both traffickers and smugglers conduct transportation, transfer and harboring of persons related 

activities; 
� Means: smugglers do not normally use coercive or manipulative means or deceptions which constitute a 

trafficking in persons offence. At the same time, taken separately the means can be constitutive elements of other 
offences, such as: use of threats, bodily harm, deprivation of liberty, deception.  

� Purpose: exploitation or intent on subjecting a person to any form of exploitation is a key element in identifying 
victims of trafficking in persons.4 

Regarding the highlighted aspects, there is a difference in the case of a trafficking in children offence, to the effect 
that only 2 of these aspects are needed in such a case, respectively activities for recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring 
or receipt of a minor for the purpose of exploitation. 
 
E.2. The victim 
                                                 
3 In accordance to art.2, paragraph 2 of Law 678/2001subsequently amended and supplemented.  
4 “Guide to the new UN Trafficking Protocol” by Janice G, Raymond, Coalition against Trafficking in Women, USA, 2001. 
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 Specific circumstances and available information in each case should be taken into account. Unlike victims of 
trafficking in migrants, trafficked victims can be subjected to physical or sexual violence; their rights and liberties are violated; 
victims are subjected to exploitation over a short or long period of time and compelled to engage in prostitution, illegal labor, 
and criminal activities or removal of organs, tissues or cells. 

All these characteristics and consequences on the socio-psychological level emerged as a result of traumatized 
experiences is common to victims of trafficking in persons and the specific information in each case shall provide the 
necessary indicators for an informal identification of a possible trafficking situation. 
E.3. Victim identification indicators 
 The first stage of the identification and referral mechanism is the victim screening in order to determine whether an 
individual is in fact a victim of trafficking and, if the case may be, to ensure that individual’s access to specialized support and 
protection services. 
 The screening and identification process implies the establishment of an initial contact with the presumed trafficked 
person, the analysis of the indicators which may assist the contacting institution/organization in recognizing a possible 
trafficking situation and the pre-interview carried out by trained personnel to find out the trafficking in persons specific 
elements. 

Annex 1a, as part of this document, lays out the indicators checklist to be used in the initial assessment of a possible 
trafficking situation and the screening of a presumed trafficked person. The indicators do not serve as substitutes for the 
definition of the trafficking in persons; they are signs which can allow the initiation of the mechanism.  
 Regardless the location of identification and the initial contacting institution or organization, the following indicators 
should be considered in identifying a possible victim of trafficking5: 
 

1. Sex 
Trafficking for sexual exploitation is the largest and most profitable form of trafficking in persons which 

predominantly affects female victims, women and girls. However, there are also male victims trafficked for the purpose of 
prostitution, particularly teenage boys. Therefore, age and sex indicators should be assessed jointly or interdependently in order 
to better identify victims of trafficking or forms of exploitation. 

 
2. Age 
The older the individual, the less likely the case is to involve trafficking into sexual exploitation which continues to be 

regarded as the main exploitive form. For example, traffickers are more likely to focus on younger or less than 30 year old 
victims as the demand for this age group is higher. The same rule applies to trafficking for labor or slavery, as the older the 
victim, the less efficient he/she is. 

Victims aged 18 to 25 are to be found in all categories of trafficking. 
 
3. Social conditions 
Identifying certain factors which caused or contributed to the victim’s entry of the trafficking process, is equally 

important in the victim identification stage. 
Traffickers rely on manipulating factors such as: poverty, discrimination, and lack of employment and educational 

opportunities, social marginalization, family negligence and abuse, lack of knowledge of rights, obligations and policies in the 
field of migration and access to free movement. 

 
4. Documentation  
The lack of identity documents or documents found among the victim’s possessions, as well as a temporary travel 

document upon the victim’s return can be an indicator of a possible victim of trafficking. 
At the same time, the victim’s use of other names or alias and altered or false ID and travel documents can 

additionally indicate a possible trafficking situation. 
 
5. Last location 
The victim’s last exploitative location or the location where the victim was picked up immediately prior to 

identification by an institution or organization will always be a strong indicator of trafficking, for instance:  certain suburban or 
urban areas where sexual services can be bought, night clubs or hotels, railway stations or border crossing points. 
 

6. Identification circumstances 
The circumstances under which the person/victim was identified will always serve as key assessment indicators of a 

trafficking situation. 
 For instance: border crossing procedures, rescue of women following police raids on apartments owned by persons 

about whom there is information they are involved in pimping activities, persons without valid identity documents unfamiliar 
with the  place where they reside in  and identified as a result of police raids, companions or persons living in misery or 
without money, though according to their statements they were there for work but did not know the town/place of residence, 
can constitute relevant indicators of trafficking in persons cases.  
                                                 
5 IOM Handbook on Direct Assistance for Victims of Trafficking”, IOM, Geneva,2007 
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7. Signs of abuse 
Any signs of physical injury can be a positive indicator of trafficking. Characteristically, victims of trafficking  are 

subjected to different forms of abuse and coercion that are not  found in cases involving smuggled people and whose 
consequences can be documented and often used even as evidence of trafficking crime. The identified victim may show bruises 
or wounding indicating some possible physical abuse or can complain of sexual abuse. At the same time, the victim can be 
indifferent and lost, giving the impression that he/she doesn’t clearly understand what is asked of or explained to her, or starts 
crying every time he/she is approached or has difficulties in remembering exactly what happened to him/her. 

There can also be cases where the identified/presumed trafficked victim reacts distrustfully and angrily at those who 
intervened for removal from his/her environment or even deny the abusing situation.  

Once removed from trafficking, most of the victims, particularly those of labor exploitation, are marked by the lack of 
sleep, malnutrition and  exhaustion they have been subjected to. 

 
8. Assessment and views of other institutions/organizations working in the area of anti-trafficking 
The views and assessments of other institutions/organizations working in the area of anti-trafficking or law 

enforcement will always be taken into consideration in the screening process in order to ensure the continuity and transparency 
when making a determination. Each of these indicators whether evaluated cumulatively or independently can lead to the 
identification of other categories of victims or cases. 

At the same time, the indicators shall be used to point out any suspected situation of trafficking and initiate the referral 
mechanism; the indicators shall not be substituted to the investigative techniques into trafficking related offences. 

Even if the formal screening (the detailed interviewing) can’t be accomplished prior or after the initial contact, 
indicators listed in Annex 1 shall be evaluated.  In case this evaluation points out the existence of a possible case of trafficking, 
the presumed trafficked victim shall be entitled to a maximum of 90 days to recover and reflect. 

 
E.4. Interviewing of victims of trafficking 
 Interviewing victims of trafficking is a formal procedure to identify a trafficked victim. 
 Interviewing plays two important and distinct roles depending on the institution or organization conducting the 
interview of the presumed trafficked victim: 

• Collection of the necessary evidence to prove a trafficking crime, in which situation the  interviewing  may result 
in the victim’s statement as injured party or witness in trial; 

• Evaluation of  trafficked victims’ needs for protection and assistance, in which situation the interviewing shall 
focus on identifying those needs, respectively collecting the information necessary to arrange the support and 
protection measures to be taken in that case. 

Any representative of the institution or organization involved in the victim screening process that aims to undertake an 
interview shall follow the World Health Organization6 recommendations outlined below and shall request the victim’s consent 
for the interview: 

 
1. Do no harm   

Treat each victim of trafficking and the situation as if the potential for harm is extreme.  Do not undertake any 
interview that will make a victim’s situation worse in the short term or longer term. 
2. Know your subject and assess the risks   

Learn the risks associated with trafficking and each victim’s case before undertaking an interview. 
 

3. Prepare information necessary for victim’s referral   
Do not make promises that you cannot fulfill. Be prepared to provide information in the victim's native language or 

the local language about appropriate legal, health, shelter, social support and security services, and 
 to help with referral, if requested. 
4. Adequately select and prepare interpreters and co-workers 

Weigh the       risks and benefits associated with employing interpreters, co-workers or others, and develop adequate 
methods for their training in undertaking an interview. 
5. Ensure anonymity and confidentiality   

Protect the interviewed person’s identity and confidentiality throughout the entire interview process – from the 
moment she is contacted through the time that details of her case are made public. 
6. Get informed consent 

Make certain that each interviewed person clearly understands the content and purpose of the interview, the intended 
use of the information, his/her right not to answer questions, his/her right to terminate the interview at any time, and 
his/her right to put restrictions on how the information is used. 
7. Listen to and respect each person's assessment of his/her situation and risks to his/her safety 

                                                 
6 WHO Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Interviewing Trafficked Women 
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Recognize that each interviewed person will have different concerns, and that the way he/she views these concerns 
may be different from how others might assess or consider them. 
8. Do not re-traumatize a woman 

Do not ask questions intended to provoke an emotional discomfort. Be prepared to respond to the person's distress and 
highlight his/her strengths. 
9. Be prepared for emergency intervention 

Be prepared to respond if the person says he/she is in imminent danger. 
   10. Put information collected to good use 

Use information in a way that benefits an individual so that advances the development of good policies and 
interventions for trafficked victims generally. 

 
The interview aimed at identifying the distinct elements of the trafficking in persons process and planning the 

necessary assistance in an individual case, shall be undertaken by trained staff only or by institutions/organizations with direct 
anti-trafficking and assistance responsibilities. 

As far as the information obtained during the interview is necessary for the partner institution/organization to carry out 
other responsibilities, an exchange of information shall be developed in order to avoid re-interviewing of the victim when 
similar categories of information are requested. 
 
E.5. Identification procedures 
 Starting from relevant tasks and responsibilities undertaken by different institutions and analyzing trafficking in 
persons reports made public, several categories of identification procedures can be distinguished: 

� Identification by law enforcement agencies 
Police actions are considered to be the most important procedure in identifying victims of trafficking. 
From the perspective of the law enforcement authorities the identification process takes place in the context of both 

prosecutorial activities aimed at collecting evidence of the crime of trafficking and specific police actions, such as information 
and investigative actions. 

Following specific actions conducted by law enforcement agencies victims of trafficking can be identified by interviewing 
and statements given by the person about whom there is information that he/she has been subjected to trafficking; the identified 
person may institute himself/herself  injured party or witness to the trafficking crime. 

The identification can also occur at the Romanian national border where Romanian nationals can be deported or returned 
from other states; in case they do not meet the requirements to entry into a specific state and are detected in violation of certain 
laws of the host country, they are treated as illegal migrants, though the acts for which they might be held responsible for could 
be the consequence of their trafficking experience.  

Upon their entry into Romania, border police officers shall take statements as there is the possibility that some of these 
persons may be identified as victims of trafficking. 

� Identification by diplomatic missions and consulates 
  Upon request, Romanian citizens, victims of trafficking in persons in foreign countries, shall be granted assistance by 
diplomatic missions and consular offices of Romania7 to those countries. In most cases, victims have their identity or travel 
documents confiscated or destroyed or they lack the necessary resources to return to their country of origin. The personnel of the 
diplomatic missions and consular offices of Romania shall provide assistance to trafficked victims in issuing travel documents 
for their repatriation and identifying the appropriate resources and organizations to ensure the victims’ return to their country of 
origin. 

� Identification by hotlines 
The hotline service receives and refers calls for assistance or information about suspected crimes of trafficking. 
In Romania, the hotline service is provided by a toll free number set up within the National Agency against Trafficking in 

Persons which targets the public at large and particularly victims of trafficking or persons who have knowledge about a 
possible trafficking situation. 

 
� Victim repatriation 

Repatriation of victims of trafficking is carried out in keeping with the provisions laid down in the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, supplementing the UN Convention on Transnational Organized Crime, 
ratified by Law 565/2002. 

The repatriation procedure can be accomplished with the help of the International Organization for Migration and its 
missions as well as within the voluntary return program with the assistance of non-government organizations, diplomatic 
missions or consular offices or representatives of both recipient states and states of origin and, particularly authorities 
responsible for the protection of child rights, in case where the victim is a minor.  

 
� Other identification procedures 

                                                 
7 According to art.5, paragraph (a), sub-paragraph (5) of Government Decision 299/2003 to approve the Implementation status 
of the provisions contained in Law 678/2001 on preventing and combating trafficking in persons. 
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There are also situations where victims of trafficking can be identified and referred to service delivery 
institutions/organizations by citizens, former clients, and inspectors with the territorial agencies for employment, hospital or 
other healthcare facilities personnel, educational institutions or the community. Under the circumstances, it is very important 
that the person identified by the above mentioned categories be referred to the institutions/organizations involved in the formal 
identification and referral mechanism with a view of providing protection and assistance. 
 
 
 
F. Referral procedures 

All institutions and organizations involved in the referral process have the obligation to co-operate in order to take 
appropriate support and protection measures once the trafficked victim is identified. Each of them shall appoint at least one 
representative of the relevant institutions/organizations within NRM and his/her contact details shall be communicated to the 
institutional partners.  

Depending on the institution/organization involved as well as the place and the identification procedure of the 
trafficked victim, there can be distinguished several ways of victim referral: 

 
1. Victim is identified by law enforcement authorities, including specialized police structures working with trafficking in 
persons related issues, such as: Directorate, Brigades and Services for Combating Organized Crime, criminal investigations 
departments, border police, offices and services within the Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime and Terrorist 
Offences (DIOCTO). 
 The victim is entitled to information about his/her right to legal assistance, criminal proceeding rights and other rights 
as provided by art.4 of Law 211/2004. 
 Victim’s referral to the institution/organization responsible for the co-ordination of assistance and monitoring 
activities is carried out as follows: 

• Specialized police structures – IGRP through DCOC, BCOC, SCOC and IGBP shall get in contact with NAATIP 
Regional Centre representative to assess the victim’s needs for assistance and to maintain contact with the victim. 

• Other national defense and public order structures – the criminal investigation police, transport police, public 
order police, and the gendarmerie – shall notify the relevant police and DIOCTO structures. 

• The NAATIP Regional Centre representative shall: 
- conduct the early evaluation to identify the victim’s needs for specialized assistance and with his/her informed consent 

shall ensure the immediate referral to emergency assistance . A case manager shall be assigned to monitor the 
assistance provided to the victim and maintain constant contact in order to prepare him/her for the appropriate stages 
of the criminal proceedings. The name of the case manager shall be communicated to institutional partners. 

- Inform the service provider and, based on the victim’s consent, shall send them all the information necessary to plan 
the case intervention. 

- Ensure appropriate support for the victim to be interviewed by the investigative bodies. 
• Specialized police structures: 

- on request of the NAATIP Regional Centre representative, the risk  assessment of the case shall be conducted  with a 
view to establish protective measures; 

- shall provide tactical counseling to ensure the victim’s secure transportation based on the support and protection needs 
established following the case evaluation. 

 
2. Victim is referred and return by IOM 
 The IOM Romanian mission receives the victim at the national border and, providing that the victim consents to be 
accommodated in a shelter for a shorter or longer period of time and is willing to participate in assistance programs, he/she 
shall be referred to specialized support services. 
 The IOM official shall: 

- inform the NAATIP Regional Centre representative on the trafficked victim’s return; 
- discuss with the victim about his/her possibility to cooperate with the judicial authorities. 

In case assistance services are not provided during the transit stage, the NAATIP Regional Centre representative shall 
be notified to take over the victim and ensure his/her access to other support services in the community of origin.  

 
3. Victim is identified by an international NGO and repatriated and referred by an NGO in Romania 
 In cases where the victim is identified by an NGO in a foreign country, the NGO official in Romania shall meet the 
victim at the border or at the place agreed upon with the referring partner. On the basis of the victim’s consent to whether 
participate or not in support programs delivered by the receiving NGO or another organization and the specific elements of the 
case, the victim shall be included in a specialized assistance program. 
 
 
 The representative of the NGO or the specialized public service to protect and assist victims of trafficking shall: 
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- ask the NAATIP Regional Centre representative to coordinate the victim’s assistance and monitoring and to register 
the victim; 

- discuss with the victim about his/her possibility to cooperate with the judicial authorities. 
 

4. Romanian victim is identified by the diplomatic mission or consular office of Romania – the diplomatic or consular 
mission personnel shall issue, upon request, the travel document to enable the victim’s return to Romania and notify, within at 
least five days in advance, the NAATIP and the border police about the return of victim/victims of trafficking having in view 
their taking over at the national border. 
 When the trafficked victim needs and applies for pre-return assistance, the Romanian diplomatic or consular mission 
personnel shall contact and refer him/her to service delivery organizations in the host country. During this entire period of time, 
the legal aspects regarding the victim’s situation and his/her personal details are bound by the duty of confidentiality. 
 Romanian victims of trafficking related information shall be transferred to the national competent authorities by the 
Romanian liaison officer. 
 
5. Foreign victims of trafficking 
 Foreign victims of trafficking shall be entitled without discrimination to the same support and protection measures as 
Romanian victims.  Therefore, foreign victims should be informed in a language they can understand about their right to a 
maximum of 90 days to recover and access to specialized support services, including accommodation in specially arranged 
centers, psychological, medical and social assistance.8 
 Language interpreters/translators employed to assist with interviews and support foreign victims during the assistance 
service delivery shall be trained by NAATIP in order to be able to work with trafficked victims so as to ensure the 
confidentiality of information and personal details and approach the individual in a professional manner. 
  In cases where the foreign victim wishes to be repatriated to his/her country of origin, the representative of the 
Romanian Immigration Office (RIO) shall contact the diplomatic mission or consular office of the respective country to 
facilitate the issuance of the travel documents necessary for his/her return and shall fulfill all the necessary formalities to 
arrange the victim’s stay on the Romanian territory under the provisions of legislation on aliens’ regime.  

• IGRP and IGBP territorial structures dealing with trafficking in persons shall contact the NAATIP Regional 
Centers representatives to asses the foreign victim’s needs for assistance and stay in contact with the victim; 

•  Representatives of NAATIP Regional Centers shall report to RIO in connection with the foreign victim and the 
provision of some form of protection; 

• IGRP and IGBP specialized  structures shall provide tactical counseling regarding the victim’s safe and secure 
transfer to foreign victims of trafficking shelters. 

• the Romanian Immigration Office (RIO): 
- regulates the status of foreign victims of trafficking in accordance with the provisions of legislation on aliens’ 

conditions of stay on the Romanian territory; 
- jointly with NAATIP, coordinates the activities of public institutions, local public administration authorities and 

NGOs dealing with the integration of foreign victims benefiting by some form of protection in Romania or the right to 
stay in Romania;9 
• on request of the NAATIP Regional center representative, IGRP and IGBP specialized  structures shall undertake 

the risk assessment in order to establish protective measures within 72 hours since the case referral.  
 

6. Child victim of trafficking 
 When identifying a child victim, irrespective of his/her country of origin, the representative of the Directorate General 
for Child Social Assistance and Protection (DGCSAP) or the representative of the Service for the child victim of abuse, 
negligence and trafficking in persons shall be notified to take special measures for his/her protection. 
 In cases where the victim is a foreign child, he/she shall be entitled without discrimination to the same support and 
protection measures specific to all children victims of trafficking.  
 Whether there are several victims of the same nationality, children included, it is recommended that assistance be 
delivered by the same service provider.  

• IGRP and IGBP specialized structures –shall get in contact with the DGCSAP representative dealing with child 
abuse, negligence and trafficking and the NAATIP Regional Centre representative to assess the victim’s needs for 
assistance and to maintain contact with the victim; 

• the DGCSAP representative dealing with child abuse, negligence and trafficking shall ensure the case referral to a 
specialized child assistance center and maintain contact with the inter-institutional team partners; 

• the NAATIP Regional Centre representative shall maintain constant contact with the DGCSAP representative in 
respect of monitoring  the case; 

                                                 
8 In accordance with Government Urgent Ordinance 79/2005 to amend and supplement Law 678/2001 on preventing and 
combating trafficking in persons  
9 In accordance with Government Decision 44/2004 regarding the social integration of foreign victims benefiting by some form of 
protection in Romania or the right to stay in Romania and citizens of EU and EEA  Member States; 
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• when foreign unaccompanied minors are involved, RIO cooperates with other institutions, as well as national and 
international organizations responsible for child protection in order to establish the judicial  status applicable to 
children, according to GD 194/2002 provisions regarding the aliens’ conditions in Romania, amended and 
supplemented. 

 
7.  Indefinite case of trafficking 
a. In a case where the presumed trafficked victim refuses to cooperate with the judicial authorities and there are 
suspicions indicating a possible case of trafficking but the distinct elements of the crime of trafficking have not been detected, 
the case shall be referred to the NAATIP Regional Centre representative or victim support and protection public institution or 
service provider for re-assessment.  

When, following the assessment, it is determined that the respective person is in fact a trafficked victim, participation 
in a specialized program of assistance is initially provided and then, based on the victim’s consent, the case shall be referred to 
the judicial authorities.  

  
b. In cases where the person neither  accept to discuss with the NAATIP Regional Centre/NGO representative showing 
no interest in taking part in any assistance programs, nor does he/she want to talk to the police/ judicial authorities, depending 
on the location where that person was found : 
  - the border crossing point , leaving Romania – the victim shall be provided with prevention materials regarding 
useful information on illegal migration and trafficking in persons; 
 - the border crossing point , entering  Romania - the victim shall be provided with information materials on the 
NAATIP hotline unit. 
 
c.  In a situation where the presumed trafficked victim is a foreign citizen, the competent authorities shall carry out 
specific activities, such as: 

• IGRP and IGBP specialized structures dealing with trafficking in persons shall contact the NAATIP Regional 
Centers representatives to asses the foreign victim’s needs for assistance and maintain contact with the victim; 

• The DIOCTO prosecutors shall: 
-  decide to grant the victim  a maximum of 90 days of recovery and reflection to escape from the influence of the 

perpetrators and to take a decision regarding his/her possible cooperation with the authorities; 
- notify the NAATIP Regional Centers representative about the decision regarding the recovery and reflection period 

and the necessity to take protection measures and monitor the case. 
• The NAATIP Regional Centers representative shall: 

- report to RIO a suspected case of trafficking involving a foreign victim 
- report to IOM Romania Mission to assess the individual’s need to be included into the voluntary repatriation program. 

• RIO shall: 
- establish the status of foreign victims of trafficking according to legal provisions governing the aliens’ regime; 
- refer the case to assistance in a specialized centre.   
 
d. In situations where the case is identified through the NAATIP Help-line information and advice unit, the request 

shall be immediately received and until a definite case of trafficking is determined, the individual shall be treated 
as a presumed trafficked victim. The Help-line operator shall carry out the preliminary evaluation and the risk 
assessment based on the individual’s level of  

e. personal safety. If the individual has recently escaped an abusing or exploitive situation, it is required that police 
intervention units in the community be soon contacted; consequently the referral process shall be carried out 
following the other existing procedures. 

 
 
e. Victim of trafficking without good capacity of judgment or with severe health problems 
 When a presumed trafficked victim shows evident signs of severe mental disorders, the contacting 
institution/organization shall take the necessary measures to arrange a medical examination in order to determine the 
individual’s capacity of judgment. Until then, the individual shall be treated as a trafficked victim, his/her rights and 
fundamental liberties shall be respected and he/she shall be entitled to specialist medical assistance. 

• IGRP and IGBP specialized structures, RIO, NAATIP, NGOs and local public administration authorities shall 
report and take the person to the nearest hospital unit for appropriate medical attention. The NAATIP Regional 
Center representative and the specialized police structure (in case neither of these has initially identified the 
person) shall be urgently announced to monitor the case and take protection measures, if necessary. 
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List of indicators to identify possible cases of trafficking 
 
Dependence and freedom of movement and expression 
 
Dependence 

01. Employer arranges housing, clothes, and transport for the victim 
02. Victim does not have his/her own place to live in Romania or the country of exploitation; 
03. Victim works in different locations without his/her knowledge about these arrangements; 
04. Victim spends the night on the worksite; 
05. Victim runs up debts with employer or third parties; 
06. Victim is not financially remunerated; 
07. Victim is in a weak economic or dependent position; 

 
Vulnerability to blackmail and /or pressure exerted upon by others 

08. Victim's passport is kept by somebody else and used to blackmail the victim; 
09. Victim's earnings are taken and used to blackmail the victim; 
10. Victim stays/stayed or works/worked in Romania/ the country of exploitation illegally; 
11. Employer or third parties paid transfer money;  
12. Relatives are blackmailed or threatened; 
13. Victim is blackmailed that his/her identity will be revealed and threatened that the activity he/she is engaged in will be 
made public (e.g. prostitution work); 
14. Victim is threatened with or subjected to physical violence; 
15. Victim is blamed for his/her involvement in criminal activities; 

 
Basic rights 

16. Victim's freedom of movement and expression is curtailed; 
17. Victim is not allowed to contact others in the outside world or is restricted in his/her movements; 
18. Victim does not have access to his/her identity papers; 
19. Victim does not have access to his/her earnings; 
20. Victim does not have access to medical assistance; 

 
Fraud or Deception  

21. Victim was misled/lured by false promises of marriage or relationships; 
22. Victim was misled/ lured by false promises regarding earnings or debt 
23. Victim was misled/lured by false promises regarding the nature of work/activity; 
24. Victim was misled/lured by false promises regarding conditions of work; 

 
Lack of victim’s knowledge about his/her own position 

25. Victim is unfamiliar with his/her own address; 
26. Others for victim’s isolation from others; 
27. Lack of victim’s relevant knowledge of his/her rights; 
 

Limited capacity to act and vulnerability 
28. Victim has a limited capacity to act (e.g. due to mental and/or physical disability) 
29. Victim has not made arrangements him/herself for trip, visa and residence or work permit;  
30. Victim fears violence and threats of others; 
31. Victim is obedient/ servile towards his/her exploiter or pimp;  

 
Behavioural and personality traits as risk factors for the victim or the group he/she belongs to 

32. Victim protects or defends employer or third parties involved; 
33. Victim has many new acquaintances; 
34. Victim has many new possessions (clothes, mobile phone); 
35. Victim is often absent from school or has dropped out; 
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36. Victim suffers from pains or blood in the bladder, abdomen, anus, and vagina and/or on body parts, eating disorder, 
pregnancy; 
37. Victim shows signs of deviant behaviour or sudden changes in behaviour; 
38. Signs have been noticed by the victim's social environment (e.g. parents, other relatives, friends, neighbours); 
39. Victim uses alcohol and psychotropic medication or drugs; 
40. Victim shows little or no attachment to home; he/she has become isolated; 
41. Victim has a tendency to run away from home; 

 
Exploitation  
 
Circumstances and earnings 

42. Victim works or renders services under miserable circumstances; 
43. Victim's income is considerably lower than the average rate on labour market; 
44. Victim has to part with a considerable sum of his/her earnings;  
45. Victim works under hazardous conditions; 
46. Victim works under abusive labour standards (long daily or weekly hours); 
      Victim is obliged to quotas for amount of money that must be earned each day; 
47. Victim is subjected to exploitation not just incidentally but in a structural and organized manner; 
 

Physical and mental integrity 
48. Victim's physical integrity is infringed upon; 
49. Victim is forced to have organs removed; 
50. Victim is threatened or subjected to sexual assault; 
51. Victim is forced to engage in acts of prostitution; 
52. Victim works as a prostitute against his/her will; 

 
Other indicators 

53. Victim has been smuggled into the country;  
54. Victim is in possession of a forged passport 
55. A combination of the following: non-EU national, married or staying with a partner and recently working as a 
prostitute;  
56. Victim is closely watched;  
57. Victim has links with individuals or locations associated with human trafficking; 
58. Victim's nationality: one of the mostly used source countries;  
59. Victim has marks that are indicative of his/her dependence on third parties (e.g. tattoos); 
60. Victim shows marks or injuries which may indicate sexual abuse; 
61. Information received from reliable source that has led to the victim;  
62. Victim's surroundings are characterized by special measures: presence of bodyguards, surveillance  cameras, hiding 
places; 
63. Several victims reside at the same address and rents are exceptionally high; 
64. Passport indicates a too many trips made to and from poor countries; 
 

Group indicators 
65. Unknown third parties are found at a certain location, or in the vicinity of a certain group; 
66. Age group varies; 
67. Potential victims are shielded; 

      68. Victims avoid contact with police and authorities; 
     
Organized crime related facts 
      69. There are transfers of money, debts or documents; 
      70. Other crimes are committed: trafficking in drugs and weapons, financial       crimes, deception. 
 
 
 
Ministry of the Interior and Administration Reform       Ministry of Education, Research and    Youth 
 
Ministry of Public Health                                               Ministry of Labour, Family and Equal        Opportunities 
 
National Authority for the Protection of Child Rights      Ministry of Foreign Affaires 
 
Public Ministry                                                                Ministry of Justice 
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ORDER 
 
To adopt the National Victim Identification and Referral Mechanism 
 
 
Having regard to the Specific Objectif D.1.1, action a) contained in the Government Decision no. 1720/2006 regarding the 
adoption of the National Action Plan 2006-2007  for the implementation of the National Strategy against Trafficking in Persons 
2006-2010, 
 
Pursuant to provisions under article 7, paragraph (4) in Government Urgent Ordinance no.30/2007 on the organization and 
operation of Ministry of the Interior and Administration Reform; article 11, paragraph (5) in Government Decision 
no.366/2007 regarding the organization and operation of Ministry of Education, Research and Youth, amended and 
supplemented; article 7, paragraph (4) in Government Decision no. 862/2006 regarding the organization and operation of 
Ministry of Public Health, amended and supplemented; article 14 of Government Decision no.381/2007 regarding the 
organization and operation of Ministry of Labor, Family and Equal Opportunities; article 5, paragraph (5) in Government 
Decision no. 1432/2004 regarding the responsibilities, organization and operation of National Authority for the Protection of 
Child Rights, amended and supplemented; article 4, paragraph (5) in Government Decision no. 100/2004 regarding the 
organization and operation of Ministry of Foreign Affaires, amended and supplemented; article 76 of Law 304/2004 regarding 
the judicial organization, republished, amended and supplemented and article 6, paragraph (4) in Government Decision no. 
83/2005 regarding the organization and operation of Ministry of Justice, amended and supplemented, 
 
Minister of the interior and administration reform,  Minister of education,  
research and youth, Minister of public health, Minister of labor, family and  
equal opportunities, President of the National Authority for the Protection  
Child Rights, Minister of foreign affaires, Prosecutor General of Public  
Prosecutions Department attached to the High Court of Cassation and  
Justice and the Minister of justice put forward the following 
 
ORDER 
 
Article 1. The National Victim Identification and Referral Mechanism, as component part of the present order, has been 
adopted. 
 
Article 2. The present order shall be published in the Romanian Official Journal, Part I. 
 
 
MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR                       MINI STER OF EDUCATION  
                  AND                                                  RESEARCH AND YOUTH   
ADMINISTRATION REFORM 
 
Cristian  DAVID     Cristian Mihai ADOMNITEI 
 
 
MINISTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH        MINISTER OF LABOUR , FAMILY 
        AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Eugen NICOLAESCU  Paul PACURARU 
 
 
 
PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL  MINISTER OF FOREIGN  
AUTHORITY FOR THE PROTECTION  AFFAIRES 
CHILD RIGHTS 
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Mariela NEAGU  Adrian CIOROIANU 
 
 
PROSECUTOR GENERAL  MINISTER OF JUSTICE 
 
Laura CODRUT KOVESI  Tudor CHIUARIU  
 



PALERMO MUNICIPALITY 

Unità Organizzativa Interventi per Immigrati, Rifugiati e Nomadi  

Informative Resume for inscription in MIR  

(Messa in rete – network system) 

 

Register data 

• General: Name/Surname 

• Age 

• Nationality 

• Civil status  

• Children 

• Relatives or known people in Italy 

 

Reason for the inscription 

 

Known elements related to exploitation 

• How one arrived in Italy 

• Type of exploitation 

• Safety elements: Territorial area involved 

 Territorial area of the exploitation network 

 

Law 

• There is the request for the given authorization of the Public Prosecutor and 

to the Quaestor, along with the artº 18 request 

• The authorization is possessed  

• The Act of reporting is nominated by a lawyer 

• There is the constitution of a civil part 

• The individual is only the offended part or the defended 

• The individual has been noticed of a possible process  

 

Intervention regarding the regulation 



• The beginning of the social and protection programme 

• Social way or judicial way 

• The presentation’s date of the social protection’s programme 

• Referent Police station 

• The date of the residence permit 

• Length of the residence permit 

• Decreed of forced expulsion 

• Possess o personal documents 

 

Summarised information 

• Was it made an interview of social protection orientation? 

• If yes, which information were given? 

• What are the relevant elements that the person can have access to a social 

protection programme? 

 



QUESITI RIVOLTI A CIRCA 150 ALUNNI MASCHI CHE NON A VEVANO 
PARTECIPATO AL PERCORSO CONTRO LA TRATTA  

  
1.      PERCHE’ ESISTE LA VIOLENZA SULLE DONNE DA PARTE DEG LI 
UOMINI?  

  

PERCHE’ GLI UOMINI DEVONO FARSI VALERE 30% 
PERCHE’ LE DONNE DEVONO STARE AL LORO POSTO 15% 
PERCHE’ GLI UOMINI NON SONO CAPACI A GESTIRE SERENAMENTE UNA 
RELAZIONE CON LE DONNE 

60% 

2.      COSA PENSANO GLI UOMINI DELLA TRATTA DELLE DONNE E 
DELLE MINORI?  

  

CHE LA TRATTA NON E’ VIOLAZIONE DEI DIRITTI UMANI 80% 
CHE E’ GIUSTO CHE GLI UOMINI POSSANO COMPRARE SESSO 40% 
CHE IN NESSUN CASO SI DEBBA COMPRARE O VIOLARE IL CORPO DI UN 
ESSERE UMANO 

60% 

3.      PERCHE’ GLI UOMINI PREFERISCONO PAGARE LE DONNE PER  
FARE SESSO? 

  

PERCHE’ NON RIESCONO AD AVERE UNA RELAZIONE EQUILIBRATA E 
SERENA CON UNA DONNA 

60% 

PERCHE’ LE DONNE DEVONO ESSERE A DISPOSIZIONE QUANDO GLI 
UOMINI NE HANNO NECESSITA’ 

30% 

PERCHE’ PAGANDO SI SENTONO MENO RESPONSABILI NELLA RELAZIONE 
CON L’ALTRO SESSO 

40% 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



QUESITI RIVOLTI A CIRCA 50 ALUNNI MASCHI DI CUI IL 30% AVEVANO 
PARTECIPATO AL PERCORSO CONTRO LA TRATTA SOLO DA OS SERVATORI  
  
1. HAI VISTO O CONOSCIUTO RAGAZZE CHE SONO TRATTATE MALE (SPINTONI, 
SCHIAFFEGGIATE, INSULTATE, DERISE) DAI LORO COETANEI (FIDANZATI, FRATELLI, 
COMPAGNI DI SCUOLA, AMICI), COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
  
2. HAI CONOSCIUTO O SEI VENUTO A CONOSCENZA DI RAGAZZI CHE COSTRINGONO LA 
LORO RAGAZZA A FARE SESSO SENZA CHE LEI LO VOGLIA, COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
  
3. HAI CONOSCIUTO RAGAZZI MOLTO OSSESSIVI NEL VOLERE CONTROLLARE LA RAGAZZA 
CON CUI STANNO INSIEME SIA NEL MODO DI VESTIRE, DI SCEGLIERE I SUOI AMICI, I LUOGHI 
DA FREQUENTARE, I FILM DA VEDERE, ECC., COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
  
4. COSA PENSI SE UN RAGAZZO CHIEDE SCUSA AD UNA RAGAZZA DOPO AVERLA OFFESA O 
MALTRATTATA O PICCHIATA? COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
  
5. COSA PENSI UN RAGAZZO SEMPRE EDUCATO, GENTILE MA CHE NON SEMPRE OTTIENE 
QUELLO CHE DESIDERA? 
  
  
6. COSA PENSI DI UN RAGAZZO AUDACE E CHE OTTIENE SEMPRE QUELLO CHE DESIDERA, 
SENZA TENERE CONTO DEGLI EFFETTI DEI PROPRI COMPORTAMENTI NON SEMPRE 
RISPETTOSI? 
  
  
7. QUALE MODELLO DI RAGAZZO VUOI ESSERE? 
  
  
  

RISPOSTE 
  

1. HAI VISTO O CONOSCIUTO RAGAZZE CHE SONO TRATTATE MALE (SPINTONI, 
SCHIAFFEGGIATE, INSULTATE, DERISE) DAI LORO COETANEI (FIDANZATI, FRATELLI, 
COMPAGNI DI SCUOLA, AMICI), COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
NO  40%  
  
SI    60%: 

−      SOLO VERBALMENTE 
−      LEI DEVE TROVARE LA FORZA DI RIBELLARSI 
−      LEI E’ STATA FORTE A SUBITO UN TRAUMA MA NON SI E’ FATTA CONDIZIONARE LA 
VITA 
−      LUI DEVE RIVEDERE SE STESSO 
−      LUI L’HO ALLONTANATO AVEVO SEMPRE AVUTO UNA CATTIVA 
IMPRESSIONE  LEI NON AVEVA COLPA 
−      LUI E’ DEBOLE E NON CONOSCE ALTRE FORME DI ESPRESSIONE  LEI DOVREBBE 
FARSI RISPETTARE 
−      LEI E’ DEBOLE 
−      LUI E’ UNO STUPIDO MA PERCHE’   LEI NON SI FA RISPETTARE 
−      LEI E’ STUPIDA , OGGI NON E’ PIU’ CONCEPIBILE 
−      CON I RAGAZZI DELLA MIA CLASSE ABBIAMO DERISO UNA RAGAZZA IN CLASSE 
MOLTE VOLTE MA SPESSO VOLEVAMO SCHERZARE 
−      LUI NON HA RISPETTO DELLE DONNE   LEI E’ STUPIDA A PERDONARLO SEMPRE 



  
  
  
  
2. HAI CONOSCIUTO O SEI VENUTO A CONOSCENZA DI RAGAZZI CHE COSTRINGONO LA 
LORO RAGAZZA A FARE SESSO SENZA CHE LEI LO VOGLIA, COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
NO  74% 
  
SI     4%:  DEVONO VOLERLO ENTRAMBI 
  
20%  NON RISPONDONO  
  
  
3. HAI CONOSCIUTO RAGAZZI MOLTO OSSESSIVI NEL VOLERE CONTROLLARE LA RAGAZZA 
CON CUI STANNO INSIEME SIA NEL MODO DI VESTIRE, DI SCEGLIERE I SUOI AMICI, I LUOGHI 
DA FREQUENTARE, I FILM DA VEDERE, ECC., COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  
NO    30% 
  
SI      60%: 

−      NON E’ GIUSTO I RAGAZZI DEVONO AVERE PIU’ FIDUCIA 
−      LUI E’ GELOSO E LEI NON DOVEVA PERMETTERGLIELO 
−      LUI SBAGLIA        LEI DOVEVA CONVINCERLO 
−      LUI E’ STUPIDO    LEI NON HA AVUTO SCELTA, DOVEVA ASSECONDARLO ANCHE SE 

     NESSUNO LA COSTRINGEVA 
−      LUI DOVEVA AVERE PIU’ FIDUCIA  LEI NON E’ STUPIDA A STARE CON LUI 
−      LUI LA MASCHERA SOTTO FORMA DI GELOSIA MA E’ EVIDENTE CHE E’ UNA VIOLENZA  

     PSICOLOGICA 
  
10% NON RISPONDONO  
  
  
4. COSA PENSI SE UN RAGAZZO CHIEDE SCUSA AD UNA RAGAZZA DOPO AVERLA OFFESA O 
MALTRATTATA O PICCHIATA? COSA PENSI DI LUI E DI LEI? 
  

−      E’ UN’AZIONE DA AMMIRARE E’ GIUSTO AVERE L’ASSOLUZIONE DI LEI 
−      LE SCUSE VANNO ACCETTATE MA CON LA PROMESSA CHE NON ACCADA PIU’ 
−      A LUI NON GLI CONVIENE CHIEDERE SCUSA PERCHE’ HA FATTO UN ERRORE 
IRREPARABILE  

LEI NON LO MERITA 
−      PUO’ CAPITARE DI AVERE UN RAPTUS E PENTIRSI MA SE CONTINUA E’ EVIDENTE CHE 
E’ UNA 

     SCUSA. LUI E’ UN OSSESSIVO QUINDI    LEI E’ UNA STUPIDA 
−      CHIEDERE SCUSA E’ PERFETTO E PENTIRSI DEL GESTO 
−      LE SCUSE DI LUI NON SERVONO IN NESSUN CASO, LUI E’ UNO 
STUPIDO  LEI DOVREBBE  

     ALLONTANARLO 
−      CHIEDERE SCUSA  VA COMUNQUE FATTO MA SPESSO SI SCEGLIE DI NON FARLO PER 
NON 

     FARSI PRENDERE PER DEBOLI 
−      LUI SE HA CAPITO DI AVERE TORTO DEVE AVERE IL CORAGGIO DI CHIEDERE SCUSA 

     SICURAMENTE DOPO LE SCUSE POTREBBE MALTRATTARLA NUOVAMENTE  LEI E’ 
FRAGILE  
     SE ACCETTA LE SUE SCUSE 

−      PENSO CHE LUI DOPO UN’AZIONE SIMILE SIA PENTITO 
−      LE SCUSE NON CANCELLANO IL DOLORE   LUI POTREBBE RIFARLO 
−      SE LUI E’ VERAMENTE PENTITO VA PERDONATO DA LEI 
−      L’OFFESA PUO’ ESSERE PERDONATA IL MALTRATTAMENTO FISICO NO 



−      VA PERDONATO SE LEI LO AMA MA SOLO SE NON E’ UN’ABITUDINE, IL FATTO CHE LUI 
     CHIEDE SCUSA E’ UN “PASSO AVANTI” 

−      IL RAGAZZO CHE FA QUESTI GESTI NON SA VIVERE UN RAPPORTO A DUE E SE 
PERDE LE 

     STAFFE E’ IMPERDONABILE 
  
10%  NON RISPONDONO  
  
  
5. COSA PENSI UN RAGAZZO SEMPRE EDUCATO, GENTILE MA CHE NON SEMPRE OTTIENE 
QUELLO CHE DESIDERA? 
  
30% PENSO CHE DEVE ASPETTARE IL SUO MOMENTO DI SUCCESSO 
10% PENSO CHE SIA SFORTUNATO 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON CAMBIERA’ MAI 
18% PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON VERRA’ MAI RIPAGATO CON LA STESSA DISPONIBILITA’ 
DAGLI 
        ALTRI 
4%  PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ SIA NORMALE 
20% PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ DEVE COMUNQUE IMPORSI UN PO’ SE NO SI RISCHIA DI 
ESSERE 
        EMARGINATO DAGLI ALTRI 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ E’ UNA BRAVA PERSONA ANCHE IN FUTURO 
10% PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON SI FA VALERE 
  
  
6. COSA PENSI DI UN RAGAZZO AUDACE E CHE OTTIENE SEMPRE QUELLO CHE DESIDERA, 
SENZA TENERE CONTO DEGLI EFFETTI DEI PROPRI COMPORTAMENTI NON SEMPRE 
RISPETTOSI? 
  
40% PENSO CHE ESSERE COSI’ E’ BENE BASTA CHE NON FACCIA MALE A NESSUNO 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON E’ GIUSTO E CORRETTO 
12% PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ STRANAMENTE E’ IL PIU’ PREFERITO DALLE RAGAZZE 
8%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ E’ VIZIATO ED IMMATURO 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ VALE ZERO 
8%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ E’ EGOISTA E STRON… 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON VIVE RAPPORTI VERI MA SOLO FITTIZI 
12% PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ FA BENE ED ANDRA’ AVANTI 
4%   PENSO CHE UNO COSI’ NON FARA’ FELICE NESSUNO 
  
4%   NON RISPONDONO  
  
  
7. QUALE MODELLO DI RAGAZZO VUOI ESSERE? 
  
26%  VORREI ESSERE UN RAGAZZO TRANQUILLO PERCHE’ PRIMA O POI AVRO’ SUCCESSO 
50%   MI PIACCIO COME SONO E’ NON VOGLIO CAMBIARE 
10%   VORREI ESSERE GIUSTO E CORRETTO MA ANCHE IMPORMI PER OTTENERE DI PIU’ 
  
 4%    NON RISPONDONO 
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